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FOREWORD
BY
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION STAFF
The NRC staff is in the process of reappraising its regulatory position relative
to the decommissioning of nuclear facilities. The initial part of this activity
consisted of obtaining the information base to support any subsequent regulatory
changes. Highly detailed studies were completed, through technical assistance
contracts of the technology, safety and costs of decommissioning various nuclear
facilities. (These studies are referenced in this document). These studies
were, in turn, utilized along with other information, to prepare a Draft Generic
Environmental Statement on Decommissioning Nuclear Facilities, draft GEIS, NU
REG-0586, January 1981. On February 11, 1985, the Commission published a notice
of proposed rulemaking on decommissioning criteria for nuclear facilities
(50 FR 5600).
This Final Generic Environmental Impact Statement on Decommissioning Nuclear
Facilities is being published based on public comment on the draft GEIS and on
the proposed rule as well as on updated information in the technical informa
tion base. This statement is required because the regulatory changes that
might result from the reevaluation of decommissioning policy may be a major
NRC action affecting the quality of the human environment.
The information provided in this Statement, including any comments, will be
included in the record for consideration by the Commission in·establishing
criteria and new standards for decommissioning.
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ABSTRACT
This final generic environmental impact statement was prepared as part of the
requirement for considering changes in regulations on decommissioning of
commercial nuclear facilities. Consideration is given to the decommissioning
of pressurized water reactors, boiling water reactors, research and test
reactors, fuel reprocessing plants (FRPs) (currently, use of FRPs in the
commercial sector is not being considered), small mixed oxide fuel fabrication
plants, uranium hexafluoride conversion plants, uranium fuel fabrication plants,
independent spent fuel storage installations, and non-fuel-cycle facilities for
handling byproduct, source and special nuclear materials. Excluded here from
consideration for regulation change, are decommissioning of low-level waste
burial facilities, high-level waste repositories, and uranium mill and mill
tailings piles, which are covered in separate rulemaking activities, and
decommissioning of uranium mines which are not under NRC jurisdiction.
Decommissioning has many positive environmental impacts such as the return of
possibly valuable land to the public domain and the elimination of potential
problems associated with increased numbers of radioactively contaminated facil
ities with a minimal use of resources. Major adverse impacts are shown to be
routine occupational radiation doses and the commitment of nominally small
amounts of land to radioactive waste disposal. Other impacts, including public
radiation doses, are minor. Mitigation of potential health, safety, and envi
ronmental impacts requires more specific and detailed regulatory guidance than
is currently available. Recommendations are made as to regulatory decommis
sioning particulars including such aspects as decommissioning alternatives,
appropriate preliminary planning requirements at the time of commissioning,
final planning requirements prior to termination of facility operations,
assurance of funding for decommissioning, environmental review requirements,
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OVERVIEW
At the end of a commercial nuclear facility 1 s useful life, termination of its
license by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is a desired objective. Such
termination requires that the facility be decommissioned. Decommissioning means
the removal of a nuclear facility safely from service and reduction of residual
radioactivity to a level that permits release of the property for unrestricted
use and termination of the license. It is the objective of NRC regulatory
activities in protecting public health and safety to provide to the applicant
or licensee appropriate regulations and guidance to accomplish nuclear facility
decommissioning.
Although decommissioning is not an imminent health and safety problem, the
nuclear industry is maturing. Nuclear facilities have been operating for a
number of years, and the number and complexity of facilities that will require
decommissioning is expected to increase in the near future. Accordingly, the
NRC is reevaluating its regulatory requirements concerning decommissioning.
This final generic environmental impact statement is part of this reevaluation.
PAST ACTIVITIES
In support of this reevaluation, a data base on the technology, safety, and
cost of decommissioning various nuclear facilities and on other matters related
to decommissioning, including financial assurance, is being completed for the
NRC by Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL), by Oak Ridge National
Laboratory and by other contractors. Based on this data base and on input from
other State and Federal government agencies and the public, NRC has modified
and amplified its policy considerations and data base requirements in a manner
responsive to comments received. Another area addressed is the generic appli
cability of the data base for specific facility types.
This has been addressed
through expansion of the PNL facility reports to include sensitivity analyses
for a variety of parameters potentially affecting safety and cost considerations.
A draft generic environmental impact statement was issued in January, 1981 and
comments received have been considered in the development of this final state
ment. On February 11, 1985, the NRC published a notice of proposed rulemaking
on Decommissioning Criteria for Nuclear Facilities (50 FR 5600).
The
proposed amendments covered a number of topics related to decommissioning that
would be applicable to 10 CFR Parts 30, 40, 50, 51, 70, and 72 applicants and
licensees. These topics included decommissioning alternatives, planning,
assurance of funds for decommissioning, environmental review requirements, and
residual radioactivity.
SCOPE OF THE EIS
Regulatory changes are being considered for both fuel cycle and non-fuel-cycle
nuclear facilities. The fuel cycle facilities are pressurized (PWR) and
boiling water (BWR) light water reactors (LWRs) for both single and multiple
reactor sites, research and test reactors, fuel reprocessing plants (FRPs)
(currently, use of FRPs in the commercial sector is not being considered),
small mixed oxide (MOX) fuel fabrication plants, uranium fuel fabrication
plants (U-fab), uranium hexafluoride conversion plants (UF 6 ), and independent
spent fuel storage installations (ISFSI). Under non-fuel-cycle facilities,
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consideration is given to major types such as radiopharmaceutical or industrial
radioisotope supplier facilities, various research radioisotope laboratories,
and rare metal ore processing plants where uranium and thorium are concentrated
in the tail i ngs.
This EIS addresses only those issues involved in the activities carried out at
the end of a nuclear facility's useful life which permit the facility to be
removed safely from service and the property to be released for unrestricted
use. It does not address the considerations involved in extending the life of
a nuclear facility. If a licensee makes an application for extending a facility
license, an application for license renewal or amendment or for a new license
would be submitted and reviewed according to appropriate existing regulations.
This is not considered to be decommissioning and therefore is outside the scope
of this EIS.
High-level waste repositories, low-level waste burial facilities, and uranium
mills and their associated mill tailings piles are covered in separate
rulemakings and are not included here. The first two items are covered in
Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR) Parts 60 and 61. The last
item is covered in amendments to 10 CFR Part 40.
REGULATORY OBJECTIVE
It is the responsibility of the NRC to ensure, through regulations and other
guidance, that appropriate procedures are followed in decommissioning to
protect the health and safety of the public. Present regulatory requirements
and guidance cover the requirements and criteria for decommissioning in a
limited way and are not adequate to regulate decommissioning actions effectively.
Areas needing further criteria include decommissioning alternatives, financial
assurance, planning and residual radioactivity levels as discussed below:
�-·

�-

Decommissioning Alternatives. It is the responsibility of the NRC, ih protecting
public health and safety, to ensure that after a nuclear facility ceases opera
tion its license is terminated in a timely manner. License termination requires
decommissioning. Analysis of the technical data base, establishes that decom
missioning can be accomplished and the facility released for unrestricte.d use
shortly after cessation of operations or, in certain situations for certain
facilities, delayed and completed after a period of storage. These situations,
would include considerations where the potential exists for occupational expo
sure and waste volume reduction, resulting from radioactive decay, or the
inability to dispose of waste due to lack of disposal capacity, or other site
specific factors which may affect safety. Completing decommissioning and
releasing the site for unrestricted use eliminates the potenti�l problems that
may result from an increasing number of sites contaminated with radioactive
material, as well as eliminating potential health, safety, regulatory, and
economic problems associated with maintaining the nuclear facility.
Based on the technical data base, it appears that completing decommissioning
shortly after cessation of facility operations or delaying completion of decom
missioning for a 30 to 50 year period are reasonable options for decommission
ing light water power reactors. Delay beyond that period may be acceptable if
there is an inability to dispose of waste due to lack of disposal capacity or
if there are site specific factors affecting safety such as if the safety of an
adjacent reactor might be affected by dismantlement procedures.
viii
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For research and test reactors and for nuclear facilities licensed under 10 CFR
Parts 30, 40, 70, and 72, occupational doses would be in most cases much less
significant than power reactors. Thus, completing decommissioning shortly
after cessation of operations is considered the most reasonable option. De
laying completion of decommissioning to allow short lived nuclides to decay may
be justified in some cases, however, any extended delay would rarely be justi
fiable.
Financial Assurance. Consistent with the regulatory objective of decommis
sioning as described above, reasonable assurance is required from the nuclear
facility licensee that adequate funds are available to decommission the
facility. The funding mechanisms considered reasonable for providing the
necessary assurance include prepayment of funds into a segregated account,
insurance, surety bonds, letters of credit, and certain other guarantee
methods, and a sinking fund deposited into a segregated account.
Planning. Planning for decommissioning is a critical item for ensuring that
the decommissioning activities can be accomplished in a safe and timely manner.
Development of detailed plans at the application stage is not possible because
many factors (e.g., technology, regulatory requirements, economics) will change
before the license period ends. Thus, most of the planning for the actual
decommissioning will occur near final shutdown. However, a certain amount of
preliminary planning should be done at the application stage.
Information on decommissioning funding provisions must be submitted with an
application for a license for a nuclear facility. This information should
include the method of assuring funds for decommissioning (as discussed above
under Financial Assurance) and an indication of the amount being set aside.
Provisions should also be made to adjust cost levels and associated funding
levels over the life of the facility.
Facilitation of decommissioning in the design of a facility or during its
operation can be beneficial in reducing operational exposures and waste
volumes requiring disposal at the time of decommissioning. Although many
aspects of facilitation can be covered under existing regulations, specific
requirements that records of relevant operational and design information
important to decommissioning be maintained should be added.
A final detailed decommissioning plan is required for review and approval by
the NRC prior to cessation of facility operation or shortly thereafter. Besides
the description of the decommissioning alternative which will be used, the final
plan should include a description of the plans to ensure occupational and public
safety and to protect the environment during decommissioning; a description of
the final radiation survey to ensure that remaining residual radioactivity is
within levels permitted for releasing the property for unrestricted use; an
updated cost estimate; and for certain facilities as appropriate a description
of quality assurance and safeguards provisions. The plan should include an
estimate of the cost required to accomplish the decommissioning.
Residual Radioactivity Levels. The selection of an acceptable level is outside
the scope of rulemaking supported by this EIS. The Commission is participating
in an EPA organized interagency working group which is developing Federal guid
ance on acceptable residual radioactivity for unrestricted use. Proposed
Federal guidance is anticipated to be published by EPA. NRC is planning to
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implement this guidance through rulemaking as soon as possible, as well as by
issuing regulatory guides and standard review plan sections. Currently,
criteria for residual contamination levels do exist and research and test
reactors are being decommissioned using present guidance contained in Regula
tory Guide 1.86 for surface contamination plus 5 µr/hr above background
measured at 1 meter from the surface for direct radiation. The cost estimate
for decommissioning can be based on current criteria and guidance regarding
residual radioactivity levels for unrestricted use. The information in the
studies performed as part of the reevaluation on decommissioning have indicated
that in any reasonable range of residual radioactivity limits, the cost of
decommissioning is relatively insensitive to the radioactivity level and use of
cost data based on current criteria should provide a reasonable estimate. Even
in situations where the residual radioactivity level might have an effect on
decommissioning cost, by use of update provisions in the rulemaking, it is
expected that the decommissioning fund available at the end of facility life
will approximate closely the actual cost of decommissioning.
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
Generally, the major environmental impact from decommissioning, especially for
power reactors, occurs when the decision is made to operate the reactor.
Provided decommissioning rules are in place and based on the conclusions of
Chapters 4 and 5 regarding impacts from reactor decommissioning alternatives,
it is not expected that any significant environmental impacts will result from
decommissioning. Therefore current 10 CFR Part 51 needs to be amended to
delete the manditory EIS requirement for decommissioning of power reactors. An
EIS may still be needed but this should be based on site specific factors.
Consequently a licensee should submit a supplemental environmental report and
safety analysis and, based on these submittals, the NRC should consider prepara
tion and issuance of an environmental assessment and a finding of no environ
mental impact. This is expected to be reasonable for most situations.
It is imperative that decommissioning rule amendments in 10 CFR Parts 30, 40,
50, 51, 70, and 72 be issued at this time because it is important to establish
financial assurance provisions, as well as other decommissioning planning
provisions, as soon as possible so that funds will be available to carry out
decommissioning in a manner which protects public health and safety. Based on
this need for the decommissioning provisions currently existing as well as
those contained in the proposed rule amendments, the Commission believes that
the rule can and should be issued now.
CONCLUSIONS ON DECOMMISSIONING IMPACTS
Consideration of the decommissioning data base including comments on the Draft
Generic Environmental Statement and on the proposed rule and of the need for
regulatory activity has led to the following conclusions in the Final Generic
Environmental Impact Statement:
(1)

The technology for decommissioning nuclear facilities is well in hand and,
while technical improvements in decommissioning techniques are to be ex
pected, decommissioning at the present time can be performed safely and
at reasonable cost. Radiation dose to the public due to decommissioning
activities should be very small and be primarily due to transportation of
X

decommissioning waste to waste burial facilities. Radiation dose to de
commissioning workers should be a small fraction of their exposure experi
enced over the operating lifetime of the facility and be well within the
occupational exposure limits imposed by regulatory requirements. Decom
missioning costs are reasonable and are, at least for the larger facilities
such as reactors, a small fraction of the present worth commissioning costs
(i.e., less than 10%).
(2)

Decommissioning of nuclear facilities is not an imminent health and safety
problem. However, planning for decommissioning as an integral activity
prior to commissioning as well as during facility life is a critical item
that can have an impact on health and safety as well as cost. Essential
to such planning activity is reasonable assurance that funds will be avail
able for performing required decommissioning activities at the cessation
of facility operation.

(3)

Decommissioning of a nuclear facility generally has a positive environ
mental impact. At the end of facility life, termination of a nuclear
license is the goal. Termination requires decontamination of the facility
so that the level of any residual radioactivity remaining in the facility
or on the site is low enough to allow unrestricted use of the facility
and site. Commitment of resources, compared to operational aspects, is
generally small. The major environmental impact of decommissioning is the
commitment of small amounts of land for waste burial in exchange for reuse
of the facility and site for other purposes. Since in many instances,
such as at a reactor facility, the land is a valuable resource, return of
this land to the commercial or public sector is highly desirable.

INCORPORATION OF EIS CONCLUSIONS IN REGULATIONS
It is recommended that specific implementation of regulatory activities be per
formed by rulemaking as amendments to existing regulations (i.e., 10 CFR Parts 30,
40, 50, 51, 70 and 72) rather than as a separate regulation solely covering
decommissioning. Because decommissioning overlaps so many areas covered by
present regulations, such incorporation would be more efficient.
ORGANIZATION OF THE EIS
Sections 1 to 3 of the main text of the EIS contain material common to all the
facilities considered and should be read for discussion of generic issues.
Sections 4 to 14 contain specific facility considerations. These separate
facility sections were kept as self-contained as possible (recognizing that
some redundancy would be inevitable for such an organizational approach), so
that a user interested in a particular facility type need primarily read only
that section, as well as introductory, generic, and policy sections. Section
15 contains details on how the conclusions of the EIS will affect regulatory
policy considerations. The last section of the EIS is a glossary which pro
vides the reader definitions of terms used in this report, including those used
in a special sense in this report. Finally, in the Appendices, discussion and
resolution of comments on the DGEIS is presented in Appendix A along with the
original comments presented in Appendix B.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Commercial nuclear facilities that come under the Nuclear Regulatory Commis
sion's (NRC) regulatory authority include those dealing with fuel cycle and
non-fuel-cycle operation. The generation of electric power from steam sup
plied by nuclear reactors requires a series of processes collectively known as
the nuclear fuel cycle. This cycle begins with the mining and milling of ura
nium ore, includes the operation of power reactors, and ends with the disposi
tion of radioactive wastes. Each step in the cycle requires the handling of
radioactive materials, which are specifically designated as source materials,
byproduct materials, or special nuclear materials. Non-fuel-cycle facilities
can also use byproduct, source, and special nuclear materials. Non-fuel-cycle
facilities include those involved in academic, pharmaceutical and industrial
radioisotopic use and in rare metal ore processing. The handling of these
materials and the processes involved have given rise to several issues of funda
mental importance to the American public. These issues include the safe opera
tion of all steps in the nuclear fuel cycle and of other nuclear facilities,
especially the safe operation of power reactors; the safe disposition of radio
active wastes; and the safe decommissioning of all nuclear facilities. The
first two issues have received much attention from Congress and from federal
regulatory agencies, beginning in 1954 with the passage of the Atomic Energy
Act. The third issue, decommissioning, is now receiving an increasing amount
of attention because the nuclear field is maturing, in that nuclear facilities
have been operating for a number of years, and the number and complexity of
facilities that will require decommissioning is expected to increase in the
future. It is this third issue which is the subject of this document.
1.1 Purpose of EIS
The purpose of this environmental impact statement (EIS) is to assist the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) in developing policies and in promulgating
amended regulations with respect to the decommissioning of licensed nuclear
facilities. It is prepared pursuant to the requirements of the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). The decommissioning of uranium mills and mill
tailings, (this includes all facilities associated with extracting uranium from
areas, such as in situs, heap leach, and milling facilities) low-level waste
burial facilities and high-level waste repositories has been treated in 10 CFR
Parts 40, 60 and 61. In addition, also excluded from this action are uranium
mines which come under the jurisdiction of the states and other Federal agencies.
The generic analyses of this EIS are applicable to specific facilities based on
the decommissioning information base studies which included sensitivity analyses
of such parameters as the size of the facility, contamination level, waste
disposal costs, labor costs, etc. (See References of Section 1)
1.1.1 NEPA Requirements
Section 102(1) of the National Environmental Policy Act (42 U.S.C. 4321 et
seq.) requires that 11 the policies, regulations, and public laws of the United
States shall be interpreted and administered in accordance with the policies
set forth in this Act. 11 Section 102(2)(C) requires all agencies of the Federal
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Government to 11 include in every recommendation or report on proposals for legis
lation and other major Federal actions significantly affecting the quality of
the human environment, a detailed statement by the responsible official on:
(i) the environmental impact of the proposed action,
(ii) any adverse environmental effects which cannot be avoided should the
proposal be implemented,
(iii)

alternatives to the proposed action,

(iv) the relationship between local short-term uses of man's environment
and the maintenance and enhancement of long-term productivity, and
(v)

any irreversible and irretrievable commitments of resources which
would be involved in the proposed action should it be implemented. 11

1.2 Organization of the EIS
The first three sections of this EIS contain material common to all of the
facilities discussed in the statement. Regulatory matters are discussed in
Section 1. Section 2 discusses in a generic manner the following: nuclear
facilities; decommissioning alternatives; acceptable residual radioactivity
levels for permitting release of the site for unrestricted use; financial
assurance that sufficient funds are available for decommissioning; the manage
ment of radioactive wastes; and safeguards. Facility sites (i.e., the affected
environment) are discussed generically in Section 3. Reactor facilities are
discussed in Sections 4 through 8. Fuel cycle facilities are discussed in Sec
tions 9 through 13 and non-fuel-cycle facilities in Section 14. These sections
include descriptions of each facility, discussions of decommissioning alterna
tives, and summaries of radiation exposures and decommissioning costs. Other
environmental consequences are also discussed. Regulatory policy considerations
are discussed in Section 15.
It is intended in this report to provide a document sufficient in detail to be
useful to the NRC in establishing policies and in promulgating amended regula
tions, yet not so lengthy or detailed as to be overwhelming to the general
public and to others who have a valid interest in the subject. Detailed reports
have been prepared which constitute information bases on the technology, safety
and cost§ of decommissioning of the nuclear facilities discussed in this
report. 1 10 These facilities are pressurized water reactors, boiling water
reactors, multiple reactor power stations, research and test reactors, fuel
reprocessing plants, small mixed oxide fuel fabrication plants, uranium
hexafluoride conversion plants, uranium fuel fabrication plants, independent
spent fuel storage installations, and non-fuelcycle materials facilities. Many
of those reports have been available for critical comment for some time, have
been found to be useful as a data base, and have been used in preparation of
decommissioning studies. The decommissioning of uranium mills and tailings
piles is discussed in a separate EIS. 11 The decommissioning of low-level waste
burial facilities is also discussed in a separate EIS. 12
This EIS represents a compendium of what would otherwise have been many sepa
rate EIS's on the nuclear facilities considered in this report. To make the
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report more useful to the user, the separate facility sections (Section 4
through 14) were kept as self-contained as possible, so that a user interested
in a particular facility type need primarily read only that section, as well as
the introduction, the section on generic issues and the section on policy.
Such an approach causes some unavoidable redundancy in presentation of informa
tion contained in the various facility sections. In addition, an overview of
this report is presented to enable a user to gain a perspective of the objectives
and conclusions reached in this report.
1.3

Purpose of Decommissioning

The purpose of decommissioning nuclear facilities is to take the facility
safely from service and to reduce residual radioactivity to a level that per
mits release of the property for unrestricted use and termination of license.
Alternative methods of accomplishing this purpose, and the environmental impacts
of each alternative are discussed in this EIS.
1.4 Responsibility for Decommissioning
The responsibility for decommissioning a commercial nuclear facility belongs
to the licensee. Regulatory and policy guidance for decommissioning is the
responsibility of the NRC and is implemented either by the NRC or Agreement
State as applicable.
1.4.1

Existing Criteria and Regulations for Decommissioning

Statutory authority for the regulation of activities related to the commercial
nuclear fuel cycle is contained in the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (42 U.S.C. 2011
et seq.) and the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C. 5841 et seq.) and
in subsequent amendments. Pursuant to these acts, the NRC has promulgated
regulations which appear in Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations. The
NRC has also published Regulatory Guides for the purpose of assisting applicants
and licensees in carrying out their regulatory obligations.
Present regulations specifically pertaining to decommissioning are contained
in 10 CFR Parts 40, 61, and 72 and in Section 50.33(f), Section 50.82, and
Appendix F of 10 CFR Part 50. General guidance is contained in NRC Regulatory
Guides 1.86 and 3.5 (Rev. 1) and in NRC staff guidelines.
1.4.2 Current Rulemaking Activities
The NRC is currently developing an explicit overall policy for decommissioning
commercial nuclear facilities and amending its regulations in 10 CFR Chapter I
to include more specific decommissioning guidance for production and utiliza
tion facility licensees and byproduct, source, and special nuclear material
licensees. 13 On February 11, 1985, the NRC published a notice of proposed
rulemaking on Decommissioning Criteria for Nuclear Facilities (50 FR 5600).
The proposed amendments covered a number of topics related to decommissioning
that would be applicable to 10 CFR Parts 30, 40, 50, 70, and 72 applicants and
licensees. These topics included decommissioning alternatives, planning,
assurance of funds for decommissioning, environmental review requirements, and
residual radioactivity.
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1.5 History, Background, and Experience With Decommissioning
Facilities identified with the portion of the nuclear fuel cycle between mining
and reactor operation, uranium hexafluoride conversion plants and uranium fuel
fabrication plants, call for relatively routine decommissioning procedures.
These facilities usually contain low-level radioactivity which is well confined
to the facility. Mixed oxide fuel fabrication plants involve plutonium and thus
call for special procedures. Pressurized water reactors, boiling water reactors,
fuel reprocessing plants, and spent fuel storage facilities contain high levels
of radioactivity that require special precautions and procedures. The differences
among research and test reactors that have a variety of functions and the
complexity of non-fuel-cycle facilities that handle byproduct, source, or
special nuclear materials depend on the activities carried out and the materials
handled. However, their problems in decommissioning these facilities are more
from the great number and variety, than in any technical difficulties.
Since 1960, five licensed power reactors, four demonstration reactors, six
licensed test reactors, one licensed ship reactor, and 52 licensed research
reactors and critical facilities have been or are being decommissioned by the
methods discussed in this EIS. Forty-two research reactors and critical facil
ities have been dismantled. Only one power reactor, the Elk River demonstration reactor, has been completely dismantled. Three other demonstration power
reactors of small size have been entombed. The decommissioning status of the
more important reactors is listed in Table 1.5-1. Some military reactors are
included, while licensed research reactors and critical facilities have been
omitted.
Decommissioning experience with some of the specific types of facilities is
limited, but a broad base of experience with various facilities exists which
is generally relevant to the decommissioning of any type of nuclear facility.
A sampling of non-reactor facilities which have been decommissioned is pre
sented in Table 1.5-2.
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Table 1. 5-1 Summary of nuclear reactor decommissionings
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Table 1.5-2 Nonreactor nuclear facility decommissioning information
Year
Decommissioned

Type of
Decommissioning

Facility

Location

Polonium-210
Facilities (Units
III & IV)

Miamisburg, Ohio

1950

Partial disman
tlement; decon
taminated to un
restricted re
lease levels

Cave Facility
(Radium-226
and Actinium227 Processing
Facility)

Miamisburg, Ohio

1967

Partial entomb
ment, remainder
decontaminated
to unrestricted
release levels

SM Facility (Space
Programs Pluto
nium-238
Facility)

Miamisburg, Ohio

1972

Decontaminated
and placed in
passive safe
storage (moth
balled) await
ing final dis
position by DOE

Plutonium Filter
Facility
(Building 12)

Los Alamos, NM

1973

Dismantled

Laboratory for
Plutonium
Criticality
Studies (P-11)

Richland, WA

1974

Dismantled

Plutonium Physics
Study Building
No 21

Los Alamos, NM

1975

Dismantled
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2 GENERIC NUCLEAR FACILITY DECOMMISSIONING CONSIDERATIONS
In this section consideration is given to generic items required for implement
ing a decommissioning program for the facilities considered in this EIS.
First, for an overview, a brief discussion is presented of the nuclear fuel
cycle for light-water-reactors. Research and test reactors and non-fuel-cycle
nuclear facilities are also briefly discussed. Consideration is then given to:
(1)

decommissioning a1ternatives and their advantages and disadvantages,

(2) acceptable residual radioactivity levels for permitting release of a decom
missioned nuclear facility for unrestricted access,
(3) assurance that funds to pay for decommissioning will be available,
(4) waste management for radioactive waste needing to be disposed of during
nuclear facility decommissioning, and
(5) safeguarding requirements during decommissioning.
2.1 Nuclear Facilities Operational Description
2.1.1 The Nuclear Fuel Cycle
A nuclear power plant is a facility designed to generate electricity by utiliz
ing the heat produced by controlled nuclear fission of uranium and plutonium.
This is the desired production step in the fuel cycle. It is preceded by
several steps in the fuel cycle in which uranium ore is processed into fuel
elements, and is followed by several steps in which fuel removed from the
reactor is stored and then either reprocessed to recover usable fuel or disposed
of in some manner. The basic steps in the nuclear fuel cycle are shown in
Figure 2.1-1. Each box in the diagram represents a separate facility and each
arrow represents the transportation of the product between facilities. Spent
fuel is being stored at the reactor sites pending eventual disposal at spent
fuel storage facilities or high-level waste repositories.
The steps in Figure 2.1-1 for the typical fuel cycle for power plants are
described more fully below.
Milling
The uranium ores that are mined and milled in the United States are sedimen
tary deposits in which the uranium occurs as a coating on sand grains. Small
quantities of radium and thorium are also found in the ore. The uranium con
tent is only about 1 to 3 kg per tonne (2 to 6 lb per ton). The milling pro
cess dissolves the uranium and separates it from the sand. This involves
crushing and grinding the ore, dissolving the uranium by acid or alkaline
leach, and precipitating a semi-refined product, called yellowcake. The tail
ings from this process are mostly sand, but they also include the original
quantities of radium, thorium, and other decay products that do not extract
2-1
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Figure 2.1-1 Diagram of the steps in the nuclear fuel cycle
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with the uranium. The tailings are carried as a slurry to impoundment areas
where the water is allowed to evaporate. The tailings are then stabilized to
reduce future potential contamination problems.
Conversion
The yellowcake is shipped to a conversion plant where it is converted to UF 6
by one of two processes. One is the 11 dry1 1 or hydrofluor process in which the
yellowcake goes through a series of reduction, hydrofluorination, and fluorina
tion steps in fluidized bed reactors. The other is a 1 1 wet 11 process in which
the yellowcake is first processed to produce a high-purity uranium dioxide
feed that undergoes reduction, hydrofluorination, and fluorination.
Enrichment
The UF 6 produced by the conversion process contains about 0.7% 235 U, which
must be increased to 2 to 4% prior to fabrication into LWR fuel assemblies.
Enrichment is accomplished by a gaseous diffusion process in which 235 UF 6 mole
cules pass more readily through a porous membrane than do 238 UF 6 molecules,
thus producing a product stream that is enriched in 235 UF 6 . This process is
repeated through many such stages until the desired degree of enrichment is
attained. The enriched UF 6 is then shipped to a fuel fabrication plant.
Fuel Fabrication
In the preparation of LWR fuel,
treatment to convert it to U0 2 •
to produce high-density ceramic
tubes. These tubes or rods are
reactor cores.

the enriched UF 6 first undergoes chemical
The U0 2 is mechanically and thermally treated
fuel pellets that are placed in metal fuel
then clustered into fuel assemblies for

Reactors
A light water reactor (LWR) as used in a power plant utilizes the heat pro
duced by controlled nuclear fission within the fuel assemblies in the reactor
core to heat water and generate steam which drives a turbine-generator. There
are two basic LWR types: the pressurized water reactor (PWR) and the boiling
water reactor (BWR). In a PWR the water in the reactor core is kept under
pressure to allow heat build-up without boiling. This heated water is circu
lated through a heat exchanger where water in a second circulating system is
converted to steam to drive the turbines. In a BWR the water in the reactor
core is allowed to boil, directly producing the steam to drive the turbines.
Spent Fuel Storage Facilities
The partially depleted LWR spent fuel assemblies are removed from the
reactor and stored in spent fuel pools at the reactor for a minimum of 90 days.
This cooling period allows the short-lived radionuclides to decay and reduce
the radioactivity and thermal heat emission of the fuel assemblies.
Spent fuel is currently being stored at reactor spent fuel pools for extended
time periods as plans for further disposition of the spent fuel are being
developed. Storage of spent fuel at away-from-reactor independent spent fuel
storage installations (ISFSI) is being considered as an interim measure. One
2-3

ISFSI design is similar to that of the reactor storage pools except that the
storage capacity is significantly greater. An alternative ISFSI design is to
store the spent fuel in a dry storage environment such as an air-cooled vault.
Fuel Reprocessing
LWR spent fuel assemblies can be chemically reprocessed to separate the remain
ing uranium and the generated plutonium from the radioactive wastes produced
during reactor operation. The chemical separation is accomplished by chopping
the fuel rods into short sections, dissolving the pellets with nitric acid,
extracting uranium and plutonium nitrates from the fission products, and then
separating the uranium from the plutonium. The uranyl nitrate is converted to
UF 6 and the plutonium nitrate is oxidized to plutonium dioxide. Both can then
be inserted into the fuel cycle for reuse. At the present time no commercial
spent fuel is being reprocessed in the United States.
Mixed Oxide Fuel Fabrication
A mixed oxide fuel fabrication plant produces fuel elements that contain a mix
ture of U0 2 and Pu0 2 • For example, U0 2 and Pu0 2 powders are mixed and the
mixture is formed into pellets by mechanical and thermal treatment. These pel
lets are sealed in metal cladding to form fuel elements. Only small mixed
oxide plants are currently in use commercially and are used to fabricate
experimental fuel elements.
Low-Level Waste Burial Facilities
Low-Level radioactive wastes which do not contain transuranic elements above
certain concentrations are disposed of in shallow-land burial facilities.
These kinds of materials may be generated at reactors or at any of the facili
ties where fuel is processed, and consist of contaminated trash, filters, and
equipment. These wastes are placed in boxes or drums to facilitate handling
and are buried at sites that are monitored and are restricted from public access.
High-Level Waste Repositories
High-level wastes are either intact fuel assemblies that are being discarded
after serving their useful life in a reactor core (spent fuel) or certain fission
product and actinide wastes generated during fuel reprocessing. High-level waste
burial at deep geologic repositories is currently under consideration. There
are currently no facilities of this type.
2.1.2 Research and Test Reactors
A research reactor is defined in 10 CFR 170.3(h) as a nuclear reactor licensed
for operation at a thermal power level of 10 megawatts or less, and which is
not a testing facility. A testing facility (i.e., a test reactor) is defined
in 10 CFR 50.2 as a nuclear reactor licensed for operation at: (1) a thermal
power level in excess of 10 megawatts, or (2) a thermal power level in excess of
1 megawatt if the reactor is to contain: a circulating loop through the core
in which the applicant proposes to conduct fuel experiments, or a liquid fuel
loading, or an experimental facility in the core in excess of 16 square inches
in cross-section. There are 84 nonpower research and test (R&T) reactors in
the U.S. that are licensed by the NRC. Of these 76 are research reactors, and
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8 are test reactors. The level of activity of these facilities ranges from no
longer operational, to occasional use, to intermittent use, to steady and scheduled
use.
2.1.3

Non-Fuel-Cycle Nuclear Facilities

Non-fuel-cycle facilities are those facilities which handle by-product, source
and/or special nuclear materials, but which are not involved in the production
of power as outlined in Figure 2.1-1. Non-fuel-cycle facilities must be licensed
by the NRC. Precise definitions and licensing requirements for the materials
listed above are published in 10 CFR Parts 30, 40, and 70, respectively. Broadly
speaking, source materials consist of uranium and thorium, special nuclear
materials consist of plutonium or enriched uranium, and byproduct materials
consist of materials made radioactive by special nuclear material. These facil
ities include a wide range of applications in industry, medicine and research
such as manufacture of packaged products containing small sealed sources and of
radiochemicals, research and development institutions, and processors of ores
in which the tailings contain licensable quantities of radionuclides.
2.2

Facilities Considered in EIS

The facilities considered in this EIS are: (1) pressurized water reactors,
(2) boiling water reactors, (3) multiple reactor stations, (4) research and
test reactors, (5) fuel reprocessing plants, (6) small mixed oxide fuel
fabrication plants, (7) uranium hexafluoride conversion plants, 8) uranium fuel
fabrication plants, (9) independent spent fuel storage installations, and
(10) non-fuel-cycle nuclear facilities. The facilities not considered include
uranium mills and mill tailings, low-level waste burial facilities and high
level waste repositories because they are covered by separate rulemaking; and
uranium mines and the existing government owned uranium enrichment plants
because they are not under NRC jurisdiction.
2.3 Definition of Decommissioning
Decommissioning means to remove a nuclear facility safely from service and to
reduce residual radioactivity to a level that permits release of the property
for unrestricted use and termination of the license. Decommissioning activities
do not include the removal and disposal of spent fuel which is considered to be
an operational activity or the removal and disposal of nonradioactive structures
and materials beyond that necessary to terminate the NRC license. Disposal of
nonradioactive hazardous waste not necessary for NRC license termination is not
covered in detail by this EIS but would be treated by other agencies having
responsibility over these wastes as appropriate.
2.4 Decommissioning Alternatives
Once a nuclear facility has reached the end of its useful life, it must be
decommissioned according to the definition contained in Section 2.3. Several
alternatives are possible, although not all may be satisfactory for all nuclear
facilities. These alternatives are: no action, DECON, SAFSTOR, and ENTOMB.
The terms DECON, SAFSTOR, and ENTOMB are relatively new in use. In the past,
the nomenclature for describing these alternatives has not been consistent.
Different documents have often used different terminology when referring to the
same decommissioning alternative, thus causing some confusion. In the interest
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of ending the confusion, this section lists the following definitions of the
major decommissioning alternatives and the following pseudoacronyms to clearly
delineate each alternative:
DECON is the alternative in which the equipment, structures, and portions of
the facility and site containing radioactive contaminants are removed or decon
taminated to a level that permits the property to be released for unrestricted
use shortly after cessation of operations.
SAFSTOR is the alternative in which the nuclear facility is placed and maintained
in a condition that allows the nuclear facility to be safely stored and subse
quently decontaminated (deferred decontamination) to levels that permit release
for unrestricted use.
ENTOMB is the alternative in which radioactive contaminants are encased in a
structurally long-lived material, such as concrete; the entombed structure is
appropriately maintained and continued surveillance is carried out until the
radioactivity decays to a level permitting release of the property for unre
stricted use.
Table 2.4-1 presents a summary of the various activities that will be in effect
during DECON, SAFSTOR and ENTOMB.
Conversion to a new or modified use is also considered. Conversion, however,
is not considered to be a decommissioning alternative whether the new use
involves radioactivity or not. If the intended new use involved radioactive
material and, thus was under NRC licensing authority, an application for
license renewal or amendment or for a new license would be submitted and
reviewed according to appropriate existing regulations. If the intended new
use does not involve radioactive materials, i.e., unrestricted public use, then
such new use would be contingent on prior decommissioning and termination of
license. As such, it would have to use one of the decommissioning alternatives
indicated above, namely DECON, SAFSTOR, or ENTOMB. In this case, the new use
except as it affects the decommissioning alternative chosen. For these reasons,
conversion to a new or modified facility is not considered further in this EIS.
2.4.1 No action
The objective of decommissioning is to restore a radioactive facility to a
condition such that there is no unreasonable risk from the decommissioned
facility to the public health and safety. In order to ensure that at the end
of its life the risk from a facility is within acceptable bounds, some action
is required, even if it is as minimal as making a terminal radiation survey to
verify the radioactivity levels and notifying the NRC of the results of the
survey. Thus, independent of the type of facility and its level of contami
nation, No Action, implying that a licensee would simply abandon or leave a
facility after ceasing operations, is not a viable decommissioning alternative.
Therefore, because no action is not considered viable for any facility discussed
in this EIS, this alternative is not considered further in this report.
2.4.2

DECON

DECON is the alternative in which the equipment, structures, and portions of
a facility and site containing radioactive contaminants are removed or
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Table 2.4-1 Summary of the elements of the decommissioning alternatives
Elements(a}'

Facility Status

Comments, Facility/Site Use

Decontamination [to
levels perm1tt1ng
unrestricted use
of the facility]

Equipment - removed if radioactive
Continuing Care Staff - none
Security - none
Environmental Monitoring - none
Radioactivity - removed
Surveillance - none
Structures - removal optional

Facility - Unrestricted use reaching
permissible levels
Site - Unrestricted use after
reaching permissible levels

Equipment - some operating
Continuing Care Staff - some required
Security - continuous
Environmental Monitoring - continuous
Radioactivity - confined
Surveillance - continuous
Structures - intact

Safe storage
acceptable
it must be
tamination

Safe Storage
Custodial
(Layaway)
N

......
I

Passive

Equipment - none operating
Continuing Care Staff - optional (onsite) routine inspections
Security - remote alarms
Environmental Monitoring - routine periodic
Radioactivity - immobilized/sometimes sealed
Surveillance - periodic
Structures - intact

alone is not an
decommissioning mode;
followed by decon
to unrestricted use.

Facility - Nuclear Only
Site - Nuclear Only

Facility - Nuclear Only
Site - Conditional Non-nuclear

Table 2.4-1 (Continued)

N
I
(X)

Element/a1

Facility Status

Comments, Facility/Site Use

Hardened

Equipment - none operating
Continuing Care Staff - none on site
Security - hardened barriers, fencing and
posting
Environmental Monitoring - infrequent
Radioactivity - hardened sealing
Surveillance - infrequent
Structures - partial removal optional

Facility - Conditional Non-nuclear
Site - Conditional Non-nuclear

Entombment

Equipment - some removed, the rest encased in
concrete
Site - unrestricted
Continuing Care Staff - none
Security - hardened barriers
Environmental Monitoring - infrequent
Radioactivity - encased in concrete
Surveillance - infrequent
Structures - intact

Facility - Unusable for an extended
time period
Site - Unrestricted use

aElements are the specific activities involved in each of the decommissioning alternatives, e.g., SAFSTOR is made
up of the following elements: preparation for safe storage, safe storage and decontamination.

decontaminated to a level that permits the property to be released for unre
stricted use shortly after cessation of operations. DECON is the only one of
the decommissioning alternatives presented here which leads to termination of
the facility license and release of the facility and site for unrestricted use
shortly after cessation of facility operations. DECON is estimated to take
from fairly short time periods for small facilities to up to approximately 6
years for a large LWR.
Because all of the DECON work is completed within a few months or years following
shutdown, personnel radiation exposures are generally higher than for other
decommissioning alternatives which spread the decommissioning work over longer
time periods thus allowing for radioactive decay. Similarly, larger commitments
of money and waste disposal site space are also required for DECON in a relatively
short time frame compared to the other alternatives.
Thus, the primary advantage of DECON, which is terminating the facility license
and making the facility and site available for some other beneficial use, is
accomplished at the expense of larger initial commitments of money, personnel
radiation exposure, and waste disposal site space than for the other alter
natives. Other advantages of DECON include the availability of a work force
highly knowledgeable about the facility and the elimination of the need for
long-term security, maintenance and surveillance of the facility which would be
required for the other decommissioning alternatives.
In DECON, nonradioactive equipment and structures need not be torn down or
removed as part of a decontamination procedure for termination of the NRC
license and release for unrestricted use. Once the radioactive facility
structures are decontaminated to radioactivity levels permitting unrestricted
use of the facility, they may either be put to some other use or demolished at
the owner's option.
2.4.3 SAFSTOR
SASTOR is the alternative in which the nuclear facility is placed (preparation
for safe storage) and maintained in a condition that allows the nuclear facility
to be safely stored (safe storage) and subsequently decontaminated to levels
that permit release for unrestricted use (deferred contamination). SAFSTOR
consists of a short period of preparation for safe storage (up to 2 years after
final reactor shutdown), a variable safe storage period of continuing care
consisting of security, surveillance, and maintenance (up to 60 years after
final shutdown depending on the type of facility), and including a short period
of deferred decontamination. Several subcategories of SAFSTOR are possible:
1.

Custodial SAFSTOR requires a minimum cleanup and decontamination effort
initially, followed by a period of continuing care with the active protec
tion systems (principally the ventilation system) kept in service through
out the storage period. Full-time onsite surveillance by operating and
security forces is required to carry out radiation monitoring, to maintain
the equipment, and to prevent accidental or deliberate intrusion into the
facility and the subsequent exposure to radiation or the dispersal of
radioactivity beyond the confines of the facility.

2.

Passive SAFSTOR requires a more comprehensive cleanup and decontamina
tion effort initially, sufficient to permit deactivation of the active
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protective (ventilation) system
structures are strongly secured
detect accidental or deliberate
tenance of the integrity of the
3.

during the continuing care period. The
and electronic surveillance is provided to
intrusion. Periodic monitoring and main
structures is required.

Hardened SAFSTOR requires comprehensive cleanup and decontamination and
the-construction of barriers around areas containing significant quantities
of radioactivity. These barriers are of sufficient strength to make acci
dental intrusion impossible and deliberate intrusion extremely difficult.
Surveillance requirements are limited to detection of attack upon the
barriers, to maintenance of the integrity of the structures, and to
infrequent monitoring.

All categories of safe storage require some positive action at the conclusion
of the period of continuing care to release the property for unrestricted use
and terminate the license for radioactive materials. Depending on the nature
of the nuclear facility and its operating history, the necessary action can
range from a radiation survey that shows that the radioactivity has decayed and
the property is releasable, to dismantlement and removal of residual radio
active materials. These latter actions, whatever their scale, are generically
identified as deferred decontamination.
SAFSTOR is used as a means to satisfy the requirements for protection of the
public while minimizing the initial commitments of time, money, occupational
radiation exposure, and waste disposal space. In addition, SAFSTOR may have
some advantage where there are other operational nuclear facilities at the same
site, and may also become necessary in other situations if there is a shortage
of radioactive waste disposal space offsite. Modifications to the facilities
are limited to those which ensure the security of the buildings against intruders,
and to those required to ensure containment of radioactive or toxic material.
It is not intended that the facilities will ever be reactivated. In highly
contaminated facilities and/or facilities with large amounts of activation pro
ducts, there is the potential for incurring larger occupational radiation expo
sures if complete decontamination is performed immediately after shutdown (DECON).
However, as a result of radioactive decay of this contamination, reductions in
personnel exposure and simplifications in the complexity of operations can be
achieved by deferring major decontamination efforts for a number of years. Also,
because many of the contamination and activation products present in the
facility will have decayed to background levels after a lengthy storage period,
the volume of material that must be packaged for disposal will be reduced.
The reduced initial effort (and cost) of the preparation of safe storage is
tempered somewhat by the need for continuing surveillance and physical security
to ensure the protection of the public. Electronic surveillance devices, which
are presently available, could be in service fulltime, with offshift readouts
in a local law enforcement office or private security agency. These devices
which monitor for intruders, increases in radiation levels, and detection of
fires will require periodic checks and maintenance.
Maintenance of the facility's structures and an ongoing program of environmen
tal surveillance are also necessary. The duration of the storage and surveil
lance and dismantlement period can vary from a few years to up to 60 years
depending on the type of facility. If SAFSTOR is used, the decision on the
length of the safe storage period will be made by the facility owner, with the
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approval of the NRC, based on consideration of factors including desirability of
terminating the license, radiation dose and waste volume reductions, availability
of waste disposal capacity, and other site specific factors affecting safety,
such as presence of other nuclear facilities at the site. Similarly, the
decision on the extent of decontamination during the period of preparation for
safe storage, and the resultant subcategory of SAFSTOR to be used, depends upon
safety considerations and the planned length of the storage and surveillance
period. If for example, 6 °Co is the controlling source of occupational exposure,
a chemical decontamination campaign achieving a decontamination factor (OF) of
10 (i.e., radioactivity levels reduced to 1/10 of original) will result in
approximately the same dose reduction as a decay period of 17 years.
At the end of the period of safe storage, several things will remain to be done
before the facility can be released for unrestricted use. In most cases, radio
activity in some areas within the facility will be significantly above levels
acceptable for unrestricted release of the facility, necessitating the removal,
packaging and disposal of selected materials at a regulated disposal site. If
the safe storage period is sufficiently long, radioactive materials in the
facility may have decayed to levels low enough to permit the facility to be
released for unrestricted use without additional decontamination. This would
not apply in the case of a reactor, if the reactor had been operated long enough
to produce significant amounts of the long-lived isotopes 59 Ni and 94 Nb.
Deferred decontamination, even for a major facility such as a LWR, is a
relatively straight-forward disassembly job complicated by whatever radio
activity remains. Removal and transport of the materials containing the radio
activity to a disposal site are the principal tasks that must be completed.
Further action following termination of the NRC license and release for unre
stricted use, such as disassembly of the various non-radioactive systems and
use or demolition of the buildings, would be at the owner 1 s discretion.
A disadvantage of SAFSTOR is the potential lack of personnel familiar with the
facility at the time of deferred decontamination. More time and training would
be needed. One potential solution to this problem would be the establishment
of companies specializing in the decommissioning of nuclear reactor power
station and other nuclear facilities. Other disadvantages include the fact
that the site is tied up in a non-useful purpose for extended time period,
regulatory uncertainties in the future, and the continuing need for maintenance,
security and surveillance.
2.4.4 ENTOMB
ENTOMB is the alternative in which radioactive contaminants are encased in a
structurally long-lived material, such as concrete; the entombed structure is
appropriately maintained and continued surveillance is carried out until the
radioactivity decays to a level permitting release of the property for
unrestricted use. ENTOMB is intended for use where the residual radioactivity
will decay to levels permitting unrestricted release of the facility within
reasonable time periods (i.e., within the time period of continued structural
integrity of the entombing structure as well as confidence in the reliability
of continued radioactivity containment and access restriction, perhaps the
order of 100 years). However, a few radioactive isotopes found in fuel
reprocessing plants, nuclear reactors, fuel storage facilities, and mixed oxide
facilities have half-lives in excess of 100 years and the radioactivity will
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not decay to levels permitting release of the facilities for unrestricted use
within the foreseeable lifetime of any man-made structure. Thus, the basic
requirement of continued structural integrity of the entombment cannot be en
sured for these facilities, and ENTOMB would not be a viable alternative in
these circumstances. On the other hand, if the entombing structure can be
expected to last many half-lives of the most objectionable long-lived isotope,
then ENTOMB becomes a viable alternative because of the reduced occupational
and public exposure to radiation. However, even in these circumstances, one of
the difficulties with ENTOMB for any complex structure such as a reactor is
that the radioactive materials remaining in the entombed structure would need
to be characterized well enough to be sure that they will have decayed to
acceptable levels at the end of the surveillance period. If this cannot be
done adequately, deferred decontamination would become necessary, which would
make ENTOMB more difficult and costly than DECON or SAFSTOR. Some method would
have to be provided to demonstrate that the entombed radioactivity will decay
to levels permitting release of the property for unrestricted use within the
order of 100 years, which would be difficult. ENTOMB does, of course, contri
bute to the problems associated with increased numbers of sites dedicated for
very long periods to the containment of radioactive materials.
2.5 Residual Radioactivity Levels for Unrestricted Use of a Facility
Decommissioning requires reduction of the radioactivity remaining in the facil
ity to residual levels that permit release of the facility for unrestricted use
and NRC license termination.
The Commission is participating in an EPA organized interagency working group
which is developing Federal guidance on acceptable residual radioactivity levels
for unrestricted use. Proposed Federal guidance is anticipated to be published
by EPA. NRC is planning to implement this guidance through rulemaking as soon
as possible. The selection of an acceptable level is outside the scope of
rulemaking supported by this EIS. Currently, criteria for residual contamina
tion levels do exist and research and test reactors are being decommissioned
using present guidance contained in Regulatory Guide 1.86 5 for surface con
tamination plus 5 µr/hr above background as measured at 1 meter direct radia
tion. The NRC provided such criteria in letters to Stanford University, dated
3/17/81 and 4/21/82 providing 11 Radiation criteria for release of the dismantled
Stanford Research Reactor to unrestricted access. 11 The cost estimate for
decommissioning can be based on current criteria and guidance regarding residual
radioactivity levels for unrestricted use. The information in the studies by
Battelle Northwest Laboratory and Oak Ridge National Laboratory on decommission
ing have indicated that in any reasonable range of residual radioactivity limits,
the cost of decommissioning is relatively insensitive to the radioactivity level
and use of cost data based on current criteria should provide a reasonable
estimate.
For example, in ORNL studies 1 '2 for a PWR, certification surveys at realistic
dose values 10 and 25 mrem/year were considered. It was indicated that a survey
for the 10 mrem/year value was considered to be well within technical capability
and could be done for a cost of approximately $250,000 (i.e., less than about
0.6% of estimated PWR decommissioning costs); and a survey for the 25 mrem/year
value is estimated to cost not much less than that for 10 mrem/year (about
$225,000).
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There should be no significant additional decontamination effort required as a
result of the termination survey, perhaps only cleanup of a few hot spots
indicated by the survey. This is because the extensive efforts required to de
contaminate the highly contaminated facility to low radioactivity level will
result in residual radioactivity levels well below the limits which permit unre
stricted release of the facility. It is also the case because spot surveys will
be carried out periodically during the decommissioning period so that at the
time of the termination survey the licensee is confident that decontamination
efforts have achieved the acceptable residual radioactivity levels in most
instances. Thus, because there should not be significant additional decontami
nation necessary after completion of the termination survey, the major cost and
effort expected for verifying the required residual radioactivity levels for
unrestricted facility use should come from the certification survey. As indi
cated above for the PWR example, these survey costs are expected to be a small
fraction of the total decommissioning cost, and thus the effort to certify that
the facility is available for unrestricted use should not add significantly to
the overall decommissioning cost.
In addition, cost-benefit considerations are involved in the evaluation of the
extent of facility decontamination necessary to reduce radioactive contamina
tion to levels considered acceptable for releasing the facility for unrestricted
use. As is discussed by PNL in NUREG/CR-0130, 3 and in NUREG/CR-0278, 4 and as
is also inherent in the reports prepared by PNL for the other nuclear facilities
discussed in this EIS, the cost of decontamination of a facility and thus its
decommissioning cost, is essentially independent of the level to which it must
be decontaminated as long as that level is in the range of 10 to 25 mrem/yr to
an exposed individual. This is because, as indicated above, it is expected
that the extensive efforts required to decontaminate the highly contaminated
facility to low radioactivity levels will result in residual radioactivity level
well below the limits to permit release of the facility for unrestricted use.
An additional cost-benefit consideration relates to decontamination of rooms
which are mildly contaminated with radioactivity. Most rooms should not be
mildly contaminated with radioactivity in excess of levels which are acceptable
for unrestricted facility use since it is assumed that good housekeeping and
ALARA practices will be used during facility operations to control the spread
of contamination. In areas where there is mild contamination, techniques such
as having previously painted surfaces should make decontamination easier and
less costly. A source of data for the evaluation of cost for decontamination
of mildly contaminated rooms is in NUREG/CR-1754 6 which evaluates decontamina
tion of a number of specific components. As an example, for a hot cell contami
nated with Cs-137, the manpower needed for decontamination would be approximately
5 man-days and the associated costs would be approximately $5,000. Costs for
decontamination of other specific components would be about the same order.
These costs for decontamination of specific mildly contaminated components are
small in comparison to the overall decommissioning costs. Therefore, based on
the above discussions, while cost-benefit is a consideration, it is not expected
to have a major impact on the GEIS results concerning reactor or most nonreactor
decommissionings.
Even in situations where the residual radioactivity level might have an effect
on decommissioning cost, by use of update provision in the rulemaking it is
expected that the decommissioning fund available at the end of facility life
will approximate closely the actual cost of decommissioning.
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It is imperative that these decommissioning rule amendments in 10 CFR Parts 30,
40, 50, 70, and 72 be issued at this time because it is important to establish
financial assurance provisions, as well as other decommissioning planning pro
visions, as soon as possible so that funds will be available to carry out
decommissioning in a manner which protects public health and safety. Based on
this need for the decommissioning rule and provisions currently existing and
those contained in the rule amendments, the Commission believes that the rule
can and should be issued now.
2.6

Financial Assurance

The primary objective of the NRC with respect to decommissioning is to protect
the health and safety of the public. An important aspect of this objective is
to have reasonable assurance that, at the time of termination of facility oper
ations, adequate· funds are available to decommission the facility in a safe and
timely manner resulting in its release for unrestricted use, and that lack of
funds does not result in delays in decommissioning that may cause potential
health and safety problems for the public. The need to provide this assurance
arises from the fact that there are uncertainties concerning the availability
of funds at the time of decommissioning. The nuclear facility licensee has the
responsibility for completing decommissioning in a manner which protects public
health and safety. Satisfaction of this objective requires that the licensee
provide reasonable assurance that adequate funds for performing decommissioning
will be available at the cessation of facility operation.
2.6.1 Present Regulatory Guidance
Present regulatory requirements concerning the degree of financial assurance
required of a licensee are not specific enough. 10 CFR 50.33(f) requires that,
except for an electric utility applicant for a license to operate a utilization
facility, an applicant for a production or utilization facility operating
license demonstrate financial capability both to operate the facility and to
shut it down and maintain it safely. 10 CFR 50, Appendix F, requires the
applicant for a fuel reprocessing plant operating license to demonstrate his
financial qualifications 11 to provide for removal and disposal of radioactive
wastes during operation and upon decommissioning. 11 10 CFR 72 requires an appli
cant for a license for an independent spent fuel storage installation to provide
information on funding for decommissioning. These regulations do not contain
sufficient criteria for assuring funds for decommissioning the facilities covered
by this EIS.
2.6.2 Implementation of Financial Assurance Requirements
In providing reasonable assurance that funds will be available for decommis
sioning, there are several possible financing mechanisms, outlined below, which
are available to applicants and licensees. The many different types of nuclear
facilities present a wide diversity in the cost of decommissioning, in the risk
that decommissioning funds might be unavailable, and in the licensees' finan
cial situations. This diversity necessitates that the NRC allow latitude in
the implementation of these financing mechanisms. For example, the situation
for a large power reactor can be significantly different from that for a small
research or testing facility or for a materials license. Generally, for a power
reactor, state utility commissions regulate retail rates and the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission regulates wholesale rates, permitting utilities to
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recover the cost of providing electricity from their customers. The decommis
sioning costs are higher than for small facilities, and the licensees are
required by 50 CFR 10.54(w) to carry substantial levels of insurance for post
accident decontamination and cleanup. This is significantly different than the
situation for a small non-fuel-cycle facility which is not rate regulated and
has low decommissioning costs.
In analyzing funding methods, the NRC has developed the following major
classification of funding alternatives.
(1)

Prepayment - The deposit prior to the start of operation into an account
segregated from licensee assets and outside the licensee 1 s administrative
control of cash or liquid assets such that the amount of funds would be
sufficient to pay decommissioning costs. Prepayment could be in the form
of a trust, escrow account, government fund, certificate of deposit, or
deposit of government securities.

(2)

Surety bonds, letters of credit, lines of credit, insurance, or other
guarantee methods - These mechanisms guarantee that the decommissioning
costs will be paid should the licensee default. The licensee still must
provide funding for decommissioning through some other method. It appears
questionable that surety methods of the size necessary and for the time
involved with power reactors will be available. However, they appear to
be available for facilities that involve smaller costs and periods. The
contractual arrangement guaranteeing the surety methods, insurance, or
guarantee must include provisions for insuring that these methods will in
fact result in funds being available for decommissioning. It should be
kept in mind that sureties would only be called if at the time of cessa
tion of facility operation or impending discontinuance of surety by the
guarantor, licensee decommissioning funds were inadequate or unavailable.

(3)

External sinking funds - A fund established and maintained by setting funds
aside periodically in an account segregated from licensee assets and out
side the licensee 1 s administrative control in which the total amount of
funds would be sufficient to pay decommissioning costs at the time termina
tion of operation is expected. An external sinking fund could be in the
form of a trust, escrow account, government fund, certificate of deposit,
or deposit of government securities. The weakness of the sinking fund
approach is that in the event of premature closure of a facility the
decommissioning fund would be insufficient. Therefore, the sinking fund
would have to be supplemented by insurance or surety bonds, or letters or
lines of credit or other guarantee methods of item (2).

(4)

Internal reserve or unsegregated sinking fund - A fund established and
maintained by the periodic deposit or crediting of a prescribed amount into
an account or reserve which is not segregated from licensee assets and is
within the licensee 1 s administrative control in which the total amount of
the periodic deposits or funds reserved plus accumulated earnings would be
sufficient to pay for decommissioning at the time termination of operation
is expected. In this mechanism, the funds are not segregated from the
utility's assets, rather they may be invested in utility assets and, at
the end of facility life, internal funds are used to pay for decommission
ing by, for example, issuance of bonds against licensee assets and the funds
raised are used to pay for decommissioning. An internal reserve may also
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be in the form of an internal sinking fund which is similar to an external
sinking fund except that the fund is held and invested by the licensee.
Such a mechanism is generally considered to be less expensive in terms of
net present value than the options listed above, although, as discussed
below, whichever funding mechanism is used should not have a significant
impact on the revenue requirements. The problem with the internal or
unsegregated funding method is the lesser level of assurance that funds
will be available to pay for decommissioning than the other mechanisms
because this method depends on financing internal to the licensee, and
therefore, is vulnerable to events that undermine the financial solvency
of a utility.
The NRC has considered the use of all of these methods, and in particular
internal reserve, in several documents. These include NUREG-0584, Revs. 1-3,
7
11 Assuring the Availability of Funds for Decommissioning Nuclear Facilities, 11
NUREG/CR-1481, 11 Financing Strategies for Nuclear Power Plant Decommissioning," 8
and NUREG/CR-3899, 1111 Utility Financial Stability and the Availability of Funds
for Decommissioning 9 • In addition, the Commission held a meeting soliciting
public and industry views of decommissioning on September 18, 1984 and the NRC
staff has reviewed comments in the area of financial assurance submitted on
NUREG-0586, 11 Draft Generic Environmental Impact Statement on Decommissioning
Nuclear Facilities" and submitted in response to the proposed rule on decom
missioning (50 FR 5600)10
These reports and meetings and public comments considered several factors
regarding availability of funds for public utilities in the United States. One
factor is that utilities are large, very heavily capitalized enterprises whose
rates are comprehensively regulated by the State Public Utility Commissions
(PUC) and the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). This factor permits
the utilities to charge reasonable rates subject to reasonable regulation and
rules. In addition, the Commission has taken action recently in the promulga
tion of 10 CFR 50.54(w) to set requirements to establish onsite property damage
insurance for use after an accident. Although these insurance proceeds would
not be used directly for decommissioning, they would reduce the risk of a
utility being hit by a large demand for funds after an accident. Most utilities
are now carrying insurance well in excess of $1 billion. Other factors con
sidered are the long time period before decommissioning takes place during
which time reasonable assurance of funds for decommissioning must be maintained,
as well as concerns regarding utility solvency and potential problems regarding
availability of funds which may occur as a result of bankruptcy.
Before publication of the proposed rule, the NRC evaluated the adequacy of
various funding methods in light of financial problems encountered by some
utilities which, faced with lower growth in electricity demand than they pro
jected and rapidly increasing costs of construction, had been forced to cancel
nuclear plants in advanced stages of construction and the ramifications these
conditions, as well as issues related to bankruptcy, could have on a utility's
ultimate ability to pay for decommissioning. Details of this evaluation are
contained in NUREG/CR-3899, (Ref. 9) prepared by an NRC consultant, Dr. J. Siegel
of the Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania.
Based on the results of NUREG/CR-3899 in which it is indicated that internal
reserve can be a valid funding method and on the considerations discussed in
the Supplementary Information to the Proposed Rule, the proposed decommissioning
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rule permitted a range of options, including internal reserve, for providing
assurance that sufficient funds are available for decommissioning. However,
the Supplementary Information to the proposed rule noted that the regulatory
approach for assuring funds for decommissioning had been particularly difficult
to resolve and specifically requested additional information and comments in
this area. In particular, the Supplementary Information stated that:
11 More specifically, Commissioners Asselstine and Bernthal continue
to be concerned about the vulnerability of the internal funding
mechanism for decommissioning funds, particularly where the funds
are used to purchase assets or reduce existing debt."

Based on this concern, Commissioners Asselstine and Bernthal requested "public
comments on the need to consider the possibility of insolvency and its impact
on the continued availability of decommissioning funds. 11
Although commenters did not generally refer specifically to the separate request
for comment by Commissioners Asselstine and Bernthal, a number of comments,
noted above, were received in this area. Those who disagreed with the inclu
sion of internal reserve in the rule cited problems with liquidity of the
internal reserve and with the future financial viability of utilities with
resultant problems in providing decommissioning funds, and stated that the
level of assurance is inadequate. In contrast, other commenters agreed with
the use of internal reserve citing the fact that the likelihood of instability
and insolvency is remote, that utilities have investments, cash flow, and annual
earnings which are large in comparison to decommissioning cost, and that the
internal reserve does provide reasonable assurance.
As part of the review of the comments, NRC has had NUREG/CR-3899 updated to
consider the current situation in the utility industry. This analysis is con
tained in NUREG/CR-3899, Supplement 1, (Ref. 9) which reviewed six utilities
which have been subject to severe financial distress. Based on the analysis,
NUREG/CR-3899, Supp. 1 indicates that, since NUREG/CR-3899 was published in
1984, the financial health of the nuclear utilities has improved, with the
exception of Public Service of New Hampshire (PSNH), and that from a financial
standpoint, use of internal reserve currently provides sufficient assurance of
funds for decommissioning. The basis for this conclusion is the fact that the
likelihood of future crises developing, although not impossible, is extremely
remote; that the total market value of the securities of each of the six utili
ties studied substantially exceeds its decommissioning costs; that it is not
necessarily true that bankruptcy of a utility is tantamount to default on
decommissioning obligations; and the potential that the costs of decommission
ing would be recognized as a prior obligation with regard to creditors.
Despite these conclusions, Supplement 1 notes that PSNH has said that, unless
it undergoes financial restructuring and gets the rate increase it is seeking,
it probably would become the first major utility to seek protection under the
Bankruptcy Act in nearly 50 years.* In addition, Supplement 1 notes that if
PSNH 1 s Seabrook plant becomes operational, the prospects for PSNH greatly
improve although bankruptcy still cannot be precluded as a possibility due to
*Subsequent to the preparation of the analysis of NUREG/CR-3899, Supplement 1,
PSNH filed a petition in bankruptcy under Chapter 11 of the U.S. Bankruptcy code.
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the potential for large rate hikes and resultant defections from its electric
system. Hence Supplement 1 concludes that internal reserve should not be
allowed for Seabrook until the financial prospects of the utility are clarified
and the viability of the corporation insured.
In addition, Supplement 1 noted that it is imperative that, in the case of the
sale or other disposition of utility assets, no monies are distributed to any
security holders until a fund is established to assure payment for decommission
ing. Supplement 1 also recommended changes in Federal and State bankruptcy
laws relating to utilities and the inclusion in the prospectus of newly issued
securities of an explicit statement of the utility's financial obligations to
provide adequate funds for decommissioning. Further, Supp. 1, noted that
because of changing economic and financial conditions, the NRC should conduct
periodic reviews of the overall financial health of utilities with ongoing and
prospective nuclear facilities. If such a review indicates the financial con
dition of utilities taken as a whole or individually is such that internal
reserve does not provide reasonable assurance of funds for decommissioning,
then additional rulemaking or other steps should be taken to insure availability
of these funds.
The Commission has considered the conclusions in NUREG/CR-3899, Supplement l,
as well as the public comments received on the issue. The Commission's review
in this area is confined to its statutory mandate to protect the radiological
health and safety of the public and promote the common defense and security
which stems principally from the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and the
Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, as amended. In carrying out its licensing
and related regulatory responsibilities under these acts, the NRC has determined
that there is a significant radiation hazard associated with nondecommissioned
nuclear reactors. The NRC has also determined that the public health and safety
can best be protected if its regulations require licensees to use methods which
provide reasonable assurance that, at the time of termination of operations,
adequate funds are available so that decommissioning can be carried out in a
safe and timely manner and that lack of funds does not result in delays that
may cause potential health and safety problems. Although the Atomic Energy Act
and the Energy Reorganization Act do not permit the NRC to regulate rates or to
supersede the decisions of State or Federal agencies respecting the economics
of nuclear power, they do authorize the NRC to take whatever regulatory actions
may be necessary to protect the public health and safety, including the promul
gation of rules �rescribing allowable funding methods for meeting decommission
ing costs. (See Pacific Gas & Electric v. State Energy Resources Conservation &
Development Comm1ss1on, 461 U.S. 190, 212-13, 217-19 (1983); see also United
Nuclear Corporation v. Cannon, 553 F. Supp. 1220, 1230-32 '(D.R.I. 1982) and
cases cited therein.)
For the foregoing reasons, the Commission continues to be concerned with the
use of an internal reserve. The Commission notes the concerns expressed in
NUREG/CR-3899, Supp. 1 regarding bankruptcy at PSNtt as well as the changing
economic and financial conditions discussed in NUREG/CR-3899, Supp. 1. The
Commission also notes that many utilities are engaging in diversified financial
activities which involve more financial ri&k and believes therefore it is
increasingly important to provide that decommissioning funds be provided on a
more assured basis.
In addition, to the extent that a utility is having severe financial difficul
ties at the time of decommissioning, it may have difficulty in funding an
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internal reserve when needed for decommissioning. The Commission recognizes
that the market value of the stock of those utilities studied in NUREG/CR-3899
has exceeded decommissioning cost. However, although the law in this area is
not fully developed, in the event of bankruptcy there is not reasonable assur
ance that either unsegregated or segregated internal reserves can be effec
tively protected from claims of creditors and therefore internal reserves
cannot be made legally secure. In addition, because of the nature of the
internal reserve, the funds collected are not isolated for use for decommis
sioning. Instead the utility may use the funds for other unrelated purposes.
For the above reasons, the Commission concludes that the internal reserve does
not provide reasonable assurance that funds will be available when needed to
pay the costs of decommissioning and hence does not provide reasonable assur
ance that decommissioning will be carried out in a manner which protects public
health and safety. Accordingly, the proposed rule has been modified to elimi
nate the internal reserve as a possible method of providing funds for
decommissioning.
In reaching its conclusion not to permit use of internal reserve for decommis
sioning, the Commission believes it important not to impose inordinate financial
burdens on licensees. The modification to the proposed rule is not expected to
impose such a burden for several reasons. First, licensees have 2 years from
the effective date of the final rule before they have to submit information
regarding financial assurance. Second, the external reserve is a sinking fund
accumulated over a period of time. Third, a number of states (accounting for
almost 50% of power reactors) already require external funding methods. Fourth,
recent changes in the tax laws allowing current deductions for external reserves
may reduce the cost differential between internal reserve and external reserve.
In summary, NRC has considered the analysis of NUREG/CR-3899, Supp. 1, as well
as the documents discussed above. NRC has also considered pertinent factors
affecting funding of decommissioning by electric utilities such as the fact
that they are regulated entities providing a basic necessity of modern life,
their long history of stability, and the situation which may occur in an actual
bankruptcy, and the requirements that utilities maintain over one billion
dollars of property insurance which reduces one of the major threats to utility
solvency. Based on these considerations, it is the Commission 1 s conclusion
that the internal reserve method currently allowed by the proposed rule does
not provide a reasonable level of assurance of the availability of funds and
that even in the unlikely event of utility bankruptcy, there is not reasonable
assurance that a reactor will not become a risk to public health and safety.
Whatever funding mechanism is used, its use requires establishing the cost
required for decommissioning a facility. This cost should be included as part
of financial provisions submitted by an applicant prior to facility commission
ing. To minimize administrative effort while still maintaining reasonable
assurance of funding, for certain facilities the financial provisions may be
based on setting aside an amount which is at least equal to amounts prescribed
in the NRC regulations. These amounts vary for the different facilities covered
by the regulations.
As information on decommissioning costs become more definitive in time, due to
technology improvements, enhanced decommissioning experience, and inflation/
deflation cost factors, a licensee 1 s funding provisions should be updated. In
this way, it is expected that the decommissioning fund available at the time of
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facility shutdown will not differ significantly from actual �osts of
decommissioning.
It is difficult to accurately estimate what the projected costs for the various
funding mechanisms will be at the time of decommissioning. Based on Battelle
cost analyses3 '11 presented in this EIS, for the generic PWR and BWR 1175 MWe
reactors, decommissioning costs have been estimated at approximately $105 and
$135 million respectively. These estimates do not include the costs of demoli
tion of nonradioactive systems or structures beyond that necessary to terminate
the NRC license or the cost of site restoration. This results in a cost of a
few tenths of a mill (0.1 cent) per kilowatt-hour when averaged over the expected
30-year reactor operating life. The $105 million cost, while not insignificant,
is only a small amount compared to PWR operating capital, perhaps comparable to
the cost of a full core reload. Furthermore, whichever funding mechanism used
should not have a significant impact on the cost to consumers. One study 8 has
estimated that the difference in cost between the various funding mechanisms
would result in less than a 1% difference in the total bill of a representative
utility customer.
In summary, the NRC objective of protecting the public health and safety
requires that there be reasonable assurance of funds for decommissioning.
There should not be any significant financial burden on the applicant in pro
viding a funding mechanism for decommissioning costs either through prepayment,
surety bonds, a sinking fund, insurance, or some combination thereof.
2.7 Management of Radioactive Wastes and Interim Storage
During the decommissioning of a nuclear facility radioactive waste which was
generated during the facility operating lifetime must be disposed of at waste
disposal sites. These wastes include equipment and structures made radioactive
both by neutron activation and by radioactive contaminants, include radioactive
wastes resulting from chemical decontamination of the facility, and include
miscellaneous cleaning equipment.
Disposal of these wastes is covered by existing NRC and other applied Federal
and State regulations and is beyond the scope of the rulemaking action supported
by the EIS. Disposal of spent fuel will be via geologic repository pursuant to
requirements set forth in NRC 1 s regulation 10 CFR Part 60. Disposal of low
level wastes is covered under NRC 1 s regulation 10 CFR Part 61. Because low
level wastes cover a wide range in radionuclide types and activities, 10 CFR
Part 61 includes a waste classification system that establishes three classes
of waste generally suitable for near-surface disposal: Class A, Class B, and
Class C. This classification system provides for successively stricter
disposal requirements so that the potential risks from disposal of each class
of waste are essentially equivalent to one another. In particular, the classi
fication system limits to safe levels the concentrations of both short- and
long-lived radionuclides of concern to low-level waste disposal. The radio
nuclides considered in the waste classification system of 10 CFR Part 61
include long-lived activation products such as Ni-59 or Nb-94, as well as
11
1
1 intense emitters
such as Co-60.
Wastes exceeding Class C limits are considered to be not generally suitable for
near-surface disposal, and those small quantities currently being generated are
being safely stored pending development of disposal capacity. The recently
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enacted Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act of 1985 (Pub. L.
99-240, approved January 15, 1986, 99 Stat. 1842) provides that disposal of
wastes exceeding Class C concentrations is the responsibility of the Federal
government. The Act also requires a report by DOE to Congress with recom
mendations for safe disposal of these wastes. DOE published this report,
"Recommendations for Management of Greater than Class C Low-Level Radioactive
Waste, 11 DOE/NE-0077, in February 1987.
As far as decommissioning wastes are concerned, technical studies coupled with
practical experience from decommissioning of small reactor units indicate that
wastes from future decommissionings of large power reactors will have very
similar physical and radiological characteristics to those currently being
generated from reactor operations. Two of the studies performed by NRC include
NUREG/CR-0130, Addendum 3, 3 and NUREG/CR-0672, Addendum 2, 11 which specifically
address classification of wastes from decommissioning large pressurized water
reactor (PWR) and large boiling water reactor (BWR) nuclear power stations.
These studies indicate that the classification of low-level decommissioning
wastes from power reactors will be roughly as shown in Table 2.7-1.
Table 2.7-1 Classification of low-level decommissioning wastes
from power reactors
Waste Class
A
8
C

Above C

PWR (Vol. %)
98.0
1. 2
0.1
0.7

BWR (Vol. %)
97.5
2.0
0.3
0.2

As shown, the great majority of the waste volume from decommissioning will be
classified as Class A waste. Only a small fraction of the wastes will exceed
Class C limits.
Transportation of decommissioning wastes will involve no additional technical
considerations beyond those for transportation of existing radioactive material.
Existing regulations covering transportation of radioactive material are covered
under NRC regulations in 10 CFR Parts 20, 71, and 73, and Department of Trans
portation regulations in 49 CFR Parts 170-189.
An operating 1000 MWe reactor will generate approximately 25.4 MTHM (metric
tons of heavy metal) (9.4 m 3 ) of spent fuel each year and 1300 m 3 of low-level
waste each year. When multiplied over the 40-year operating lifetime of the
plant, these values can be compared to the 11 m3 of activated material
(greater than Class C) and 17,900 m 3 of low-level waste resulting from DECON of
a PWR of similar size (see Section 4.4), and it can be seen that decommissioning
will generate an appreciable fraction of the low-level waste generated by a PWR
over its lifetime. However, in any given year, the quantity of waste from all
operating reactors will considerably exceed that generated from those facilities
being decommissioned. The low-level wastes generated in 1980 from commercial
nuclear fuel cycle activities totaled 81,000 m 3 and low-level wastes from
commercial non-fuel-cycle activities totaled 28,000 m 3• Hence, any problems in
waste disposal capacity will be the result primarily of operating nuclear
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facility waste inputs rather than decommissioning waste inputs.
is a discussion of the current situation in this area.

The following

Disposal capacity for Class A, Class B, and Class C wastes currently exists.
Development of new disposal capacity under the State compacting process is
covered under the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act referenced
above. This Act provides for incentives for development of such capacity, as
well as penalties for failure to develop such capacity. For wastes exceeding
Class C concentrations, DOE has offered to accept such waste for storage
pending development of disposal criteria and capacity. For spent fuel which as
noted in Section 2.4 could impact the decommissioning schedule, a detailed
schedule for development of monitored retrievable storage and geologic disposal
capacity is provided in the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982.
Hence, based on the above discussion, before decommissioning of a nuclear
facility occurs, licensees should assess current waste disposal conditions and
their potential impact on decommissioning. Although the DECON decommissioning
alternative assumes availability of capacity to dispose of waste, alternative
methods of decommissioning are available (e.g., SAFSTOR) including delay in
completion of decommissioning during which time there can be temporary storage
of wastes. Delay in decommissioning can result in a reduction of occupational
dose and waste volume due to radioactive decay.
2.8 Safeguards
Just prior to decommissioning, the same safeguards measures may be required
that are required while the facility is operating. During the actual decom
missioning, levels of special nuclear material in the facility should be
decreased as a result of cleanout of the facility. In the case of DECON,
decreased levels of safeguards measures should be continued until the quantity
of special nuclear material is reduced below safeguards levels, at which time
safeguards measures can be discontinued. Regulations defining required pro
cedures and safeguard levels are found in 10 CFR Part 70 Special Nuclear
Materials and 10 CFR Part 73 Physical Protection of Plant and Materials. In
the case of SAFSTOR, depending on the quantity of special nuclear material as
compared to the safeguards levels, continuous manned security may be required
or may be replaced by continuous remote monitoring of intrusion, fire, and
radiation alarms during the continuing care period. Immediate response is, of
course, required in case any alarm is activated. Engineered barriers, such as
fences and high-security locks, are maintained and inspected regularly.
Deferred decontamination requires similar safeguards provisions as are required
during DECON depending on the quantity of special nuclear material remaining at
that time. The long-term care period of ENTOMB requires remote monitoring of
intrusion, fire, and radiation alarms and engineered barriers if special nuclear
material quantities are above safeguard levels.
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3 AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT - GENERIC SITE DESCRIPTION
This section describes the characteristics of the sites used as bases for the
decommissioning studies of the nuclear facilities discussed in this document.
Each facility, with the exception of non-fuel-cycle nuclear facilities, is con
sidered to be located on a reference site. The site described is considered to
be representative of the site of a large nuclear installation. Based on the
analyses done in Sections 4 through 14 of this EIS, it was found that, while
some details may vary from installation to installation, these differences are
not expected to have any major impact on the results of the study. The generic
fuel cycle facility site is described in Section 3.1.
3.1 Fuel Cycle Facility Site
A reference environment was developed to aid in assessing the public safety and
potential environmental effects of decommissioning nuclear facilities by various
alternative methods. The meteorology parameters and population distributions
were taken from the ALAP Study 1 for a river site in the year 2000. The ecologi
cal information was derived from the environment of one operating nuclear re
actor.2 The remainder of the information was obtained from a variety of sources
or developed specifically for these studies, and is felt to be representative
of potential sites for fuel cycle facilities.
Individual features of any specific nuclear fuel cycle facility will vary
slightly from those of a generic site. However, it is believed that use of a
generic site will result in a more meaningful overall analysis of potential
impacts associated with decommissioning nuclear fuel cycle facilities. Site
specific assessments will be required for the safety analysis and the environ
mental report submitted with the application for license modification prior to
decommissioning a specific facility.
The generic fuel cycle facility site occupies 470 hectares (1160 acres) in a
rectangular shape of 2 km (1.24 miles) by 2.35 km (1.46 miles). A moderate sized
river runs through one corner of the site. The site is located in a rural area
that has relatively low population density. Higher population densities are
located at distances of 16 to 64 km (10 to 40 miles), and gradually reducing
population densities are encountered out to 177 km (110 miles). The closest
moderately large city, population 40,000, is apout 32 km (20 miles) distant.
The closest large city, population 1,800,000 is about 48 km (30 miles) away.
The total population in a radius of 80 km (50 miles) is 3.52 million.
The plant facilities are located inside a 12-hectare (30-acre) fenced portion
of the site. The minimum distance from the point of plant airborne releases to
the outer site boundary is 1 km. Of the area surrounding the site, about 80%
of the land is used for farming.
The relatively clean river flowing through the site has an average flow rate of
1,420 m3 /sec (50,000 ft 3 /sec). The river is used for irrigation, fishing, boat
ing and other aquatic recreational activities, and is a source of drinking water
for the larger communities. Large supplies of flowing ground water exist at
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modest depths around the site.
irrigation.

This water is widely used for drinking and

The reference site occupies a relatively flat terrace that has a low bluff form
ing one bank of the river. Young soils cover the old basement rocks in the area.
This site is in a relatively passive seismic area and is located at an elevation
above the estimated maximum probable flood level.
The climate at the site is typical for internal continental areas. It has wide
temperature variations and moderate precipitation. Meteorology used in this
study is an average taken from 16 nuclear reactor sites.
Less than 20% of the land around the site is covered with pristine vegetation.
The original vegetation was primarily a climax deciduous forest. A number of
species of migratory birds are present in the area, as well as some annual birds.
A number of mammals occupy the general area.
The site is slightly contaminated with radioactive material as a result of depo
sition from the release of normal operating effluents over the operating lifetime
of the facility. It is expected that any accidental releases of radioactive
material will be cleaned up immediately following the event. The individual
site contamination estimates are based on the predicted normal operating releases
of gaseous effluents from the specific type of facility.
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4 PRESSURIZED WATER REACTOR
A pressurized water reactor (PWR) is a facility for converting the thermal
energy of a nuclear reaction into steam to drive a turbine-generator and pro
duce electricity. The conversion is accomplished by heating water to a high
temperature and pressure in the reactor pressure vessel, using the pressurized
hot water to produce steam in the steam generator, and driving the turbine
generator with the steam.
The generic site for the reference 1175-MWe PWR is described in Section 3.1.
The specific site for a reactor is chosen on the basis of operational and regu
latory criteria, some of which are appropriate to decommissioning as well as to
reactor construction and operation. For example, transportation access, water
supply, and a skilled labor supply are required for construction and operation,
and are also necessary for decommissioning. Usually, however, the most suit
able decommissioning alternative will not depend upon the generic site descrip
tion or upon specific siting considerations. Rather it will depend on such
factors as desirability of terminating the license, land use considerations at
the time of decommissioning, occupational radiation exposures, and costs. The
choice of decommissioning alternative may also depend upon whether or not the
facility must be decommissioned before normal retirement age because of pre
mature closure. In any event, the particular alternative chosen will depend
almost entirely upon circumstances at the time of decommissioning, rather than
upon earlier siting considerations.
Much of what follows is based on the NRC-sponsored Pacific Northwest Laboratory
(PNL) studies on the technology, safety and cost of decommissioning a PWR.( 1 '2)
In the parent study, 1 PNL selected the Portland General Electric Company 1 s
1175-MWe Trojan Nuclear Plant at Rainier, Oregon, as the reference PWR and
assumed it to be located on a generic site typical of reactor locations. PNL
then developed and reported information on the available technology, safety
considerations, and probable costs for decommissioning the reference facility
at the end of its operating life. Also, as part of an addendum 2 to this study,
PNL did a sensitivity analysis to determine the effect that varying certain
parameters might have on the conclusions in the original study regarding doses
and costs of decommissioning. The parameters that were varied in the addendum
included reactor size, degree of radioactive contamination, decommissioning
alternatives, etc. The incremental costs of utilizing an external contractor
for decommissioning and of additional staff needed to assure that the decom
missioning staff do not exceed radiation dose limits have been evaluated in a
related follow-on analysis. 3 In another related follow-on study, 4 the
estimated decommissioning cost and dose impacts of post-TM! backfit require
ments on the reference PWR have been examined and assessed. The results of all
of these recent studies are included in the estimated decommissioning cost and
dose estimates presented in this chapter for the reference PWR.
4.1 PWR Description
The major components of a PWR are a reactor core and pressure vessel, steam
generators, steam turbines, an electric generator, and a steam condenser system
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(Figure 4.1-1). Water is heated to a high temperature under-pressure inside
the reactor and is then pumped in the primary circulation loop to the steam
generator. Within the steam generator, water in the secondary circulation loop
is converted to steam that drives the turbines. The turbines turn the generator
to produce electricity. The steam leaving the turbines is condensed by water
in the tertiary loop and returned to the steam generator. The tertiary loop
water then flows to cooling towers where it is, in turn, cooled by evaporation.
The tertiary loop is open to the atmosphere, but the primary and secondary cool
ing loops are not.
Buildings or structures associated with the reference PWR include (1) the heavily
reinforced concrete containment building, which houses the pressure vessel, the
steam generators, and the pressurizer system, (2) the turbine building, which
contains the turbines and the generator, (3) the cooling towers, (4) the fuel
building, which contains fresh and spent fuel handling facilities, the spent
fuel storage pool and its cooling system, and the solid radioactive waste system,
(5) the auxiliary building, which contains the liquid radioactive waste treatment
systems, the filter and ion exchanger vaults, the gaseous radioactive waste
treatment system, and the ventilation systems for the containment, fuel, and
auxiliary buildings, (6) the control building, which houses the reactor control
room and personnel facilities, (7) water intake structures, (8) the administra
tion building, and (9) perhaps other structures such as warehouses and nonradio
active shops.
In a PWR, the reactor core and its pressure vessel are highly radioactive. So
are the steam generators and the piping between the reactor and steam generators.
Because the turbines are not directly connected to the primary loop, they are
usually not radioactive unless there has been tube leakage in the steam
generators. The cooling towers and associated piping are normally not radio
active. Much equipment in the auxiliary building is radioactive, as is the
spent fuel storage pool and its associated equipment.
The major radiation problems in decommissioning are associated with the reactor
itself, the primary loop, the steam generators, the radioactive waste handling
systems, and the concrete biological shield that surrounds the pressure vessel.
4.2 Reactor Decommissioning Experience
At the present time, the Elk River, Minnesota, demonstration reactor is the
only power reactor that has been completely dismantled. This was a 58.2-MWt
BWR that was dismantled between 1971 and 1974. Though this reactor was quite
small compared to present day commercial power reactors, one lesson stands out:
reactors can be decontaminated with reasonable occupational radiation exposure
and with virtually no public radiation exposure. At Elk River the containment
building was kept intact until the pressure vessel and the biological shield
were removed. Only a�er all of the radioactive metal components and concrete
areas were removed, was the concrete containment building demolished. Of par
ticular interest was the development of a remotely operated plasma arc torch that
was used for cutting l�-inch-thick stainless steel under water and 3�-inch-thick
carbon steel in air. 5 For large reactors, 1,000-MWe, the cutting of 2 3 /4 -inch
thick stainless steel under water and 9-inch-thick carbon steel in air will be
required. 6 Based on current technology, this should easily be accomplished. 7'8
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Other power reactors, all of them relatively small, have been placed in safe
storage or entombed (see Table 1.5-1). These methods of decommissioning re
quire some sort of surveillance as mentioned in Section 2.3, and also require
retention of a possession-only license. In the case of the Elk River reactor,
its licenses were terminated.
4.3 Decommissioning Alternatives
The decommissioning alternatives considered in this section are DECQN, SAFSTOR,
and ENTOMB.
4.3.l DECON
DECON is defined as the immediate removal and disposal of all radioactivity in
excess of levels which would permit release of the facility for unrestricted
use. Nonradioactive equipment and structures need not be torn down or removed
as part of a DECON procedure. The end result is the release of the site and
any remaining structures for unrestricted use as early as the 6 years estimated
for decommissioning after the end of reactor operation.
DECON is advantageous because it allows termination of the NRC license shortly
after cessation of facility operations and eliminates a radioactive site. DECON
is advantageous if the site is required for other purposes, if the site is
extremely valuable, or, if for some reason the site must be immediately released
for unrestricted use. It is also advantageous in that the reactor operating
staff is available to assist with decommissioning and that continued surveillance
and maintenance is not required. A disadvantage is the higher occupational
radiation dose which occurs during DECON compared to the other alternatives.
The basic estimates in the original PNL studies have been adjusted by PNL
analysts to reflect January 1986 costs. The revised estimate for the reference
PWR shows that DECON would require 6 years to complete, including 2 years of
planning prior to reactor shutdown, and would cost $88.7 million in 1986 dollars
(Table 4.3-1). In addition to the values escalated from the PNL reports
(NUREG/CR-0130 and NUREG/CR-0130, Addendum 1), the table also includes the cost
additions--for pre-decommissioning engineering, additional staff to assure meet
ing the 5 rem/year dose limit for personnel, extra supplies for the additional
staff, and the additional costs associated with the option of utilizing an
external contractor to conduct the decommissioning effort--which were developed
in the PNL cost update done for the Electric Power Research Institute. 3 The
estimated decommissioning cost impacts of post-TMI-2 requirements on the refer
ence PWR4 are included in the table as well. It can be seen from the table
that the total cost of DECON is about $103.5 million under the utility-plus
contractor option. For comparison purposes, the time required to plan and build
a large power reactor is presently about 12 years and the cost is well over
two billion dollars.
Three important radiation exposure pathways need to be considered in the evalu
ation of the radiation safety of normal reactor decommissioning operations:
inhalation, ingestion, and external exposure to radioactive materials. For
decommissioning workers, external exposure to radioactive materials is the domi
nant exposure pathway during decommissioning since inhalation and ingestion can
be minimized or eliminated as pathways by protective techniques, clothing and
breathing apparatus. Inhalation is considered to be the dominant pathway of
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Ta b le 4.3-1 Summary of estimated costs for decommissioning the reference PWR in$ Millions (a, b)
Decommissioning
Element

DECON(c )

Base Case Estimated
Decommissioning Costs:
(1978 dollars )
1986 do 11 ars

Deferred

Decontamination (d)

.i,.
I
1..11

Possible Additional Costs ( j)
Additional Staff Needed to
Reduce Average Annual
Radiation Dose to:
5 rem per year

)

10 Years

SAFSTOR (e)
30 Years 100 Years

( 31.

(9.5

NA 1
NA

17.1
NA

21.S(d
1.1 )

21.8 d
3.7 ( )

NA

NA

69.4

69.4

0)
73.5

Safe Stora�e d
Preparation ( )
Continuing Care

Prep. for
Safe Storag/d )

(39.2 )

(40.8)

ENTOMB (f)
Internals
Internals
Included (g)
Removed
(21. O)

(24.7)
46.6

21.S d)
12.6 (

NA
(h )

NA
( h)

40.4

NA

NA

(39.9)

38.2

100 years of
Surveillance (h)
(3.9)
6.4

7.5

1.1

3.1

3.9

12.9

4.6

10.5

11.4

Pre-Decommissioning
Engineering:
Internal utility ) J)
or
External (contractor)

5.6

3.4

5.6

5.6

4.5

7.4

7.5

Supplies for Extra Staff ")
(5 rem/yr average dose ) ( J

7.4
1. 2

0.1

"-l.O(k)

0.6

0.7

"-0.1

>0.1

"-l. 0

negligible

"-0.3

"-0.3

"-0. 3

Use of External Decor�3ssioning Contractor

(

(

NRC Licensing Activities ( j )
Post-TMI-2 Impacts: l
Internal (utility) ( )
or

4.5

4.5

>0.1

"-0.1

"-0.l (k )

"-0.3(k)

"-0.8

negligible (n)

"-0.8

"-0.8

4.5

Table 4.3-1 (Continued)
Decommissioning
Element
External (contractor)(iii)
Subtotal (<5 rem/yr):
Utility (Internal) Staffing
or
Contractor (external) Staffing

.j::,
I
0\

TOTAL Estimated Cost:
Utility Staffing
or
Contractor Staffing

DECON(c)

Prep. for
Safe Storage(d)

"-0.9

negligible

88.7

21. 8

103.5

27.5

88.7
103.5

10 Years

97.7
97.7

ENTOMB(f)
SAFSTOR(e)
Internals
Internals
30 Years 100 Years Included (g) Removed
"-0. 3
'v0.3
100.5
100.5

80.3
80.3

100 years of
Surveillance (h)

47.9

57.2

7.4

60.2

70.5

7.4

64.6
77.9

(a)Values include a 25% contingency and are in constant 1986 dollars.
(b)Values exclude cost of disposal of last core, exclude cost of demolition of nonradioactive structures, and exclude cost of deep geologic
disposal of dismantled, highly activated components.
(c)Adapted from Reference 1, Table 10.1-1 and Table H.5-2, unless otherwise indicated.
(d)Adapted from Reference 1, Table 2.9-3 and Table H.5-2, unless otherwise indicated.
(e)The values shown for SAFSTOR include the costs of the preparations for safe storage, continuing care, and deferred decontamination.
(f)Adapted from Reference 2, 4.5-1, unless otherwise indicated.
(g)Dose not include the eventual costs associated with the removal, packaging, and disposal of the entombed radioactive materials, the demolition
of the""entombment structure, or demolition of the Reactor Building.
(h)The annual cost of surveillance and maintenance for the entombed structure is estimated to be about $0.064 million.
(i)NA-not applicable.
(j)Adapted from Reference 3, Table 1.1, unless otherwise indicated.
(k)The values shown include the estimated costs of NRC licensing activities as well as the costs associated with inspections anticipated to be
required by other Federal and state agencies.
(l)Adapted from Reference 4, Table 2.5-4.
(m)Adapted from Reference 4, Table 2.5-4 and from Reference 2, Section 6.3.
(n)Negligible means less than $0.025 million.

public radiation exposure, since exposure to radioactive surfaces and ingestion
can be minimized or eliminated as radiation pathways to the public during decom
missioning. During the transport of radioactive wastes, inhalation and inges
tion can be minimized or eliminated as radiation pathways to workers and to the
public by techniques similar to those used during decommissioning. Therefore,
exposure to radioactive materials is considered to be the dominant mode of
radiation exposure to the public and to workers during waste transport. PNL
calculated radiation doses for only the dominant pathways, and assumed the
radiation doses from other pathways to be essentially zero. A summary of these
doses is presented in Table 4.3-2.
The aggregate occupational radiation dose from external exposure to surface
contamination and activated material, not including transportation of radio
active waste, is estimated to be about 1115 man-rem over 4 years (Table 4.3-2)
or an average of about 279 man-rem per year. The aggregate occupational radia
tion dose from the transportation of radioactive wastes is estimated to be about
100.2 man-rem to truck transportation workers from DECON waste shipments. For
comparison purposes, the average aggregate annual occupational radiation dose
from operation, maintenance, and refueling of PWRs from 1974 through 1978 was
550 man-rem per reactor. 9 In 1979 it was 924 man-rems, 10 and in 1980 it was
1,101 man-rems.
This increase is considered to be due to build-up of radioactive contaminants
with increasing reactor age 11 and to increasing reactor size12 and special
man-rem intensive maintenance tasks.
The inhalation radiation dose to the public from airborne radionuclide releases
during DECON is estimated to be negligible. The radiation dose to the public
is calculated to be about 20.6 man-rem from the truck transport of radioactive
wastes from DECON.
4.3.2 SAFSTOR
Generally, the purpose of SAFSTOR is to permit 6 °Co to decay to levels that
will reduce occupational radiation exposure during decontamination. As indi
cated in Table 4.3-2, most of the occupational dose reduction due to decay
occurs during the first 30 years after shutdown with considerably less dose
reduction thereafter. The public dose, which will always be small, will also
experience most of its reduction during the first 30 years. Nonradioactive
equipment and structures need not be removed, but eventually all radioactivity
in excess of that allowed for unrestricted use of the facility must be removed.
Hence, in contrast to DECON, to take advantage of the dose reduction, SAFSTOR
could be as long as 60 years including final decontamination. The end result
is the same: release of the site and any remaining structures for unrestricted
use.
SAFSTOR is advantageous in that it results in reduced occupational radiation
exposure in situations where urgent land use considerations do not exist.
Disadvantages are that the licensee is required to maintain a possession-only
license under 10 CFR Part 50 and to meet its requirements at all times, thus
contributing to the number of sites dedicated to radioactive confinement for an
extended time period. Other disadvantages are that surveillance is required,
the dollar costs are higher than for DECON, and the experienced operating staff
may not be available at the end of the safe storage period to assist in the
decontamination.
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Table 4.3-2 Summary of radiation dotea g alyses for decommissioning the reference PWR
, �
( values are in man-rem)

DECON

10 Years

30 Years

100 Years

ENTOMB
Internals Internals
Included Removed

NA ( j )
NA
k
l,114.5 ( )
NA
NA
100.2Ck)
NA
1,215Ck )

282.4 ( k)

282.4 (k)
14
24.6 (k)
NA
10. 2
1. 7
NA
)
33ik

282. 4 (k )
14
1
NA
10.2
neg.
NA
308 (k)

NA
neg.
NA
900
NA
NA
16
916

NA
neg.
NA
1,000
NA
NA
21
1,021

neg.
neg.
neg.
NA
2.1
0.4
NA
3

neg.
neg.
neg.
NA
2.1
neg.
NA
2

NA
neg.
NA
neg.
NA
NA
4
4

NA
neg.
NA
neg.
NA
NA
4
4

SAFSTOR

�

Occupational Exposure
Sa fe Storage Preparation (c)
Continuing Care (d)
Decontamination (e,f)
EntombmentCg)
Safe Stor. Prep. Truck Shipments ( h)
Decontamination Truck Shipments (h)
Entombment Truck Shipments (g)
Total
Public Exposure
Safe Storage Preparation ( i)
Continuing Care ( i )
Decontamination ( i)
EntombmentCg)
Safe Stor. Prep. Truck Shipments ( h)
Decontamination Truck Shipments ( h )
Entombment Truck Shipments ( g)

Total

NA
NA
neg.
NA
NA
20.6(k)
NA
21 ( k)

10

337.sCk)
NA
10.2
24.2
NA
664 (k)
neg.
neg.
neg.
NA
2.1
5Ck)
NA

)
7Ck

Table 4.3-2 (Continued)

(a)All references are from Reference 1, unless otherwise indicated.
(b)Values exclude radiation dose from disposal of the last core.
(c)Table 11.3-2.
(d)Table 11.3-4.
(e)Table 11.3-1.
(f)Table H.6-1.
(g)Tables 3.5-1 and 4.6-1 from Reference 2, with no allowances for radioactive
decay (see text for discussion).
(h)Table 11.4-2, with allowances for radioactive decay.
(i) Table 11.2.2.
(j)NA-not applicable.
(k)Values affected by the estimated additional radiation doses due to post-TMI-2
impacts on decommissioning operations. For a detailed explanation of the
minor contributions from post-TMI-2 impacts to the total estimates given,
consult Table 2.4-1 of Reference 4.
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The PNL study shows that the costs of SAFSTOR for a 30-year pePiod are greater
than those of DECON and vary with the number of years of safe storage. For
example, the total cost of 30-year SAFSTOR is estimated to be $100.5 million in
1986 dollars compared with the total cost of $88.7 million for DECON. However,
the total cost of 100-year SAFSTOR is estimated to $80.3 million in 1986 dollars.
The lower cost for 100-year SAFSTOR compared to 30-year SAFSTOR is the result
of lower costs for deferred decontamination due to the radioactivity having
decayed. PNL 1 s cost estimates for the decommissioning alternatives are pre
sented in Table 4.3-1.
SAFSTOR results in lower radiation doses to both the work force and to the
public than DECON. The PNL study (Table 4.3-2) shows the aggregate occupa
tional radiation dose to be approximately 321 man-rem for a 30-year SAFSTOR
(282.4 man-rem from safe storage preparation, 14 man-rem for continuing care
and surveillance, and 24.6 man-rem from deferred decontamination), not includ
ing transportation. The occupational radiation dose from the truck transport
of radioactive wastes is calculated to be about 12 man-rem. 100-year SAFSTOR
results in little additional reduction in the aggregate occupational radiation
dose compared to 30-year SAFSTOR.
Radiation doses to the public from airborne radionuclide releases during prepa
ration for safe storage are estimated to be negligible. The radiation dose to
the public from the truck transport of radioactive wastes during preparation
for safe storage is estimated to be about 2.1 man-rem, and that from the truck
transport of radioactive wastes during deferred decontamination after 30 years
of safe storage is estimated to be about 0.4 man-rem.
4.3.3 ENTOMB
ENTOMB means the complete isolation of radioactivity from the environment by
means of massive concrete and metal barriers until the radioactivity has decayed
to levels which permit unrestricted release of the facility. These barriers
must prevent the escape of radioactivity and prevent deliberate or inadvertent
intrusion. The length of time the integrity of the entombing structure must be
maintained depends on the inventory of radioactive nuclides present. A PWR
that has been operated only a short time will contain 6 °Co as the largest con
tributor to radiation dose and smaller amounts of dominant fission products
such as 137 Cs with about 30-year half-life. In this case, the integrity of
the entombing structure need only be maintained for a few hundred years, as the
disappearance of radioactivity is initially controlled by the 5.27-year half
life of 6 °Co and later by 30-year half-life fission products. If, on the other
hand, the reactor has been operated for 30 or 40 years, substantial amounts of
59Ni and 94 Nb (80,000-year and 20,000-year half-lives, respectively,) will have
been accumulated as activation products in the reactor vessel internals. The
dose rate from the 94 Nb present in the reactor vessel internals has been esti
mated to be approximately 2 rem/hour while the dose from the 59Ni in the inter
nals is 0.1 rem/hour. These dose levels are substantially above acceptable
residual radioactivity levels and, because of the long half-lifes of 94 Nb and
59 Ni, would not decrease by an appreciable amount, due to radioactive decay,
for thousands of years. In addition, there are an estimated 1,300 curies of
59 Ni in the reactor vessel internals which could result in potential internal
exposures in the event of a breach of the entombed structure and subsequent
introduction of the 59 Ni in an exposure pathway during the long half-life of
59 Ni.
Thus, the long-lived isotopes will have to be removed or the integrity
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of the entombing structure will have to be maintained for many thousands of
years.
ENTOMB of a PWR is limited to the containment building because its unique
structure lends itself to entombment and because it contains most of the radio
activity in the facility. The other radioactive buildings associated with a
reactor must be decommissioned by another method such as DECON. It is possible,
however, to move some radioactive components from the fuel building or auxiliary
building to the containment building and entomb them there, rather than ship
them offsite.
ENTOMB is advantageous because of reduced occupational and public exposure to
radiation compared to DECON, because little surveillance is required, and because
little land is required. It is disadvantageous because the integrity of the
entombing structure must be assured in some cases for hundreds of thousands of
years, because a possession-only license under 10 CFR Part 50 would be required,
and because entombing contributes to the number of sites permanently dedicated
to radioactive materials containment.
PNL considered two approaches to entombment in an addendum2 to its earlier
PWR study. 1 In both approaches, as much solid radioactive material from the
entire facility as can be accommodated is sealed in the containment building
beneath the operating floor by means of a continuous concrete slab. All openings
to the exterior beneath the operating floor are sealed. Above the operating
floor, radioactive materials are removed to sufficiently permit release of that
portion of the facility for unrestricted use.
In the first approach, the pressure vessel internals and their long-lived 59 Ni
and 94 Nb isotopes are entombed, along with other radioactive material. This
results in less cost and radiation exposure because the pressure vessel and its
internals will not have to be removed, dismantled, and transported to a deep
geologic waste repository. It will also, however, result in the requirement
for a possession-only license and surveillance in perpetuity because of the
presence of the long-lived isotopes. Because of the many variables involved,
PNL made no firm estimate of the costs for possible deferred dismantlement of
the entombment structure. However, these costs are anticipated to be at least
of the same order of magnitude as those for deferred dismantlement of the
reference PWR after a period of safe storage (see Table 4.3-1).
In the second approach, the pressure vessel internals and their long-lived 59 Ni
and 94 Nb isotopes are removed, dismantled, and transported to a radioactive
waste repository (a careful inventory of radioactivity would need to be made
to ensure that only relatively short-lived isotopes remained). This approach
results in more cost and radiation dose, but offers the possibility that sur
veillance and the possession-only license could be terminated at some time
within several hundred years, thereby releasing the entire facility for unre
stricted use.
Radioactive materials not entombed would have to be packaged and transported to
a disposal site. Costs and radiation doses for this portion of the entombment
procedure would be the same as for DECON. Cost savings and radiation dose re
ductions result from a lesser volume of radioactive equipment and material having
to be dismantled, packaged, and transported. In all cases, spent fuel would be
removed.
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ENTOMB for the reference PWR, including the pressure vessel and its internals,
is estimated to cost $47.9 million, with an annual m aintenance cost of $64,000.
It results in an aggregate radiation dose of 900 man-rem to decommissioning
workers, 16 man-rem to transportation workers, and 4 man-rem to the general
public. ENTOMB for the reference PWR, with the pressure vessel internals
removed, is estimated to cost $57.2 million with an annual maintenance cost of
$64,000, and to result in an aggregate radiation dose of 1000 man-rem to de
commissioning workers, 21 man-rem to transportation workers, and 4 man-rem to
the general public. These estimates are listed in Tables 4.3-1 and 4.3-2.
Although task-wise schedules were developed for DECON, 1 no comparable schedules
were developed for the ENTOMB analysis. 2 As a result, the estimated occupa
tional exposures shown in Table 4.3-2 are not decay-corrected; thus, they
represent conservative, upper-bound estimates.
4.3.4 Sensitivity Analyses
An addendum to the initial PNL study was developed 2 to analyze a variety of
realistic decommissioning situations that might significantly impact on the
original conclusions regarding doses and costs for the various decommissioning
alternatives. While there were some differences in results, the conclusion of
the sensitivity analysis is th at these differences do not subst antially affect
the original cost and dose conclusions. Of the various situations analyzed by
PNL in the addendum, the most important with regard to their potential effect
on dose and cost estimates are reactor size and degree of contamination.
Based on an analysis 11 similar to that for the reference PWR (NUREG/CR-0130
Addendum 1) and incorporating selected cost adders (described in References 3
and 4 and escalated to constant 1986 dollars as shown in Table 4.3-1), upper
bound estimates were made of the costs for immediate dismantlement of reactor
plants smaller than the reference plant. The analysis was limited to plants
with thermal power ratings greater than 1200 MWt and was based on the assump
tion that all costs (staff labor, equipment, supplies, etc.) except radioactive
waste disposal are independent of plant size. The results a re shown in
Table 4.3-3.
Table 4.3-3 Estimated immediate dismantlement costs for plants
smaller than the reference PWR, abgsed on previously
derived overall scaling factors , (millions of
dollars)
Reactor

MWt.

Waste
Disposal

Scaling
Factor

Remaining
Costs

Escalated
Adders

Total(c)
Costs

Trojan

3500

40.223

1.000

34.174

14.385

88.782

Turkey Pt.

2550

40.223

0.789

34.174

14.385

80.295

R. E. Ginna 1300

40.223

0.518

34.174

14.385

69.395

(a)All costs are in constant 1986 dollars and include a 25% contingency.
(b)Derivation of previously-derived overall scaling factors can be found
in Reference 2.
(c)Total costs shown above are for the utility-only cost option.
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Using the results from Table 4.3-3, a linear equation can be derived for the
scaling of the immediate dismantlement costs for plants in the 1200 to 3500
MWt range:
Cost= 57.911

+

3
(8.808 x 10- )(MWt)

Revised overall scaling factors for the Turkey Point and Ginna plants were
obtained by dividing the results of the linear equation by the cost of the
reference plant. Based on this formula, a list of variations in dose and cost
for these PWRs is presented in Table 4.3-4.
The addendum2 also analyzed the sensitivity of decommissioning costs and radiation
doses related to a postulated tripling of radiation dose rates from radionuclides
deposited in PWR coolant system piping during reactor operation over a period
of 30 to 40 years. This tripling of dose rate is postulated as an upper limit
on the basis of recent trends for operating reactors. If no corrective action
is taken to reduce the radiation dose rates, the accumulated radiation dose to
decommissioning workers for DECON would be increased about 1,250 man-rem laJ ,
and the total decommissioning costs could be increased by about $5.2 million
for DECON. For ENTOMB the radiation dose would be nearly doubled and the total
cost could be increased about $3.6 million. For preparations for safe storage,
the radiation dose would be increased about 130 man-rem, and there would be no
significant change in the cost. If corrective action is taken, such as an ex
tended chemical decontamination cycle, the total additional cost could be about
$170,000.
In order to handle these postulated higher initial radiation levels, it appears
that additional chemical decontamination during decommissioning would be the
most cost-effective approach. For example, it is estimated that increasing the
circulation time of the chemical solution about 50% would reduce the postulated
increased radiation levels by a factor of 3, thus reducing these levels to
approximately the same dose rate conditions assumed in the reference case
analysis. This approach would also be more consistent with the principles of
ALARA, since the occupational radiation dose associated with a chemical decon
tamination cycle is relatively small, compared with the radiation dose
associated with installing temporary shielding, or with attempting to perform
the dismantlement without additional shielding. In addition, it appears likely
that the large buildups of radionuclides prevalent today on piping systems will
be prevented as periodic decontamination during normal operation of the reactor
coolant system and related fluid-handling systems become standard procedures
when the present technology development for decontamination solutions has been
completed.
One of the circumstances that has changed since the original PWR decommissioning
reports 1 '2 were prepared which could influence the development of the cost and
dose estimates presented in this GEIS is an assessment of post-TMI-2 require
�ents on the decommissioning of the reference PWR. Actions judged necessary by
the NRC to correct or improve the regulation and operation of nuclear power
plants based on the experience from the accident at TMI-2 resulted in a number
of recommendations that were subsequently issued to the utilities as
requirements. Some of those requirements resulted in equipment and hardware
changes and/or additions to the reference PWR that could eventually expand the
(a )This number excludes removal of last core and allows for radioactive decay.
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Table 4.3-4 Estimated costs and occupational radiation(go�,s for
decommissioning different-sized PWR plants ,
R. E. Gi nna
Power Rating
Overall Scaling
Factor
DECON
ENTOMB(d)
w/internals
w/o internals
SAFSTOR
Preparations for
Safe Storage
Safe Storage
for 30 years
for 50 years
for 100 years
Deferred Dismantlement:
after 30 years
after 50 years
after 100 years

(thermal
megawatts)
(OSF[MWt])
($ mi 11 ions)
(man-rem)

Station
Turkey Point

1. 300
0.781
69.3
1097.

2.550
0.905
80.3
1.271

Trojan
3.500
1. 000
88.7
1.404

($ millions/ct)
(man-rem)
($ millions)
(man-rem)

37.4
703
44.7
781

43.3
815
51.8
905

47.9
900
57.2
1.000

($ mi 11 ions)
(man-rem)

17.0
333

19.7
386

21.8
426

($ millions)
(man-rem)
($ mi1 lions)
(man-rem)
($ millions)
(man-rem)

3.7
14
6.2
14
12.6
14

3.7
14
6.2
14
12.6
14

3.7
14
6.2
14
12.6
14

($ million)
(man-rem)
($ million)
(man-rem)
($ million)
(man-rem)

54.2
23.4
31. 6
1.9
31.6
0.9

62.8
27.2
36.7
2.2
36.6
1.1

69.4
30
40.5
2.4
40.4
1. 2

(a)Values include a 25% contingency and are in 1986 dollars.
(b)Costs do not include spent-fuel disposal or demolition of nonradioactive
structures.
(c)Doses are taken from Ref. 2 and do not include transportation doses and
do not take credit for radioactive decay during decommissioning.
(d)Entombment costs do not include continuing care cost ($0.064 M/yr. .
)
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scope of decommissioning activities, since those materials could reasonably be
expected to become contaminated or radioactive during the remaining operational
lifetime of the plant. For the reference PWR, it was concluded by PNL in a
recent study 4 that the original immediate dismantlement decommissioning cost
estimates could be expected to increase only slightly overall (less than 1% in
constant 1986 dollars), due to a slightly expanded scope of decommissioning
activities associated with changes in the reference plants characteristics.
The radiation dose would be increased by about 32 man-rem, due largely to the
dismantling operations associated with the removal of a significantly greater
mass of spent fuel pool storage racks.
There are many areas where various planned design and operational features could
facilitate decommissioning. Exploration of such areas was considered by PNL 1
in their initial decommissioning study. It was concluded that appropriate mea
sures could not only significantly reduce decommissioning occupational dose and
radioactively contaminated waste volume but could also reduce occupational dose
during reactor operation. Preliminary considerations of various design and
operational features that could further facilitate decommissioning and their
impacts on doses and costs are discussed in NUREG/CR-0569. 14
4.4 Environmental Consequences
Radiation doses and costs associated with possible decommissioning alternatives
are discussed in Section 4.3. It is noted for perspective that in the cases of
DECON and SAFSTOR, the environmental effects of greatest concern (i.e., radia
tion dose and radioactivity released to the environment) are substantially less
than the same effects resulting from reactor operation and maintenance. It
should also be noted that while the dollar costs of ENTOMB are less than those
of DECON, the environmental impacts could be quite high should large amounts of
radioactivity escape from a breached structure during the entombment period.
Other environmental consequences are rather different from the environmental
consequences usually discussed in environmental impact statements. This is
because, usually, an environmental impact statement is addressed to the
consequences of building a facility that will require land, labor, capital
investment, materials, continuing use of air, water, and fuel; a socio
economic infrastructure; and so on. Decommissioning, on the other hand, is an
attempt to restore things to their original condition, which requires a much
smaller commitment of resources than did building and operating the facility.
A major environmental consequence of decommissioning, other than radiation dose
and dollar cost, is the commitment of land area to the disposal of radioactive
waste. PNL made estimates (shown in Table 4.4-1) of the low-level waste
disposal volume required to accommodate radioactive waste and rubble removed
from the facility and transported to a licensed site for disposal. Reduction
in waste volume for SAFSTOR occurs as many of the contamination and activation
products present in the facility will have decayed to background levels. The
volume for ENTOMB does not include the volume of the entombing structure or of
the wastes entombed within it, only the wastes shipped off-site. The entombing
structure is, in effect, a new radioactive waste burial ground, separate and
distinct from the ones in which the wastes listed in Table 4.4-1 are buried,
and may necessitate licensing considerations such as for a low-level waste
burial ground under (10 CFR 61).
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Table 4.4-1 Estimated burial volume of
low-level radioactive waste
and rubble for the reference
PWR
Decommissioning Alternative

Volume (m3 )

DECON

18,340

SAFSTOR
Deferred Decontamination (b)
following Safe Storage
10 Years
for:
30 Years
50 Years
100 Years
ENTOMB(d)

18 340(aa ) c
18:340( , )
1,830
1,780
1,740

(a) Includes about 440 m 3 of radioactive
waste attributable to removal of ba c k
fitted material adapted from Table 5.1-9,
Reference 4) .
)
(b Radioactive wastes from preparation for
safe storage and during safe storage
are small in comparison to those of
deferred decontamination.
(c ) Although, in actuality, there is a
gradual de crease in waste volume over
time, it is not indi cated here for
clarity of presentation.
(d ) Does not in clude the volume of the
entombing structure or of the wastes
within.

If shallow-land burial of radioactive wastes in standard trenches is assumed,
then a burial volume of 18,340 m 3 of radioactive waste can be accommodated in
less than 2 acres. The two acres is small in comparison with the 1,160 acres
used as the site of the reference PWR.
Certain highly activated components of the reactor and its internals may require
disposal in a deep geologic disposal facility rather than in a shallow-land
burial ground because of the large initial level of radioactivity and the very
long half-lives of 5 9Ni and 94 Nb . Only about 11 m 3 of material would be in
volved and would required approximately 88 m 3 of waste disposal space. The
cost for disposing of these materials in deep geologic disposal was estimated
by PNL to be about $2.8 million (in 1978 dollars). 1 Based on recent estimates
of deep geologic disposal costs, 1 3 it is currently estimated by PNL that deep
geologic disposal of the highly activated materials would cost about $6 million
(in 1986 dollars) . This latter estimate is based on recent estimates of deep
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geologic disposal costs conducted by Pacific Northwest Laboratory for the
Department of Energy. 12 This cost has not been included in the costs of decom
missioning shown in Table 4.3-1.
PNL considered accidental releases of radioactivity both during decommissioning
and during transport of wastes. Radiation doses to the maximum-exposed indi
vidual from accidental airborne radioactivity releases during decommissioning
operations were calculated to be quite low (Table 4.4-2). Radiation doses to
the maximally-exposed individual from accidental radioactivity releases resulting
from truck accidents were calculated to be moderate for the most severe accident
(Table 4.4-3).
Other environmental consequences of decommissioning are minor compared to the
environmental consequences of building and operating a PWR. Water use and
evaporation at the rate of as much as 27 x 10 6 m 3/yr ceased when the reactor
ceased operation. The total water use for decommissioning is estimated to be
about 18 x 10 3 m 3• The number of workers on site at any time will be no
greater than when the PWR was in operation and will be much less than when the
PWR was under construction. The transportation network is already in place,
but will require some maintenance if the SAFSTOR alternative is selected.
Disturbance of the ground cover need not take place to any appreciable extent
except for filling holes and leveling the ground following removal of underground
structures, unless extended operation of the plant has resulted in contamination
of the ground around the plant. Plowing of the ground would generally result
in lowering average soil contamination levels to those acceptable for releasing
the site for unrestricted use, except for a few more highly contaminated areas
where material would have to be removed. In this case, soil to a depth of
several centimeters and some paving may have to be removed, packaged, and shipped
to a disposal facility before the site can be released for unrestricted use.
The biggest socioeconomic impact will have occurred before decommissioning
started, at the time the plant ceased operation and the tax income created by
the plant was reduced. No additional public services will be required because
the decommissioning staff will be somewhat smaller than the operating staff. In
the case of deferred decontamination, the decontamination staff will be larger
than the surveillance staff.
4.5 Comparison of Decommissioning Alternatives
From careful examination of Tables 4.3-1 and 4.3-2 it appears that DECON or
30-year SAFSTOR are reasonable options for decommissioning a PWR. 100-year
SAFSTOR is not considered a reasonable option since it results in the continued
presence of a site dedicated to radioactivity containment for an extended time
period with little benefit in aggregate dose reduction compared to 30-year
SAFSTOR. DECON costs less than SAFSTOR and its larger annual occupational
radiation dose, which is similar to the routine annual dose from plant operations
is considered of marginal significance to health and safety.
Either ENTOMB option requires indefinite dedication of the site as a radioactive
waste burial ground. In the ENTOMB option with the reactor internals and its
long-lived activation products entombed, the security of the site could not be
assured for thousands of years necessary for radioactive decay, so this option
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Table 4.4-2 Summary of radiation doses to the maximally-exposed individual from accidental
airborne radionuclide releases during decommissioning operations
Airborne
Release
(µCi)

DECON
First-Year Dose
(mrem)
Lung
Total Body(a)

Explosion of LPG Leased from
a Front End Loader

3.6

X

103

3.6

X

10- 2

4.7

X

10- 2 4.4

X

10- 2 5.4

X

10- 2

Explosion of Oxyacetylene
During Segmenting of the
Reactor Vessel Shell

3.6

X

102 4.3

X

10- 5

6.1

X

10- 3 6.9

X

10- 3 6.9

X

10- 3

Explosion and/or Fire in the
Ion Exchange Resin

3.8

X

10 1

3.8

X

10- 4

5.0

X

10- 4 4.6

X

10- 4 5.7

X

10- 4

Gross Leak during In Situ
Decontamination

2.1

X

10 1 2.1

X

10- 4

2.8

X

10- 4 2.5

X

10- 4 3.2

X

10- 4 2.1

Segmentation of RCS Piping
With Unremoved Contamination

1.1

X

10 1

4.6

X

10-6

7. 3

X

10- 4 4.8 X 10-6

7.9

X

10- 4

Loss of Contamination Control
Envelope During Oxyacetylene
Cutting of the Reactor
Vessel Shell

2.3 x 10°

4.4

X

10-4

Incident

�
I

Fifty-Year Dose
Commitment {mrem)
Lung
Total Body

Airborne
Release
(mCi)

Preearations for Safe Storage
Fifty-Year Dose
First-Year Dose
Commitment (mrem}
(mrem)
Lung
Lung
Total Body
Total Body(a)

---(c)

X

10 1

2.1

X

10- 4

1.1 X 10-6

2.8

X

10- 4 2.5

X

10- 4

1.3 x 10- 5 1.2 x 10- 5

Vacuum Bag Rupture

1.0 X lQ O

Accidental Cutting of
Contaminated Piping

1.8

X

10- 1

1.2

Accidental Spraying of
Concentrated Contamination
With the High Pressure
Spray

1.2

X

10- 1

1.6 X 10-6 1.5 X 10-6

X

10-S

(a)The average annual total body dose to an individual in the U.S. from natural sources ranges from 80 to 170 mrem. United Nations Scientific Committee on
the Effects of Atomic Radiation, Ionizing Radiation: Levels and Effects. Volume l, United Nations, pp. 29-63, 1972.
(b)Frequency of occurrence: high >1.0 x 10- 2; medium 1.0 x 10- 2 to 1.0 x 10- 5; low <1.0 x 10- 5 per year.
(c
)A dash indicates a dose less than 1.0 x 10-6 mrem or that this action does not apply to the decommissioning mode shown.

Table 4.4-3

Accident Description

�I
......
\.0

Tru�k !ransport t D � mmis
s1on1ng Wastes� ) ' f �
Minor Accident with
Closed Van
Moderate Accidents with
Closed Van
Severe Accieent with
Closed Van

Estimated frequencies and radioactivity releases for selected
truck transport accidents

Frequency of
Accidents per
DECON

Frequency of
Accidents per
SAFSTOR

Release,
Curies

Radiation Dose for
Maximally Exposed
Individual�_ (rem)(a)
50 Yr Dose
Commitment
1st Year Dose
Lung
Lung
Bone
Bone

8.8

X

10- 1

9.0

X

10- 2

No Release

2.1

X

10- 1

2.1

X

10- 2

1

X

10- 4

0.01

5.6

X

10- 3

5.7

X

10-4

1

X

10- 2

1.1

0.2
21

0.01
1.1

0.2
24

(a)Maximally-Exposed individual is assumed at 100 m from the site of the accident.
(b)Based on an inventory of 100 Ci per truck shipment.
(c)Release fractions for respirable material for moderate and severe accidents are assumed to be 10- 6 and 10- 4
respectively.

is not considered viable. In the ENTOMB option with the reactor internals
removed, it may be possible to release the site for unrestricted use at some
time within the order of a hundred years if calculations demonstrate that the
radioactive inventory has decayed to acceptable residual levels. However, even
this ENTOMB alternative appears to be less desirable than either DECON or
SAFSTOR based on consideration of the fact that ENTOMB results in higher radiation
exposure and higher initial costs than 30-year SAFSTOR, that the overall cost
of ENTOMB over the entombment period is approximately the same as DECON, and the
fact that regulatory changes occurring during the long entombment period might
result in additional costly decommissioning activity in order to release the
facility for unrestricted use.
Consideration was given to the situation where, at the end of the reactor
operational life, it is not possible to dispose of waste offsite for a limited
period of time, ·but not exceeding 100 years (see Section 2.7). Such a constraint
needs to be accounted for in the decommissioning alternatives. Based on an
analysis by PNL of the technology, safety and cost considerations on selection
of decommissioning alternatives, 14 it was concluded that SAFSTOR is an acceptably
viable alternative. While DEGON and conversion of the spent fuel pool to an
independent spent fuel storage pool is certainly a possibility for the case
where all other radioactive wastes can be removed offsite, there does not appear
to be any significant safety difference between this alternative and SAFSTOR and
the choice should be a licensee decision. The active phase of maintaining the
spent fuel in the pool is not considered to be part of the regulatory require
ments for decommissioning, but would be considered under the usual operating
licensing aspects regarding health and safety with consideration given to facil
itation for decommissioning. Aside from the expenses incurred from storing
spent fuel, other costs for keeping radioactive wastes onsite for the reactor
in a safe storage mode were estimated to have minimal effect on the SAFSTOR
alternative compared to this alternative for radioactive wastes being sent
offsite. Site security for storage of spent fuel (which is considered as an
operational rather than a decommissionin@a5onsideration) was estimated at about
$0.94 million per year (in 1986 dollars) . In a multireactor site, such
security could result in less cost because of a sharing of required overheads.

(a)Adapted from Reference 14.
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5 BOILING WATER REACTOR
A boiling water reactor (BWR), like a pressurized water reactor (PWR), is
a facility for converting the thermal energy of a nuclear reaction into the
kinetic energy of steam to drive a turbine-generator and produce electricity.
In a BWR, the conversion is accomplished by heating water to boiling in the
reactor pressure vessel and using the resulting steam to drive the turbines.
The intermediate step, present in a PWR, of converting pressurized hot water
into steam through a heat exchanger in a steam generator is not used in a BWR.
Elimination of this step also eliminates one cooling loop.
The generic site for the reference 1155-MWe BWR is assumed to be typical of
reactor locations and is described in Section 3.1. As in the case of a PWR,
the specific site for a BWR is chosen on the basis of operational and regula
tory criteria, usually with little regard for decommissioning. Fortunately,
factors that are appropriate for siting, such as transportation access, water
supply, and skilled labor supply, are also appropriate for decommissioning.
Thus, the decommissioning alternative chosen will not usually depend on siting
considerations, but rather on safety, costs, and land use options at the time
of decommissioning. These considerations are discussed in Section 4 for a PWR,
and apply equally to a BWR.
In this section, we have used information prepared for the study on the tech
nology, safety and costs of decommissioning a reference BWR, which was con
ducted by Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) for the NRC. 1 In the BWR study,
PNL selected the Washington Public Power Supply System's WNP-2 1155-MWe reactor
at Hanford, Washington, as the reference BWR and assumed it to be located on
the generic site. PNL then developed and reported information on the available
technology, safety considerations, and probable costs for decommissioning the
reference facility at the end of its operating life. As part of this study,
PNL did a sensitivity study to analyze the effect that variation of certain
parameters might have on radiation doses and costs associated with decom
missioning. The parameters which were varied included reactor size, degree of
radioactive contamination, different contract arrangements, type of containment
structure, etc.
The incremental costs of utilizing an external contractor for decommissioning
were updated in a related follow-on analysis. 2
In another related follow-on
study, 3 the estimated decommissioning cost and dose impacts of post-TMI-2
requirements on the reference BWR have been examined and assessed. The results
of these two recent studies are included in the estimated decommissioning cost
and dose estimates presented in this chapter for the reference BWR.
5.1 Boiling Water Reactor Description
The major components of a BWR are a reactor core and pressure vessel, steam
turbines, an electric generator, and a steam condenser system (Figure 5.1-1).
Water is boiled in the reactor pressure vessel to create steam at high tempera
ture and pressure, which then passes through the primary circulation loop to
drive the turbines. The turbines turn the generator, which produces electricity.
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TURBINE
r.ENERATOR

A NUClIAR POWER REACTOR PRODUCES STEAM TO DRIVE A TURBINE WHICH TURNS AN El£CTRIC GENERATOR
lliE BWR SHOWN HERE IS A TYPE OF REACTOR FUEl!O BY SLIGHTlY ENRICHED URANIUM IN lHE FORM OF
URANIUM OXIDE PELl!TS HELD IN ZIRCONIUM ALLOY TUBES IN lHE CORE. WATER IS PUMPED THROUGH
THE CORE. BOILS, ANO PRODUCES STEAM THAT IS PIPED TO THE TURBINE.

figure 5.1-1 Boiling water reactor
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The steam leaving the turbines is condensed by water in the secondary loop and
flows back to the reactor. The water in the secondary loop flows to the cooling
towers where it is in turn cooled by evaporation. The secondary cooling loop
is open to the atmosphere, but the primary loop is not.
Buildings or structures associated with the reference BWR include 1) the reactor
building which houses the reactor pressure vessel, the containment structure,
the biological shield, new and spent fuel pools, and fuel handling equipment;
2) the turbine generator building which houses the turbines and electric gen
erator; 3) the radwaste and control building which houses the solid, liquid, and
gaseous radioactive waste treatment systems, and the main control room; 4) the
cooling towers; 5) the diesel generator building which houses auxiliary diesel
generators; 6) water intake structures and pump houses; 7) the service building
which houses the makeup water treatment system, machine shops, and offices; and
8) other minor structures.
In reference BWR, the reactor building, the turbine generator building, and
the radwaste building are the only buildings containing radioactive materials.
The reactor core and its pressure vessel are highly radioactive, as is the
piping to the turbines. The turbines are also radioactive, but the cooling
towers and associated piping are not, since the design of the system is such
that any leakage would be from the nonradioactive secondary loop to the primary
loop. Much equipment in the radwaste building is radioactively contaminated,
as is the spent fuel pool in the reactor building.
The major sources of radiation in decommissioning a BWR are associated with the
reactor itself, the containment structure, the concrete biological shield, the
primary loop, the turbines, and the radwaste handling systems.
5.2 BWR Decommissioning Experience
At the present time, the Elk River, Minnesota, demonstration reactor is the
only power reactor that has been completely dismantled. 4 This was a 58.2-MWt
BWR that was dismantled between 1971 and 1974. While this reactor was quite
small compared to present-day power reactors, its decommissioning served to
demonstrate that reactors can be decontaminated safely with little occupational
or public risk. At Elk River, the containment building was kept intact until
the pressure vessel and biological shield were removed. Only after all of the
radioactive metal components and concrete areas were removed was the concrete
containment structure demolished.
Other reactors, all of them relatively small, have been placed in safe storage
or entombed (Table 1.5-1). Safe storage and entombment require surveillance
and retention of a possession-only license. At Elk River, the license was
terminated.
5.3 Decommissioning Alternatives
The decommissioning alternatives considered in this section are DECON, SAFSTOR,
and ENTOMB.
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5.3.1 DECON
DECON means the prompt removal and disposal of all radioactivity in excess of
levels which would permit release of the facility for unrestricted use. Non
radioactive equipment and structures need not be torn down or removed as part
of a DECON procedure. The end result is the release of the site and any remain
ing structures for unrestricted use as early as 6 years after the end of reactor
operation.
DECON is advantageous because it allows termination of the NRC license shortly
after cessation of facility operations and eliminates a radioactive site.
DECON is advantageous if the site is required for other purposes, if the site
has become extremely valuable, or if the site for some reason must be imme
diately released for unrestricted use. It is also advantageous in that the
reactor operating staff is available to assist with decommissioning and that
continued surveillance and maintenance is not required. A disadvantage is the
higher occupational radiation dose which occurs during DECON compared to the
other alternatives.
The basic estimates in the original PNL studies have been adjusted by PNL
analysts to reflect January 1986 costs. The revised estimate for the reference
BWR shows that DECON would require 6 years to complete, including 2 years of
planning prior to reactor shutdown, and would cost $108.9 million in 1986
dollars (Table 5.3-1). In addition to the values escalated from the PNL report
(NUREG/CR-0672), 1 the table also includes the cost additions--for pre
decommissioning engineering, additional staff to assure meeting the 5 rem/year
dose limit for personnel, extra supplies for the additional staff, and the addi
tional costs associated with the option of utilizing an external contractor to
conduct the decommissioning effort--which were developed in the PNL cost update
done for the Electric Power Research Institute. 2 The estimated decommissioning
cost impacts of post-TMI-2 requirements on the reference BWR 3 are included in
the table as well. It can be seen from the table that the total cost of DECON
is about $131.8 million under the utility-plus-contractor option. For com
parison purposes, the time required to plan and build a large power reactor is
presently about 12 years and the cost is well over two billion dollars.
Three important radiation exposure pathways need to be considered in the evalu
ation of the radiation safety of normal reactor decommissioning operations:
inhalation, ingestion, and external exposure to radioactive materials. For
reasons similar to that discussed for PWRs in Section 4.3.1, during decommis
sioning the dominant exposure pathway to workers is external exposure while
for the public the dominant exposure pathway is inhalation. During the trans
port of radioactive waste, the dominant exposure pathway is external exposure
for both transportation workers and the public. A summary of the radiation
doses resulting from these pathways is presented in Table 5.3-2.
The aggregate occupational radiation dose from external exposure to surface
contamination and activated material, not including transportation of radio
active waste, is estimated to be about 1764 man-rem over 4 years, or an average
of 440 man-rem per year. (Table 5.3-2). The occupational radiation dose to
truck transportation workers from DECON waste shipments is estimated to be
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Ta ble 5.3-1 Summary of reevaluated decommissioning costs for the reference BWR in$ Millions (a, b )
Decommissioning
Element

DECON(c)

Base Case Estimated
Decommissioning Costs:
( 1978 dollars)
1986 dollars
Safe Stora�e (d
Preparation )
Continuing Care
Deferred
d
Decontamination <)
U'I

I

U'I

Possi b le Additional Costs(j)
Additional Staff Needed to
Reduce Average Annual
Radiation Dose to:
5 rem per year
Use of External Deco�,�ssioning Contractor
Pre-Decommissioning
Engineering:
Internal (utility) ( 1 )
or
External (contractor)
Supplies for Extra Staff "
(5 rem/yr average dose) ( J )
NRC Licensing Activities(m)
Post-TMI-2 Impacts: n
Internal (utility)( )
or

SAFSTOR(e)
30 Years

100 Years

ENTOMB(f )
Internals
Internals
Included (g) Removed

(55.0)

(35.0)

Prep. for
Safe Storage(d)

10 Years

(43.6)
98.5

(21.

(57.4)

NA 1
NA

37.5
NA

41.
0.9 J

41. 0( "
3.3 J)

41.0(
11. 6 "J)

NA
(h)

(h)

NA

NA

82.2

82.2

48.0

NA

NA

3)

(58.9)

o c>

68. 7

(40.6)
81.4

1.1

2.7

2.3

21.1

8.8

17.8

21.3

5.6

3.4

5.6

5.6

7.4

4.5

7.4

7.5

"-0.1

"'0.1

.02

0.1

>0.1

"-0.1

"'0.1

negligi b 1/P)

"-0.1( k)
"-0.1

4.5

"'o./k)
"-0.1

4.5

"'1. o< k)

(3.9)
6.4

NA

4.4

4.5

100 years of
Surveillance ( h)

"-0. l

"'0.1

"-l. 0

negligi b le "-0.1

"-0.1

"-0.3

Table 5.3-1 (Continued)
Deco•issioning
Element
External (contractor) (oJ
Subtotal (<5 rem/yr):
Utility ( Internal)
or
Contractor ( external ) Staffing

U1
I
en

TOTAL Estimated Cost:
Utility Staffing
or
Contractor Staffing

DECON (c)

Prep. for
Safe Storage (d)

<0.1

negligible

108.9

41.0

SAFSTOR (e)

10 Ye� 30 Years

128.3

130.4

ENTOMB (f)
Internals
Internals
100 Years Inc luded (g ) Removed

106.1

131.8
108.9
131.8

128.3

131.4

106.1

100 years of
Surveillance (h)

<0.1

<0.1

77.3

89.6

7.4

96.2

112.8

7.4

84.7

97.0

104.3

120.2

TABLE 5.3-1 Footnotes
(a)

Values include a 25% contingency and are in constant 1986 dollars.

(b)

Values exclude cost of disposal of last core, exclude cost of demolition
of nonradioactive structures, and exclude cost of deep geologic disposal
of dismantled, highly activated components.

(c)

Adapted from Reference 1, Table 10.1-1, unless otherwise indicated.

(d)

Adapted from Reference 1, Table 10.2-1, unless otherwise indicated.

(e)

The values shown for SAFSTOR include the costs of the preparations for
safe storage, continuing care, and deferred decontamination.

(f)

Adapted from Reference 1, Table 10.3-1 and Appendix K.

(g)

Does not include the eventual costs associated with the removal,
packaging, and disposal of the entombed radioactive materials, the
demolition of the entombment structure, or demolition of the Reactor
Building.

(h)

The annual cost of surveillance and maintenance for the entombed
structure is estimated to be about $0.064 million.

(i)

NA-not applicable.

(j)

Adapted from Reference 1, Table 2.10-4.

(k)

Adapted from Reference 1, Table J.7-2.

(1)

Adapted from Reference 2, Table 1.1, unless otherwise indicated.

(m) The values shown include the estimated costs of NRC licensing activities
as well as the costs associated with inspections anticipated to be
required by other Federal and state agencies.

(n)

Adapted from Reference 3, Table 2.5-7.

(o)

Adapted from Reference 3, Table 2.5-7 and from Reference 1, Appendix 0.

(p)

Negligible means less than $0.025 million.
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Table 5.3-2 Summary of radiation dose analyses for decommissioning the reference BWR
(a)
(values are in man-rem)
ENTOMB with
Internals
Internals
Included Removed

DECON

SAFSTOR After
10 Years 30 Years 100 Years

Safe Storage Preparation
Continuing Care
Decontamination
Entombment
Safe Stor. Prep. Truck Shipments
Decontamination Truck Shipments
Entombment Truck Shipments

NA(b)
NA
1764
NA
NA
110
NA

294
1
495
NA
22
22
NA

294
7
36
NA
22
2
NA

294
10
neg
NA
22
neg
NA

NA
neg
NA
1492
NA
NA
51

NA
neg
NA
1603
NA
NA
69

Total

1874

834

361

326

1543

1672

neg
neg
neg
NA
2
2
NA
-4-

neg
neg
neg
NA
2
neg
NA
-2-

neg
neg
neg
NA
2
neg
NA
-2-

NA
neg
NA
neg
NA
NA
5
-5-

NA
neg
NA
neg
NA
NA
7
-7-

Occupational Exposure

(.11
I

co

Public Exposure
Safe Storage Preparation
Continuing C are
Decontamination
Entombment
Safe Stor. Prep. Truck Shipments
Decontamination Truck Shipments
Entombment Truck Shipments
Total

NA
NA
neg
NA
NA
10
NA

-ro

(a)All entries are from Reference 1. Values exclude radiation dose from disposal of last core.
(b)NA means not applicable and neg means negligible.

about 110 man-rem.(a) In comparison, the average annual occupational radiation
dose from operation, maintenance, and refueling of BWRs from 1974 through 1979
was approximately 670 man-rem per reactor 5 and 1,136 man-rem in 1980.
The inhalation radiation dose to the public from airborne radionuclide releases
during DECON is estimated to be negligible. The radiation dose to the public
from the truck transportation of radioactive wastes from DECON is estimated to
be about 10 man-rem.
A major reason for the difference in cost and radiation dose between DECON of
a BWR and a PWR is the requirement to dismantle, remove, and dispose of the
radioactive turbine, condenser, and main steam piping of a BWR. A PWR turbine
is not significantly contaminated with radioactivity since the major portion
of the radioactivity is confined to the primary coolant systems.
5.3.2 SAFSTOR
Generally, the purpose of SAFSTOR is to permit residual radioactivity to decay
to levels that will reduce occupational radiation exposure during subsequent,
final decontamination. As indicated in Table 5.3-2, most of the occupational
dose reduction due to decay occurs during the first 30 years after shutdown
with considerably less dose reduction thereafter. The public dose will always
be small and will also experiences most of its reduction during decommissioning
within the first 30 years. Nonradioactive equipment and structures need not be
removed, but eventually all radioactivity in excess of that allowed for un
restricted use of the facility must be removed. Hence, in contrast to DECON,
to take advantage of the dose reduction, the safe storage period could be as
long as 60 years including final decontamination. The end result is the
same: release of the site and any remaining structures for unrestricted use.
SAFSTOR is advantageous in that it can result in reduced occupational radiation
exposure in situations where urgent land use considerations do not exist. Dis
advantages are that the owner is required to maintain a possession-only license
under 10 CFR Part 50 during the safe storage phase and to meet its requirements
at all times, thus contributing to the number of sites dedicated to radioactive
materials �torage for an extended time period. Other disadvantages are that
surveillance and monitoring are required, the cumulative dollar costs are higher
than for DECON, and the original operating staff will not be available at the
end of the safe storage period to assist in the decontamination.
The PNL study shows that the costs of SAFSTOR for a 30-year period are greater
than those of DECON and vary with the number of years of safe storage. For
example, the total cost of 30-year SAFSTOR is estimated to be $131.4 million
in 1986 dollars compared with the total cost of $108.9 million for DECON.
However, the total cost of 100-year SAFSTOR is estimated to $106.l million in
1986 dollars. The lower cost of 100-year SAFSTOR compared to 30-year SAFSTOR
is the result of lower costs for deferred decontamination due to the radio(a)For a detailed explanation of the minor contributions (e.g., less than
0.08 man-rem for DECON) from post-TMI-2 impacts to the total estimates shown
in Table 5.3-2, consult Table 2.4-2 of Reference 3.
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activity having decayed. PNL's cost estimates for the decommissioning alter
natives are presented in Table 5.3-1.
SAFSTOR results in lower radiation doses to both the work force and the public
than DECON or ENTOMB. The aggregate occupational radiation dose is estimated
to be approximately 337 man-rem for 30-year SAFSTOR (294 man-rem from safe
storage preparation, 7 man-rem from continuing care, and 36 man-rem from
deferred decontamination), not including transportation (Table 5.3-2). The
occupational radiation dose from the truck transport of radioactive wastes
is estimated to be about 24 man-rem. For 100-year SAFSTOR the estimated
occupational radiation dose is estimated to be approximately 326 man-rem (294
man-rem from safe storage preparation, 10 man-rem from continuing care, and a
negligible dose from deferred decontamination). The occupational radiation
dose from the tr.uck transport of radioactive wastes is estimated to be about
22 man-rem. Thus, 100-year SAFSTOR results in little additional reduction in
the aggregate occupational radiation dose compared to 30-year SAFSTOR.
Radiation doses to the public from airborne radionuclide releases resulting
from SAFSTOR are estimated to be negligible. The radiation dose to the public
from the truck transport of radioactive wastes during the preparation for safe
storage is estimated to be about 2 man-rem, and that from the truck transport
of radioactive wastes during deferred decontamination after 30 and 100 years
of safe storage is estimated to be negligible.
5.3.3

ENTOMB

ENTOMB means the complete isolation of radioactivity from the environment by
means of massive concrete and metal barriers until the radioactivity has decayed
to levels which permit unrestricted release of the facility. These barriers
must prevent the escape of radioactivity and prevent deliberate or inadvertent
intrusion. The length of time the integrity of the entombing structure must
be maintained depends on the inventory of radioactive nuclides present. A BWR
will contain 6 °Co as the largest contributor to radiation dose. If it has been
operated only a short time the integrity of the entombing structure need only
be maintained for a few hundred years, as the disappearance of radioactivity
is controlled by the 5.27-year half-life of 6 °Co and the 30 year half-life
fission products such as 137 Cs. If, on the other hand, the reactor has been
operated for 30 or 40 years, substantial amounts of 59 Ni and 94 Nb (80,000-year
and 20,000-year half-lives, respectively) will have been accumulated as acti
vation products in the reactor vessel internals. The dose rate from the 94 Nb
present in the reactor vessel internals has been estimated to be approximately
0.7 rem/hour while the dose from the 59 Ni in the internals is 0.07 rem/hour.
These dose levels are substantially above acceptable residual radioactivity
levels and, because of the long half-lives of 94 Nb and 59 Ni, would not decrease
by an appreciable amount, due to radioactive decay, for thousands of years. In
addition, there are an estimated 1,000 curies of 59Ni in the reactor vessel
internals which could result in potential internal exposures in the event of a
breach of the entombed structure and subsequent introduction of the 59 Ni in an
exposure pathway during the long half-life of 59 Ni. Thus, the long-lived
isotopes will have to be removed or the integrity of the entombing structure
will have to be maintained for many thousands of years.
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ENTOMB for a BWR is limited to the containment vessel because its unique struc
ture lends itself to entombment and because it contains most of the radioactiv
ity in the facility. Other buildings associated with a reactor must be decom
missioned by another method such as DECON. It is possible, however, to move
some radioactive components from other buildings to the containment vessel and
ENTOMB them there, rather than shipping them offsite.
ENTOMB is advantageous because of reduced occupational and public exposure to
radiation compared to DECON, because little surveillance is required, and
because little land is required. It is disadvantageous because the integrity
of the entombing structure must be assured in some cases for hundreds of thou
sands of years, because a possession-only license under 10 CFR Part 50 would
be required which in turn requires some surveillance, monitoring, and main
tenance, and because entombing contributes to the number of sites dedicated to
radioactive materials containment for very long time periods.
Two approaches to the ENTOMB alternative for a BWR are possible. In the first
approach, the pressure vessel internals and their long-lived 59 Ni and 94 Nb
isotopes are entombed, along with other radioactive material. This results in
less cost and radiation dose because the pressure vessel and its internals will
not have to be removed, dismantled, and transported to a deep geologic waste
repository. It will also, however, result in the requirement for a possession
only license and indefinite surveillance because of the presence of the long
lived isotopes.
In the second approach, the pressure vessel internals, with their long-lived
and 94 Nb isotopes, are removed, dismantled, and transported to a radio
active waste repository. This results in more cost and radiation dose, but
offers the possibility that surveillance and the possession-only license could
be terminated at some time within several hundred years, thereby releasing the
entire facility for unrestricted use. At the outset, a careful inventory of
radioactivity would need to be made to ensure that only relatively short-lived
isotopes were present.
59 Ni

In both approaches, as much solid radioactive material from the entire facility
as can be accommodated is sealed within the containment vessel. All openings
to the exterior of the containment vessel are sealed. Radioactive material
outside the containment vessel is removed down to levels which permit release
of the remainder of the facility for unrestricted use.
Radioactive materials not entombed would have to be packaged and transported
to a disposal site. Cost savings and radiation dose reductions would result
from the lesser volume of radioactive equipment and material having to be dis
mantled, packaged, and transported. In any case, all spent fuel would be removed.
ENTOMB for the reference BWR, including the pressure vessel and its internals,
is estimated to cost $77.3 million, with an annual surveillance and maintenance
cost of $64,000. It results in an aggregate radiation dose of 1492 man-rem to
decommissioning workers, 51 man-rem to transportation workers, and 5 man-rem to
the general public. ENTOMB for the reference BWR, with the pressure vessel
internals removed, is estimated to cost $89.6 million, with an annual surveil
lance and maintenance cost of $64,000, and to result in an aggregate radiation
dose of 1603 man-rem to decommissioning workers, 69 man-rem to transportation
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workers, and 7 man-rem to the general public.
Tables 5.3-1 and 5.3-2.

These estimates are listed in

5.3.4 Sensitivity Analyses
In addition to the reference BWR, PNL also analyzed a variety of realistic
decommissioning situations. 1 These variations were studied to determine if
they might have significant impact on the conclusions reached for the reference\
BWR regarding doses and costs for the decommissioning alternatives. While
there were some differences in results, the conclusion of the sensitivity
analysis is that these differences do not substantially affect the original
cost and radiation dose conclusions. Of the various situations analyzed by
PNL, the most important with regard to their potential effect on dose and cost
estimates are reactor size, degree of contamination and type of containment
structure.
Based on an analysis 6 similar to that for the reference BWR (NUREG/CR-0672)
and incorporating selected cost adders (described in References 2 and 3 and
escalated to constant 1986 dollars as shown in Table 5.3-1), upper-bound
estimates were made of the costs for immediate dismantlement of reactor plants
smaller than the reference plant. The analysis was limited to plants with
thermal power ratings greater than 1200 MWt and was based on the assumption
that all costs (staff labor, equipment, supplies, etc.) except radioactive
waste disposal are independent of plant size. The results are shown in
Table 5.3-3.
Table 5.3-3 Estimated immediate dismantlement costs (in millions) for plants
smaller than the referee�eb�WR, based on previously-derived
overall scaling factors '
Reactor

MWt

Waste
Diseosal

Scaling
Factor

Remaining
Costs

Escalated Total(c)
Adders
Costs

WNP-2

3320

44.201

1.000

54.464

10.230

108.894

Cooper

2381

44.201

0.809

54.464

10.230

100.453

Vermont
Yankee

1593

44.201

0.648

54.465

10.230

93.336

(a)All costs are in constant 1986 dollars and include a 25% contingency.
(b)Derivation of previously-derived overall scaling factors can be found in
Reference 1.
(c)Total costs shown above are for the utility-only cost option.
Using the results from Table 5.3-3, a linear equation can be derived for the
scaling of the immediate dismantlement costs of plants in the 1200 to 3500 MWt
range:
Cost= 78.993

+

(9.008 x 10-3) (MWt)

Revised overall scaling factors for the Cooper and Vermont Yankee plants were
obtained by dividing the results of the linear equation by the cost of the
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reference plant. Based on this formula, a list of variations in dose and cost
of these BWRs is presented in Table 5.3-4.
Also analyzed was the sensitivity of decommissioning costs and radiation doses
to a postulated tripling of radiation dose rates from radionuclides deposited
in BWR coolant system piping during reactor operation over a period of 30 to
40 years. This tripling of dose rate is postulated as an upper limit on the
basis of recent trends for operating reactors. If no corrective action is taken
to reduce the radiation dose rates, the accumulated radiation dose to decom
missioning workers for DECON would be increased from 1764 man-rem to 4573
man-rem, 1 and the total decommissioning costs could be increased by about 12
million for OECON. For ENTOMB the radiation dose would be increased from 1604
man-rem to 4154 man-rem and the total cost could be increased about 12 million.
For preparation for safe storage, the radiation dose would be increased from
294 man-rem to 759 man-rem, and there would be no significant change in the
cost.
In order to handle these postulated higher initial radiation levels, it appears
that additional chemical decontamination during decommissioning would be the
most cost-effective approach. For example, it is estimated that increasing the
circulation time of the chemical solution about 50% would reduce the postulated
increased radiation levels by a factor of 3, thus reducing these levels to
approximately the same dose rate conditions assumed in the reference case
analysis. This approach would also be more consistent with the principles of
ALARA, since the occupational radiation dose associated with a chemical decon
tamination cycle is relatively small, compared with the radiation dose asso
ciated with installing temporary shielding, or with attempting to perform the
dismantlement without additional shielding. In addition, it appears likely
that the large buildups of radionuclides prevalent today on piping systems will
be prevented as periodic decontamination during normal operation of the reactor
coolant system and related fluid-handling systems becomes standard procedure.
Analysis was also done to determine if variation in design of the BWR containment
structure would have significant impact on doses or costs of decommissioning.
There are three principal designs of BWR containments and pressure suppression
systems, namely Mark 1, Mark II, and Mark III and these were analyzed by PNL.
The conclusion reached by this analysis was that for BWR plants of equivalent
power rating, differences in containment design have very little effect on the
total cost of decommissioning of a BWR.
One of the circumstances that has changed since the original BWR decommissioning
report 1 was prepared which could influence the development of the cost of dose
estimates presented in this GEIS is an assessment of post-TMI-2 requirements on
the decommissioning of the reference BWR. Actions judged necessary by the NRC
to correct or improve the regulation and operation of nuclear power plants based
on the experience from the accident at TMI-2 resulted in a number of recommenda
tions that were subsequently issued to the utilities as requirements. Some of
those requirements resulted in equipment and hardware changes and/or additions
to the reference BWR that could eventually expand the scope of decommissioning
activities, since those materials could reasonably be expected to become con
taminated or radioactive during the remaining operational lifetime of the plant.
For the reference BWR, it was concluded by PNL in a recent study3 that the
original immediate dismantlement decommissioning cost estimates could be
expected to increase very slightly overall (considerably less than 1% in
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Table 5.3-4 Estimated costs and occupational radiation doses for decommissioning
different-sized BWR plants (a, b, c)

Power Rating
Overall Scaling Factor
DECON
ENTOMB(d)
w/internals
w/o internals

(.J'1

SAFSTOR
Preparations for
Safe Storage
Safe Storage:
for 30 years
for 50 years
for 100 years
Deferred Dismantlement:
after 30 years
after 50 years
after 100 years
Facility Demolition

Vermont Yankee

Station
Cooper

WNP-2

($ millions){c)
(man-rem)
($ millions)
(man-rem)

1,593
0.857
93.3
1,581

2,381
0.922
100.4
1,701

3,320
1.000
108.9
1,845(c)

66.2
1,348
76.8
1,443

71.3
1,450
82.6
1,553

77.3
1,573
89.6
1,684

($ mi 11 ions)
(man-rem)

35.1
321

37.8
346

41. 0
375

($ mi 11 ions)
(man-rem)
($ millions)
(man-rem)
($ millions)
(man-rem)

3.3
6.5
5.6
10
11. 7
10

3.3
6.5
5.6

3.3
6.5
5.6
10
11.7
10

($ millions)
(man-rem)
($ millions)
(man-rem)
($ millions)
(man-rem)
($ mi 11 ions)

70.4
31
41.4
2.6
41.1
>l
16.4

75.8
33
44.5
2.8
44.3
>l
18.0

(thermal megawatts)
(OSF)
($millions)
(man-rem)

(a)Values include a 25% contingency and are in
(b)Costs do not include spent-fuel disposal or
���Doses are taken from Reference 1 and do not
ENTOMB costs do not include continuing care

10

11. 7
10

82.2
36
48.3
3

48
>l
19.9

1986 dollars.
demolition of nonradioactive structures.
include those due to transportation of wastes.
costs (0.064 M/yr).

constant 1986 dollars), due to a slightly expanded scope of decommissioning
activities associated with changes in the reference plant's characteristics.
The radiation dose would be increased by about 3 man-rem, due entirely to
decommissioning operations associated with the removal and packaging of a small
additional quantity of contaminated materials.
Other methods of facilitating decommissioning, in addition to additional
chemical decontamination, are discussed in NUREG/CR-0569. 7 These include
improved documentation, reduction of radwaste volume by incineration, electro
polishing of piping and components as a decontamination technique, remote main
tenance and decommissioning equipment (robots), improved access to piping and
components, and improved concrete protection.
5.4 Environmental Consequences
Radiation doses and costs associated with possible decommissioning alternatives
are discussed in Section 5.3. It is to be emphasized for perspective that for
any viable decommissioning alternative, the environmental effects of greatest
concern, i.e., radiation dose and radioactivity released to the environment,
are substantially less than the same effects resulting from reactor operation
and maintenance. It should also be noted that while the dollar costs of ENTOMB
are less than those of DECON, the environmental impacts could be quite high
should large amounts of radioactivity escape from a breached structure during
the entombment period.
Other environmental consequences are rather different from the environmental
consequences usually discussed in environmental impact statements. This is
because, usually, an environmental impact statement is addressed to the conse
quences of building a facility that will require land, labor, capital investment,
materials, continuing use of air, water and fuel, a socioeconomic infra
structure, etc. Decommissioning, on the other hand, is an attempt to restore
things to their original condition, which requires a much smaller commitment of
resources than did building and operating the facility.
A major environmental consequence of decommissioning, other than radiation dose
and dollar cost, is the commitment of land area to the disposal of radioactive
waste. Estimates are shown in Table 5.4-1 of the low-level waste disposal
volume required to accommodate radioactive waste and rubble removed from the
facility and transported to a licensed site for disposal. The volume for ENTOMB
does not include the volume of the entombing structure or of the wastes entombed
within it, only the wastes shipped off-site. The entombing structure is, in
effect, a new radioactive waste burial ground, separate and distinct from the
ones in which the wastes in Table 5.4-1 are buried, and may necessitate licens
ing consideration such as those for a low-level waste burial ground under
(10 CFR 61).
If shallow-land burial of radioactive wastes in standard trenches is assumed,
then a burial volume of about 18,975 m 3 of radioactive waste can be accommo
dated in less than 2 acres. The two acres is small in comparison with the
1,160 acres used as the site of the reference BWR.
Certain highly activated components of the reactor and its internals may require
disposal in a deep geologic disposal facility rather than in a shallow-land
burial ground because of the large initial level of radioactivity and the very
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Table 5.4-1 Estimated burial volume of low
level radioactive waste and
rubble for the referen c e BWR
Decommissioning Alternative
DECON

Volume (m 3 )
18 ' 975Ca)

SAFSTOR
Deferred Decontamination (b)
following Safe Storage
for:
10 Years
30 Years
50 Years
100 Years
ENTOMB(d)
Internals In c luded
Internals Removed

18,975 a, c
18 ' 975C )
1,783
1,673
8,042
8,420

(a)In c ludes about 36m3 of radioac tive waste
attributable to removal of backfitted
material (adapted from Table 5.2-8,
Referen c e 3).
b
( )Radioactive wastes from preparations
for safe storage are small in compari
son to those from deferred
decontamination.
c
( )Although, in actuality, there is a
gradual decrease in waste volume
over time, it is not indi c ated here
for c larity of presentation.
d
( )Volume of entombing struc ture and the
wastes within are not in cluded.
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long half-lives of 59Ni and 94 Nb. Only about 11.5 m3 of material would be
involved and would require approximately 89 m 3 of waste disposal space.
The cost for disposing of these materials in deep geologic disposals was esti
mated by PNL to be about $2.9 million (in 1978 dollars). 1 Based on recent
estimates of deep geologic disposal costs, 8 it is currently estimated by PNL
that deep geologic disposal of the highly activated materials would cost about
16.2 million (in 1986 dollars). This cost has not been included in the costs of
decommissioning shown in Table 5.3-1.
PNL considered accidental releases of radioactivity both during decommissioning
during transport of wastes and the results are presented in Table 5.4-2. Radia
tion doses to the maximally-exposed individual from accidental airborne radio
activity releases during decommissioning operations were calculated to be quite
low. Radiation doses to the maximally-exposed individual from accidental
radioactivity releases resulting from transportation accidents were calculated
to be low for the most severe accident.
Other environmental consequences of decommissioning are minor compared to the
environmental consequences of building and operating a BWR. Water use and
evaporation at the rate of as much as 27 x 10 6 m 3 /yr ceased when the reactor
ceased operation. The total water use for decommissioning is estimated to be
about 18 x 10 3 m3 . The number of workers on site at any time will be no greater
than when the BWR was in operation and will be much less than when the BWR was
under construction. The transportation network is already in place, but will
require some maintenance if the SAFSTOR mode is selected.
Disturbance of the ground cover need not take place to any appreciable extent
except for filling holes and leveling the ground following removal of under
ground structures, unless operation of the plant has resulted in contamination
of the ground around the plant. Plowing of the ground would generally result
in lowering average soil contamination levels to those acceptable for releasing
the site for unrestricted use, except for a few more highly contaminated areas
where materials would have to be removed. In this case, soil to depth of
several centimeters and some paving may have to be removed, packaged, and
shipped to a disposal facility before the site can be released for unrestricted
use.
The biggest socioeconomic impact will have occurred before decommissioning
started, at the time the plant ceased operation and the tax income created by
the plant was reduced. No additional public services will be required because
the decommissioning staff will be somewhat smaller than the operating staff.
In the case of deferred decontamination, the decontamination staff will
be larger than the surveillance staff.
5.5 Comparison of Decommissioning Alternatives
From careful examination of Tables 5.3-1 and 5.3-2 it appears that DECON or
30-year SAFSTOR are reasonable options for decommissioning a BWR. 100-year
SAFSTOR is not considered a reasonable option since it results in the continued
presence of a site dedicated to radioactivity containment for an extended time
period with little benefit in aggregate dose reduction compared to 30-year
SAFSTOR. DECON costs less than SAFSTOR and its larger on an annual basis
occupational radiation dose, which is consistent with routine annual operational
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Table 5.4-2.

Incident

U'I
CD

Summary of radiation doses to the maximally-exposed individual from accidental airborne
radionuclide releases during BWR decommissioning and transportation of wastes

Total Atmospheric
Release
·· (Ci/hr)(b)

Radiation Dose to Lung (in rem) from:
DECON
SAFSTOR
ENTOMB
First-Year Fifty-Year First-Year Fifty-Year First-Year
Fifty-Year

Occurrence(a)

Severe Transportation
Accident

2.0

X

10- 2

9.0

X

10- 2

2.0

X

10- 1

9.0

Explosion of LPG Leaked
from a Front-end Loader

8.6

X

10- 3

7.9

X

10-S

1.5

X

10- 4

N/Ac

Vacuum Filter-Bag Rupture

8.5

X

10- 4

8.3

X

10-S

1.8

X

10- 4

8.3

X

10-S

1.8

X

10- 4

8.3

X

10- 5

1.8

X

10- 4

Medium

Minor Transportation
Accident

5.0

X

10- 4

2.2

X

10-3

4.5

X

10- 3

2.2

X

10- 3

4.5

X

10- 3

2.2

X

10- 3

4.5

X

10- 3

Low

Contamination Control
Envelope Rupture

1.4

X

10- 4

1.0

X

10- 6

1. 9

X

10-6

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

High

Oxyacetylene Explosion

1.2

X

10-4

8.7

X

10- 7

1. 6

X

10- 6

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Medium

Contaminated Sweeping
Compound Fire

1.1

X

10- 6

1.1

X

10- 7

2.3

X

10- 7

1.1

X

10- 7

2.3

X

10- 7

1.1

X

10- 7

2.3

X

10- 7

Medium

Gross Leak During Loop
Chemical Decontamination

1.0

X

10- 6

9.8

X

10- 8

2.1

X

10- 7

9.8

X

10- 7

2.1

X

10- 7

9.8

X

10- 8

2.1

X

10- 7

Low

Filter Damage from Blasting Surges

1. 3

X

10- 7

1. 2

X

10- 9

N/A

N/A

X

10- 2

2.0

X

10- 1

N/A

N/A

9.0

X

10- 2

X

10- 1

N/A

Low
Low

N/A

N/A

N/A

2.0

Medium

Table 5.4-2 (Continued)
Incident

1.11
I
I-'
ID

Total Atmospheric
Release
(Ci/hr)(b)

Combustible Waste Fire

6.0

Detonation of Unused
Explosives

4.8 X lQ-10

X

10-9

Radiation Dose to Lung (in rem) from:
DECON
SAFSTOR
ENTOMB
First-Year Fifty-Year First-Year Fifty-Year First-Year
Fifty-Year
5.9

X

10- 10 1.2

X

10- 9

5.9

4.4

X

10- 12 8.6

X

10- 12

N/A

X lQ-lO

1.2
N/A

X

10- 9

5.9
N/A

X lO-lO

1.2
N/A

X

10- 9

Occurrence(a)
High
Medium

(a)The frequency of occurrence considers not only the probability of the accident, but also the probability of an atmospheric release of the
calculated magnitude. The frequency of occurrence is listed as "high" if the occurrence of a release of similar or greater magnitude per
year is >10-2, as "medium" if between 10-2 and 10-s, and as "low" if <10-s.
(b)All atmospheric releases are assumed to occur during a 1-hr period, for comparison purposes.
(c)N/A = Not applicable.

dose for plant operations is considered of marginal significance to health and
safety.
Either ENTOMB option requires indefinite dedication of the site as a radioactive
waste burial ground. In the ENTOMB option with the reactor internals and its
long-lived activation products entombed, the security of the site could not be
assured for thousands of years necessary for radioactive decay, so this option
is not considered viable. In the ENTOMB option with the reactor internals
removed, it may be possible to release the site for unrestricted use at some
time within the order of a hundred years if calculations demonstrate that the
radioactive inventory has decayed to acceptable residual levels. However, even
this ENTOMB alternative appears to be less desirable than either DECON or
SAFSTOR based on consideration of the fact that ENTOMB results in higher
radiation exposure and higher initial costs than 30-year SAFSTOR, that the
overall cost of ENTOMB over the entombment period is approximately the same as
DECON, and the fact that regulatory changes occurring during the long entomb
ment period might result in additional costly decommissioning activity in order
to release the facility for unrestricted use.
Consideration was given to the situation where, at the end of the reactor opera
tional life, it is not possible to dispose of waste offsite for a limited period
of time, but not exceeding 100 years (see Section 2.7). Such a constraint
needs to be accounted for in selecting the decommissioning alternative. B�ed
on an analysis by PNL of the technology, safety and cost considerations on
selection of decommissioning alternatives, 9 it was concluded that SAFSTOR
is an acceptably viable alternative. Unlike the PWR case, DECON and conversion
of the spent fuel pool to an independent spent fuel storage pool for a BWR is
an unlikely possibility for the case where all other radioactive wastes can be
removed offsite. The active phase of maintaining the spent fuel in the pool is
not considered to be part of the regulatory requirements for decommissioning,
but would be considered under the usual operating licensing aspects regarding
health and safety with consideration given to facilitation for decommissioning.
Aside from the expenses incurred from storing spent fuel, other costs for
keeping radioactive wastes onsite for the reactor in a safe storage mode were
estimated to have minimal effect on the SAFSTOR alternative compared to this
alternative for radioactive wastes being sent offsite. Site security for stor
age of spent fuel (which is considered as an operational rather than a decom
missioning co �jderation) was estimated at about $0.94 million per year (in
1986 dollars)r . For a multi-reactor site, such security could result in a
lesser cost because of a sharing of required overheads.

(a)Adapted from Reference 9.
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6 MULTIPLE REACTOR STATION

Most of the operating or planned nuclear power reactors in the United States
are located at sites with two or more reactors. Twenty-six 2-reactor sites are
in operation and an additional nine 2-reactor sites are being constructed.
Five 3-reactor sites are in operation. The possibility of locating multiple
facilities at a single site is discussed in References 1 through 4. Possibili
ties range from a small site containing two or three reactors to a very large
site with up to 40 reactors and other fuel cycle facilities as well. The 1974
AEC study 1 contemplated up to 40,000 MWe of generating capacity at a single site,
together with reprocessing plants, fuel enrichment plants, and waste handling
and storage facilities. The 1975 NRC study2 contemplated power plant centers,
fuel cycle centers, and combined centers. The power plant centers would con
sist of 10 to 40 1200 MWe-capacity nuclear reactors; the fuel cycle centers
would include fuel reprocessing plants, mixed oxide fuel fabrication plants,
and radioactive waste management facilities; and the combined centers would
contain both nuclear power reactors and other fuel cycle facilities. The Hanford
Nuclear Energy Center study 3 assumed that 20 to 40 nuclear power plants would
be waste management facilities. A Science magazine article4 examines some of
these alternatives and argues for a small number of large sites each containing
several reactors, as opposed to a large number of small sites with only one or
two reactors at each site.
It is the purpose of this section to investigate whether significant differences
in the costs, safety, and other environmental consequences of decommissioning
might exist between a reactor at a single-reactor site and one at a multiple
reactor station and whether these differences could have an effect on regulatory
considerations. Most of this section is based on a PNL study of the technology,
safety and costs of decommissioning nuclear reactors at multiple-reactor stations. 5
In the PNL study, consideration was given to interim storage of waste, permanent
onsite disposal of low-level waste, the dedication of(&�e site to nuclear power
generation, the availability of centralized services,
and the type and number
of reactors present at the station. In addition, major facilitation aspects
such as modular construction concepts which would allow for intact removal of
the reactor pressure vessel during decommissioning were examined.
6.1 Multiple-Reactor Station Description

Although most of the operating or planned nuclear power reactors in the United
States are located at stations with two or three reactors, no commercial site
presently exists with more than three reactors, and no multiple-reactor sites
have been decommissioned. Therefore, it is necessary to develop a model that
permits the identification of factors which could affect the cost and safety of
decommissioning a nuclear reactor at a site where other reactors are operating,
being built, or being decommissioned.
(a)Central services include health physics services, security forces, solid
waste processing, and equipment decontamination services.
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6.1.1 Multiple-Reactor Station Concepts

The PNL study 5 identified several variables that could result in differences
between the costs and radiation doses anticipated for decommissioning a reactor
at a multiple-reactor station and decommissioning an identical reactor at a
single-reactor station. These variables include the number of reactors at the
multiple-reactor station, the type of reactor, the nuclear waste disposal option,
dedication of the site to nuclear power generation, and the provision of central
services.
In the PNL study, sites with 4 and 10 reactors were considered. It is more
likely that the reactors at a multiple-reactor station with a small number of
reactors (i.e., four reactors) will be of the same type and design than it is
for a station with a larger number of reactors. However, even at a station with
a large number of reactors including both PWRs and BWRs it is probable that
there will be several reactors of a given type and design. Standardization of
design results in several advantages which can reduce costs and improve safety
during the decommissioning of identical reactors at a multiple-reactor station.
These advantages include:
minimizing the planning effort for decommissioning the second and later
reactors of an identical or similar design
improving the productivity of decommissioning workers due to experience
gained on the first reactor

improving the planning of decommissioning techniques and effectively im
plementing the lessons of past experience.

Nuclear waste disposal is the major contributor to the public radiation dose
from decommissioning a nuclear reactor and is a significant item in the decom
missioning cost. Decommissioning a reactor at a multiple-reactor station results
in the same quantity of nuclear waste for disposal as decommissioning an identi
cal reactor at a single-reactor station. However, options for the management
of this waste which may be available at the multiple-reactor station can result
in sighificant cost and radiation dose reductions. To permit release of a site
for unrestricted use, the radioactive waste from decommissioning an LWR at a
single-reactor station would require disposal at an offsite, licensed nuclear
waste disposal facility. However, at a dedicated nuclear site (which remains
restricted during dedication), options for the disposal of decommissioning wastes
include:
1.

disposal at an offsite licensed low-level waste disposal facility

2.

interim onsite storage with transfer to an offsite license low-level
waste disposal facility at a later date

3.

disposal at a permanent onsite low-level nuclear waste disposal facility
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Options 2 and 3 generally result in lower costs and smal{S5 occupational and
public radiation doses for waste disposal than option 1.
Other cost and safety benefits may result from the location of multiple electric
generating facilities at nuclear energy centers. Dedication of a site to nuclear
power generation results in replacement reactors being constructed on a schedule
to achieve startup of a replacement reactor as an old reactor is shut down and
decommissioned. At such dedicated sites, improvements in efficiency as the
labor force gains experience and reduction in the planning effort required for
decommissioning the second and subsequent reactors of the same or similar types
could result in lower decommissioning manpower costs in reduced occupational
radiation doses.
A number of onsite, centralized services may be available during decommissioning
of a reactor at a multiple-reactor station. The major impact of having cen
tralized services available would be reduction in the cost of decommissioning
each reactor.
6.1.2 Multiple-Reactor Station Scenarios
Three multiple-reactor station scenarios are chosen for illustration of the
estimated effects of the variables described in Section 6.1.1. Details of the
three scenarios are shown in Table 6.1-1. Summaries of estimated cost and
occupational and public radiation dose reductions for decommissioning a reactor
at a multiple-reactor station relative to decommissioning a reactor at a single
reactor station are given in Section 6.3.
the site is dedicated to nuclear power generation (i.e., a replacement
reactor is started up as each old reactor is shut down)
central facilities are provided onsite
Scenario III
the station is large (e.g., ten reactors onsite)
the four reactors being decommissioned are of the same type
low-level nuclear waste is permanently disposed of onsite
the site is dedicated to nuclear power generation (i.e., a replacement
reactor is started up as each old reactor is shut down)
central facilities are provided onsite.

(a)However, option 3 would necessitate licensing as a low-level waste burial
ground under 10 CFR 61 in addition to a possession-only license under
10 CFR 50 for the retired reactor(s).
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Table 6.1-1 Multiple-reactor station scenarios
Scenario
Number
Single-reactor
station
I
II
III

Number of
Reactors of
Same Type
Decommissioned
1

Waste Diseosal
Dedicated Central
Onsite Onsite
Services
Immediate Interim Permanent
Site
No Yes
Offsite Storage Disposal No Yes
X

X

X
X
X

2
4
4

X
X

X
X

X

The three scenarios evaluated for multiple-reactor station decommissioning
are:
Scenario I

the station is small (e.g., four reactors onsite)
the two reactors being decommissioned are of the same type
nuclear waste is temporarily stored onsite and moved later to an offsite
licensed disposal facility
the site is not dedicated to nuclear power generation (i.e., a replacement
reactor is not started up as each old reactor is shut down)
central facilities are not provided onsite

Scenario II

the station is large (e.g., ten reactors onsite)
the four reactors being decommissioned are of the same type

nuclear waste is temporarily stored onsite and moved later to an offsite
licensed disposal facility
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X
X

6.1.3 Reference Light Water Reactors
The reference reactors for this analysis of reactor decommissioning at multiple
reactor stations are the same as those described in PNL studies 6 '7'8 of the
decommissioning of light water reactors at single-reactor power stations. The
reference PWR plant is an 1175-MWe (3500-MWt) Westinghouse pressurized water
reactor, specifically the Trojan Nuclear Plant at Rainier, Oregon, operated by
the Portland General Electric Company. The reference BWR plant is an 1155-MWe
(3220-MWt) General Electric boiling water reactor operated by the Washington
Public Power Supply System; it is designated as the WPPSS Nuclear Project No. 2
and is located near Richland, Washington. These reactors are also used as bases
for the decommissioning cost and safety information presented in Chapters 4 and
5 of this GEIS. A brief description of the reference PWR is given in Section 4.1;
a brief descriptjon of the reference BWR is given in Section 5.1.
6.2 Multiple-Reactor Station Decommissioning Experience
No multiple-reactor stations containing more than three reactors
in the United States, and no multiple-reactor stations have been
Therefore, there is no decommissioning history to report. Brief
decommissioning individual commercial nuclear power reactors are
Sections 4.2 and 5.2 of this EIS.

have been built
decommissioned.
histories of
given in

6.3 Multiple-Reactor Station Decommissioning Scenarios
In this section, the costs and radiation doses for decommissioning a reactor
at a multiple-reactor station are compared with those for decommissioning an
identical reactor at a single-reactor station. The decommissioning alternatives
considered are DECON, SAFSTOR, and ENTOMB. Decommissioning costs are summarized
in Table 6.3-1 for the reference PWR and in Table 6.3-2 for the reference BWR.
Costs are in 1986 dollars and include a 25% contingency. Occupational dose
information is summarized in Table 6.3-3 for the reference PWR and in
Table 6.3-4 for the reference BWR. Public dose information is summarized in
Table 6.3-5 for the reference PWR and in Table 6.3-6 for the reference BWR.
The data in these tables are derived from the PNL study 5 on the technology,
safety and costs of decommissioning nuclear reactors at multiple-reactor sta
tions and include, where applicable, the costs and doses attributable to nuclear
wastes associated with post-TMI-2 backfit requirements (safety upgrades). 9 The
bases and assumptions used to estimate decommissioning costs and safety are
given in the PNL reports.
Waste disposal options evaluated include: (1) interim onsite storage of waste
with later permanent disposal offsite, and (2) permanent onsite disposal. In
terim onsite storage would be designed to remotely place the containers of waste
in storage cells and remotely remove the containers at the end of the storage
period. Onsite storage involves the following tasks:
packaging
transporting to interim onsite storage
placing in interim storage
retrieving from interim storage
transporting to a permanent disposal facility
placing in a permanent disposal facility
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Ta ble 6.3-1 Summary of estima te d cost reductions w hen decommissioning e ac h reference PWR at a multiple-reactor station a

Cost factor

C'l

Cost Reduction
$ miiiions percent

Cost,c
$ mi 11 ions

Cost Reduction
$ mi 11 ions percent

40.112

--

40.827

--

Central Services h

Without Central Services
With Central Services
Totals for �ecommissioning
Scenarios

--

--

Cost,c
$ mi 11 ions

ENTOMB
Cost Reduction
$ mill 1 ons percent

12.609

59.770

(19. 658/

(49.o/

37.042

3.785

9.3

13.436

(0.827)

(6.6)

37.339

2. 773

6.9

36.742

4.085

10.0

10.514

2.095

16.6

37.259
32.195

2.853
7.917

7.1
19.7

36.567
32.185

4.260
8.642

10.4
21. 2

10.431
6.611

2.178
5.998

17.3
47.6

Decommissioning Sta ff L a borg

No. of Reactors of Sa me Type:
1
2
4

SAFSTOR

Cost,c
$ millions

W aste Disposal d
Immediate Offsite Disposa l
Onsite Int�rim Storage for
30 Years
Onsite Int�rim Storage for
50 Years
Onsite Intetim Storage for
100 Years
Immediate Onsite Disposal

DECON

--

--

29.183
26.750
25.009

2.433
4.174

9.384
4.998

4.386

46.7

--

--

Single-Reactor Station
88.7
Scenario I
Interim Stora g e for 30 Years 105.9
Interim Stora ge for 50 Years
83.5
Interim Stor a ge for 100 Years 83.4

--

(17.2)
5.2
5.3

8.3
14.3

--

(19)
6
6

--

--

31.473
28.024
25.798

3.449
5.675

11.489
5.866

5.623

48.9

--

--

96.8
89.6
89.3
89.1

--

7.2
7.5
7.7

11. 0
18.0

--

7.4
7.8
8.0

24.802
22.478
20.891

2.324
3.911

9.4
15.8

9.384
4.998

4.386

46.7

57.2
55. 7
52.8
52.7

1. 5
4.4
4.5

3
8
8

aSummarized from Chapter 8, Appendix A, and Appendix B of Reference 5.
bFor 30 years safe storage. Values are the sum of the cost of preparations for safe storage plus deferred decontamination.
cCosts are in 1986 dollars and include a 25% contingency.
dvalues exclude the costs of disposal of the last fuel core, exclude cost of demolition of nonradioactive structures and exclude costs of deep
geologic disposal of activated components.
elncludes the cost of placement in interim storage plus the cost of removal at a later date to permanent offsite disposal.
fParentheses indicate a cost increase.
gValues include labor costs for both planning and preparation and decommissioning operations. Security force labor costs are not included.
hcentral services include health physics services, security services, solid waste processing, and equipment decontamination services.
1Multiple-reactor station scenarios are described in detail in Section 6.1.2
O'I
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Ta ble 6.3-2 Summary of estimated cost reductions when decommissionin g each reference BWR at a multiple-reactor station a
DECON
Cost factor

Cost,C
$ millions

Cost Reduction
$ mi11ions percent

Cost,c
$ millions

44.159

--

40.159

Waste Disposal

O'I
I

00

Immedi a te Offsite Dispos a l
Onsite Int1rim Storage for
30 Years
Onsite Interim Storage for
50 Years
Onsite Intetim Stor age for
100 Years
Immediat.e Onsite Storage

--

SAFSTORta1
Cost Reduction
$ mi1lions percent

Cost,c
$ millions

--

25.814

--

ENTOMB
Cost Reduction
$ millions percent

57.703

(13. 544/

(30. 7) f

34.778

9.381

21. 2

27.630

(1.816)

(7.0)

33.697

10.462

23.7

32.748

11.411

25.8

17.370

8.444

32.7

33.335
29.633

10.824
14.526

24.5
32.9

32.359
29.500

11.800
14.659

26.7
33.2

17.030
14.063

8.784
11.751

34.0
45.5

No. of Reactors of Same Type:
1
2
4

40.195
37.216
34.974

2.979
5.221

--

--

2.938
5.129

13.2

Without Centr a l Services

14.512

--

5.763

38.5

Decommissionin g St aff Laborg

Central Services h

Wit h Central Services

Tota ls for 9ecommissioning
Scenarios
Single-Reactor Station

8.986

108.9

--

--

7.4

13.0

--

5.526

38.1

--

--

56.443
51. 940
48.641
20.020
12.403
128.1

38.844
35.906

4.501

7.800

8.0
13.8

33.715

--

--

14.976

--

--

89.6

7.617

38.1

9.213

7.6

Table 6.3-2 (Continued)

Cost factor

Cost , (c)
$ mi11 ions

Scenario I
Interim Storage for 30 Years 119.5
Interim Storage for 50 Years
95.5
Interim Storage for 100 Years 95.1
Scenario II
Interim Storage for 30 Years
Interim Storage for 50 Years
Interim Storage for 100 Years
O'I

Scenario I II
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)

DECON
Cost Reduction
$ mi 11 ions percent

Cost (c)
$ mi 11 ions

SAFSTOR(di
Cost Reduction
$ m1 ll 1 ons percent

Cost,<c)
$ millions

ENTOMB
Cost Reduction
$ mill 1 ons percent

(10. 6)
13.4
13.8

(10)
12
13

114.2
112.2
111.8

13.9
15.9
16.3

11
12
13

88.5
78.2
77.9

1.1
11.4
11.7

1
13
13

111. 7
87.7
87.3

(2.8)
21.2
21.6

(3)
19
20

103.3
101.1
100.9

24.8
26.8
27.2

19
21
21

80.5
70.3
69.9

9.1
19.3
19. 7

10
22
22

83.6

25.3

23

98.0

30.1

24

67.0

22.6

25

Summarized from Chapter 8, Appendix A, and Appendix B of Reference 5.
For 30 years safe storage. Values are the sum of the cost of preparations for safe storage plus deferred decontamination.
Costs are in 1986 dollars and include a 25% contingency.
Values exclude the costs of disposal of the last fuel core, exclude cost of demolition of nonradioactive structures and exclude cost of
deep geological disposal of activated components.
Includes the cost of placement in interim storage plus the cost of removal at a later date to permanent offsite disposal.
Parentheses indicate a cost increase.
Values include labor costs for both planning and preparation and decommissioning operations. Security force labor costs are not included.
Central services include health physics services, security forces, solid waste processing, and equipment decontamination services.
Multiple-reactor station scenarios are described in detail in Section 6.1.2.

T a ble 6.3-3 Summary of estimated dose re ductions when d ecommissioning each reference PWR at a multiple-reactor st ation a
SAFSTOR b

DECON
Dose f actor

Occupationa l
Dose,
ma n-rem

Occupational
Dose Reduction
man-rem
percent

222.8

--

292.0

(69.2)

150.2

]2.6

Waste Disposal
Immediate Offsite Disposal
Onsite Interim Storage for
30 Years
Onsite Iterim Storage for
50 Years
Onsite Intetim Storage for
100 Years
Immediate Onsite Disposa l
O'\

I

147.1
132.7

75.7
90.1

1117
1089
1050

28
67

4.4
0.6

3.8

Decommissioning Staff La b or
No. of Reactors of Sa me Type:
1
2
4

Solid Waste Processing
Without Solid Waste Processing
With Solid Waste Processing

--

--

--

d

Occupational
Dose,
ma n-rem

ENTOMB

Occupationa l
Dose Reduction
percent
man-rem

Occupational
Dose,
man-rem

Occupational
Dose Reduction
percent
man-rem

--

--

64.9

40.0

73.9

64.9

71.0

(6.1)

(9.4)

32.6

36.5

77.4

68.0

53.3

11.6

17.9

34.0
40.4

36.0
27.3

77.9
86.6

68.4

52.1
45.2

12.8

19.7

19.7
30.4

914
891
859

23
55

2.5
6.0

4.4
0.6

3.8

86.4

(31. l)

--

2.5
6.0

--

86.4

d

113.9

--

307
299
289

8
18

1. 9
0.4

1.5

--

76.0

--

2.6
5.9

--

80.0

Table 6.3-3 (Continued)
DECON
Dose factor

Occupational
Dose,
man-rem

Totals for Decommissioning
Scenarios

.....
.....
O'>

I

Single-Reactor Station
Scenario I
Interim Storage for
30 Years
Interim Storage for
50 Years
Interim Storage for
100 Years
Scenario II
Interim Storage for
30 Years
Interim Storage for
50 Years
Interim Storage for
100 Years
Scenario III

1477

SAFSTOR"

Occupational
Dose Reduction
man-rem
percent

--

--

ENTOMB

Occupational
Dose,
man-rem

Occupational
Dose Reduction
man-rem
percent

558

--

--

Occupational
Dose,
man-rem

Occupational
Dose Reduction
percent
man-rem

979

1518

(41)

(3)

476

82

15

962

17

2

1376

101

7

472

86

944

104

35

4

1373

15

7

472

86

15

943

36

4

1475

2

<1

465

93

17

930

5

1334

143

49

10

461

97

17

909

70

7

1330
1316

147
161

11

10

460
452

98
106

18
19

907
900

72
79

(a) Summarized from Chapter 9 and Appendix C of Reference 5.
(b) For 30 years safe storage. Values are the sum of doses for preparations for safe storage plus deferred decontamination.
(c) Includes the sum of doses from placement in interim storage, retrieval from interim storage, and placement in permanent offsite
disposal, including transportation.
(d) Parentheses indicate a dose increase.
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Table 6.3-4 Summary of estimated dose aeductions when decommissioning each reference BWR at
a multiple-reactor station
Occupational
Dose,
man-rem

Dose factor
Waste Disposal

....

0\
I

N

Innediate Offsite Disposal
Onsite Interim Storage for
30 Years
Onsite Interim Storage for
50 Years
Onsite Intetim Storage for
100 Years
Immediate Onsite Disposal

274.3

2
4

--

--

Occupational
Dose,
man-rem

Ei

Occupational
Dose Reduction
man-rem
percent

Occupational
Dose,
man-rem

ENTOMB

Occupational
Dose Reduction
percent
man-rem

--

--

207.1

60.8

68.0

52.8

216.1

(9.0) d

(4.4) d

128.8

(22.8) d

195.2

79.1

28.8

42.3

86.5

67.2

156.9

50.2

24.2

190.5
173.7

83.8
100.6

30.6
36. 7

41.0

87.8
92.5

68.2

153.6
139. 7

53.5
67.4

25.8
32.5

--

--

1606
1566
1510

40
96

2.5
6.0

5.0

79.4

1767
1723
1661

Solid Waste Processing
Without Soli d Waste Processing
With Solid Waste Processing

Occupational
Dose Red uction
man-rem
percent

SAFSTOR

297.1

Decommissioning Staff Labor
No. of Reactors of Same Type:

DECON

6.3
1. 3

(8.3)

--

--

--

--

44
106

5.0

2.5
6.0

79.4

d

36.3

331
323
311
3.3
0.8

8
20

--

2.5

71. 8

2.4
6.0

--

75.8

6.3
1.3

Table 6.3-4 (Continued)

Dose factor

Occupational
Dose,
man-rem

Totals for Decommissioning Scenarios
Single-Reactor Station

°'I

......
w

Scenario I
Interim Storage for
30 Years
Interim Storage for
50 Years
Interim Storage for
100 Years
Scenario II
Interim Storage for
30 Years
Interim Storage for
50 Years
Interim Storage for
100 Years
Scenario III
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

2122

DECON
Occupational
Dose Reduction
man-rem
percent

--

--

SAFSTORb
Occupational
Occupational
Dose Reduction
Dose,
percent
man-rem
man-rem

--

549

--

Occupational
Dose,
man-rem

ENTOMB
Occupational
Dose Reduction
percent
man-rem

1894

2101

21

<1

473

76

14

1863

31

2

1999

123

6

454

95

17

1804

90

5

1994

128

6

453

96

17

1800

94

5

2034

88

4

458

91

17

1802

92

5

1932

190

9

440

109

20

1743

151

8

1927
1910

195
212

9
10

439
434

110
115

20
21

1739
1726

155
168

8
9

Summarized from Chapter 9 and Appendix C of Reference 5.
For 30 years safe storage. Values are the sum of doses for preparations for safe storage plus deferred decontamination.
Includes the sum of doses from placement in interim storage, retrieval from interim storage, and placement in permanent offsite
disposal, including transportation.
Parentheses indicate a dose increase.

Table 6.3-5 Summary of estimated publi5 dose reductions when decommissioning each reference PWR at
a multiple-reactor station
SAFSTOR0

DECON
Public
Dose,

man-rem

Dose factor
Waste Transportation
Transport to Immediate
Offsite Disposal

°'

20.6

Public

percent

Public
Dose,
man-rem

--

19.9

Dose Reduct ion

man-rem

--

ENTOMB

Public
Dose Reduction
man-rem
percent

Public
Dose,
man-rem

--

--

4.5

Public
Dose Reduction
percent
man-rem

Transport to Offsite Disposal After
Interim Storage for:
30 Years
50 Years
100 Years
Transport to Immediate Onsite

Disposal

17.9
3.0
3.0

17.6
17.6

2.7

13.1
85.4
85.4

2.4
1.8
1.8

18.1
18.1

17.5

87.9
91. 0
91. 0

3.4
1. 5
1.4

1.1
3.0
3.1

24.4
66. 7
68.9

0.0

20.6

100.0

0.0

19.9

100.0

0.0

4.5

100.0

--

--

19.9

17.5
18.1
18.1

87.9
91.0

3.4

1.1
3.0
3.1

24.4
66.7

Total �ubl�5 Dose for Decommissioning
Scenarios
Single-Reactor Station

20.6

Scenario I
Interim Storage for 30 Years 17.9
Interim Storage for 50 Years
3.0
Interim Storage for 100 Years 3.0

2.7
17.6

17.6

13.1
85.4

85.4

2.4
1.8
1. 8

91. 0

1.5
1.4

68.9

Table 6.3-5 (Continued)
SAFSTOR b

DECON
Dose factor

Public
Dose,
man-rem

Public
Dose Reduction
man-rem
percent

Public
Dose,
man-rem

ENTOMB

Public
Dose Reduction
percent
man-rem

Public
Dose,
man-rem

Public
Dose Reduction
percent
man-rem

Scenario II
Interim Storage for 30 Years 17.9
Interim Storage for 50 Years
3.0
Interim Storage for 100 Years 3.0

2.7
17.6
17.6

13.1
85.4
85.4

2.4
1.8
1.8

17.5
18.1
18.1

87.9
91. 0
91. 0

3.4
1. 5
1.4

1.1
3.0
3.1

24.4
66.7
68.9

0.0

20.6

100.0

0.0

19.9

100.0

0.0

4.5

100.0

Scenario III
m

.....
I

0,

(a) Summarized from Chapter 9 of Reference 5.
(b) For 30 years of safe storage. Values are the sum of doses for preparations for safe storage plus deferred decontamination .
(c) Doses from routine decommissioning operations are estimated to be less than 0.001 man-rem for all decommissioning alternatives.
Hence, the dose to the public is estimated to result almost entirely from the transportation of nuclear waste to offsite disposal.

Table 6.3-6 Summary of estimated public dose reductions when decommissioning each reference BWR at a
multiple-reactor station
Public
Dose,
man-rem

Dose factor
Waste Transportation

Transport to Immediate
Offsite Disposal

Public
Dose Reduction
man-rem
percent

Public
Dose,
man-rem

Public
Dose Reduction
man-rem
percent

Public
Dose,
man-rem

Public
Dose Reduction
percent
man-rem

--

--

4.1
1. 2
1. 0

16.7
19.6
19.8

80.3
94.2
95.2

9.2
2.9
2.8

0.4
6.7
6.8

4.2
69.8
70.8

100.0

0.0

20.8

100.0

0.0

9.6

100.0

--

--

20.8

--

9.6

5.4
18.9
19.0

24
84

0.4
6. 7
6.8

4
70
71

--

--

17.0
3.5
3.4

5.4
18.9
19.0

24.1
84.4
84.8

0.0

22.4

22.4

ENTOMB

SAFSTOR

DECON

20.8

9.6

Transport to Offsite Disposal After
Interim Storage for:
30 Years
50 Years
100 Years
Transport to Immediate Onsite
Disposal

Total �ubliE)Dose for Decommissioning
Scenarios
Single-Reactor Station

22.4

--

Scenario I
Interim Storage for 30 Years 17.0
Interim Storage for 50 Years
3.5
Interim Storage for 100 Years 3.4

85

4.1
1.2
1. 0

16.7
19.6
19.8

80
94
95

9.2
2.9
2.8

Table 6.3-6 (Continued)

Dose factor

PubTic
Dose,
man-rem

DECON

Public
Dose Reduction
man-rem
percent

Pub lic
Dose,
man-rem

SAFSTORb
Pub lic
Dose Reduction
percent
man-rem

Public
Dose,
man-rem

Scenario II
Interim Storage for 30 Years 17.0
Interim Storage for 50 Years
3.5
Interim Storage for 100 Years 3.4
'r'
�

Scenario III

0.0

ENTOMB
PubTic
Dose Reduction
percent
man-rem

5.4
18.9
19.0

24
84
85

4.1

1. 2
1.0

16.7
19.6
19.8

80
94
95

9.2
2.9
2.8

0.4
6.7
6.8

4
70
71

22.4

100.0

0.0

20.8

100.0

0.0

9.6

100

(a) Summarized from Chapter 9 of Reference 5.
(b ) For 30 year of safe storage. Values are the sum of doses for preparations for safe storage plus deferred decontamination.
(c) Doses from routine decommissioning operations are estimated to be less than 0.05 man-rem for all decommissioning alternatives.
Hence, the dose to the public is estimated to result almost entirely from the transportation of nuclear waste to offsite disposal.

Because of the necessity of handling each waste package three times, interim
onsite storage could result in increased costs and increased occupational expo
sures unless the waste is stored for a long enough period to result in signifi
cant radioactive decay prior to shipment to offsite disposal. The cost and
safety of interim onsite storage are evaluated in the PNL study for onsite
storage periods of 30, 50, and 100 years.
Sites where large numbers of nuclear power reactors are located conceivably will
be large enough to include a permanent onsite low-level nuclear waste disposal
facility. Permanent onsite disposal facilities will be operated only at those
multiple-reactor stations where the site is not subject to flooding and where
the disposal facilit� can be designed and operated in accordance with the cri
teria of 10 CFR 61. 1 Any decommissioning wastes that do not meet the criteria
on waste classification and waste form given in 10 CFR 61 will be sent offsite
to a storage or disposal facility for non-low-level wastes.
It is expected that the efficiency of decommissioning the reactors at a multiple
reactor station will improve after the first reactor is decommissioned due to
the learning process. Improved efficiency will result in reduced manpower
requirements for decommissioning subsequent reactors of the same type and in
reduced labor costs and occupational radiation doses. Cost and dose reductions
result from the following factors:
minimization of the planning effort for decommissioning the second or
later reactors of the same type
standardization and improvement of decommissioning techniques
•

stabilization of the work force, resulting in less time spent in learning
or rehearsing decommissioning procedures
improvement of the productivity of decommissioning workers as a result of
the learning experience on the first reactor

The PNL study used the following assumptions as bases for estimating reductions
in costs and occupational exposures for decommissioning reactors of the same
type at a multiple-reactor station:
1.

The cost reduction factor for planning and preparation for the second and
each succeeding reactor of a particular type (PWR or BWR) is 0.50.

2.

The cost and occupational dose reduction factor for decommissioning
operations for the second reactor of a particular type is 0.95.

3.

The cost and occupational dose reduction factor for decommissioning opera
tions for the third and each succeeding reactor of a particular type is
0.90.

A number of centralized services may be available at a multiple-reactor station,
including:
health physics services
security forces
solid waste processing
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equipment decontamination services
maintenance shops and services
laundry services
transportation services
central stores.
The availability of the first four of these services is estimated to result in
significant cost savings for decommissioning. Solid waste processing is also
estimated to result in a reduced occupational radiation dose.

Centralized health physics services at a multiple-reactor station could greatly
reduce the costs of health physics activities at each reactor, during both the
reactor operating life and the decommissioning period following operation. The
two major factors postulated to contribute to this cost reduction are:
the reduced health physics staff overhead at each reactor, resulting from
the sharing of certain staff members between several reactors at the site

the reduced peak-load staffing requirements per reactor, because the large
pool of health physics techniques at the site can be shared between
reactors as needed
Two factors that account for a reduction in security force costs during
decommissioning at a multiple-reactor station are:
the overhead structure for each reactor can be reduced by sharing certain
staff members between reactors
the off-shift coverage at a reactor being decommissioned can be reduced
or eliminated after the spent fuel has been shipped (no special nuclear
material at the reactor) if provision is made for routine spot-checks by
roving security patrolmen, reducing the overall personnel requirement.
At a multiple-reactor station, a central waste incinerator to serve the whole
station can reduce the volume of combustible radioactive waste by about a factor
of 25. Therefore, a central waste incinerator can provide significant savings
in waste disposal costs and in occupational exposure to transportation workers
for both the operating and decommissioning phases of reactor life.
Equipment decontamination services can be more fully utilized at a multiple
reactor station than at a single-reactor station, thereby increasing the economy
of these services and the economic incentive to provide improved services and
facilities at a multiple-reactor station. Several types of equipment decontami
nation services are considered to be available at a multiple-reactor station,
including:
decontamination of special tools and equipment used for decommissioning,
allowing maintenance and reuse of these items
mobile decontamination systems for in situ chemical decontamination of
piping and components
central electropolishing and chemical decontamination facilities for
improved decontamination of pipe sections and components
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In estimating the net reduction in decommissioning costs resulting from the
availability of these services, account is taken of the cost of providing the
services as well as the cost savings from reuse of equipment. Savings resulting
from electropolishing and salvage of stainless steel are two-fold. The material
does not require disposal as radioactive waste and the metal can be sold as
scrap. However, these cost savings are partially offset by the cost of con
struction and operation of the central electropolishing facility. At a multiple
reactor station this cost is assumed to be shared by all of the reactors using
the facility.
6.3.1 DECON

DECON is the prompt removal and disposal of all materials containing or contami
nated with radioactivity in excess of levels permitted for release of the facility
for unrestricted use. Under present regulatory requirements, DECON is the only
decommissioning alternative that allows termination of the facility license in
a short time period. Demolition and removal of decontaminated or uncontaminated
structures are not part of DECON, but may be performed at the option of the
owner and local government agencies.
The PNL study shows that significant reductions in the cost of DECON may be
achievable at a multiple-reactor station. With the exception of 30-year interim
onsite storage of the nuclear waste, waste disposal costs are substantially
reduced by using either interim onsite storage or permanent onsite disposal of
the nuclear waste, compared with immediate offsite disposal. Interim onsite
storage for 30 years results in a higher waste disposal cost for both the refer
ence reactors because the 30-year storage period is too short for the radio
activity in the contaminated material to decay to the level at which signifi
cant quantities of material can be released. Savings in staff labor costs can
be achieved if more than one reactor of the same type is decommissioned due to
improvements in the efficiency of decommissioning the second and subsequent
reactors of the same type. Significant savings in decommissioning costs are
achievable by providing centralized health physics services, centralized security
forces, solid waste processing, and decontamination services. While the mag
nitudes of the cost reductions for DECON, shown in Tables 6.3-1 and 6.3-2, are
different for the reference PWR and the reference BWR, the percentage reductions
are comparable in most instances.
The total costs of DECON for the reference reactors at multiple-reactor stations
are also shown in Tables 6.3-1 and 6.3-2. The multiple-reactor station scenarios
are those described in Section 6.1.2. Changes in decommissioning costs are the
sums of cost reductions (or cost increases) for the individual cost factors
shown in the tables. With the exception of the scenarios that include interim
onsite storage of nuclear waste for 30 years, all of the scenarios result in an
estimated reduction in the total cost of decommissioning a reactor at a
multiple-reactor station. The greatest cost reduction per reactor occurs for
Scenario III, which includes immediate onsite disposal of nuclear waste and the
decommissioning of four reactors of the same type. For the reference PWR,
changes in the total cost (in 1986 dollars) of DECON at a multiple-reactor sta
tion range from an increase of about $17.2 million for Scenario I with interim
onsite storage for 30 years to a reduction of about $16.5 million for Scenario III. For the reference BWR, changes in the total cost of DECON at a
multiple-reactor station range from an increase of about $10.6 million for
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Scenario I with interim onsite storage for 30 years to a reduction of about
$25.3 million for Scenario III.

The same factors examined in the cost analysis are considered in estimating
changes in occupational radiation dose from DECON for a reactor at a multiple
reactor station. With the exception of 30-year interim onsite storage of the
nuclear waste from DECON, all of the factors considered result in a reduction
in occupational dose. The greatest dose reduction results from immediate onsite
disposal of the nuclear waste because of the large reduction in dose to trans
portation workers. The largest percentage reduction in occupational dose results
from solid waste processing. However, the absolute value of this dose reduction
is small because the total dose from the packaging of contaminated combustible
wastes for shipment is small. For each of the dose factors, the percentage
reductions in occupational exposure are about the same for both the PWR and the
BWR.
The changes in total occupational dose shown in Tables 6.3-3 and 6.3-4 are the
sums of the dose reductions (or dose increases) for the individual dose factors
shown in the tables. With the exception of multiple-reactor station scenarios
that involve interim onsite storage of nuclear waste for 30 years, the total
occupational dose from DECON at a reactor at a multiple-reactor station is
estimated to be smaller than that from DECON at a single-reactor station. For
the reference PWR, changes in the total occupational dose from DECON for a
reactor at a multiple-reactor station range from an increase of about 41 man-rem
for Scenario I with interim onsite storage for 30 years to a reduction of about
161 man-rem for Scenario III. For the reference BWR, changes in the total
occupational dose from DECON at a multiple-reactor station range from a decrease
of about 21 man-rem for Scenario I with interim onsite storage for 30 years to
a reduction of about 212 man-rem for Scenario III.
As shown in the reference PNL studiess , 7 ,s on the decommissioning of nuclear
reactors at single-reactor stations, the public dose from normal decommissioning
activities is small and comes principally from the transportation of nuclear
wastes to a licensed offsite disposal facility. Interim onsite storage of the
nuclear waste from decommissioning can significantly reduce this already small
public radiation dose, especially if the onsite storage period is 50 to 100 years.
Permanent onsite disposal of the nuclear waste from decommissioning reduces the
dose to the public from waste transportation activities to zero.
6.3.2 SAFSTOR
SAFSTOR is defined as those activities required to place a reactor in a condi
tion that poses an acceptable risk to the public (preparations for safe storage)
and safely stores the property for as long as desired to allow decay of some of
the radioactivity, followed by decontamination of the facility to levels which
permit release of the facility for unrestricted use (deferred decontamination).
As shown previously in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, SAFSTOR results in greatly re
duced occupational radiation doses because decommissioning activities that must
be performed immediately after reactor shutdown when radiation exposure levels
are high are kept to a minimum, and the major decommissioning activities (de
ferred decontamination activities) take place after 60co has decayed to levels
that result in significantly reduced radiation dose rates. SAFSTOR may be used
to advantage at a multiple-reactor station where there is less incentive to
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decontaminate a reactor to unrestricted use levels immediately following
shutdown.
One of the principal disadvantages of SAFSTOR, namely that personnel familiar
with the construction and operation of the plant may not be available at the
end of the safe storage period to assist in deferred decontamination, may be
less of a problem at a multiple-reactor station than at a single-reactor station.
Personnel would normally be available onsite at a multiple-reactor station who
have similar construction and operating experience, even though they might not
be intimately familiar with the plant currently being decommissioned.
The information in Tables 6.3-1 through 6.3-6 on cost and dose reductions for
the SAFSTOR alternative assumes a safe storage period (the period following
reactor shutdown until deferred decontamination takes place) of 30 years.
Information on cost and dose reductions for SAFSTOR at multiple-reactor stations
with 50- and 100-year safe storage periods is presented in the PNL study 5 on
which this chapter is based. In general, the cost and radiation dose reductions
for interim onsite storage or onsite disposal of nuclear waste are not as great
following safe storage periods of 50 or 100 years as they are following a safe
storage period of 30 years. This is because the radioactive decay associated
with the 50- and 100-year safe storage periods results in waste management
requirements which are already significantly reduced from what would be required
for offsite disposal of the waste immediately following reactor shutdown.
The cost and occupational dose values for 30-year SAFSTOR presented in
Tables 6.3-1 through 6.3-4 are the sum of values for preparations for safe
storage plus deferred decontamination. In general, the estimated percentage
decreases in decommissioning costs for multiple-reactor station decommissioning
are approximately the same for 30-year SAFSTOR as they are for DEGON. The esti
mated percentage decreases in occupational dose for multiple-reactor station
decommissioning are approximately twice as large for 30-year SAFSTOR as they
are for DEGON. An exception is the case of onsite interim storage of nuclear
waste for 30 years which is estimated to result in cost and dose increases for
DECON but in cost and dose decreases for 30-year SAFSTOR. The decreases for
SAFSTOR result from the fact that a major portion of the decommissioning waste
from this alternative is generated during deferred decontamination, and the
30-year safe storage period followed by 30 years of onsite storage results in
significant radioactive decay and in reduced disposal requirements.
As in the case for DECON, radiation dose to the public from SAFSTOR results
almost entirely from the transportation of nuclear waste to on offsite licensed
disposal facility. Interim onsite storage of the nuclear waste from SAFSTOR
results in a significantly reduced public dose from waste transportation
activities, and permanent onsite disposal of the waste reduces this dose to
zero.
6.3.3 ENTOMB

ENTOMB is the encasement and maintenance of the nonreleasable radioactive
materials in a monolithic structure to ensure complete isolation of the radio
nuclides from the environment until the radioactivity has decayed to levels
which permit release of the facility for unrestricted use.
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Two approaches to ENTOMB are possible: 1) the reactor vessel internals, which
have extremely long-lived radioactivity, are removed and shipped to a nuclear
waste repository, and 2) the reactor vessel internals are left in place. In
each case, as much of the contaminated equipment from outside the entombment
structure as can be stored in the entombment structure is moved there. In the
first case, because of the relatively short half-lives of the entombed radio
activity, it may be possible, without dismantling the structure, to terminate
the amended nuclear license and release the entombment structure for unrestricted
use after a continuing care period of about 100 years. (However, present
regulatory guidance does not allow such action without a comprehensive survey to
establish that radioactive contamination is within acceptable release limits.)
In the second case, existing regulations require the amended nuclear license to
remain in force for an indefinite period of continuing care, unless the reactor
vessel internals are removed at a later date.
When it becomes desirable to terminate the amended nuclear license for ENTOMB,
dismantling of the entombment structure may be required for the second approach.
This represents a task that is much more difficult than dismantling the unen
tombed facility, since the entombment structure is built to endure for a long
period of time. Therefore, the second approach to ENTOMB, and perhaps the first
approach also, must be viewed as an almost irreversible commitment to long-term
maintenance of the nuclear license. (However, dismantlement of the entombment
structure is not impossible, only very difficult.) Based on the above consider
ations, the second approach to ENTOMB, and perhaps the first approach also,
must be viewed as relatively unattractive decommissioning alternatives for a
multiple-reactor station.
The cost and dose information presented in Tables 6.3-1 through 6.3-6 are based
on the first approach to ENTOMB (removal of the reactor vessel internals prior
to entombment). On a percentage basis, cost and dose reductions from ENTOMB for
a reactor at a multiple-reactor station are estimated to be comparable to cost
and dose reductions from OECON. The radiation dose to the public is significantly
reduced for interim onsite storage of radioactive wastes followed by later dis
posal at a licensed offsite facility, and is reduced to near zero for confinement
of wastes to the site (multiple-reactor station Scenario III).
6.4 Environmental Consequences

As shown in Sections 4.3 and 5.3, the greatest radiological impact to the public
from decommissioning of a nuclear power reactor is the possible radiation dose
from truck shipment of the nuclear waste to a shallow-land disposal site. At
a multiple-reactor site, interim storage of the waste to permit radioactive
decay or permanent onsite disposal would reduce or eliminate the already small
dose to the public from transportation of the decommissioning wastes. Releases
of radioactivity to water during decommissioning will be negligible, as in the
case of facilities on single-station sites. Impacts to the public from releases
of radioactivity to the air will be less than in the case of single-reactor
sites. This is because the public will be, on the average, farther away from
each reactor because of the large area occupied by a multiple-reactor station.
Radiological impacts to transportation workers will be less then they would be
if the wastes were immediately transported to an offsite disposal location.
However, for interim onsite storage of the wastes, the total radiation dose to
workers who must handle the wastes during emplacement and retrieval operations
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would increase. The possibility is excellent that the radiation dose to decom
missioning workers can be reduced because of the experience gained from the
repetition of the decommissioning process.
Waste disposal at a site dedicated for nuclear power generation would require
approximately 1 km 2 of land to be used for a shallow-land burial ground.
Approximately 10% of the burial ground area is estimated to be required for
the storage or disposal of decommissioning wastes. Appropriate control of
inventory and site will allow for unrestricted release in several hundred years
following shallow-land burial. 10'11 Radioactive wastes that would require
longer time periods to achieve unrestricted release are assumed to be placed in
appropriate intermediate-depth burial grounds as per 10 CFR Part 61 either
onsite or in a deep geologic repository offsite.
A major socioeconomic impact will occur at the time construction of the last
reactor is completed at a dedicated multiple-reactor station. If decommissioning
has proceeded as older reactors are retired from service, decommissioning crews
will already be on site and construction crews will be discharged when construc
tion is completed. Decommissioning of the final reactors retired from service
will be performed by personnel who have operated these reactors. Following
decommissioning of the last reactor, only a minimal crew will be required for
surveillance of reactors that are being maintained in safe storage and to provide
surveillance activities for the radioactive waste buried onsite.
6.5 Comparisons of Reactor Decommissioning at Multiple-Reactor Stations and
at Single-Reactor Stations
Based on the information presented in Section 6.3 and in Tables 6.3-1 through
6.3-6, the following conclusions may be drawn with regard to the cost and safety
of decommissioning a nuclear power reactor at a multiple-reactor station.
1.

Decommissioning of a light-water reactor at a multiple-reactor station
probably will be less costly and result in lower occupational radiation
doses than decommissioning of an identical reactor at a single-reactor
station. The option of onsite storage or disposal of the nuclear waste
at a multiple-reactor station has the potential of reducing the public
radiation dose from reactor decommissioning to near zero.

2.

Although the magnitudes of the decommissioning costs and occupational
radiation doses are less, the relative standing of the costs and doses for
the three decommissioning alternatives is not changed at the multiple
reactor station compared to a single-reactor station. SAFSTOR results in
the lowest occupational radiation dose but generally has the highest costs
(in constant dollars). ENTOMB, if the reactor can be released for unre
stricted use after 100 years of surveillance, is estimated to have the
lowest cost. DECON is estimated to have the highest radiation dose and an
intermediate decommissioning cost.

3.

Decommissioning costs and occupational radiation doses for the two types
of reactors (PWR and BWR) are affected in about the same way by the factors
studied at multiple-reactor stations. In determining if there is a cost
or dose advantage for decommissioning nuclear reactors at a multiple-reactor
station versus a single-reactor station, the type of reactor (PWR or BWR)
has little influence on the result.
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4.

5.

All the factors investigated in the PNL study 5 --interim onsite nuclear
waste storage, permanent onsite waste disposal, dedication of the site to
nuclear power generation, and provision of centralized services--can con
tribute to reduced decommissioning costs and occupational doses. The number
of reactors at a multiple-reactor station may influence the availability
of onsite storage, site dedication, and centralized services.
The possibility of onsite interim storage or of permanent onsite disposal
of decommissioning wastes at a multiple-reactor station could facilitate
reactor decommissioning in the event of the unavailability of facilities
for the offsite disposal of low-level radioactive wastes.

One of the alternatives for reactor retirement is conversion to a new nuclear
or fossil-fueled steam supply system. Reuse of the facilities at a nuclear
power station that can be refurbished makes good economic sense. Capital cost
studies of PWRs 11 and BWRs 12 have shown that the structures and equipment other
than the nuclear steam supply system account for about 70% of the initial direct
construction cost. At a multiple-reactor station dedicated to nuclear power
generation, conversion of a retired reactor to a new nuclear-fueled steam supply
system may be particularly advantageous.
Analyses of removing the old reactor vessel intact from a retired PWR or BWR
and replacing it with a new vessel indicate that such action is feasible, but
difficult. Examples of design features that could be incorporated in a light
water reactor to facilitate the later removal or replacement of the reactor
pressure vessel and other large equipment pieces include:
an equipment hatch in the reactor containment building large enough to
accommodate the intact reactor pressure vessel

an equipment hatch located so that there is sufficient lay-down area, both
in the containment building and in any adjoining building, to line up the
reactor vessel with the hatch
adequate supports in the reactor building to handle the special cranes
needed for very heavy loads such as the reactor pressure vessel and steam
generators
a readily removable roof section in the fuel building of a PWR and in the
reactor building of a BWR large enough to accommodate the reactor pressure
vessel
an inner shield of modular design that can be removed and/or replaced.
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7 RESEARCH AND TEST REACTORS
A research reactor is defined in 10 CFR 170.3(h) 1 as a nuclear reactor licensed
for operation at a thermal power level of 10 megawatts or less, and which is
not a testing facility. A testing facility (i.e., a test reactor) is defined
in 10 CFR 50.2 as a nuclear reactor licensed for operation at: 1) a thermal
power level in excess of 10 megawatts, or 2) a thermal power level in excess of
1 megawatt if the reactor is to contain: a circulating loop through the core
in which the applicant proposes to conduct fuel experiments, or a liquid fuel
loading, or an experimental facility in the core in excess of 16 square inches
in cross-section. There are 84 nonpower research and test (R&T) reactors in the
U.S. that are licensed by the NRC. Of these 76 are research reactors, and 8 are
test reactors. The level of activity of these facilities ranges from no longer
operational, to occasional use, to intermittent use, to steady and scheduled use.
Because of the diversity in types and sizes of R&T reactor facilities and in
the operational schedules and lifetimes associated with them, the level of ef
fort required to decommission them varies greatly. Necessary actions can range
from simple, relatively inexpensive decommissioning activities and administra
tive procedures to extensive decontamination and disposal activities costing
millions of dollars. This section presents an assessment of the environmental
effects that may be expected from the decommissioning of R&T reactors and is
based primarily on information from a study 2 of the conceptual decommissioning
of a reference research reactor and of a reference test reactor. The study
focused on one research facility and on one test facility, each representing a
significant decommissioning task. Because it was not practical to include in
one study examples of the decommissioning of all classes of R&T reactors, by
examining selected facilities and some components and operations common to many
facilities, the study provided data that would be useful in estimating the re
quirements and costs of decommissioning other facilities not specifically con
sidered.

The reference test reactor is assumed to be located at the generic site
described in Section 3.1. The reference site used for the study of the
reference research reactor is the campus of a large university and is described
in Section 3.2. As part of the study, PNL developed information on the avail
able technology, safety considerations, and probable costs for decommissioning
the reference R&T reactors at the end of their useful operational lives. In
addition as part of an addendum3 to the study,2 PNL analyzed selected cases
to consider the sensitivity of decommissioning costs and radiation doses to
reactor size.
7.1 Description of R&T Reactors
7.1.1 Reference Research Reactor

The reference research reactor is the Oregon State University TRIGA Reactor at
Corvallis, Oregon. This reactor is a 1 MWt, above-ground, open-pool nuclear
training and research facility. The reference research reactor is made up of a
reactor tank and a core structure and a TRIGA type control system. Major
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structures comprising the reference research reactor include a reactor building
(housing the TRIGA reactor and support area), a cooling tower, an annex (hous
ing a hot laboratory area and hot cell), a heat exchanger building (housing a
water purification system, water pumping systems, and air compressor systems), a
pump house (housing a liquid waste retention tank), and a radiation center
building (housing a waste processing and storage room).
7.1.2 Reference Test Reactor

The reference test reactor is the Plum Brook Reactor at Sandusky, Ohio operated
by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. The Plum Brook reactor
is a 60 MWt materials test reactor, light water moderated and cooled, used in
testing materials for certain applications. Although Plum Brook has been actu
ally shut down since 1973 it is analyzed in the study2 as if it had recently
been shut down. The testing system of the Plum Brook reactor is made up prin
cipally of the test reactor vessel (containing the nuclear core and experimen
tal beam tubes) and the reactor water recirculation system. Major structures
comprising the reference test reactor include a reactor building (housing the
test reactor), a hot laboratory building with seven hot cells, a primary pump
house, an office and laboratory building (housing radiochemistry laboratories),
a fan house (housing ventilation systems and waste ion exchangers and filters),
a hot retention area (holding waste tanks), a cold retention area, an emergency
retention basin, and a waste handling building.
7.2 Research and Test Reactor Decommissioning Experience

Due to the relatively large number of research and test reactors in the U.S.
and the diversity of their use, a number of research and test reactors have
either been decommissioned by the use of DECON or are being decommissioned by
placing them into safe storage. A list of experience with decommissioning of
research and test reactors is given in Table 7.2-1. These experiences indicate
that the basic technologies for decontamination and dismantlement of these
types of R&T reactors have been carried out successfully and can be modified as
necessary to suit site-specific conditions.
7.3 Decommissioning Alternatives

Once a research or test reactor has reached the need of its useful operating
life it must be decommissioned. As discussed in Section 2.3, this means safely
removing the facility from service and disposing of all radioactive materials in
excess of levels which would permit unrestricted use of the property. Several
alternatives are considered here as to their potential for satisfying this gen
eral requirement for decommissioning. The decommissioning alternatives consid
ered and discussed here are DECON, SAFSTOR, and ENTOMB. The alternative used
depends on such considerations as cost, dose, physical design of the facility,
types of residual radioactivity present, proposed use of the site, and desir
ability of terminating the license.
Discussion of the decommissioning alternatives follows:
7.3.1 OECON
DECON is defined as the immediate removal and disposal of all radioactivity in
excess of levels which would permit release of the facility for unrestricted use.
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Table 7.2-1 Experience with research and test reactor decommissionings (a)

Illinois Inst of Tech.
USN Research Lab
NC State
Industrial Reactor Labs
US Navy Post Graduate School
North American Aviation
Oklahoma State Univ.
Navy Hospital
University of Akron
Univ. of Calif.
Univ. of Delaware
Gulf United Nuclear
Oregon State Univ.
Rice Univ.
Univ. of Wyoming
Polytechnic Inst. of NY
Walter Reed Medical Ctr.
Lockheed
Univ. of Nevada
General Dynamics
General Atomic Co
Gulf General Atomic
Gulf Oil
NUMEC
Battelle Memorial Inst.
Watertown Arsenal
Rockwell Inter. Corp
Oregon State Univ.
NC State Univ.
West Virginia Univ.
Stanford Univ
NASA Mock-up
Calif. Polytech. Univ.
Diamond Ordnance Facility
Ames Laboratory
Lynchburg Pool Reactor
Westinghouse Test Reactor
Plum Brook Test Reactor
Saxton Test Reactor
GE EVESR Test Reactor
B&W BAWTR Test Reactor
SEFOR Sodium Test Reactor

Thermal
Power

End of
Operation

Decommissioning
Method

100 kW
1 MW
100 W
5 MW
0.1 W
5 W
0.1 W
5 W
0.1 W
0.1 W
0.1 W
100 W
0.1 W
15 W
10 W
0.1 W
50 kW
3 MW
10 W
500 W
1.5 MW
500 W
500 W
1 MW
2 MW
5 MW
10 W
0.1 W
10 kW
75 W
10 kW
100 kW
0.1 W
250 kW
5 MW
1 MW
60 MW
60 MW
28 MW
17 MW
6 MW

1967
1970
1963
1975
1971
1958
1974
1962
1967
1966
1977
1971
1974
1965
1974
1973
1971
1970
1974
1965
1973
1967
1973
1966
1974
1970
1974
1978
1973
1972
1974
1973
1978

DECON
DECON
DECON
DECON
DECON
DECON
DECON
DECON
DECON
DECON
DECON
OECON
DECON
DECON
DECON
ECON
DECON
OECON
OECON
OECON
OECON
OECON
OECON
OECON
SAFSTOR
SAFSTOR
SAFSTOR
SAFSTOR
SAFSTOR
SAFSTOR
SAFSTOR
SAFSTOR
SAFSTOR
OECON
DECON
DECON
SAFSTOR
SAFSTOR
SAFSTOR
SAFSTOR

( a ) Adapted from References 2 and 3.

20 MW

1962
1974
1972
1967
1971
1972

DECON

SAFSTOR

Information updated through 1987.
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Nonradioactive equipment and structures need not be torn down or removed as part
of a DECON procedure. To accomplish DECON, all potentially contaminated systems
must be disassembled and removed and all contaminated material must be removed
from the facility and be transported to a regulated disposal site. The end
result is the release of the site and any remaining structures for unrestricted
use shortly after the end of facility operation. Also DECON assumes the availa
bility of capacity to handle wastes requiring disposal.
DECON is advantageous because it allows for termination of the NRC license
shortly after cessation of facility operations and removes a radioactive site.
DECON is advantageous if the site is required for other purposes or if the site
is extremely valuable. It is also advantageous in that the facility operating
staff is available to assist with decommissioning and that continued surveil
lance is not required. A disadvantage of DECON is the higher occupational dose
than for other alternatives for research reactors and than for SAFSTOR for test
reactors, although as discussed below the difference in dose for the reference
research reactor is very small and for the reference test reactor it is not
substantial.

The PNL study shows that, for the reference research reactor, DECON would re
quire about 1.7 years to complete, including 1 year for planning and prepara
tion, prior to final reactor shutdown, and, for the reference test reactor,
DECON would require about 4.1 years to complete, including 2 years for planning
and preparation. The costs (updated to 1986 dollars) for DECON for the refer
ence R&T reactors are given in Tables 7.3-1 and 7.3-2, respectively.
Three important radiation exposure pathways need to be considered in the evalu
ation of the radiation safety of normal reactor decommissioning operations:
inhalation, ingestion, and external exposure to radioactive materials. For
reasons similar to that discussed for PWRs in Section 4.3.1, during decommis
sioning the dominant exposure pathway to workers is external exposure while for
the public the dominant exposure pathway is inhalation. During the transport
of radioactive waste, the dominant exposure pathway is external exposure for
both transportation workers and the public. A summary of the occupational doses
resulting from these pathways for the reference research and test reactors
is presented in Tables 7.3-3 and 7.3-4, respectively. The dose to the public
from radionuclide releases during DECON activities and from truck transportation
of radioactive waste from DECON at the reference research reactor is estimated
to be negligible (less than 0.1 man-rem). The dose to the public from routine
releases during DECON activities at the reference test reactor are estimated to
be negligible and the dose to the public from truck transport of wastes from the
reference test reactor is estimated to be 2.2 man-rem.
7.3.2 SAFSTOR
SAFSTOR is defined as those activities required to place (preparation for safe
storage) and maintain (safe storage) a research or test reactor in such condi
tion that the risk to safety is within acceptable bounds, and that the facility
can be safely stored and subsequently decontaminated to levels which permit
release of the facility for unrestricted use (deferred decontamination).
An advantage of SAFSTOR is that there is reduction in occupational and public
dose although as can be seen from Tables 7.3-3 and 7.3-4 the occupational doses
from the reference research reactor do not decay by a large amount and the dose
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Table 7.3-1 Summary of estimated costs for �5cg,missioning the reference
research reactor in$ millions '

Decommissionte�
Element
DECON

Entombment

Safe Storage
Preparation

Continuing Care

Deferred
Decontamination

Total

DECON
1.22
NA

NA

NA

NA

1. 22

SAFSTOR
10 ?ears 30 Years 100 Years
NA
NA
NA(d)
NA

NA

NA

0.67

0.67

0.67

0.41

1.3

1.21

1.08

2.29

3.05

ENTOMB(c)
NA
0.74
NA

4.3

0.008/yr

0.95

NA

5.92

0.74 +$BK/yr

(a)Values include a 25% contingency and are in constant 1986 dollars.
(b)Values exclude cost of disposal of last core and cost of demolition of
nonradioactive structures.
c
( )Adapted from Reference 2.
(d)NA-not applicable.
Table 7.3-2 Summary of estimated costs cR�b�ecommissioning the reference
test reactor in$ millions

Decommissioning
Element(c)
DECON

Entombment

Safe Storage
Preparation

Continuing Care

Deferred
Decontamination

Total

DECON

24.2

SAFSTOR
10 Years 30 Years 100 Years
NA
NA(d)
NA

ENTOMB(c)

NA

NA

NA

NA

21.3

10.9

10.9

1.5

4.6

NA

NA

10.9

15.5

0.052/yr

NA

14.4

14.4

11.2

NA

NA

NA

24.2

26.8

29.9

37.6

21. 3 +$52K/yr

(a)Values include a 25% contingency and are in constant 1986 dollars.
(b)Values exclude cost of disposal of last core and cost of demolition of
nonradioactive structures.
c
( )Adapted from Reference 2.
(d)NA-not applicable.
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Table 7.3-3 Summary of radiation safety analyses for decommissis�ing the
reference research reactor (values are in man-rem)

Occupational Exposure
Safe Storage Preparation
Continuing Care
Decontamination
Entombment
Safe Stor. Prep. Truck
Shipments
Decontamination Truck
Shipments
Entombment Truck Shipments

Total

SAFSTOR
30 Years 100 Years ENTOMB

DECON

10 Years

NA
NA
18.3
NA

13.1
0.5
1.5
NA

13.1
0.8
0.1
NA

13.1

NA

0.1
neg
NA

0.1

0.3
NA
--

0.1

14.1

14.1

18.6

(a)All entries are from Reference 2.
negligible.

15.2

neg
NA

0.8

0.1
NA
neg
NA

NA
neg.
NA
16.6
NA

NA
0.1

16.7

NA means not applicable and neg means

Table 7.3-4 Summary of radiation safety analyses for decomt!,sioning the
reference test reactor (values are in man-rem)

Occupational Exposure
Safe Storage Preparation
Continuing Care
Decontamination
Entombment
Safe Stor. Prep. Truck
Shipments
Decontamination Truck
Shipments
Entombment Truck Shipments

Total

DECON

112
neg
86
NA

NA
NA
322
NA
NA

12

22

NA
-344

(a)All entries are from Reference 2.
negligible.

10 Years

SAFSTOR
30 Years 100 Years ENTOMB
NA
neg
NA
425

112
neg
6
NA

112
neg
1
NA

12

12

NA
NA
19

NA

2

neg
NA

neg
NA

212

130

125

NA means not applicable and neg means
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reduction from the reference test reactor is marginally significant. In addi
tion as noted in Section 7.3.1 the public dose from the reference research re
actor is negligible and from the reference test reactor is very small. Other
reasons for use of SAFSTOR include shortage of radioactive waste disposal space
offsite or presence of other nuclear facilities onsite. A disadvantage of
SAFSTOR is that the licensee is required to maintain a possession only license
and to meet its requirements at all times during safe storage thus contributing
to the number of sites dedicated to radioactive confinement for an extended
time period. Other disadvantages are that surveillance is required, the dollar
costs are higher than for DECON, and the experienced operating staff may not be
available at the end of the safe storage period to assist in the deferred
decontamination.
The PNL study shows that the costs of SAFSTOR are greater than those of DECON
and vary with the number of years of safe storage. Tables 7.3-1 and 7.3-2 pre
sent a summary of estimated costs (updated to 1986 dollars) for decommissioning
the reference research and test reactors, respectively.
The estimated radiation doses due to SAFSTOR at the reference research and
test reactors are estimated in the PNL study2 and a summary of the occupational
doses for these facilities are contained in Tables 7.3-3 and 7.3-4. The dose
to the public during SAFSTOR activities and truck transport of radioactive wastes
from SAFSTOR at the reference research reactor are estimated to be negligible
(less than 0.1 man-rem). For the reference test reactor, the dose to the public
from routine releases during SAFSTOR activities are estimated to be negligible
and the dose to the public from truck transport of wastes is estimated to be 0.35,
0.14 and 0.11 manrem for storage periods of 10, 30, and 100 years respectively.
7.3.3 ENTOMB

ENTOMB of a research or test reactor requires its encasement in concrete
to protect the public from radiation exposure until its radioactivity has de
cayed to levels permitting release of the facility for unrestricted use. The
amount and the half-life of the residual radioactive material in the facility
to be entombed determines the time period that the integrity of the structure
must be assured. ENTOMB includes the entire process of first entombing and then
continuing some surveillance to assure the integrity of the structure until the
encased material is confirmed to have decayed enough to allow unretricted release.
ENTOMB also requires a nuclear license to remain in force. The facility and site
preparations include comprehensive cleanup and decontamination outside of and
confinement of nonreleasable materials within the encasement structure. Contin
uing care activities are minimal.
For much the same reasons as is discussed in Sections 4.3.3 and 5.3.3 ENTOMB
with the internals in place would probably not be viable due to the long-lived
nuclides contained in the internals. The information presented in Tables 7.3-1
through 7.3-4 are based on entombing the reactor with the reactor internals
removed. The postulated entombment structure for the reference research
reactor is the entire concrete structure housing the TRIGA reactor, and for the
reference test reactor the entombment structure encompasses the below grade
portion of the reactor containment vessel. Radioactive materials not entombed
would have to be packaged and transported to a burial site. ENTOMB has some
advantage because of reduced occupational exposure at the reference research
reactor however the amount of reduction is very small (less than 2 manrem). For
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the reference test reactor ENTOMB results in increased occupational exposure
partly due to the exposure received in constructing the entombment structure.
As was noted for SAFSTOR in Section 7.3.2 the effect of use of ENTOMB on public
dose is small since public doses are already very small even for OECON. Another
advantage of ENTOMB occurs if there is a shortage of disposal capacity although
waste volumes for research reactors are small. Disadvantages of ENTOMB include
the fact that the integrity of the entombing structure must be assured and sur
veillance and monitoring would be required for an extended time, and that entomb
ing contributes to the number of sites dedicated to radioactive containment for
very long time periods. A difficulty with ENTOMB is that the radioactive mate
rials remaining in the entombed structure would need to be characterized well
enough to be sure that they decay to acceptable levels at the end of the surveil
lance period, otherwise deferred decontamination would become necessary which
would make ENTOMB more costly and difficult. Also, ENTOMB would seem an unlikely
choice for a university research reactor where space is at a premium.
The costs (updated to 1986 dollars) of ENTOMB for the reference research and test
reactors are summarized in Tables 7.3-1 and 7.3-2 respectively. As can be seen,
the cost of ENTOMB is higher than the cost of DECON when the costs of surveil
lance for an extended time are added in.
The estimated radiation doses due to ENTOMB are summarized in Tables 7.3-3
and 7.3-4. For the reference research reactor the dose to the public during
ENTOMB activities and truck transport are estimated to be negligible (less than
0.1 man-rem). For the reference test reactor, the dose to the public during
ENTOMB activities is estimated to be negligible and the dose during truck
transport of wastes is estimated to be 1.3 manrem (Table N. 5-2 Vol. 2 of
reference 2).
7.3.4 Sensitivity Analysis
In an addendum 3 to the original PNL study2 PNL analyzed five selected cases to
consider the sensitivity of decommissioning costs and radiation doses to plant
size. The five cases are listed in Table 7.3-5. The analysis took the form
of obtaining data on the radiation doses and costs from these cases and putting
the costs on a common year basis of 1981 dollars. The costs (updated to 1986
dollars) and doses are also summarized in Table 7.3-5. The PNL study noted that
quantitative data sufficient to correlate radiation dose to reactor size or
type in a meaningful way do not exist. Costs of decommissioning do appear to
have some relationship to power rating although no scaling factor or correlation
was developed. The benefit of this analysis is that it provides information on
the type of ranges of dose and costs of decommissioning that may be encountered
for various types of research and test reactors. An important item noted in the
addendum is that the sensitivity results presented are subject to a large num
ber of variables, each with wide ranges of values, that can possibly impact on
costs and radiation exposure estimates for other nuclear R&T facilities. Due
to the many variables involved, including facility size, number and type of
ancillary facilities, facility design and construction, type of labor utilized,
use of subcontractors, and operating practices during the facility lifetime,
the relationship noted is not necessarily a fixed relationship. Hence interpo
lation of the data for different type facilities can be misleading and in par
ticular extrapolation of the data to larger power facilities is not practical.
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Table 7.3-5 Comparison of data from selected cases of research
reactor decommissioning
Reactor
Diamond Ordnance
Facility

Thermal Power

Ames Laboratory
Lynchburg Pool
Reactor
NC State University
Oregon State University

Occupational
Dose
man-rem
)
(
< 2

(a)Adapted from Reference 3.
(b)Based on Reference 4.
(c)Neg means negligible.

250 kW

<0.1

5.931(a)
o.102<a)

< 2(b)
Neg(c)

0.230(b)
0.014(a)

69

5 MW
200 kW (natural
convection)
1 MW (forced
convection)
10 kW
0.1 W

Adjusted
Cost, Millions
(1986 dollars)
0.497(a)

7.4 Environmental Consequences
An environmental consequence of decommissioning, other than radiation dose
which is discussed above in Section 7.3, is the commitment of land area to the
disposal of radioactive waste. The volume of low-level radioactive waste to be
disposed of during DECON is estimated2 to be 160 m3 and 4930 m3 for the refer
ence research reactor and reference test reactor respectively. Waste volumes
will decrease during SAFSTOR due to reduced quantities of radionuclides and
corresponding waste quantities as a result of radioactive decay and for the
reference research reactor are estimated 2 to be 100, 29, and 29 m 3 for 30, 50,
and 100 years of storage, respectivel , and for the reference test reactor are
estimate to be 4930, 2960, and 2940 m¥ for 30, 50, and 100 years of storage,
respectively. For ENTOMB, the waste volumes are estimated to be 21 m3 and
2930 m3 for the reference research reactor and test reactor, respectively. The
volumes indicated are those required to accommodate radioactive waste and rubble
removed from the facility and be transported to a licensed site for disposal.
The volume for ENTOMB does not include the volume of the entombing structure or
of the wastes entombed within it. The waste volumes requiring burial would
represent a use of less than 0.1 acre of land for disposal for the reference
research reactor and about one-half acre for the reference test reactor. This
amount is not large in comparison with the size of the reference research reactor
site (approximately 40 acres) and the reference test reactor site (approximately
1200 acres) which could now be released for unrestricted use.
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PNL considered accidental releases of radioactivity both during decommissioning
during transport of wastes and the results are presented in Tables 7.4-1 and
7.4-2. Radiation doses to the maximum-exposed individual from accidental air
borne radioactivity releases during decommissioning operations were calculated
to be quite low. Radiation doses to the maximum-exposed individual from acci
dental radioactivity releases resulting from transportation accidents were cal
culated to be low for the most severe accident.
The socioeconomic impacts are mainly from the shutdown (not decommissioning) of
the research or test reactor which would result in the loss of certain jobs and
income to the community. The overall impact from the reference research reactor
is likely to be small since the facility is not a revenue producing facility.
7.5 Comparison of Decommissioning Alternatives
From examination of Tables 7.3-3 and 7.3-4, occupational and public doses
are much less significant and much easier to manage than for the power reactors
discussed earlier in the final GEIS. Hence, DECON is probably the most reason
able option. In addition, costs of DECON are less than those for SAFSTOR.
30-year or 50-year SAFSTOR may be justified in some cases where other factors
exist such as waste disposal problems or presence of other nuclear facilities
on-site, combined with the potential for reduced occupational dose. 100-year
SAFSTOR is ·not considered a reasonable option since it results in the continued
presence of a site dedicated to radioactivity containment for an extended time
period with little benefit in dose or waste volume reduction compared to
30-year or 50-year SAFSTOR. ENTOMB is unlikely to be a reasonable option for
research and test reactors since it results in the presence of a radioactive
site for an extended period of time, and due to the lack of significant benefit
in dose or waste volume reduction compared to the other alternatives, and the
lack of significant cost reduction compared to the other alternatives. In ad
dition, uncertainties regarding characterizaton of residual radioactivity over
the entombment period might result in additional costly decommissioning activ
ity in order to release the facility for unrestricted use.
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Table 7.4-1 Summary of radiation doses to the maximum-exposed individual from accidental
radionuclide releases during decommissioning at the reference research reactor (a)
Accident

......i

.....
.....
I

Oxyacetylene
Explosion
HEPA_Filte(d
Failure )
Severe Tranf8otjation
'
Accident
LPG Explosion (d)
Vacuum Filter-Bag
Rupture
Minor Trans�8)tation
Accident
Accidental Cutting of d
Activated Al in Air ( )
Contaminated.Swef8iQj
'
Compound Fire
Com�ustibl� Waste
' )
F1 re
(a )

Total
Atmosphfr;jc
Release
(Ci/Hr )
5.2
2.6
1.0

X

X
X

Frequency
Occurrence

et )

Radiation Dose to Lung {rem� from
First-Year
SO-Vear Committed
Dose
Dose Equivalent

10- 2
10- 4
10- 5

Medium
Low

1. 2
7.3
2.4

Low
Low

4.1
3.9

10- 3
10- 7
10- 7

1. 6
7.8
3.1
8.3
4.2

X

X

10- 4
10- 8

X

10- 4
10- 8

X

X
X

X.

X
X

10- 3
10- 7
10- 7

5.2
1. 4

X

10- 5
10- 5

1. 8

X

10- 6

Medium

4.3

X

10- 8

5.6

X

10- 8

1. 3

X

10- 6

Low

1.0

X

10- 5

2.1

X

10- 5

2.9

X

10- 7

High

6.9 X 10- 9

9.1

X

10- 9

1.9

X

10- 9

Medium

5.3

X

10- 12

5.7

X

10- 12

9.0

X

10-lO

High

1. 5

X

10- 10

3.2

X

10- 10

X

X

Adapted from Reference 2.
b) For comparison, all accidental releases are assumed to occur in a 1-hr period.
c
( ) The frequency of occurrence considers not only the probability of the accident, but also the probability of
an atmospheric release of the calculated magnitude. The frequency of occurrence is listed as 11 high 11 if the
occurrence of a release of similar magnitude is> 10- 2 per year, as 11 medium 11 if between 10- 2 and 10- 5, and
11
a s 11 low if <10- 5•
(d )
The accident shown applies to both DECON and SAFSTOR.
e
( ) The accident shown applies to both DECON and ENTOMB.
(

Table 7.4-2 Summary of radiation doses to the maximum-exposed individual from accidenttA)
radionuclide releases during decommissioning at the reference test reactor

Accident

"'-J
I
I-'
N

Oxyacetylene
Explosion
LPG Explosion (d)
Severe Transportation
Accident
HEPA.Fi 1 tf li)
Failure
Accidental Cutting of
Activa{8� Stainless
Steel
Vacuum Fil�e�)Bag
Rupture '
Minor Transportation
Accident
Contaminated_Swf8Pi�g
Compound Fire '
Com�us{�bJ5 Waste
F, re '
(a)
(b)

Total
Atmospheric
Releate
(Ci/hr) )

e!

Frequency
Occurrence )

Radiation Dose to Lung(rem) from:
50-Year Committed
First-Year
Dose Equivalent
Dose

5.6

X

10-2

Medium

1.6

X

10- 4

1. 7

X

10- 4

6.5

X

10-3

Low

1.8

X

10- 5

2.0

X

10- 5

1. 0
5.2
3.8

X

Low

X

10- 3
10- 6
10-8

1. 6
1. 2
1. 2

X

Low

7.8
1. 5
9.1

X

X

10- 3
10-4
10- 6

X

10- 2
10- 6
10- 7

8.8

X

10- 5

High

2.5

X

10- 4

2.6

X

10- 7

2.9

X

10- 5

Medium

8.1

X

10- 8

8.7

X

10- 8

2.5

X

10- 5

Low

3.8

X

10- 5

8.0

X

10- 5

3.6

X

10-8

Medium

1. 0

X

10-lO

1.1

X

10-lO

1.8

X

10- 8

High

5. 0

X

10- 11

5.4

X

10- 11

X

X

X

Adapted from Reference 2.
For comparison, all accidental releases are assumed to occur in a 1-hr period.
(c) The frequency of occurrence considers not only the probability of the accident, but also the probability of
an atmospheric release of the calculated magnitude. The frequency of occurrence is listed as 11 high 11 if the
occur-rence of a release of similar magnitude is >10- 2 per year, as 11 medium 11 if between 10- 2 and 10- 5, and
as II low 11 if <10- 5•
(d) The accident shown applies to both DECON and SAFSTOR.
(e) The accident shown applies to both DECON and ENTOMB.
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8 DECOMMISSIONING OF REACTORS THAT HAVE BEEN INVOLVED IN ACCIDENTS
The facilities discussed in the preceding sections are representative of
facilities which would undergo routine decommissioning at the end of their
normal lifetimes. An additional significant area of consideration is the
decommissioning that occurs as a result of the premature closure of a reactor
due to an accident. A post-operations activities flow sheet showing both a
normal decommissioning and the situation for a reactor involved in an accident
is shown in Figure 8.0-1.
As can be seen from the figure, the activities following shutdown of a facility
involved in an accident are somewhat different from the normal situation. These
activities include a stabilization period. The stabilization period is the
period during which time the accident is brought under control and the facility
is brought to a stabilized condition. Once the situation is stabilized, acci
dent cleanup can begin. Accident cleanup is considered to be those activities
leading to defueling the reactor and to cleanup of contamination and processing
and disposal of wastes generated by the accident. As shown in Figure 8.0-1,
the accident cleanup period could either be followed by recovery of the facility
for a restart, or by decommissioning. If, as is analyzed in the GEIS, it is
decided that the facility is to be retired from service, decommissioning activi
ties are considered to begin following completion of the accident cleanup.
Much of what follows is based on the NRC-sponsored Pacific Northwest Laboratory
(PNL) Study on the technology, safety and costs of decommissioning reference
light water reactors following postulated in accidents. 1 For illustration
purposes, only the more detailed PWR results are presented. The study did not
analyze the stabilization period or the recovery of a facility for restart.
The study did present an analysis of the accident cleanup period, including a
consideration of the sensitivity of the costs of accident cleanup to several
factors, including delays in the cleanup, alternative processing systems,
additional structures, alternative disposal requirements, and storage of waste
onsite. The accident cleanup period is postulated to include the following
tasks: (1) processing the contaminated water generated by the accident (and by
decontamination operations); (2) initial decontamination of building surfaces;
(3) removal of spent fuel (undamaged and damaged) from the reactor; (4) cleanup
of the reactor coolant system; and (5) solidification and packaging of wastes
from accident cleanup operations.
As discussed in the PNL study, 1 these accident cleanup tasks are necessary and
would be approximately the same whether the reactor is ultimately refurbished
or decommissioned, and if decommissioned, the same regardless of which decom
missioning alternative is chosen. The rationale for this is that decontami
nation during the accident cleanup period (whether for eventual restart or
decommissioning) cannot be too corrosive since this could compromise the in
tegrity of systems which must remain intact during cleanup and decommissioning,
especially if a delayed decommissioning alternative, such as SAFSTOR, is
chosen. 1'2 In addition, major equipment items such as the reactor vessel,
reactor coolant pumps, and steam generators could not be dismantled until after
accident cleanup is completed since they form part of the primary systems.
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POST-ACCIDENT ACTIONS

NORMAL ACTIONS

STOP OPERATIONS
ACTIVITIES

STABILIZE
THE PLANT

ACCIDENT
CLEANUP
ACTIVITIES

DECOMMISSIONING

DECOMMISSIONING

RELEASE FACILITY
FOR UNRESTRICTED USf
(TERMINATE LICENSE)

RELEASE FACILITY
FOR UNRESTRICTED USE
(TERMINATE LICENSE)

Figure 8. 0-1.

RECOVERY
FOR
REUSE

Post-Operations Activities Flow Sheet
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Thus, even if it were decided to permanently shut down a facility following an
accident, the sequence of activities would be accident cleanup followed by
decommissioning. Because, as discussed in Section 2.6.2, the period of acci
dent cleanup is covered by regulations which require insurance (10 CFR
Part 50.54(w)), 3 this GEIS does not present further details on the accident
cleanup period. This GEIS does include the effects that the accident and the
activities during the accident cleanup period would have on the decommissioning
of the facility.
This GEIS section presents a summary of the detailed analysis done by PNL on
the decommissioning of a reactor following an accident. 1 Following the
completion of the accident cleanup activities, decommissioning activities
begin. As a result of the efforts during accident cleanup, the decommissioning
activities are considered to be not greatly affected by the condition of the
plant immediately following the accident. In addition, many of the uncertain
conditions have been removed during the accident cleanup, specifically the
damaged core has been removed from the reactor, the large volumes of uncontained
highly radioactive water have been processed, the large areas of contaminated
building surfaces have been treated, and construction of necessary systems and
structures has been completed. Hence, decommissioning can be carried out in a
more stable environment than the accident cleanup. Nevertheless, there would
be certain impacts on the decommissioning from the accident and the accident
cleanup activities including increased levels and spread of contamination
compared to normal decommissioning still remaining after the cleanup activities,
the need to decommission systems and structures built and used during accident
cleanup, and the potential need to store wastes generated by the accident, and
during the accident cleanup period, onsite on an interim basis for an extended
time period.
8.1 Reference Facility Description and Reference Accident Scenarios

The reactors used as the reference facilities for the post-accident decommis
sioning analysis are the same as those used as the reference PWR and BWR in
Chapters 4 and 5, respectively. The choice of these facilities as the reference
reactors is made to facilitate comparisons between the requirements and costs
of post-accident decommissioning given in this section and the requirements and
costs of normal shutdown decommissioning given in the earlier chapters, and is
not intended to imply anything about the reliability and/or safety of these
reference reactors relative to other PWRs or BWRs in operation or under
construction. The reference site used in this section is the same as that
indicated in Section 3.
Three reference accident scenarios are analyzed to illustrate a range of tech
nological requirements, public and occupational doses, and costs that are
greater than those estimated for decommissioning following normal shutdown.
For the purposes of this GEIS, the consequences of an accident (i.e., the
radiological and physical condition of the plant following an accident) are
much more important than the sequence of events that occur during the accident.
Therefore, detailed descriptions of accident sequences were not analyzed. The
reference accident scenarios provide information about radioactive contamina
tion, radiation exposure rates, and damage to the fuel core and to the contain
ment building. The consequence scenarios chosen for this study are believed
to be credible with respect to initiating circumstances and are in agreement
with scenarios currently considered as design basis by the NRC in safety
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evaluations. The postulated scenarios, listed in increasing order of the
difficulty of post-accident decommissioning, are:
1.

2.

3.

A small loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA), e.g., a small steam line
break or the inadvertent opening of a safety or relief valve) in
which the emergency core cooling system (ECCS) functions to cool the
core and to limit the release of radioactivity. Some fuel cladding
rupture is postulated, but no fuel melting. The consequence scenario
includes moderate contamination of the containment building but no
significant physical damage to the building and equipment.
A small LOCA in which ECCS is delayed, resulting in 50% fuel cladding
failure and a small amount of fuel melting. The consequence scenario
includes extensive radioactive contamination of the containment
building but only minor physical damage to the building and equipment.
It also includes radioactive contamination of auxiliary and fuel
handling buildings.
A major LOCA (e.g., the rupture of a main coolant line) in which ECCS
is delayed, resulting in 100% fuel cladding failure and significant
fuel melting and core damage. The postulated consequences include
extensive radioactive contamination of the containment building and
major physical damage to structures and equipment. Some radioactive
contamination of the auxiliary and fuel buildings is also postulated.

This GEIS does not consider the advisability or merit of permanently shutting
down a facility which has been involved in one of the accident scenarios
described above.
8.2 Post Accident Decommissioning Experience
Very few reactor accidents have occurred that have necessitated extensive
post-accident cleanup operations or have resulted in a requirement to decommis
sion the reactor. Primarily, the accidents that have resulted in significant
contamination have occurred at small experimental or test reactors. One large
reactor, the Three Mile Island Nuclear Plant, has experienced an accident that
resulted in significant contamination similar to that discussed in Section 8.1. 2 Information on cleanup and decommissioning experience is con
tained in Table 8.2-1. The experience at these facilities provides useful
information about cleanup procedures and decommissioning accident damaged
facilities.
Most of the techniques and procedures used to decontaminate or decommission a
reactor following an accident are similar to those used for reactor decommis
sioning following normal shutdown, although considerations must be given to
the problems of working in higher radiation environments than normal. Some
reactor accidents have resulted in high levels of radioactive contamination on
building surfaces and equipment and in high radiation exposure rates to
accident cleanup personnel. In all cases where contamination has occurred,
methods and procedures have been devised to safely remove the contamination
with only modest total radiation doses to decontamination workers.

The March 28, 1979, accident at Three Mile Island, Unit 2 2 (TMI-2) resulted in
an accident cleanup effort at that facility which will involve years of work.2
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Table 8.2-1 Summary of_nu�le�r reacto� post 1 ccident cleanup
and decomm1ss1on1ng experience 1
Facility name
and location Reactor type

Power
level

Year of Status following
accident accident cleanup

Canadian NRX

Research, pool

lOMW

1952

Canadian NUR

Research, heavy 200MW
water

1958

Returned to service

1961

Decommissioned

PRTR

Research, heavy
water

1965

Returned to service

Enrico Fermi

Fast breeder

1966

Returned to service

1969

Decommissioned

SL-1 Reactor

Lucens

Military, BWR

Experimental,
heavy water

3MW

30MW

Three Mile
Island
Commercial, PWR 2800MW 1979
(1) Data in table taken from Reference 1.
(2) No decision made as to eventual plant status.

Returned to service

Still in accident cleanup (2)

Cleanup of TMI-2 will provide experience in procedures and techniques related
to the processing of highly contaminated liquids, the removal of damaged fuel
from a reactor, and the handling and disposal of high-activity radioactive
waste.
8.3 Decommissioning Alternatives

Under normal circumstances, decommissioning follows the orderly shutdown of the
facility at the end of its planned life. However, as discussed above in
Section 8.0, decommissioning at a reactor which has been involved in an accident
would take place following stabilization and accident cleanup activities. As
defined in Section 2.3 decommissioning means safely disposing of all radio
active materials in excess of levels which would permit unrestricted use of
the facility.
The accident and the subsequent accident cleanup activities have an effect on
decommissioning activities, on the decommissioning alternatives, and on the
cost, safety and environmental consequences of those alternatives. These
effects include the larger levels and spread of contamination than would be
the case for normal decommissioning with resultant higher occupational
exposures; different types of contamination (i.e., Sr-90 and Cs-137 control
occupational exposure for post accident decommissioning, whereas Co-60 controls
for normal decommissioning) ; the need to decommission accident cleanup systems;
and the potential for interim onsite storage of wastes generated by the acci
dent and by the accident cleanup activities. The following sections discuss
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the impact of an accident and the accident cleanup activities on the alternatives
DECON, SAFSTOR and ENTOMB.
8.3.1 DECON

DECON is defined as the immediate removal and disposal of all radioactivity in
excess of levels which would permit release of the facility for unrestricted
use. The end result is the release of the site and any remaining structures
for unrestricted use. To achieve an unrestricted use condition the following
tasks must be performed during DECON: 1) remove activated and contaminated
materials from the reactor building; 2) decontaminate the reactor building to
unrestricted release levels; 3) dismantle and decontaminate fuel and auxiliary
buildings, and turbine building and other buildings; 4) package and ship all
contaminated materials; 5) dispose of all fuels, damaged and undamaged; and
6) survey facility and site for acceptable levels of residual radioactivity.

DECON has the same advantages as outlined in Section 4.3.1, such as making the
site available for unrestricted use, the availability of a knowledgeable work
force, and the elimination of the need for long term security and surveillance.
Disadvantages are also similar to those indicated in Section 4.3.1, including
the larger occupational exposure and larger initial requirement for waste dis
posal space compared to the other alternatives. In particular, following an
accident the difference in occupational exposure between DECON and SAFSTOR is
higher than it is for normal decommissioning (see Table 8.3.2). Also, following
an accident, there is a potential that the reactor may be unable to dispose of
wastes generated during the accident cleanup which could result in the need for
extended onsite storage of wastes. (These wastes could include low-level wastes,
as well as high level wastes and fuel assemblies). If this occurs, DECON of
the reactor site would not be feasible.
The cost of DECON as estimated by the PNL study following the accident cleanup
activities is given in Table 8.3-1 for the three reference accident scenarios.
The occupational and public exposure resulting from the DECON activities, as
estimated by the PNL study, is given in Table 8.3-2 for the three reference
accident scenarios.
8.3.2 SAFSTOR

SAFSTOR is defined as those activities required to place (preparation for safe
storage) and maintain (safe storage) a reactor in such condition that the risk
to safety is within acceptable bounds, and that the facility can be stored and
subsequently decontaminated to levels which permit release of the facility for
unrestricted use (deferred decontamination).
The advantages of SAFSTOR are similar to those indicated in $ection 4.3.2,
including the reduction in occupational exposure resulting from the deferral of
some decommissioning tasks, and the reduction in waste disposal requirements.
Disadvantages of SAFSTOR are similar to those indicated in Section 4.3.2,
including need for continuing security and surveillance, the need to maintain a
site, and the need to use personnel unfamiliar with the facility for the
deferred decontamination.
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Table 8.3-1 Summary of estimated costs for decommissioning of the
reference PWR following accident cleanup

Decommissioning alternatives

) b)
Costs of($ millions)(a(
Scenario 2
Scenario 3
Scenario 1
accident
accident
accident
79.5

104.1

154.8

30 year - SAFSTOR
Preparations for safe storage
Continuing care costs
Deferred decontamination
Total 30-year SAFSTOR costs

20.0
4.0
67.6
91. 6

22.6
4.0
88.5
115.1

28.8
4.0
131.6
164.4

20.0
13.8
52.5

8b.1

22.6
13.8
68.7
105.1

28.8
13.8
102.2
144.8

57.4

76.1

111.8

7.2

7.2

7.2

DECON

100 year - SAFSTOR
Preparations for safe storage
Continuing care costs
Deferred decontamination
Total 100-year SAFSTOR costs
ENTOMB(c)
Entombment
Continuing care costs
(for 100 years)

(a)Costs are in early 1986 dollars and include a 25% contingency.
(b)Updated from Reference 1, Table 2.10-5.
(c)If required, deferred decontamination at the end of the continuing care
period for ENTOMB is estimated to cost at least as much and perhaps more
than deferred decontamination at the end of the corresponding continuing
care period for SAFSTOR.
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Table 8.3-2 Summary of radiation safety analysis for(gjcommissioning the
reference PWR following accident cleanup
Dose (man-rem)
SAFSTOR

Occupational exposure (b)(d)

Safe storage preparation
Continuing Care
Decontamination
Entombment
Safe stor. prep. truck shipments
Decontamination truck shipments
Entombment truck shipments

Total

Public exposure(c)(e)

Safe storage preparation
Continuing care
Decontamination
Entombment
Safe star. prep. truck shipments
Decontamination truck shipments
Entombment truck shipments

Total

DECON

30 years

100 years

ENTOMB

Nif)
NA
3,063
NA
NA
200
NA

429
120
1,500
NA
13
100
NA

429
225
300
NA

NA
2,518
NA

3,263

2,162

NA
NA
neg.
NA
NA
19
NA

neg.
neg.
neg.
NA
1. 2
9.5
NA

19

10. 7

13

20
NA

987
neg.
neg.
neg.
NA
1. 2
1. 9
NA
3.1

2

NA
NA
90

2,608

NA
neg.
NA
neg.
NA
NA
8.4
8.4

(a) Values given are for decommissioning following the accident cleanup of the
scenario 2 accident.
b
)
( Values for occupational exposure for decommissioning following a scenario
3 accident are estimated to be a factor of 2 to 3 times higher than the
scenario 2; for a scenario 1 accident, exposures are estimated to be 2 to
5 times lower.1
(c )Values for public exposure for decommissioning following a scenario 3
accident are estimated to be a factor of 2 to 5 times higher than for the
scenario 2; for scenario 1 accident, exposures are estimated to be 2 to 5
times lower.
(d ) From Refe rence 1, Tables 14.3-4, 14.3-5, and 14.3-7.
(e) From Reference 1, Tables 14.3-2 and 14.3-7.
(f) NA - not applicable .
(g)Neg - dose is estimated to be less than 0.001 man-rem.
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In particular, following an accident the amount of benefit in dose reduction
is not as great with SAFSTOR as it is for normal decommissioning. This is
because the occupational exposures during post accident decommissioning are
primarily due to Sr-90 and Cs-137 which are released from the fuel during the
accident and contaminate building and piping surfaces. Sr-90 and Cs-137 have
half-lives of approximately 30 years. This is different from the normal
situation where occupational exposures are primarily due to Co-60 which has a
half-life of 5.27 years. Because of the long half-life of the controlling
nuclides it would take a longer time period to reduce occupational exposures.
30-year SAFSTOR reduces exposures by a factor of approximately 1.5 and 100-year
SAFSTOR only reduces dose by a factor of 4 (compared to normal decommissioning
where 30-year SAFSTOR results in a dose reduction of 4). Thus, long SAFSTOR
periods would be necessary to accomplish occupational dose reduction.

Use of SAFSTOR might be likely if it is necessary to provide for interim onsite
storage of wastes for an extended period of time into the decommissioning
period. This might occur because of political or regulatory constraints
against disposal of waste, because of inadequate disposal capacity for low
level waste, or lack of disposal sites for high level waste, including the
spent fuel. It is unlikely that most reactor sites could qualify as permanent
waste repositories because of such factors as nearby population densities and
hydrology. Therefore, storage of wastes onsite would be an interim measure,
albeit for an extended time, followed ultimately by decontamination of the
facility and site.
The cost of SAFSTOR of the reactor as estimated by the PNL study following the
accident cleanup activities is given in Table 8.3-1 for the three accident
scenarios. The occupational and public exposure resulting from the SAFSTOR
activities, as estimated by the PNL study, is given in Table 8.3-2 for the
three reference accident scenarios.
8.3.3 ENTOMB

ENTOMB is the complete isolation of radioactivity from the environment by
means of massive concrete barriers until the radioactivity has decayed to
levels which permit release of the facility for unrestricted use.

ENTOMB is intended for use where the residual radioactivity will decay to
levels permitting unrestricted release of the facility within reasonable time
periods. Recommended policy on reliance on institutional control for contain
ment of radioactivity is approximately 100 years. 4 Some of the discussion of
Section 4.3.3 concerning ENTOMB is pertinent here, including advantages and
disadvantages, structures which would be entombed, and certain nuclides which
would be involved. However, there are certain important considerations for
ENTOMB as a post-accident decommissioning alternative that makes it less
attractive as an alternative than it is for normal decommissioning. This is
because of the higher levels of the entombed radioactivity resulting from
accident-generated contamination in the plant, and slower decay of the post
accident radionuclide inventory which is controlled by Sr-90 and Cs-137, with
30-year half-lives. Therefore, use of ENTOMB as the decommissioning alterna
tive following an accident would necessitate either a period of retention of
the entombed structure for longer than 100 years to allow decay of radioactivity
to unrestricted use levels, or an eventual deferred contamination of the en
tombed structure. This decontamination would involve significantly greater
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time and manpower commitments and costs expenditures than, for example,
deferred decontamination for an unentombed structure, since the entombed
structure is built to endure for a long period of time.

The occupational and public exposure resulting from ENTOMB activities, as esti
mated by the PNL study, is given in Table 8.3-2 for the three reference accident
scenarios·. The cost given in Table 8.3-1 includes the cost of entombing the
structure and the annual continuing care costs, but does not include the cost
of deferred decontamination which may likely be necessary after approximately
100 years to reduce radioactivity to unrestricted use levels. The cost of the
deferred decontamination for ENTOMB is estimated to add at least $33 million,
$45 million, and $70 million to the cost of ENTOMB for the reference accident
scenarios 1, 2 and 3, respectively.
8.4 Environmental Consequences

This section discusses environmental consequences other than the radiation dose
consequences discussed above in Section 8.3. These other consequences include
waste disposal, radioactivity released due to industrial accidents during
decommissioning, and socioeconomic impacts.

With regard to waste disposal, the volumes of waste to be disposed of during
the decommissioning of a reactor, following the accident cleanup of each of the
three reference accident scenarios, are contained in Table 8.4-1. These wastes
include disposal of neutron activated steel and concrete, contaminated concrete
and equipment, and dry and wet radioactive wastes. In arriving at the data in
Table 8.4-1, it is assumed that the wastes generated during the accident cleanup
period are disposed of prior to the decommissioning period. These wastes include
low-level radioactive wastes, as well as highly radioactive and/or transuranic
wastes, and damaged and undamaged fuel assemblies. Based on the criteria of
10 CFR Part 61, the low level radioactive wastes resulting from accident cleanup
are assumed to be disposed of by shallow land burial. Because the criteria of
10 CFR 61 may result in the high level radioactive wastes and transuranic wastes
generated during accident cleanup being deemed unsuitable for shallow land
burial, they are assumed to be sent to a federal repository. Similarly, because
the criteria for disposal of the damaged and undamaged fuel is not yet well de
fined it is assumed to be sent to a Federal repository.
Because of the potential that a reactor involved in an accident may be unable
to dispose of the wastes including spent fuel generated during accident cleanup
as assumed in the previous paragraph, either because of lack of disposal capa
city or regulatory or political constraints, there may be onsite storage of
both accident cleanup wastes and decommissioning wastes for an extended period
of time. This would result in additional surveillance costs and an extension
of the completion of decommissioning. Details of this storage are discussed in
Section 2.7.
PNL considered releases of radioactivity resulting from industrial accidents
during the decommissioning activities and the results are presented in
Table 8.4-2. Radiation doses to the maximum exposed individual from accidental
airborne radioactivity releases during decommissioning operations were calcu
lated to be quite low. Radiation dose to the maximum-exposed individual from
accident radioactivity releases resulting from transportation accidents were
calculated to be low for the most severe accident.
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Table 8.4-1 Burial volume of radioactive waste and rubble
for the reference PWR following the accident
cleanup at a reactor involved in an accident(a ' b)
Decommissioning alternative

Volume (m 3 )(c)

DECON

18800

SAFSTOR

Total of preparations for safe storage,
continuing care and deferred decontamination(b)
following safe storage for: 30 years
100 years
ENTOMB(d)

18800
18800

8200

(a)Values given are for decommissioning following the accident
cleanup of the scenario 2 accident.
b
( )Values of waste volumes for decommissioning following the
accident cleanup of a scenario 1 or scenario 3 accident are
estimated to be less than ±5% difference from the values in
the table. 1
c
( )From Reference 1, Tables H.1-3, H.2-3, H.2-8, and H.3-3.
(d)Volume of entombing structure and wastes within are not
included.
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Table 8.4-2 Summary of radiation doses to the maximum-exposed individual from postulaf�1
releases due to industrial accidents during post-accident decommissioning

Incident

co

I
......
N

Total
release
( µCi/hr)

Radiation dose to lung ( rem) during:
Prep. for safe storage
DECON [cf;
First-year

Explosion of LPG leaked from loader (b)
Explosion of oxyacetylene during vessel segmentation
Explosion/fire of ion exchange resin

1.8
3.6
1. 9

6.1
6.1
6.5

X
X
X

10-4
10- 6
10- 6

Gross leak during decontamination - spray leak
- liquid leak
Segmenting undecontaminated RCS piping
Vacuum bag rupture
Loss of contamination control during
vessel segmentation
Accidental spraying of concentrated
contamination with high pressure spray
Filter loss during blasting of concrete bioshield
Loss of portable filtered ventilation enclosure
Accidental break of contaminated piping
Fire involving combustible radioactive wastes
(a)Reference 1, Table 14.3-3.

1.1 X 10 2 3.8
3.5 X 10- 1 1. 2
1.1 X 10 1 7.3
5.0 X lQ O

X
X

10- 6
10- 8
10- 7

2.3

X
X
X

104
10 2
102

X lQ O

3.9

X

X

10- 10

6.0 X 10- 1
3.0 X 10- 1 2.0 X 10- 9
1.5 X 10- 1 5.1 X 10- 9
1.1 X 10- 1
3.0 x 10- 2 1.0 x 10- 9

Fifty-year
1.2
1.2
1.3

X
X
X

10- 3
10- 3
10- 5

7.5 X 10- 6
2.4 X 10- 8
7.9 X 10- 7

First-year

Fifty-year

__ (c)

3.8
1. 2

X
X

10- 6
10- 8

7.5
2.4

X
X

10- 6
10- 8

1.7

X

10- 7

3.4

X

10- 7

2.0

X

10- 8

4.1

X

10- 8

4.4 X 10-8

2.2
1. 0

X
X

10- 9
10- 8

2.0 x 10-9

7.3 X 10- 9
1.0 x 10- 9

7.9 X 10-9
2.0 x 10- 9

( b)All releases assumed to occur during a 1-hr period, for comparison purposes.
(c ) A dash indicates the particular accident situation is not considered for the decommissioning alternative
because either the accident situation does not apply to that alternative or a similar accident of
greater consequences is analyzed.
(d)Corresponding doses for ENTOMB are assumed to be the same as those shown for DECON, with the deletion of
these situations that arise from activities not undertaken during DECON (e.g., blasting, segmenting of
the vessel).

The biggest socioeconomic impact will have occurred before decommissioning
started, following the accident at the plant, namely the shutdown of the plant
and the accident cleanup. The decommissioning staff will be approximately the
same size as the accident cleanup staff. This GEIS does not consider the ad
visability or merit of whether a facility should be restarted or decommissioned
following an accident.
8.5 Comparison of Decommissioning Alternatives

From examination of Tables 8.3-1 and 8.3-2, it appears that DECON or SAFSTOR
are reasonable options for decommissioning a reactor following accident cleanup
at a reactor that has experienced an accident. DECON costs less than SAFSTOR
and its larger occupational radiation dose is considered of marginal significance
to health and safety. Either of the two SAFSTOR options would be feasible since
due to the long half-lives of the controlling radionuclides, there would be
continued reduction in dose beyond the 30-year SAFSTOR. In addition, SAFSTOR
may be a necessary alternative to account for the potential need to store
accident generated wastes for an extended time period.
ENTOMB appears less desirable for the reasons discussed in Section 8.3.3.
Because of the large quantities of contamination and the long half-lives of the
controlling nuclides it would be necessary to keep the reactor entombed for a
period of time greater than 100 years in order for the facility radioactivity
levels to decay to unrestricted use levels. This is not acceptable since it
is not consistent with recommended policy on reliance on institutional control
for radioactivity confinement. Deferred decontamination of the entombed
structure after 100 years would be difficult and result in the ENTOMB alter
native being more costly than DECON or SAFSTOR, generating more waste than
DECON or SAFSTOR, and causing larger occupational exposures than SAFSTOR.
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Table 8.4-3 Summary of estimated radiation doses to the maximum-exposed indl�1dual
from postulated transportation accidents during decommissioning
Accident
severity

Total
release(b)
(Ci/hr)

Minor

5

X

10- 4

2.5

Severe

2

X

10-2

1.0 X 10- 2

First-year dose (rem)
Total-body
X

10-4

Bone
6.0

Total-body

Lung
X

10-4

2.4 X 10- 2

.....

..i::.

Lung

Bone

10-4

5.5

X

10- 4

4.8

X

10-3

1.6

X

10-3

3.2 X 10- 2

2.2

X

10-2

1. 9

X

10- 1

6.4

X

10- 2

8.0

X

(a)Reference 1, Table 14.3-8.
(b)Releases assumed to occur in a 1-hr period for comparison purposes.

(X)
I

Fifty-year committed
dose equivalent (rem)
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9 FUEL REPROCESSING PLANT

A fuel reprocessing plant (FRP) is a facility for reclaiming plutonium and
uranium from spent nuclear reactor fuel, so that the reclaimed plutonium and
uranium can be later refabricated into new fuel elements. For the purpose of
this section, it is assumed that the plant is to be operated 30 to 40 years. It
is also assumed that any accidental releases of radioactive material are cleaned
up immediately following the event. The generic site of a fuel reprocessing
plant is described in Section 3.1.
This section is based primarily on a detailed study 1 of the decommissioning of
a fuel reprocessing plant conducted by Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) for
the NRC. In this study, PNL selected the Barnwell Nuclear Fuel Plant (BNFP),
located in Barnwell, South Carolina, as the reference FRP and assumed it to be
located at the generic site. Although the Barnwell facility has never operated
as an FRP, its design is considered to have characteristics typical of those
present in any future FRPs. PNL then developed and reported information on the
available technology, safety considerations, and probable costs for decom
missioning the reference facility at the end of its operating life.
9.1 Description of Fuel Reprocessing Process and Facility
9.1.1 Process Description

The reference plant uses the Purex process to recover plutonium and uranium
from irradiated LWR fuels. A simplified block flow diagram of this process is
shown in Figure 9.1-1.

The irradiated fuel is received in heavily shielded casks and is unloaded and
stored underwater in the fuel receiving and storage station (FRSS). When ready
for processing, each fuel assembly is transferred to the main process building
where it is partly disassembled, chopped into pieces up to 10 cm long and
dropped into a dissolver vessel where the fuel materials are dissolved with
nitric acid. The undissolved fuel cladding hulls are packaged and taken to a
bunker-type storage area onsite.
The nitric acid-fuel solution is then subjected to a solvent extraction process
where the uranium, plutonium, and fission products are separated into individual
streams, and the uranium and plutonium are purified and converted to uranium
hexafluoride and plutonium oxide for offsite shipment. The fission products
are stored in underground water-cooled tanks for about 5 years and then solidi
fied for disposal in a federal facility.
9.1.2 Plant Description
The major facilities included in the reference reprocessing plant are: 1) the
fuel receiving and storage station, 2) the main process building, 3) the high
and intermediate-level liquid waste storage area, 4) the waste solidification
plant, and 5) the radioactive auxiliary service areas. Detailed descriptions
of these facilitie� are presented in Reference 1.
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Figure 9.1-1 Simplified Process Flow Diagram for a Fuel Reprocessing Plant
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The following is a listing of various operating parameters of the reference FRP:
Inputs to the FRP
Spent Fuels from Light Water Reactors ( Zircaloy or stainless steel cladding )
with the following content:
U0 2 (up to 3.5% enrichment when input to the reactor)
U02 -Pu0 2 (Pu up to equivalent of 3.5% 235 U when input to the reactor)
• Special fuels up to 5% initial enrichment under special operating
conditions
Spent Fuel Burnup (a) :
From PWRs, average exposure of 31,800 MWD/MTHM (peak of 33,000 MWD/MTHM)
• From BWRs average exposure of 25,300 MWD/MTHM (peak
of 26,000 MWD/MTHM)
• For tota l i,nput, average total exposure of 29,300 MWD/MTHM Spent Fuel
Out-of-Reactor Time prior to FRP input:
Minimum of 90 days prior to receipt at FRP
• Minimum of 1.5 years before reprocessing at FRP(a)
FRP Reprocessing Capacity (in MT of Spent Fuel )
1,500 MT/yr (30-yr lifetime)( a) average capacity
5 MT/day peak capacity
Products of Reprocessing
• Uranyl nitrate solution (converted to UF 6 for shipment from FRP to
burial grounds)
• Plutonium nitrate solution (converted to Pu02 for shipment from FRP
to burial grounds) (a)
Wastes Resulting from Reprocessing

High-Level and intermediate-level wastes stored on an interim basis
as liquids in underground tanks.
( a )Processing characteristics listed are different from those postulated for
near-term operation of BNFP. The information presented is currently
expected to be representative of long-term operating characteristics at a
plant such as BNFP.
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•
•

High and intermediate level liquid wastes converted within 5 years
to a vitrified solid and shipped offsite to a Federal repository.
Fuel cladding hulls, failed equipment and other solid wastes stored
onsite on an interim basis in concrete or stainless steel containers
in engineered underground storage prior to shipment offsite for
disposal.

Effluents from Reprocessing During Normal Operation
Gases (only routine radioactive effluents are indicated):
- 85 Kr disharged up main stack (100 meters tall).
- Majority of tritium and 14 C discharged to main stack.
Excess water discharged up main stack as vapor.
Heat rejected to cooling tower via closed loop heat exchangers.
Process liquid wastes with low contamination diluted and discharged to
river.
9.1.3 Estimates of Radioactivity Levels at FRP shutdown
Estimates of radioactivity levels in the reference fuel reprocessing plant
after reprocessing operations have been terminated (all spent fuel removed)
and final operational cleanout flushings of the process areas have been
completed are summarized in Reference 1.
9.2 Fuel Reprocessing Plant Decommissioning Experience
To date, there has been no experience in the decommissioning of a commercial
FRP. Federal facilities at the Hanford, Savannah River, and Oak Ridge sites
that have been involved with the reprocessing of irradiated fuels have been
decontaminated and their equipment disassembled. 2 A substantial amount of this
information is directly relatable to decontamination of future fuel reprocessing
plants.
The Nuclear Fuel Services (NFS) plant in West Valley, New York, is the only
commercial reprocessing plant that has operated in the United States
(although it is not currently operating). The NFS situation is not directly
translatable to the present or projected nuclear power industry because a
national policy (10 CFR 50, Appendix F) requiring the solidification of high
level waste was not established until 1971, well after the plant began
operation. Therefore, since NFS has its reprocessing high-level wastes stored
in large underground tanks in slurry form (similar to the practices followed
at the Hanford and Savannah River sites), the costs of decommissioning this
plant are expected to be higher than that of newer FRPs.
9.3 Decommissioning Alternatives
Once a fuel reprocessing plant has reached the end of its useful operating life,
it must be decommissioned. As discussed in Section 2.3 this means safely
removing the facility from service and disposing of all radioactive materials
in excess of levels which would permit unrestricted use of the property. Alter
natives considered here as to their potential for satisfying this general
requirement for decommissioning include DECON and SAFSTOR (passive SAFSTOR and
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custodial SAFSTOR). ENTOMB is not considered a viable option because of long
lived transuranics present in the entombed structure resulting in radiation
exposure which does not decrease with time. The disposition of the nonradio
active buildings and facilities is left to the discretion of the facility owner
and is not part of the decommissioning procedure. This section discusses the
decommissioning alternatives evaluated for the FRP.
9.3.1 DECON

DECON is defined as the immediate removal and disposal of all radioactivity in
excess of levels which would permit release of the facility for unrestricted
use. Nonradioactive equipment and structures need not be torn down or removed
as part of a DECON procedure. The end result is the release of the site and
any remaining structures for unrestricted use as early as the 5 years estimated
for decommissioning after the end of facility operation.

DECON is advantageous because it allows for termination of the NRC license
within a relatively few years after cessation of facility operations and
removes a radioactive site. DECON is advantageous if the site is required for
other purposes, if the site is extremely valuable, or, if for some reason the
site must be immediately released for unrestricted use. It is also advantageous
in that the facility operating staff is available to assist with decommissioning
and that continued surveillance is not required. An important disadvantage is
the higher occupational radiation dose which occurs during DECON compared to
the SAFSTOR alternative.
Three important radiation exposure pathways need to be considered in the evalua
tion of the radiation safety of normal FRP decommissioning operations: Inhala
tion, ingestion, and external exposure to radioactive materials. For reasons
similar to those discussed for PWRs in Section 4.3.1, during decommissioning
the dominant exposure pathway to workers is external exposure while for the
public the dominant exposure pathway is inhalation. During the transport of
radioactive waste, the dominant exposure pathway is external exposure for both
transportation workers and the public. A summary of the doses resulting from
these pathways is presented in Table 9.3-2.
Occupational Radiation Dose
The occupational radiation dose from external exposure to radioactive materials,
not including transportation of radioactive waste, is estimated to be about 512
man-rem over the 5 year period of DECON. Occupational radiation doses were
calculated by PNL from estimated radiation levels in the various areas of the
reference FRP and from man-hour estimates for performing the decontamination
operations. Table 9.3-2 gives the estimated occupational external radiation
exposure for DECON.
The reference FRP was designed to store high-level liquid waste (HLLW) for
five years prior to solidification and then to store the solidified waste five
years prior to shipment to a federal waste repository. It is expected that any
future FRPs would be designed to solidify the HLLW continuously within the pro
cess building, and store only solidified waste. Therefore, future plants would
use a few smaller tanks instead of the large underground HLLW storage tanks and
separate waste solidification plant. This would reduce the decommissioning
occupational radiation exposure and costs by between 40 to 50 percent.
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Table 9.3-2 Summary of radiation safety analysis for decommissioning the reference FRP (Man-rem)
DECON

Occupational Safety
Decontamination Operations 512
Transportation
20
Continuing Care
Total Occupational Exposure 532
Public Safet/b)

\0
I

Decontamination Operations
Transportation
Continuing Care
Total Public Exposure

10
9

-19

10 Years
426(a
17
2
445

)

8
7
neg. (c)
15

S�FsTo� {PassiveJ
30 Years Ioo Years

200 Years

Hi Years

SAFSTO� Custodia1J
31J Years 100 Years

296(a)
12
4
312

124(a)
5
9
138

"'85(a)
"-l
14
"'100

423( a)
17
13
453

290(a)
12
31
333

113(a)
5
61
179

"'7/a)
<2
78
"-153

5
5
neg. (c)
10

2
2
neg. (c)
4

<l
<l
neg_(c)
<2

8
7 c)
neg. (
15

5
5
neg. (c)
10

2

<l
<l c)
�- (
<2

ne�. (c)
4

200 Years

'(a}"The radiation exposures for the preparation for passive and custodial safe storage are 81 and 69 man-rems, respectively and are
included in the expsoures for Decontamination Operations.
)
(b Radiation doses from postulated accidents are not included.
(c)Neg. = negligible. Radiation doses to the public from normal continuing care activities are not analyzed in detail, but are
expected to be significantly smaller than those from decontamination operations.

Public Radiation Dose
The inhalation radiation dose to the public resulting from radionuclide releases
during DECON, not including doses during transportation of radioactive waste,
is estimated to be 10.2 man-rem (50-year population dose commitment to the
whole-body). This radiation dose is very small compared to the background
radiation exposure normally received by members of the public. Details of the
methods used for calculation of doses are found in Reference 1.
Public Radiation Dose from Postulated Accidents During DECON

DECON procedures were examined and potential accidents postulated that could
lead to the release of radioactive materials. The largest radiation dose to
the maximum-exposed individual from a postulated accident during DECON is the
failure of the·ventilation system HEPA filter during chemical decontamination
of the high-level waste tank. Approximately 60 mCi of radioactivity are
assumed to be released directly to the atmosphere. This release results in a
maximum annual dose in the first year of 15 mrem to the lung and a SO-year dose
commitment of 160 mrem to the bone of the maximum-exposed individual.

Transportation Safety During DECON

Radioactive waste generated during the decontamination of an FRP must be packaged
and shipped according to prescribed federal regulations to an offsite repository.
These wastes include transuranic (TRU) wastes that are shipped by rail to a
Federal repository and non-TRU wastes that are shipped by truck to a commercial
shallow-land burial ground. A summary of the wastes generated and shipped is
given in Table 9.3-1.
Table 9.3-1 Packaging and shippi�Q)information for wastes
generated from DECON

Shipping Method

Rail (TRU
wastes)
Truck (non-TRU)
wastes)

Volume,
m3
4,600

3,100

Weight, kg

Number of
Containers

Number of
Shipments
180

3.7

X

10 6

3,200

2.3

X

10 6

2,500

160

(a)Initial chemical decontamination wastes account for approximately 5%
of the total volume, 9% of the total shipments, and 99.9% of the
total radioactivity
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The estimated radiation doses due to external exposure from rail and truck
transport of radioactive waste are 20 man-rem to the transportation workers
and 9 man-rem to the public.
The release of radioactive material from transportation accidents is estimated
to be small. The more probable transportation accidents result in no release
or one that is very small. For a severe truck accident, a hypothetical maximum
exposed individual located 100 meters away is estimated to receive a 50-year
dose commitment to the bone of 11 rem; however, this type of accident has a
very low probability of occurrence.
9.3.2 SAFSTOR

SAFSTOR is defined as those activities required to place (preparation for safe
storage) and maintain (safe storage) a FRP in such condition that the risk to
safety is within acceptable bounds and that the facility can be safely stored
and subsequently decontaminated to levels which permit release of the facility
for unrestricted use (deferred decontamination).
Generally, the purpose of SAFSTOR is to permit residual radioactivity levels to
decay to levels that will reduce occupational radiation exposure during decon
tamination. As indicated in Table 9.3-2 most of the occupational dose reduction
due to decay occurs during the first 100 years after shutdown with less dose
reduction thereafter. The public dose which is small to begin with, also
experiences most of its reduction during the first 100 years. Hence, in
contrast to DECON, to take advantage of this dose reduction, the safe storage
period could be as long as 30 to 100 years. The end result is the same as for
DECON: release of the site and any remaining structures for unrestricted use.
SAFSTOR is advantageous in that it results in reduced occupational radiation
exposure in situations where overriding land use considerations do not exist.
Disadvantages are that the licensee is required to maintain a possession only
license and to meet its requirements at all times during safe storage thus
contributing to the number of sites dedicated to radioactive confinement for an
extended time period. Other disadvantages are that surveillance is required,
that dollar costs are higher than for DECON, and that experienced operating
staff may not be available at the end of the safe storage period to assist in
the deferred decontamination.
The several subcategories of SAFSTOR are given in Section 2.3.2.
discussed in detail here as they pertain to FRP decommissioning.

They are

Preparation for Safe Storage

Custodial SAFSTOR requires a minimum cleanup and decontamination effort during
preparation for safe storage, followed by a period of continuing care with the
active protection systems (principally the ventilation system) kept in service
throughout the storage period. Safe storage preparation procedures for passive
(i.e., hardened) safe storage are the same as those for custodial safe storage,
with the exception of the following additional activities:
sealing all entrances to the radioactive portions of the facility,
using welding techniques
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deactivating the ventilation systems
deactivating all cranes and viewing windows

Hardened safe storage requires slightly more extensive sealing of the structures
than passive safe storage: however, the cost increase is estimated to be small.
Thus, passive and hardened SAFSTOR are considered the same for this assessment.
The occupational radiation doses from passive and custodial safe storage prepa
ration, not including transportation, are estimated to be 81 and 69 man-rem,
respectively, and are given in Table 9.3-2. The extra labor to prepare for
passive storage results in the slightly higher dose.

The estimated inhalation radiation doses to the public from the release of
radionuclides during both passive and custodial safe storage preparation are
estimated to be 0.006 man-rem (bone dose) to the population. This dose is much
below natural background radiation exposure.
The maximum postulated accident for passive and custodial safe storage
preparation is a fire in the ventilation system resulting in a maximum annual
lung dose in the first year of 0.006 mrem and a 50-year lung dose commitment
of 0.008 mrem.
Estimated routine radiation doses from rail and truck transport of radioactive
wastes from either passive or custodial storage preparations are 3 man-rem to
transportation workers and 1.4 man-rem to the general public.
Safe Storage (Continuing Care)

Following completion of safe storage preparation, the facility is placed in a
period of safe storage (continuing care). This safe storage consists of
surveillance and maintenance, designed to ensure that the facility remains in a
condition that poses minimum risks to the public. This phase includes routine
inspections, preventive and corrective maintenance on operating equipment, and
a regular program of radiation, effluent, and environmental monitoring. The
status of all safety-related equipment is monitored throughout the continuing
care period. Passive and custodial continuing care doses are listed in
Table 9.3-2.

The release of radionuclides from accidents during the continuing care period
is negligible. The combination of the low probability of the initiating events
and the immobility of the FRP radionuclide inventory minimizes the effect of
potential accidents during this period.
Deferred Decontamination

Deferred decontamination to residual levels permitting unrestricted use of the
facility takes place after a number of years of safe storage. This decon
tamination is more thorough than the preliminary decontamination which was a
part of the preparations for safe storage. The decontamination procedures are
essentially the same following each of the different SAFSTOR modes; however,
the steps necessary following passive safe storage are more extensive. The
additional activities include:
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removal of entrance barriers to contaminated areas
reactivation of utilities, cranes, and manipulators
installation of filters and reactivation of the ventilation systems.
The principal advantage of deferred decontamination is that radioactive decay
takes place during the continuing care period. Table 9.3-2 shows that decon
tamination at a deferred time reduces the occupational radiation exposure by a
substantial amount. Deferred decontamination would also reduce the radiation
dose commitment for public exposure as shown in Table 9.3-2.

The radiation dose from transportation for deferred decontamination for both
public and occupational exposures is expected to decrease because of radionuclide
decay and also because of a reduction in materials needing transportation. A
100-year delay would result in a radiation dose reduction of about 75%. These
doses are shown in Table 9.3-2.
9.3.3 Site Decommissioning

The residual contamination of the FRP site resulting from past operation and
subsequent decommissioning is expected to be very low. This is as a result of
continuous site surveys and the immediate removal of any contamination found
during the life of the facility. Site cleanup is expected to be minimal, how
ever, this will be confirmed by the radiation survey.
9.3.4 Summary of Radiation Safety

An advantage of DECON is that it results in the release of the site for unre
stricted use within about 5 years after shutdown of plant operations. However,
DECON has higher estimated occupational radiation exposure (512 man-rems) than
the other alternatives. Depending on the length of the continuing care period,
both passive and custodial SAFSTOR can result in an occupational dose reduction
the magnitude of which is considered to be of marginal significance in terms
of health and safety (see Table 9.3.2).
As shown in Table 9.3-2, radiation doses to the public from decommissioning
operations and transportation of contaminated materials are all low, with a
maximum of 20 man-rem due to DECON. The maximum postulated accident is esti
mated to give the maximum-exposed member of the public a 50-year dose commit
ment of 8.8 rem.
In summary, the radiation dose to
to have little impact compared to
missioning workers, DECON results
alternatives. Reductions in this
or 100-year SAFSTOR.

the public is estimated to be quite low and
natural background radiation. For decom
in larger radiological impact than the other
dose can be brought about by use of 30-year

9.3.6 Decommissioning Costs

An estimate of the costs of decommissioning the FRP by each of the principal
alternatives is presented below. These costs are summarized and compared in
Section 9.3.6.2.
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9.3.6.1 Detailed Costs
Reference 1 presents a discussion of decommissioning costs and their bases.
Costs are included for 1) direct labor and subcontractor activities, 2) equip
ment and materials, 3) packaging, transportation, and disposal of contaminated
waste, and 4) utilities, services, and other overheads. The details presented
in Reference 1 include breakdowns for support staff labor, decommissioning
worker labor, subcontractor activities, equipment and materials, shipping,
waste disposal and utilities and taxes.
The basic cost estimates presented assume relatively efficient performance of
the decommissioning activities. A 25% contingency is added to the cost
estimate totals as an allowance for unforeseen problems or scheduling delays
that may arise during the decommissioning.
9.3.6.2 Summary of Costs

Table 9.3-4 summarizes the estimated costs in 1986 dollars for the decommis
sioning alternatives. As shown in the table, the costs for SAFSTOR are greater
than the cost for DECON. All SAFSTOR modes increase in cost with increasing
years of continuing care. The continuing care cost following preparation for
custodial and passive safe storage are estimated to be $1.05 million and
$262,200 per year, respectively. Costs for deferred decontamination after
custodial and passive safe storage are estimated to be about $130 million.
Deferred decontamination is a comparatively large cost because it requires
additional costs to refurbish auxiliary facilities, to reinstitute a trained
decommissioning organization, and to provide a new safety analysis and an addi
tional license application. Other costs of deferred decontamination are lower
than for DECON due to the decay of much of the radioactivity. As can be seen
from Table 9.3-4, continuing care costs become more significant with time.

Waste management costs represent about two-thirds of the total cost for
decontamination of the reference FRP. Waste disposal costs for transuranic
wastes, in turn, represent about 85% of the waste management costs. Since
waste disposal costs are based on the volume of material placed in the deep
geologic repository, reducing waste volumes has a significant effect in
reducing decommissioning costs. Significant economic incentives exist to
develop volume reduction techniques. For example, extensive use of electro
polishing, which has the potential to decontaminate metallic wastes to possibly
releasable radioactive contamination levels or to levels that permit their
disposal in shallow-land burial grounds, may offer cost reductions.
Decontamination of the liquid waste storage system represents about one-third
of the total decontamination costs. Alternative reprocessing plant designs
might not employ large liquid waste storage systems. These designs would have
a significant decommissioning cost advantage (40 to 50%) over the design of the
reference plant.
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Table 9.3.4 Summary of estimated costs for decommissioning a fuel reprocessing
plant (1986 $ millions)
Item

DECON

---

SAFSTOR (�assive)
10 Years 30 Years 100 Years 200 Years

Initial Decommissioning 168.6 46.6
Continuing Care
1. 9
Deferred Decontamination -- -132. 9
Total Costs (rounded) 169
181

ID
I
I-'
N

46.6
7.1
132.9
187

46.6
25.7
132.9
205

46.6
51.7
132.9
231

SAFSTOR (custodial)
10 Years 30 Years 100 Years 200Years
44.3
8.0
131. 7
-184

44.3
29.0
131. 7
205

44.3
102.5
131. 7
278

44.3
207.5
131. 7
384

It is assumed that radioactive contamination levels on the site from routine
releases during facility operation do not require extensive site cleanup
operations during decommissioning to meet the limits for release of the FRP
for unrestricted use. A preliminary estimate of the costs to perform these
activities, should they be required, is$100,000. This would not appreciably
change the decommissioning cost totals presented in Table 9.3-4.
9.4 Environmental Consequences
The decommissioning of an FRP will have few negative environmental consequences.
By definition, the decommissioning of any nuclear facility is the removal of
radioactive material to levels which are low enough to permit the facility to
be released for unrestricted use. The decommissioning alternative to be chosen
depends to a large extent on the radiation dose and cost evaluations, on desired
future use of the site, and on the time period involved.
The summaries of radiation safety and decommissioning cost analyses are given
in Sections 9.3.5 and 9.3.6, respectively.

Demolition of remaining buildings (assuming prior decontamination to a level
permitting unrestricted use of the FRP) is an optional owner and/or local
government choice. Its major environmental impact on the surrounding population
will be the resulting increase in noise level within the immediate vicinity of
the plant (about 1 mile), primarily because of the use of explosives. However,
most of this noise will be generated within the process building and will be
muffled by the building until the final removal of the building shell.

9.4.1 Wastes

The management of wastes (i.e., vitrified, chemical decontamination solutions,
contaminated equipment and materials, and contaminated trash) resulting from
decommissioning is an important factor in the cost and environmental impact of
decommissioning. The large volumes of waste generated during DECON, as shown in
Table 9.4-1, require a large expenditure of money and energy. Complete decon
tamination of an FRP requires about 0.4 hectare (1 acre) of land for final
storage of the contaminated materials removed from the site. The high-level
Table 9.4-1 Radioactive wastes resulting from decommissioning a
reference FRP

Disposition
of waste
TRU-Waste
non-TRU wastes
Totals

DECON
Disposal
Cost,
Volume, Mi11 ions
of$
m3
86.8
4,600
4.1
3,100
7,700

90.9

Passive SAFSTOR{a}
Disposal
Cost,
Volume, Mi 11 ions
of$
m3
20.9
210
0.2
180
390

(a) Does not include deferred decontamination.
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21.1

Custodial SAFSTOR(a)
Oisposl
Cost,
Volume, Millions
of$
m3
2·0. 9
210
0.2
180
390

21.1

radioactive and TRU wastes will require about 4,600 m 3 in an expensive deep
geologic disposal facility. This is equivalent to 163,500 cubic feet mined from
either salt or basalt. The low-level and non-TRU wastes will require about 0.16
hectares (0.4 acre) of shallow-land burial area. These are considered irre
trievable uses of land.
The volumes of waste for both passive and custodial safe storage represent the
preparation state only. Deferred decontamination wastes increase each of these
to values nearly that of DECON. However, although the overall waste volume may
remain nearly constant, the amount sent to geologic storage will decrease with
time, while shallow-land burial volumes will increase. For example, if the
continuing care period were extended for 100 years, there would be a reduction
in radioactivity and thus the total amount of waste to be disposed of to
repositories would shift from deep geologic storage to shallow-land burial.
These changes could result in a substantial change of costs and repository use.
The decommissioning of an FRP to levels which permit unrestricted use of the
facility makes about 473 hectares (1,160 acres) of land available for reuse.
The value recovered from decommissioning depends on the value of the reclaimed
land and the need the owner has for such property during the time period under
consideration.

If the plant site of about 20.4 hectares (50 acres) is restored to its original
native condition, it will increase the natural habitat for flora and fauna by a
relatively small amount. This is a favorable environmental impact, but one
that is relatively insignificant.
An additional effect of decommissioning is that the decontamination of an FRP
will require the use of expendable tools and materials that will be discarded
as waste.
9.4.2 Nonradiological Safety Impacts
The nonradiological hazards involved in the decommissioning of an FRP were
reviewed on the basis of hazards to be found in both the chemical and construc
tion industries. These estimates are calculated to be conservative.

Potential chemical pollutants that could be released during the various decom
missioning alternatives were examined and found to be insignificant. The small
quantities of hazardous chemicals used and the low likelihood of their dispersal
into the environs indicate that potential chemical pollutants from decommis
sioning operations do not pose a significant public hazard.

The potential lost-time injuries and fatalities are based on AEC/DOE operations
data. Table 9.4-2, gives the lost-time injuries and the fatalities estimated
for each decommissioning mode. The maximum potential for lost-time injuries
and fatalities (1.9 and 0.01, respectively) is during the decontamination opera
tions when the maximum amount of heavy equipment is being removed from its
position, cut, boxed, and shipped to appropriate storage.
9.4.3 Socioeconomic Impacts

The major societal impacts occur prior to decommissioning with the shutdown of
the plant. The shutdown of the plant and DECON will reduce the work force from
9-14

Table 9.4.2 Summary of nonradiological safety impacts
Type of
Safety Concern

Source of
Safety Concern

Units

DECON

SAFSTOR (Passive}
10 Years 30 Years 100 Years 200 Years

Seri�us.Lofl)Time
InJur,es

Decommissioning
Operations
Transportation
Continuing Care

no./mode
no./mode
no./mode

1. 7
0.17

1.9
0.17
0.083

no./mode
no./mode
no./mode

0.0091 0.010
0.012 0.012
0.0008

Fatalities (a)

'°

I
..

vi

Decommissioning

Operations
Transportation
Continuing Care

--

--

Io

SAFSTOR (Custodial)
Years 30 Years 100 Years 200 Years ENTOMB

1.9
0.17
0.26

1.9
0.17
0.83

1.9
0.17
1. 6

1. 75
0.17
0.40

1. 75
0.17
1. 2

1. 75
0.17
4.0

1. 75
0.17
8.0

0.85

0.010
0.012
0.0024

0.010
0.012
0.0081

0.010
0.012
0.016

0.0096
0.012
0.038

0.0096
0-.012
0.012

0.0096
0.012
0.038

0.0096
0.012
0.076

0.005
0.007

0.10

(a ) Estimates of lost-time accidents and fatalities for either passive or custodial safe storage preparation are 0.3 and 0.003, respectively. The
transportation estimates of lost-time accidents and fatalities for either passive or custodial safe storage preparation are 0.03 and 0.002,
respectively.

about 300 to 50 people over about a 2-year period and the 50 person decommis
sioning force will be reduced to near zero in 3 to 6 years. Thus, the total
reduction in force will take place over a minimum period of 5 years and this
should tend to mitigate the adverse impact of loss of jobs and income to the
regional community. Since the planning stage preceding the shutdown will
require about two years, the community will have an additional two years to
plan for the reduction in jobs. Therefore, the impact from job loss (income
loss of about $4 to $5 million annually) due to plant shutdown will be small
because of the period of time for the action to take place. Decommissioning
tends to mitigate the impacts due to plant shutdown.
Tax revenues will also be lost to the local communities and to the state, but
here again, the impact is spread over a period of time and as employment reduces
and people leave the area, public services will also reduce. Thus, decom
missioning tends to mitigate the impacts of plant shutdown.
9.5 Comparison of Decommissioning Alternatives

Primary parameters that affect the selection of a decommissioning alternative
are the radiation doses and the economic costs. These are summarized in
Tables 9.3-2 and 9.3-4.

Advantages of DECON are that the site and facility can be released for unre
stricted use 5 years after the shutdown of the plant and that the cost for
DECON is less than for SAFSTOR, and therefore, DECON is considered to be a
preferable alternative since occupational dose reduction by SAFSTOR is of an
amount considered of marginal significance to health and safety. Both 30-year
SAFSTOR and 100-year SAFSTOR may be reasonable options for reducing occupational
exposure since additional radioactive decay occurs after 30 years. In 100-year
SAFSTOR, the occupational dose rates have decayed to about 30% of DECON and the
costs, although increased by 20% over the 100-year period are still reasonable
when evaluated against the reduced occupational dose.
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10 SMALL MIXED OXIDE FUEL FABRICATION PLANT

A small mixed oxide (MOX) fuel fabrication plant is a manufacturing facility
designed and constructed for the production of (U-Pu)0 2 pellets and incorporation
of these pellets into clad fuel rods. The plant also has facilities for the
recovery of plutonium from unirradiated scrap materials. This section considers
the environmental consequences of decommissioning a small MOX plant.
This section is based primarily on a detailed study 1 of the decommissioning of
a small mixed oxide fuel fabrication plant. In this study PNL selected the
Cimarron Plutonium Facility located near Crescent, Oklahoma as the reference
MOX plant and assumed it to be located at the generic site. The generic site
is described in Section 3.1. Although not currently operating, Cimarron is
considered to have characteristics related to many of the existing small MOX
plants. Some operational features were added to this study to make it appli
cable to plants using other processes. PNL then developed and reported infor
mation on the available technology, safety considerations, and probable costs
for decommissioning the reference facility at the end of its operating life.
10.1 Description of the Reference MOX Fuel Fabrication Plant
The reference plant is assumed to have operated for 10 years at a production rate
of 2 MT of heavy metals per year. The feed to the plant can be either the oxide
powders or nitrate solutions of plutonium and uranium. The plant operation is
assumed to involve either mechanical blending of the oxide powders or coprecipi
tation of the solutions, using ammonia. The plant consists of a single building
with a floor space of 2400 m 2 that also contains offices, laboratories, and
maintenance shops. Auxiliary facilities are a cooling tower, an electrical
substation, effluent storage, and a gas supply. Processes include solvent
extraction, ion exchange, and oxalate precipitation for recovery of dirty scrap,
and a two-stage liquid waste evaporation system followed by concreting of liquid
wastes. The plant uses small, criticality safe vessels located in numerous glove
boxes distributed throughout nine rooms. Operation of most steps is on a batch
basis.

The generic site (Section 3.1) for this plant is located in a rural area. The
site occupies 470 hectares (1,160 acres) in a rectangular shape of 2 km
(1.24 miles) by 2.35 km (1.46 miles). A moderate-size river runs through one
corner of the site. The use of any part of this site for anything besides the
MOX plant is prohibited. The plant is in a restricted area of about 1.2 hectares
(3 acres) within the site.
As a part of the plant operations, it is assumed that a final inventory cleanout
has been performed that included disposal of process materials, chemicals, trash,
scrap, scrap solutions, and contaminated solutions. Empty product, scrap, and
waste handling tanks have been flushed of remaining process solutions. The
dominant remaining radionuclides that will contribute to organ doses are 2 38Pu,
239Pu, 24opu, 241pu, and 241Am. About 23 kg of plutonium are estimated to
remain in the process building following the final inventory cleanout.
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10.2 MOX Decommissioning Experience
No direct experience exists in the decommissioning of licensed MOX fuel fabri
cation facilities because existing plants, which are not now operating, are being
held in a standby or storage status. However, several government-owned
plutonium fabrication facilities have been decontaminated. In all cases, the
buildings still stand and contain radioactive contamination above unrestricted
levels. Some are closed and sealed but others have been converted to new,
related facilities involving the use of radioactive materials.
A list of these facilities, and a detailed discussion of decommissioning steps
taken at two of them appear in Reference 1. This report also contains a
discussion of lessons learned from decommissioning experiences.
10.3 Decommissioning Alternatives
Once a MOX plant has reached the end of its useful operating life it must be
decommissioned. As discussed in Section 2.3, this means safely removing th�
facility from service and disposing all radioactive materials in excess of
levels which would permit unrestricted use of the facility. Several alterna
tives are considered here as to their potential for satisfying this general
requirement for decommissioning. The decommissioning alternatives considered
and discussed here are DECON, SAFSTOR (custodial), and ENTOMB. Radiological
effects and costs of each alternative are also discussed. After the radio
active inventory has been removed down to levels permitting unrestricted use
of the facility and the contaminated equipment and structures decontaminated,
demolition of the building would be left as an owner option.

The alternative used depends on such considerations as dose, cost, proposed use
of the site, and desirability of terminating the license. A special consid
eration for decommissioning MOX plants is the half-lives of the radionuclides
present in the facility. The radionuclides processed in a MOX plant are received
from a reprocessing plant. Those radionuclides include plutonium and uranium
and their decay products, but not fission products. There are several isotopes
of these actinides, and the radioactivity of these isotopes is very high, par
ticularly that of the plutonium. These isotopes have such long half-lives that
it is apparent that deferred decontamination for 10 or even 100 years would not
result in reduced radiation doses to decommissioning personnel and, therefore,
SAFSTOR would not appear to be a reasonable alternative without some other
justification.
Safeguards will be required during each decommissioning alternative for
protection of the public. Security is assumed to be similar to that needed
during plant operation but on a smaller scale.
10.3.1 DECON

DECON is defined as the immediate removal and disposal of all radioactivity
in excess of levels which would permit release of the facility for unrestricted
use. Nonradioactive equipment and structures need not be torn down or removed
as part of a DECON procedure. The end result is the release of the site and
any remaining structures for unrestricted use as early as the 5 years estimated
for decommissioning after the end of facility operation.
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DECON is advantageous because it allows for termination of the NRC license
within relatively few years after cessation of facility operations and removes
a radioactive site. DECON is advantageous if the site is required for other
purposes, if the site is extremely valuable, or, if for some reason the site
must be immediately released for unrestricted use. It is also advantageous in
that the facility operating staff is available to assist with decommissioning
and that continued surveillance is not required.

The first step toward DECON is planning and preparation, which is initiated
during the last 2 years of normal plant operation. During this time, detailed
plans and procedures are prepared, a decommissioning staff is trained, safety
and environmental impact reports are prepared if necessary, and effluent
control systems modifications are started.
When the actual decommissioning work begins following shutdown, chemical
decontamination of the wet process areas and physical cleanout of the dry
process areas are started first. Physical decontamination of most plant areas
proceeds next. Chemical decontamination involves flushing of internal surfaces
of process piping and equipment, followed by spraying with chemical solutions
the external surfaces of process equipment, piping, and internal surfaces of
glove boxes.
Physical decontamination involves disassembly of equipment and enclosures and
removal of the resulting materials. Physical decontamination also involves
removal of contaminated parts of structural materials. These are packaged and
transported offsite as waste, either as is or after chemical decontamination
to remove bulk quantities of radionuclides. For DECON, disassembly and removal
of equipment in some of the cleaner areas starts about 2 months after shutdown,
and proceeds in parallel with chemical decontamination of other areas. The
facility and service systems are removed as the last steps. At this point,
the facility should be at or below acceptable levels of residual radioactivity
and could be considered to be decommissioned. However, it may be desirable
for nonradioactive reasons to remove the buildings, in which case the final
phase would be demolition and restoration.
If demolition and restoration were used, all above grade portions of structures
could be demolished using conventional methods such as explosives and impact
balls. The site could then be graded and planted with vegetation to near
pre-facility conditions.
Analyses of radiation exposures and costs for DECON are presented in Section
10.3.4.
10.3.2 SAFSTOR

SAFSTOR is defined as those activities required to place (preparation for
safe storage) and maintain (safe storage) a MOX plant in such condition that
�he risk to safety is within acceptable bounds, and that the facility can be
safely stored and subsequently decontaminated to levels which permit release
of the facility for unrestricted use (deferred decontamination).

Generally, the primary purpose of SAFSTOR for most nuclear facilities is that it
results in reduced occupational exposure compared to DECON. However, for the
reasons given in Section 8.3 and as can be seen in Table 10.3-1 this is not
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necessarily the case for MOX plants. SAFSTOR could be advantageous in situations
where there are overriding land use considerations. However, in addition to
increased radiation exposure other disadvantages are that the licensee is
required to maintain a material license and to meet its requirements at all times
during safe storage thus contributing to the number of sites dedicated to
radioactive confinement for an extended time period. Other disadvantages are
that surveillance is required, the dollar costs are higher than for DECON, and
the experienced operating staff may not be available at the end of the safe
storage period to assist in the deferred decontamination.
Chemical and physical decontamination activities in preparation for custodial
safe storage are similar to those performed for DECON, except that for custodial
safe storage, initial decontamination is generally done to the point that loose
radioactivity is removed.

Preparations for the continuing care period of custodial safe storage involve
deactivation and isolation of contaminated areas, sealing of contamination by
adding durable seals or covering with paint, refurbishing the plant ventilation
system, and installing improved alarm and protection systems for fire, intrusion,
or malfunctioning equipment.
Continuing care activities may include operation of the facility ventilation
system, routine inspection, corrective and preventive maintenance of the
ventilation and other safety systems, environmental surveillance, and prevention
of unneeded intrusion by man.
For the MOX facility, custodial safe storage is terminated eventually by deferred
decontamination to levels permitting unrestricted use of the facility. For this
action, activities are generally similar to those for DECON, with allowances for
the prior decontamination efforts and retraining of new decommissioning staff.

Analyses of radiation exposures and costs for SAFSTOR are provided in Section
10.3.4.
10.3.3 ENTOMB

The ENTOMB alternative requires use of a structure to hold or confine the radio
activity until such time as it has decayed to levels which permit release of the
facility for unrestricted use. ENTOMB would involve the encasement in concrete
of heavily contaminated rooms within the reference MOX facility which would
prevent the escape of radioactivity and prevent deliberate or inadvertent intru
sion. The length of time the integrity of the entombing structure must be
maintained depends on the inventory of radionuclides present.
The MOX plant will still contain the 23 kg of plutonium estimated to remain in
the process building following final inventory cleanout at shutdown, (see Sec
tion 10.1) including 239Pu with a half-life of 24,390 years, and the entombed
structure would in effect become a new surface high-level waste disposal site.
This would be an undesirable situation in that it would be contributing to the
problems associated with increased numbers of waste disposal sites. Moreover,
the entombed structure would require surveillance in perpetuity which is well
beyond the time that the required institutional control could be expected to be
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effective (approximately 100 years is considered to be consistent with recom
mended EPA policy on reliance on institutional control of radioactivity
confinement). Although the ENTOMB option does not appear viable for the reasons
given, it will be discussed for comparative perspective with the other options.

10.3.4 Summary of Radiation Safety and Decommissioning Costs

Each of the decommissioning alternatives has associated with it unavoidable
radiation exposures, accident potential, and costs. As is seen from Table 10.3-1
none of these is appreciably reduced with time. This conclusion might change
if technologies improve the reduction of accidental releases of radioactivity
or the cost-efficiency of decontaminating the equipment.
10.3.4.1 Radiation Safety

Radiation safety for MOX plant decommissioning is discussed in detail in
Reference 1. Dose calculations were based on maximum releases of radioactivity
to maximize the consequences and thus present worst-case evaluations.
Occupational radiation exposure of workers performing the decommissioning
activities results from external exposure to surface contamination for reasons
similar to that discussed for PWRs in Section 4.3.1. Dose calculations are
based on the estimated radiation levels in various areas of the plant and the
estimated labor requirements for decommissioning each of those areas. Many of
the radionuclides remaining in a MOX plant after shutdown have long half-lives.
Generally, preparation for safe storage does not involve extensive decontami
nation of these radionuclides. Because the half-lives of these radionuclides
are long compared to the time that the facility might be held in safe storage
awaiting deferred decontamination, the occupational radiation exposures will
not decrease as a result of usinq the SAFSTOR alternative. There will be a
shift in nuclide content from 24Ipu to 241Am while a plant is in continuing
care, but this shift will be insignificant. In calculating the total doses
received, there are additional exposures incurred under the custodial safe
storage mode that must be considered. These are shown in Table 10.3-1, which
is a summary of the radiation exposures that may result from each of the
decommissioning alternatives. It is to be noted again that the reference MOX
plant for which the calculations were made is a small MOX plant.
The dominant radiation exposure pathway to members of the public during decom
missioning operations is inhalation of airborne radionuclides for reasons
similar to those discussed for PWRs in Section 4.3.1. Emissions may result
from either routine decommissioning activities or from potential accidental
releases. Total estimated public exposures during routine decommissioning
activities are small, as shown in Table 10.3-1.

A wide range of possible accidents that would result in released radioactivity
is postulated. The largest releases are from failure of HEPA filters, cutting
of contaminated metal, and explosion and/or fire in the ion exchange resins.
These would result in the same quantities of release and radiation doses and
have the same probabilities of occurrence with either decontamination alternative.
A summary of the estimated doses to the public from accidents is shown in
Table 10.3-2. The major postulated accident is the release of contaminated
dust from an exhaust duct by failure of a HEPA filter. Radiation doses to the
public resulting from accidents are low enough to be insignificant. Even with
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Table 10.3-1 Summary of Radiation Safety Analyses for
Routine Decommissioning of the Reference
MOX Plant man-rem)(a)
Occupational Exposure
Preparation
Continuing Care b
Decontamination ( )
Transportation
Totals

DECON

NA
NA
70
6.4

76

SAFSTOR
10 Years 30 Years
23
23
206
64
70
70
8

165

8

307

ENTOMB

9.4
neg
NA
0.6

TI)

Public fxEosure (50-year dose commitment to critical organ)

Preparation
NA
Continuing Care b)
NA
Decontamination(
2.2
Transportation
1. 5
Totals
3.7
(a)Adapted from Reference 1.

0.1
0.05
2.2
1. 9
4.3

0.1
0.1
2.2
1. 9
4.3

(b)For SAFSTOR, this is deferred decontamination.
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0.10
neg.
NA
0.15
0.25

Table 10.3.2 Summary of radiation doses to the maximum-exposed individual from accidental airborne
radionuclide releases during decommissioning activities (a)

Incident

Loss of Intermediate-Stage HEPA Filter
After Exhaust Duct Decontamination

:::,
I

--J

Explosion and/or Fire of Ion Exchange
Resin

Loss of local Airborne Contamination
Control/Loss of Vacuum Filter
Temporary Loss of Services:
Electricity (Normal and Emergency)

Lung

Expected
Frequency
Occurrence )

78

High

1.8

1. 3

High

10- 2

2.5

7.0

10- 2
10- 3
10- 4

1. 5
1.5
7.9

X

X

1.1
10- 2 1.1
10- 4 5.7

Bone

Lung

Bone

1. 0

32

1.1

X

104

5.2

X

10 2

8.5

X

10- 3

5.0

83

7.0

X

10- 2

6.6

14

7.4
7.4
3.8

X
X

10- 4
10- 5
10- 6

4.4
4.4
2.2

X

Inadvertent Dumping of Contaminated
Solid Wastes:
Abraded Firebrick
Concrete Dust
Condensed Metal Vapor

Fifty-Year Dose
Commitment 2 mrem

Release to
Atmosphere
(µCi)

Inadvertent Cutting of Undecontaminated
Metal
1. 6

.....

First-Year Dose 2 mrem

1.4
7.0

X

10- 2

X

X
X

X

X

102

�t

X

X
X

Fire Involving Contaminated Clothing
or Cumbustible Waste

High
10- 2 High
10- 4 High

3.5

1. 9

X

10- 4

1.1

X

10- 2

3.8

X

10- 2 2.8

X

10- 2 High

1.4

7.4

X

10- 5

4.4

X

10- 3

1. 5

X

10- 2 1.1

X

10- 2 Medium

1.4

X

10- 2

4.8

1.3

X

10- 2

1.4

X

10- 2

9.6 X 10- 5

Liquid Leak:
Chemical Decontamination
Electropolishing

10- 2 Medium

16

2.8

0.11

X 10- 2

5.4

X

10- 6

5.1

X 10- 6

1.9

X 10- 4

9.2

X

10- 5

3.4

X

5.1

X

10- 3 9.2

X

High
10- 6 Medium
10- 5 Medium

Table 10.3-2 (Continued)

Incident

Explosion of Hydrogen During
Electropolishing

Man Intrusion

5
J,

Release to
Atmosphere
(µCi)

First-Year Dose, mrem

Fifty-Year Dose
Commitment, mrem

Bone

Lung

Bone

7.1 x 10- 3

5.9 x 10- 6

5.5 x 10- 6

2.1 x 10- 4 5.9 x 10- 6 High

(c)

3.5 X 10 6

2.1

X

108

7.0 x 10 8

Lung
5.2 x 10 8

Expected
Frequency gb
Occurrence \.)

Low

(a)This table is a summary of Table 11.2-3 in reference 1. It presents the highest dose from each of the decom
missioning alternatives.
)
(b Frequency of Occurrences: High >1.0 x 10-2 to 1.0- 5; Low <1.0 x 10- 5 per year.
{c) This accident is for the ENTOMB alternative only and is postulated to be a deliberate but ignorant intrusion by man
into the facility after knowledge of the facility is lost after a period of several hundred years. The case postu
lated assumes a 40-hour exposure to an average air concentration of 290 µCi/m 3 of mixed oxides containing plutonium.

the failure of a HEPA filter which, as stated above, would result in a major
accidental release, the public would be partially protected by the other filters
in the system.
Radioactive waste materials are packaged and shipped offsite for burial during
decommissioning of the re{a)ence MOX facility. These wastes include transuranic
(TRU) contaminated wastes
that are shipped to a federal repository (deep
geologic disposal) assumfg)to be located at 2,400 km (1,500 mi) from the plant
site, and non-TRU wastes
that are shipped to a commercial shallow-land burial
facility located about 800 km (500 mi) from the site. All wastes are assumed to
be shipped by truck. To minimize the risk that radioactive shipments pose to
the public and to transportation workers, federal and state regulations prescribe
the containers, contents, packaging and handling, and burial requirements.
The dominant radiation exposure pathway to transport workers and the public
during transportation of radioactive wastes is external exposure for reasons
similar to those discussed for PWRs in Section 4.3 1. The external dose for
routine transportation operations for all truck shipments, both high and low
level wastes, from DECON is conservatively estimated to be about 6.4 man-rem
to transport workers and 1.5 man-rem to the general public. For SAFSTOR
(custodial) the radiation dose is estimated to be 8 man-rem to handling and
transportation workers and 1.9 man-rem to the public. These doses are based on
regulations of the Department of Transportation governing radiation levels in
shipments of radioactive materials and on estimates the distances of travel and
lengths of time of exposure that workers and the public might expect These
doses are summarized in Table 10.3-1.
The severity of accidents that may occur during transportation of radioactive
waste depends on a number of factors, such as speed, kind of accident, and
accident locations. Regardless of the decommissioning alternative, the same
total amount of radioactive material will be transported. Thus, the possible
release of radioactivity will be dependent on frequency and kind of accidents,
as shown in Table 10.3-3.
10.3.4.2 Decommissioning Costs
This discussion of the decommissioning costs is based on information in
NURE�/CR-0129.1 Table 10.3-4 summarizes the estimated costs in 1986 dollars
for the decommissioning alternatives analyzed in this report. All cost estimates
include an added 25% for contingencies.
For DECON, the decommissioning costs are estimated to be $13.9 million. For
custodial SAFSTOR the total decommissioning cost is estimated to be $27.6 million
and $47.3 million for 10-year SAFSTOR and 30-year SAFSTOR, respectively. These
SAFSTOR costs include $5.8 million for preparation for safe storage, $0.98 mil
lion per year for continuing care, and $13.0 million for costs of deferred
decontamination. A present value analysis of decommissioning costs indicates
a disincentive to defer decontamination for the reference case indicated, pri
marily because of the high cost of continuing care relative to DECON costs and
(a)TRU wastes are assumed to be those contaminated with alpha radioactivity
from transuranic materials at a level of 10 or more nCi/g of waste.
(b)Non-TRU wastes are assumed to have transuranic alpha radioactivity of less
than 10 nCi/g of waste.
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Table 10.3.3 Estimated frequencies, radioactivity releases and doses for selected truck transport accidents
Radiation Dose for
Maximum Exposed
Individual (rem)
50 Year Dose
Commitment
Lung
Bone

Frequency of Accident per Facility

Severity of Accident
(in Closed Van)
Minor
Moderate
Severe

......
0
I
......
0

DECON
7.4
1.8
4.7

X

X
X

10- 2
10- 2
10- 4

SAFSTOR
9.9
2.4
6.3

X

X

X

10- 2
10- 2
10- 4

Release of
Radioactivity ( b )Ci
No Release
1 X 10- 4
1 X 10- 2

Bone

1st Year

6.8 X 10-3
6.8 X lQ-1

(a)Table adapted from NUREG/CR-0129, Table 11.4.3.
(b)Assumes a shipping inventory of 100 Ci of dispersable radioactive material .

Lung
2.6
2.6

X

10- 2 2.4
2.4

X

10- 1 6.5
6.5

X

10- 2

Table 10.3-4 Summary of estimated costs for
decommissioning the reference
small MOX fuel fabrication plant
Item

Initial Decommissioning (a)
Continuing Care
Deferred Decontamination (a)
Onsite Burial
Total Costs (Rounded)

Estimated Costs in Million of 1986 Dollars
SAFSTOR (Custodial)
DECON 10 years 30 years ENTOMB

13.9
NA
NA
NA

13.9

5.8
8.8
13.0
NA

27.6

5.8
28.5
13.0
NA
47.3

4.3
NA
NA
0.6

4.9

(a)Costs are based on ten shifts/week for most of the decommissioning.
Decommissioning on a 24-hour/day basis would reduce costs and time
requirements.
the high cost of deferred decontamination due to the long half-lives of the
radionuclides involved. For ENTOMB, the decommissioning costs are estimated
to be $4.9 million.
Labor costs are about 60% of the total costs for the DECON and SAFSTOR alter
natives and about 50% for ENTOMB. Thus, there is considerable incentive to
institute plans or techniques that could reduce labor, such as working around
the clock for the total decommissioning activities to reduce support labor and
license and miscellaneous costs. The deferral of decontamination requires
additional costs to refurbish auxiliary facilities, to reinstitute a trained
decommissioning organization, and to provide a new safety analysis and appli
cation for amended license.
Costs of management of the wastes from decontamination range from about 7% to
about 20% of the total costs of decommissioning, depending on the decommission
ing alternative. Thus, there is a modest economic incentive to reduce these
costs. A potentially major economic factor favoring DECON is the value of the
land or facility when released for productive uses. A facility in safe storage
will provide economic return only as a tax write-off during the years before
deferred decontamination, while a facility and land that have unrestricted use
can be put to productive uses.
With the exceptions of the possible use of the process building and economic
considerations, there is little or no advantage to either decommissioning
alternative over the other regarding short-term and long-term uses.
Once the
facility has been prepared for custodial safe storage, the only area of concern
for exposure to radionuclides is inside the exclusion area and, depending on the
perceived potential accident risks, the rest of the property may be released for
unrestricted use. In the reference facility and site, the building is sited in
an exclusion area of 1.2 hectares (3 acres). This exclusion area represents
about 0.25% of the total site area of 470 hectares (1160 acres).
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However, in view of the fact that SAFSTOR offers no advantages from reduced
radioactivity (in fact, a small increase in potential hazard from a buildup of
241 Am), it appears that DECON would be the more acceptable of these two
decommissioning alternatives for MOX plants.
10.4 Environmental Consequences

The decommissioning of a MOX plant has few negative environmental consequences.
As was defined in Section 2.3, the decommissioning of any nuclear facility
involves the removal of radioactive material to levels which permit release of
the facility for unrestricted use. The decommissioning alternative to be chosen
depends to a large extent on the radiation dose, cost evaluations, desired future
use of the site, desirability of terminating the license and the time period.
The summaries of radiation safety and decommissioning costs are given in
Section 10.3.4.
Demolition of remaining buildings (assuming prior decontamination to a level
permitting unrestricted use of the MOX plant) is an optional owner and/or local
government choice. Its major environmental impact on the surrounding population
will be the resulting increase in noise level within the immediate vicinity of
the plant (about 1 mile), primarily because of the use of explosives. However,
most of the noise will be generated within the process building and will be
muffled by the building until the final removal of the building shell.
10.4.1 Waste

A major environmental consequence of decommissioning is the commitment of land
area to the disposal of radioactive waste. PNL made the estimates shown in
Table 10.4-1 of the waste disposal volume required to accommodate radioactive
waste and rubble removed from the facility and transported to a licensed site
for disposal. The volume for ENTOMB does not include the volume of the entomb
ing structure or the wastes entombed within it. The entombing structure is
effectively a new shallow high level radioactive waste burial ground, separate
and distinct from the ones in which the wastes in Table 10.4-1 are buried.
Table 10.4-1

Burial volume of radioactive waste and
rubble resulting from decommissioning
a reference MOX plant(m3 )

Disposition of Waste

DECON

Deep Geologic Disposal
Shallow Land Burial

164
267

Total

431

SAFSTOR �Custodial
10 Years 30 Years)
205(a)
2os<a)
267
267
472

472

ENTOMB
21
5

26(b)

(a)Includes 52 m 3 of waste from preparation for safe storage.
(b)Does not include volume of entombing structure or entombed waste.
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If shallow land burial of radioactive waste in standard trenches is assumed,
then a burial volume of 267 m3 of radioactive waste can be accommodated in less
than 0.02 acres. An additional 164 m3 would be required in a high-level waste
repository for DECON. An additional 52 m3 of high-level waste disposal space
would be required for SAFSTOR.
These land use requirements for waste disposal are not large in comparison with
the approximately 1160 acres used as the site of the reference MOX plant which
could now be returned to unrestricted use
An additional effect of decommissioning is that the decontamination of a MOX
plant will require the use of expendable tools and material that will be dis
carded as low-level waste.
10.4.2 Nonradiological Safety

Two potential nonradiological safety considerations are recognized. These are
releases of chemicals used to decontaminate the plant and accidents in trans
porting materials to and from the plant.

Chemicals used in decontamination are detergents, oxidizing agents (acids),
reducing agents, chelating agents, acids, caustics, and electropolishing solu
tions. Fumes from these chemicals will not be a safety hazard to workers pro
vided there are adequate precautions and ventilation. Possibly the greatest
potential for gaseous emissions is from the electropolishing process. Hydrogen
and oxygen will be evolved in amounts that are proportional to the applied cur
rent and the surface area. For example, if a current of 10,000 A is applied
to an area of 6 m2 at an electropolishing station, hydrogen gas will be evolved
at the rate of 4.5 m 3 per minute and oxygen at half that rate, for a total of
6.8 m3 per minute. At this rate of release, these gases will entrain 10 mg of
liquid electrolyte per m 3 of gas. The air filtering system operating for the
removal of radionuclides will also remove this entrained liquid. Adequate ven
tilation will keep a fire or explosion from developing by preventing the hydrogen
concentration in the air from building up to exceed the lower flammability level
of 4.1%. This consideration will be very important when electropolishing a
closed container such as a tank. 1

Shipment of materials in and out of the plant will inherently have the same
risk of accidents as any other shipping activities. Since transport is assumed
to be by truck, the probability of accidents can be estimated from highway
travel statistics. Assuming 630 round trips of 1600 km (1000 miles) to a shallow
land burial site and 32 round trips of 4800 km (3000 miles) to a deep geologic
burial site, there may be expected about 0.61 injuries and 0.036 fatalities per
facility. 1
10.4.3 Socioeconomic Effects

An immediately felt non-decommissioning effect of closing a MOX plant will be
the loss of employment. A plant that has not been operating (as is the case
with some of the existing plants) will require that a number of people be hired
and trained, thus providing short-term employment (1 to 5 years). If decom
missioning follows immediately after shutdown, some of the operating personnel
will be used in the decommissioning work, thus providing a reduced level of
employment for a short time. In the case of DECON, the staff size will remain
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at about a constant level until the decontamination activities near completion
nearly 3 years after shutdown. On the case of custodial SAFSTOR, the staff
will decrease as soon as initial chemical decontamination is completed. Through
out the period of continuing care, only maintenance, monitoring, and security
personnel will be required. At the end of the continuing care period, the
staff si�e will again increase to accomplish the final decontamination. Unless
decontamination is performed by a contractor with a trained staff, a decontami
nation crew will have to be recruited and trained before this work begins.
Changes in employment levels will not occur suddenly but will happen over the
decommissioning period regardless of the decommissioning alternative. The
custodial SAFSTOR alternative will require a small staff throughout the con
tinuing care period, but this will be a small part of any local economy.
One possible b�nefit to the community will result from the removal of restric
tions on the use of the land, which may happen if the facility is not used for
other nuclear activities.
10.4.4 Noise and Aesthetics
One environmental effect will result from noise. Noise levels during decontami
nation will increase over operation levels because of the physical removal of
concrete surfaces. Because these activities will be inside the buildings and
because the buildings are some distance from the site boundary, these noises
will not likely be heard offsite.
Aesthetic effects will not likely be a result of the decommissioning process
per se, but will rather depend on the final disposition of the building and
site. Removal of the MOX building will allow the site to be returned to its
preconstruction state or be used for any other purpose. A building that is
being held in continuing care may not require limitations on the use of the
remainder of the site. The ENTOMB alternative will result in a large mound of
earth whose blending into its surroundings will depend largely on the local
terrain. This mound could be quite conspicuous in a flat area. In addition,
the earthen fill must be taken from some borrow area and careful planning will
be required to prevent this from creating another set of aesthetic problems.
Thus, the aesthetic impact of ENTOMB is potentially greater than that for one
of the other decontamination alternatives.
10.5 Comparison of Decommissioning Alternatives
The decommissioning alternatives as discussed here apply to a small MOX plant.
Economics and radiation exposures may change somewhat for a facility with
different characteristics.
The alternatives considered viable are DECON and custodial SAFSTOR. The
differences between these alternatives are very small in matters of environment,
ecology, and aesthetics. The major differences occur in occupational radiation
exposure aAd decommissioning costs. Due to the long-lived nature of the radio
nuclides present in the MOX plant, doses and costs are not reduced even when
decontamination is deferred for 30 years, as can be seen from Tables 10.3-1 and
10.3-4. Since the cost and doses of continuing care are major items and con
tinue to increase with increasing safe storage time, the doses and costs asso
ciated with the complete SAFSTOR process exceed those for DECON. Thus, DECON
would seem to be the most advantageous alternative.
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Over the short-term, ENTOMB appears to offer some economic advantage in that
initial costs are lower than for other alternatives. This advantage disappears,
however, over the long-term because of the need to maintain surveillance of the
site in perpetuity. Major societal concerns of this alternative include the
problems associated with increased numbers of nuclear waste sites, holding
long-lived hazardous materials near man's environment, and maintaining financial
responsibility. All of these concerns combine to make ENTOMB an unacceptable
alternative.
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11 URANIUM HEXAFLUORIDE CONVERSION PLANT

The function of a uranium hexafluoride (UF 6) conversion plant is to convert
uranium concentrates, received from various uranium mills. to the purified ura
nium hexafluoride that is used as the feed material for the gaseous diffusion
enrichment of 235 U. Currently there are five conversion plants in operation in
the United States. Their names and locations are:
Allied Chemical
Kerr-McGee
Fernald DOE
Paducah, DOE
Portsmouth, DOE (a)

Metropolis, Illinois
Sequoyah County, Oklahoma
Cincinnati, Ohio
Paducah, Kentucky
Portsmouth, Ohio

Three other plants have been shut down: the Mallinckrodt Chemical Company Plant
Springs, Missouri, the NUMEC Plant at Apollo, Pennsylvania, and the
Enrichment Plant.

at Welden
Oak Ridge

The plant described here is a reference plant that is assumed to have processed
10,000 metric tons (MT) per year of natural uranium and to have been in opera
tion for about 30 years. A detailed report on the decommissioning of a UF 6
plant, similar to those prepared for other facilities discussed in this EIS
was issued in October 1981 (Ref. 1). The reference plant discussed here is
based on the latest technology. For the plants listed above, currently oper
ating plant processes vary from the reference plant in the type of equipment
that is being used to perform the same process steps. However, from a decom
missioning standpoint, the differences in the amount and size of equipment for
various plant processes and the reference plant are small. Therefore, this
decommissioning description is considered representative.
11.1 Uranium Hexafluoride Conversion Plant Description
11.1.1 Plant and Process Description

The reference UF 6 plant is assumed to occupy about 30.4 hectares (75 acres)
within the generic site described in Section 3. The plant consists of three
buildings containing approximately 120,000 ft2 of floor area. The buildings
are of normal industrial construction, with heavy concrete floors to support
equipment. In addition, there are a series of retention ponds for sanitary waste
and process raffinates. The plant is designed to receive U 3 0 6 or yellowcake in
208-liter (55-gallon) drums from various uranium mills located in the western
United States and to convert the feed stock to uranium hexafluoride (UF 6). Two
processes, which differ only in the method of purification, are in use today.
The major steps in either process are:
(a)The l arge hexafluoride conversion plant was put into safe storage in the
1961-62 period. It has since been converted to another use. There is
currently a small hexafluoride plant for converting returned and reclaimed
uranium compounds to feed for the cascade enrichment plant.
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1.

pre-process handling, weighing, sampling, and storage

2.

conversion of the U3 0 8 or yellowcake to uranium trioxide (U0 3) by roasting

3.

reduction of the U03 to U02 with hydrogen

5.

fluorination of the UF 4 to UF 6 with elemental fluorine

4.

6.

hydrofluorination of the U02 to UF4 with hydrogen fluoride
storage of the purified UF 6 in shipping cylinders

The purification step is added either at the beginning using a solvent extrac
tion process or at the end by fractional distillation of the UF 6• The use of
the solvent extraction purification step (the wet process) results in the radio
active uranium daughters (2 3°Th and 2 2 6Ra) and impurities being left in the
solvent extraction raffinate. The acidic raffinate is neutralized and the slurry
is retained in lagoons. The dried slurry would be disposed of in a shallow-land
burial ground or returned to a mill for uranium recovery and disposal with the
tailings (see Figure 11.1-1). The dry process, on the other hand, removes the
impurities from the UF 6 product stream by fractional distillation and incorporates
them with other waste products for disposal as solid waste in a shallow-land
burial ground (see Figure 11.1-2). All gaseous effluent streams are filtered,
and those containing fluorine compounds are scrubbed with potassium or calcium
hydroxide solution.
The plant equipment, fabricated mostly of monel, is mainly a series of fluidized
bed chemical reactors with intermediate vessels, such as storage bins, air
classifiers, product filters, cold traps. and air effluent purification systems.
The plant facility has lagoon areas for neutralized liquid effluents and a
burial area for disposal of defunct equipment.
The purified UF 6 is placed in cylinders for storage and future shipment to one
of the Department of Energy's enrichment plants.
11.1.2 Estimates of Radioactivity Levels at UF 6 Plant Shutdown

The reference UF 6 plant processes 10,000 metric tons of natural uranium per
year in the form of ore concentrate (yellowcake) produced by domestic uranium
mills. The feed to the reference UF 6 plant is assumed to be a composite product
of uranium, produced 85% from acid leach and 15% from alkaline leach, which has
aged at least six months in sealed drums after milling. The ,adionuclides of
primary concern are natural uranium, 22 sRa, 2a0Th, 23 4Th, 23 4 Pa, and 22 2Rn.
The daughter products of radon are not listed as radionuclides of primary con
cern either because they have half-lives of less than 2 hours and do not accumu
late in the bioenvironment ( 21 8 Po, 214Pb, 214Bi, and 210Po) or because they
individually contribute less than 0.02% of the total relative hazard ( 210 Pb,
210Bi, and �10Po). Analysis of the plant feed at the Allied Chemical Plant at
Metropolis, I1linois2, indicates that there are 2,800 picocuries of 2 30Th and
200 picocuries of 2 26Ra per gram of natural uranium. This amounts to 28 curies
of 230Th and 2 curies of 22 6Ra entering the plant each year, the majority of
which is recycled at the mills by wet processing or is sent to low-level waste
burial as solid waste from dry processing. Natural uranium is the most abundant
radionuclide present. The predominant health and safety consideration is not
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radiological, but rather the effect that heavy metal (uranium) chemical toxicity
has on the human kidney.
11.2 Uranium Hexafluoride Conversion Plant Decommissioning Experience

DOE has terminated UF 6 conversion at the Oak Ridge, Tennessee and Portsmouth,
Ohio Enrichment Plants and at the Mallinckrodt Chemical Company Plant at Welden
Springs, Missouri. The Welden Springs Plant is currently undergoing decommis
sioning, and the knowledge gained from this experience will be useful in the
planning and decommissioning of similar plants The status of decommissioning
of the Oak Ridge Plant is not known at this time
11.3 Decommissioning Alternatives

Once a UFs plant has reached the end of its useful operating life, it must be
decommissioned. As discussed in Section 2.3, this means safely removing the
facility from service and disposing of all radioactive materials in excess of
levels which would permit unrestricted use of the facility. Several alterna
tives are considered here as to their potential for satisfying this general
requirement for decommissioning. The decommissioning alternatives primarily
considered and discussed here are DECON and SAFSTOR. ENTOMB is not considered
a realistic alternative, and is included only for completeness.
The alternative used depends on such considerations as cost, dose, and the pro
posed use of the site. Special considerations involved in decommissioning the
reference UF6 plants include the following general assumptions:
1.

2.
3.

natural uranium and its radioactive daughters are the only radioactive
materials handled at the plant,
uranium spills that occur during the life of the plant, both inside and
outside, are cleaned up immediately, and
safety reasons dictate that the maximum amount of uranium be removed from
the plant prior to decommissioning.

Other considerations include the fact that decontamination of equipment is com
paratively easy since most uranium found at the UF6 conversion plant is quite
soluble in nitric acid (HN0 3) and aluminum nitrate. The cleanout of the plant
following shutdown removes essentially all of the uranium. Decommissioning
following this cleanout should be equivalent to the cleanup of any chemical
processing plant. An extensive radiation survey of the buildings and equipment
would pinpoint any contaminated areas and thus allow an estimate to be made of
the time and money needed for decommissioning. This radiation survey may show
that all of the buildings and equipment can be released for unrestricted use,
although it is more probable that some are releasable and some need further
decontamination. Because of the low specific activity of uranium, radiation
exposures of the public are negligible and therefore are of little concern, the
owner could choose the most economical alternative for decommissioning with NRC
concurrence. The most practical choice of decommissioning alternatives based
on economics, appears to be basically only one: OECON. However, the other
options listed above are briefly discussed here.
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11.3.1 OECON
DECON is defined as the immediate removal and disposal of all radioactivity in
excess of levels which would permit release of the facility for unrestricted
use. Nonradioactive equipment and structures need not be torn down or removed
as part of a DEGON procedure. The end result is the release of the site and
any remaining structures for unrestricted use as early as 8 months after the
end of facility operation.

DECON is advantageous because it allows for termination of the NRC license
shortly after cessation of facility operations and removes a radioactive site.
DECON is advantageous if the site is required for other purposes or if the site
is extremely valuable. It is also advantageous in that the facility operating
staff is available to assist with decommissioning and that continued surveillance
is not required.
Because of the low radiation exposures from natural uranium, DECON could start
at once following the final operational equipment cleanout and radiation survey.
Salvageable equipment would be decontaminated as necessary by water or nitric
acid flushing, hand scrubbing, or by vibratory or electropolishing techniques.
Nonsalvageable or hard-to-decontaminate contaminated equipment would be shipped
to a low-level waste burial ground for disposal. The structures used to house
the UF 6 process would be decontaminated as necessary and then demolished or
used for another purpose at the discretion of the owner. The site would be
surveyed and any contamination would be removed. Most contaminated materials
would be disposed of in a low-level waste burial ground.
The disassembly of the equipment would result in valves and piping being boxed
for disposal. The larger vessels will be cut into pieces for disposal. The
vessels could act as their own containers and have all openings bolted or welded
closed. Trash would be stuffed into these vessels for disposal.
Ten percent of the concrete floor is assumed to be contaminated and 10 cm (4 in.)
of the top of this surface is chipped away and disposed of as rubble. This
estimate accounts for building materials that might need to be disposed of in a
shallow-land burial site.
The removal of the uranium from the process equipment removes any significant
radiation exposure to either the public or to the decommissioning worker. The
radiation dose for the dismantling crew is expected to be less than for the
initial cleaning. Average radiation dose rates in the plant during the initial
cleaning are expected to be much less than 2 mrem/hr, which is the radiation
dose rate from bulk quantities of uranium. Thus, the decontamination of the
plant, packaging of contaminated wastes, and transporting of this material to
a low-level waste burial ground is estimated to result in negligible radiation
exposure to the public (see Table 11.5-1). An additional 17 man-rem is estimated
for transportation of contaminated waste, including disposal of lagoon waste.
Table 11.5-1 summarizes the estimated costs in 1986 dollars for the decommission
ing alternatives analyzed in this report. The DECON costs are estimated to be
$12.1 million. These costs include costs for labor, equipment and materials,
waste disposal and other expenses. Lagoon waste is assumed be disposed of at a
uranium mill. If lagoon waste must be disposed of at a waste burial ground the
cost is estimated to be $53 million. All cost estimates include an added 25%
for contingencies. A time period of about 1 year is estimated for DECON.
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Once DECON is complete, i.e., once the facility is decontaminated to levels
permitting release of the facility for unrestricted use. the radioactive mate
rials license would be terminated and the owner would be free to dispose of the
site as he wished.
11.3.2 S8FSTOR
SAFSTOR is defined as those activities required to place (preparation for safe
storage) and maintain (safe storage) a UF 6 plant in such condition that the
risk to safety is within acceptable bounds, and that the facility can be safely
stored and subsequently decontaminated to levels which permit release of the
facility for unrestricted use (deferred decontamination).
Generally, the primary purpose of SAFSTOR for most nuclear facilities is that
it results in reduced occupational exposure compared to DECON. However for the
reasons given in Section 11.3 and as can be seen in Table 11.5-1 this is not
the case for UF6 plants. A disadvantage of SAFSTOR is that the licensee is
required to maintain a material license and to meet its requirements at all
times during safe storage. Other disadvantages are that SAFSTOR contributes to
the number of sites dedicated to radioactive confinement, surveillance is re
quired, the dollar costs may be higher than for DECON, and the experienced
operating staff may not be available at the end of the safe storage period to
assist in the deferred decontamination.
Safe storage preparation is the same as the initial decontamination. The build
ings and areas would be secured, but because of the small amount of radiation
(less than 1 mrem/hr) and minimal danger to an intruder, only periodic surveil
lance would be necessary (twice per week). The length of the continuing care
period would then be at the option of the owner. Continuing care would cost
approximately $125,000 per year. A safe storage period of 10 years would result
in total SAFSTOR costs of $15.1 million, which is larger than for DECON. This
would take place with no increase or decrease in total radiation dose to the
public or workers. Deferred decontamination could take place at any time,
would require the same steps as DECON and would result in similar costs and
doses as for DECON.
For the reasons discussed in Section 11.3 radiation dose to the public would
be negligible (see Table 11.5-1).
11.3.3 ENTOMB
ENTOMB of a UF 6 plant until its radioactivity has reached levels permitting
release of the facility for unrestricted use requires its encasement in con
crete to protect the public from radiation exposure. Because the radiation
levels from the trace amount of natural uranium in the equipment and buildings
are nearly zero and because the process buildings are not suitable for ENTOMB,
this is a very expensive and unnecessary decommissioning alternative and is not
considered a viable option.
11.3.4 Site Decommissioning
No site decommissioning other than a radiation survey is expected to be necessary
since it is assumed that each spill will be cleaned up immediately. If failed
equipment or other contaminated solids have been buried onsite, they will have
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to be removed to a low-level burial ground. However, the removal of onsite
buried materials is expected to be a minor effort compared to the rest of the
decommissioning
11.4 Environmental Consequences

The environmental consequences of decommissioning a UF 6 conversion plant are
small. The largest environmental impact is postulated to be the use of about
0.2 hectare (0.5 acre) of irretrievable land for shallow-land burial and the
consumption of materials (gasoline, wood, metal tools, etc.) during the decom
missioning activities. Decommissioning would make the 30.4 hectares (75 acres)
of plant-site land available for unrestricted use. Reactivation of the site
as another industrial endeavor would be advantageous to the local residents,
about 100 of whom worked at the plant. The occupational and public radiation
doses which are negligible, are discussed in Section 11.3. Discussion of costs
are also included in Section 11.3.

11.4.1 Waste Disposal

The volume of low-level waste to be disposed of is estimated on the basis that
all process equipment is discarded. The volume estimated, 1,259 m 8, is con
sidered to be a maximum that requires about 0.4 hectare (1 acre) of a shallow
land burial site. Any equipment that can be reused or released for salvage
will reduce the volume sent to burial. The land used for burial is considered
irretrievable. These land use requirements for waste disposal are not large
in comparison with the approximately 1160 acres used as the site of the reference
UF 6 plant which could now be returned to unrestricted use.
11.4.2 Additional Effects of Decommissioning

The socioeconomic impacts are mainly from the shutdown (not decommissioning)
of the facility and associated loss of about 100 jobs. Since the main attributes
of an industrial site are still available, it would be in the best interests
of the local communities to establish a new industry that would supply jobs and
money through taxes. On the basis of economics, this use of the site would
probably be preferred to returning it to its original condition.

11.5 Comparison of Decommissioning Alternatives

Table 11.5-1 presents a summary of the decommissioning alternatives discussed
in this section. The choice of an alternative generally depends on such consid
erations as dose, cost, and proposed use of the site. As discussed in Section 11.3 3, ENTOMB is not considered a viable option and is not listed in
Table 11.5-1. Of the two remaining alternatives, DECON and SAFSTOR, DECON
appears to be the more advantageous option. This is because the radiation
doses are small for either alternative, while DECON has lower costs and results
in release of the facility for unrestricted use in a fairly short time period.
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Table 11. 5-1 Summary of Decommissioning Alternatives

IO Years

DECON
Total Cost (millions
of consttQ) 1986
dollars)
Occupational Radiation
Dose (man-rem)
Transportation Radiation
Dose (man-rem)
Public Radiation Dose
(man-rem)
Potential Industrial
Accidents - Injuries
Fatalities

Manpower Expenditures
(cumulative man-years)
Land Area Committed
(acres)

SAFSTOR
30 Years

100 Years

12.1

15.1

17.6

26.4

62

63

65

67

17

17

17

17

5.7

5.7

5.7

5.7

1.8
0.094

1. 9
0.095

2.0
0.096

2.6
0.10

43.4

60.3

80 9

150

0

75(b)

75(b}

75Cb)

(a)Lagoon waste assumed to be shipped to a uranium mill. If disposal of
lagoon waste at a commercial waste burial ground is necessary, add
$53 mi 11 ion.
(b)Part of the site might be decontaminated, surveyed, and released for
unrestricted use while the facility is put in safe storage, if desired.
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12 URANIUM FUEL FABRICATION PLANT

A uranium fuel fabrication plant (U-fab plant) is a facility in which enriched
uranium, received as uranium hexafluoride (UF 6), is converted to U0 2 and formed
into fuel pellets that are inserted into fuel rods. These fuel rods are, in
turn, assembled into fuel bundles. There are two kinds of U-fab plants: high
level enriched U-fab plants which produce fuel for reactors that power naval
vessels and for reactors that serve other special purposes, and low-level
enriched U-fab plants which produce fuel for commercial nuclear power reactors
that generate.electricity. Plants that fabricate fuel for the U.S Navy are
outside the scope of this EIS, but their decommissioning impact would be similar
to the decommissioning of low-level enriched U-fab plants.
Some low-level enriched U-fab plants perform the whole operation, i.e., they
receive UF 6 and produce fuel bundles. Other facilities operate in two stages,
i.e., one plant receives UF 6 and produces U02 powder or pellets, and a second
plant assembles the fuel rods and bundles. The reference plant for this study
performs the whole operation.
This section presents an assessment of the environmental effects that may
be expected from the decommissioning of such a facility. This section is
based primarily on information from a study 1 of the decommissioning of a
uranium fuel fabrication plant. In this study PNL selected the General
Electric Plant located at Wilmington, North Carolina as the reference U-fab
plant and assumed it to be located at the generic site. The generic site is
described in Section 3.1. As part of this study, PNL developed information on
the available technology, safety considerations, and probable costs for
decommissioning the reference facility at the end of its operating life.
12.1 U-Fab Plant Description

The reference U-fab plant is assumed to have operated for 40 years, processing
an average of 1000 MT of uranium per year. Production consists of three general
kinds of activities: conversion of slightly enriched UF 6 to U0 2 ; mechanical
production of fuel pellets and assembly of fuel rods and bundles; and recovery
of uranium from scrap, wastes, and off-standard pellets.
Conversion of UF 6 , as received from an enrichment facility, to U0 2 is accom
plished by either a chemical or a direct process. In the chemical process, the
UF 6 is first hydrolyzed to U0 2 F 2 and ammonium hydroxide is added to precipitate
the uranium as ammonium diuranate (ADU). Then the ADU is reduced and calcined
to produce U0 2 powder. In the direct process, conversion reactors convert UF 6
directly to U 3 0 8, which is then reduced to U0 2•

In the production of pellets, the U0 2 is pulverized and compacted to granules
of a desired density. The granules are pressed into pellets which are sintered
at high temperature in a reducing atmosphere. The pellets are then ground to
proper size and loaded into zircaloy or stainless steel tubes which are dried,
evacuated, filled with helium, and welded closed. The tubes (now called fuel
rods) are tested for leaks, assembled into fuel bundles, inspected and stored
for shipment.
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The building is a two-story, windowless structure of concrete and steel.
Interior walls, typically of concrete block, divide the building into discrete
operations areas that house each of the production steps. When the plant is
shut down and the final inventory cleanout has been performed, it is antici
pated that there will be a total of about 270 kg of unrecovered uranium remain
ing in the plant. Of this amount, approximately 150 kg is in the equipment and
120 kg is in the ventilation system. This uranium has enrichments that range
from 2% to less than 5% 235 U. CaF2 is a waste product that is produced by
treating the fluoride wastes with Ca(OH) 2• The CaF2 is stored in waste ponds.
Those CaF2 waste ponds will contain some enriched uranium and will therefore
require some decommissioning activity. Although CaF 2 has low solubility, the
toxicity of inorganic fluorides in general suggests that these wastes may be a
biological hazard. 2
12.2 U-Fab Plant Decommissioning Experience
Several U-fab plants have ceased operation and are in various stages of decommis
sioning. At some facilities a high-level enriched U-fab operation has been
shut down, leaving a low-level enriched U-fab operation still in production.
Examples are a Babcock and Wilcox Plant at Apollo, Pennsylvania, and a Combustion
Engineering Plant at Hematite, Missouri. At the Combustion Engineering Plant,
there has been a partial cleanup, but at neither plant has the facility been
completely decommissioned. Babcock and Wilcox also has a high-level enriched
plant at Leechburg, Pennsylvania, that has been shut down and partially decommis
sioned. Some equipment has been removed but the ventilation system is still
intact. United Nuclear closed a high-level enriched U-fab plant at New Haven,
Connecticut, several years ago and U.S. Nuclear Corporation decommissioned a
high-level enriched U-fab test and research facility at Oak Ridge, Tennessee.
Among the low-level enriched U-fab plants, two facilities which have been shut
down are examples of decommissioning experience. A Kerr-McGee Plant at Crescent,
Oklahoma, has been partly decommissioned. The plant is still intact, but the
waste ponds have been cleaned up. This waste was loaded into drums and shipped
to a burial ground.

Perhaps the best experience in decommissioning a low-level enriched U-fab plant
was with a General Electric U-fab Plant in San Jose, California. At shutdown,
the area was cleaned to administrative control levels not exceeding 1000 dpm/
100 cm2 • Decommissioning was accomplished by dismantling and removing all of
the process equipment and ventilation system and cleaning the building. Pipes,
lighting fixtures, etc., were cleaned; fluorescent tubes were replaced; ceilings,
walls, pipes, and lighting fixtures were damp-wiped, baseboard moldings and
tile floors were removed, and concrete floors were vacuumed and mopped. Pump
basins that had been formed by constructing concrete berms were cleaned up by
removing the berms and wet grinding hot spots. The decommissioning effort
was more extensive than should have normally been necessary, because on one
occ�sion an accident occurred that released a large amount of UF 6 inside the
plant. This accident contaminated not only all the building and fixture surfaces
in the production areas but also the otherwise clean areas, such as offices.
12.3 Decommissioning Alternatives
Once a U-fab plant has reached the end of its useful operating life it must be
decommissioned. As discussed in Section 2.3, this means safely removing the
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facility from servic� and disposing of all radioactive materials ·in'excess of
]eve ls ,which would :per.mit unrestricted use of· the facility. 'Several alternatives
are considered here as to their potential for satisfying this, general requi'rement
for decommissioning. The decommissioning alternatives considered and discussed
here are DECON, SAFSTOR, and-ENTOMB; The alternative used·depends on such
considerations as cost, dose, proposed use of the site and desirability of
terminating the license.
Most of the residual radioactivity in a U-fab plant following shutdown is
surface contamination, 3 although concrete in some areas of the plant may be
contaminated to a shallow depth.·, It is assumed that a complete r,adiological
survey of the plant and its equipment,will be made as a. normal operational
procedure ·at the time of shutdown and that nitrate wastes ;have, been removed ·
and reprocessed as a part of normal operations. Thus, preparfog the facility
for unrestricted use will involve removal of the equipment, decontamination of
the building, removal of some concrete surfaces as indicated by the survey,
disposal of chemical wastes, and disposal of the CaF 2 wastes in the lagoons
Discussions of the decommissioning alternatives follow:
12.3,l DECON
.,

DECON is defined as. the i!lllllediate removal and disposal of all radioactivity in
exces,s. of levels which would permit release. of the facility for unrestricted
use. Nonradioact.ive equipment and structures need not be torn down or removed
as part of a DECON, procedure; The end result is the re·l ease, of the .site and
any remaining structures for unrestricted use as early as the 9 months estimated
for decommissioning after the end of facility operation.
DECQN is advantageous because it allows for termination of the NRG license
shortly after cessation of facility operations.and removes a radioactive site.
DECON .is advantageous. if .the site is required for other purpa,ses or if the site
is extremely valuable;'·
is also advantageous -in •that the faci'lity ope,ratilig
staff.is available,to ,as·s·ist: with ·decommissioning· and that' co'ntinued s.urve'illance
is not required.,· ·
·,, .

a,

DECON,of a U-fab plant:. presents few problems. The. equipment1 and ventilation
systems are removed:a.nd the building. surfaces are damp.,.wiped. The, equipment
and vents most .highly :contaminated will be in 'the calciner, press, hammer mill,
ble,ncier,, and grinder .areas. Some of ,this,;,equipment and the ,furnaces can be
rec:1 ai.med by, repl acin,g, ,the, parts that, Mere exposed to the uraniLim·. , Whi 1 e the
same may apply to the, vent,, sys·tems; iit .is likely that. much· of this ·,materia 1
will be discarded. The replaced and discarded material will be shipped to a
low-level :waste· burial grO'Und. ·. 'In some ,parts, of the· building; ,pa,rti:cularly,the
chemical processing areas, there will be places, such as pump basins� :where it'
will be necessary to remove concrete floor surfaces. This will be accomplished
by grinding, chipping or spalling. with the removed concrete being,sent to'a
low-level waste burial ground.
I

l

;

i,i:,

L
;

.

The major p,roblem in,decommiss•iqning a U-fab plant may; be,.with the waste ponds
and other,ar�as where the soil is contamin�ted. Wastes in.the nitfate ponds·.
will·hav.e been,nemoved, •shi:pp,ed ;to ,another,plant;· and reprocessed;,but,the, '·
calcium f.l,uor:,ide waste may. hav,e: to, be removed and, shi;pped to .a low-nevel waste
bur.ial,ground .. .Jt is- also po:ssible.that the CaF2 was:te .. may be removed -and,
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reprocessed at another plant to recover uranium. The CaF2 would then be dis
posed of by the new owner. The nonradioactive chemical wastes will be sent to
a chemical waste burial ground.
Analyses of radiation exposure and costs for DECON are presented in
Section 12.3.4.
12.3.2 SAFSTOR (Custodial)

SAFSTOR is defined as those activities required to place (preparation for safe
storage) and maintain (safe storage) a U-fab plant in such condition that the
risk to safety is within acceptable bounds, and that the facility can be safely
stored and subsequently decontaminated to levels which permit release of the
facility for unrestricted use (deferred decontamination).
Generally, the primary purpose of SAFSTOR for most nuclear facilities is that
it results in reduced occupational exposure compared to DECON. However for the
reasons given in Section 12.3.4.1 and as can be seen in Table 12.3-1 this is
not necessarily the case for U-fab plants. SAFSTOR could be advantageous in
the event that there is a shortage of immediate waste burial accommodation. If
this is the case it may be desirable to place the facility in custodial safe
storage prior to deferred decontamination leading to release of the facility
for unrestricted use. Custodial SAFSTOR for a U-fab plant would require only
minimal cleanup with continuing maintenance and security. The CaF 2 wastes may
have to be sold and removed for reprocessing or removed to a permanent waste
burial ground. The chemical wastes will be removed to a chemical waste
disposal area.
Another disadvantage of SAFSTOR, in addition to increased radiation exposure,
is that the licensee is required to maintain a material license and to meet
its requirements at all times during safe storage thus contributing to the number
of sites dedicated to radioactive confinement for an extended time period.
Other disadvantages are that surveillance is required, the dollar costs are
higher than for DECON, and the experienced operating staff may not be available
at the end of the safe storage period to assist in the deferred decontamination.

Over the short-term, custodial SAFSTOR might be temporarily expedient, but
neither the cost of eventual decontamination nor the occupational radiation
dose would be decreased by delaying decontamination due to the long half-lives
of the radionuclides involved. It appears that the viability of this alternative
will be determined on a case-by-case basis and will be dependent on the needs
and resources of the UF 6 plant owner and the requirements of NRC.
Analyses of radiation exposures and costs for SAFSTOR are presented in
Section 12.3.4.

12.3.3 ENTOMB

ENTOMB of a U-fab plant requires its encasement in concrete to protect the public
from radiation exposure until its radioactivity has reached levels permitting
release of the facility for unrestricted use. It is a possible but not very
reasonable alternative. The building is not structurally suited to entombment,
therefore, the initial entombing process would be costly. Because the radio
nuclides present in the UF 6 plant have very long half-lives, the structure would
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Tab le 12.3-1 Summary of radiation safety analyses for routine
decommissig ing of the reference U-fab plant
�
( man-rem
)
SAFSTOR

30 years

Occupational Exposure

DECON

10 years

Preparation
Continuing Care b
Decontamination ( )
Transportation

NA
NA
16
2.6

0.4
6
16
2.6

0 .4
18
16
2.6

Totals

18.6

25

37

(50-year dose commitment to the critical organ}
Public Exeosure
Preparation
Continuing Care
Decontamination (b)
Transportation

NA
NA
0.06
0.53

0.06
0.05
0.06
0.53

0.06
0.15
0.06
0.53

Totals

0.6

0.7

0.8

<:)Adapted from Reference 1
( )For SAFSTOR, this is deferred decontamination
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have to be monitored and maintained in perpetuity, which is well beyond the
time that required insUtutional,control, could be expected to be effective
(approximately 100 years is considered to be cbnsistent with recommended EPA
policy on institutional control for radioactivity confinement). Also. there
would be no cost or safety advantage to ENTOMB, because DECON- is simple, safe,
and relatively inexpensive. In any event, the waste ponds would !)ave to be
removed and could not be entombed. ENTOMB is not a viable decommissi6ning
alternative.
12.3.4 Summary of Radiation Safety and Decommissioning Costs
12.3.4.1 Radiation Safety
Residual radioactivity following inventory removal at a U-fab plant will be
confined mainly to the interior parts of equipment and the ventilation system.
The CaF 2 waste, containing some uranium, may have to be reprocessed or sent to
a low-level waste burial ground.
The radioactivity in a U-fab plant is mostly due to 235 U and 234 U. External
dose to decommissioning workers will be at plant background, which is about
1 mrem/hr. Because of the long half-life of 235 U, (approximately 7 x 10 8 years)
this background will not be decreased appreciably by placing the plant in
custodial safe storage for a time before deferred decontamination.
The approximately 270 ko of uranium that are still in the plant at shutdown
contain about 8 kg of 2gsu, which will be thinly dispersed over very large
surface areas of the equipment and ventilation system. The possibility is remote
that a worker at any particular location would contact a large, concentration of
235 U.
Nevertheless, some pieces of equipment will be mor� highli contaminated
than others and the possibility exists that dust can be dislodged and suspended
in the air where it will be inhaled. For this reason, appropriate protective
clothing and face masks will likely be needed for decommissioning selected parts
of the plant.
Occupational radiation exposure of workers performing the decommissioning
activities results from external exposure for reasons similar to that discussed
for PWRs in Section 4.3.1. Table 12.3-1 presents a summary of the radiation
exposures that may result from each of the decommissioning alternatives. As
can be seen from the table, the occupational exposures do not decrease as a
result of using the SAFSTOR alternative. This is because of the long half-lives
of the radionuclides present in the facility compared to the time the facility
might be held in safe storage awaiting deferred decontamination. As can also
be seen from Table 12.3-1, total estimated public exposures from decommissioning
activities are very small. If the CaF 2 waste has not been removed and shipped
to another plant for reprocessing, it may have to be packaged and shipped to a
low-level waste burial ground for disposal. This would result in additional
occupational and public radiation doses of 20 and 0.4 man-rem, respectively.
A range of possible accidents that would result in released radioactivity is
postulated. The largest releases are from loss of HEPA filters. This would
result in the same quantities of release and radiation doses and have the same
probabilities of occurrence with either decontamination alternative.
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A summary of the estimated doses to the public from accidents is shown in
Table 12.3-2. Radiation doses to the public resulting from accidents are low
enough to be considered insignificant.
Radioactive waste materi�ls are packaged and shipped offsite !or b�rial during
decommissioning of the reference U-fab plant. The dominant redi�tion exposure
pathway to transport workers and the public during transportation of radioactive
wastes is external exposure for reasons similar to those discussed for PWRs in
Section 4. 3.1. The external dose for transportation is conser:-vatively estimated
to be 2.6 man-rem to tra�sportation workers and 0.53 man-rem 1;.o·the,public for
either DECON or SAFSTOR. , These doses are based on regulation� of the Department
of Transportation governing radiation levels in shipments and:on estimates of
the distances of travel &nd lengths of time of exposure that workers and the
public might expect. Th�se doses are summarized in: Table 12. �-1.:;/ , .
The severity of acci dentJ that may occur during transportatioq i:>t r�dioacti ve
waste depends on a number of factors, such as speed, kind of accident; ang
accident locations. Regardless of the decommissioning altern,ti�j, the s&�e.
total amount of radioactive material will be transported. Th�s, :th� pos�i�le
release of radioactivity ,wi,11 be dep�ndent on freqyency
and k1nd 'gf; ·:acci�ef1t!i,
· ·
'
·;
as shown in Table 12. 3-3.I ·
12.3.4.2

Decommissioning Costs

!

: : -: . · ..

Table 12.3-4 summarizes the estimated costs in 1986 dollars for the decommfS"."'·
sioning alternatives ana1yzed in this -report. All ,cost estim,tes includ¢ �n�
added 25% for contingencies, For DECON, the decom¢issioning ¢ost� are estimated
to be $8.8 million. For!cLi�todial SAFSTOR, the total decommi$si�Mingicoit ii
estimated to be $15. 3 mi 11 j �n and $24. 7 mi11 ion for_ 10-year aQd, •:�O-ye9r $.AfSTOR,
respectively. These �AF!TUR costs i��lude $1:4 �i]lion for ptep,�at�on for \
.
safe storage, $0.47 m1ll1on per year for continuing care, and!$9i� m1ll1Q.n,J�.r
deferred decontamination.] A present value analysis of decommiss1cfoing chs�s\� nd� cates a d� sin�entive it�; defer de�?ntami nation t;or. th� refere�£e c*:e:f . �: ,::
indicated, pr1mar1ly bec•u.se of the h1gh cost of qmtrnurng c•re j,t,elat,ve �o; .,
DECON costs and the high \ cost of deferred decontam'i hation due i to ; the i ong· .�,: ; ;
half-lives of the radionuc1Jdes involved. Therefore, from a fo�f.<sta�dpoih't:;:
it is probably to an operator's adva�tage to choose'the
DECON!at;�rnativ� �h�
·
convert the building to 9ther uses. ·,·
; ·-· ·
Most of the cost of d�c:ommissioning a U-fab plant will be for:lab'or:.. iA l:a-rg·�
portion of the 1 abor �os,ts: wi11 be for handwashing the cei 1 ing, w�l}:, ; an�- �lqor
surfaces of the build-fngJ ,Equipment that is still serviceabl• .wi�:Lalso:_'.be ?.
damp-wiped or flushed,/�ith detergent solutions or weak acid wfue�.et�h�n� wiping
is not possible. Some··spalling of concrete floors'may be reqQi--r..ef.lnjareas ,
such as pump basins w�ich have had contact with uranium solutions. D�ferring:
decontamination adds :to the total cost because of the cost ,of !labor fmr con�:.,
tinuing care, of reactiv�ting .f.ull utility s�r:vice and:,of ,liolQing lic,nses. ''
It does not decrease the i cost of,'.\eventual deco'.ritamiin.at'.i'.o,nl :·· !
·,

l

l

.

i�ih�b-l�
'.

;·!

. ·:\

'.• �\

",':

'.I

;

! ,'

'.':

'. • "j •

\

;

.,

":

\

.

--

:, \

Of the total costs liste�
ma.riagemeh is :.'i
$3.5 million. This inclilid�s,: $1.7 mitl:fon for low-te.v.e'.t'. wa.st elburial ¢f con
taminated equipment, bui i dfog· rioiriponehts"�; and. donc�e�e-,..·
$1. 8 million for
1
disposal of the chemical waste' \'1'Udgt f {nbhradfoact'iVe) ·,n 'a che'mical *aste
burial ground. The CaF2 waste will po:te.n:tially be disposed of in a low-level
12.·3-4,::t,He,)cositf�/;w!�s;te

:an'.d

l • ,,. ,
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Table 12.3-2 Summary of radiation doses to the maximum-exposed individual from

accidental airborne radionuclide releases during es;ommissioning
activities for either decommissioning alternative

�
00

Incident

Release to
Atmosphere
(µCi)

First-Year dose 1 mrem
Bone
Cung

Loss of Intermediate HEPA
Filter After
Duct Decontamination

2.7

2.3

X

10- 3

7.6

X

0.70

6.0

X

10- 4

2.0

3.7

X

10- 6

1.3

Loss of Local
Airborne Contamination
Control, Loss
of Vacuum
Filter

Liquid Leak
During Chemical Decontamination

4.5

X

10- 3

'a)Adapted from Reference 1

dose eguivalent 1 mrem
Bone
Cung

Fifty-year committed

Expected
Frequency of
Occurrence

10- 2

4.5 X 10- 3

1.9 X 10- 1

High

X

10- 2

1.1

X

10- 3

4.9

X

10- 2

High

X

10- 4

7.3

X

10- 6

3.1

X

10 - 4

High

Table 12.3-3 Estimated frequencies and radioactivity releases for
selected transportation accidents (d)

Accident Description

Minor Accident

Moderate Accident

Severe Acci dent

( a)Maximum-exposed

1-1
I'-)
I
I.O

Accidents per
Dismantlement

Release

( Ci) ( b,c)

2.3

X

10- 2

No Release

5.4

X

10- 3

1

X

10- 7

1.4

X

10- 4

1

X

10- 5

Radiation Dose for maxi,M,-Exposed
Individual (rem)
Committed Dose Equivalent
First-Year Dose
Bone
Lungs
Bone
Lungs

3.9

10- 6

1.3

X

10- 4

7.7

3.9 X 10- 4 1.3

X

10- 2

7.6 X 10- 4

X

X

10- 6

3.2

X

10- 4

3.2 X 10- 2

individual is assumed at 100 m from the site of the accident.
(b)Based on an inventory of 100 mCi, the expected maximum per truck shipment.
(c ) Release fraction for respirable material for moderate and severe accidents are assumed to be 10- 6
and 10- 4, respectively.
(d)Adapted from Reference 1.

Table 12.3-4 Summary of estimated costs a for decommissioning
the reference U-fab plant\ J
Item

Estimated Costs in Millions of 1986 Dollars
SAFSTOR (Cu?todial)
DECON
10 year
3Cryea;r

Preparation
1.4
1.4
NA
NA
Continuing Care(b)
4.6
14,,0
8.8
Decontamint!jon
9.3
··!h,3
Total
8.8
1n
24.,_ 7
a
( )Adapted from Reference 1.
(b)For SAFSTOR, this is deferred decontami nat·fon.
(c)Total does not include additional potential cost of contaminate! CaF 2
disposal. This would add approximately 36·:s mi:llion to the total,.

waste burial ground, and removal, packaging, shipment, and burial would cost an
additional $36.8 million.
12.4 Environmental Consequences

Because radiological effects are quite small, the potential nonradiological
effects will have the greater impact on the environment�
12.4.1 Nonradiological Safety

The area of greatest concern for the we1fane of decommissi6ning �orkers is the
calcium fluoride lagoons and storage pits. The very caust1.c nature of CaF 2'',
makes it necessary to protect the worker.s from contacting tt on, 'their ski'n 'and
breathing the dust. The workers will therefo,Y\e r.equire protective clothing_ and
respirators. The trucks used for transp.ort to toe burial ground will have the
same risk of traffic accidents as with �ny otliler trucking operatiion, and: the
probability of accidents can be estimated ;from highway safety statistics. This
probability is estimated to be 1.5 x lQr--:6 acd'.dents pe.r ki.lomete:r of travel. 4
12.4.2 Commitment of Resources

The largest commitment of resources, w,i,H bE! fb.r space fo dfemitar and low-level
waste burial grounds. The burial �olbme·of contaminated equipment, building
components, and concrete is 1100 m3,, the burial volume of CaF 2 waste would Be
29,600 m 3 ( accounts for almost 3 acres of llurftal : ground), amt the buri 91 vo11ume
of other chemical waste is 5300 m 3,; Materials. used up in deEontaminating a
U-fab plant will include cleaning s,·uppHes� such a$ deterg.ehts;•. clothes,
' mo."ps,
and brushes.
12.4.3 Socioeconomic Effects

In decommissioning a U-fab plant, many of the same peoP.le 'th�t operated the
plant can do the cleaning, but the di sman'tllng ar;id 'moving of equipment wi11 be
done by electricians, plumbers, mechanics, and equipment operators, most of
whom will be hired or contracted. The socioeconomic effects of decommissioning,
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then, will come from the employment of these craftsmen. The total decontami
nation crew may be larger than the operating crew, and so for the period of
decontamination, the economic input to the community will increase. In the
case of custodial safe starage ,, the work force ,may decrease · to a secturity and
maintenance crew for, the period of contim,1ing;cane.
Because of the planning time needed to precede the decommissioning, changes in
the number of.employees will not be sudden :or wi:thout warning, ,and people will
have time to find other employment.
12.5 Compa.dson of'Decommissioning Alternatives

The options of DECON and SAFSTOR (custodial) both eventually end with the same
results: a decontaminated facility that can be released for unrestricted use.
The choke of an alternative generally depends on such considercations as dose,
cost, proposed us� of the site, and desirability of terminating the license.
For a U-fab plant, due to the long lived natur� of the radionuclides present,
doses and costs are not reduced even when decontamination is deferred for 30
years, as can be seen from Tables 12.3-1 and 12.3-4. In addition since the
cost and doses of continuing care is a major item and continues to increase
with increasing safe storage time, the doses and cost associated with the
complete SAFSTOR process exceed those for DECON Therefore, DECON appears to
be a more advantageous option. For the reasons given in Section 12.3.3,
ENTOMB is not considered a viable alternative.
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13 INDEPENDENT SPENT FUEL STORAGE INSTALLATION

An independent spent fuel storage installation (ISFSI) is a facility for handling
and storing irradiated spent fuel assemblies from nuclear power reactors until
they can be permanently disposed of as high-level waste. The two basic design
categories of ISFSis are wet storage of the fuel and dry storage of the fuel.
The design of the wet storage ISFSI is similar to that of reactor spent fuel
storage pools except that the storage capacity is significantly greater. There
are different designs for dry storage ISFSis, however the four basic types that
are considered here are drywell storage, silo storage, vault storage, and cask
storage. For cooling the fuel, these dry, storage designs depend on such means
as air currents, heat dissipation in the soil, and metal heat transfer fins.
This section presents an assessment of the environmental, financial, and socio
economic effects that may be expected from the decommissioning of an ISFSI.
This section is based primarily on information from a study 1 of the decommission
ing of five different reference ISFSis corresponding to the five different
designs noted above. In the study, each reference ISFSI design was assumed to
be located at the generic site. The generic site is described in Section 3.1.
As part of this study, PNL developed information on the available technology,
safety considerations, and probable costs for decommissioning the five reference
ISFSis at the end of their useful operational lives.
13.1 Description of an Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI)
13.1.1 Wet Storage ISFSI

In this design, spent nuclear fuel is stored under water in a large pool. The
reference wet ISFSI is the installation at the General Electric Company's Morris,
Illinois plant. The reference wet ISFSI has a capacity of 2000 metric tons of
fuel. The facility is a below-ground, open-pool, four-section water basin for
receiving and storing spent nuclear fuel.

The major structures of the reference wet ISfSI includes: (1) the main building
which houses the cask receiving and decontamination areas, fuel unloading basin,
control room, fuel storage facilities (i.e., the storage basins), basin support
systems, and low-activity waste facility; (2) the ventilation filter building;
(3) the plant stack, and (4) other minor support structures.
13.1.2 Dry Storage ISFSI

13.1.2.1 Reference Drywell ISFSI

In this design, spent nuclear fuel is stored dry in individual wells or caissons.
The top of the well, located near ground elevation, is covered with a shielding
plug. The drywell ISFSI uses the physical properties of soil to provide both a
thermal sink and radiation shielding while the spent fuel is stored in under
ground drywells. The spent fuel is sealed in canisters that are placed in the
drywells.
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The reference drywe 11 consists of three major; components: · (1, a ·hot ceH: '.facn
i1;.y f�r receiving, inspecting, and ,packaging spent fuel; (2) an onsite trans;i:·: : p orter; ;and' (3) the fuel !storage ,area'· which, 'holds ·an appropr.i:ate 'rii.linber' of: ·under
gr�und drywells. , The reference drywe'l l ':TSFSI has a' fuel ·storage ·ar: ea· which. is·
16· 'hectares iri are,t that: wH l accommodate ,4705 1 drywells holding: 2000 MT or
more of spent fuel as we 11'1 as the other necessary compohent.s'. · ihe, drywe 11 s
withih' fhe· fuel storage ', area are laid :out ·on a 1 •grid that ail1ows the necessary '
'h'Ei'at dissip�tion:.· ·:T.he:·hot cell: facility·ittcf:lUdes an: are.a: t'o'recefve spent fuel,
an :area to receive c'ontainers-·to be flned:with spent fuel /:an ope:ratihg floor
for ·packaging th:e fiie�, a room· for· equi,pment· maintenance,
underground transfer
f
·· :·
,:ttil'ln'e ls·; ·a 'tontrol.'· roomi,'. :arid 'a waste handli �{ 'facility.·. l.!'' • .: · ' ' '
!::
! ,
13.1.2.2. Reference Silo ISFSI
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In this design; packaged isperit' fuel' as-se'mHlies' are stored ln cyli ridrical t above
gro'Lir'id cohtret'e is,ifo�,,:: i The silo ISFSI: Us:es: the massive thi'ckness of ·the concrete
Silo ·'for: 'shieldihg arid LISeS' tonvecti\Je air ·clfrrerits 'for hEfat: diSis'ipatfon.
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Thei.feference silo ISFSI:corfs-ists of'rth'ree'madorcomponents:': (1'):a tiot ;cell
fat'ility for rec1eiv,i111�, :in's:pect1rig, ·and:,packagfing sent'·fuel; (2} iin onsite' trans
porter; and (3) a fuel storage 'area;,that' hoilds ,.a,n:,appropr·ia:te number of sflos.:
The ref.erence sil.o ISFSI has a fuel storage area which is 16 he�tares in area.
that \viTl ,accdmmoda'te ll12a•:s'.iTos ho·ldHltr2000 �Mr,;of;;spent' fuel''as· '·We'll''as the:
other necessary components. The silos within the fuel storage area are laid
out on a grid that allows the necessary heat dissipati-'ohV,; The- iHdt' CeH is, :as
described above in 13.1.2.1.
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massive concrete bui 1 dings of enclosed \c:anyon·':struct\i:fres·. i.!1do;nvect'iv-e tor 'forced
air flow '. provides coolina for the stored fuel.
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13.1.2.4 Reference Cask ISFSI
In this design, �pen� nuc�ear fu�l. is stor�d in_iron casks whose d�signs �re
;:,,i§irtii1iar ;t'O ·,t.Ms-'e it,onin\onlf ;us'ed Jficj'rLr-aii11 ,�titansp(:)'rtat,tcfr(i(j.f !5,pe;nt ,f.Oel':fo"tfie ,, :
m3s�: ,, iTf.ie i'ic§sks! Use '1tt'i'kk; i ron-fwa·l l ioon'stiftJttiron'1 1 tr;a-;,dsMeldfog ',artd 1use1 ;iron ,;.ii:
r ':i;,'·.f 1l:n ! ! ,·,i1\'/:''.i1 'i
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THe rM�rencel eask 1 1SPS I' •b'asic,a 1:1 y : c&n-s i•S'tS ·>of : aYfo� 1' 11S1torage area '•t·nat bontai:ns
a collection of specially shielded and sealed metal containers (casks),,: i th'at 1 :;
are located in a security area on the generic site. The casks themselves serve
as the storage medium. The reference facility has a capacity of approximately
2000 MT.
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13;2, ISFSI Decommissioning Experience· ·.
At present, no ISFSls have undergone decommissioning in the U.S. However,
decommissioning inform�tion is available from,.fac:ilities: that have similar.
, str�ctural or design-use characteristics, such as reactors and nuclear. fuel
handling facilities,since portions of their ctecommissionings are similar in
nature to that, anticipated for ISFSis. , ,.'
.

.

contain information �n the
The Pr;.tl reports on decommissioning
'and
technology; safety and costs of the decommissioning of, among other things;
the spent fuel pool and ancillary equipment located at the reactor. Many sim
ilarities exist between this facility and the reference wet ISFSI.
PWRs 2

BWRs 3

Data taken from the GE Morris Plant have indicated that Co-60 radionuclide levels
in the storage pool have varied between 1 x 10- 3 and 2 x 10- 4 µci/ml and that
radiation surveys of fuel baskets indicated doses of 50 mrem/hr or less.

There has been decommissioning experience at several hot cells which, as dis
cussed above in 13.1, form part of certain of the dry reference ISFSis. This
experience includes hot cells and transfer. tunnels at the Santa Susana Field
Laboratory, the Hot,Fuel ·Examination Facility hot cell at Idaho National Engi
neering Laboratory, and the hot cell fatility at the Canyon Building at Oak Ridge
National Laboratory. Activities at these facilities included decontamination
and dismantling of, the hot cell.facilities.
13.3, Decommissioning Alternatives

Once an ISFSI has reached .the end of its �seful operating life it mµst be decom
missioned.. As discussed in Section 2.3, this means safely removing the facility
from service and disposing of all radioactive materials in excess of levels
"lhich would, permit unrestricted use·,of the· fadlity, ·Several• alternatives are
consid�red.,here as tQ their potential for satisfying ,this general 'requirement
for, de�ommissioning. the ,decommissioning alternatives considered and discussed
here are -DECON; SAFSTOR; and ENTOMB. The.•alternative used depends.· :On such con, siderations as cost,. , dose; phys,ical design· of ;the facility, types· of residual
radi.oactivity present; r proposed use of tl)e, site·, and :desirability, of .. terminat.ing
the license.
Discussion of the,d,commissioning alternatives follows:

13.3.1 DECON

DECON is defined as the immediate removal and disposal of all radioactivity in
,excess, of levels which ,would permit release, of .the fac.il :ity ·,for . 1,;1nrestr.icted
us�.;-:: f.i9nra(lioac;ti ve. etjui pment: �nd,, structures · need ; not; bei, torn down o,r,. removed
· as part, of, a O�CON . procedure. ' T�e en,;t result · is the r.elease, of the; sit�,, and,
any remaining structures for,.unrestricted. use shortly:after :the end:of;facility
opera ti or;i. , . DE.CON . is. e.$t.imated, to, b�, comp1 e:ted, in 1:3, 24� io, 10, and, 6, 5, months
· for the. reference wet, drywell, silo; .vault; and cask:,ISFSls respectively.
,
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DECON is advantageous beca1.1.se it, a 11 ows for, termination pf the NRC l;i cense, .
s.hortJy1 after ce,ssation of .faci 1 ity• operations, anc;t. removes a rac;lio�cUve, �ite�
DECON is,advantageous if the site :is, required f.0,r-:other purposes,or, jf the s,ite
is extreme,ly valuable. , It is,.als.o .advantageous .i:I') that tne ,facj]ity operJting
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staff is available to assist with decommissioning and that continued surveil
lance is not required.
To accomplish DECON, all potentially contaminated systems must be disassembled
and removed and all contaminated material must be removed from the facility and
be transported to a regulated disposal site. The simplicity of ISFSI design
and the low levels of surface contamination anticipated to remain after opera
tions are terminated make the DECON alternative advantageous. It appears that
the decommissioning of an ISFSI can be done with a relatively small commitment
of resources, thereby encouraging the selection of DECON as a decommissioning
alternative.
Analyses of radiation exposure and costs for DECON are presented in
Section 13.3.4.
13.3.2 SAFSTOR
SAFSTOR is defined as those activities required to place (preparation for safe
storage) and maintain (safe storage) an ISFSI in such condition that the risk
to safety is within acceptable bounds, and that the facility can be safely stored
and subsequently decontaminated to levels which permit release of the facility
for unrestricted use (deferred decontamination).
SAFSTOR is normally considered to be an acceptable decommissioning alternative
for facilities that contain short-lived radionuclides so that the residual radio
activity decays to acceptable levels for unrestricted release within a period
of a few years. Even if unrestricted levels are not reached by decay alone,
SAFSTOR might be acceptable for ISFSis if the decay of short-lived radioactivity
is followed by decontamination to remove the remaining long-lived radionuclides.
A disadvantage of SAFSTOR is that the licensee is required to maintain a material
license and to meet its requirements at all times during safe storage thus con
tributing to the number of sites dedicated to radioactive confinement for an
extended time period. Other disadvantages are that surveillance is required,
the dollar costs are higher than for DECON, and the experienced operating staff
may not be available at the end of the safe storage period to assist in the
deferred decontamination.
Analyses of radiation exposures and costs for SAFSTOR are presented in
Section 13.3.4.
13.3.3 ENTOMB
ENTOMB requires encasement of the ISFSI in concrete to protect the public from
radiation exposure until the contained radioactivity has decayed to levels per
mitting release of the facility for unrestricted use. The relatively low levels
of radioactive contamination anticipated to be present in retired ISFSis,
coupled with the physical designs of the facilities, makes ENTOMB an unlikely
choice for decommissioning for most of the reference ISFSis. The use of ENTOMB
for a drywell or silo facility appears untenable. The construction of an
above-ground entombment structure would not give the required assurance that
radionuclide leakage would not occur. ENTOMB is generally considered a method
for consolidating radioactive materials within a single structure that can be
set aside until radioactive decay has reduced radionuclide levels to those
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acceptable for unrestricted use. The wide dispersion of individual drywells or
silos around an ISFSI site makes such a decommissioning alternative not viable.
Similarly, use of ENTOMB for a cask ISFSI does not appear viable.
From the standpoint of physical design, ENTOMB is a potential alternative when
a concrete monolith is already utilized as part of the operational features of
a facility. Entombment would be accomplished by sealing the entrances to the
existing facility. However ENTOMB at a wet ISFSI would require either the
expense of filling the pool completely with concrete or constructing a structur
ally sound thick concrete cap across the pool and hence would not appear to be
a viable alternative.
Analysis of radiation exposures and cost for the case for which ENTOMB was
examined in Ref�rence 1 are presented in Section 13.3.4.
13.3.4 Summary of Radiation Safety and Decommissioning Costs
13.3.4.1 Radiation Safety
Estimates are made of the external occupational radiation doses that are accumu
lated by workers conducting decommissioning tasks. The dominant radioactive
species contributing to occupational exposure during OECON is Co-60 and the
dominant species after 10 years of SAFSTOR will be Cs-137. Occupational radia
tion exposure of workers performing the decommissioning activities results from
external exposure for reasons similar to that discussed for PWRs in Section 4.3.1.
Table 13.3-1 presents a summary of the radiation exposures that may result for
the decommissioning alternatives considered in Reference 1. The dose resulting
from ENTOMB at a vault ISFSI is estimated to be 45.5 man-rem, not including
additional doses accumulated from surveillance and maintenance or potential
delayed decontamination of the facility. The dose to the public from routine
effluents during decommissioning activities for any of the reference ISFSis is
less than 1 x 10- 5 man-rem for any of the decommissioning alternatives considered.
Table 13.3-1 Summary of occupational radiation safety analyses
for routine decommissioning of the reference ISFSis
(man-rem)(a)
Type

OECON

10 Yr

53.4
Wet
35.1
Orywell
62.3
120.0
Silo
116.0
60.4
Vault
155.0
86.5
Cask
12.5
(a)Adapted from Reference 1.

30 Yr
28.0
33.3
32.5
50.5

SAFSTOR

50 Yr

100 Yr

27.6
24.7
24.3
41.9

27.6
16.6
16.4
34.2

Thus the estimated public exposures from decommissioning activities are very
small.
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Radioactive·waste materials are package(( and shipped offsite,for burial during
decommissioning of the refe,rence ISFS1$,�, The dominant radiation exposure path
way to transport,wo-rkers,�n�·the public during,t.ransportation of radioactive,·
wastes is external exposure for reasons similar to those discussed for PWRs in
Section 4.. 3.1. The external dose for ,tra11sportation i� conservatively estimated
to be less than 0.28, 0.07�. an 0.14 man-rem to ,trqnsport workers f.or DECON,
SAFS10R, and ENTOMB, respectively, for any af the -reference JSFSis,, and less
than 2. 7 ,x 10- 2; 7, l .,x 10"." 3 � and 1. 4 x 10- 2 man.-rem .to, the public for DECON,
SAFSTOR, and ENTOMB, respectively, for any of the reference ISFSis. These doses
are based on regulati�ns of the Department of T�ansportation governing radiation
levels in shipments and on estimates of distances of travel and length� of time
of exposures that workers and the public might expect.
.
13.3.4.2 Decommissioning Costs

.

Table 13.3-2 summarizes the estimated costs in 198.6 dollars for the decommission
ing alternatives analyzed. All cost estimates include 25% for contingencies.
The cost of SAFSTOR for the wet ISFSI include $2.79 million.for .preparations,
$93,700 per year for continuing care during safe storage, and the remainder of
the cost during deferred decontamination .. The cost of SAFSTOR for, the drywell
:Table 1,.3.. �-,2 Sum�ary o;f estimated co.sts .for decommtssior,ing
ions)
· the reference ISFSis.(a) . ($MH1
.
.

.

Type

DECON

;

.,

.SAFSTOR
"

1

30 Yr

10 Yr

i

50 Yr

100 Yr

Wet
14.62
,9. 69
10. 34:
9.63
.7:.18
Drywel 1,
18.28
2Z,8628.60.
0
1�,Q5,:
i·Z .;57 ..
4.44
16.40
Silo
8.34
10.65
6.04
20.34
Vault
9.56
3.90
12.56
6. 59-;.:-:.
..
Cask
,2. 25.
�;;:
(a)Adapted from· ·R�'ference···l. Values include a.i�% contingency and are in
constant 1986 dollars.
I

. ,_ . .

.
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.
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i
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· . .

ISFSI includes $1. 92 mi 11 ioh for preparations and $114,650 per year for con
tinuing care; for the silo ISFSI, the costs include' $1.91 mirl fon· for pre
parations and $115,100 per year for contihuihg care; and for the vault ISFSI
the costs include $2.43. million for.pre,parations ,aod $156,125 p�r year for
continuing c�r,e. All the costs incl�d� the costs Qf. decommis·sio.ning all com-:..,
ponents associated with the ISFSI as described abo'1e· in Sectfon,13.1. For · ·
example, the ,costs for a wet ISFSI include costs.for decommissioning the fuel,
storage area and associated equipment and structures, while costs for a drywe.11
ISFSI include costs for decommissioning the fuel storage area, the hot cell,-.
and the transporter. The cost for ENTOMB at the vault ISFS.I is,$2·.-8 mUliQn,, ·
plus a cost of $31,740 per year for annual surveillance and maintenance.
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13.4 Environmental Consequences
13.4.1 Waste Disposal
The volume of low-level radioactive waste to be disposed of for DECON is estimated
to be 2720, 6700, 920, 500, and 42 m3 for the wet, drywell, silo, vault, and
cask ISFS1s, respectively. The volume of waste for SAFSTOR at the drywell and
silo ISFSls is not expected to decrease below that for DECON because the dose
rates for the contaminated drywells and silos do not decay to low enough values
to permit release of these materials to unrestricted use and hence they must be
disposed of in much the same manner as for DECON. Waste volumes at the wet and
vault ISFSis will decrease due to reduced quantities of radionuclides and cor
respondinff waste quantities and for the wet ISFSI are estimated to be 1460, 620,
and 350 m for 30, 50 and 100 years respectively, and for the vault ISFSI are
estimated to be 440, 400, and 390 m 3 for 30, 50, and 100 years, respectively.
The waste volumes requiring burial would represent a use of less than one acre
of land for the disposal. This amount is not large in comparison with the size
of the ISFSI site (which is approximately 100 acres) which could now be returned
to unrestricted use.
13.4.2 Socioeconomic Effects

The socioeconomic impacts are mainly from the shutdown (not decommissioning)
of the storage facility, which would reduce the income of the community and
region because of the loss of about 30 to 40 jobs.
In decommissioning an ISFSI, many of the same people that operated the plant
can do the cleaning, but the dismantling and moving of equipment will be done
by electricians, plumbers, mechanics, and equipment operators most of whom
will be hired or contracted. The socioeconomic effect of decommissioning then,
will come from the employment of these craftsmen. The total decontamination
crew may be larger than the operating crew, and, if so, for the period of decon
tamination, the economic input to the community will increase. In the case of
safe storage, the work force may decrease to a security and maintenance crew
for the period of continuing care. Because of the planning time needed to
precede the decommissioning, changes in the number of employees will not be
sudden or without warning, and people will have time to find other employment.
13.5 Comparison of Decommissioning Alternatives

The decommissioning alternatives eventually end with the same results: a decon
taminated facility that can be released for unrestricted use. The choice of an
alternative generally depends on such considerations as dose, cost, the physical
design of the facility, the desirability of terminating the license, and availa
bility of waste disposal capacity. Based on the relatively simple design of
the ISFSI, the low levels of surface contamination anticipated to remain after
operations are terminated, and the fact that occupational doses at the reference
ISFSis are much less significant and much easier to manage than for power reac
tors, DECON appears to be a more advantageous option. DECON also costs less
than the SAFSTOR options. SAFSTOR may be justifiable in some cases where there
is a problem with off-site waste disposal since there is some reduction in occu
pational exposure for ISFSis and reduction in waste disposal volumes for certain
types of ISFSis. ENTOMB is not expected to be viable for ISFSis both because
of the physical design of the ISFSis and because of the long-lived radionuclides
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at the ISFSis which would mean that there would have to be maintenance and sur
veillance at the facility well beyond the time that required institutional con
trol could be expected to be effective (approximately 100 years is considered
to be consistent with recommended EPA policy on institutional control for radio
activity confinement). Also, there does not appear to be a cost or safety
advantage to ENTOMB, because when the costs of maintenance and surveillance are
included the total cost of ENTOMB soon becomes larger than DECON and the occupa
tional exposure is approximately the same as 30 or 50 year SAFSTOR. Hence ENTOMB
is not expected to be viable for ISFSls.
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14 NON-FUEL-CYCLE NUCLEAR FACILITIES

Non-fuel-cycle facilities are those facilities which handle byproduct, source
and/or special nuclear materials but which are not involved in the production
of power as outlined in Figure 2.1-1 of Section 2 of this EIS. These non-fuel
cycle facilities must be licensed by the NRC or the Agreement States.
There are thousands of non-fuel-cycle facilities in the United States at which
byproduct, source, and special nuclear materials are handled under specific
licenses of the NRC and the agreement states. These facilities house operations
that vary from the occasional use of a few short-lived radionuclides by a doctor
to the large scale processing of radioactive materials (gaseous, liquid, and
particulate forms). The operations include a wide range of applications in
industry, medicine, and research such as manufacture of smoke detectors,
radiation therapy equipment, and manufacturing quality control instruments.
Tables 14.0-1 and 14.0-2 give the number of NRC specific material licenses and
of agreement state licenses, respectively as of June 1978. Approximate numbers
of those which are not connected with the fuel cycle are given in parentheses
in Table 14.0-1. These numbers do not exactly r�present the number of existing
facilities since some of the commercial establishments are licensed under more
than one part of the regulations and thus have more than one license.

A large majority of the non-fuel-cycle material licensees have facilities which
do not require a major decommissioning effort. However, a few of the non-fuel
cycle facilities will require significant decommissioning procedures which may
present some unique problems and which may have rather large decommissioning
costs and significant environmental impacts. A detailed technical report on
the decommissioning of non-fuel-cycle nuclear facilities 1 has been prepared and
published in February 1981 by Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratories and is
the basis for the information in this section. The emphasis in that report,
and in this EIS, is on some selected facilities which are considered to involve
significant decommissioning activities. Examples of these facilities are:
manufacturers of sealed sources, manufacturers of radiochemicals, research and
development institutions, and processors of ores in which the tailings contain
licensable quantities of radionuclides. Costs and radiological impacts of decom
missioning have been estimated for individual reference facilities such as labor
atories for the manufacture of labeled compounds. One licensee 1 s facilities
may include a number of such individual facilities. Decommissioning of reference
site components has also been studied.
l�.l Facilities Descriptions

14.1.1 Selected Types of Materials Facilities

Brief descriptions of selected types of non-fuel-cycle nuclear facilities are
given in the following subsections. Reference individual facilities and sites
have been selected which are representative of facilities for these types of
o�erations in order to facilitate estimates of costs and radiation doses due
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Table 14.0-1 NRC Material Licenses as of June 1978
B�eroduct
2,239
Medical
Academic
384
Industrial
4,205
Civil Defense
104
Other
27
Total Byproduct
Source
Seecial Nuclear

Total

6,959
400
720
8,079

a)
(6,924)(
332)
( 583)
(7,839)

(

(a)Licenses not connected with the nuclear fuel cycle
are in parenthesis. These numbers were obtained by
subtracting fuel cycle facilities and also export/
import licenses which are, in effect, paper trans
actions and do not represent separate facilities.

Table 14.0-2 Agreement State Licenses (June 1978)
Medical
Academic
Industrial
Civil Defense
Other
Total
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4,749
867
5,030
185
900
11,731

to decommissioning. Descriptions of these individual reference facilities and
sites are given in 14.1.2.
14.1.1.1 Sealed Source Manufacturer
Sealed sources are manufactured for such uses as reference standards, moisture
probes, quality control instruments, therapy units, and smoke detectors. In
general, these uses require long-lived isotopes, but fairly weak sources, except
for 6 °Co therapy units in which high-energy, high-intensity gamma ray emission
is the most important consideration. The manufacturing process is a hand opera
tion that does not lend itself to mass production. Alpha and beta emitters are
plated on platinum, stainless steel, or aluminized mylar film·and mounted in
aluminum rings to form standard disc sources. Liquid gamma sources are sealed
in plastic or glass vials, and solid gamma sources are mounted in rods or plastic
discs. 2 The materials are handled in hoods, glove boxes, or hot cells, depending
on the kind and energy of emissions (exposure potential of the isotope).
Contaminated glassware and equipment that cannot be economically reclaimed are
discarded into drums for shipment to a waste burial ground. Spills are cleaned
up when they occur, and the area and equipment are monitored regularly.
Ventilation systems utilize absolute filters, and contamination is thus generally
confined to the interiors of the hoods, glove boxes or cells, and the ducts and
filters.
The reference individual facilities in sealed source production are based on
laboratories at New England Nuclear Corporation (NEN) of Boston, Massachusetts.
NEN has manufacturing facilities at both Boston and Billerica, Massachusetts.
These buildings contain a number of small laboratories, each of which is devoted
to a specific process and/or isotope. Each laboratory contains one or more
hoods, glove boxes, and/or hot cells. People entering the laboratory areas
change shoes or put covers over their shoes; when exiting, they change again
and monitor their hands and shoes for radioactivity. Radioactive wastes are
placed in drums and stored in separate buildings until shipped to a waste burial
ground or, in the case of short-lived isotopes like 32 P, the drums are held on
the premises until the isotope has decayed to a suitable level of activity.
14.1.1.2 Radiochemical and Radiopharmaceutical Manufacturers
Manufacturing facilities for radioactively labeled chemicals and pharmaceuticals
are much the same as those for the manufacture of sealed sources in that opera
tions are carried out in ventilated enclosures. Chemical manufacturing, however,
requires more extensive and complicated laboratory equipment to perform the
inorganic reactions and organic syntheses. The isotopes are either shipped in
from an outside supplier or are produced in onsite cyclotrons.
The basis for reference individual facilities for the manufacturing of labeled
chemicals is also New England Nuclear Corp. Chemical syntheses are carried out
at both their Boston and Billerica plants. The physical facilities for these
operations are similar to those for sealed source manufacturing.
Syntheses are performed in small batches in hoods, glove boxes, or hot cells
equipped with absolute filters. Each chemical is produced in a separate labora
tory, which is a restricted area. As compounds progress through their synthesis,
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they are moved from hood to hood through connecting doors and are packaged in
lead shipping containers before being removed from the hood. Radioactive solid
waste, including glassware, is placed in plastic-lined drums for disposal.
Before being removed from the restricted area, liquid wastes are put in leak
proof, shatterproof containers filled with absorbent materials and are labeled
as to quantity, type of activity, date, and surface dose rate.
All wastes are placed in drums and moved to a separate building where the short
lived isotopes, such as 32 P, are allowed to decay to negligible levels. Wastes
with long-lived isotopes are shipped to waste burial grounds.
14.1.1.3 Broad Research and Development (R&D) Program Facility
R&D facilities using nuclear materials cover an extremely broad range of activi
ties. A large ·university is representative of many of these R&D activities.
An example is the University of Washington in Seattle, Washington. There are
about 400 laboratories or health treatment areas o.n the university campus that
have used or are using radioisotopes. Radioisotopes are used in chemistry and
physics laboratories to conduct basic experiments and in biological laboratories
to investigate absorption and metabolic phenomena. These laboratories, in gen
eral, present no decommissioning problems because the isotopes used are short
lived and are of low activity. The university also uses radioisotopes for vari
ous medical purposes in a university hospital and a health services complex.
These uses include both radiation exposure from sealed sources and injections
of short-lived isotopes. Most of these isotopes are produced elsewhere, but
99 Tc is produced from 99 Mo in a technetium generator.

Probably the highest intensity source used is the sealed 6 °Co source used in
biological irradiation studies of fish. This source is on the order of 40,000 Ci,
so shielding requirements are extensive, and these shielding requirements must
be considered in decommissioning activities.

The longest lived isotopes normally used are 3 H and 14 C, both of which are low
energy beta-emitting isotopes. Other isotopes that are commonly used as tracers
include 125 1, 55 Fe, 36 Cl, � 6 Al, 55 Cr, and 3 bS. Radioactive wastes are packaged
for shipment to a waste burial ground.
A reference institutional laboratory has been studied. It was not taken directly
from the University of Washington but is a small complex of rooms designed to
represent the types of facilities typical of an R&D facility.

14.1.1.4 Ore Processors

Non-fuel-cycle processing facilities that deal with ores containing appreciable
concentrations of radionuclides are licensed to store their mill tailings.
There are relatively few such facilities in the U.S., but the volumes of tailings
they generate are sufficient to require a significant decommissioning effort.
The reference rare-metals refinery is a plant that refines raw material for the
recovery of the tantalum and niobium. The raw material is the slag produced by
tin smelters located on the Malay Peninsula. This slag consists of glassy flakes
or pellets that contain 0.1 to 0.5 wt% U3 0 8 and Th0 2• In one building the
slag is ground, roasted, and digested with hydrofluoric acid.
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The hydrofluoric acid is filtered off and passed to a facility for the chemical
extraction of niobium and tantalum. The sludge, which contains essentially all
of the thorium and uranium, is pumped to a settling pond located about 100 m
from the refinery. In the settling pond, the water is allowed to evaporate,
converting the sludge to a glassy solid.

At some facilities the settling pond is unlined. At newer facilities it is
lined with a fluorocarbon-type material, and at one facility the tailings are
dried and stored in above ground concrete buildings.

In such a facility; the radioactivity is primarily in the tailings, nowhere
else in the operation is there significant radioactive contamination. Costs
for decommissioning the remainder of the facility and site would be primarily
that of the termination survey. The operational problem is that there is cur
rently no satisfactory place to ship the tailings for disposal. Storage in
specially made aboveground structures becomes expensive and cumbersome, and in
addition, the operating license may limit the amount of tailings that can be
stored onsite.
Since the main decommissioning task involves the disposition of the tailings
pile or pond, a reference ore tailings pile has been studied.
14.1.2 Reference Facilities and Sites

14.1.2.1 Radioactive Material Processor Laboratories

Five example laboratories for the manufacture of sealed sources or radiochemicals
were included in the PNL study, 1 each limited to the processing of one radio
active nuclide:
1.

2.

3.

Laboratory - The reference laboratory for the manufacture of 3 H - labeled
compounds is 120 m 2 in area and contains five fume hoods and six glove
boxes, each separately vented through roughing and HEPA filters, 20 linear
meters of laboratory workbenches, refrigerators, a freezer, and a storeroom.
3H

Laboratory - The reference laboratory for the manufacture of 14 C labeled compounds is 80 m 2 in area and has four fume hoods, four glove
boxes, 15 linear meters of workbenches limited to nonradioactive opera
tions, refrigerators, freezers, a storage room, a sink through which low
levels of radioactivity are discharged to the sanitary sewer, and vacuum
manifolds and distillation equipment typical of an organic chemistry
laboratory.
125 1 Laboratory - The reference laboratory for the manufacture of 125 1 labeled compounds is 48 m 2 in area and has four fume hoods with a specially
designed glove box located inside each hood. Each hood and glove box is
equipped with an activated charcoal filter. In addition, there are 8 linear
meters of workbenches, a refrigerator, storage cabinet, and a sink. Liquid
effluent from this sink is discharged to a tank where it is held for decay,
monitored, and diluted before discharge to the sanitary sewer; wastes from
processing operations are not discharged to the sink, but are packaged and
shipped to a commercial shallow land burial site for disposal.
14 C
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4.

Laboratory - The reference laboratory for the manufacture of 137 Cs
sealed sources is 48 m2 in area and has two small hot cells, two fume hoods,
4 linear meters of workbenches, locked storage casks, and a sink with holdup
tank which is not used for discharge of wastes from processing.

5.

241 Am

137 Cs

laboralory - The reference laboratory for the manufacture of 241 Am
sealed sources is 60 m2 in area and contains two fume hoods, seven glove
boxes, 6 of these being connected in series by transfer tunnels, a storage
cabinet for nonradioactive supplies, a small workbench, and a change area.

14.1.2.2 Institutional User Laboratory
The reference institutional user laboratory is representative of the type of
facility a broad research and development licensee might have. It contains a
room for synthesizing labeled compounds and for preparing radioactive samples,
a small-animal laboratory, a counting room, office space, and an equipment and
storage room. The radioisotope room is approximately 49 m2 in area and contains
a glove box, three fume hoods, two sinks, a lead storage unit, a refrigerator,
and workbenches. The animal laboratory contains two fume hoods, a sink, animal
cages, and workbenches.
14.1.2.3 Reference Sites
Three examples of contamination onsite were studied:
1.

An underground drain line and holdu� tank - 20 m 2 of 0.1-m - diameter cast
iron pipe and 1.5-m diameter by 2 m high cylindrical steel tank buried
1.5 m below the ground surface.

2.

Contaminated ground surface - a 40,000 m2 site with 1000 m 3 of soil
contaminated with residue from uranium processing operations.

3.

Rare metals refinery tailings pile - an unlined settling pond 100 m long
by 50 m wide by 5 m deep with a 2� to 1 slope on each side dug into a clayey
silt on a 20,000 m2 site.

14.2 Non-Fuel-Cycle Materials Facilities Decommissioning Experience
Oecommissionings of non-fuel-cycle facilities have been many and varied, and a
large number of these operations have had little cost or environmental impact.
Because of their unique sizes, locations, and conditions, no two facilities had
identical decommissioning problems or conditions. Documentation on these decom
missionings is fragmentary. However, a number of things, as discussed below,
are apparent from the documentation that is available on the decommissioning
of these facilities.
First, a large variety of facilities, both commercial and others, have been
successfully decommissioned without unreasonable occupational exposures or
significant public exposures. The decommissioning approach has generally been
to decontaminate the facility to radioactivity levels low enough to permit
release of the facility for unrestricted use.
Each facility can present problems that are unique to its decommissioning. In
some cases, these problems can lead to uncertainties in estimating costs for
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decommissioning, even at the time of shutdown. This is particularly true for
a facility where a number of operations involving processing of a variety of
nuclides have been carried out and an adequate history of operations and events
has not been documented. However, what is also apparent is that the same basic
approach to decommissioning applies to all facilities and that knowledge obtained
from experience in decommissioning, in general, including some methods of
facilitation can be applied as appropriate to any facility.
There has also been some decommissioning experience specifically relevant to
the types of facilities chosen as references. Manufacturers of sealed sources
and labeled chemicals carry out their operations in small batches in glove boxes,
hoods, or remote operation cells, and contamination outside these structures
is limited almost entirely to the ventilation ducts and filters. The isotopes
creating the worst problems in these facilities are 14 C, which requires tedious
inspection and cleanup, 3H which is easily dispersed and requires many washes
to remove; and gases of 12 l I, 131 I, and 85Kr. Equipment for handling cesium
and strontium becomes so thoroughly contaminated that it is normally sent to
waste burial without any attempt to clean it up.
New England Nuclear Corp. has had a great deal of experience with these kinds
of structures and has decommissioned an entire five-story building plus basement
which had contained biochemical and organic chemical laboratories for the manu
facture of compounds labelled with 3 H, 14 C, and 32 P, and is now being put to
other, non-nuclear uses. Decommissioning criteria used by NEN are given in
Ref. 3. This decommissioning consisted of removing all the isotope-handling
equipment and ventilation ducts, decontaminating them when possible, and if not
economically recoverable, disposing of them to low-level waste burial grounds.
In practically all cases, it was not considered economically feasible to decon
taminate ductwork. The entire facility was surveyed for radioactivity and any
areas with contamination levels of 900 or more dpm per 100 cm2 were cleaned to
reduce contamination by at least a factor of 2. The walls and ceilings were
steam cleaned. The floors consisted of vinyl tile laid over plywood on top of
the original floor. Where contamination occurred, the floor tiles were replaced
and, if necessary, sections of the plywood were cut out and replaced. Some of
the worst areas of contamination were under the laboratory benches, which were
not accessible for routine cleaning. Glove boxes that were not to be reclaimed
were spray painted, loaded with contaminated equipment, filled with a quick
setting foam material, and shipped to a low-level waste burial ground. Lead
bricks were etched with HCl, and areas contaminated with 14 C were washed with
NaOH and NH 4 0H. These same procedures are followed on a continuing basis as
NEN rearranges and remodels other laboratories.

Experience with decommissioning of commercial non-fuel-cycle ore processing
facilities is limited, primarily because there are few such facilities in the
U.S. The ores handled in these facilities have such low levels of radioactivity
that the machinery can be readily decontaminated and surveyed to confirm that
radioactivity levels are low enough to allow unrestricted use. Therefore, the
main problems with decommissioning are disposal of the slag or tailings and
cleaning up of spills. Kawecki Berylco Industries, Inc. has one such site in
which the contaminated surface soil was scraped into a single pile and stabi
lized with vegetation. The matter of final disposition of the sludge from
current operations containing the unextracted uranium and thorium has not been
resolved.
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Also relevant to the decommissioning of this type of facility is the ongoing
work to decontaminate some sites which had been used some time ago for similar
processes and subsequently abandoned. Two of these are: Reed Keppler Park in
West Chicago, where thorium-containing wastes from a rare earth processing plant
had been deposited in the 1940s, and a plant in Parkersburg, West Virginia,
where ore had been processed for the recovery of zirconium and hafnium.
Experience in dealing with uranium mill tailings piles is also relevant to
decommissioning this type of operation since they present similar problems.
14.3 Decommissioning Alternatives

Decommissioning alternatives likely to be used for non-fuel-cycle materials
facilities are piscussed in the following subsections, first as they apply in
general and then as applied specifically to the reference facilities. The
general section describes each of the alternatives presented in Section 2.4 as
they apply to non-fuel-cycle facilities. The specific section for each reference
facility discusses only those alternatives considered viable for that facility.
14.3.1 Decommissioning Alternatives for Non-Fuel-Cycle Facilities
Once a non-fuel-cycle facility has reached the end of its useful operating life
it must be decommissioned. As discussed in Section 2.3, this means safely
removing the facility from service and disposing of all radioactive materials in
excess of levels which would permit unrestricted use of the facility. Several
alternatives are considered here as to their potential for satisfying this
general requirement for decommissioning. The decommissioning alternatives
considered and discussed here are DECON, SAFSTOR, and ENTOMB.
Since there is such a large range in the type and size of facilities and opera
tions licensed to handle radioactive materials, the level of effort required to
decommission these facilities varies greatly. The necessary actions can vary
from essentially administrative procedures for small facilities (in addition to
a final certification survey which could be similar to operational surveys) to
a multi-million dollar effort for the more significantly contaminated facilities.
For many materials handling facilities it may be quite straightforward to deter
mine what actions are necessary; for some, however, detailed consideration of
more than one viable alternative may be required. Any of the decommissioning
alternatives listed above may be viable for some of the non-fuel-cycle facilities.
For a large number of non-fuel-cycle facilities some variation or combination
of these alternatives will be the best choice. Discussion of the decommissioning
alternatives follow.
14.3.1.1 DECON
DECON is defined as the immediate removal and disposal of all radioactivity in
excess of levels which would permit release of the facility for unrestricted
use. Nonradioactive equipment and structures need not be torn down or removed
as part of DECON procedures. The end result is the release of the site and
any remaining structures for unrestricted use. A large number of non-fuel-cycle
facilities will require some positive action in order to reduce radioactivity
to levels considered acceptable for releasing the facility for unrestricted
use. The procedures necessary for DECON vary greatly with the type of facility
and its operation. Any procedure, whether involving only removal of sealed
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sources, decontamination, or dismantling, will follow the general concepts
defined for DECON in Section 2.4.2. DECON can include dismantling, removing,
and disposing of any contaminated equipment, as well as decontaminating or
removing any contaminated parts of the building.
For many non-fuel-cycle facilities, the most appropriate decommissioning
alternative will be DECON. This will involve decontamination of the facility;
most licensees will not need to dismantle the facility ..
In the case of an ore processing facility, removal of sludge also follows the
general concept of DECON. An extension of this option is chemical extraction
of the radionuclides, in which case the depleted sludge can be disposed of in
a landfill and the radionuclides taken to a waste burial site or sold.
14.3.1.2 SAFSTOR

SAFSTOR is defined as those activities required to place (preparation for safe
storage) and maintain (safe storage) a non-fuel-cycle facility in such condition
that the risk to safety is within acceptable bounds, and that the facility can
be safely stored and subsequently decontaminated to levels which permit release
of the facility for unrestricted use (deferred decontamination).
For some of the materials facilities, SAFSTOR may be an acceptable and desirable
decommissioning alternative. The simplest case illustrating the advantage of
SAFSTOR would most likely be if most or all of the radioactivity in a specific
facility is from relatively short-lived nuclides that will decay to levels
permitting unrestricted use of the facility in a short time. In this case,
little action, in some cases just a radiation survey, is expected to be required
at the time of deferred decontamination. During the safe storage period, the
facility would have to be made secure against intrusion. Limited surveillance
and monitoring would also be required.

Stabilization may be a decommissioning alternative considered for the tailings
pile remaining at ore processing facilities. At this time, the NRC has not
determined whether this will be acceptable; but currently its acceptability
would be considered on a case-by-case basis. Stabilization of tailings piles
would be considered as preparation for safe storage and would require monitoring
until final disposition.

14.3.1.3 ENTOMB

ENTOMB requires the encasement of a facility in concrete to protect the public
from radiation exposure until its radioactivity has decayed to levels permitting
unrestricted use of the facility. For a non-fuel-cycle facility, ENTOMB would
require the construction of a heavily reinforced concrete building in advance
of licensing in which the facility operations would be conducted. Given the
expense of construction and the low radioactivity level of most of the isotopes
to be handled, ENTOMB does not appear to be a viable alternative.
14.3.2 Decommissioning Alternatives for Sealed Source and Radiochemical
Manufacturers

The same kinds of facilities are used in the manufacture of sealed sources and
radio-labeled chemicals. Since the methods for decommissioning these facilities
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are the same, they are combined in this discussion. The alternatives considered
for decommissioning these facilities are DECON and SAFSTOR. These are discussed
below.
14.3.2.1

DECON

DECON is a logical alternative for facilities such as those of New England
Nuclear Corp. which have been established for the manufacture of sealed sources
and radio-labeled chemicals. It is relatively uncomplicated, will eliminate a
need for continued monitoring, and will release the facility for other uses.
Decontamination activities will include the removal of hoods, glove boxes, hot
cells, laboratory benches, and ventilation systems. Room surfaces will be washed
and floor coverings removed as needed to eliminate hot spots that may have
resulted from spills.
In planning a decommissioning action, it is important to know the history of the
operation, how diligent the operators were in keeping the rules regarding con
tamination and releases, and how good a record of accidents and spills was kept.
Methods of disposal of equipment will depend on what isotopes are involved and
on future use of the equipment. Hoods that have been used for strontium and
cesium may be so badly contaminated that they cannot be reasonably and econom
ically cleaned for further use. These will be shipped to low-level waste burial.
Other hoods may be decontaminated to a suitable radioactivity level for reuse
in a nuclear facility by removing the baffle and washing the hood surfaces, or,
if they are easily decontaminated or have been used with short-lived isotopes,
they may be cleaned and possibly made suitable for unrestricted use. It may be
economically attractive to decontaminate stainless steel equipment by
electropolishing.
Hoods that are to be discarded as low-level waste will be painted to seal in
the radioactivity, filled with other contaminated equipment, such as ductwork
and filter boxes, and packaged in plywood boxes for shipping to a burial ground.
Glove boxes will be filled with a quicksetting foam material, packaged and
shipped to a burial ground. Hot cells and manipulators will be disassembled,
and compressed into steel drums. The actual handling and disposal methods will
depend on the quantity of activity and the radiation characteristics. These
methods will also determine the number of barrels needed for packaging, which
in turn will greatly influence the disposal cost.
An estimate of costs and
manpower requirements for decommissioning (by DECON) various individual labora
tories described in Section 14.1.2.1 is shown in Table 14.3-1. Decisions on the
extent of dismantling and on discarding specific items will depend on the dollar
value of the item and the cost and degree of difficulty of decontaminating it.
These will be case-by-case decisions.
Actual packaging and shipping costs depend on the isotope involved.
Iodine
hoods, for example, may be decontaminated by wiping, but all the wastes have to
be placed in packages that are surrounded by activated charcoal in a steel drum.
Decommissioning costs for manufacturing licensees with a large complex of faci
lities could be in excess of one million dollars.
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Table 14.3-1 Summary of estimated requirements and costs for DECON of six reference laboratories
that process or use radioisotopes

Parameter
Time (days)
Manpower (man-days)

..i:::,
I

241Am
Laboratory

Institutional
Laboratory

71

62

61

60

81

70

279

235

230

226

336

270

0.1

0.001

0.1

6

40

0.1

Staff Labor

65.4

55.3

53.6

53.3

78.6

63.3

Equipment

4.4

3.9

3.3

6.9

4.0

4.4

Supplies

8.1

10.0

9.2

9.1

11. 2

8.9

Waste Management

66.4

52.1

39.9

32.2

49.6

52.2

144

121

106

102

143

129

Occupational Dose (b)
(man-rem)
Cost($ thousands)(c)

.....
.....
.....

Requirement or Cost for Reference Laboratory (a)
12s1
131c 5
14C
3H
Laboratory
Laboratory
Laboratory
Laboratory

Totals

'[a}'The listed value represents the requirement of cost for both planning and preparation and the
actual decommissioning of the laboratory.
(b)Estimated on the assumption that workers do not use protective respiratory equipment. Doses could
be reduced by 1 or 2 orders of magnitude through the use of this equipment. This is a likely
alternative for the 241Am laboratory.

(c)Costs are in 1986 dollars and include a 25% contingency.

Exposures to decommissioning workers will depend on the isotopes processed in a
particular laboratory and on whether respirators and protective clothing are
worn. At New England Nuclear, waste barrels are packed to measure no more than
250 mR/hr on the surface, or, if the waste has a very high radioactivity level,
the bar'rel is kept to no more than 5 R/hr and it is kept shielded during handl
ing and loading. Exposure of decommissioning workers is generally kept within
operational exposure levels, and in no case is a worker allowed to receive more
than 300 mrem/week4•
The critical exposure time in decommissioning a laboratory is during the removal
of the hoods, ventilation system, and hot cell. During this time, external
exposure can be as high as 100 mrem/week. The remainder of the decommissioning
time is spent in scrubbing hot spots. During this time, dose levels are at or
below those encountered in operation of the laboratory (about 3 mrem/day).
Occupational dose estimates for the reference individual facilities are also
given in Table 14.3-1.
Examples of contamination which might exist at manufacturing facility sites
were also considered. The manpower, cost, and dose estimates for decommissioning
the reference contaminated sites described in Section 14.1.2.3 are given in
Table 14.3-2.
Table 14.3-2 Summary of estimated manpower requirements, costs, and
radiation doses for decommissioning three reference sites
Requirement or Cost
Site

Underground Drain Line &
Hold-up Tank
Contaminated Ground
Surface

Time
(days)

Manpower
(man-days)

Cost(a)
($ thousands)
67

0.04

203

1889

0.14

174

251

0.08

17

72

42

32

Tailings Pile

Stabilization Option
Removal Option

139

Occupational
Radiation
Dose (man-rem)

1660

32,690

(a)Costs are in 1986 dollars and include a 25% contingency.
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1.0

14.3.2.2 SAFSTOR

SAFSTOR is a reasonable alternative for decommissioning if the isotopes involved
at a particular facility are short-lived and the facility has no other immediate
planned usage. Use of a safe storage period of a few days to a few months may
allow the radioactivity to decay to low enough levels that no further decon
tamination is required and that little action, perhaps only a radiation survey
and some administrative action is necessary for releasing the facility for
unrestricted use.
14.3.3 Decommissioning Alternatives for Broad Research and Development
Program Facilities

Decommissioning a large R&D facility is a piecemeal operation because of the
many separate working areas involved, although each area is relatively uncom
plicated. The major activity in preparation for decommissioning will be the
elimination of inventory. An accurate accountability system is difficult when
such a large variety of laboratories and uses may be involved. Some labora
tories may have small amounts of 14 C compounds, for example, left over from
experiments conducted several years previously. Preparation for decommissioning
must include an exhaustive inventory to discover these. The elimination of any
inventory is the next step of decommissioning, which is carried out before the
rest of the facility is decommissioned. The decommissioning alternatives
considered are: DECON and SAFSTOR. These are discussed below.
14.3.3.1 DECON

A viable alternative for decommissioning an R&D laboratory is DECON. For many
of the laboratories, this will not require discarding equipment. Most hoods,
glove boxes, and ventilation systems can be decontaminated by 'Washing. For
laboratories where long-lived isotopes ( 3 H and 14 C) have been used over a period
of several years, it may be sufficient to wash and paint the exposed surfaces
or it may be desirable to discard some of the equipment as low-level waste. If
they are to be discarded, the hoods and glove boxes will be painted to stabilize
the surface contamination before dismantling. Ducts and other ventilation
equipment parts will be placed inside the hoods and packaged for disposal at a
low-level burial site.
Manpower, cost, and exposure estimates for the reference laboratory are included
in Table 14.3-1.
A large university such as the University of Washington may have as many as
400 rooms where radioactive material is used. These include preparation rooms,
experimental rooms, counting rooms, teaching laboratories, offices and storage
rooms.
For ,many of these where only short-lived nuclides or sealed sources are used
the major decommissioning action is a certification survey which would involve
a couple man-days of effort.
Although it is unlikely that the entire complex would be decommissioned at one
time, the total impacts for such a decommissioning would be on the order of ten
times those of the reference facility with costs in the range of $250,000 $1,000,000, and occupational dose of only about 1 man-rem.
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14.3.3.2 SAFSTOR
For most of the laboratories at an R&D facility, this is the decommissioning
alternative most likely to be employed. Except for 3 H and 14 C, the isotopes
used at such a facility have short half-lives and a wait of a few days to a few
months will allow the radioactivity to decay so that no further cleaning or
dismantling is necessary. SAFSTOR assumes either that a laboratory can be left
unoccupied for a time or that a survey indicates that the kinds and/or levels
of radiation will permit people to work safely in the laboratory. The total
cost of decommissioning will be that for extensive surveys to monitor decay of
the radioactivity. This option will not apply to laboratories with long-lived
isotope contamination. For a laboratory that has handled only 3 H or 14 C, DECON
is probably the more viable alternative since these isotopes will not decay for
many years. If several isotopes have been used in this same facility, it may
be desirable to let the short-lived ones decay before decontaminating.
Personnel exposure under this option will be negligible.
14.3.4 Decommissioning Alternatives for Processors of Radioactive Ore
The milling of nonradioactive metals by Kawecki Berylco Industries from ores
containing uranium and thorium may contaminate the handling or milling equip
ment where the materials are retained by machinery. A simple cleanup and a
survey are the only decommissioning actions required. As the materials are
processed, most of the uranium and thorium remain with the sludge from the
initial extraction, and the following decommissioning alternatives are con
sidered for the sludges: removal (DECON), and neutralization and stabilization
for long-term care.
14.3.4.1 Removal (DECON)
A potential decommissioning alternative is removal of the sludge from the milling
site and disposal of it at a low-level waste burial ground. The effectiveness
of this action could be enhanced by mixing lime into the sludge to neutralize
any acid in it before depositing it where it might be contacted by water. Draw
backs to this option are the great amount of material that must be handled for
the sake of a relatively small amount of radioactivity and the long distances
that the material must be transported. Costs to transport and dispose of the
sludge at a low-level waste burial ground 500 miles away, assuming that there
are 90 million pounds of sludge, will be approximately 33 million in 1986
dollars (Table 14.3-2). The costs for transporting and burial are the major
costs of disposal.
Radiation exposure to workers handling this sludge will be very similar to that
of people working with uranium mill tailings piles. Radiation levels are 0.5
to 1.0 mrem per hour. Wearing respirators will reduce any problems from inhala
tion of particulates and leave only 222 Rn as a concern. Radon levels at the
sludge site are also similar to levels at a tailings pile. Exposures and dose
estimates to the workers and public are shown in Table 14.3-2.
This sludge could be disposed of in a local landfill if it did not exceed an
acceptable residual radioactivity dose limit, which has yet to be determined.
Decontamination of the sludge by chemical removal of the uranium and thorium
seems an attractive alternative, especially if the extraction costs are low
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enough that sale of the recovered uranium would return a profit or at least
reduce the net cost of disposal. Previous milling practices may have affected
the chemical nature of the uranium and thorium so that conventional milling
methods will be ineffective. Any extraction process would have to remove
thorium as well as uranium to make the sludge acceptable at a landfill.
14.3.4.2 Neutralization and Stabilization
This alternative is similar to preparation for safe storage and is followed by
long-term care. The steps to accomplish this are to remove the roof, cover the
pile with lime to neutralize residual acid, cover the entire structure with
backfill, add a clay cap, cover with topsoil, and plant vegetation. The
requirements for the kind and depth of cover will be similar to that for uranium
tailings piles. However, while uranium mills and their tailings piles are
generally located in the semi-arid western part of the U.S., the ore processing
plants are likely to be found in areas where humidity and rainfall are much
higher and the water table shallower. This will likely increase the need for
protection against erosion, but vegetation to stabilize the surface will also
grow better in this moister climate. This alternative may not be viable over a
long term and would have to be considered on a case-by-case basis. Cost and
radiation dose estimates for this alternative are shown in Table 14.3-2.
14.4 Environmental Consequences
There are other possible environmental consequences from decommissioning these
kinds of facilities that cannot be reasonably discussed on a generic basis but
have to be assessed for individual facilities. These include the effects on a
local work force and on a local economy. The greatest impacts of this type
will have occurred when the operations ceased and the effects of decommissioning
will be minor by comparison.
The greatest terrestrial disturbance will come from decommissioning an ore
processing facility, because of the large quantity of material involved. The
alternative of stabilizing the tailings will require a large amount of earthen
fill, the obtaining of which will necessitate digging up another area. Both
the stabilized site and the borrow area will likely require reclamation and
monitoring to prevent problems with erosion and surface water sedimentation.
Of great concern with these facilities will be potential chemical toxicity from
the processing chemicals and mobilized heavy metals in the tailings.
Both occupational and public exposure to radioactivity will be small for decom
missioning a single facility. Although there are a large number of facilities,
the potential dose from decommissioning all of the facilities is still expected
to be relatively small.
14.5 Comparison of Decommissioning Alternatives
A comparison of decommissioning alternatives is highly specific for each kind
of non-fuel-cycle facility. For most of the facilities that come under this
designation, a removal of inventory will eliminate nearly all of the possibility
of radiation exposure. The facilities discussed here are those that are
perceived to have the greatest need for decommissioning action.
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The most likely alternat;ve for decommission;ng most non-fuel-cycle facilities
is DECON. In these facil;ties, radioact;ve contamination ;s low. Therefore,
cleanup is not difficult. In some facilities, or parts of facilities where
only short-lived ;sotopes have been used, delaying decontamination for a few
weeks or months (SAFSTOR) may. allow all the radioactivity to decay and eliminate
the need for actual decontamination operations leaving only a final survey to
be done. Facilities where chemicals and pharmaceuticals have been formulated
will require extensive cleaning of the inside building surfaces after the equip
ment has been removed. ENTOMB is not a practical decommissioning alternative
for any of the kinds of facilities discussed here.
Stabilization with long-term care may be a viable alternative for disposal of
radioactive tailings from an ore processing facility. These tailings are similar
to uranium mill tailings and should be subject to the same requirements for
stabilizing in place in comparable settings. The disposition of radioactive
ore tailings (other than stabilization) has limited possibilities. Removal of
the tailings to a low-level waste burial ground wil.l be expensive but is feasible.
Reprocessing to remove the radioactive elements from the sludge lacks
practicality, mainly because the volumes and rates of production are not
attractive to commercial processors.
Although there are thousands of non-fuel-cycle nuclear facilities and the ref
erence facilities discussed here have significant costs and impacts, the overall
impact of decommissioning non-fuel-cycle facilities is small. The reference
facilities represent only the very few existing facilities which have significant
impact while the large majority of the remaining facilities have impacts which
are small or nonexistent. For example, approximately half of all the licensees
are users of sealed sources and the environmental impacts of decommissioning
these facilities are negligible. Also, most medical licensees (about 35% of
all licensees) are for use of short-lived isotopes (and sealed sources), and
the environmental impacts of these decommissionings would in most cases be very
small. Hence, because most facilities have small environmental impacts due to
decommissioning, the cumulative impact of decommissioning all of them is not
significant.
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15 NRC POLICY CONSIDERATIONS
At the end of the useful life of a licensed nuclear facility, the facility must
be decommissioned. For such a facility, removal of the radioactivity to levels
which permit unrestricted use of the facility (including the site) through
decommissioning is necessary for full license termination. Present policy and
regulatory guidance which addresses nuclear facility decommissioning is not
specific enough to adequately assure that this desired objective is accomplished
in a manner consistent with protection of the public health and safety. The
NRC has been reevaluating its decommissioning policy 1 and considering amending
its regulations to provide more specific requirements relating to the decommis
sioning of nuclear facilities. On February 11, 1985, the Commission published
a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking on Decommissioning Criteria for Nuclear
Facilities. 2 Addressed in this notice and the proposed rulemaking are reactors
and associated fuel cycle facilities, and non-fuel-cycle facilities. Excluded
from specific consideration in this plan and rulemaking are: (1) low-level
waster burial facilities, which are separately addressed in regulations in
10 CFR Part 61; (2) Uranium mill and mill tailings, for which a Final EIS 3 is
currently available and amended regulations have been promulgated; (3) High
level waste repositories, which will be covered in separate rulemaking;
(4) Uranium mines and currently existing government owned enrichment plants,
which are not under NRC jurisdiction.
As part of the decommissioning policy reevaluation and development of a series
of NUREG reports (4-26), reports by Battelle Northwest Laboratory, Oak Ridge
National Laboratory, other contractors, and by NRC staff have been developed.
These reports are intended to serve as an information base for the development
of decommissioning regulatory activities and contain information on technology,
safety, and costs of decommissioning, on radiation termination surveys, and on
financial assurance for decommissioning. In relation to such regulatory activ
ities, an attempt has been made to maintain a dialogue with the public during
development of rulemaking. This included public meetings, issuance of a draft
environmental impact statement for public comment, and issuance of proposed rules
for public comment. Based on the above information base and on consideration
of the regulatory role NRC must provide in protecting public health and safety,
the following conclusions appear evident:
(1) The technology for decommissioning nuclear facilities is well in hand and,
while technical improvements in decommissioning techniques are to be ex
pected, decommissioning at the present time can be performed safely and at
reasonable cost. Radiation dose to the public due to decommissioning
activities should be very small and be primarily due to transportation of
decommissioning waste to waste burial facilities. Radiation dose to decom
missioning workers should be a small fraction of their exposure experienced
over the operating lifetime of the facility and usually be well within the
occupational exposure limits imposed by regulatory requirements. Decommis
sioning costs are reasonable and are, at least for the larger facilities
such as reactors, a small fraction of the present worth commissioning costs
(i.e., less than 10%).
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(2) Decommissioning of nuclear facilities is not an imminent health and safety
problem. However, planning for decommissioning as an integral activity
prior to commissioning as well as during facility life, is a critical item
that can have an impact on health and safety as well as cost. Essential
to such planning activity is reasonable assurance that funds will be
available for performing required decommissioning activities at cessation
of facility operation and of the facilitation of decommissioning, the
decommissioning alternative to be used, as well as consideration of accept
able residual radioactivity levels for unrestricted use of the facility.
(3) Decommissioning of a nuclear facility generally has a positive environ
mental impact. At the end of facility life, termination of a nuclear
license is a required objective. Such termination requires decontamina
tion of the facility such that the level of residual radioactivity
remaining in the facility or on the site is low enough to allow
unrestricted use of the facility and site. Commitment of resources,
compared to operational aspects, is generally small.

The major environmental impact of decommissioning is the commitment of small
amounts of land for waste burial in exchange for reuse of the facility and site
for other nuclear or nonnuclear purposes. Since in many instances, such as at
a reactor facility, the land has valuable resource capability, return of this
land to the commercial or public sector is highly desirable. In decommission
ing of nuclear facilities, the objective of NRC regulatory policy is to ensure
that for the commercial sector, proper and explicit procedures are followed in
major key areas to mitigate any potential for adverse impact on public health
and safety or on the environment.
In the following sections, major recommended regulatory positions are described
with respect to decommissioning alternatives, planning, financial assurance,
and residual radioactivity. In the final section, the manner in which such
recommendations are to be explicitly incorporated into the regulatory process
is discussed. A summary of the estimated radiation doses from decommissioning
and costs of decommissioning for the facilities covered in this EIS is found in
Tables 15.0-1 and 15.0-2.
15.1 Major Regulatory Particulars

15.1.1 Decommissioning Alternatives

Decommissioning means to remove a facility safely from service and to reduce
residual radioactivity to a level that permits release of the property for
unrestricted use and termination of the license. This can be accomplished by
decontamination and dismantling the facility for unrestricted use soon after
cessation of operations. Alternatively, in certain situations for certain
facilities, where the potential exists for occupational exposure and waste
volume reduction (resulting from radioactive decay), or where there is an
inability to dispose of waste because of lack of capacity, or for other site
specific factors which may affect health and safety, safe storage or entombment
may be feasible.
Categorization of decommissioning alternatives is broken into three major clas
sifications which are referred to in this EIS by the pseudoacronyms DECON, SAFSTOR,
and ENTOMB. These terms have been used to discuss potential decommissioning
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Table 15.0.1 Summary of Estimated Radiation Doses from Decommissioning
Nuclear Fuel Cycle Facilities ( in man-rem )

Occueational Exeosure/Facilit� ( a)

Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR )
Boiling Water Reactor
Fuel Reprocessing Plant
Small Mixed Oxide Plant
UF 6 Conversion Plant
Uranium Fuel Fabrication Plant
Non-Fuel-Cycle Facility
Independent Spent Fuel Storage
Installation ( ISFSI)
Multiple Reactor
Public Exeosure/Facilit� (a)

Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR)
Boiling Water Reactor

Fuel Reprocessing Plant
Small Mixed Oxide Plant
UF Conversion Plant
UrSnium Fuel Fabrication Plant
Non-Fuel-Cycle Facility
Independent Spent Fuel Storage

Installation ( ISFSI )

Multiple Reactor

SAFSTOR

DECOM

10 Years 30 Years 100 Years ENTOMB

)
1183(b
•

1,955

532

76

1

18.6
72
1,091

77

621

77

)

4cn
0

1
0
0

0

5
15
4
0

1
0
0
0

329
442
333
307
1

304
320
179
(e)
1

87

122

7

2
10
4

0
1
0
0
0

t

c
d
920C )( 025C3C) d )
l,624 t :1,15
175
10
(e )
(e )
( 15
900 c),l,OOO(d)

(e)
122
295

62
87
318

30

72

21Cb
10
19

652
931
453
165
1

3

2

4
4

0

( e)

0

0
0

15

2

d)
tcc) ),'1 {d)
5
3

1
( e)
e
0 (c)(, 0) ( d)
0
0

(a)Data in this table calculated for the reference facilities as defined in the specific

b EIS section for that facility.
�c�Includes does due to transportation of wastes.
(d ) With reactor internals included.
(e ) With reactor internals removed.
Not calculated.
(f)Means neligible dose.
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Table 15.0.2 Summary of Estimated Costs for Decomissioning Nuclear Fuel
Cycle Facilities (in Millions - based on 198 6 Dollars) (a)

Facilit/b)

Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR)
Boiling Water Reactor (BWR)
Fuel Processing Plant
Small Mixed Oxide Plant
UF 6 Conversion Plant
Uranium Fuel Fabrication Plant

SAFSTOR

DECON

10 Years

30 Years

10 0 Years

103.5
131.8
1 6 9.0
13. 9
12.1
8.8

97.7
128.3
181.0
27.6
15.1
15.3

100.5
131.4
187.0
47.3
17. 6
24.7

80.3
106.1
2 0 5.0
(e)
26.4
(e)

ENTOMB

( c)
70. \(ctct )), 60 .2(c
97.0 ,84.7 )
(e)
(e )
4.9
( e)
( c)

(a)Costs for specific facilities are based on References 1 through 8. Table includes
costs for equipment, supplies, power, materials, waste, labor and services plus a
25% contingency factor. Costs do not include cost for demolition of nonradioactive
(b ) structures.
Data in this table calculated for the reference facilities as defined in the
specific
EIS section for that facility.
(�)With reactor
included.
( )With reactor internals
internals
removed.
(e ) Not calculated.
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alternatives in the nuclear facility studies presented in this report.
they have the following meanings:

Briefly,

DECON is the alternative in which the equipment, structures and portions of a
facility and site containing radioactive contaminants are removed or decontamin
ated to a level that permits the property to be released for unrestricted use
shortly after cessation of facility operations.

SAFSTOR is the alternative in which the nuclear facility is placed (preparation
for safe storage) and maintained (safe storage) in such condition that the
nuclear facility can be safely stored and subsequently decontaminated to levels
which permit release of the facility for unrestricted use (deferred decontamina
tion). Depending on the radioactivity level at the end of the safe storage
period, decontamination at the final stage may consist of only a radiation
survey to verify that the radioactive constituents have decayed to an appropriate
unrestricted access level.
ENTOMB is the alternative where at the end of facility life the equipment con
taining radioactive contaminants is encased in a structurally long-lived mate
rial, such as concrete; the entombed structure is appropriately maintained and
continued surveillance is carried out until the entombed radioactive contamina
tion decays to a level permitting release of the facility for unrestricted use.
Based on an analysis of the technical data base, (4-26) decommissioning can
be accomplished safely and at reasonable cost shortly after cessation of facil
ity operation. DECON has certain benefits in that it would prepare the property
for unrestricted use in a much shorter time period than SAFSTOR or ENTOMB with
acceptable effects on occupational and public health and safety. Completing
decommissioning and releasing the property for unrestricted use eliminated the
potential problems that may result from an increasing number of sites con
taminates with radioactive material, as well as eliminating potential health,
safety, regulatory, and economic problems associated with maintaining the
nuclear facility. The use of DECON assumes the availability of capacity to
handle waste requiring disposal. The Federal and State governments have activ
ities underway to assure that there will be this capacity.

Delay in the completion of decommissioning, as in the case of SAFSTOR or ENTOMB,
would be acceptable primarily for reasons for occupational health and safety,
since it is recognized that with delay there will be reduction in occupational
dose and radioactive waste volume for some nuclear facilities due to radioactive
decay. In addition, SAFSTOR may have some advantage where there are other
operational nuclear facilities at the same site, and may also become necessary
in other cases if there is a shortage of radioactive waste disposal space off
site. The appropriate delay will depend on the type of facility and the con
taminant isotopes involved. One of the difficulties with ENTOMB for any complex
structure such as a reactor is that the radioactive materials remaining in the
entombed structure would need to be characterized well enough to be sure that
they will have decayed to acceptable levels at the end of the surveillance
period. If this cannot be done adequately, deferred decontamination would
become necessary, which could make ENTOMB more difficult and costly than OECON
and SAFSTOR.
The issue of timing concerns what amount of time would be appropriate to allow
for completion of decommissioning including the entire period between final
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shutdown and license termination. The primary consideration is the decay of
radioactivity which may result in reductions in occupational exposure and waste
needing disposal. Facilities differ regarding the particular radionuclides
most critical to decommissioning. For light water power reactors Co-60, with a
half-life of 5.3 years, is the nuclide that has the most effect on decontamina
tion efforts and is referred to as the critical/abundant nuclide. Other
isotopes that can affect decommissioning efforts are Cs-137 (30-year half-life)
and the long-lived isotopes Nb-94 and Ni-59.

As discussed above, a review of the technical data shows that, for DECON, occu
pational exposure can be kept reasonable. For example, studies indicate that
occupational doses from decommissioning light water power reactors would be
about 300 man-rem per year (1200-1900 man-rem over 6 years for large reactors).
This is generally less than current annual doses at operating reactors. SAFSTOR
will result in reduced occupational dose and amount of radioactively contamin
ated waste. Based on the half-life of the critical/abundant nuclide, the
reduction of occupational doses beyond about 30 years would be marginally signif
icant although a significant volume reduction in contaminated waste would result
from 60 years in safe storage. It appears that DECON or SAFSTOR up to 60 years
are reasonable options for decommissioning light water power reactors. Generally
for reactors, the overall impact of either of these alternatives is similar,
with the lower occupational dose and wastes with SAFSTOR compensating for the
costs and uncertainties of controlling the site for a long period. The choice
of alternative in individual cases will depend on a number of factors specific
to the particular reactor, site, and time of decommissioning, for example, a
longer SAFSTOR period may be acceptable if the safety of an adjacent reactor
might be affected by dismantlement procedures or if there is an inability to
dispose of waste due to lack of disposal capacity.
With regard to the EN10MB alternative, long-lived activation products contained
in reactor internals, such as Nb-94 (20,000 years half-life) and Ni-59
(80,000 years half-life), would probably preclude the use of ENTOMB for power
reactors unless reactor internals were removed. If reactor internals are
removed, some method would have to be provided to demonstrate that the entombed
radioactivity will decay to levels permitting release of the property for
unrestricted use within about 100 years, which, as noted above, would be
difficult.

For research and test reactors and ISFSis, occupational doses would be much
less significant and much easier to manage than for power reactors. Thus,
DECON is considered the most reasonable option. SAFSTOR could be justified in
some cases. ENTOMB is not expected to be viable for ISFSis and is also
unlikely to be a reasonable option for non-power reactors as the cost would not
be justified.
For materials facilities associated with licenses under Parts 30, 40, and 70,
occupational doses are also quite low in most cases, and DECON the most likely
option. SAFSTOR is possible for short-lived materials, but any extended delay
would rarely be justifiable. For these reasons the amendments to Parts 30, 40,
and 70 do not mention alternatives or have special requirements for extended
delays. If after disposing of inventory and some preliminary decontamination,
contamination from relatively short-lived materials is reported, the Commission
will determine whether allowing a period for decay is an appropriate means of
completing decommissioning. It is expected however, that for most licenses
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under these parts it will be practical to complete decontamination to levels
suitable for unrestricted release prior to reporting levels of residual radio
activity to the Commission. A survey must be carried out and reported on
promptly after the end of operations and prior to the expiration of the license.
15.1.2 Planning
15.1.2.1. Preliminary Planning
Planning for decommissioning is a critical item for ensuring that the decommis
sioning activities can be accomplished in a safe and timely manner. Develop
ment of detailed plans at the application stage is not possible because many
factors (e.g., technology, regulatory requirements, economics) will change
before the license period ends. Thus, most of the planning for the actual
decommissioning will occur near final shutdown. However, a certain amount of
preliminary planning should be done at the application stage.
The availability of adequate funds is important in assuring that decommissioning
will be carried out in a safe and timely manner. There are also aspects of
design and operations that could affect decommissioning in terms of improved
health and safety and reduced radioactive waste such as ready access to major
contaminated equipment.
Information on decommissioning funding provisions, described in section 15.1.3
must be submitted with an application for an operating license for a productiun
or utilization facility. An application for an independent spent fuel storage
installation will also include funding provisions. In the case of existing
Part 50 licensees, information on funding provisions would need to be submitted
within a reasonable time period following the effective date of this rule.
This information should include the method of assuring funds for decommission
ing and an indication of the amount being set aside. Provision should be made
to adjust cost levels and associated funding levels over the life of the faci
lity. In particular, Part 50 licensees must submit 5 years prior to the pro
jected end of the operation an up-to-date cost estimate on which to base
financial assurance. In this manner, it is expected that the amounts being
assured by the funding method will reach a level at the end of life which is
approximately equal to the actual costs of decommissioning. In particular, the
cost estimate submitted at 5 years prior to end of operation would be based on
a current assessment of major factors that could affect decommissioning costs.
The requirement is intended to assure that Part 50 licensees shall consider
relevant, up-to-date information which could be important to adequate planning
and funding for decommissioning well before decommissioning actually begins.
For most facilities associated with licenses under Parts 30, 40, and 70,
decommissioning is much less involved, and has much less impact than the
decommissioning of a reactor, for example. However, for larger facilities,
decommissioning funding provisions similar to those for reactors are necessary,
although for most materials facilities with small decommissioning costs 2,
submittal of information is not necessary.
The studies performed as part of the policy reevaluation have shown that faci
litation of decommissioning in the design of a facility or durin9.-- its operation
can be beneficial in reducing operational exposures and waste volumes requiring
disposal at the time of decommissioning. In addition, facilitation can improve
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financial assurance by keeping actual costs of decommissioning in line with the
estimated costs on which the levels of financial assurance are based. The
effects of operational procedures on decommissioning should be considered by
licensees as part of their program to maintain radiation exposures and effluents
11
11 as low as is reasonably achievable
in existing 10 CFR Part 20. The facilita
tion of decommissioning in the design of facilities can be considered under the
general standard for issuance of license that equipment and facilities be ade
quate to protect the health and safety of the public contained in§§ 30.33(a)(2),
40.32(c), 50.40(a), 70.23(a)(3), and 72.76. Suggestions for facilitation are
presented in the PNL studies and in a preliminary study on facilitation of
reactor decommissioning.
In particular, experience has shown that an important aspect of operation is
the maintenance of adequate information on the design and current condition of
the facility and site, so that decommissioning can be carefully planned and
carried out. Records of relevant operational information helpful in facili
tating decommissioning must be kept by all reactor and materials licensees.
Plans should be developed to collect, maintain, and recall records and archive
files which include as-built and as-revised drawings and specifications and
operational occurrences which could significantly affect decommissioning so
that important information is kept until termination of license and that it be
readily accessible when needed.
15.1.2.2 Final Planning
Final decommissioning planning will involve greater technical detail than pre
liminary planning. Decommissioning plans should be submitted in a timely way
for review and approval prior to the initiation of any major decommissioning
activity to avoid delay of decommissioning after facility shutdown. For a power
reactor, review and approval could take up to a year. Decommissioning plans
must address the following:
(1)

Decommissioning alternative - A description of the alternative to be used
for decommissioning must be presented. Plans for processing and disposing
of radioactive waste must also be described. Plans must assess the avail
ability of waste disposal facilities. If waste disposal space is unavail
able, then plans must address use of available temporary above-ground waste
storage or other method. Depending on a variety of circumstances, tempor
ary above-ground waste storage may be accomplished offsite or onsite and
may require NRC review and approval.

(2) Technical and environmental plans - Controls and limits on procedures and
equipment to ensure occupational and public safety and to protect the
environment during decommissioning must be proposed by the licensee.
(3)

A plan for a final radiation survey must also be presented to ensure that
remaining residual radioactivity is within levels permitted for releasing
the property for unrestricted use. Although the SAFSTOR or ENTOMB alter
natives may have been selected, which would require a complete termination
survey at some future time, unrestricted access to portions of the property
may be desirable prior to full decommissioning. A separate termination
survey would be necessary for these areas.
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(4) An updated cost estimate must be included along with a plan to ensure that
adequate decommissioning funds are available to carry out decommissioning
operations.
(5) Quality assurance and safeguards - As appropriate for a particular facility,
quality assurance and safeguards provisions during decommissioning must be
addressed.
The NRC 1 s evaluation of the information submitted in the decommissioning plan
and the licensee's subsequent conduct of decommissioning activities can be based
on existing regulations applicable to reactors and other facilities undergoing
decommissioning. These regulations include 10 CFR Parts 20, 50, 61, 70, 71 and
73. For example, 10 CFR Part 20 contains standards for protection against
radiation and is applicable to all licensees during operation as well as
decommissioning.
15.1.3 Financial Assurance

The primary objective of the NRC with respect to decommissioning is to protect
the health and safety of the public. An important aspect of this objective is
that there is reasonable assurance that, at the time of termination of facility
operations, adequate funds are available to decommission the facility in a safe
and timely manner resulting in its release for unrestricted use and that lack
of funds does not result in delays in decommissioning that may cause potential
health and safety problems for the public. The need to provide this assurance
arises from the fact that there are uncertainties concerning the availability
of funds at the time of decommissioning. The nuclear facility licensee has the
responsibility for completing decommissioning in a manner which protects public
health and safety. Satisfaction of this objective requires that the licensee
provide reasonable assurance that adequate funds for performing decommissioning
will be available at cessation of facility operation.
In providing reasonable assurance that funds will be available for decommission
ing, there are several possible financing mechanisms which are available to
applicants and licensees. The wide diversity in different types of nuclear
facilities necessitates that the NRC allow latitude in the implementation of
these financing mechanisms. In analyzing funding methods, the NRC has developed
the following major classification of funding alternatives.
(1) Prepayment - The deposit prior to the start of operation into an account
segregated from licensee assets and outside the licensee 1 s administrative
control of cash and liquid assets such that the amount of funds would be
sufficient to pay decommissioning costs. Prepayment could be in the form
of a trust, escrow account, government fund, certificate of deposit, or
deposit of government securities.
(2) Surety bonds, letters of credit, lines of credit, insurance, or other
guarantee methods - These mechanisms guarantee that the decommissioning
costs will be paid should the licensee default. The licensee still must
provide funding for decommissioning through some other method. It appears
questionable that surety methods of the size necessary and for the time
involved with power reactors will be available. However, they appear to
be available for facilities that involve smaller costs and periods. The
contractual arrangement guaranteeing the surety methods, insurance, or
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guarantee must include provisions for insuring that these methods will in
fact result in funds being available for decommissioning. It should be
kept in mind that sureties would only be called if at the time of cessation
of facility operation or impending surety loss, licensee decommissioning
funds were inadequate or unavailable.
(3) External Sinking Funds - A fund established and maintained by setting funds
aside periodically in an account segregated from licensee assets and outside
the licensee 1 s administrative control in which the total amount of funds
would be sufficient to pay decommissioning costs at the time termination
of operation is expected. An external sinking fund could be in the form
of a trust, escrow account, government fund, certificate of deposit, or
deposit of government securities. The weakness of the sinking fund
approach is that in the event of premature closure of a facility the decom
missioning fund would be insufficient. Therefore, the sinking fund would
have to be supplemented by insurance or surety bonds, or letters or lines
of credit mechanisms of item (2).
(4) Internal Reserve or Unsegregated Sinking Fund - A fund established and
maintained by the periodic deposit or crediting of a prescribed amount
into an account or reserve which is not segregated from licensee assets
and is within the licensee 1 s administrative control in which the total
amount of the periodic deposits or funds reserved plus accumulated earn
ings would be sufficient to pay for decommissioning at the time termina
tion of operation is expected.
In this mechanism, the funds are not segregated from the utility's assets,
rather they may be invested in utility assets and at the end of the faci
lity life, internal funds are used to pay for decommissioning by, for
example, issuance of bonds against licensee assets and the funds raised
are used to pay for decommissioning. An internal reserve may also be in
the form of an internal sinking fund which is similar to an external sink
ing fund except that the fund is held and invested by the licensee. Such
a mechanism is generally considered to be less expensive in terms of net
present value than the options listed above, although, as discussed in
Section 2.6, whichever funding mechanism is used should not have a signi
ficant impact on the revenue requirements. The problem with the internal
or unsegregated funding method is the lesser level of assurance that funds
will be available to pay for decommissioning than the other mechanisms.
Because this method depends on financing internal to the licensee, and
therefore is vulnerable to events that undermine the financial solvency of
a utility.
The NRC has considered the use of all of these methods (16-18, 20), and in
particular internal reserve in several documents and has reviewed public
comments on the proposed rule2 and the draft GEIS. Based on these docu
ments and on the discussion presented in more detail in Section 2.6.2 of
this EIS, using a standard of providing reasonable assurance that suffi
ci-,ent funds are available for decomm.issioning, licensees may use the
methods listed as (1) to (3) above singly or in combination. For electric
utility licenses, because of their less vulnerable financial status as
discussed in Section 2.6.2, the external sinking fund method of financing
(3) would not require any additional assurance mechanism such as insurance
or security bonds.
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As discussed in 15.1.2.1, information on funding assurance provisions
must be submitted by an applicant prior to licensing the facility. This
information must include the method of assuring funds for decommissioning
and an indication of the amount being set aside. To minimize
administrative effort while still maintaining reasonable assurance of
funds for certain facilities, the financial provisions may be based on an
amount which is at least equal to amounts prescribed in the amended NRC
regulations. These amounts vary for the different facilities covered by
the regulations. Provisions should also include means for adjusting cost
levels and associated funding levels over the life of the facility.
15.1.4 Residual Radioactivity Levels for Unrestricted Use of a Facility
Decommissioning .requires reduction of the radioactivity remaining in the facility
to residual levels that permit release of the facility for unrestricted use and
NRC license termination.
The Commission is participating in an EPA organized interagency working group
which is developing Federal guidance on acceptable residual radioactivity for
unrestricted use. Proposed Federal guidance is anticipated to be published by
EPA. NRC is planning to implement this guidance through rulemaking as soon as
possible. The selection of an acceptable level is outside the scope of rule
making supported by this EIS. Currently, criteria for residual contamination
levels do exist and research and test reactors are being decommissioned using
present guidance contained in Regulatory Guide 1.86 for surface contamination
plus case-by-case considerations for direct radiation. As an example, NRC pro
vided such criteria in letters to Stanford University, dated 3/17/81 and 4/21/82
providing "Radiation criteria for release of the dismantled Stanford Research
Reactor to unrestricted access. 11 The cost estimate for decommissioning can be
based on current criteria and guidance regarding residual radioactivity levels
for unrestricted use. As discussed in Section 2.5 of this EIS, the information
in the studies by Battelle Northwest Laboratory and Oak Ridge National
Laboratory on decommissioning have indicated that in any reasonable range of
residual radioactivity limits, the cost of decommissioning is relatively insen
sitive to the radioactivity level and use of cost data based on current criteria
should provide a reasonable estimate.
Even in situations where the residual radioactivity level might have an effect
on decommissioning cost by use of update provision in the rulemaking, it is
expected that the decommissioning fund available at the end of facility life
will approximate closely the actual cost of decommissioning.
15.1.5 Environmental Impact Statement
Generally, the major environmental impact from decommissioning, especially for
power reactors, occurs at commissioning, where the decision to operate the
reactor is made. Provided the provisions of this rule are in place and based
on the conclusion of Chapters 4 and 5 regarding impacts from reactor decommis
sioning alternatives, it is not expected that any significant environmental
impacts will result from the choice of alternatives. Therefore current 10 CFR
Part 51 needs to be amended to delete the mandatory EIS requirement for decom
missioning of power reactors. An EIS may still be required but this should be
based on site specific factors. Therefore a licensee should submit a supple
mental environmental report and safety analysis and based on these submittals,
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the NRC should consider issuance of a negative declaration of impact, which is
expected to be reasonable for most situations.
It is imperative that these decommissioning rule amendments in 10 CFR Parts 30,
40, 50, 51, 70 and 72 be issued at this time because it is important to establish
financial assurance provisions, as well as other decommissioning planning pro
vision, as soon as possible so that funds will be available to carry out decom
missioning in a manner which protects public health and safety. Based on this
need for the decommissioning rule and provisions currently existing and those
contained in the rule amendments, the Commission believes that the rule can and
should be issued now.
15.2 Regulations
As discussed in Section 15.1, consideration must be given to decommissioning of
a facility during the design, construction and operating stages of a nuclear
facility lifetime. Regulations which have relevance for decommissioning
planning and accomplishment are contained in Title 10 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (10 CFR), Parts:
Part No.

Title

30

Rules of General Applicability to Domestic Licensing of
Byproduct Material

40

Domestic Licensing of Source Material

50

Domestic Licensing of Production and Utilization Facilities

51

Environmental Protection Regulations for Domestic Licensing
and Related Regulatory Functions

70

Domestic Licensing of Special Nuclear Material

72

Licensing Requirements for the Storage of Spent Fuel in
an Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI)

Many of the regulatory requirements contained in the aforementioned regulations
do not contain the explicit consideration of necessary decommissioning require
ments discussed in this section (although many of the explicit decommissioning
requirements have been required as a condition of NRC licensing in case-by-case
instances). Development of a separate regulation which specifically addresses
decommissioning was considered. However, such a separate regulation would be
cumbersome because it would need to contain many of the requirements already
presented in 10 CFR Parts 30, 40, 50, 51, 70, and 72. Since decommissioning
requirements are an integral consideration in nuclear facility licensing and
operation, it is appropriate in terms of simplicity, efficiency and reduction
of regulatory burden, to amend the pertinent parts of the existing regulations
to explicitly include appropriate decommissioning requirements.
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GLOSSARY

Abbreviations, acronyms, terms, and definitions used in this study and
directly related to decommissioning work and related technology are defined
and explained in this section. The section is divided into two parts, with
the first part containing abbreviations and acronyms, and the second part
containing terms and definitions (including those used in a special sense for
this study) . Common terms covered adequately in standard dictionaries are
not included.
ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS
AEC

Atomic Energy Commission

ALAP

As Low As Practicable

ALARA

As Low As is Reasonably Achievable(a)

BEIR

Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation

CFR

Code of Federal Regulations(a)

Ci

Curie(a)

DOE

Department of Energy

OF

Decontamination Factor( a)

DOT

Department of Transportation

HEPA

High Efficiency Particul ate Air ( Filters )(a )

HVAC

Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning

ICRP

International Commission on Radiological Protection

DPM
EPA
HLW

LLW

m3

mR

Disintegrations per Minute (a)
Environmental Protection Agency
High Level Waste(a)

Low Level Waste(a)
Cubic Meters

Milliroentgen (a)

a

See the following section Glossary Definitions, for additional information or
explanation.
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mrad Millirad (a)
mrem Millirem, also see rem
MT

Metric Ton (a)

MTHM Metric Ton of Heavy Metal

MWd/MTU

Thermal Megawatt-day per Metric Ton of Uranium, the Burnup (a)

MWe Megawatts electric
MWt Megawatts thermal

NEPA National Environmental Policy Act
NRC Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ORNL Oak Ridge National Laboratory
OSF Overall Scaling Factor

PNL Pacific Northwest Laboratory
Roentgen (a)

R

rad Radiation Absorbed Oose (a)

rem Roentgen Equivalent Man (a)
SNM Special Nuclear Material (a )
T112 Half Life, Radiological ( a )
TRU Transuranic

UF6 Uranium hexafluoride

uo 2

a

Uranium dioxide

See the following section Glossary Definitions, for additional information or
explanation.
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GLOSSARY DEFINITIONS
Actinides--A series of heavy radioactive metallic elements of increasing atomic
number (Z) beginning with antinium (89) or thorium (90) through element
hahnium of atomic number 105.

Activation--The process by which a material is made radioactive by its exposure
to neutrons or protons. Material in the primary coolant of a reactor may
become activated in its passage through the reactor core. Also, the
internals of a reactor may become radioactive due to their exposure to
neutrons.
Activity--See Radioactivity.

Agreement State--A state with which the NRC has entered into an agreement, under
provisions of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 and its amendments, in which
States assume regulatory responsibility over byproduct, source material,
and small quantities of special nuclear material.

Airborne Radioactive Material--Radioactive particulates, mists, fumes, and/or
gases 1n air.

ALARA--A regulatory design philosophy to maintain radiation exposure -As -Low -As
is geasonably �chievable.

Atomic Number (Z)--The number of protons in the nucleus of an atom; also its
pos1t1ve charge. Each chemical element has its characteristic atomic num
ber, and the atomic numbers of the known elements form a complete series
from 1 (hydrogen) through 105 (hahnium).

Background--The level of radioactivity from sources other than the one directly
under consideration, in this case those existing without the presence of
the nuclear facility.
Beta Decay--Radioactive decay in which a beta particle is emitted or in which
an orbital electron capture occurs.

Bio-availability--The degree to which radionuclides are available for transmittal
through the food chain to the exposed individual.
Burial Grounds--Areas designated for storage of packaged radioactive wastes in
soils below the surface.

Burnul, Specific--The total energy released per unit mass of a nuclear fuel.
tis commonly expressed in megawatt-days per metric ton of fuel material.
Byproduct Material--Any radioactive material (except special nuclear material)
yielded in or made radioactive by exposure to the radiation incident to
the process of producing or utilizing special nuclear material.
Cask--A heavily shielded shipping container for radioactive materials.
casks weigh as much as 100 metric tons.
Certification survey--See terminal radiation survey.
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Some

Chemical decontamination--Decontamination accomplished by the use of chemical
solutions to remove surface films containing radioactive materials.

Code of Federal Regulations (CFR)--The Code of Federal Regulations is a documen
tation of the general rules by the Executive departments and agencies of
the Federal Government. The Code is divided into 50 titles that represent
broad areas subject to Federal regulation. Each title is divided into
Chapters that usually bear the name of the issuing agency. Each Chapter
is further subdivided into Parts covering specific regulatory areas.
Commissioning--The licensing and startup of a nuclear facility.
Container--See cask.

Contamination--Undesired radioactive materials that have been deposited on the
surfaces, or are internally ingrained into structures or equipment, or
that have been mixed with other materials.

Continuing care--See safe storage.

Critical Facility--A non-reactor facility that handles, tests or processes
fissile material.
Curie--A special unit of radioactivity. One curie equals 3.7 x 10 10 nuclear
��transformations per second. (Abbreviated Ci.) Several fractions of the
curies are in common usage:
•
•
•

Millicurie. One-thousandth of a curie.
(3.7 X 10 7 d/s).
Microcurie:
104 d/s).
Nanocurie:

One-millionth of a curie.

One-billionth of a curie.

Abbreviated mCi
Abbreviated µCi (3.7 x
Abbreviated nCi (37 d/s).

Picocurie. One-millionth of a microcurie.
(0.037 d/s).

Abbreviated pCi

Custodial SAFSTOR--A minimum cleanup and decontamination followed by a period
of safe storage with active protection systems in service and completed by
deferred decontamination. The active protection systems (i.e., principally
ventilation) are kept in service, the site is secured against intrusion by
physical barriers and by guards, and use of the facility and site is limited
to nuclear activities.
Decay, Radioactive--A spontaneous nuclear transformation in which a particle,
gamma radiation, or x-ray radiation is emitted.
Oecommissioning--To remove a facility safely from service and reduce residual
radioactivity remaining to a level that permits release of the property
for unrestricted use and termination of license.
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Decommissioning insurance--A mechanism for assuring the funding of decommission
ing which could provide funds for all decommissioning expenses, including
those for premature closure of the facility, or alternatively, funds to
cover costs of premature decommissioning in the event that other mechanisms
provided by the insureds were insufficient.

DECON--The alternative in which the equipment, structures, and portions of a
---�facility and site containing radioactive contaminants are removed or de
contaminated to a level that permits the property to be released for
unrestricted use shortly after cessation of operations.

Decontamination--Those activities employed to reduce the levels of contamination
1n or on structures, equipment and materials.
Decontamination Factor (DF)--The ratio of the initial concentration of an
undesired material to the final concentration resulting from a treatment
process. The term may also be used as a ratio of quantities.

Deferred Decontamination--Those actions required after the safe storage period
of SAFSTOR to disassemble and remove sufficient radioactive or contaminated
materials from the facility and site to permit release of the property
for unrestricted use.
Design Basis Accident--A postulated accident believed to have the most severe
expected impacts on a facility. It is used as the basis for safety and
structural design.

Disintegration, Nuclear--The transformation of the nucleus of an atom from one
element to another, characterized by a definite half-life and the emission
of particles or electromagnetic radiation.
Disinteijration Rate--The rate at which disintegrations occur, characterized in
units of inverse time, i.e., disintegrations per minute (dpm), etc.

Dismantlement--Those actions required to disassemble and/or remove radioactive
or contaminated materials from the facility and site.

Dispersion--A process of mixing one material within a larger quantity of another.
For example, the mixing of material released to the atmosphere with air
causes a reduction in concentration with distance from the source.
Disposal--The disposition of materials with the intent that the materials will
not enter man's environment in sufficient amounts to cause a health hazard.
Dose, Absorbed--The mean energy imparted to matter by ionizing radiation per
unit mass of irradiated material at the place of interest. The unit of
absorbed dose is the rad. One rad equals 0.01 joules/kilogram in any
medium (100 ergs per gram).
Dose commmitment--The integrated dose that results unavoidably from an intake
of radioactive material starting at the time of intake and continuing to
a later time (usually specified to be 50 years from intake).
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Dose, Eguivalent--Expresses the amount of radiation that is effective in the
human body, expressed in rems. Modifying factors associated with human
tissue and body are considered. Equivalent dose is the product of absorbed
dose multiplied by a quality factor multiplied by a distribution factor.
Referred to as Dose in this report.
Dose, Occupational--The exposure of an individual to radiation as a result of
his employment, expressed in rems.

Dose Rate--The radiation dose delivered per unit time and measured, for instance,
1n rem per hour.
Enrichment--The ratio (usually expressed as a percentaoe) of fissile isotope to
the total amount of the element (e.g., the% of 2g5U in uranium).

ENTOMB--The alternative in which radioactive contaminants are encased in a struc
turally long-lived material, such as concrete; the entombed structure is
appropriately maintained and continued surveillance is carried out until
the radioactivity decays to a level permitting unrestricted release of the
property.

Exposure--The condition of being made subject to the action of radiation; also
frequently the quantity of radiation received. The special unit of exposure
is the roentgen (see Roentgen).
Exposure Pathway--The mechanisms by which radioactive material passes from the
source of the material through the environment to an exposed individual.

External exposure--As used in this EIS, an exposure pathway in which an individ
ual is externally exposed directly to radioactive materials dispersed in
the air (immersion) or is exposed directly to surfaces containing
radioactive materials.

Facilitation--As used in the context of decommissioning, consideration to be
given to facility design and normal operational procedures, as well as
decommissioning procedures, with the primary purpose of reducing occupa
tional and public radiation dose and waste volumes during the decommission
ing process.
Facility--The physical complex of buildings and equipment within a site.

Final Inventory Cleanout--An extensive inventory cleanout and special nuclear
material audit conducted upon termination of normal facility operations.
Since these cleanout operations are also conducted periodically during nor
mal operation for audit and contamination control purposes, this procedure
is not considered part of decommissioning and its cost is not included as
a decommissioning cost.
Fission--The splitting of a heavy atomic nucleus into two lighter parts (atomic
nuclides of lighter elements), accompanied by the release of a relatively
large amount of energy and generally one or more neutrons. Fission can
occur spontaneously but usually it is caused by nuclear absorption of
neutrons or other particles.
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Fissile Materials--Materials that are capable of fission.
Fission Products--The lighter atomic nuclides (fission fragments) formed by the
f1ss1on of heavy atoms. It also includes the nuclides formed by the fission
fragments• radioactive decay.
Food Chain--The pathways by which any material passes through man 1 s environment
through edible plants and/or animals to man.

Fuel Assembly--A grouping of fuel elements (hollow rods filled with nuclear fuel
for LWRs) that supply the nuclear heat in' a nuclear reactor. A fuel element
or rod is the smallest structurally discrete part of a reactor or fuel
assembly that has nuclear fuel as its principal constituent.
Fuel Cycle--The series of steps involved in supplying fuel for nuclear power
reactors and handling spent fuel and radioactive waste, including
transportation. These steps are usually divided up as the head end and
back end as follows:
Head end:

Mining, milling, conversion, enrichment, and fabrication of fuel.

Back end: Includes reactors, spent fuel storage, spent fuel reprocessing,
mixed-oxide fuel fabrication, and waste management.
Fuel Element--A rod, tube, or other form into which nuclear fuel is fabricated
to use in a reactor.
Gamma Rays--Short-wavelength electromagnetic radiation. Gamma radiation fre
quently accompanies alpha and beta emissions and always accompanies fission.
Gamma rays are best stopped or shielded against by dense materials such as
lead or uranium. These rays originate from within the nucleus of the atom.
Gaseous--Material in the vapor or gaseous state, but can include entrained
liquids and solids. A gas will completely fill its container regardless
of container shape or size.

Half-Life, Radioactive--The time in which half the atoms of a particular sub
stance d1s1ntegrates to another nuclear form. Each radionuclide has a
unique half-life. Measured half-lives vary from millionths of a second to
billions of years.

Heavy Metal--Terminology used in reference to metals with atomic numbers 90 and
greater. It usually refers to nuclear fissile or fertile fuels such as
thorium, uranium, and plutonium.
HEPA filter--A filter used in facility ventilation systems whose purpose is to
remove particulate material from the ventilation air stream.

High-Level Wastes--Intact fuel assemblies that are being discarded after having
completed their useful lives in a nuclear reactor (spent fuel) or the por
tion of the wastes generated in the reprocessing of spent fuel that contain
virtually all of the fission products and most of the actinides not
separated out during reprocessing.
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Hot Spots--Areas of radioactive contamination higher than average.

lngestion--As used in this EIS, an exposure pathway in which radioactive mate
rials reach the exposed individual through the ingestion of food and water.
Inhalation--As used in the EIS, an exposure pathway in which radioactive
materials reach the exposed individual through the breathing process.

Institutional Control Reliance--The degree to which reliance can be placed on
the ability of man-made institutions to both safely confine the radio
activity in and prevent the intrusion into a nuclear facility while it is
in safe storage or while it is entombed.
Insurance for decommissioning--See decommissioning insurance.

Internal reserve--A mechanism for the funding of decommissioning in which a fund
1s established and maintained by the periodic deposit or crediting of a
prescribed amount into an account or reserve which is not segregated from
licensee assets and is within the licensee's administrative control in which
the total amount of the periodic deposits or funds reserved plus accumulated
earnings would be sufficient to pay for decommissioning at the time
termination of operation is expected.

Ion Exchange--A chemical process involving the selective adsorption or desorption
of various chemical ions in a solution onto a solid material, usually a
purify chemicals,
plastic or resin. The process is used to separate and
such as fission products from plutonium or 11 hardness 11 from water (i.e.,
water softening).
Licensed Material--Nuclear source material, special nuclear material, or nuclear
by-product material received, possessed, used, or transferred under a
license issued by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

Long-Lived Nuclides--For this study, radioactive isotopes with long half-lives
typically taken to be greater than about ten years. Most nuclides of
interest to waste management have half-lives on the order of one year to
millions of years.

Low-Level Wastes-·Wastes contaminated with radioactive materials emitting pri
marily beta or gamma radiation, not high-level waste (see high-level wastes)
and which are not transuranic wastes, i.e., they contain less than 10 nano
curies per gram of transuranic elements (see transuranic waste).

Management (Waste)--The planning, execution, and surveillance of essential func
tions related to radioactive waste, including treatment, solidification,
packaging, interim or long-term storage, transportation, and disposal.
Man-rem--A measure of radiation dose distributed to a population. To calculate
radiation dose to the population, the dose equivalent in rem received by
each person in the population is summed.

Mass Number--The number of nucleons (protons and neutrons) in the nucleus of an
atom. (Symbol: A).
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Maximum Exposed Individual--The hypothetical member of the public who receives
the maximum radiation dose. For the common case where exposures from air
borne radionuclides result in the highest radiation exposure, this individ
ual resides at the location of the highest airborne radionuclide
concentration and eats food grown at that location.
Megawatt-day--A unit for expressing the energy generated in a reactor; specifi
cally, the number of millions of watt-days of heat output per metric ton
of fuel in the reactor. Also, the net electrical output in millions of
watts of electrical energy averaged over one day.

Megawatt Days per Metric Ton of Uranium--Amount of thermal megawatt-days produced
per metric ton of uranium; also called burnup. (See also specific power.)

Metric Ton--1000 kilograms.

Mixed Oxide--A mixture of uranium dioxide and plutonium dioxide.

Monitorin�--Taking measurements or observations for recognizing the status, or
significant changes in conditions or performance, of a facility or area.
Negative Net Salvage Value Depreciation--An accounting procedure which allows
depreciation to be collected in a manner that considers that the salvage
value of a nuclear facility is actually negative, i.e., the price of any
salvageable equipment is outweighed by the cost of decommissioning. Thus
the net depreciation value of a nuclear facility is its original capital
cost plus its decommissioning cost.

Net present worth--As used in this EIS, the cost of decommissioning in terms of
1986 dollars.

Normal Operating Conditions--Operation (including startup, shutdown, and main
tenance) of systems within the normal range of applicable parameters of an
operating facility.
Nuclear Reaction--A reaction involving a change in an atomic nucleus, such as
f1ss1on, fusion, particle capture, or radioactive decay.
Offsite--Beyond the boundary line marking the limits of plant property.
Onsite--Within the boundary line marking the limits of plant property.
Operable--Capable of performing the required function.
Package--The packaging plus the contents of radioactive materials.

Packaging--The assembly of radioactive material in one or more containers or
other components necessary to assure compliance with prescribed regulations.
Passive SAFSTOR--A partial cleanup and decontamination effort initially, followed
by a period of safe storage and completed by deferred decontamination.
During the period of safe storage, all systems are deactivated, the
structures are secured by strong physical barriers and continuous remote
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monitoring, and the plant is limited to nuclear use only, while the site
may have non-nuclear uses.
Physical decontamination--Decontamination accomplished by the use of mechanical
cleaning means or by the removal of the surface itself.
Plant--The physical complex of buildings and equipment, including the site.
Preparation for Safe Storage--Those cleanup and decontamination activities
required during the initial stages of SAFSTOR in order to prepare the
facility for the safe storage period.

Prepayment--A mechanism for the funding of decommissioning in which there is a
deposit prior to the start of operation into an account segregated from
licensee assets and outside the licensee 1 s administrative control of cash
or liquid assets such that the amount of funds would be sufficient to pay
decommissioning costs.

Protective Clothing--Special clothing worn by a person in a radioactively con
taminated area to minimize the potential for contamination of his body or
personal clothing and to control the spread of contamination.

Qualit� Assurance--The systematic actions necessary to provide adequate con
fidence that a material, component, system, process, or facility performs
satisfactorily, or as planned, in service.
Quality Control--The quality assurance actions that control the attributes of
the material, process, component, system or facility in accordance with
predetermined quality requirements.

Rad--A unit of absorbed dose. The energy imparted to matter by ionizing radia
---tion per unit mass of irradiated material at the place of interest. One
rad equals 0.01 joule/kilogram of absorbing material.

Radiation--(1) The emission and propagation of radiant energy through space or
through a material medium in the form of waves; for instance, that of
electromagnetic waves or of sound and elastic waves. (2) The energy of
such waves; and (3) corpuscular emissions, such as alpha and beta radiation,
or rays of mixed or unknown types.

Radiation Background--See Background.

Radioactive Material--Any material or combination of materials which spontane
ously emit 1on1zing radiation, generally alpha or beta particles, often
accompanied by gamma rays.

Radioactivity--The number of nuclear transformations occurring in a given quan
tity of material per unit of time with the emission of particles, gamma
radiation, or x-ray radiation. Often shortened to 11 activity. 11
Radioactivity, Natural--The property of radioactivity exhibited by more than
fifty naturally occurring radionuclides.
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Radiological Protection--Protection against the effects of internal and external
exposure to radiation and to radioactive materials.
Rate of return--As used in this EIS, the rate that investment by decommissioning
funding mechanisms will increase in value.
Regulatory Guides--Regulatory Guides are issued by the NRC, to describe and make
available to the public, methods acceptable to the NRC staff, for implement
ing specific parts of the NRC's regulations, to delineate techniques used
by the staff in evaluating specific problems or postulated accidents, or
to provide other guidance to applicants for nuclear operations. Guides
are not substitutes for regulations and compliance with them is not explic
itly required. Methods and solutions different from those set out in the
guides may be acceptable if they provide a basis for the finding requisite
to the issuance or continuance of a permit or license by the NRC.
Rem--A unit of radiation dose equivalence. The radiation dose equivalence in
� rem is numerically equal to the absorbed dose in rads multiplied by the
quality factor, the distribution factor, and any other necessary modifying
factors.
Respository (Federal)--A site owned and operated by the Federal Government for
long-term storage or disposal of radioactive materials.
Residual Radioactivity Levels--As used in this EIS, the amount of radioactively
contaminated material remaining in a nuclear facility after decommissioning
has been completed and the facility license terminated. To be acceptable,
this level must be low enough to permit the facility to be released for
unrestricted use.
Restricted Area--Any area to which access is controlled for protection of
1nd1viduals from exposure to radiation and radioactive materials.
Risk--As used in this EIS, quantitative risk estimation of potential health
effects.
Roentgen--A unit of exposure to ionizing radiation. It is that amount of gamma
or x-rays required to produce ions carrying one electrostatic unit of elec
trical charge (either positive or negative) in one cubic centimeter of dry
air under standard conditions. One roentgen equals 2.58 x 10- 4 coulombs
per kilogram of air. (See also Exposure.)
SAFSTOR--The alternative in which the nuclear facility is placed (preparation
for safe storage) and maintained in a condition that allows the nuclear
facility to be safely stored (safe storage) and subsequently decontaminated
to levels that permit release for unrestricted use (deferred
decontamination).
Safe Storage--A period of time starting after the initial decommissioning activ
ities of preparation for safe storage cease and in which surveillance and
maintenance of the facility takes place. The duration of time can vary
from a few years to on the order of 100 years.
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Sealed source--Radioactive material that is encased in a capsule designed to
prevent leakage or escape of the radioactive material.
Segregated funding mechanism--As used in this EIS, a term to indicate that the
funding mechanism being employed deposits funds in accounts separate from
company assets and under control of a party other than the licensee.

Shield--A body of material used to reduce the passage of particles or electro
magnetic radiation. A shield may be designated according to what it is
intended to absorb (as a gamma ray shield or neutron shield), or according
to the kind of protection it is intended to give (as a background, or ther
mal shield). It may be required for the safety of personnel or to reduce
radiation enough to allow use of counting instruments for research or for
locating contamination or airborne radioactivity.

Short-Lived Radionuclides--For this study, those radioactive isotopes with
half-lives less than about 10 years.

Shutdown--The time during which a facility is not in productive operation.

Sinking Fund--A mechanism for the funding of decommissioning in which a pre
scribed amount of funds, subject to periodic revision, is set aside at
regular intervals such that the fund plus accumulated interest would be
sufficient to pay for decommissioning costs at the end of facility
operation.

Site--The geographic area upon which the facility is located that is subject to
�- controlled public access by the facility licensee (includes the restricted
area designated in the NRC license).
Solid Radioactive Waste--Material that is essentially solid and dry but may con
tain sorbed radioactive fluids in sufficiently small amounts as to be
immobile.
Solidification--Conversion of radioactive wastes (gases or liquids) to dry,
stable solids.

Special Nuclear Material--Plutonium, uranium enriched in the isotopes 233 or
235, and any other material as defined in 10 CFR 70 by the NRC.

Surety bond--A mechanism for the funding of decommissioning which guarantees
that decommissioning costs will be paid should the bond purchaser default.
Surface Contamination--Contamination that is the result of the deposition and
attachment of foreign materials to a surface.
Surveillance--Those activities necessary to assure that the
safe condition (including inspection and monitoring of
of barriers to access to radioactive materials left on
prevention of activities on the site that might impair

site remains in a
the site, maintenance
the site, and
these barriers).

Survey--An evaluation of the radiation hazards incident to the production, use,
release, disposal or presence of radioactive materials or other sources of
radiation under a specific set of conditions.
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Technical Specifications--Requirements and limits that encompass nuclear safety
but are simplified to facilitate use by plant operation and maintenance
personnel. They are prepared in accordance with the requirement of
10 CFR 50.36, and are incorporated by reference into the amended license
issued by the NRC.
Terminal Radiation Surve�--The radiation survey conducted near the end of the
decommissioning period the purpose of which is to certify that decommission
ing of the facility has resulted in residual radioactivity levels acceptable
for releasing the facility for unrestricted use.
Transuranic Elements--Elements with atomic number (Z number) greater than 92.

Transuranic Waste--Any waste material measured or assumed to contain more than
a spec1f1ed concentration (i.e., proposed as 10 nanocuries of alpha emitters
per gram of waste, or more presently proposed as 100 nanocuries/cm3 of waste
�39U) of transuranic elements.
Unfunded reserve--See internal reserve.

Unrestricted access--The condition of a nuclear facility after decommissioning
1s complete and the facility license is terminated. At this time the
general public would be allowed use of the facility without radiation
protection controls.
Unsegregated sinking funds--See internal reserve.

Volumetric contamination--Contamination that is contained within the volume of
the contaminated material, such as activation products.

Wastes, Radioactive--Equipment and materials (from nuclear operations) that are
radioactive and for which there is no further known use.

Whole Body Dose Equivalent--As used in this report for the discussion of residual
radioactivity levels, a single dose equivalent number that is a summation
of dose equivalent from major organs multiplied by respective weighting
factors related to cancer producing risk.
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APPENDIX A.

DISCUSSION OF COMMENTS ON THE DRAFT GENERIC ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT STATEMENT

In a Federal Register notice, 46 FR 27, dated February 10, 1981, the Commission
announced the availability of a Draft Generic Environmental Impact Statement on
Decommissioning of Nuclear Facilities, and invited public comment on the state
ment. Comments received on the Draft GEIS are reproduced in Appendix B of this
Final GEIS.
The staff's consideration of the comments received and its disposition of the
issues involved are reflected in part by revisions in the pertinent sections of
this Final GEIS and in part by the following discussions. This section is
organized according to major identified questions or subject areas. These
areas are those indicated in Chapters 1 and 2 of the Draft GEIS. These subject
areas and the sections of Appendix A in which they are covered are as follows:
Subject Area

Section

General Questions about Decommissioning
Regulations and the GEIS

A-1

Planning for Decommissioning

A-2

Decommissioning Alternatives and Other
Design Issues

A-3

Residual Radioactivity

A-4

Financial Assurance

A-5

Waste Disposal

A-6

Other general questions

A-7

These general subject areas are broken down in more detail in each of the sec
tions. Discussions on the comments on similar topics are grouped together. The
comment letters to which the discussions apply are referenced by the number
following the title of each response; these numbers are keyed to the letters in
Appendix B, Table B-1.
On February 11, 1985, the NRC published a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking on
Decommissioning Criteria for Nuclear Facilities (50 FR 5600). The proposed
amendments covered a number of topics related to decommissioning that would be
applicable to 10 CFR Parts 30, 40, 50, 70, and 72 applicants and licensees.
These topics included decommissioning alternatives, planning, assurance of
funds for decommissioning, environmental review requirements, and residual
radioactivity. A total of 143 different organizations and persons submitted
comments on the proposed rule. Detailed responses to those individual comments
are documented in NUREG-1221 entitled "Summary, Analysis and Response to Public
Comments on Proposed Rule Amendments on Decommissioning Criteria for Nuclear
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Facilities. 11 Many of the comments made on the proposed rule are similar to
those made on the Draft GEIS and hence the responses are the same. To minimize
repetitiveness, in responding to the Draft GEIS comments in this Appendix A,
reference is made to NUREG-1221, as appropriate, for a more complete discussion.
A.1 General Questions About Decommissioning Regulations and the GEIS
A.1.1 Need for Regulations
Comment No. 1 - Questions why the GEIS does not present the needed decommis
sioning regulations. (1, 3, 32, 36, 40)
Discussion
The GEIS itself does not present the decommissioning regulations. However, as
indicated in Section 1.1 of the Draft GEIS, the purpose of the GEIS is to assist
the NRC in developing new policies and in promulgating regulations with respect
to decommissioning of licensed nuclear facilities. In Chapter 15, the GEIS
contains recommended policy items that should be included in decommissioning
regulations. On February 11, 1985, the NRC published a Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking on Decommissioning Criteria for Nuclear Facilities (50 FR 5600).
The proposed amendments would be applicable to 10 CFR Parts 30, 40, 50, 70, and
72 applicants and licensees and covered decommissioning alternatives, planning,
assurance of funds for decommissioning, and environmental review requirements.
Final regulations based on the proposed rule and public comment on that rule
and incorporating conclusions of the Final GEIS will be issued as effective at
the time that the Final GEIS is published.
Comment No. 2 - Raises the question that current regulations on decommissioning
are adequate, that the NRC has not indicated why new or amended regulations are
needed, and that decommissioning criteria should be applied on a case-by-case
basis. (16, 23, 25, 34, 35)
Discussion
Currently, regulations and guidance pertaining to decommissioning of the facil
ities,covered by this EIS are contained only within 10 CFR Parts 50 and 72, and
in Regulatory Guide 1.86 and in similar NRC staff guidelines. However, as
discussed in the Draft GEIS Section 15 many of the existing regulatory require
ments do not contain sufficiently specific consideration of necessary decommis
sioning requirements to assure that decommissioning is accomplished in a manner
which protects the health and safety of the public (although many of the
requirements have been required as a condition of NRC licensing in case-by-case
instances). There is need for more specific guidance especially in such areas
as assurance of funding, decommissioning alternatives, planning for decommis
sioning and environmental review requirements.
In the area of funding, the Commission has recently deleted requirements (see
46 FR 40) for financial qualification for electric utilities from 10 CFR 50.33(f)
and 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix C, with the proviso that there be rulemaking on
specific requirements for funding of decommissioning in the near future. In
addition, there is a need for funding requirements for materials facilities
because of problems arising from licensees' lack of funds for decommissioning and
abandoning contaminated facilities. In the area of planning for decommissioning,
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there is a need for recordkeeping requirements so that decommissioning can be
carried out in a manner which keeps occupational and public radiation exposures
as low as reasonably achievable. In the area of decommissioning alternatives,
there is a need for criteria as to what alternatives for completing decommis
sioning are considered acceptable.
It is the intention of the amended regulations to provide for specific guidance
and consistent licensing effort for all facilities licensed by NRC. More detail
on these areas are contained in NUREG-1221, Sections 8.3.1, C.7.1, 0.8.1, E.1,
and G.1.
Comment No. 3 - Indicates that there should be flexibility in the proposed
decommissioning rules and that rules for reactors may not be applicable to
materials facilities. (8, 23, 31)
Discussion
It is NRC's intention that the rule amendments on decommissioning contain suf
ficient flexibility to take into account individual situations while still
maintaining consistency in the overall licensing criteria. That this is the
intention should be evident in such Draft GEIS sections such as 15.1.1 (which
indicates the bases upon which different decommissioning alternatives could be
used), and in Section 15.1.3 (which indicates that NRC will allow latitude in
the implementation of financing mechanisms due to the wide diversity in differ
ent types of nuclear facilities). More detail on these areas are contained in
NUREG-1221, Sections 8.4.2, 0.3.1, and G.3.
Comment No. 4 - Questions whether regulations are needed at this time since
there is not a large number of facilities now nearing the end of their useful
lives. (23)
Discussion
Regulations are needed at this time to ensure that certain activities are
initiated that are needed at this time to prepare for decommissioning.
Specifically, this includes such activities as providing assurance for the
funding of decommissioning, (for all types of facilities including reactors,
fuel cycle facilities, and materials facilities) and planning for the facili
tation of decommissioning, specifically recordkeeping. In addition, there is
a sufficient number of different types of facilities that are now, or in the
near future, undergoing decommissioning and hence consistent criteria for
accomplishing their decommissioning is needed.
Comment No. 5 - Raises the question that there should be separate rulemaking
for premature decommissioning including that resulting from accidents. (23)
Discussion
The proposed amendments apply to nuclear facilities that operate through their
normal lifetime, as well as to those that may be shut down prematurely. This
is consistent with the definition of decommissioning as presented in EIS Sec
tion 2.3. However, the activities following premature shutdown of a facility
as a result of an accident are somewhat different than those of a routine
decommissioning. There are three stages involved: a stabilization period,
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during which a�cident conditions are brought under control if necessary; an
accident cleanup period: and a decommissioning period. During the accident
cleanup, the major portion of contamination resulting from the accident is
cleaned up and the associated wastes are processed. Following accident cleanup,
the facility may either be recovered for reuse or be decommissioned. A detailed
study of reactor decommissioning following accident cleanup (NUREG/CR-2601Reference 7) indicated that there may be differences in some of the specific
aspects of decommissioning such as the spread of contamination, waste volumes,
exposures, and costs. However, the report also indicates that the technology
exists to accomplish the decommissioning and that the safety and costs of decom
missioning following the accident cleanup do not vary significantly from that
following normal operations.
Comment No. 6 - Questions whether a separate decommissioning regulation should
be prepared rather than incorporating into existing parts. (34)
Discussion
Section 15.2 of the Draft GEIS and reprinted in this Final GEIS indicates the
reasons for incorporating the regulations into existing parts.
A.1.2 Applicability of Regulations to Existing Facilities
Comment No. 1 - Questions whether proposed regulations should be applied to
existing facilities and indicates that less stringent criteria should be
applied. (16)
Discussion
The general criteria of the regulations will be applicable to all facilities.
Thus the general provisions of funding, alternatives, and planning are appli
cable so that there is consistency in criteria. Specific requirements in these
areas will allow for a reasonable period of time before funding assurance
provisions must be instituted at existing facilities while recordkeeping pro
visions should be instituted following the rule becoming effective. Specific
problems related to situations at existing facilities will be considered, most
likely in regulatory guidance. More detail with regard to facilities already
shut down is contained in NUREG-1221, Sections C.9 and D.4.6.3.
A.1.3 Need for Cost-Benefit Analysis in Regulations
Comment No. 1 - Raises the question that the regulations being considered have
not been supported by an adequate cost-benefit analysis or value/impact
analysis. (15, 16, 24, 34)
Discussion
A separate regulatory analysis has been submitted with the proposed decommis
sioning rulemaking (issued February 11, 1985) and a modified regulatory analy
sis supporting final rule requirements will be issued dealing with appropriate
cost benefit analysis resulting from implementation of the rule.
Comment No. 2 - Raises the question that the proposed regulations will have an
adverse impact on the nuclear industry. (16)
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Discussion
Based on the conclusions of the DGEIS and FGEIS (Chapter 15) and the regulatory
analysis in support of the rulemaking referred to in response to Comment No. 1
immediately above, it is concluded that rulemaking can be optimally implemented
to assure health and safety requirements with a minimum of impact on the nuclear
industry and generally will have a beneficial impact.
A.1.4 General Comments on GEIS Document
Comment No. 1 - Questions whether the GEIS document should treat so many dif
ferent facilities. (16)
Discussion
As discussed in the response to Comments No. 1, 2 and 3 in Section A.1.1, the
purpose of the GEIS is to assist the NRC in developing new policies with re
spect to decommissioning all licensed nuclear facilities, and specifically in
such a manner that these policies be implemented so that there is consistency
in overall licensing and regulatory criteria while still maintaining sufficient
flexibility to take into account the diversity in types of facilities.
Comment No. 2 - Questions whether the GEIS should establish standards properly
within the province of EPA. (16)
Discussion
As discussed in Section 2.5 of the FGEIS, selection of an acceptable residual
radioactivity level is outside the scope of the rulemaking supported by this
EIS. Proposed Federal Guidance is anticipated to be published by EPA and the
NRC is planning to implement this guidance through rulemaking as soon as pos
sible after publication by EPA.
Comment No. 3 - Questions whether the issue of assurance of the funding of
decommissioning should be treated in the GEIS. (24, 30)
Discussion
As indicated in Section 1.1 of the Draft GEIS, the purpose of the GEIS is to
assist the NRC in developing new policies and in promulgating regulations with
respect to decommissioning of licensed nuclear facilities. In Section 15 of
the GEIS, policy matters recommended for inclusion in proposed regulations are
indicated, one of which is assurance of funding for decommissioning. As is
stated in Section 15.1.3, providing reasonable assurance of availability of
funds ensures that decommissioning can be accomplished in a safe and timely
manner and that lack of funds does not result in delays in decommissioning that
may cause potential public health and safety problems. Hence, the issue of
financial assurance is, in this instance, appropriate to treat in this GEIS.
Comment No. 4 - Raises the question that the GEIS should include discussion of
rulemaking on issues related to decommissioning, as well as more detailed dis
cussion on the need for decommissioning regulations and their scheduled
preparation. (23, 38)
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Discussion
The GEIS discusses principally those issues related to decommissioning that
are the subject of the regulations being amended. These include decommis
sioning alternatives, planning, financial assurance, and environmental review
requirements. In addition, the GEIS discusses related areas, including waste
management, safeguards and socioeconomic effects. The need for amended regula
tions is discussed in detail in Section 15 of the FGEIS. Pertinent regulations
related to decommissioning are discussed in Sections 2 and 15 of the FGEIS.
A.2 Questions Related to Planning for Decommissioning

A.2.1 Initial Plans

Comment No. 1 - Some commenters question the usefulness of initial plans,
specifically whether they have any use for facilities which would not be
decommissioned for several years, and indicating that therefore they should not
be too rigid and should allow for change (2, 7, 11, 14, 23, 28, 31, 34, 35),
while other commenters raise the question that initial plans should be detailed,
especially in the area of cost estimates. (32, 40)
Discussion

The terminology of a specific requirement for submission of 11 initial plans11 has
been dropped from use. Those provisions necessary to be addressed in planning
for decommissioning early in facility life have been retained. These are
financial assurance and facilitation. In the area of financial assurance,
applicants and licensees need to indicate the provisions for providing reason
able assurance of the availability of funds for decommissioning. These pro
visions include the method of funding and the amount of funds to be set aside,
as well as provisions for updating periodically over facility life. Specific
criteria for the various types of facilities are different and are contained in
the amended regulations. In the case of facilitation, the aspect of facilita
tion covered in the rule is recordkeeping. Licensees are to retain records
important to decommissioning. However, submittal of information is not neces
sary. Other aspects of facilitation are not contained in the rule but are
expected to be addressed in accordance with existing regulations and with
regulatory guidance related to facilitation being considered.
With regard to the commenters requesting detailed initial plans, the require
ments in the final regulations are very specific regarding funding methods,
funding amounts, and recordkeeping requirements. In addition to the specific
requirements early in facility life, the rule contains update provisions.
Specifically, reactor licensees must submit preliminary plans containing
detailed provisions for decommissioning five years prior to expected end of
operations to take into account then current conditions related to
decommissioning, as for example, waste disposal conditions. With the specific
requirements for planning early in facility life indicated above and preliminary
plans 5 years prior to end of operations, it is expected that decommissioning
can be carried out in a manner which protects public health and safety.
Comment No. 3 - Raises the question that the initial plan should not be required
because it could delay licensing cases. (2, 7, 10)
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Discussion
As discussed above, initial decommissioning planning consists of financial
assurance provisions and facilitation requirements, specifically recordkeeping
for decommjssioning. With regard to recordkeeping, licensees would be required
to maintain but not submit records important to decommissioning. With regard
to financial assurance, applicants and licensees would be required to submit
provisions for funding as a reporting requirement in accordance with specific
provisions contained in the rule. Further details in effect on pending
licenses is contained in NUREG-1221, Section D.4.1.2.
Comment No. 4 - Raises the question how the matter of initial plans should be
applied to existing plants. (3, 40)
Discussion
The primary purpose of financial assurance and recordkeeping requirements which
make up the preliminary (or initial) planning part of the amended regulations
is to provide information to establish adequate financial assurance provisions
and to include consideration of facilitating decommissioning. As such, the
need for these requirements are as necessary for operating plants as for new
plants. As discussed in Section A.1.2 implementation procedures which are
reasonable for decommissioning planning are contained in the amended
regulations.
A.2.2 Updating of Plans
Comment No. 1 - Raises the question that the periodic updating of the initial
plans should not be more frequent than once per five years and should not be
the occasion for public hearings. (7)
Discussion
As discussed in the replies to the previous commenter, the initial requirements
are reporting ones and do not require explicit periodic update by the licensee.
Since they are entirely prescriptive, they do not offer occasion for public
hearings. Moreover, the rule automatically adjusts the reactor decommissioning
costs requirements annually.
A.2.3 Final Plans
Comment No. 1 - Raises the question of the contents of the final plan.

(7)

Discussion
Final decommissioning plans would be submitted at the time of written notifi
cation that the licensee desires to terminate the license and would contain
sufficient detail to permit an NRC determination that decommissioning can be
accomplished safely. The content of the decommissioning plan is discussed in
Section 15.1.2.2 of this GEIS.
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A.3 Questions Related to Decommissioning Alternatives and to the Definition
of Decommissioning
A.3.1 Conversion of Facilities to Other Uses
Comment No. 1 - Raises the question that the GEIS should consider conversion of
facilities to nuclear or non-nuclear uses, or the reuse or refurbishment of the
existing facility. (2, S, 7, 23, 34, 37)
Discussion
As indicated in Section 2.4 of the GEIS, conversion to a new or modified use,
or refurbishment and reuse of a facility, is not considered in detail in the
GEIS. This is because conversion, itself, is not considered to be a decommis
sioning alternative, whether the new use involves radioactivity or not, accord
ing to the definition of decommissioning as presented in GEIS Section 2.3. If
the intended new use involved radioactive material and thus was under NRC
licensing authority, an application for license renewal or amendment or for a
new license would be submitted and reviewed according to appropriate existing
regulations. If the intended new use does not involve radioactive materials,
i.e., unrestricted public use, and does not come under NRC licensing authority,
then such application for a new use would be reviewed as a request for decom
missioning and termination of license. In this case, the new use is not im
portant except as it affects the decommissioning alternative chosen. For these
reasons, conversion to a new or modified facility is not considered further in
this GEIS.
Comment No. 2 - Questions whether the conversion of a facility to a low-level
disposal site should be considered. (35)
Discussion
In general, the GEIS does not treat this issue for the same reasons as discussed
in the response to Comment No. 1 above. With regard to the specific question
of whether a nuclear reactor site could be converted to a low-level waste dis
pos�l site, this would involve licensing questions outside the scope of this
GEIS. These questions would include the problem of evaluating whether the
reactor site was environmentally suitable as a low-level disposal site.
A.3.2 Use of a 11 No Action 11 Alternative
Comment No. 1 - Questions whether there should be more detail on the 11 No
Action" Alternative in the GEIS. (23, 30)
Discussion
As discussed in Section 2.4.1 of the GEIS, 11 No Action 11 is not considered viable
for any facility discussed in this GEIS, and hence it is not considered in any
detail. The reasoning for this is discussed in Section 2.4.1.
A.3.3

Initiation of Decommissioning

Comment No.I - Questions whether the GEIS should discuss NRC authority to re
quire the initiation of decommissioning and identify NRC criteria under which
decommissioning will be required. (37)
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Discussion
The question of NRC's authority to require the initiation of decommissioning is
outside the scope of this GEIS. The purpose of the GEIS is to assist the NRC
in developing regulations which will ensure that decommissioning is properly
planned for and that, once begun, that decommissioning is carried out in such
manner as to protect the health and safety of the public.
The rule amendments would require decommissioning plans for production and
utilization facilities and ISFSis to be submitted within two years following
permanent cessation of operation or one year prior to operating license expira
tion. The decision as to whether a shutdown will be permanent is, of course,
the licensee's. This provision does not limit how long a licensee may have a
facility shut down under his operating license, but means only that when a
facility is permanently removed from operational status, plans need to be made
as to how the ultimate termination of license will be attained. Upon approval
of the plans, the license will be modified to reflect the approved decommis
sioning alternative authorizing continued possession until the approved alter
native has been carried out.
A.3.4 Decommissioning Alternatives
Comment No. 1 - Raises the question that, in general, any regulations on alter
natives would have to be flexible, taking into account site-specific concerns;
and in fact, alternatives should not be covered by a rule. (11, 23, 35)
Discussion
As discussed in the Overview section of the GEIS, it is the responsibility of
the NRC, in protecting the public health and safety, to ensure that after a
nuclear facility permanently ceases operation the facility is decommissioned in
a timely manner consistent with the particular nature of a specific facility.
Hence, general requirements regarding decommissioning alternatives must be
included in decommissioning regulations. It is NRC's intention that proposed
decommissioning rules provide sufficient flexibility to take into account
individual situations while still maintaining consistency in the overall cri
teria and protecting public health and safety. Specifically, this approach can
be seen in Section 15.1.1 of the GEIS which discusses the bases upon which
different decommissioning alternatives could be used.
Comment No. 2 - Some commenters indicated that DECON (immediate dismantlement)
should be the preferred alternative, and that if SAFSTOR is used, in no case
should it be longer than 30 years especially for fuel reprocessing plants. (4,
31, 32, 36, 37) Other commenters indicated that the GEIS preference for DEGON
needs to be better justified; and that specifically there are health and safety
implications for DECON, and that during DECON there should be delay time
allowed for decay. (8, 23, 34) Other commenters indicated that there is
insufficient justification of the problems indicated in the GEIS with delaying
decommissioning. (2, 11, 23, 35) One commenter questions whether SAFSTOR
shouldn't be allowed, at least in the case in which an owner maintains control
of the site (8), and one questions why SAFSTOR is not allowed for greater than
30 years, especially since there could be technological improvements in the
future which could further reduce the dose beyond 30 years. (11)
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Discussion
The advantages and disadvantages of DECON and SAFSTOR for the various types of
facilities discussed in this GEIS are discussed in detail in Sections 2.4 and
15.1.1 of the GEIS as well as in the specific sections for each facility
(Sections 4 through 14 of the GEIS). Based on the analysis in those sections,
Section 15.1.1 concludes that DECON or 30 to 50 years SAFSTOR are reasonable
options for decommissioning a light water power reactor. Delay beyond that
time would have to be justified based on unavailability of waste disposal
capacity or site specific factors affecting safety such as presence of other
licensed facilities on the site. Section 15.1.1 also concludes that for
research and test reactors and independent spent fuel storage facilites, DECON
is the most reasonable option although SAFSTOR could be justified in some
cases. For fuel cycle and non-fuel-cycle facilities associated with licenses
under 10 CFR Parts 30, 40, and 70, Section 15.1.1 indicates that DECON is the
most reasonable option and although SAFSTOR is possible for short-lived
materials, any extended delay would rarely be justifiable. More detail on
areas of DECON and SAFSTOR is contained in NUREG-1221, Section B.4.
Comment No. 7 - Questions whether there should be special considerations for
allowing SAFSTOR for ore processing facilities. (15)
Discussion
In the case of tailings piles, SAFSTOR may be justifiable until provision for
removal of tailings, if necessary, can be accomplished. At the present time,
tailings disposal would be on a specific case basis and could possibly be
accommodated at phosphate or mill tailings piles that would ultimately require
stabilization.
Comment No. 8 - Expresses the op1n1on that use of ENTOMB at power reactors
should be acceptable, especially in light of cost concerns and the ability to
store wastes in the entombed structure. (11, 23, 25, 30, 35)
Discussion
Sections 4.3.3 and 5.3.3 of the GEIS discuss the advantages and disadvantages
of the ENTOMB alternative, and Sections 4.5 and 5.5 compare the ENTOMB alter
native with the other decommissioning alternatives. These discussions are
based to a large extent on information and data developed on ENTOMB by Battelle
PNL for the NRC. In addition, Section 2.4 and Section 15.1.1 analyze the
ENTOMB alternative. The GEIS sections indicate that ENTOMB, with the internals
entombed, does not appear to be a viable alternative due to the presence of the
long-lived nuclides Ni 59 and Nb95 which would be present for thousands of years.
If a facility were entombed with the internals removed, it may be possible to
release the site for unrestricted use at some time within the order of a hundred
years. However, one of the difficulties with ENTOMB for any complex structure
such as a reactor is that the radioactive materials remaining in the entombed
structure would need to be characterized well enough to be sure that they will
have decayed to acceptable levels at the end of the surveillance period. Some
method would have to be provided to demonstrate that the entombed radioactivity
will decay to levels permitting unrestricted use which would be difficult. The
ENTOMB alternative appears to be less desirable than either DECON or SAFSTOR
based on consideration of the fact that ENTOMB results in higher radiation
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exposure and higher initial costs than 30-year SAFSTOR, that the overall cost
of ENTOMB over the entombment period is approximately the same as DECON, and
the fact that regulatory uncertainty after the long entombment period might
result in additional costly decommissioning activity in order to release the
facility for unrestricted use. More detail in this area is contained in
NUREG-1221, Section 8.5.
Comment No. 9 - Raises the question that health and safety differences between
alternatives are not great and that costs and alternative uses of the facility
should be considered, especially those uses which do not require full decommis
sioning (as DOE has done with some of its facilities). (34)
Discussion
See discussion of answer to item A.3.1 11 Conversion of Facilities to Other
Uses 11 , comment 1.
Comment No. 10 - Points out that during SAFSTOR or ENTOMB only a very small
portion of the land area originally covered by plant buildings would need to
be restricted. (34)
Discussion
Provided that NRC licensing conditions were suitably modified to redefine the
radioactive constituents of the facility requiring restricted use categoriza
tion, only the small portion of land originally covered by the plant buildings
could be controlled and the rest be classified as unrestricted.
Comment No. 11 - Questions why the NRC has indicated a 100 year period on
institutional controls for radioactivity confinement. (16)
Discussion
Although the DGEIS indicated a 100-year period for institutional controls of
radioactive confinement, based on an old EPA draft policy, the FEIS has
removed this comment and replaced it with a more general recommendation that
institutional control reliance could be reasonable for the order of 100 years.
This is also consistent with the section on institutional controls in 10 CFR 61
concerning low-level waste burial grounds.
Comment No. 12 - Some commenters question the definition of decommissioning
which requires that the facility be returned to unrestricted use (11, 12, 16,
23, 30, 34, 35). One commenter agrees with the requirements that the facility
be released for unrestricted use, but raises the question that more detail be
given as to what facilities be released. (36)
Discussion
The definition of decommissioning as expressed in the GEIS provides a descrip
tion of the process in a regulatory framework. Specifically, it is the process
of removing a facility safely from service and reducing residual radioactivity
to a level which permits release of the facility for unrestricted use and
termination of the license. This definition expresses the complete process of
decommissioning and puts it into the context of reaching a safe point.
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It is the Commission's belief that there is nothing in the definition which
would inhibit future use of the site once the license is terminated. Unre
stricted use refers to the fact that from a radiological standpoint, no hazard
exists at the site, the license can be terminated, and the site can be considered
an unrestricted area. This definition is consistent with the definition of an
unrestricted area as it exists in 10 CFR 20.3 as being 11 any area access to which
is not controlled by the licensee for purposes of protection of individuals from
exposure to radiation and radioactive materials and any area used for residential
quarters. 11 The specific future use of the site after the license is terminated
is outside the scope of the GEIS. With regard to reuse of the site for nuclear
purposes, there is nothing in this GEIS preventing such reuse. As indicated
above, reuse of the nuclear facility for other nuclear purposes is not considered
decommissioning. Therefore, a licensee would not be required to submit a decom
missioning plan or apply for termination of license.
The rule also does not limit the use of alternative decommissioning methods
which delay the completion of decommissioning thereby not releasing the site
for unrestricted use during a period of radiological decay as long as the
methods provide reasonable assurance of protection of public health and safety
and there is a benefit in the use of the delay. The definition of decommis
sioning as well as the definitions of the alternatives contained in
Sections 2.4 and 15.1.1 of this GEIS indicate that, if permanent cessation of
nuclear activity occurs at the facility, the licensee is to propose to NRC the
method that it intends to use in decommissioning the facility in a manner ulti
mately leading to the return of the site to an 11 unrestricted area" according to
the definition of 10 CFR 20.3 and the termination of the facility license.
A.4 Questions Related to Acceptable Residual Radioactivity Levels at
Decommissioned Facilities
A.4.1 General Requirements for Setting Residual Radioactivity Levels
Comment - Several commenters raise questions regarding setting of residual
radioactivity levels. Some (1, 16, 31) said EPA has authority to set such
criteria and NRC should, therefore, not precede EPA in setting such criteria,
while some (23, 34, 40) said that regulations covering residual radioactivity
are not needed now, especially in light of lack of high-level waste disposal
criteria, and one (10) said residual limits should be set by the Radiation
Protection Council. Several commenters made specific comments on the numerical
value of the residual limit, how it should be chosen, and the dose pathway
modeling which should be used one commenter indicated that residual limits for
ore processing facilities should be set on a case-by-case basis. (2, 4, 7, 8,
9, 11, 15, 16, 23, 30, 32, 33, 34, 35, 37, 40).
Discussion
Comment Analysis and Response
The selection of an acceptable level is outside the scope of the rulemaking
supported by this GEIS. Proposed Federal guidance is anticipated to be published
by EPA. NRC is planning to implement the EPA guidance through rulemaking as
soon as possible after it is issued. The Commission is participating in an EPA
organized interagency working group which is developing Federal guidance on
acceptable residual radioactivity for unrestricted use. Currently, criteria
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for residual contamination levels do exist and research and test reactors are
being decommissioned using present guidance contained in Regulatory Guide 1.86
for surface contamination plus 5 µr/hr above background measured at 1 meter
for direct radiation. As an example, NRC provided such criteria in letters to
Stanford University, dated 3/17/81 and 4/21/82 providing 11 Radiation criteria
for release of the dismantled Standard Research Reactor to unrestricted access. 11
A.4.2 Termination Survey
Comment No. 1 - Raises the question as to what nuclides will be considered in
determining what are the principal nuclides for surveying, with concern that
certain nuclides, which have longer half lives but may be initially insignificant,
would be ignored. (37)
Discussion
The principal nuclides for surveying should be those that offer the best
signature for detection (e.g., strong gamma emitters such as 6 °Co for reactors).
Generally those nuclides will also be the greatest dose contributors. Based on
some reasonable nuclide spectrum analysis, it should be possible to demonstrate
that removal of these signature nuclides to some acceptable level will result
in adequate removal of non-signature nuclides with longer half-lives so that
the dose contribution from those that remain will be acceptable. Of course
careful spectrum analysis of a few representative cleaning areas should be
performed to provide additional assurance that radioactive contamination has
been properly performed.
Comment No. 2 - Questions whether there is measurement detection capability
which is cost effective to measure concentrations corresponding to the
acceptable residual radioactivity levels. (10, 16, 26)
Comment No. 3 - Questions whether the cost to decontaminate facilities to
residual radioactivity levels corresponding to 10 mrem/year has been
adequately addressed in the GEIS. (30, 34)
Discussion
See discussion in answer to Comment A.4.1.
A.5 Questions Related to Financial Assurance
A.5.1 Costs of Decommissioning
Comment 1 - Raises the question that the GEIS should indicate more clearly the
uncertain nature of the cost estimates made. (23,30) Raises the question that
the NRC should require that licensees obtain detailed cost estimates specific
to their facilities and location rather than have them rely on Battelle PNL
reports and their subsequent sensitivity analyses. (37)
Discussion
Sections 2.6 2 and 15.1.3 of the GEIS include discussions which recognize the
uncertainties in the cost of decommissioning various nuclear facilities.
Table 15.0-2, which is a summary of estimated costs for decommissioning nuclear
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facilities, indicates that the cost figures include a 25% contingency factor
which can account for unforeseen events that might impede the conduct of the
decommissioning work. In addition, the GEIS sections on LWRs (Sections 4 and
5) include sensitivity analyses which assess the variability in costs of decom
missioning depending on various factors such as reactor size, plant design,
contamination levels and waste disposal considerations. Also, it is indicated
in Sections 2.6.2 and 15.1.3 of the GEIS that the funding levels will require
updating over the life of a facility to assure that adequate funds are available
for decommissioning.
It is not the intention of the GEIS to indicate that when cost estimates are
submitted, NRC will accept cost estimates based solely on the Battelle PNL
reports. However, due to limited experience in decommissioning, the Battelle
PNL reports are useful for preliminary cost estimating. In using these reports
to make cost estimates, a licensee must make suitable adjustments to account
for facility differences and to make periodic revisions to his cost estimates.
More detail in this area is found in NUREG-1221, Sections D.1.1 and D.2.1.
Comment 2 - Raises the question that since costs are given in 1978 dollars,
how would escalation affect costs. (3)
Comment 3 - Raises the question that the GEIS has not clearly presented the
type of cost being listed in tables, namely whether they are discounted or
undiscounted, so as to be able to properly compare costs of alternative plans
which would take place over different time frames. (9)
Discussion
The costs in the final GEIS are given in 1986 dollars and account for the
effects of escalation since 1978. Costs are given in present value dollars
with the intention that decommissioning funds will be set aside in such manner
that the principal plus accumulated interest, plus adjustments as necessary,
will cover the effects of inflation oh decommissioning costs and that decommis
sioning alternatives can all be directly compared.
Comment 4 - Questions where in references 1 and 3, cited on page 0-7 and listed
on page 0-46 of the draft GEIS, that there is a discussion of the sensitivity
of the cost of decommissioning to the dose level from residual radioactivity.
(38)
Discussion
In Section 9.1.1.2 of NUREG/CR-0130 there is a discussion which indicates
that the cost of decontamination of surfaces as estimated in that report is
essentially independent of the level to which it must be decontaminated as
long as that level is in the range of 10-25 mrem/yr to an exposed individual.
Section 6.4 of NUREG/CR-0278 indicates that the report considers decommis
sioning activities necessary to release the facility for unrestricted use for
both 10 and 25 mrem/year values. In the cost analysis of decommissioning in
NUREG/CR-0278, only one set of cost estimates is presented since the report
assumes that the values are essentially the same whether the acceptable
residual level is 10 or 25 mrem/year.
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In addition to those discussions, reference 1 of this section presents addi
tional discussion of the basis for the statement that a difference in the
acceptable residual radioactivity level between 10 and 25 mrem/year would have
relatively small impact on the total decommissioning cost. (For additional
discussion, see response to comment 3 in Section A.7.2.)
Comment 5 - Raises the question that the cost of decommissioning should
include the cost of having the decommissioning effort performed by a
contractor. (33)
Discussion
Sections 4.3.4 and 5.3.4 of the GEIS have been revised to include the impact
on decommissioning costs (included in References 2 and 3) of having contractors
perform the bulk of the decommission effort at reactors while the licensee
retains certain overview and control functions. These references indicate
that use of such contractors is likely for these large facilities.
For material facilities, the cost estimates do not specifically include the
assumed use of contractor costs because amounts listed are considered
reasonable in providing adequate funds so that a facility does not become a
concern to public health and safety. The additional expense associated with
requiring all material licensees to set aside in their funding method the
added costs of assuming use of a contractor is not justified compared to the
small number of licensees expected to have to use contractors. The increased
cost of use of a contractor is not expected to be as large as suggested by the
commenter.
Comment 6 - Raises the question that the GEIS should provide better detail of
costs for certain material facilities where the survey costs may be significant.
(38)
Discussion
Survey costs for five typical material facilities are presented in NUREG/CR-2241,
which presents estimated survey costs for various types of nuclear facilities.
The costs of the termination surveys for the material facilities considered can
be compared to the overall costs of decommissioning these facilities which are
presented in NUREG/CR-1754. In general, for these material facilities, the
cost of the terminal survey is estimated to be approximately 5% of the overall
cost of decommissioning assuming an acceptable residual radioactivity level in
the range of 10 to 25 mrem/year to an individual.
For material facilities which require little or no decontamination effort,
either because the source of radioactivity is sealed, or short-lived, or there
has been no spread of contamination, it is intended that the survey effort will
be minimal and of low cost.
Comment 7 - Questioned the accuracy of the cost estimates in the GEIS stating
that they are too low, especially in light of the high cost of the operational
decontamination at Dresden 1. (14)
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Discussion
The cost information contained in the GEIS is a summary of costs developed in
a series of reports prepared by Battelle-PNL on the technology, safety, and
costs of decommissioning nuclear facilities. The purpose of these reports
has been to develop a data base on decommissioning nuclear facilities to support
an NRC reevaluation of its decommissioning policy. The PNL reports are detailed
engineering evaluations of the activities involved in decommissioning nuclear
facilities. The reports consider: (1) the detailed design and layout of the
reference facility; (2) estimated conditions in the facility at the time of
shutdown (just prior to decommissioning) including estimates of radionuclide
inventory and radiation dose rates; (3) techniques for decontamination and
dismantling which are current and proven; and (4) radiation protection require
ment for workers and the public. Based on these considerations, the PNL reports
develop detailed work plans and time schedules to accomplish decommissioning,
including those for planning and preparation, decontamination, and component
disassembly and transport. In making costs estimates of decommissioning, the
PNL reports include such matters as work scheduling estimates, staffing
requirements, specialty contractors, essential systems, radioactive disposal,
and supplies.
Although it may be difficult to make comparisons between different cost
estimates for different facilities because of site-specific considerations,
it can be said that the PNL estimates represent reasonable approximation of
the range of decommissioning costs, in particular because they use engineering
assumptions and are based on decommissioning experiences. Other estimates,
made independent from PNL and made using engineering assumptions, are in the
same general cost range as PNL. Other estimates may be higher but careful
review of the assumptions used should be made such as whether they use engineer
ing assumptions or only extrapolations, whether they are in current dollars or
future year dollars, and whether they include they cost of demolition and site
restoration in the cost estimate. The PNL costs presented in this GEIS are in
1986 dollars and do not include the costs of demolition of nonradioactive struc
tures and site restoration after termination of the NRC license.
More detail on the basis of the PNL studies and comparison with other estimates
is contained in NUREG-1221, Section D.1.1.
Specifically, with regard to cost estimates made for the operational decon
tamination of Dresden 1, it is incorrect to compare the cost of decommissioning
a plant to the cost of decontaminating an operating plant with the intention of
returning it to service. Specifically, in the case of the operating plant it
is necessary to do extensive testing and analysis to check material compati
bility with decontamination solutions for eventual restart of the reactor. It
is also necessary to run the decontamination process under very controlled
conditions so as not to damage pressure boundary material. In addition, there
will be additional system flushings necessary to ensure that the system is free
of decontamination solutions before it is restarted. These additional system
flushings can generate large volumes of additional radioactive waste which must
be processed, packaged, and disposed of. These additional activities, which
can be costly, are not necessary for a decommissioning in which the intent is
to dismantle the plant and material compatibility is not as large a concern.
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In addition, the Dresden 1 facility is an atypical situation. The Dresden 1
project was a research and development study for the purpose of demonstrating
the feasibility of decontaminating plant systems to reduce occupational exposure
prior to a plant resuming further operations. When returning a plant to field
service, great care has to be taken to ensure that the decontamination solutions
and procedures used do not adversely affect the plant's systems. Therefore the
procedure used at Dresden was relatively costly since it was highly controlled
as a research project. Conversely, decontamination solely for the purpose of
reducing the worker dose prior to the initiation of decommissioning would not
require the same level of system protection since the systems would never be
intended for further use. The system at Dresden consisted of a much larger,
more complex set of systems than the portable systems employed today for primary
system decontaminations by several nuclear service companies. The costs of a
single primary system decontamination is estimated by the service companies to
be in the range of $1 to $3 million, depending upon site-specific circumstances.
The system decontamination described in NUREG/CR-0130, including waste treatment
but excluding waste disposal, was estimated to cost about $484,000 in 1978
dollars. When escalated to 1984 dollars, that cost becomes $1.07 million, in
reasonable agreement with the prices currently quoted by nuclear service
companies.
Comment 8 - Questioned the higher cost of decommissioning BWRs vs. PWRs as given
in the GEIS, stating that the higher BWR costs are based on more restrictive
assumptions regarding allowable occupational dose thus resulting in higher costs,
and that higher costs for special equipment for BWRs are estimated. (6)
Discussion
The PNL studies for PWRs and BWRs have been updated and a summary of the results
is contained in Sections 4 and 5 of this GEIS. In the updating, the assumptions
regarding allowable occupational dose have been put on a common basis thus
allowing better comparison of results.
Comment 9 - Raises the question that the GEIS should contain more detail on
the matter of unforeseen expenses should there be cost overruns at low-level
waste burial sites due to engineering and/or management control problems. (36)
Discussion
Sections 4 and 5 of the GEIS have been revised to include an evaluation of
the technology, safety, and costs involved if it is necessary to store wastes
onsite past the expiration of a facility operating license due to problems at
disposal sites.
Costs of waste disposal are included as part of the decommissioning costs in
Table 15.0-2. These costs are based on data developed in the Battelle PNL
reports. The reports develop waste disposal costs by determining the
volume of waste which must be buried, the curie content of the waste, and the
custs of burial. The costs include a 25% contingency factor to account for
unforeseen difficulties in carrying out the activities.
Specific details on problems at low level burial sites which may cause burial
costs to increase in the future were beyond the scope of the original Battelle
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PNL reports. It is intended that future rev1s1ons of these reports will
consider updated considerations of burial site costs.
As discussed in Section 15.1.2.1, licensees will be required to submit 5 years
prior to the projected end of operation up-to-date cost estimate on which to
base financial assurance. In particular, this estimate would be based on a
current estimate of major factors that could affect decommissioning costs, as
for example, then-current problems at low-level waste burial facilities. This
requirement is intended to ensure that the licensees consider relevant up-to
date information which could be important to adequate planning and funding for
decommissioning well before decommissioning actually begins.
A.5.2 NRC Authority in the Area of Financial Assurance
Comment 1 - Questioned the authority of the NRC to write regulations in the
financial assurance area, and specifically to allow certain funding methods,
while precluding others. (2, 16, 24, 34, 35)
Discussion
The Commission 1 s statutory mandate to protect the radiological health and
safety of the public and promote the common defense and security stems
principally from the Atomic Energy Act and Energy Reorganization Act. In
carrying out its licensing and related regulatory responsibilities under these
acts, the NRC has determined that there is a significant radiation hazard
associated with nondecommissioned nuclear facilities and that the public
health and safety can best be protected by promulgating a rule requiring
reasonable assurance that at the time of termination of operations adequate
funds are available so that decommissioning can be carried out in a safe and
timely manner and that lack of funds does not result in delays that may cause
potential health and safety problems. Although these acts do not permit the
NRC to regulate rates or to interfere with the decisions of State or Federal
agencies respecting the economics of nuclear power, they do authorize the NRC
to take whatever regulatory actions may be necessary to protect the public
health and safety, including the promulgation of rules prescribing allowable
funding methods for meeting decommissioning costs.
More detail on this area is contained in NUREG-1221, Section D.8.1 and D.8.3.
Because of the diversity of NRC licensees and facility types, as discussed in
Sections 2.6.2 and 15.1.3 of the GEIS, the NRC will allow latitude in
implementation of funding methods to provide reasonable assurance of funding.
Comment 2 - Questioned the authority of NRC to require sureties, stating that
Congress granted that authority only for the regulation of uranium mills in
Section 203 of the Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act of 1978. (16)
Discussion
As discussed in Comment 1 of Section A.5.2, NRC has authority to require
reasonable assurance of the availability of funds to decommission a facility
based on its responsibility as stated in the Atomic Energy Act to protect the
health and safety of the public. NRC has used its authority not only to
require sureties for the decommissioning of uranium mills, but has used its
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authority under the Atomic Energy Act to require sureties to provide assurance
of funds for the closure and stabilization of low-level waste burial grounds
in Section 61.62 of 10 CFR Part 61, 11 Licensing Requirements for Land Disposal
of Radioactive Waste."
A.5.3 The Level of Assurance Required
Comment 1 - Disagreed with the GEIS statement that a 11 high 11 level of financial
assurance was necessary for decommissioning, and indicated that the NRC should
require 11 reasonable11 levels of financial assurance. (7, 23, 24, 35)
Discussion
The GEIS has b�en revised to indicate that the NRC will require that there be
reasonable assurance that funds for decommissioning will be available when
necessary.
A.5.4 Acceptable Funding Methods
A.5.4.1 Need for Flexibility in Funding Methods
Comment 1 - Raises the question that because of the different types of reactor
licensees, that NRC requirements must be flexible, and that it would be better
to have case-by-case evaluations based on the specific licensee situations and
general guidelines. (12, 24, 27, 29)
Discussion
The staff agrees with this comment. As discussed in Sections 2.6 and 15.1.3
of this final GEIS, the NRC is allowing latitude in the use of funding methods,
based on two criteria. The first and most important criterion from the Com
mission's standpoint is reasonable assurance that funds will be available in a
timely manner for safe decommissioning. Based on this criterion, certain
funding methods are deemed acceptable in the proposed rule for providing
reasonable assurance of funds. Latitude for choosing among these methods is
permitted by the amendments to take into account other issues which are normally
outside NRC 1 s jurisdiction including rate collection, ratepayer cost, taxation
effects, whether a method is equitable to ratepayers, and other local concerns.
A.5.4.2 Commenter Opinions Regarding Funding Methods
Comment - Some commenters indicated support for use of prepayment and external
funds as the only allowable funding methods (1, 5, 16, 27, 32, 36, 37, 38, 40).
Other commenters indicate that there should be more flexibility in NRC rules
and that internal reserves should also be allowed since there is a significant
cost advantage to the internal reserve and that the internal reserve provides
reasonable assurance of funds for decommissioning.
Discussion
A revised discussion of acceptability of funding methods in terms of providing
reasonable assurance of funds for decommissioning is contained in Sections 2.6
and 15.1.3 of the Final GEIS. The NRC has considered the use of various fund
ing methods, and in particular internal reserve, in several documents and has
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reviewed public comments on the proposed rule and the draft GEIS. Based on
these documents and on the discussions presented in Section 2.6.2 and 15.1.3
of this GEIS, and presented in more detail in NUREG-1221, Sections D.3.2.1 and
D.3.2.2, using a standard of providing reasonable assurance that sufficient
funds are available for decommissioning, electric utility licensees may use
an external reserve sinking fund without additional financial assurance
mechanisms such as insurance or purities. As noted above, more detail in this
area is contained in NUREG-1221, Section D.3.2.1 and D.3.2.2.
A.5.4.3 Procedural Questions on Funding
Comment 1 - Indicated that, because current financial provisions for
decommissioning are inadequate, that collection of funds should begin promptly
and that there should be more detail on requirements for existing plants in
the GEIS. (9, 27)
Discussion
Revised Sections 2.6 and 15.1.3 contains additional discussion concerning
financial assurance requirements for operating plants. Upon issuance of an
effective rule on decommissioning, current licensees will indicate to the NRC
their provisions for providing funds for decommissioning within two years after
the issuance of the final rule. Additional discussion on how existing licensees
should carry out these activities is contained in Section A.1.2 of this Appendix.
Comment 2 - Raised the question that the regulatory approach of the NRC has not
been able to deal with sufficient specificity on financial matters. (1)
Discussion
Sections 2.6 and 15.1.3 indicates funding methods considered acceptable to the
NRC in assuring availability of funds for decommissioning. Section 15.2
indicates the intent of the NRC to publish decommissioning regulations covering
the issues presented in Section 15.1. These regulations will contain specific
requirements on allowable funding methods and on setting funding levels.
Comment 3 - Raises the question of how NRC will work with the state PUC's in
assuring availability of funds. (40)
Discussion
NRC has included in its amended regulations funding prov1s1ons considered
acceptable in protecting public health and safety. This is similar to other
health and safety matters contained in the Commission's regulations. State
PUC's are responsible for setting a utility's rates so that all reasonable
costs of serving the public are satisfied, including costs of adhering to NRC
regulations concerning decommissioning. Provisions contained in the amended
regulations are very specific and NRC does establish specific requirements for
indicating to the PUC's how reasonable assurance will be provided that funds
will be available for decommissioning. Specific financial and local issues,
such as rate of fund collection, procedures for fund collection, cost to rate
payers, taxation effects, equitableness, accounting procedures, ratepayer
versus stockholder considerations, and responsiveness to change, will not be
addressed by NRC but will be left to state PUCs to determine. The final rule
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recognizes that funding for decommissioning of electric utilities is also
subject to the regulation of State and Federal agencies (e.g., FERC and state
PUCs) having jurisdiction over rates, and that the NRC requirements are in
addition to, and not substitution for, other requirements, and are not
intended to be used, by themselves, by other agencies to establish rates.
Hence, NRC does not intend to become involved as part of the decommissioning
rate regulation process. More detail in this area is contained in NUREG-1221,
Section D.8.3.
A.5.4.4 Opposed to GEIS Funding Recommendations for Fuel Cycle and Non-FuelCycle Facilities.
Comment 1 - Two commenters raised the question that financial requirements
will impose a financial burden on non-fuel-cycle facilities engaged in
radiopharmaceutical medical research and development and clinical laboratory
facilities, and also on tantalum manufacturers placing them at a disadvantage
to foreign competitors. (15, 31) Another commenter (16) raised the question
that self-insurance should be allowed since there is no evidence that it is
not suitable, and that certain licensees are at least as financially sound as
bonding or insurance companies or banks. This commenter also raised the
question that sureties should not be required because there is no evidence in
the GEIS that any licensee has ever defaulted in carrying out pertinent decom
missioning requirements, and because they may not be available to licensees,
and that they are not necessary since the NRC would not issue or renew a license
if a licensee were not prepared to carry out decommissioning.
Discussion
The types of funding methods discussed in this GEIS, and allowed for materials
licensees in the amended regulations, are consistent with those contained in
earlier NRC promulgated rules in 10 CFR Part 40, Appendix A, regarding require
ments for funding the decommissioning of uranium mills and mill tailings, and
in 10 CFR Part 61 regarding funding for closure of low-level-waste burial
facilities. The Commission found in developing those requirements that self
insurance for a private sector applicant or licensee would not be an acceptable
form of surety. Even if a private sector applicant or licensee is currently
adequately capitalized, a lack of funds at the time of decommissioning, which
may not occur for several years in the future, can cause problems with complete
decommissioning. Problems such as bankruptcy have arisen in recent years with
NRC licensees and Agreement State materials licensees not having sufficient
funds for decommissioning.
As part of the effort involved in preparation of the proposed rules, NRC pre
pared a Regulatory Analysis, which evaluated the benefits and costs associated
with the requirements contained in the proposed rules. The Regulatory Analysis
indicates that the large majority of NRC licensees are exempted from the specific
requirements on demonstrating financial assurances, although they are neverthe
less financially responsible for paying for decommissioning as well as carrying
out decommissioning. Those exempted include those possessing smaller quantities
of radioactive material than prescribed in the regulations, those using sealed
materials and those using material with half life less than 120 days. In addi
tion, for many of those remaining licensees who must demonstrate funding assur
ance, a certification of an amount and funding method as prescribed in the rule
would be sufficient. For those remaining licensees who must submit a funding
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plan, the plan would only be required at the time of license renewal at which
time it is much more efficient for the licensee and staff to implement as part
of the overall renewal effort. The regulatory analysis evaluated the costs
associated with submittal of these funding plans. Based on these costs and on
the number of exempted licensees, the regulatory analysis concluded that the
moderate increase in overall costs to the NRC and the industry is balanced by
the important increase in the effectiveness of decommissioning activities that
will assure that impacts on health, safety, and the environment are minor.
As an additional effort to minimize impacts while maintaining reasonable
assurance that funds are available for decommissioning, the NRC has decided to
modify the proposed rule to permit the use of parent company guarantee when
accompanied by financial tests for licensees. This is consistent with NRC 1 s
Policy Guidance Regarding Parent Company and Licensee Guarantees for Uranium
Recovery Licenses issued in December 1985.
This area is discussed in more detail in NUREG-1221, Section D.6.
Comment 5 - Raised the question that financial assurance provisions should not
be extended to facilities currently undergoing decommissioning. (16)
Discussion
See response in Section A.1.2 of the Appendix.
A.5.5 Funding for Premature Decommissioning, for Reactors Including
Post-Accident Decommissioning
Comment 1 - Disagrees with the GEIS discussion or finds insufficient detail on
funding for premature decommissioning, in particular post-accident cleanup and
decommissioning. (7, 12, 23, 24, 28, 29, 32, 35, 37, 38) Also raised the
question of how funding will be available for non-accident premature
decommissioning. (5, 7, 12, 23, 24, 28, 29, 32, 35, 37, 38)
Discussion
Revised Section 8 of the GEIS entitled 11 Decommissioning of Reactors Which Have
Been Involved in Accidents, 11 based on a Battelle-PNL report on post-accident
cleanup and decommissioning, contains information on the technology, safety,
and costs of prematurely decommissioning a reactor which has been involved in
an accident.
The availability of funds for post-accident cleanup is related to financial
assurance for decommissioning. The costs of post-accident cleanup can be sub
stantially larger than the costs of decommissioning. Assurance of funds for
post-accident cleanup activities is more properly covered by use of insurance.
Post-accident cleanup activities are broader in scope than decommissioning,
that is, they can lead ultimately to either reuse or decommissioning. Accord
ingly, the funding requirements for accident cleanup are not included in the
GEIS or in these amended rules but are contained in 10 CFR 50.54(w) which
requires that utility licensees for production and utilization facilities
obtain insurance to cover decontamination and cleanup costs associated with
onsite property damage resulting from an accident.
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With regard to the funding of decommissioning activities which would occur
prematurely either following an accident or if an accident did not occur, NRC
has had several studies done to address this issue. These include NUREG-0584,
NUREG/CR-1481, NUREG/CR-3899, NUREG/CR-3899 Supplement 1, and NUREG/CR-2370.
These documents address the question of assurance provided by the various
funding methods, including prepayment, external reserve, internal reserve, and
insurance. In particular, as discussed in Section 2.6 of the EIS and in more
detail in NUREG-1221, Section D.3.2.1.1, NUREG/CR-3899 notes that the market
value of utilities, even those involved in the most extreme financial crises,
is still far in excess of decommissioning costs and that the value of the
assets of a utility both tangible and intangible are more than adequate to
cover future projected decommissioning costs. These considerations must also
be viewed within the context of the Commission requirements for onsite property
damage insuran�e in 10 CFR 50.54(W), discussed above, the proceeds from which a
utility could use to decontaminate its reactor after an accident. Although
these insurance proceeds would not be used directly for decommissioning, they
would go a long way toward reducing the risk of a utility being subject to a
tremendous demand for funds after an accident. Because most utilities are now
carrying insurance in excess of $1 billion and the Commission has implemented
its proposed requirement in 10 CFR 50.54(w) for insurance at this level, a
major threat to long term utility solvency will have been substantially reduced.
In addition to the factors discussed in Section 2.6 of the EIS and in more
detail in NUREG-1221, Section D.3.2.1.1, the considerations in NUREG/CR-3899
and the presence of the accident insurance provided by 10 CFR 50.54(w) one
needs to balance the benefit of the reasonable assurance criteria against the
cost or practicality of assurance. Methods that could be used to handle
premature decommissioning include prepayment of funds, external reserve,
insurance, and sureties. However, prepayment of funds has been recognized by
several studies as being significantly more costly than the other methods.
Furthermore, in view of the unlikely nature of the events and the potential
problems being considered, prepayment has a cost too high for the benefit
that would be realized. External funding would not by itself provide
additional assurance for premature shutdown. Earlier studies in NUREG-0584
found that surety bonds were not generally available in the amounts necessary
for decommissioning power reactors. Use of insurance for nonaccident related
decommissioning was found in an earlier study performed for the NRC,
NUREG/CR-2370, to have potentially serious problems of insurability and moral
hazard and is not currently available. (Moral hazard is a term used in the
insurance industry to indicate a situation of lack of loss prevention or loss
control because those insured have access to risk prevention.)
In light of the factors considered, including the assurance provided by the
various methods, the unlikely nature of the various events and the cost and
practicality of providing more absolute assurance by certain methods, it is
concluded that the funding methods provided in the proposed rules are
adequate.
More detail in this area is found in NUREG-1221, Section D.3.2.1 and D.3.2.2.
A.6 Questions Related to the Effect on Decommissioning of the Unavailability
of Waste Disposal Capacity
Comment 1 - Some commenters raised the question that the NRC 1 s decommissioning
regulations must consider the effect that the unavailability of high-level waste
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and low-level waste disposal capacity will have on the capability to decom
mission a facility. Two commenters raised the question that there needs to be
low-level waste and high-level waste disposal regulations before questions about
decommissioning can be resolved. One commenter (15) questioned the ability to
assess realistically the impact of decommissioning criteria that call for
disposal of high volume, low-level radioactive sludges because there are no
sites available now or in the foreseeable future to accept this waste. (15)
(3, 11, 16, 23, 30, 34, 36)
Discussion
Disposal of decommissioning wastes is covered by existing regulations and is
beyond the scope of the rulemaking action supported by this GEIS. Disposal of
spent fuel will be via geologic repository pursuant to requirements set forth
in NRC's regulation 10 CFR Part 60. In addition, storage of spent fuel in
independent spent fuel storage installations is covered by 10 CFR Part 72.
Disposal of low-level wastes is covered under NRC's regulation 10 CFR Part 61.
These regulations are all in effect. Because low-level wastes cover a wide
range in radionuclide types and activities, 10 CFR Part 61 includes a waste
classification system that established three classes of waste generally
suitable for near-surface disposal: Class A, Class B, and Class C. This
classification system provides for successively stricter disposal requirements
so that the potential risks from disposal of each class of waste are
essentially equivalent to one another. In particular, the classification
system limits to safe levels the concentrations of both short- and long-lived
radionuclides of concern to low-level waste disposal. The radionuclides con
sidered in the waste classification system of 10 CFR Part 61 include long-lived
activation products, such as Ni-59 or Nb-94, as well as "intense emitters"
such as Co-60.
Wastes exceeding Class C limits are considered to be not generally suitable for
near-surface disposal, and those small quantities currently being generated are
being safely stored pending development of disposal capacity. The recently
enacted Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act of 1985
(Pub. L. 99-240, approved January 15, 1986, 99 Stat. 1842) provides that dis
posal of wastes exceeding Class C concentrations is the responsibility of the
Federal Government. The Act also requires a report by DOE to Congress with
recommendations for safe disposal of these wastes.
As far as decommissioning wastes are concerned, technical studies coupled with
practical experience from decommissioning of small reactor units indicate that
wastes from future decommissionings of large power reactors will have very
similar physical and radiological characteristics to those currently being
generated from reactor operations. Two of the studies performed by NRC include
NUREG/CR-0130, Addendum 3, and NUREG/CR-0672, Addendum 2, which specifically
address classification of wastes from decommissioning large pressurized water
reactor (PWR) and large boiling water reactor (BWR) nuclear power stations.
These studies indicate that the classification of low-level decommissioning
wastes from power reactors will be roughly as follows:
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Waste Class
A
B
C

Above C

PWR (Vol. %)
98.0
1.2
0.1
0.7

BWR (Vol. %)
97.5
2.0
0.3
0.2

As shown, the great majority of the waste volume from decommissioning will be
classified as Class A waste. Only a small fraction of the wastes will exceed
Class C limits.
Disposal capacity for Class A, Class B, and Class C wastes currently exists.
Development of new disposal capacity under the State compacting process is
covered under the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act referred
to above. This Act provides for incentives for development of such capacity,
as well as penalties for failure to develop such capacity. For wastes exceeding
Class C concentrations, DOE has offered to accept such waste for storage pending
development of disposal criteria and capacity. For spent fuel, a detailed
schedule for development of monitored retrievable storage and geologic disposal
capacity is provided in the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982.
Licensees will have to assess the situation with regard to waste disposal as
part of the decommissioning plan which they submit according to the requirements
of the amended regulations. In addition, the rule amendments require that at
or about five years prior to the projected end of operation, each reactor
licensee submit a cost estimate for decommissioning based on an up-to-date
assessment of the actions necessary for decommissioning. This requirement is
intended to assure that consideration be given to relevant, up-to-date informa
tion which could be important to adequate planning and funding for decommission
ing well before decommissioning actually begins. These considerations would
likely include an assessment of the then current waste disposal conditions. If
for any reason disposal capacity for decommissioning wastes were unavailable,
there are provisions in Section 50.82 of the amended regulations to allow delay
in completion of decommissioning which would permit temporary safe storage of
decommissioning waste. In addition, Section 50.82 contains requirements to
ensure that adequate funding is available for completion of delayed
decommissioning.
Although the DECON decommissioning alternative assumes availability of capacity
to dispose of waste, alternative methods of decommissioning are available
including delay in completion of decommissioning (such as SAFSTOR) during which
time there can be storage of wastes. Delay in decommissioning can result in a
reduction of occupational dose and waste volume due to radioactive decay.
Comment 2 - Raises the question that the NRC should consider the decommissioning
of low level waste storage facilities erected at reactor sites. (8)
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Discussion
Battelle PNL, as part of development of the data base for this GEIS, prepared
an evaluation of the technology, safety and cost of decommissioning a nuclear
facility for the case in which waste must be stored at the site after expira
tion of the operating license. That evaluation also includes an evaluation of
the decommissioning of the temporary low-level waste storage facilities. This
evaluation showed the additional impact was not significant.
One commenter (15) questions the ability to assess realistically the impact of
decommissioning criteria that call for disposal of high volume, low-level
radioactive sludges because there are no sites available now or in the
foreseeable future to accept this waste. (15)
Comment 3 - Raises the question that on-site, low-level waste disposal is the
most likely and most reasonably available method for decommissioning. (16)
Discussion
As indicated in the response to Comment 1, decommissioning regulations will
contain provisions for use of delayed decommissioning alternatives, such as
SAFSTOR, for facilities which must store low level waste at the site past the
expiration date of the facility operating license. However, it is assumed that
this storage at the site will be temporary. Permanent conversion of sites to a
low level waste burial facility is not considered a decommissioning alternative
because, as is stated in Section 2.3 of the GEIS, decommissioning of a facility
leads to unrestricted use. Conversion and use of a facility for a LLW disposal
site after its operating life is over is outside the scope of the rulemaking
supported by this GEIS and would have to be reviewed on a case by case basis by
NRC.
Comment 4 - Disagreed with the statement made in Section 2.7 of the draft GEIS
that the quantity of waste from operating reactors will considerably exceed
that generated by facilities being decommissioned, although one commenter indi
cated agreement with the statement. (1, 35)
Discussion
The basis for the statement in Section 2.7 of the draft GEIS is that it has
been estimated that an operating 1000 MWe reactor will generate approximately
1300 m 3 /yr of low level waste. Thus for 100 reactors, the total waste volume
generated would be approximately 130,000 m 3 /yr. DECON of a reactor is estimated
to generate less than 5000 m3 /yr over a 4 year period.
It is recognized in Section 2.7 in the GEIS that, for any one reactor, decom
missioning will generate an appreciable fraction of the low level waste gene
rated by a reactor over its lifetime. It is also recognized in the GEIS that
there is a need for burial capacity of this low level radioactive waste.
Comment 5 - Questioned the validity of the comparison made in Section 0.4.4 of
the GEIS of 17900 m 3 of waste volume generated to 1160 acres that the plant
originally occupied.
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Discussion
The comparison was between the 2 acres which would be used at a low level waste
burial ground for the 17900 m 3 and the 1160 acres originally used as the site
of the ref�rence PWR. The comparison is valid because the operating nuclear
facility with restricted use covering 1160 acres has been converted to 2 acres
of waste disposal space following termination of license.
A.7 General Technical Questions About Decommissioning
A.7.1 Questions on the Information Base Developed for the GEIS
Comment 1 - Questions the adequacy of the information base developed for the
GEIS, in particular the lack of completed reports on research and test reactors,
multiple reactors, non-fuel-cycle facilities, UF 6 conversion plants, and
post-accident decommissioning. (1, 5, 7, 16, 23, 30, 36, 38)
Discussion
The technical data base upon which the GEIS is based represents an extensive
study of the decommissioning of nuclear fuel cycle and non-fuel-cycle facilities.
Since the draft GEIS was issued, reports on the technology, safety and costs of
decommissioning the following facilities have been completed: multiple reactors,
non-fuel-cycle facilities, UF 6 conversion plants, research and test reactors,
independent spent fuel storage installation and decommissioning of reactors and
fuel cycle facilities involved in accidents. Reports that had already been
completed at the time the draft GEIS was published include the technology,
safety and costs of decommissioning the following facilities: pressurized water
reactors, boiling water reactors, reprocessing plants, fuel fabrication plants,
and mixed oxide fuel fabrication plants. Also reports on the technology and
costs of termination surveys to verify that residual radioactivity levels meet
acceptable levels have been completed.
Based on the above, it is the NRC's judgment that the development of the data
base is sufficiently complete to develop the GEIS and subsequent rules. More
details on this area are in NUREG-1221, Section D.1.1.
Comment 2 - Raises the question that the GEIS does not provide enough technical
detail or historical detail to provide information on decontamination and
decommissioning performance. (30)
Discussion
As stated in the GEIS, Section 1.1, the purpose of the GEIS is to assist NRC
in promulgating revisions to regulations on decommissioning. As such, the
GEIS presents a summary of the technical data base. The full technical data
base including detailed information on decontamination and decommissioning
techniques and experience is contained in over 20 volumes of reports prepared
by Battelle-Pacific Northwest Laboratories. These reports are referenced
through out the GEIS and should be used if detailed technical information is
necessary to a user. These include large amounts of technical and historical
detail on decontamination and decommissioning performance.
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Comment 3 - Raises the question that waste volumes, and content, and risks
have been underestimated in the GEIS. (1)
Discussion
The quantities and radioactivity of the wastes ar1s1ng from decommissioning are
developed in the Battelle-PNL reports through an analysis of the radionuclide
inventory in the plant at the time of plant shutdown, the types and quantities
of wastes that must be disposed of and the decontamination procedures that
generate waste volumes. The pressurized water reactor and boiling water reactor
reports also provide details concerning the sensitivity analysis of impact of
differing plant conditions, including different amounts of contamination than
those initially estimated and different reactor sizes.
This is based on the data base currently existing on decontamination and decom
missioning and on estimated plant condition at the time of shutdown. Based on
the detailed technical analysis completed, the waste volumes and risk associated
with decommissioning are not considered to be underestimated. More detail on
this area is found in NUREG-1221, Sections D.1.1 and H.1.
Comment 4 - Raises the question of why decommissioning of HTGRs is not
considered in the GEIS. (35)
Discussion
The purpose of developing the technical data base is to provide support for
development of a generic rule on decommissioning which can provide consistent
licensing basis and remove the need for case-by-case licensing decisions.
Since there is only one HTGR currently in commercial operation and none are
currently planned to be built, there is no currently sufficient need to study,
in a generic manner, the decommissioning of HTGRs. Review of the decommission
ing for that facility can be undertaken on a case specific basis. Of course,
the existing HTGR will be required to conform to general proposed rule require
ments, namely financial assurance, planning, and decommissioning alternatives,
although specific details will have to be considered for the plant.
Comment 5 - Questions the adequacy of the NRC analysis on the decommissioning
of low level waste burial grounds and questions whether the NRC analysis of
fuel reprocessing plants is based on realistic models. (32)
Discussion
Detailed evaluation the decommissioning of low level waste burial grounds is
outside the scope of this GEIS. This evaluation is contained in NUREG-0782,
Draft Environmental Impact Statement on 10 CFR Part 61 "Licensing Requirements
for Land Disposal of Radioactive Waste, 11 September 1981, and in the proposed
rule on 11 Licensing Requirements for Land Disposal of Radioactive Waste, 11
46 FR 38081, July 24, 1981.
The Battelle-PNL study on the technology, safety and costs of decommissioning
a fuel reprocessing plant is based on the Barnwell Nuclear Fuel Plant, located
in Barnwell, South Carolina. Although the Barnwell Plant has never operated as
a fuel reprocessing plant (FRP), its design is considered to have characteristics
typical of those present in any future FRP. In addition, because the existing
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portions of the Barnwell plant do not include facilities for high-level liquid
waste solidification (which any future FRPs would contain) the Battelle-PNL
study included a conceptual facility of this type added on to the Barnwell
plant and analyzed its decommissioning.
Although the Nuclear Fuel Services (NFS) plant in West Valley, New York, is the
only commercial reprocessing plant that has operated in the United States
(although it is not currently operating) it is not used as the reference plant.
The NFS situation is not directly translatable to the present or projected
nuclear power industry because a national policy (10 CFR Part 50, Appendix F)
requiring the solidification of high-level waste was not established until 1971,
well after the plant began operation. Therefore, since NFS has its reprocessing
high-level wastes stored in large underground tanks in slurry form, the costs
of decommissioning this plant would be expected to be higher than that of any
new FRPs if they were to be constructed and hence West Valley was not used as
the reference plant.
At the present time no commercial spent fuel is being considered for
reprocessing.
Comment 6 - Raises the question that the draft GEIS has not adequately handled
the problems of decommissioning following an accident, specifically the costs,
financial considerations and procedures. (7, 35, 37, 39)
Discussion
See revised GEIS Section 8 for a discussion of decommissioning of a reactor
which has been involved in an accident.
A.7.2 Technical Details
Comment 1 - Raises the question that the NRC assumption that "good housekeeping11
practices have been employed is not valid. (1)
Discussion
The full sentence quoted above from page 2-13 of the draft GEIS is "Most rooms
should not be mildly contaminated with radioactivity in excess of levels which
are acceptable for unrestricted facility use since it is assumed that good
housekeeping and ALARA practices will be used during facility operations to
control the spread of contamination. 11 The context of this sentence is that
IIOst rooms will either be highly contaminated, thus requiring extensive decon
taaination efforts, or will have very low contamination levels because of the
need to control occupational exposures during operations. These •xposures
during operations must be kept 11 as low as reasonably achievable" in accordance
witn 10 CFR 20.1 and with Regulatory Guide 8.8.
The draft GEIS, Section 2.5.3, goes on to state that, if necessary, decontam
ination of these mildly contaminated ro,oms during decommissioning can be accom
plished at a low cost and with low expenditures of manpower.
Co1B111ent 2 - Questions how decommissioning will vary as a function of the year
of design of the LWR and the effect of different levels and durations of plant
operation. (3)
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Discussion
The development of the technical data base on decommissioning included an
analysis of the sensitivity of the technology, safety and cost of decommission
ing to several different parameters considered to be potentially significant
in their effect. These parameters included: (1) plant size (thus considering
the level of plant operations, as well as the year of design of the reactor
since older reactors are generally a small power level while newer reactors
are larger); (2) the degree of radioactive contamination (thus considering the
duration of plant operation since with longer lifetimes there could be greater
contamination); (3) waste disposal charges; (4) contractual arrangements; and
(5) for BWRs, different containment designs. The results of these sensitivity
analyses are contained in Sections 4.3.4 and 5.3.4 of the GEIS. These sections
point out that, while there were some differences in results, the conclusion
of the sensitivity analyses is that the differing parameters do not substan
tially affect the original cost and dose conclusions.
Comment 3 - Disagrees with GEIS statement (made in the draft GEIS, Section 2.5.3) that decontamination costs for a facility are essentially indepen
dent of the level to which it must be decontaminated as long as it is within
the range of 1-25 mrem/yr. (23, 30, 34, 38)
Discussion
The context of Section 2.5.3 of the draft GEIS is that cost-benefit considera
tions are involved in the evaluation of the extent of facility decontamination
necessary to decommission the facility, i.e., to release it for unrestricted
use. In estimating the costs of decommissioning, it is assumed that all
neutron-activated material and all potentially contaminated piping and equip
ment is removed and disposed of as radioactive waste. The question of unre
stricted release levels becomes important when the final cleanup of the struc
tures is begun. In the PNL analyses costs of decommissioning were computed
on the basis that in all areas anticipated to have contaminated concrete surfaces,
two inches of concrete were removed and disposed of as radioactive material.
These surfaces included such areas as the walls and floor behind stainless
steel-lined pools and the walls and floors of process areas. Where an
eight-inch concrete block wall was involved, the analyses postulated removing
the entire wall, not just the two-inch surface layers.
There will, in practice, be situations where contamination has penetrated more
deeply than two inches. At the same time it should be recognized that most of
the concrete surfaces will be contaminated to a depth of about one-half inch
or less. Thus, the approach of evaluating the cost of removing and disposing
of a two-inch layer is generally conservative and should adequately cover the
instances where additional material must be removed locally to obtain a clean
surface.
Even if additional concrete must be removed it will not have significant impact
on the overall costs of decommissioning. The incremental cost of removing twice
as much concrete in releasing the facility for unrestricted use has been esti
mated as adding approximately 2% to the cost of decommissioning. This is
within the 25% contingency factor which is included in the cost estimates in
Tables 4.3-1 and 5.3-1.
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Based on the preceding discussion the cost of decommissioning the facility,
i.e., reducing the contamination to unrestricted use levels, is essentially
independent of the unrestricted use level, as long as that level is in the
range of 1-25 mrem/year to an exposed individual.
Comment 4 - Comments that existing operational ALARA considerations are
adequate, and comments that any NRC-proposed facilitation requirements should
be justified on a rigorous cost-benefit basis. (10, 34)
Discussion
The studies performed as part of the policy reevaluation have shown that facili
tation of decommissioning in the design of a facility or during its operation
can be beneficial in reducing operational exposures and waste volumes requiring
disposal at the time of decommissioning. In addition, facilitation can improve
financial assurance by keeping actual costs of decommissioning in line with the
estimated costs on which the levels of financial assurance are based. A specific
requirement on facilitation was contained in the proposed rule (recordkeeping),
the effects of operational procedures on decommissioning should be considered by
licensees as part of their program to maintain radiation exposures and effluents
11
as low as reasonably achievable. 11 The facilitation of decommissioning in the
design of facilities can be considered under the general standard for issuance
of license that equipment and facilities be adequate to protect the health and
safety of the public contained in§§ 30.33(a)(2), 40.32(c), 50.40(a), 70.23(a)(3),
and 72.31(a)(10). Suggestions for facilitation are presented in the PNL studies
and in a preliminary study on facilitation of reactor decommissioning prepared
for NRC.
In particular, experience has shown that an important aspect of facilitation
during operations is the maintenance of adequate information on the design and
current condition of the facility and site, so that decommissioning can be care
fully planned and carried out. The amended rule does specifically require that
records of relevant operational information helpful in facilitating decommis
sioning be kept by all reactor and materials licensees. Plans should be
developed to collect, maintain, and recall records and archive files which
include as-built and as-revised drawings and specifications and operational
occurrences which could significantly affect decommissioning. The amended rule
specifically allows the use of references to relevant information and locations
in order to avoid unnecessary duplication of records kept for other purposes
and also specifies that referencing of drawings need not include indexing of
each individual relevant document. The intent of this requirement is to assure
that all important information is kept until termination of license and that it
be readily accessible when needed.
Comment 5 - Disagrees with the GEIS statement that the technology for
decommissioning is well in hand, because technology has not been developed to
remotely dismantle a reactor after 30 years, and because reusable decommission
ing equipment and equipment which could further lower costs and occupational
exposures has not been developed. (32)
Discussion
The context of the statement in GEIS Section 15.0, referred to in Comment 5
above, is that the technology for decommissioning nuclear facilities is well
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in hand and, while technical improvements in decommissioning techniques are to
be expected, decommissioning at the present time can be performed safely and
at reasonable cost.
Radiation dose to the public due to decommissioning activities should be very
small and be primarily due to transportation of decommissioning waste to waste
burial grounds. Radiation dose to decommissioning workers should be a small
fraction of their exposure experienced over the operating lifetime of the
facility and usually be well within the occupational exposure limits imposed
by regulatory requirements. Decommissioning costs are reasonable and are, at
least for the larger facilities such as reactors, a small fraction of the
present worth commissioning costs {i.e., less than 10%). This statement is
not meant to imply that there won 1 t be technical improvements in the future and
as decommissioning experience is obtained these improvements will be made,
however as is stated decommissioning can be performed safety. Based on the
statements in Section 15.0, regulations can be written containing requirements
for decommissioning.
Comment 6 - Raises the question that the GEIS should contain more detail of the
impact of wastes from decommissioning activities on waste disposal sites. (30)
Discussion
See Section A.6 of this Appendix. In addition the environmental impact asso
ciated with waste disposal sites is contained in the Final Environmental Impact
Statement on 10 CFR Part 61 11 Licensing Requirements for Land Disposal of
Radioactive Waste. 11
Comment 7 - Raises the question that the GEIS should consider the impact that
variations in residual radioactivity criteria would have on projected waste
volumes. (30)
Discussion
As discussed in Section 2.5 of the Final GEIS the impact of differences in
residual radioactivity limits, within a reasonable range, is not significant
in terms of cost. Hence the impact on waste disposal is not expected to be
significant.
A. 7.3 Socioeconomic and Human Factors
Comment 1 - Questions whether the GEIS should contain more detail concerning
the socioeconomic impacts of shutting the plant down and decommissioning it.
(8, 40)
Discussion
As discussed in GEIS Sections 4.4, 5.4, and 7.4.3, the major socioeconomic
impact occurs prior to decommissioning, namely at the time of the owner 1 s
decision to shutdown the nuclear facility, thus removing a source of employ
ment and tax income for the community. Treatment of these effects is outside
the scope of this GEIS. Decommissioning activities tend to mitigate the
impact of job and tax income reduction for a period of time after shutdown,
and hence those effects are not treated in detail in the GEIS.
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Comment 2 - Questions why the GEIS does not consider 11 human error" in its
analysis. (40)
Discussion
Because the reactor is not operating during decommissioning, the analysis
contained the GEIS and the information base prepared by Battelle-PNL does
not include the significant impacts which can result from human error at
operating facilities.
Nevertheless, the GEIS and the information base reports do contain in their
analysis several considerations of human error. For example, Tables 4.3-1 and
5.3-1 indicate that costs for decommissioning include a 25% contingency factor
which can account for unforeseen events that might impede the conduct of the
decommissioning work. The costs listed in the table also include scheduling
and cost allowances for inefficiencies associated with working in radiation
environments.
In addition, the GEIS includes (see for example, Tables 4.4-2 and 4.4-3) an
analysis of the radiation dose impact to the public from accidents resulting
from various causes, including human error. The GEIS found that even for the
most severe accident that the doses were moderate (see for example, Section 4.4).
The information base developed by Battelle-PNL also includes an analysis of
injuries to workers resulting in lost time from the job, and worker fatalities.
This analysis was based on industrial type accidents during the deco111111issioning.
It was found, for example, that for boiling water reactors that less than
10 lost-time injuries to workers would occur, and that essentially no fatalities
due to industrial accidents would occur during the decommissioning or the
transportation of decommissioning wastes.
In order to minimize human error, Section 15.1.2.2 recommends that quality
assurance provisions during conduct of decommissioning be described in the
decommissioning plan. This would involve describing the equipment and proce
dures requiring QA procedures during decommissioning. As another means of
minimizing human error, Section 15.1.2.1 recommends that records of information
important to a decommissioning be kept over the lifetime of the facility. These
records would include records of spills and unusual occurrences involving spread
of contamination in the facility and would also include as-built drawings and
modifications of structures and equipment in high radiation areas. Maintenance
and availability of such records at the time of decommissioning will assist
plant staff in conducting work in radiation areas and minimize radiation
exposure and human error.
Comment 3 - Questions why the GEIS does not mention the impact that the
disposal of decommissioning waste will have on communities surrounding the
waste burial grounds. (40)
Discussion
The GEIS includes an analysis of population exposure from truck transport of
decommissioning waste to burial grounds. (See, for example, Tables 4.3-2 and
5.3-2). The evaluation of the impact of waste at the burial grounds is outside
the scope of this GEIS, but analysis of the environmental impact of waste is
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included in the Fina.l Environmental Impact Statement on 10 CFR Part 61
1
11 Licensing Requirements for Land Di sposa 1 or Radioactive Waste ;
November 1981.
A.7.4 Occupational Exposures
Comment 1 - One commenter (38) questions the basis of the GEIS statement that
the occupational radiation dose resulting from DECON of boiling water reactors
and fuel reprocessing plants is of marginal significance to health and safety
while another agrees with GEIS statement that decommissioning of a reactor can
be accomplished with reasonable occupational radiation exposure and virtually
no public radiation exposure.
A.7.5 Non-Fuel-Cycle Facilities
Comment 1 - Raises the question that decommissioning considerations for non
fuel-cycle facilities should be different from those for fuel cycle facilities,
because of the different nature of the facilities; and also that there should
be separate consideration for difficult types of non-fuel-cycle facilities and
that for some processing facilities, decommissioning considerations should be on
a case-by-case basis. (15)
Discussion
The GEIS recognizes the unique nature of the different types of facilities by
treating them in separate analyses and by analyzing the costs, waste disposal
concerns, and decommissioning alternatives for the different types of facilities.
Specifically revised Section 14 of the GEIS discusses the alternatives, cost,
dose impacts, and waste disposal of the different major type of non-fuel-cycle
facilities requiring significant decommissioning action, including sealed source
manufacturers, radiochemical and radiopharmaceutical manufacturers, ore
processors, and broad research and development facilities.
Despite the different and unique nature of the non-fuel-cycle facilities, the
general NRC policy consideration outlined in Section 15 of the GEIS can apply
in general to all facilities. These policy considerations include planning,
financial assurance, and decommissioning alternatives. All facilities con
sidered in this GEIS, and in subsequent rulemaking, which have a significant
decommissioning effort, need to plan for decommissioning; need to establish a
fund; need to consider which of the decommissioning alternatives is most appro
priate and what the timing of that alternative should be; and need to have
criteria for acceptable levels of residual radioactivity.
The GEIS recognizes the unique nature of the different facilities in several
GEIS sections. Section 15.1.1 recognizes that different decommissioning alter
natives may be more logical for certain facilities than others. Section 15.1.3
recognizes that because of the diversity of facility types, different funding
methods may be acceptable.
Certainly in any decommissioning, including that for an ore processing facility,
there will be case-by-case considerations but it is expected that these will fit
into the general guidelines of these amended regulations. Regulatory guides
under consideration will treat such considerations.
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Comment 2 - Raises the question that the cost of decommissioning ore processing
facilities is significantly underestimated and that the GEIS does not adequately
treat the cost of transporting waste from ore processors to low level burial
facilities.
Comment 3_- Raises the question that the GEIS has underestimated the complexity
of decommissioning an ore processing facility and not provided sufficient basis
for the statement that decommissioning of an ore processing plant has only
minor adverse impact. (15)
Discussion
As stated in the GEIS, Chapter 14, the major problem with the ore processing
facility decommissioning is the tailings pile disposal problem. The GEIS
recognizes many options for handling tailings, such as possible disposal in a
local landfill, depending on an acceptable residual level (p. 14-20), in place
stabilization (p. 14-22), through to a removal option for which the major costs
of transportation and burial for the example case is 33 million in 1986
dollars (p. 14-20). Thus the GEIS recognizes that decommissioning of an ore
processing facility can, depending on circumstances at the time, be reasonably
simple or very complex in terms of cost.
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Appendix B: Comments Received on the
Draft Generic Environmental Impact Statement.
This Appendix contains copies of the original comment letters received. Back
ground documents referred to by colllllents are not included but can be obtained
from the Public Document Room {under Federal Pegister Notice Number 46 FR 11666
where the original versions of the letters are kept).
Table B-1 lists the source of the comment letters.
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Table B-1

Comment Letters on the Draft GEIS
Docket No.

Commenter

1
2
3
4

Marvin Lewis
San Diego Gas and Electric
Wisconsin Public Service Commission
Jay Gertz

8*
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
'18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

Tennessee Valley Authority
B-13
United States Environmental Protection Agency
B-19
Combustion Engineering
B-21
B-23
Detroit Edison Co.
Deloitte, Haskins and Sells
B-26
B-33
Klevorn, Dreyer and Dubois
B-37
Houston Light and Power Company
B-39
Baker and Hostetler
B-47
Kerr-McGee Corp.
B-67
Hesslin
B-72
Mallinckrodt, Inc.
B-73
Michigan Public Service Commission
B-77
Consolidated Edison Company
B-80
General Electric Company
B-83
Commonwealth Edison Company
B-87
Atomic Industrial Forum
B-102
Debevoise and Liberman
Duke Power Company
B-127
General Electric Co.-Nuclear Fuels and Services Divn. B-129
8-132
Consumers Power Company
Public Service Electric and Company
B-134
Arizona Public Service Company
B-135
B-139
U.S. Department of Energy
Health Industry Manufacturers Assn.
B-150
Sierra Club Radioactive Waste Campaign
B-155
B-2

B -4
B -7
B-10
B-12

33
34

35
36
37
38
39
40

Texas Dept. of Health
Public Service of Indiana
Arkansas Power and Light Co.
Texas Dept. of Water Resources
California Energy Commission
New York State Dept. of Environmental Conservation
Ohio Citizens for Responsible Energy
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DOCK£T NU��EI
,�,.
Plt<»'OSED iW.L PB .J

'lJ:;i;fI S'OJ

74;-rf�
Manin I .. Levis
Terrace
(I/, f:R J 1,, , ) 6;01+ Bradtord
P.I
1911+9
a
Pill .
)-4-81.
Dec:911111lssien1ng Program Manager
Division or Bng1n ..r1ng Standards
Ott1ce � Standards Develop•ent
Washington,. D.C; 20�S5
Dear Sir;
Please accept the tellevina ietter as w, cemments en tbe
Dra�t Generic Bnvirenmental Impact Statement •n Decomm1ss1oning
• Kuclftr Jl'ac111t1n, Nureg 05'86 January 1981 ..

111 tirst Co11ment 1• that I had to call up the nc because the
du• date ter the end ot comants en this IURBG was not r•d11y
teund in th• IBRBG. I had te vast• tiae on '1 te-laphene call
t• llll• RRC Just to tind out t hat the end tt' the co•ent"
peried was March23,.1981. It sheuld have clearly stated on
pag• f1 what the epfration date tor ce1111ehts is.
2. T�s is a ver, extensive issue thatth1s MBIEG covers.
It depends heavily upon an entir• bextul
other 1'URIGS
The IURBGS that this lltJRal 05'86 depends upen are
a series .r lltJRIGS entitled -i'echn•l•IY • Satety an4
Costs� JJecolllllissioniag a R••�nc• •••••------.•
The .. ••••--------- r.ter to various nuclear tuel tac111t1•••
!hfs series,111?,S, ancl: et Decellllliss••ninc a Retereac .. •••---
i• very tlave4. l'Urthff ,. this series is not complete an1
the BURs; -.r.s,andC ot Decolllllisstaaing a reterence llv
Burial Ground• has eal7 been delivered 1n tb1.a last veelc.
S';,, and c et Decolldsslening a Retereace MU.ltirncter
P•v_. Statienltllill has net been !ssued'.

.r

-r,

Theref'ere Ceaments are be'ing solicited en a JnJRBz OS68
which rests upon a series- ot IUBEGS which are ne� cempleted'
aor issued. Jurth•r� that part et the series which has
bem issued 1s tlavea 1n wideresti•tinc voluae, Curie,
and dan•r et th• wastes. U,eter Skinner I! Law Dept•�
a Radvast• Planning Sessieat... State Ott1c1als put •n
by the IBC 1n Phkla..PM)(Als• see Resniket in 'Bet Man
Apart• newsletter., aseries •n transportation ot radvaste. )

3 •. This NtJ'RIG is internally tlaved as well RS resting
upen tlaved references. Inethervords, statements 1n this
IOREn,vhich d< net depend upon a refe!'ence, are alse
incorrect.Fer instance •n Page 0-8,
•In any given year the quantity or this waste generated 'by
4ece11111ss1en1ng will be eonstd�rAbly less than that generated b
by eperat1ng nuclear racillties.•
Well, that statement may hav� been true in the past. The reason
that the waste rrom decommissioning in the past was less��
than generattd by op�r&ting nuclear fac111t1Ps was dependent
upen several factors:
A. Nuclear power is a 'new' technology and most plAnts
had not reRc�ed t��lr r�ttrement ag�.
B. Nuclear raci 11 ties whic:b were due to r,�t I rflment ro r
x,rious �easons hAd tliP-1 r rettrf!mcant.� dcarl.rt-d.
\Wes� Valley,
1
Barnwel 1, ''Hntord, Al 1 t ,1ulpJ'A.)
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]. C.There hers only been one Class 9 accident to date.
'?hat was at TMil2. It happened on March 29,19a79
ard 1s continuing to tris date and probably beyend.
Drs llasmus�en, W.H.Jordan and the Advisory Collllli.ttee
on Reactor Sategaurds have all gone ea record that
v• may expect a TMI#2 type accident eve'l'1 � ta S
7ears. (I>r Rasmussen an Phila radio 1a May tollewing
the TMil2 accident.nr Walter H. Jordan in his recent
beok withs. Glasstone on Nuclear sarety . MCRS
in a statement by a member qu�ting a German Study.)

In light ot the above 1ntormat1on the statement,. 9tn any
given year the quantity ot this waste generat•� by 4ecollll11as1on
ing is considerably less than th•� generated by
operating nuclear tac1lit1es.• fs indetensible ll)eculatien.
�. Page o-8 •«ssurance ot this availab1litytt (4ecemm1.ss1oning)
tunds is necessary to ensure that a health and ,atty problvm Ila
does not result ,ecause or undue delay in ierrorm1ng tha
required deccmmissioning.• That statemtnris one t�.at I
can agre� with. Hewe•er� that ha-snot been the regulatory
sta.nce ot" the nc.. The regulatory stance ot the 11B:
has been to deal without iut!icient specificity on
t1nanc1al matters •.
•Presant regulato'l'1 gu1dnace 1s not spec1t1c enough on requfl"e4
particulars needed to deal properly with t1nanc1al
assurance con�deration.• Page 0-8 Paragraph a.2.6.1.
Sothing in this NUREG.,-equfres a change or r�gulatory stanc�
to one ot proper assui,ice or tunds ror decom*i.ssieng to
pr•,tect th• health and satety ot the publicr. Without
a chug• et regulatory stance which would requ1r• pre.per
assurance et timely aTa11'b111ty et decommissien1ng funds,
this 1l1JRBl is worthless. Regulatory requirements tor
timely avail&bilty or decomm1ss1en1ng twids aust be set 1n
stone. J>eeoma:1.ssiening tund• aust net be a matter ot"
ccn3'ecture. n.mp Thes• tuna must be wh•l•� a•ilabl•
at any time ill a reacterla 11tetime. !be accicttllt at TMift
4emonstr-ted that a react•r can n ..cf 1t� decomm1ss1oii1nc
tuncfs leng betere the schedule� date er retirement.
A"t'aillbilt7 et decomm1ssien1ng taad's �s •n• et the mest
impfftant points 111 decollll1sston1ng. ThfF tuadillg is
cress!y and' inadequately handle« in thi'.9 1117R!lcr ta- the
reasens sta�ed above ..

S. Residual Radioactivity Levels tor Release •ta
Pac111ty to Unrestricted use.
Well, this 1s reall7 up in the a1�. Spa was supposec! tc
do this but hasnft 7et. 1fRC has presented its views.
Where , vhen,.and wh• is going to mate the dec1s1on.
Meaawhile , th!s nureg was sent out te ,et comments
when the mGst essectial ftam 1n 1t ls still in limbo.
Rev can I co1111ent on,someth1ng that ts net even there yet!
Take th�s Draft back until sue� time as hearings and
public celll!llent has been 1ncorpora.ted' by EPA into a
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doae 1 ... 1 tor release of a tac111ty t�r unrestric•ed ase.
Until th1• doee level has ben ascertained, C9111lenting
upon this lt1RIG is tutile.

6.. There are toe many assumption• in this repert tha:1t
d• net bear ea past perrermance ner comm•n sen..-. ,...
instance,
-Xt is assumed: that geocf heusekeeping ••• • Page 2-13.
Bven atter the accident at TMil2 aald an 1nspect1en
by a specail team at the TMI� site housekeeping
rematie• a preblem 1Ultil the lllC enlisted the- coeperation
ot the tep MetBd etticer en the site tor that spec1t1c
problem.
Recently! the Phila Dailt•News carr1ecf a, story about
radioact ve mouse reces being round on the TMI sit••
The asswaptien conceriing housekeeping bears n•
relat6en1hip to reality. Many asswaptions, implicit
aid eexpli.eit, do net bear any relat1cn3hip to reality
1Jl this IUREG •.

Peor assQ111Ptiens tlaw this lltJRBG beyond redemption.
Th..v it out and hepe that 1•u can do a better 3ob
the second time around.

,. MICJ.IIMl!h I have net had the time or the inclination
to critique all the many tlavs, err•�•, and �uat plain
dumbness in this NORBG. r1ease do net construe my silence
en any point as an endoll"lement et this repert, 1"URBG 0�86.
Respecttully subm1tta�,

��1tfdll!':"1;errace t?J1 /L
1
Phila. P£ 1911.9
�;1' (
(215')

cu
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San Diego Gas & Electric
R L MEYER

"41C& PQl1DENT-AEGU�AT0RY �£11NICII

Secretary of the ccmnission
U.S. Nuclear Regula:to:i:y carmission
washin;ton, o.c. 20555

Attention: D:x:kei:m1 & SeNice Branch
Re: Decamd.ssionin; Criteria for Nuclear Facilities: NUREX;-0586
Gentlenen:
The San Diego Gas & Eleci:ric O::mpany, � of the San on:>fre
Nuclear Generatin; Station, has a continuing interest in the regulatc:i:y
:frameN:>rk (J:oth federal and state) bem; developed for the decanni.ssionillg
of nuclear power facilities.�ly, SDG&E is pleased tc offer the
followin; ccmnents on the NOC• s Draft Generic Em7imnmental Drrpact Statement,
specifically relative tc the four areas of regulatc:i:y objective am the
prel.imina:i:y conclusions.
l. Timeliness:

It is asserted that "canpletin; decx:mnissioning and releasin;J the
facility for llllrestricted use el.imi.nates the potential problems of increased
Il1.1tlbers of sites used for the confi.nenent of radioactively contaminated
naterials, as well as potential health, safety, regulatc:i:y and econ:mic
pmblems associated with mainta.inin; the site." Such a sweepin;J assertion
.ltllSt be sug:x:,rted by extensive documented evidence ot such "pmblems" before
acceptance is "'8rrclllted. The number of sites is small when viaei fJ:an the
perspective of the total number of sites dedicated tc iniust:ria.l use.
Nuclear sites are, by regulation, isolated and desirable for continued
energy production utilization (after all, t:ransnission line facilities, anon;
others, are of pmnanent value}. It can be argued with merit that such sites
smuld never be released for unrestricted use by the public. Since deccn
tami.nation can readily be accarrplished after cessation of power production and
since continued occupation of the site by the owner precludes plhJ ic access,
it DBY never be tjmel · � fully deccmnission a mcl.ear facility. 'l'hus, there
are ve:i:y significant a, eren:es between the reality of site use conversion
and the pm:eived need for total restoration tc fi:ee public access
'Im public sh:,uld mt be deluded into expecting the eventual return
of all techmlogical facilities and sites to parklani scenes. We smuld
realistically consider the myriad of possible uses for our sites, rot c:z:eatin;
regulations that preclude a case-by-case detell'llination of the use that is nest
beneficial tc the public.
B-7
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See:retary of the Cl:mnission

�= Oecomnissionin; Criteria for Nuclear Facilities:
2.

Mm:h 19, 1981
NtmEG-0586

Finan:ial.Assurance:

It is disquietin:J tc mad in the p:o_posed EIS such w::>J:dinl as "while
other funding mechanistls, ••••••.•••• •'ltB'f be m:>i:e costly on a net p:esent
worth basis, their eooraoic :i.npact is still snaJ.l in t:em\9 of the total cost
to the consumer or licensee." It is this cavalier disl:egam for the econ:m.c
consequerr.:es of pratul.gatin:J regulations that has c::x:mtributed stmngly tc any
doubts there may be as tc a utility's financial ability tc decc:mnission
rea.ctcrs as required. 'l'te conclusion drawn by the EIS on financial assuran::e
does mt appear to be supported by factual material.
'It> the extent that the cost of financing nuclear decarmissionin;J is in
the tegul.ato:ry arena, the participants smuld be tmse regulatc:ry tcdi.es
wh:> have the respons1hi J 1 ty for approving x:evezme requirellent 1� and
rates to develop th:>se revenue requirements.
l.

P1.anrw!z:

As haS been described in the section on "Timtliness" al:cve, the legitimate
optia'1S for continued site utilization after cessation of nuclear facility
operations are virtually bouniless. The best such use, based on a cost/benefit
evaluation on a site-by-site basis, camx,t'Ee predicte::l with aa:uracy! In
fact, it is a virtllal certainty that today's plan (or that pmpm:ed prior to
acquirin; an operating license) will mt be the best one. A z:ealistic
approach is uxged.
A plan shJuld be made for site oonversion prior to facility open.ti.en.
SUch a plan will pemit the ratemaking regulatory !xxli.es to mJce app%0priate
pmvision for tl'& rec:x:,ycy of the estinated costs over the life of the facility.
�, such plan rrust not be a mandatory �t for l.ioen.sin; as
this w::,uld te amtha.r t:uget for int:ervers:>rs with no other pwpose than tc
delay pz:ojects.
'!'hen, sane time prior to the tezmimtim of the operat.inJ licmse, a
firm plan smw.d be pr:eparer1 am realist::i.cally pz: ss ented for appmval. No
viable option for further site use sh:Nld be pr:ecl.WB!! With the corcau:em:e
of loc:al am federal auth:>ri:tiall, detailed f.imncial. plans oould be pr:eparer1
am h11>lanented. We urge that the am:ent. Ell'(:lhasis on hme:J1ate c:x:mnitment
for release of the faM l ity/site for umestri.cted pm].ic acx:ess be discaz:ded
am �aced with reccgnition of all of the potentially higher p11blic �
uses to which such facility/site could be applied!
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March 19, 1981

Deccmnissioning Criteria for Nuclear Facilities: NUREX:i-0586
Residual P.adioactivity I.evels:

Clearly the a1:1.owa.ble residual levels of .radioactivity depend upon site
use and public exposure likely to aca:mpmy such use. '!!le draft EIS is
preoccupied with "unrestricted plblic access," which is the least likely of
the mal options for site re-use. Even in this case, excessively restrictive
requirarents are mt justifiable.
It is clear that the allowable residual activity sfx>uld be established
based upon the natural backgrouni levels at the specific site. For exarcple,
if the public :routinely utilizes a local park in which rock outcroppings are
present and if such rocks oontribute to the background dose, it w,uJ.d be
reasonable, if a site -were oonverted to a paxk, to fix :residual levels to that
of the ex:i.stin; park! Similarly, i£ a site were converted to heavy industrl.al
use, acceptable backgJ:ound levels shJuld in:lude reoogni.tion of the exposure
that '\Olld occur as a oonsequence of the materials of oonstruction of the new
facility, the naterials in process there, the il'lbe:ent shielding provided by
the facility structures, etc.
In Stmt1iil'Y', it is mt in the public interest to nandate excessively
restrictive radioactivity levels before the ultimate best use can be reasonably
detel:mined. ·Again, when the re-use plan has been adopted (al:x)ut five years
£ran "end-of-life"), residual radioactivity levels can then be established,
rec:Dgnizing on a case-by-case basis the degree of protection of the ?Jb] i.c
required by the specific new use envisioned. It 'WOuld be una:mscionabl.e to
fix an arbitraJ:y level to be applied nation-wide and independent of the natw:e
of site re-use.

conclusions:
'1'he draft EIS see:ns to overlook the fact that nuclear sites are owned by
entities; they are not public lan:is. "Aey decxmnissioning framer...ork that
igmres "due pi:ocess" in t:reatin; private property is dcx::med to endless liti
gation. Also, the public health and safety ooncerns nust include examination
of the benefits to the public that derive fran intensive re-use of facj]jties;
the draft EIS nust address this issue and offer a mechanism for J::aJ.ancin:J the
various peJ:Ceptions of public health, safety and benefit.
Sincerely,

f't:--"�

,.;j�

RLM:ch
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State of Wisconsin \ PUBLIC SERVICE
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STANLEY YORK, CHAIRMAN
EDWARD M. PARSONS, JR., COMMISSIONER
WILLIE J. NUNNERY, COMMISSIONER

March 20, 1981

HIii Parms s- Office Bulldlt'II

Secretary of the Commission
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555
Attention:

Docketing and Service
Branch

Dear Secretary:
This letter is in response to your request for comments on
the Draft Generic Environmental Impact Statement on Decom
missioning of Nuclear Facilities. These comments are con
cerned primarily with the decommissioning of nuclear power
plants.
1.

The draft EIS reflects an apparent shift (or final
policy determination) by the NRC with respect to a
number of issues, including whether immediate decom
missioning and unrestricted public access after
decommissioning should be required, and whether
internal reserve funding of decommissioning is
appropriate. It was my understanding that these
were issues yet to be resolved. Yet the draft EIS
couches these items in the framework of regulatory
objectives which essentially close the issue for the
purpose of the draft EIS. Has the Commission reached
any formal decision on these matters?

2.

The discussion of Planning on page vi has limited or
no applicability for existing nuclear plants. Yet
these facilities will be the first to be decommissioned.
What requirements would apply to planning for the
ultimate decommissioning of existing plants?

3.

How will decommissioning vary as a function of the
year of design of the LWR? For example, with increased
use of reinforcement steel in the containment walls, to
what extent will the difficulty and cost of removal
increase compared to older existing plants?

4.

The draft EIS should discuss the effect of various
levels and durations of plant operation on the cost
and difficulty of decommissioning. For example, to
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March 20, 1981
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what degree will the difficulty be increased if a
power plant operated 40 years at a 75% capacity
factor compared to 40 years at a 50% capacity fac
tor? If the plant operated only 20 years instead
of 40?
5.

All costs are given in 1978 dollars. How have costs
of decommissioning pressurized water reactors escala�
ted historically? What are projected escalation
rates associated with decommissioning pressurized
water reactors?

6.

Finally, it is presumed that further environmental
analysis will be conducted at the time decommission
ing is proposed to take place. A number of simpli
fying assumptions, such as the existence of low
level and deep geologic repositories for radioactive
waste, may not actually be valid at the time of
decommissioning. Is my presumption correct? What
would be the effects on costs, safety, and difficulty
of decommissioning for a scenario which presumes waste
repositories are not available at the time of decom
missioning?

Thank you for the opportunity to comment.
Sincerely,
•

_,
,

i_"t/1#'

t-]*1"�"
['�-·
j},

•

Jerry E. Mendl
Division Administrator
Systems Planning, Environmental
Review and Consumer Analysis

JEM/kmw
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U.S. Nl.1.clea.F Regulatory Commission
Secretary of the Commission
Docket and Service Branch
OOCY.�T NUMBER'
Washington, D.C. 20555
To whom it may concern:

rrc,,c�n RULE

,..,

@

pg. ��J 5D, 'b-1'

{'ft, Flf:. 111;,,)

Regarding Federal Register, page 11666, Feb. 10, 1981: Decormnissioning
Criteria for Nuclear Facilities ••.
The highly difficult, expensive, and potentially disastrous environ
mental effects of decommissioning a nuclear power facility would be
greatly simplified by refusing to allow the licensing and construction of
these death's heads in the first place. Other than that, complete disman
tlement, and total restoration of the imnediate environment, without
passing the.tremendous cost to electrical consumers, and other taxpayers,
is the only proper alternative.
The proli�ration of nuclear technology in the form of power plants and
military wea�, if unchecked will signal the death knell of human life
on this planet. Your nuclear friends claim its product is risk free, but
the wastes it produces are deadly, and remain that way for eons, a constant
threat to generations unborn. Cancer rates are climbing at a tremendous
rate in the areas of the West that were subject to fallout from nuclear
weapons testing. Uranium miners for Kerr-McGee are dying because of the
inhalation of radioactive radon gas in the porrly ventilated mines.
The U.S. government must realize that the nuclear power industry is
crumbling technically, economically, and politically, and withdraw its
support from th.is capital intensive totalitarian mega-corporation. The
time is upon us when citizens will refuse to bleed their hard earned
dollars into utilities who continue to grow richer, while poisoning
those same patrons with hazardous wastes and cancer! This nuclear
industry is not listening to those working within the legal limits of our
democratic system. People will come to hate, then halt this death machine,
not by acts of violence, but by acts of conscience.
This public outcry against nuclear proliferation must be heard! Cease
construction of plants in progress! Call a moratorium on further licensing
and development of all nuclear technology! Shut down and dismantle exist
ing plants! Is not the sanctity of life greater than the pursuit of profit!
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April 21, 1981
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:- i

Secretary of the canmission
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Ccrnmission
Washington, rx:: 20555
Attention: Docketing and Service Branch
Dear Sir:
'!VA is pleased to provide camnents on NUREG-0586, "Draft Generic Envircnnent
Inpact Statement on Deoamnissioning of Nuclear Facilities," as noticed in the
February 10, 1981 Federal Register (46 FR 11666-11668). We agree with the
conclusion of the NtJREX; that decorrrrnissioning can be performed with relatively
small adverse impact on the health and safety of the public. However, we
believe the report should place additional emphasis on the fact that the
various decanmissioning alternatives result in low levels of radiation doses
to the public. We believe these facts are irrp::,rtant in our efforts to assure
the public that decamnissioning activities can be performed with low risk.
Very truly yours,
TENNESSEE

� AIJ1'HORITY

L. M. Mills, Manager
Nuclear Regulation and Safety
Enclosure
cc (Enclosure):
Executive Secretary
Advisory canmittee on Reactor Safeguards
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Ccrnmission
1717 H Street, NW
Washington, rx:: 20555
Mr.

'

;- I

Fred Stetson

AIF, Inc.

7101 Wisconsin Avenue
Washington, rx:: 20555
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ENCLOSURE
TVA CCM,IBNTS ON NUREX;-0586
1.

Due to the limited nt.nnber of low-level radioactive waste disposal sites
across the country, a nt.nnber of utilities are considering the construction
of low-level radioactive waste storage facilities at reactor sites.
Therefore, we believe the document should specifically address the
decommissioning of low-level radioactive waste storage facilities.

2.

We believe that the decommissioning alternatives as described fail to
consider the concept of reuse of the site by the utility for an additional
generating facility. In that case, the utility would retain ownership
and the site would not have to be released for unrestricted use and
various alternatives under SAFS'IOR and EN':KMB would then becane more
acceptable. We recognize that this concept would have to be evaluated on
a case-by-case basis. Therefore, we recommend that the document address
this concept and that any resultant regulations allow sufficient
flexibility for such optiOQS.

3.

The document cites potential health and safety problems attributable to
delaying decorrnnissioning and the advantages of returning the land to the
public danain as soon as possible as reasons why decommissioning
activities should be completed as SCX)n as possible. We disagree. In
fact, we believe that there are public health and safety implications fran
irrunediate decorrnnissioning. We recommend that the DBX>N option allow for
sane time for decay that would reduce the dose rates to cleanup workers.
This decay time could be allowed for in the schedule of the
decommissioning activities and would not significantly lengthen the
canpletion of DECON.

4. While TVA has no expertise on acceptable radiation limits, we note that
information available in this report suggests that the dose limit for a
decommissioned nuclear plant site could be atout 5-10 rnrern/year. In fact,
the discussion on pages 2-11 s
to indicate that levels are 5 rnrem/year
are acceptable. These statements appear to contradict the conclusion that
dose rates slightly atove 5 rnrern/year "are probably unacceptable." The
report states that "the actual dose level in most areas of the site is
probably lower than the level at which the instruments can certify."
Further, the costs to survey to a 1 mrern/year level are given only as
"costly." We believe the issue should be clarified and the standard of
� as applied to the plant be adopted for decorrnnissioning requirements.
0�

5.

We believe that any regulations adopted by NOC should pennit a wide range
of flexibility, toth in the method employed for decommissioning and in the
funding of the work. The unique situation of each licensee should be
judged on its own merits.
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TVA is a financially strong organization which will have the resources to
carry out decommissioning. TVA uses a technique similar to the "unfunded
reserve method" to account for decommissioning costs. We believe this
approach is consistent with the requirement of the TVA Act to provide
electric energy at the lowest feasible cost, and that it appropriately
imp::,ses the cost of electric service on the users of that service. We
also believe that there is adequate assurance that TVA will have financial
resources required to decommission its nuclear facilities.
6.

The EIS contends that decommissioning mitigates the impacts of facility
shutdown by providing new employment, which could be larger than many of
the operations work forces. If so, the potential for impacts at the
completion of decommissioning should be addressed. Otherwise, it would be
appropriate to incorporate the impacts of employment loss fran shutdown in
any assessment of impacts fran decommissioning.
The assessment of socioeconanic impacts for the various nuclear facility
types are inconsistent. For example, there is no mention of employment
loss in the discussion of the electrical generating facility types
(chapters 4 and 5), while employment loss is included in other chapters
for other facilities. Each chapter on each facility type should address
and quantify the probable loss of employment fran shutdown and
decommissioning.
'Ihe loss of tax revenue fran shutdown and decommissioning could be a
significant impact to a local jurisdiction, particularly i f very rural,
and should be addressed.
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APR 2 � 1981
Mr. Samuel J. Chilk
Secretary of the Commission
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555
ATTN:

Docketing and Service Branch

Dear Mr. Chilk:
In accordance with Section 309 of the Clean Air Act, as
amended, the Environmental Protection Agency has reviewed
the Draft Generic Environmental Impact Statement (DGEIS) on
Decommissioning of Nuclear Facilities (NUREG-0586).
The document is well-written and referenced, and based on
the material presented, we believe that there would probably
be very limited impact on the environment and public health
from the proposed actions. However, the technical basis for
the action and a justification that the impacts are as low
as reasonably achievable (ALARA) are lacking. We did have
difficulty confirming results in the document due to the
heavy incorporation of referenced material. The health and
economic data presented are mainly in the form of sumrnrnary
tables with no presentation of methods used in calculating
them. We are also concerned with a proposed dose rate limit
of 10 millirem per year (mrem/year) which can be interpreted
to exceed the limitations in 40 CFR 190, the uranium fuel
cycle standard and EPA's proposed guidance on transuranic
concentrations in the environment.
Based upon our review, we have rated this Draft Generic
Environmental Impact Statement as ER-2 (environmental
reservations and further information desired). This rating
will be published in the Federal Register.
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Comments of a general and specific nature are enclosed.
Should you have any questions, please call Dr. w. Alexander
Williams of my staff (755-0790) or Mr. Terrence McLaughlin
of EPA's Office of Radiation Programs. (557-8977)
Sincerely yours,

William N. Hedeman, Jr.
Director
Office of Federal Activities
Enclosure
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COMrl..ENTS OF THE
U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY (EPA)
ON THE
U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION'S (NRC)
DRAFT GENERIC ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
ON
DECOMMISSIONING OF NUCLEAR FACILITIES (NUREG-0586)
April 1981
General Comments:
1. The ALARA concept and how it will be applied to decommissioning
in the future should be discussed further.
2. If the weighting factors used in Report 26 by the International
Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) are employed to
to calculate individual organ dose rates from the 10 mrem/year
whole body dose rate, the following are the results:
A lung dose rate limit of about 80 mrem/year;
A red bone marrow dose rate limit of about 80 mrem/year;
A bone surface dose rate limit of about 333 mrem/year;
and a thyroid dose rate limit of about 333 mrem/year.
EPA has difficulty accepting these dose rates because even
though decontamination and decommissioning do not technically
fall under 40 CRF 190, the EPA Uranium Fuel Cycle (UFC)
Standards, these dose rates significantly exceed those
stipulated in 40 CFR 190. Also, these dose rates are in
excess of EPA's proposed guidance on transuranic isotopes
concentrations in the environment. This guidance limits
exposures to, " .•• a. 1 millirad per year to �he pulmonary
lung, or b. 3 millirad per year to the bone." Using a
quality factor of 20 for alpha radiation, these limits
convert to 20 mrem/year to the lung and 60 mrem/year to the
bone. Further, the UFC standards set limits of 25 mrem/year
to the whole body or any organ except the thyroid and 75
mrem/year to the thyroid. If the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC) wishes to use ICRP-26 then all of the implied dose
rate limits for individual organs exceed EPA's proposed
guidance and existing UFC standards. Before using ICRP-26
we suggest that NRC assess its effect on existing guidance
and regulations. In the meantime, and until EPA can develop
standards, we believe that a proposed regulatory limit of 10
mrem/year to the whole body or any organ will result in
little significant health risk.�3. The individual and population risks should be considered
for specific actions. This will allow a more realistic and
appropriate assessment of risk involving long-term exposures,
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e.g., doses from inhalation and doses from living in a
contaminated area. Risks of genetic effects and nonfatal
cancers should also be sim�larly discussed.
4. In many places in the subject document there is a discussion
of a dose rate limit of 1 mrem/year to the whole body. The
statement is made that any exposures above 1 mrem/year would
need justification for decontamination and decommissioning
activities. We find no basis for this statement in the
subject document or in NRC policy, and believe that the use
of only the 10 mrem/year limit, along with ALARA considerations,
is sufficient to justify the chosen level of residual activity
to be achieved.
5. It is not clear in the EIS whether previously decommissioned
facilities will be expected to meet the dose-level and other
criteria proposed by either the NRC or EPA. The residual
dose-level requirements, if any, which will be imposed on
such facilities, and enforcement mechanisms available to
ensure compliance should be discussed in the FGEIS.
6. With regard to future land use, the DGEIS utilizes a
worst-case dose pathway scenario, which assumes construction
of a housing project on the decommissioned site, to calculate
potential maximum human exposure levels. In reality, whether
or not such "worst-case" types of unrestricted use would
be acceptable from a dose exposure standpoint, they may
not be palatable to the public for other reasons. In
such instances, what mechanisms, such as deed restrictions,
are proposed to ensure that future uses of the land do not
include schools, housing projects, or other such sensitive
receptors?
7. We believe that the discussion of financial assurance
mechanisms for decommissioning existing facilities is incomplete.
The ability to raise the necessary funds and the economic
impacts resulting from the pass-on of these costs may be
quite different for facilities that have completed significant
parts of their operating lifetimes without setting aside
funds for decommissioning than for those new facilities
which can allocate the cost of decommissioning over their
entire lifetimes. There should be more consideration of the
costs of decontaminating and decommissioning facilities now
in operation.
8. Where cost figures are presented, the FGEIS needs to be
more explicit as to whether the costs are discounted or
undiscounted. Confusion results because the tables do not
indicate discounted costs, while the costs from present
value analyses are frequently mentioned in the text. To
properly compare the costs of alternative plans which would
take place over different time frames, it is important that
the type of cost being considered is clearly presented.
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§E_�cific Comments:
1.

Page 0-31: The waste volumes in Section 0.12.1.2
are in error. Either 1,020 cubic meters or 11,000
cubic feet needs to be changed.

2.

Page 2-9: The Energy Reorganization Act of 1974
only recognized EPA's responsibility to establish
radiation dose standards; it was the President's
Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1970 that gave EPA
that responsibility and authority.

3.

Page 2-10: 40 CFR 190 also sets organ dose rate
limits of 25 mrem/year to other than the thyroid
an 75 mrem/year to the thyroid.

4.

Page 4-3, Section 4.3.1, third paragraph:
geologic disposal will obviously not cost
$850,000 million.

5.

Page 4-4: Table 4.3-2 is apparently titled
incorrectly. The table deals with radiation
exposures and not estimated costs.

6.

Page 5-11: What is the fifty-year DECON option?
It is neither mentioned nor discussed anywhere
else in the document.

7.

Chapter 10: Discussions concerning the decommissioning
of uranium Hexaflouride Conversion Plants refer to
experience from current decommissioning of the
Weldon Springs Plant. Such work is not now underway
nor is it expected to begin soon. The Plant has
been under guard for 15 years with little preventive
maintenance and no clean-up activities. Various
studies have been performed and reported. These
have indicated a need for much more time than the
total of one year for completion of all estimated
work (p. 0-25). In fact, the cost of these studi�s
probably approaches the total estimated clean-up
cost of $2.3 million. In addition clean-up of such
a facility does not consider the major task of
decommissioning the raffinate disposal pits.

8.

EPA studies have shown traces of technitium-99 (Tc99) at uranium enrichment plants. We would expect
Tc-99 to be present at conversion plants, and we
recommend consideration of any impacts in the
Final GEIS.
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C-E Power Systems
Combustion Engineering, Inc
1000 Prospect Hill Road
Windsor, Connecticut 06095

Tel 203/688-1911
Telex 99297

!!!.I!!! POWER
SYSTEMS
Eii1lii

Secretary of the Commission
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C.
20555
ATTN: Docketing and Service Branch
Subject:

Comments on Draft Generic Environmental Impact Statement on
Decommissioning of Nuclear Facilities (46 FR 11666 and FR 11667)

Gentlemen:
This letter provides Combustion Engineering's comments on the draft generic
environmental impact statement (NUREG-0586) referenced in the subject federal
register notices. These comments are provided below.
1.

Sections entitled Planning (page vi) and Initial Plans (page 0-40) recom
mend that a decommissioning plan be submitted prior to commissioning of a
nuclear plant. Our principal concern regards the subsequent implementation
of this recommendation. Since decommissioning is a long range issue of
essentially known magnitude there is no compelling reason that a near term
operating license applicant have a decommissioning plan in effect prior to
receipt of its operating license. We feel that any cost-benefit analysis
would certainly demonstrate that the costs associated with the postponement
of an operating license to implement this recommendation would far outweigh
any benefits received by having such a plan in effect before commissioning.
Therefore, we recommend that some reasonable period of time be allotted for
the preparation of this decommissioning plan, one which will not impact plant
licensing or operation.

2.

Table 4.3-2 (page 4-4) should have units of "man rem" and not $ millions".

3.

A number of sections address allowable residual radiation exposure limits
following decontamination. The values, which range from 0-10 mrem/yr.,
appear unreasonable in terms of detectability and sampling feasibility.
It is suggested that the selection of the residual radiation levels be
based on the findings of the Radiation Policy Council, which has been given
the task of defining appropriate minimum radiation limits of exposure (45
FR 69611). It is expected that the radiation levels selected by the Coun
cil i,,1ill be applicable to decommissioning operations and, by using these
numbers, policy consistency will be ensured.

11
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4.

The NRG suggests ... "There are many aspects of facility design and operational
procedures that could greatly affect decommissioning in terms of improved
hea 1th and safety and reduction of radioactive waste volume. 11 Combustion
Engineering agrees that operational procedures employed over the life of the
plant (such as periodic removal of crud buildup) would facilitate ultimate
DEGON of a plant and design considerations in the initial plant design might
also contribute. However, we feel that, in view of the operational ALARA
considerations currently designed into the plant, the prospect of significantly
improving plant design to accommodate DECON considerations will be minimal.
If the NRC does propose that utilities consider design features or modifica
tions specifically directed toward facilitating the DEGON option (either
during the original design or subsequent operation), all such modifications
should be clearly justified by a rigorous cost-benefit analysis.
Very truly yours,

COMBUSTION ENGINEERING, INC.

�,
Director
Nuclear Licensing

AES:dac
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Detroit
April 20, 1981

Mr. Samuel J. Chilk
Secretary of the Commission
U. s. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20�55
Attention:

Docketing and Service Branch

Dear Mr. Chilk:
On February 10, 1981, the Commission published a notice
in the Federal Register, 46 FR 11666, indicating the
availability of a draft Generic Environmental Impact
Statement (GEIS) concerning decommissioning criteria for
nuclear facilities and requesting comments on that docu
ment. The Detroit Edison Company, as a licensee of the
Commission for the construction of a nuclear power plant,
will be affected by the Commission's action in this area
and, therefore, offers the following comments.
The Company objects to the way the GEIS defines decommission
ing. Such a restrictive definition ignores the reality
that numerous nuclear facilities have, in fact, been
decommissioned over the years according to commonly accepted
definitions of that term and that those decommissionings
have been accomplished at relatively low cost and such
that there have been no adverse impacts on the environment.
To define decommissioning as the GEIS proposes only drives
up the cost unnecessarily without adequate justification.
Under the section entitled "Planning," a statement is made
that, "it is important that the licensee decommissioning
plan be developed and app roved prior to commissioning of
the facility." The Company strongly objects to the content
of this statement. A decommissioning plan submitted 40 years
or more before the decommissioning is to occur would have to
be either so general as to be meaningless or would ignore
scientific and technical advances which would occur over
that time period. The Company believes that it is
sufficient at this stage of licensing the facility that
the NRC and the licensee know that decommissioning can be
accomplished and know the approximate cost.
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Mr. Samuel J. Chilk
April 20, 1981
Page 2
Further, the Company does not agree as to the reasonableness
of choosing 10 mrem/yr dose equivalents expressed on pages
vi and v11. This choice of a residual dose limit does not
appear to be reasonable when examined in light of a person
moving from an area such as Detroit to Denver, which would
result in that person receiving an additional ten times a
10 mrem/yr residual dose. The Company would suggest at a
minimum that the residual dose limit be changed to the
100 mrem/yr.
Based on the Company's experience, it does not agree with the
judgment made on page 0-7 that "decontamination costs of a
facility are essentially independent of the level to which
it must be decontaminated."
On page vii, it is stated that decommissioning as defined
in the GEIS has "major beneficial impacts" releasing land
that "can be used with great benefit." It is not clear at
all that the one or two acres of land occupied by a fenced-in,
moth-balled nuclear steam supply system with its associated
buildings h�s any more value than the somewhat larger piece
of land that has to be used as a burial ground. The options
now available in Regulatory Guide 1.86 should be left open
so that advantages and disadvantages for a utility and its
shareholders and customers as well as the total environment
can be weighed in a decision on how best to proceed on
decommissioning a nuclear facility.
Contrary to the statement made in paragraph 0.1.5, according
to the proposed restrictive definition, only one (not 15)
reactor has been decommissioned.
The Company does not believe the GEIS adequately supports
the statements that eliminate SAFSTOR as an option, except
for 30 years, and that ENTm�'1 is no-t:. a viahle option.
The Company disagrees with the philosophy contained in the
last sentence of paragraph 0.2.7 on page 0-8; rather, it
believes that if permanent waste disposal capacity is not
available, then decommissioning activities should not be
commenced until it is, except for limited activities needed
to immobilize material which could otherwise migrate.
Further, a comparison is made in paragraph 0.4.4 on page 0-12
of 17,900 m 3 to 1,160 acres that the Company does not believe
is valid. A decommissioned plant does not restrict the use
of all of the 1,160 acres because there is no longer the same
need to maintain an exclusion zone once the plant is
decommissioned.
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Mr. Samuel J. Chilk
April 20, 1981
Page 3
There is also a st atement made in paragraph 0.4.S on
page 0-12 that "100-year SAFSTOR is not a reasonable
option . . . with little benefit in dose reduction compared
to 30-year SAFSTOR." This, once again, fails to recognize
that progress will be made during the next 100 years in
robot development or in methods development. The Company
suggests the GEIS be revised to reflect the probability
of technological advances.
In addition, Co-60, which can be a major isotope to consider
in decommissioning, decays away in 50 to 100 years.
The Company supports the internal unfunded reserve as the
mechanism to be used for nuclear decorrunissioning fund ing.
Section 2.6 on financial assurance reaches the conclusion,
"Since the cost of decommissioning is only a small fraction
of the cost of commissioning, there should not be any
significant financial burden on the applicant." The Company
does not agree with this conclusion because it is not based
upon sufficient evidence. Due to the variables surrounding
the cost of decommissioning, the tax implications, and the
funding mechanism that could be used, the type of funding
that could be recommended might impact our customers and
Company significantly. This has been shown in a generic
hearing before the Michigan Public Service Commission
(Case No. U-6150).
The company is opposed to any type of prepayment, surety
bond, sinking fund, insurance, or any external fund
methodology to provide for the funding of decommissioning
a nuclear facility at the end of its useful life.
The Company's position support ing internal funding has been
entered into the public record in generic hearings,
addressing the issue of funding for nuclear decnmmission
ing, before the Michigan Public Service Corrunission in
Case No. U-6150. The test imony, exhibits, and studies
filed in that case reveal that an internal fund is the
lowest cost method to the ratepayers, provides reasonable
assurance funds will be available, and provides flexibility
with regard to how accruals will be made into the fund.
Copies of the Company's studies and filing in the above
mentioned case are available upon your request.
The above statements have been offered for the Corrunission's
consideration with the hope that the revised GEIS will be
an improved document.
Sincerely,
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G. D. Calkins
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Decommissioning Program Manager
Division of Engineering Standards
Office of Standards Development
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

April 15, 1981

Dear Sirs:
These comments on NUREG-0586, Draft Generic Environmental
Impact Statement on Decommissioning of Nuclear Facilities
dated January, 1981 relate primarily to financial aspects
and, for the most part, are general in nature.
The reliance of NUREG-0586 on NUREG-0584 and NUREG/CR-1481 is
obvious. As pointed out in my previous comment letters of
September 29, 1980 and February 27, 1981, the latter two
NUREG's do not provide the balanced analysis of the financial
aspects of decommissioning that is required for consideration
in the development of the Environmental Impact Statement.
Rather than repeat my previous comments here, I am attaching
a copy of a summary. As is obvious from this summary, I
conclude that both NUREG's are flawed.
It is unreasonable to exclude any method of financing routine
decommissioning other than funding at commissioning, unless
coupled with insurance. The Commission should pay more than
lip service to the need to provide for flexibility in imple
menting financing mechanism, and should recognize that there
is no one best way to decommission or to finance it,
The issue of routine decommissioning of a power reactor
should be separated completely from the issue of cleaning up
an accident. These issues are currently not separated,
resulting in the accident situation unreasonably coloring
consideration of the financial aspects of routine decom
missioning. If forthcoming regulations concerning routine
decommissioning are to achieve a reasonable balance between
health and safety, economic, and political considerations,
separation is an absolute necessity. It is imperative that
the NRC Staff recognize that their proposed financial
assurance requirement could significantly affect the economic
viability of nuclear fuel for electric generation. If
B-26

assurance requirements end up adversly affecting the choice
of nuclear fuel for electric generation, it should result
from a balanced analysis and not from a concern for accidents
that colors the analysis of requirements for routine
decommissioning.
The NUREG should be reviewed in detail by the authors to
identify all the existing internal inconsistencies and incon
sistencies with referenced support studies. Internal incon
sistency should be eliminated, and inconsistency with support
studies should be either eliminated or explained.
The value of generation sites is such that the definition of
unrestricted use is probably not suitable for power reactor
sites. The definition results in unreasonable limits on
decommissioning processes for power reactors.
The major financial problem with NUREG-0586 is its reliance
on two other NUREGs that do not provide a reasonably balanced
analysis of the financial aspects of decommissioning. It
seems clear that a balanced analysis will not appear until
such time as the issue of routine decommissioning is
separated from the issue of cleaning up an accident.
Regards,

/)

J / C-r

j--ii�J,

-»Jl-u,)-r.T}', ',

,..;John S. Fergus6n
Enclosure:
JSF:
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Page 1 of 5
COMMENTS ON NUREG-0584 A�D NUREG/CR-1481
It is difficult to comment on NUREG-0584 independently from
NUREG/CR-1481, as they make liberal use of each other. The
Forward to NUREG-0584 Revision 2 indicates it "will be uti
lized as background infer.nation in the formulation of
recommendations by the NRC Staff on policy in the use of
financial assurance". It is my belief that recommendations
by the NRC Staff on policy should be founded on a balanced
presentation of background infer.nation. Neither of these
NUREG's can be characterized as balanced. In addition, they
both contain some infer.nation that is misleading and some
that is in error.
Generally accepted accounting principles and regulatory rules
concerning depreciation are very significant to the
discussions in NUREG-0584 and NUREG/CR-1481, since the depre
ciation provisions for decommissioning muse be authorized by
rate regulators and the financial statements of the entities
responsible for decommissioning must be certified by the
accounting profession. Lack of any discussion of this sub
ject in either NUREG is an omission that requires rectifying.
The authors of both NUREG's cake as given a definition of
liquidity that defies logic; that capital recovery amounts
collected from customers and reinvested internally by the
utility are not liquid and collections invested in anything
other than the utility are liquid. The authors obviously
have little faith in the adequacy of rate regulation. The
actions of the commissions regulating the General Public
Utilities Company operating companies reinforce this pessi
mistic view of the adequacy of rate regulation, and vividly
illustrate the political nature of rate regulation. The
political nature of rate regulation should be recognized by
the NRC through providing rate regulators wide latitude in
selecting funding methods that will assure the availability
of funds for decommissioning.

The analyses in NUREG-0584 and NUREG/CR-1481 are tilted away
from internal funding approaches. However, even with the
tilt, NUREG/CR-1481 concludes "that no alternative
dominates". It seems clear that a more balanced approach
would favor internal funding, leaving the regulator with the
determination of which of the several methods of capital
recovery that meet generally accepted accounting practices
and regulatory rules he should allow. Whether there is
agreement or not that this tilt exists, any regulations that
might ensue should ensure that service rate regulators have
the flexibility they require to respond to the particular
circumstances surrounding the facilities involved.
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It would be helpful if discussions of the methods of capital
recovery (approaches to financing the decommissioning) used
terminology that makes it clear to the reader exactly what
method is being discussed. The sinking fund method of depre
ciation is not a new concept, and its mast common application
is as an internal method of depreciation. I doubt that I am
the only depreciation analyst who finds confusi ng the use of
the term "sinking fund" to refer to external funding
approaches. Accurate use of terminology would go a long way
toward eliminating the need to search studies for a descrip
tion sufficiently detailed to discern the particular method
being discussed.
Is the equal annual revenue stream in terms of constant
dollars, defined as desirable on Page IV-12 of NUREG/CR-1481,
really equitable? It has the effect of pushing revenue
requirements off to future customers, a process I have dif
ficulty defining as equitable. My difficult y may be due in
part to knowledge that the only capital recovery method I am
aware of that would result in such a stream of revenue
requirements violates the generally accepted accounting prac
tices and regulatory rules applicable to depreciation.
Violation of generally accepted accounting practices is not
ta be taken lightly. Capital recovery determined in a manner
consistent with accounting practices and regulatory rules
should determine revenue requirements, not the other way
around. Assumptions concerning the pattern of revenue
requirements should not be allowed to �ictate the capital
recovery, particularly if based on a/controversial definition
of equity. Internal Sinking Fund a�d Internal Modified
Sinking Fund Depreciation generate �nique patterns of capital
recovery and revenue requirem ents th�t are very significant
to the discussion of equity. It is �recisely these patterns
that cause Internal Modified Sinking Fund Depreciation ta be
appealing to re��lators.
The authors of NUREG/CR-1481 correctly point out that a
flexible approach to capital recovery of nuclear decom
missioning costs is very important. This need cannot be over
stressed. The degree of financial assurance that will result
from the NRC's policy reevaluation will vary directly with
the degree of flexibility allowed.
Internally invested methods reduce financing requirements,
which in turn reduce risk and cost of money, and thereby
enhance the financial assurance aspects of decommissioning.
Prepaid Invested Fur.d must be evaluated as having a detrimen
tal impact on the financial viability of the utility
industry, since it would require a large amount of borrowing
that would be done solely for the purposes of investing.
Thus, a method clai:ned to meet a need for financial assurance
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would actually have a detrimental effect on financial viabil
ity. Actions of governmental bodies too often have a result
in conflict with the expressed intent. The need for finan
cial assurance should not be allowed to become another
example.
NUREG/CR-1481 suggests the future income tax reduction
resulting from the actual expenditures for decommissioning be
given to current customers through normalization. The result
would be to reduce current revenue requirements, the opposite
effect usually associated with nor:nalization.
The regulatory arena provides two choices for handling dif
ferences be�Neen book depreciation and tax depreciation.
These choices are normalization and flow through. Two
distinctly different situations exist for the creation of tax
benefits. The most familar situation is when a current bene
fit is either given to current customers or is spread over
the life of the facility creating that benefit. Ihe other
situation is when a future expenditure is expected to create
a tax benefit at that time. While it can be argued that a
current benefit should be normalized and a future benefit
should be flowed through, competent regulation would not
allow flowing through a current benefit and normalizing a
future benefit. As a compromise position, it would be reason
able to handle both present and future benefits through flow
through or handle both through normalization. It is we ll
known that tax depreciation is for purposes of financing, not
recovery. It is also well known that the intent of Congress
in providing for high depreciation rates for tax purposes,
was to provide industry with additional cash for expansion
and modernization. Nor:nalizacion allows this intent to
occur, whereas flow through does not. Therefore, nor
malization of a present benefit is consistent wich the
existence of that benefit and should be allowed.
While there can be no question as to the existence of a bene
fit presently, che assumption of a future benefit carries
with it a certain amount of uncertainty as co che timing of
the benefit and whether che benefit will in fact exist at
that time. In view of this uncertainty, it can be argued
chat the benefit should not be distributed until such time as
its existence is confirmed.
By limiting his discussion of differing regulatory creaoient
of differences between book and tax depreciation to their
existence, the author of NUREG-0584 has avoided the trap the
authors of NUREG/CR-1481 set for themselves. The authors of
NUREG/CR-1481 recommend normalizing the tax reduction from
the deductability of the actual ex;,enditures for decom
missioning. No�alizacion distributes che potential benefit
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to customers on a oro-rata basis over the lifetime of the
nuclear generating.unit rather than to the customers existing
when the expenditures would be made and the benefit would
exist. The recommendation of nor:nalization implies the even
tual existence of the benefit, which, in turn, implies suf
ficient taxable income to make use of the ultimate tax
deduction. This implied financial viability at the end of
plant life is in direct conflict with the contention of the
authors of NUREG/CR-1481 that external funding will provide
needed financial assurance because of the uncertainty that
utilities will be financially viable at the time decom
missioning is required. If the authors are really serious in
suggesting normalization, they must not believe their own
contention that future financial viability of utilities is
subject to question.
Prepaid Invested Fund is the most expensive for the customer
and Straight-Line Depreciation is least expensive, but the
differentials have been greatly understated by the insistence
of the authors of NUREG-0584 and /CR-1481 to make comparisons
based on the present worth of revenue requirements and not on
the revenue requirements themselves. Customers don't pay for
electric service based on present worth and regulators don't
set rates based on present wo rth. �.ny meaningful comparison
of the impact of alternative capital recovery methods must
include the impact on customers in ter:ns of current dollars.
Decisions made on the present worth of current dollars do not
recognize the actual costs imposed on customers and can be
misleading, since relative rankings of alternatives will
depend on the magnitude of the discount rate used for the
present worth calculation.
The authors of NUREG/CR-1481 point out that, even in terms of
present worth, Progressively Paid Invested Fund is twice as
costly as Straight-Line Depreciation, and Prepaid Invested
Fund is three times as costly. The authors claim these dif
ferences are not significant. Xy experience with rate case
issues concerning the capital recovery requirements for
nuclear decommissioning is that regulators probably would not
agree with the claim that a two or th=ee-to-one differential
is not significant.
My studies indicate that funding at commissioning is the most
expensive in terms of revenue requirements, even if collec
tions paid to an external fund are tax deductible upon
collection and those held internally are not. My conclusions
have been confir.ned by other studies, such as one �ade by the
Staff of the Michigan Public Service Commission for the
generic decommissioning proceeding, Case U-6150.
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I was surprised that Revision 2 of NUREG-0584 still includes
the discussion of tax deductibility of collections that was
in Revision 1. Revision 2 of NUREG-0584 states utilities may
be able to obtain an !RS ruling that, under certain con
ditions, the annual collections from customers to feed an
invested fund are an expense for Federal income tax purposes
in the year collected and indicates the same result could be
obtained with a state administered fund. Both claims are
incorrect.

Three utilities in Ohio have gone so far as to request a
ruling for an external fund which I believe was structured in
the manner indicated on pages 19 and 20 of Revision 2 that
the author claims "may be eligible" for not recognizing the
decommissioning expense as income in the year collected. The
key words must be "may be", a s the Ohio utilities withdrew
the request when advised that the IRS would rule adversely.
Others have evaluated the impact of state administration on
taxability and have concluded that the only way to obtain tax
deductibility in the year collected is through legislation.
The NRC Staff will be seriously misled if they rely on the
discussions of tax deductibility in Revision 2 of NUREG-0584.
While Revision 2 of NUREG-0584 is a little better balanced
than Revision 1, the conclusions are nearly identical. The
statements concerning the ability to reduce the costs of
Prepaid External Fund and Progressively Paid External Fund
through state administration that would cause deposits and
earnings to be tax exempt are a serious fla� in the conclu
sions of Revision 2. As indicated above, this is not true
for deposits. The onl7 way for earnings to be tax exempt is
if they are from invest::2ents in tax exempt securities.
CONCLUSION
Considerable revision will be required if NUREG-0584 is ever
to perfor.n its intended function; utilization as background
information in the formulation of recommendations by che NRC
Staff on policy in the use of financial assurance. The
current draf� does not provide the balanced discussion of
this subject chat the Staff should have. Neither does
NUREG/CR-1481.
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April 16, 1981

Secretary of the Commission
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555
Attn:
Re:

Docketing and Service Branch
Docket No. NUREG0586

Gentlemen:
Attached for filing in the captioned docket is an
original and five xerox copies of "Comments of Northern
:"lichigan Electric Cooperative, Inc."
truly,
Kl;�

RCK:pjt
Enc.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
BEFORE THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
Decommissioning criteria for)
Nuclear Facilities
)

Docket No. NUREG-0586

COMMENTS OF
NORTHERN MICHIGAN ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE, INC.
1. Northern Michigan Electric Cooperative, Inc.,
(hereinafter called "Northern") is a non-profit cooperative
supplying electric generation and transmission service to
Its three member/owned cooperatives, at wholesale, within
Northern's service area in parts of seventeen counties being
Alpena, Antrim, Benzie, Charlevoix, Cheboygan, Crawford,
Emmet, Grand Traverse, Kalkaska, Leelanau, Manistee,
Missaukee, Montmorency, Oscoda, Otsego, Presque Isle and
Wexford, being approximately the northern one-third of
Michigan's Lower Peninsula, and maintains its principal office
at 1050 East Division Street, Boyne City, Michigan 49712.
2. Northern is solely owned by Cherryland Rural Electric
Cooperative Association, whose address is U.S. 31 South,
P.O. Box 500, Grawn, Michigan 49637; Presque Isle Electric
Cooperative, Inc., whose address is 19831 M-68 Highway, Onaway,
Michigan 49765; and, Top O'Michigan Rural Electric Company,
whose address is 1123 East Division, Boyne City, Michigan
49712, which have executed all-requirements contract with
�orthern.
3. Northern is a public utility regulated in the State
of Michigan by the Michigan Public Service Commission.
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4. Northern has an undivided ownership interest, as a
tenant in common, of 11.22% of the Enrico Fermi Nuclear Unit
No. 2, presently under construction in Frenchtown Township,
Monroe County, Michigan, and by reason of such ownership is
an intervenor in Case No. U-6150 entitled "In the Matter of
the Establishment and Treatment of Nuclear Plant Decommis
sioning Funds" now pending as a generic hearing before the
Michigan Public Service Commission.
5. Northern has an interest in this proceedings in
as much as it may be bound by the adoption of a proposal re
garding the establishment and funding of decommissioning
funds and as a result of federal regulations.
6. Northern is not regulated by the Federal Government
in that all of its transactions are intrastate subject to those
regulations adopted by the Rural Electrification Administration
in that Northern is a 100% debt financed cooperative regulated
by the Rural Electrification Act and whose funding of longterm obligations is totally financed by the United States
Government acting through the Administrator of the Rural Electri
fication Administration.
7. Northern, as a non-profit cooperative owned by Its
members, has two primary purposes which would be to pay for all
costs associated with decommissioning, and also to pay for costs
associated with a nuclear accident not covered by insurance.
8. Cooperative philosophy and funding is very different
from the objectives of an invester owned utility. Where an
investor owned utility properly seeks to maximize revenue and
profit, a cooperative being a not for profit corporation seeks
to minimize expense. Revenue and expense to a cooperative are
merely additions or deletions to member owned equity.
9. Northern agrees the public health and safety is para
mount and further agrees there should be reasonable assurance of
the availability of funds upon decommissioning. Northern insists
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that its cooperative obligations are to maximize interest
earned by any fund after meeting its public obligations
as any surplus from sums so ear-marked and collected from
its members should be for the member/owner's benefit.
Northern would oppose any effort by government to gain
control of the member equity as confiscatory since Northern
is of the sound conviction that government can only maximize
expense----not income. Any decommissioning funds or other
costs are invisioned by Northern to be principally composed
of debt instruments from the United States Government.
Depending on dollar volume and subject to cooperative control,
a series of banks or investment bankers would manage the fund's
assets subject to the cooperative's direction. That part of
rates established by MPSC, which would be in addition to
present rates paid by the cooperative member/owners, and
should be periodically scrutinized by MPSC and adjusted up
or down as experience would dictate.
10. Northern would not propose to invest any portion
of decommissioning or insurance funds collected as a part of
rates in additions to its electric plant. Northern believes
the fund must be internally controlled as it and its members
are convinced Northern's proposal will ensure the public need
for assurance concerning the availability of funds upon de
commissioning, and will also ensure that our member/owners
pay the smallest amount necessary consistent with the need to
protect the public including our own members and that costs
can best be controlled when managed by the cooperative itself.
Respectfully submitted,
Clyde L. Johnson
Executive Vice President

Robert C. Klevorn
General Counsel, Northern
Michigan Electric Cooperative, Inc.
215 South Lake Street
Boyne City, MI 49712
xc:

All parties of Record
MPSC Case No. U-6150
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Houston Lighting & Power PO Box 1700 Houston, Texas 77001 (713) 228-9211

April 6, 1981
AC-HL-AE-500
ST-HL-AE-648
SFN: V-0100
Mr. Samuel J. Chilk
Secretary to the Commissioners
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555
Dear Mr. Chilk:
Draft Generic Environment Impact
Statement on Decommissioning of Nuclear
Facilities, NUREG-0586
Houston Lighting & Power Company has reviewed the above NUREG and offers
the following comments:
1.

Requiring a decommissioning plan to be developed and approved prior to
the colTITlissioning of a nuclear facility could have a significant nega
tive impact upon licensing schedules. The current licensing procedures
require the validation of the financial stability of the licensee to
own and operate a nuclear facility and to carry out regulatory obliga
tions. This should suffice. Requiring the licensee to provide specifics
on how these obligations will be met after a period of 30 to 40 years is
unreasonable. For example, the specifics of decommissioning a facility
such as TMI after the accident and for another facility which has reached
the end of its useful life without experiencing such an event are widely
varied. This type of variance could carry over into all aspects of
decommissioning with its associated decontamination and personnel
exposure concerns.

2.

The assumptions used in estimating the environmental and economic
impact of decommissioning will likely change many times during the
operating life of a plant. For example, a regulatory change to reduce
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Mr. Samuel J. Chilk

Houston lighting & Power Company

April 6, 1981
Page 2

allowable personnel exposures could result in a decommissioning cost
of 2 to 5 times that estimated under current personnel exposure
guidelines. Changing waste disposal requirements could have a similar
influence.

3. The decommissioning cost estimates provided in this report for
power facilities are considered to be too low. One basis for this
is the operational decontamination of the Dresden facility which cost
approximately $30 million. Waste disposal costs alone could account
for most of the $33.6 million estimated in this report for decornnissioning
a PWR.
Very truly yours,

eJ�
C.G. Robertson

Manager

Nuclear Licensing

TWB/dmh
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DIRECT DIAL NUMBER
(216)

Secretary of Commission
United States Nuclear
Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C.
20555
Attention:

Docketing and Service Branch
In re:

Decommissioning Criteria for
Nuclear Facilities, Comments
Concerning Draft Generic
Environmental Impact Statement

Gentlemen:
The undersigned are counsel for the Tantalum
Producers Association ("TPA") and, in that capacity, repre
sent the interests of member companies which manufacture
columbium and tantalum compounds from natural and synthetic
ores containing radioactive source material. Ordinarily,
the member companies operate with Nuclear Regulatory
Commission ("NRC") source material licenses and, thus,
have a vested interest in the decommissioning policies
of the NRC. Furthermore, the members of TPA are uniquely
qualified to assess the environmental impact of the pro
posed criteria as they relate to the decommissioning of
ore processing facilities.
Technical representatives of the member companies
of the Association have met to review and discuss the draft
generic environmental impact statement ("GEIS") relating to
decommissioning of nuclear facilities.* The following com
ments represent a compendium of inputs from various member
companies with respect to the GEIS.

* NUREG--0586, January, 1981 (Fed. Reg., Vol. 46, pp. 11666-68,
February 10, 1981 1 Notice of availability of GEIS)
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CLASSIFICATION OF FUEL CYCLE AND NONFUEL
CYCLE FACILITIES AS GENERIC IS INAPPROPRIATE
TPA urges that the NRC consider and assess the
impact of its proposed criteria on nonfuel-cycle facilities
separate and apart from fuel cycle facilities. Vast differ
ences in the radioactive emission potential, quantities of
material to be disposed of, pathways of exposure, financial
capabilities and availability of storage sites make it in
appropriate to lump fuel cycle and nonfuel-cycle facilities
together for purposes of environmental impact analysis.
For
many of the same reasons, it is inappropriate to lump to
gether nonfuel-cycle facilities such as sealed source manu
facturers, radiopharmaceutical manufacturers, R & D facilities
and ore processors.
If one considers the fact that ore processing
facilities frequently occupy many acres of land, generate
hundreds of thousands of cubic feet of contaminated soil,
and contaminate huge pieces of equipment and the buildings
in which they are located, it should be obvious that the
environmental impact of decommissioning one of these facili
ties will be vastly different than that associated with the
decontamination of a power plant or a few laboratory hoods
used for the processing of short half-life radioactive sub
stances typically handled by sealed source manufacturers,
radiopharmaceutical manufacturers and R & D facilities.
TPA urges that NRC remove ore processing from
consideration in the current GEIS and subsequent rule
making proceedings relating to decommissioning of fuel
cycle facilities and that NRC handle future decommissioning
of ore processing facilities on a case-by-case basis.
Fortunately, this approach will not impose an undue burden
on NRC because there are relatively few of these facilities
in the country, the shut-down rate is extremely low and
case-by-case review will be required in any event.
This
latter point is developed in greater detail later in this
presentation.
On the other hand, the difficulty, if not
impossibi lity, of lumping fuel cycle and nonfuel-cycle
facilities together for analysis is clearly illustrated.
A good example is the setting of appropriate residual radio
In the companion documents to the draft
activity levels.
GEIS Pacific Northwest Labs ("PNL") talks in terms of
establishing a residual radioactivity level in terms of
"realistically exposed individuals," which concept includes
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assumptions with respect to a 40-hour work week, breathing
rate, physical location in the work place, etc.
In order
for valid assumptions to be formulated with respect to ore
processors, it would be necessary for a case-by-case analysis
to be made. Otherwise, "pathways of exposure" unique to this
type of operation would not be identified, and the conclu
sions based on experience and testing at fuel cycle facili
ties or other nonfuel-cycle faciliti es would be inapplicable.
This leads TPA to the conclusion that since a case-by-case
analysis must be made in order to establish realistic residual
radioactive levels, it would not involve much more work to
expand this analysis to include decommissioning criteria.
In order for realistic decommissioning criteria to be
developed for ore processors, factors such as half-life,
leaching potential of the sludge, the likelihood of human
exposur e and the lack of reliable technology to measure
radium 226 must be considered. These factors have not and
cannot be properly considered in the context of a GEIS.
Another illustration of the problems created by
attempting to lump together for analysis dissimilar types
of facilities relates to the "sensitivity analyses" for a
variety of parameters potentially affecting safety and cost
considerations.
Purportedly, PNL expanded their facility
reports to include such sensitivity analyses. However, TPA
has reviewed the PNL report and notes that it does not ade
quately address the enormous cost of transporting high-volume
low-level radioactive waste to disposal sites nor does it
address the problem of inspection costs.
More importantly,
ther e is no mention of the "sensitivity analyses" in the GEIS.
COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC ITEMS IN THE GEIS
Technical Aspects of Decontamination
NRC has set forth preliminary conclusions with
respect to the environmental impact of the decommissioning
criteria in the Federal Register notice.
While those con
clusions may be valid with respect to fuel cycle facilities,
it is not demonstrated that they are applicable to the nonfuel
For
cycle facilities and, particularly, the ore processors.
example, the statement is made that "when properly performed,
decommissioning has only minor adverse impact." Paragraph 14.4
on page 14-12 of the GEIS purports to justify this conclusion.
TPA submits that the three short paragraphs under paragraph 14.4
represent bare conclusionary statements which are not supported
by any factual data whatever.
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More specifically, the GEIS contains a statement
that machinery used in th e processing of radioactive ores
" •.• can be readily decontaminated and surveyed to confirm
that radioactivity levels are low enough to allow unrestricted
use". The inference is that decontaminating equipment and
buildings is simple and inconsequential in calculating the
costs of decommissioning an ore processing facility.
This
is simply not true.
For example, much of the equipment used
for the processing of colurnbiurn-tantalum ores must be rubber
lined. Decontamination of this equipment involves separation
of the liner from the base metal, disposal of the liner as a
low-level radioactive waste, and acid treatment of the bare
In addition,
tank for removal of radioactive material.
sewers, building walls and roofs, pipelines a�d pumps become
contaminated and all of these facilities must be decontami
nated or demolished and disposed of as low-level radioactive
wastes. The erroneous conclusion reached by NRC with respect
to ore processors seems to come about as a result of a mis
understanding of the extraction process. The initial stage
mechanical refining machinery can be readily decontaminated.
However, subsequent refining processes involve complex
chemical extraction procedures which, in turn, introduce
contamination in a substantial and pervasive way that is
very difficult, if not impossible, to clean up.
Cost Factors
The cost of removal estimate contained in GEIS
(page 14-9) is based upon a hypothetical 20,000,000 pounds
of sludge.
The figure of 2.9 million dollars is low by a
factor of up to ten, depending on transportation costs.
The
only low-level radioactive waste landfill capable of accepting
this type of �aterial charges approximately $10.00 per cubic
foot for disposal and inspection services alone. When the
cost of drying, packaging and transportation are included,
a more realistic cost of $0.35 to $1.00 per pound of sludge
emerges.
This results in disposal costs of $7,000,000 to
$20,000,000.
The Department of Energy has estimated costs for
decontamination of old uranium processing facilities ("Descrip
tion of the Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial Action Program",
OR0-777, September, 1980).
The area used for storage of
uranium tailings at the St. Louis, Missouri Airport would
Decon
cost an estimated $98,000,000 for decontamination.
tamination of the Middlesex, New Jersey Sampling Plant is
estimated to cost $48,000,000. Decontamination of the Feed
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Materials Plant operated by Mallinckrodt, Inc. in St. Louis,
Decontamination
Missouri is estimated to cost $26,000,000.
of the Tonawanda, New York site used for disposal of uranium
processing residues is estimated to cost up to $9,000,000.
These examples are for facilities comparable to ore processing
plants, and they demonstrate the magnitude of potential
decontamination costs.
Finally, any meaningful cost analysis must consider
the potential for recovery of residual rare metals from the
tailings.
At the present time, rec overy of such metals is
However, increasing shortages
not economically feasible.
of.world supplies of these metals, combined with domestic
inflation, may ultimately make the recovery of such residual
rare metals cost effective.
This potential argues in favor
of SAFSTOR as opposed to DECON as an approach to decommission
ing an ore processing facility.
The reason is that once the
tailings are removed to a permanent landfill, the recovery
of residual metals becomes an impossibility.
Disposal Site Capacity
A glaring omission in the GEIS is the failure to
consider the availability and capacity of sites that permit
disposal of high-volume low-level radioactive waste.
Cur
rently, there are three such sites in the United States,
but only one, u. s. Ecology at Beatty, Nevada, will accept
new commitments for disposal of low-level radioactive waste
from outside of the state.
In view of the current political
climate, it is unlikely that any new low-level high-volume
�hat,
disposal sites will be opened in the near future.
coupled with the fact that the Beatty Site operators are
considering banning additional disposal of ore processing
sludges, introduces an entirely new environmental impact
consideration which applies solely to the ore processing
industry.
Until the disposal site location problem is
addressed and solved, it is impossible to assess realis
tically the impact of decommissioning criteria that call
for disposal of high-volume 'low-level radioactive sludges
in sites that don't exist now, and won't exist in the fore
seeable future.
Transportation Risks
Another factor which has not been considered, but
which is relevant to the ore processing situation, is the
transportation risk inherent in trucking high volumes of
�ludges from the processing sit e to the disposal site.
One
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of the TPA member companies has commissioned a study which
has resulted in the conclusion that 1200 truck loads of
sludge being transported some 400 miles will result in six
accidents.
Obviously, increased distances between the dis
posal site and the processing site would increase the statis
tical probability of accidents occurring.
The potential for
such harm suggests that, with respect to ore processors, the
SAFSTOR concept should be more seriously considered.
PART 14 -- GEIS
There are several statements contained in Part 14
of GEIS which r elate to ore processors and which are incorrect
or incomplete.
In general, it should be noted that GEIS con
centrates on tantalum/columbium ore processors. No apparent
consideration was given to other processing operations which
must have radwaste problems.
Examples would include titanium,
copper, lead-zinc and fluorspar.*
A statement is made on page 14-5 of GEIS that the
main problem with decommissioning an ore processing facility
consists of disposal of the slag or tailings and cleaning up
of spills. It is not true that ore processing machinery can
be readily decontaminated. As pointed out above, the chemical
extraction and processing facilities have pervasive contami
nation. In many cases decontamination would not be cost
effective, which means that entire pieces of equipment and
building components would have to be disposed of in a licensed
low-level site.
The statement with respect to Kawecki Berylco
Industries' method of handling contaminated surface soil
(GEIS page 14-5)
The site in question is
is inaccurate.
a licensed burial site utilized for the disposal of glassy
slags and not the sludges which are generated by ore processors
in such large volumes.
The GEIS (.page 14-5) carries a description of the
sludge handling at Kawecki Berylco Industries.
This is not
necessarily typical of the many different ore processing
operations in this country.

* Reference "Radioactivity in Selected Mineral Extraction
Industries A Literature Review" U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, U.S. Office of Radiation Programs,
Las Vegas, Nevada, PB-290 744, November, 1978.
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The GEIS (Fage 14-5) cites decontamination of Reed
Keppler Park in West Chicago, Illinois as an example for con
sideration in this study.
The extensive review of decontami
nation of the old thorium processing facility in West Chicago
is published in the report "Thorium Residuals in West Chicago,
Illinois" NUREG/CR-0413.
In this report, it appears that
Reed Keppler Park was not totally decontaminated, but is
being managed as a SAFSTOR site.
The statement is made at the bottom of page 14-10
of the GEIS that "this sludge could be disposed of in a local
landfill if it did not exceed an acceptable residual radio
activity dose limit, which has yet to be determined." This
statement is misleading for the reason that a licensed facil
ity is prohibited from transferring any waste to an unlicensed
landfill. Furthermore, the only method of reducing the radio
active content below .05% is by dilution which is specifically
prohibited.
The GEIS (page 14-11) indicates that decontamination
of the ore processing sludge by chemical removal of uranium
and thorium seems an attractive alternative.
Such chemical
removal is not cost effective.
Further, the chemical removal
of uranium and thorium leaves other radionuclides, such as
radium 226 which is typically found in ore processing sludges.
The members of TPA know of no technology presently available
to remove selectively the various radioactive substances from
waste sludges.
MISCELLANEOUS MATTERS
We note that the Federal Register notice identifies
four policy areas in which present regulatory requirements and
guidance are not specific enough. These are Timeliness,
Financial Assurance, Planning and Residual Radioactivity
Levels.
As far as the ore processors are concerned, the
GEIS does not address the Planning and Financial Assurance
aspects of the proposed criteria.
The decommissioning policy ultimately will have to
comply with Executive Order 12291 regarding a cost benefit
analysis.
Unless additional consideration and better docu
mentation of the real costs of decommissioning in the ore
processing industry are added and then compared to the bene
fits to society, the proposed GEIS will be found wanting in
any kind of realistic cost benefit analysis.
This, of course,
reenforces the previously made point that each ore processor
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is typified by factors which are unique t o its operation
and, therefore, any meaningful cost benefit analysis has
to be carried out on a case-by-case basis.
Finally, the decommissioning policy considers
that it is timely to develop a decommissioning plan when
This planning function,
an NRC license is applied for.
and the financial assurance requirements, together with
th e extremely low residual contamination level being used
for this study, will impose a financial burden on the
tantalum/columbium producers of this country that will
place them at a severe disadvantage vis-a-vis their foreign
competitors.
TPA appreciates this opportunity to comment on
the draft GEIS. We trust that these comments will be help
ful to NRC in developing a realistic decommissioning policy
applicable to the ore processing industry.
Please be
assured of our continuing interest in this rule-making
procedure.
Very truly yours,

0050:2342
08379-81-001
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ENVIRONMENT ANO HEAL TH MANAGEMENT OIVISION

Docketing and Service Branch

RE: Comments on Draft Generic Environmental Impact Statement on
Decommissioning Criteria for Nuclear Facilities
Federal Register Vol. 46, No. 11666, February 10, 1981
Gentlemen:
Kerr-McGee Corporation and Kerr-McGee Nuclear Corporation ( 11 Kerr
McGee 11 ) submit the following comments in response to the draft generic
impact statement on decommissioning of nuclear facilities ("draft EIS"),
for which notice of availability was published on February 10, 1981.1
(See Vol. 46, Federal Register No. 11666.) As indicated by the referenced
notice, the draft EIS contains certain conclusions with respect to the
decommissioning of nuclear facilities. The notice suggests that the
Commission intends to issue a policy statement and proposed regulations
implementing these conclusions.
Interest of Kerr-McGee. Kerr-McGee Nuclear Corporation, a subsidiary
of Kerr-McGee Corporation, operates a uranium hexafluoride conversion
facility and has operated other nuclear facilities including a mixed oxide
fuel fabrication plant and uranium fuel fabrication plant. Kerr-McGee
Corporation subsidiaries have operated a non-fuel cycle nuclear facility
now in the decommissioning process. Kerr-McGee has direct experience
1comments on the draft EIS were originally due on March 23, 1981. The
due date was subsequently extended to April 22 because the draft EIS was
not in fact available for distribution in a timely fashion. In Kerr-McGee's
view, the time afforded by the NRC for review of the draft EIS and for
filing comments is inadequate in view of the document's scope. For example,
Kerr-McGee has not undertaken analysis of the section of the draft EIS
pertaining to uranium fabrication facilities since the facility technology
report was not available in a timely fashion.
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in operating and in decommissioning facilities covered by the draft EIS.
Kerr�McGee and its employees will be effected by actions taken by NRC
based in whole or in part upon the draft EIS.

Summary. Kerr-McGee believes that the draft EIS is premature; that it
proposes unreasonably stringent standards and criteria for deco1T111issioning;
that it fails to analyze legitimate alternatives; that it does not comply
with Executive Order 12291; and that it contains numerous erroneous factual
assertions and analytical deficiencies. NRC should withdraw the draft
EIS pending further study, and the agency sh�uld defer action on preparing
decommissioning criteria until (1) the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) has promulgated valid general standards, (2) more information becomes
available and inaccuracies in NRC's analysis are corrected, and (3) policies
concerning disposal of radioactive waste are finalized.
I.

General Objections to Draft EIS
A. The Commission's Draft EIS, Intended Policy Statement, and
Intended Regulations Are Premature and Must Be Deferred
Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1970 2 by its terms transferred
to EPA the authority to set generally applicable radiation standards
under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (See Section 2(a)(6) of the Plan).
Assuming the validity of the Reorganization Plan, it is clear that
EPA, not NRC, possesses the authority to establish general standards
for public exposure to ionizing radiation upon decommissioning.3
In its draft EIS, NRC proposes to upset this division of responsibility.
In particular, NRC proposes to adopt a 10 mrem whole-body equivalent
exposure limit for decommissioned sites. This kind of limitation
is precisely the type of standard within EPA's province. NRC's attempt
to issue its own standards constitutes a blatant usurpation of EPA's
responsibility. The draft EIS, which is predicated on the 10 mrem

235 Federal Register 15623, 84 Stat 2086, 4 2 U.S.C. Section 4231 note.
3NRC admits that EPA is responsible for issuing the pertinent standards.
Draft EIS at 0-6 and 15-9.
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standard, must accordingly be withdrawn and all NRC action on its
conclusions must be deferred pending final promulgation of valid
EPA standards.
B.

The Draft EIS is Based Upon Unproven and
Unreasonable Assumptions and Deficient Analysis

The draft EIS is based upon a variety of unsupported and unrea
sonable assumptions. These errors, detailed in part below, render
it unacceptable as a basis for agency decision-making.
1.

Arbitrary Limitation of Possible Exposure to 10 mrem or Less

The draft EIS propounds the hypothesis that human exposure to
ionizing radiation at the site of a decorrmissioned nuclear facility
should be limited to 10 mrem/year or less in whole-body equivalent.4
The agency's explanation for this standard is deficient. The limitation
appears to be keyed to NRC's assumption that a risk is acceptable
so long as it is about one in a million or less.5 This level of
risk is vanishingly small. It is essentially equivalent to no risk
at all. Individuals customarily accept risks much greater than one
in a million.6 The agency's apparent determination that one in a
4See,�'

draft EIS at vi-vii.

5oraft EIS at 2-11
6The following table sets forth a number of commonplace and therefore
acceptable risks of death:
Cause

motor vehicle - Total
(1975)
- pedestrian
home accidents (1975)
air travel - one transcontinental flight/yr
accidental poisoning - solids and liquids
accidental poisoning - gases and liquids
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Individual risk/year
1/4,500
1/25,000
1/83,000
1/330,000
1/170,000
1/140,000

(footnote 6 continued••• )
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million is an acceptable risk is thus far too conservative for decisional
purposes.
NRC's 10 mrem standard is unsupportable for another important
reason as well. It was evidently selected without any analysis of
costs likely to be incurred in achieving it or the risks posed to
workers assigned to carry out the stringent decommissioning requirements.
NRC must consider the costs to regulated industry and the risks to
workers in attaining a 10 mrem standard before that standard may
be adopted. These costs and risks are significant and generally
exceed any benefit reasonably attributable to meeting the standard
in question.7

6The following table sets forth a number of commonplace and therefore
acceptable risks of death:
Individual risk/year

Cause

1/71,000
1/200,000
1/13,000
1/6,700
1/33,000
1/330,000
1/20,000
1/100,000
1/53,000
1/9,100
1/1,700
1/2,000
1 in 20,000
1 in 300
1 in 100,000
1 in 100,000

inhalation and ingestion of objects
electrocution
falls
air pollution (sulphates)
{benso(a)pyrene)
vaccination for small pox (per occasion)
living for one year downstream of a dam
bicycling
drowning (from recreational activities)
government employment
agricultural employment
truck driving employment
alcohol
smoker
person in room with smoker
one pint of milk per day (uflatoxin)

Source: OSHA Testimony of Professor Richard Wilson reprinted in Hutt.
Unresolved Issues in the Conflict Between Individual Freedom and Government
Control of Food Safety, 33 FD&C L.J. 558, 564-66 & 568 {1978).

7NRC's only generalized discussion of costs in the draft EIS is in the
context of an assertion that survey and decontamination costs are essentially
the same for a standard in the range of 1 to 25 mrem per year. See,�,
draft EIS at 0-7. NRC's assertion is erroneous. Kerr-McGee has direct
experience in these matters and can attest that the cost in fact increases
significantly for dose reduction in the range of concern. For example,
there is a cost increase of as much as 10% for each 1% reduction in dose
below 25 mrem/year for decommissioning of uranium fuel fabrication facilities.
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NRC's 10 mrem standard is also inconsistent with the agency's
other regulations pertaining to unrestricted areas. In particular,
current regulations prescribe far less stringent limitations on radio
activity in unrestricted areas. See .!:.9.:_, 10 CFR Section 20.105
(500 mrem limit). See also 25 Federal Register 4402 (May 18, 1960)
(radiation protection guidance for Federal agencies). There is no
evidence that adherence to these less stringent standards for unre
stricted areas has resulted in any health effect to any individual.
The unreasonableness of the 10 mrem standard suggested by NRC
is further attested by consideration of the background radiation
encountered by all individuals. Average national background radiation
(cosmic, terrestrial and internal body radiation) varies from State
to State between approximately 90 mrem and 180 mrem average exposure
per year. Variation is caused primarily by different altitudes above
sea level and by natural rock formations. Living near a granite
rock formation, for example, may result in exposure to 25 to 100
mrem additional exposure per year.8 There is no evidence that this
background radiation has had any adverse effect upon the population.
Under the circumstances, it is arbitrary and capricious to specify
a 10 mrem exposure limitation.
NRC's 10 mrem requirement is also contrary to the agency's own
analysis of factors relevant to the establishment of such standards.
NRC, for example, states that "selected (exposure) levels for unre
stricted facility use must be verifiable through actual detailed
survey measurements of the facility and site, and be within reasonable
bounds regarding state-of-the-art survey detection methodology and
costs 11 • 9 Survey measurement methodology does not exist, and is unlikely
to exist in the future, to verify adherence to exposure standards of
10 mrem/year or less. Accordingly, the 10 mrem/year standard is contrary
even to the factors NRC identifies as germane to its establishment.

8see Low-Level Ionizing Radiation, Hearings Before the Subcommittees on
Energy Research and Production and Natural Resources and environment of
the House Conmittee on Science and Technology, 96th Congress, 1st Session
at 8-9 (1979).
9oraft EIS at 15-8
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2.

The Draft EIS Arbitrarily Provides that Decommissioned
Facilities Must be Available for Unrestricted Use

The draft EIS arbitrarily subscribes to the concept that decommis
sioned facilities must be availabe for unrestricted use.10 NRC's
arbitrary assumption that unrestricted access to the site of a nuclear
facility is the appropriate regulatory approach is unreasonable for
a number of reasons. For example, NRC's approach:
a) removes incentives from industry to develop cost-effective alter
natives;
b) stagnates the research effort in effective design of waste control
systems; and
c) provides unreasonable criteria for existing sites to meet.
NRC's approach is also contrary to alternatives endorsed by
Congress in the mill tailings area. In that area, government ownership
of tailings disposal sites is envisioned. Moreover, as already indicated,
reduction of residual radioactivity to levels below 10 mrem/year
is not required to release a facility to unrestricted use.
3.

NRC's Draft EIS Conflicts with Executive Order 12291
and Policy of the Administration

Section 2 of Executive Order 12291, Federal Register 13193 (February
17, 1981), directs Federal agencies to adhere to the following requirements:
"a) Administrative decisions shall be based on adequate information
concerning the need for and consequences of proposed government
action;
"b) Regulatory action shall not be undertaken unless the potential
benefits to society for the regulation outweigh the potential
costs to society;
10see �, draft EIS at vii and 0-2. The agency suggests, without evidence,
that such decommissioning has "major beneficial impact." The agency also
asserts that the land in question constitutes "valuable individual land."
There is no evidence of the benefical impact or the economic attractiveness
which NRC claims.
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"c) Regulatory objectives shall be chosen to maximize net benefits
to society;
"d) Among alternative approaches to any given regulatory objective,
the alternative involving the least net cost to society
shall be chosen; and
"e) Agencies shall set regulatory priorities with the aim of
maximizing the aggregate net benefits to society, taking
into account the condition of the particular industries
affected by regulations, the condition of the national
economy, and other regulatory actions contemplated for
the future."

The draft EIS and NRC's proposed actions based thereon fail
to comply with the terms of this Order. As the previous sections
have demonstrated, the draft EIS is bereft of adequate information
supporting the conclusions reached in that document. The draft EIS
is likewise lacking of any evidence of serious cost-benefit or cost
effectiveness analysis by NRC of the conclusions which it advocates.
Indeed, little or no effort is made in the draft EIS to weigh benefits
and costs.11
The draft EIS additionally is devoid of any discussion of the
adverse impact on the already troubled nuclear industry which compliance
with the EIS conclusions would entail. The EIS also lacks any consideration
of the effect of the proposals upon the national economy. The EIS
thus fails to recognize that the NRC actions advocated in the documents
would push the nation toward further dependence on unreliable imported
petroleum as a fuel source. Any actions by the agency based upon
the draft EIS quite clearly would not comply with the Executive Order.
11The draft EIS in fact indicates that NRC intends completely to ignore
cost-benefit analysis for levels of exposure greater than the arbitrary
10 mrem/year level. Cost-benefit, according to NRC, will only figure
in decisions to permit exposure in excess of 1 mrem/year up to the 10
mrem level. See Draft EIS at 0-7. This abbreviated use of cost-benefit
analysis is flatly contrary to Executive Order 12291. Under that Order,
the agency must justify� standards it proposes on the basis of an analysis
of their cost and benefits.
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C.

The Draft EIS Misconceives Its Appropriate Role
A generic EIS should identify "common" considerations in facility
decommissioning. Rather than discussing common considerations, the
draft generic EIS is devoted to vindication of a 10 mrem standard,
to an effort at establishing site-specific reclamation criteria,
and to an unduly abbreviated analyses of decommissioning alternatives
for each faciity type. This is improper use of a generic EIS. Such
a document is supposed to analyze the environmental consequences
of proposed agency decisions and to evaluate alternatives. It is
not intended for use as an adversarial support document or apology
for specific agency positions. It is certainly improper to employ
a generic EIS to treat detailed concerns relating to a multiplicity
of highly differentiated nuclear facilities.

II. Objections to Specific Assertions Contained in the Draft EIS
A. NRC 1 s Analysis Concerning Financial Assurance is Deficient
The draft EIS argues that NRC must impose financial surety require
ments to "provide a high degree of assurance" that adequate funds
are available for deconnnissioning. The draft EIS also suggests that
self-insurance is not an adequate surety for decommissioning perfor
mance. Other regulatory schemes impose surety requirements permitting
self-insurance. CEG 33 CFR, Section 135.213 ("off-shore"). There
is no evidence that self-insurance is less suitable for the nuclear
industry in comparison to other industries where self-insurance is
permitted.
NRC is in error in assuming that it has authority to impose
financial surety requirements. The only surety authority enjoyed
by NRC is with respect to decommissioning of uranium mills. 42 U.S.C.
Section 2210(x). That authority was specifically conferred by Congress
in Section 203 of the Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act
(UMTRC Act) of 1978. That specific provision would be mere surplusage
if, as NRC now contends, the agency has all along possessed general
authority to require sureties. It is elementary that a statute should
not be interpreted so as to render any of its provisions a nullity.
R-S4
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See,�' United States vs. Menasche, 346 U.S. 528, 538-39 {1955);
Aparacor, Inc. vs. United States, 571 F.2d 552, 557 (Ct. Cl. 1978);
Kenneth vs. Schmoll, 482 F.2d 90, 94 (10th Circuit 1972); Tabor vs.
Ullos, 323 F.2d 823, 824 (9th Circuit 1963). Accordingly, NRC's
sudden discovery of purported general authority to impose surety
requirements must be rejected.
Even if NRC possessed general authority to impose surety require
ments upon its licensees, such authority may not properly be exercised
on the basis of existing information. There is no evidence in the
draft EIS that any licensee has in fact ever defaulted in carrying
out any pertinent decommissioning requirement. The record in fact
indicates that no surety requirements are necessary in order to provide
the requisite degree of assurance that decommissioning will take
place as required. NRC, for example, repeatedly emphasizes that
decommissioning expenses are far less than other uninsured expenses
incurred by licensees.12 Under such circumstances, it would be illogi
cal to require a surety. NRC also presumably analyzes the financial
ability of its licensees to comply with relevant requirements when
the agency issues or renews their licenses. Indeed, this kind of
analysis is expressly required by NRC's regulations in some instances.
The Commission presumably would not issue or renew a license if a
licensee were not prepared and able to carry out decommissioning
requirements. The agency's regular monitoring of the capability
of its licensees via the licensing process provides sufficient assur
ance of the ability of its licensees to meet deconmissioning criteria.
Assuming arguendo that the NRC could lawfully impose some addition
al surety requirements, the agency's formulation of those requirements
in the draft EIS is unsupported. For example, the agency suggests
that licensees could obtain "decommissioning insurance" or "surety
bonds." There is no evidence that such financial instruments would
be available. Indeed, it is Kerr-McGee's belief that such instruments
would not be available for many decommissioning activities at a reason
able cost and may not be availabe at all, at any price.

12see Draft EIS at 247.
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NRC's rejection of self-insurance alternatives is also arbitrary
and unsupported. Many of the agency's licensees are large, financially.
sound corporations, such as public utilities and energy companies.
These licensees are at least as financially sound and stable as the
bonding companies, insurance companies, and banks which would be
the sources of the surety which NRC seeks to require. It is simply
an unnecessary tie-up of working capital and an unwarranted subsidy
to the banking and insurance industries to require operators of nuclear
facilities to purchase surety bonds or insurance from outside organi
zations.
Finally, financial assurance mechanisms should not be applicable
to facilities currently undergoing decommissioning. There is no
evidence that assurance is required for decommissiioning which is
presently underway. Imposing surety requirements in such cases will
simply increase costs and tie up liquid assets required for the decom
missioning.
If, contrary to the above, NRC does proceed to attempt to impose
surety requirements, the agency should limit itself to requiring
creation of a reserve(�, sinking fund) based upon the production
rate of the salable commodity(�, UF6, fuel pellets, electric
power) to be generated gradually throughout the active life of the
facility. Any other approach will impose an unfair burden upon current
customers of services rendered by the nuclear industry and result
in market dislocation and inefficient allocation of resources.
B.

The NRC's Reliance on low-level Waste Disposal Facilities is
Improper

Throughout the draft EIS, reference is made to the alleged necessity
of removal of contaminated buildings, equipment, and so forth to
low-level waste burial sites. However, the availability and conditions
for use of such disposal facilities are open to substantial question.
Existing low-level waste disposal facilities are reaching capacity
or may in any event soon be closed to most generators of low-level
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waste. Congress has recently enacted legislation calling for States
to enter into interstate compacts to provide such facilities, but
it is too early to form any view as to the success of this legislation
in the creation of additional disposal facilities. Moreover, NRC
has not yet published even proposed regulations for such facilities.
Given all these uncertainties, it is clearly improper for NRC to
assume that low-level waste disposal facilities will be available
on reasonable terms for decommissioning purposes. It is far more
realistic to view on-site, low-level waste disposal as the most likely
and most reasonably available method for decommissioning. In addition,
it is clearly the more practical and cost-effective method for decommis
sioning facilities since it reduces, among other things, transportation
and handling costs and worker exposure. The criteria which NRC is
considering for low-level waste burial will clearly be highly germane
to the decommissioning effort. Kerr-McGee cannot fully address low
level waste disposal until NRC issues appropriate regulations and
discloses the basis for requirements contained in those regulations.
C.

NRC Arbitrarily Imposes a One Hundred Year Limit on Safe
Storaae or Entombment

The draft EIS indicates that the agency foresees only three
methods for achieving the purported end of unrestricted use of decom
missioned facilities: (a) immediate decontamination, (b) safe storage,
or (c) entombment. NRC arbitrarily imposes an upper limit of 100
years on the period during which safe storage or entombment may be
employed. No justification is provided by NRC for the 100 year period
on institutional controls for radioactivity confinement.13 Indeed,
no time frame should be prescribed for any safe storage or entombment
period because:
1) the specific characteristics of the safe storag\ site and waste
characteristics may justify an indefinite safe storage period;
13NRC rather obscurely implies that the 100 year figure may represent
the longest period during which a human structure may be relied upon to
exist. See Draft EIS at 0-6. However, NRC requires the contrary in its
mill tailiiigs regulations which are predicated upon assuring that tailings
structures survive for much longer periods.
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2)

3)

arbitrary removal of a safe storage facility at the end of a
100 year period may be unjustified from a health and safety
standpoint; and
NRC must examine available alternatives on a site-by-site basis.

D.

Application of Proposed Requirements to Existing Facilities

The draft EIS is deficient in failing to identify and to consider
the special factors relevant to the operation and abandonment of
nuclear facilities commissioned prior to any decommissioning requirements
adopted by NRC as a consequence of the draft EIS. There are numerous
such factors. For example, it may be difficult if not impossible
for the owner or operator of an existing facility to pass on any
of the increased costs attributable to new decommissioning requirements
on account of long-term contracts or market conditions. This problem
is magnified because existing facilities may not have been designed
in a fashion such that they can readily be brought into compliance
with stringent decommissioning criteria which new facilities may
be designed readily to meet. On the other hand, assuming that increased
costs attributable to deconmissioning can be passed in part to customers
of the facility in question, it is nevertheless inequitable to require
such customers to pay for increased deconvnissioning costs attributable
in part to the provision of services to former customers. In short,
numerous reasons exist to apply less stringent criteria to existing
facilities, and NRC's draft EIS (and proposed actions) should be
modified accordingly.
E.

NRC's Analysis of Decommissioning Uranium Hexafluoride
Conversion Plants is Deficient

Kerr-McGee Nuclear Corporation operates the Sequoyah UF6 conversion
plant located in Sequoyah County, Oklahoma. This is one of the two
currently operating commercial conversion facilities in the United
States. The data on decommissioning conversion plants is limited.
The draft EIS states that it will soon be supplemented with a detailed
technical report on decommissioning of UF6 plants, scheduled for
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issuance in 1982. The adoption of any criteria or standards relating
to UF6 plant decommissioning would be premature prior to issuance
and public review of this UF6 decommissioning document. Moreover,
Kerr-McGee's experience indicates that decommissioning of a UF6 plant
must be based upon evaluation of detailed site specific characteristics
which cannot be covered in a generic EIS. Because of the lack of
information covering plant decommissioning, the expected issuance
of a pertinent report, and the site-specific nature of such decom
missioning, UF6 plants should be excluded from the scope of the draft
EIS. In any event, the existing analysis in the EIS is fraught with
deficiencies and further NRC action should be deferred pending their
correction. Some of these deficiencies are detailed below.
1.

Uranium Hexafluoride Conversion Plant Decommissioning
Experience (Paragraph 10.2 2 Page 10-2)

Paragraph 10.2 states that the AEC plant located in Weldon Springs,
Missouri is a UF6 conversion plant currently undergoing decommissioning.
The Weldon Springs plant did not convert yellowcake to UF6• Its
final product was uranium metal only, with no intermediate production
of UF6• Experience in the decommissioning of that plant is therefore
of questionable value for purposes of extrapolation to actual UF6
conversion plants.
2.

Decon (Paragraph 10.3.1, Page 10-4)
Paragraph 10.3.1 hypothesizes that non-salvagable hard-to-decon
taminate equipment and all contaminated materials will be shipped
to and disposed of in a low-level waste burial ground. As Kerr-McGee
has earlier noted, low-level waste disposal facilities may not be
available upon reasonable terms. On-site, low-level waste burial
should be clearly identified as the more viable and cost-effective
option for UF plant decommissioning.
6
3.

Site Decommissioning (Paragraph 10.3.4 2 Page 10-6)
The draft EIS indicates that material buried on-site must be
removed to a low-level burial ground and that "the removal of onB-59
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site buried material is expected to be a minor effort compared to
the rest of the decommissioning." These statements are completely
without foundation. The estimated quantity of contaminated material
resulting from decommissioning of the Kerr-McGee Nuclear Sequoyah
UF6 facility is 295,000 cubic feet. Moreover, material buried onsite at that facility amounts to 7.5 million cubic feet (providing
current amendments are granted).14 Removal of quantities of these
magnitudes to low-level waste disposal facilities is not justifiable.
Removal will not only be unduly costly but will add unnecessary environ
mental problems due to the disturbance of stabilized sites. Moreover,
any such removal is directly contrary to license provisions specifically
providing for disposal by burial. The statements made in the draft
EIS concerning removal of this material are arbitrary and capricious
and without foundation in fact.
4.

Waste Disposal (Paragraph 10.4.2, Page 10-7)
The draft EIS estimates volume of low-level waste to be 570
cubic meters (20,127 cubic feet) for a conversion facility. Contrary
to the estimate in the draft EIS, there will be an estimated 295,000
cubic feet of contaminated material from the decommissioning of the
Kerr-McGee Nuclear Sequoyah facility alone, even without consideration
of the 7.5 million cubic feet of material buried on the premises.
Thus, one of the five facilities at issue in the analysis will alone
have from 15 to almost 400 times the amount of material projected
by NRC upon decommissioning.
Given these figures, it is simply not credible for NRC to predicate
an analysis of deconmissioning of conversion facilities on the assumption
that such disposal would involve such a small amount of material.
F.

The Analysis of the Draft EIS Pertaining to Non-Fuel Cycle
Nuclear Facilities is Deficient

The draft EIS covers a diversity of non-fuel cycle facilities
and operations. Little information is availabe on many of these
14This information is contained in NRC's own records.
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activities. This problem may be somewhat alleviated when the expected
technical report on non-fuel cycle nuclear facilities is issued.
In view of the lack of information, Kerr-McGee believes that it is
premature for NRC to issue policy guidance or proposed regulations
at least until detailed public review of the referenced technical
report has been accomplished. Kerr-McGee has several specific comments
concerning the draft EIS insofar as it pertains to non-fuel cycle
nuclear facilities, and specifically to ore processors.
1.

Ore Processors (Paragraph 14.1.3, Page 14-3)
The draft EIS states that there is currently no satisfactory
place to ship tailings produced by ore processors for disposal.
Kerr-McGee agrees with the statement insofar as it suggests that
such shipments is presently out of the question. However, the state
ment may be read to imply that shipment of tailings from such facilities
is an alternative if disposal facilities become available in the
future. Any such suggestion is unsupportable. Shipment of large
volumes of tailings material for any distance is prohibitive on a
cost-benefit/cost-effectiveness basis. Moreover, it would raise
contamination risks and possible levels of worker exposure. It would
be the least viable alternative for decommissioning of ore processing
sites.
2.

Decommissioning Alternatives for Processors of Radioactive
Ore (Paragraph 14.3.3, Page 14-9)

The draft EIS indicates that NRC is considering only two decorrmis
sioning alternatives for ore wastes; removal (DECON), and neutralization
and stabilization for long-term care. The draft EIS states in paragraph
14.3.3.2. Neutralization and Stabilization (page 14-11), that neutrali
zation and stabilization may not be viable over the long-term and
would have to be considered on a case-by-case basis. This statement
is erroneous to the extent that it is intended to suggest that shipment
of tailings to a low-level waste disposal facility is the preferred
disposal alternative. As Kerr-McGee has noted, shipment of large
volumes of tailings material for any distance is the least viable
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alternative for decommissioning ore processing facilities. The NRC
should proceed with great caution in devising decommissioning require
ments for ore-processors. The discussion in the draft EIS is based
solely on a limited analysis of a single ore-processing operation
involving the extraction of columbium and tantalum. Other ore-pro
cessing operations which may be covered by future NRC action predicated
on the draft EIS may exhibit totally different conditions.
G.

The Draft EIS Analysis of Decommissioning Small Mixed Oxide
(MOX) Fuel Fabrication Plants is Inadequate

The draft EIS analysis of MOX plants is purportedly based upon
a study by Pacific Northwest Laboratories of Kerr-McGee's Cimarron
facility. The study contains many inaccuracies. These deficiencies
have been discussed in separate comments made by Kerr-McGee on the
Pacific Northwest study (see attached copy). The analysis of MOX
plants in the draft EIS is deficient and not a suitable basis for
decisionmaking for reasons similar to those noted by Kerr-McGee in
the referenced comments.
Conclusion
The draft EIS fails to set forth or consider pertinent information
on the costs and benefits of pertinent decommissioning alternatives and
criteria. Moreover, it utterly fails to engage in any reasoned comparison
or balance of the costs versus the benefits. The draft EIS substitutes
assumptions for analysis and in so doing fails to identify many options
and totally obfuscates the basis for critical conclusions reached in the
document(�, the 10 mrem/year exposure standard and the requirement
that a decommissioned facility be available for unrestricted use). The
draft EIS sweeps too broadly by: {a) attempting to encompass so many
divergent nuclear facilities, (b) purporting to establish standards properly
within the province of EPA, and (c) seeking to devise what essentially
are site-specific criteria. The draft EIS should be withdrawn. All NRC
actions intended to be based on the draft EIS should be deferred.
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Kerr-McGee recommends that NRC base its docommissioning criteria
upon a case-by-case analysis of the facilities in question and apply tradi
tional ALARA principles in arriving at decommissioning requirements.
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October 12, 1978

CERTIFIED - RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED

Mr. C. E. Jenkins
Senior Research Engineer
Engineering Evaluations
Safety and Environmental Analysis Section
Battelle Northwest Laboratories
Battelle Boulevard
Richland, Washington 99352
Dear Mr. Jenkins:
Please refer to your letter of August 21, 1978 transmitting
the working draft report of the study of decontamination of
an MOX Fuel Facility.
As we discussed in a phone conversation on September 5,
Kerr-McGee has certain reservations as to some of the proposed
activities, release calculations and assumptions. The data
adopted by Battelle has resulted in a set of data that is
extremely conservative and demonstrates excessive releases
and exposures. It is Kerr-McGee's position that these releases
and exposures will be at least a factor of 10 less than those
projected. In the case of your report, perhaps this result is
intended as a matter of NRC policy. In Kerr-McGee's private
operation, we do not believe it demonstrates the true results of
such a decontamination.
We have attached a list of specific comments referenced by page
which, it is our understanding, you will consider in the revision
to your finished document.

WJS:ml
Attachment
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Volume I
p. 2-2

The 10 mCi/gram limit for shallow land burial of plutonium is not
an internationally accepted value and is excessively restrictive.
The NRC has recognised this problem and has published notice (F.R.

August 18, 1978, pp 36722-36725) proposing that a concentration
limit within a shallow land burial site be 100 nanocuries per cubic
centimeter of plutonium waste and that the maximum concentration

within an individual container could be a factor of 10 higher.

We feel that the 10 nCi/gram limit you have used should be changed
to 1 microCi/cubic centimeter per packages containing plutonium

waste materia�s destined for shallow land burial.
p.

9-4

Electropolishing is not needed to meet reasonable burial limits.
Electropolishing should only be considered as an alternative to
regular chemical or physical cleaning methods.

Its value� on a

small scale, whould be for cleaning items such as tools and instru
ments with high salvage value, for ultimate unconditional release.
Electropolishing generates a quantity of contaminated liquid which

must be subsequently treated in S.X. and I.X. systems or evaporat�d
and cemented for burial.

The extra handling of contaminated materials

while electropolishing will likely cause unnecessary contamination
spread and employee exposures.

p. 8-12

Plowing the acreage around the plant is entirely unnecessary at the
Cimarron Facility.

A realistic above background limit from soil

samples should be used to determine the need for plowing the land.

p. 9-4

Packing of equipment parts etc., leaves ample space for bagged

wipes, plastic and paper scrap.

The wipes etc., are needed as

cushioning material in the packages. A special incinerator for
reducing the volume of combustible waste is of dubious value and

will add to the dust load carried by the air effluent filtration
system.

An extra fire hazard potential always exists when

operating incineration equipment.

p. 2-11

Kerr-McGee does not plan to demolish its plant. We believe that
it can be refurbished for unrestricted use. Removal of four inches
of concrete from wall surfaces �ill not be needed in most areas.

p. 7-3

The factor of (10-9 x 2 MIHM/yr • releases) is high by an order of

magnitude for the Cimarron Facility which had a maximum throughput
near half MTHM/yr.

p. 10-5

For Cimarron, the listing of manpower is excessive.

p. 2-18

Shows 206 man years required for immediate dismantlement and Volume

p. 9-9

Reference to reactor should be removed.

positions listed can be handled by one person.

Many of the job

II, Table H.2-1 shows 81.1 man years.

VolU.ile II
p. A-10

Ultrasonic washing of pellets was not used.

p. A-11

X-ray machine is used to inspect for rod loading specifications as

well as end cap weld.

p. A-14
A-15

Hot laundry batch tank 6,000 gallon size and sanitary waste batch

p. A-43

The main electrical distribution panel and distilled water treatment

p. A-58

Sanitary lagoons are not lined with PVC liners.

tank 10,000 gallon size.

system is in the supply fan room instead of in the mechanical room.

Table 11.1-1

In reference to the 4500 µci release level for the plasma arc cutting,
7
a double filter transmission factor of 2.5 x 10- should be used in
their calculations instead of the single filter transmission factor

used to arrive at the values in Table 11.1-1.
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TELEPHONE PARKVIEW 3-3322

April 21, 1981

Secretary of the Commission
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555
Attn:
Re:

Docketing and Service Branch
Docket No. NUREG0586

Gentlemen:
Attached for filing in the captioned docket is an
original and five photo-copies of "Comments of Wolverine
Electric Cooperative, Inc."
Yours very truly,

���Ult:4-�
Daniel D. Hesslin
DDH: jm
Enclosures (6)
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

BEFORE THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
Decpmmissioning criteria for)
Nuclear Facilities
)

' ' 'G r-,..=.....-r

Docket No. NUREG-0586

COMMENTS OF
WOLVERINE ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE, INC.
1.

Wolverine Electric Cooperative, Inc., (herein

after called "Wolverine") is a non-profit cooperative supplying
electric generation and transmission service to its four
member/owned cooperatives, at wholesale, within Wolverine's
service area in parts of twenty counties being Allegan, Barry,
Clinton, Eaton, Gratiot, Ionia, Isabella, Kent, Lake, Manistee,
Mason, Mecosta, Missaukee, Montcalm, Muskegon, Newaygo, Oceana,
Osceola, Ottawa and Wexford, being approximately the central
one-third of Michigan's Lower Peninsula, and maintains its
principal office at 302

s.

Warren Avenue, Big Rapids, Michigan

49307.
2.

Wolverine is solely owned by Oceana Electric Coopera

tive, Hart, Michigan 49420; O

&

A Electric Cooperative, Newaygo,

Michigan 49337; Tri-County Electric Cooperative, Portland, Michi
gan; and, Western Michigan Electric Cooperative, Scottville,
Michigan, which have executed all-requirements contract with
Wolverine.
3.

Wolverine is a public utility regulated in the State

of Michigan by the Michigan Public Service Commission.
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4.

Wolverine has an undivided ownership interest, as a

tenant in common, of 8.78% of the Enrico Fermi Nuclear Unit
No. 2, presently under construction in Frenchtown Township,
Monroe County, Michigan, and by reason of such ownership is an
intervenor in Case No. U-6150 entitled "In the Matter of the
Establishment and Treatment of Nuclear Plan Decommissioning
Funds" now pending as a generic hearing before the Michigan
Public Service Commission.
5.

Wolverine has an interest in this proceedings in

as much as it may be bound by the adoption of a proposal
regarding the establishment and funding of decommissioning funds
and as a result of federal regulations.
6.

Wolverine is not regulated by the Federal Government

in that all of its transactions are intrastate subject to those
regulations adopted by the Rural Electrification Administration
in that Wolverine is a 100% debt financed cooperative regulated
by the Rural Electrification Act and whose funding of long-term
obligations is totally financed by the United States Government
acting through the Administrator of the Rural Electrification
Administration.
7.

Wolverine, as a non-profit cooperative owned by its

members, has two primary purposes which would be to pay for all
costs associated with decommissioning, and also to pay for costs
associated with a nuclear accident not covered by insurance.

R-n9

8.

Cooperative philosophy and funding is very different

from the objectives of an invester owned utility.

Where an

investor owned utility properly seeks to maximize revenue and
profit, a cooperative being a not for profit corporation seeks
to minimize expense.

Revenue and expense to a cooperative are

merely additions or deletions to member owned equity.
9.

Wolverine agrees the public health and safety is

paramount and further agrees there should be reasonable assurance
of the availability of funds upon decommissioning.
insists

Wolverine

that its cooperative obligations are to maximize

interest earned by any fund after meeting its public obligations
as any surplus from sums so ear-marked and collected from its
members should be for the member/owner's benefit.

Wolverine

would oppose any effort by government to gain control of the
member equity as confiscatory since Wolverine is of the sound
conviction that government can only maximize expense----not income.
Wolverine proposes that any decommissioning costs or funds would
be deposited in a "sinking fund" controlled by the Board of Directors
of Wolverine and said funds would be placed in an account subject
to the approval of the Rural Electrification Administration.
Wolverine assumes that the "sinking fund" will consists of Treasury
Bills, Treasury Bonds and other evidences of indebtedness purchased
by Wolverine from the United States Government.

That part of

rates established by MPSC, which would be in addition to present
rates paid by the cooperative member/owners, and should be
periodically scrutini�ed by MPSC and adjusted up or down as experience
would dictate.
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10.

Wolverine would not propose to invest any portion

of decommissioning or insurance funds collected as a part of
rates in additions to its electric plant.

Wolverine believes

the fund must be internally controlled as it and its members
are convinced Wolverine's proposal will ensure the public need
for assurance concerning the availability of funds upon de
commissioning, and will also ensure that our member/owners
pay the smallest amount necessary consistent with the need to
protect the public including our own members and that costs
can best be controlled when managed by the cooperative itself.
WOLVERINE ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE, INC.
John N. Keen, Manager
By:

o----Q=---=----'". ---::-,/_Q�/��
-:-5l)�
-,--Daniel D. Hesslin, Attorney for

Wolverine Electric Cooperative, Inc.

CC:

All parties of Record
MPSC Case No. U-6150
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1314) 895-0123

April 21, 1981

Secretary of Commission
United States Nucl ear
Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.c. 20555
Re:

Decommissioning Criteria for Nuclear Facilities;
Comments Concerning Draft Generic Environmental
Impact Statement

Gentlemen:
On February 10, 1981 the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) invited advice
and comments on "Draft Generic Environmental Impact Statement on Decommissioning
of Nuclear Facilities", NUREG-0586, January, 1981 (Federal Register, Volume 46,
pp. 11666-11668, February 10, 1981). Mallinckrodt, Inc. manufactures columbium
and tantalum compounds at its St. Louis, Missouri plant, under an NRC source
material license. Mallinckrodt thus has a vested interest in the generic
environmental impact statement and in regulations related to the decommissioning
of licensed facilities.
Mallinckrodt is also a member of the Tantalum Producers Association (TPA) and
has contributed to the development of comments on the GEIS. Those comments were
filed April 21, 1981 by William w. Falsgraf, Esquire. The comments reflect
Mallinckrodt's judgements regarding the GEIS and the decommissioning rules now
being considered by NRC, and Mallinckrodt would like to go on record in support
of those comments.
Sincerely,

s. N. Robinson,
Director, Environmental Affairs

/bd
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FRANK J. KELLEY
ATTOR:-iEY GENERAL
LANSING
48913

April 20, 1981

Decommissioning Program Manager
Division of Engineering Standards
Office of Standards Development
Washington, D.C. 20555
RE

Michigan Public Service Commission Staff's Response to the
Draft Generic Environmental__ Imp�ct Statement. _ NUREG-0586

Dear Sirs:
The Staff of the Michigan Public Service Commission
welcomes the opportunity to comment on the Draft Generic
Environmental Impact Statement. On October 16, 1979, the
Michigan Public Service Commission instituted proceedings
regarding the establishment and treatment of nuclear plant
decommissioning funds for Michigan utilities. Its order insti
tuting proceedings defined four issues to be addressed:
1.

Which methods of funding are most equitable and
least expensive for Michigan ratepayers.

2.

The tax implications of the various funding methods.

3.

The financial effects of the various funding methods
of the companies' operating nuclear facilities.

4.

The legal requirements necessary to ensure the
availability of funds collected at the time of
decommissioning.

Consumer groups, industrial consumers, utilities, and the Staff
have testified on these issues in public hearings. Briefs are to
be submitted by the parties on June 15, 1981. I have enclosed
the following documents which comprise the Michigan Public
Service Commission Staff's comments on the Draft Environmental
Impact Statement:
R-73

Attachment I - Summary of Commission Staff's position
Attachment II - Staff's filed testimony
Attachment III - Transcript excerpts which further
define the Staff's position
The Staff will inform you of the Michigan Public Service
Commission's order and findings on nuclear oecommissioning
funding when they are issued.
Sincerely,
Arthur E. D'Hondt
Don L. Keskey
s. Davia Kutinsky
Assistant Attorneys General
and
Counsel for Commission Staff

1000 Long Boulevard, Suite 11
Lansing, Michigan 48910
Telephone: (517) 373-7584
SDK/rg
enclosures
cc: Joseph Barden, MPSC
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SUMJ,JJ\RY OF S'EAFE''S POS:C'l'l00I

1:

o

II.

III.

J.V.

:,
0
C.

V.

Using l:he present. value of revenw'? reqn.i.. t·ements and the rate of
growth of revenue 1:equirement.s year:-to--yeal: as the criteria, an
unfunded reserve m�thod appears to be the best balance betwee�
least eKpensive and most equitable for lh� ratepayer.* The tax
cost associated wiLh the annua1 provislon is deferred (p_age 2&{-:

If funded resenre method annual p.r.ovisions were tax. deductible ,.
and tho unfundeKl reserve met:hod annual pl:ovisions were not, the
funded rcse:i:.-ve would str.ike the best baJ. .,1.nc:e between least ex
pensive and most eguitablE) for the ratepaye't" (page 29)

The Staff would not recommGnd the extension of normaliza.tion
accounti.ng where rccur:i:ing tax timing differences are involved .,.
but wonld support nQrmalizr.\tion for:- non-,recui:ring tax -timing
diffe:r.ences (pa<;e 10). We view the provision for decommission
.ing of nuclear power plants as non-,recur.1�ing due to the in!re�
qi.tent. addition of !;uch plants to Ni.chigan ut.ility systems and
t.J:w uncertaint_y a�; l:o how many and when such units might be added.
in tho Ent.n:r.e,,'
lh-:.sirable legaJ. sategua1:ds J:or aJ l funding 1uethods are that;
( L) the utility cind its successors who own a particular nucJ.e�r
powe;i:- plant havG l.he legal obligation to ef cectively decornrni.ssion
"Lhat.: plant and pay for the costs jncurrecl L·o do so; (2) the obli
gation under (1) runs with the owner.ship of: the plant and must
be discharged rega.r:dless of what tcchn.Lque is used to provide
the required junds; {3) the obligation to decommission and pay
for the cost of decommissioning is not limited to customer pro
vided fu..�ds o� funds held in trust; (4) the obligation to pay
:Co:r. thn cost of c.ler:ormni.ss.loning wi t• .l have a prior claim on the
assets of the owniug instit.ution ,, prior even to outstanding ob
ligations to pay taxes, creditors J employees or any other person
having a claim against: such asseh.;; (5) provisions for decommis
r.ioning of. nuclear power plants sh;;_\ll b� reviewed at least every
forn:." yoa-cs by the Hichigan PubJJ c Serv.i.ce C:<:mnnission with respect
Lo suf t:lciency 2 fa i..rness m1d relal: i.ve sccu-i::i.t:y by way of public
hearing; and (6) provisions shall. be identified as to which nu-.
clear power plant they pertain and provisions shall not be co
mingled regardless of method used to make such provisions. Trust
funds es·t;ablished pursuant: to eithc-c the funded reserve method or
the in:i t:ially f unc'k1d methoc.1 shall r.equire that; (1) any amounts
held in trust pursuant to funding decomwiss.Loning can only be use0.
for that purpose and ·will be provided to t..he owning institution
only upon receipt by the trustee of a statement of expenditures
:maae or to be made t.o decormniss i.nn a pa,ti ...--:t.1lar nuclear power
plant; (2) any trusc fund shall be deposit0.a with a·trustee and
shall be held �s irrevocable (page 37)n

Because

the ut:.i.lity itself is entrusted with the funds from
an unfunded reserve, addi t· ional sa f eguard.s appear to be needed.
They are that; (l) any unf:undec1 1.n�;crves established to provide
for the decommiss:ioning of nuclea,· power plants cannot at the
end of any fiscal year exceed
JO% of the net electric utility
plant in service as recorded pursuant to tl� net original cost
accounting concept..; (2) any amoun!·s in such unfunded reserves
in excess of the 10% limit outlined in (1) shall be funded and
trans+erred to a trust fund; (3) unfunded reserves shall have
P.-75
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p:tior claim on the a-ssets ol: an institution owning a nuclear
power plant; arn1 (4) any unfunded reserve reflected on the
balance sheet of a utility, which owns a nuclear power plant,
shall become th0. obliga tlon of subscquen t: owners of the plant.
The same obligatious shall exist fo1� the successor owner as
existed for the previous owner.s. And finally, in the event an�:
owner of a nucleax power plant appears to be having difficulty
raising capital and the situatjon appears to so warrant, the
Commission throngh its security issuance oversight authority,
shall reguire th0. utility to initially fund the decommissioning
cost inflated to reflect �he cost. of-decommissioning the plant
at the time the decision is made.
(Fund earnings will keep
the amounts intact from l:hat point on.) (page 38)
Also enclosed is addLtional t;E')stimony by St'aff Witness Barden
on:

..;

..

C

..E

0
en

.r.

J
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E
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• i:

1.

When should utilities begin providing funds for decommis
sioning • • Transcript p. 431-438.

2.

Tax derluctlbiti.ty of contri.buti.ons to fnnds.
p. 47]·-473 •

3.

Risks associa t.ecl w.i th var i.ous funding methods.
p. 613·-622.

*
**

Transcript
Transcr5.pt,

Most equitable for the ratepayer: CPntributions to the
fund as between the several generations of ratepayers
over the life of the fund are most fairly shared.

Page references refer to Staff testimony of Joseph
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Barden •

GENERAL� ELECTRIC
MC 68
2,

NUCLEAR POWER

SYSTEMS DIVISION

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, 175 CURTNER AVE.. SAN JOSE. CALIFORNIA 95125
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Secretary of the Commission
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555
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Attention:

Docketing and Service Branch

SUBJECT:

COMMENTS ON DRAFT GENERIC ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT; DECOM
MISSIONING CRITERIA FOR NUCLEAR FACILITIES (46FR11666-68)

Gentlemen:

References:

1)

2)
3)

NUREG-0586, Draft Generic Environmental Imoact
Statement on Decommissioning of Nuclear Facilities,
USNRC, January 1981
R. I. Smith, et al, Technology, Safety and Costs
of Decommissioning a Reference Pressurized Water
Reactor Power Station, NUREG/CR-0130, Volumes land
2, Prepared by Pacific Northwest Laboratory for
USNRC, June 1978
H. 0. Oak, et al, Technology, Safet� and Costs
of Decommissionin a Reference Boil1n Water
eactor Power Station, NUR G CR-06 2, Volumes land
2, Prepared by Pacific Northwest Laboratory for
USNRC, June 1980

These comments by the General Electric Company are in response to the
notice on tne above subject in The Federal Register of February 10,
1981, inviting comments on Reference (1). Our principal concern is that
decommissioning cost bases for various types of power stations are not
fully consistent and therefore unnecessarily penalize the Boiling Water
Reactor (BWR).

We have reviewed the studies (References 2 and 3) on decommissioning of
PWR and BWR plants and note significant differences in costs which
appear to be unjustified. Page 0-45 of Reference (1) states that DECON
(immediate dismantlement) costs are $33.3 million for a PWR and $43.6
million for a BWR. We direct your attention to portions of Pages 12-11
and 12-12 of Reference (3) (copy attached). The Pacific Northwest
Laboratory authors state that the PWR (Reference 2) and the BWR (Reference 3)
studies used different bases for permissible radiation dose, and that
the staff labor casts for BWR dismantlement would be reduced about S7
million if the basis used in the BWR study had been the same as that
R-77
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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Page 2
April 17, 1981
used in the PWR study. Since a 25% contingency has been applied in both
studies, this $7 million unwarranted difference is actually about $8.8
million. We find no mention of this discrepancy in Reference l.

Under another category of "Special Tools and Equipment11 we find costs of
$0.8 million for the PWR (Reference 2) and $2.0 million for the BWR
(Reference 3). It is not apparent from the studies that any portion of
this $1.2 million difference is justified. With the 25% contingency
this difference magnifies to $1.5 million. Other differences may be due
to the BWR and PWR studies being done at different times. For example,
we note licensing fees of $51,000 for the BWR but none for the PWR.
These differences in evaluation bases appear to account for the major
portion of the BWR/PWR cost differences in the Draft Statement. Any
residual variations would appear to be well within the uncertainty band
of such estimates. While these comments apply to the DECON method, we
believe they would also apply in slightly varying amounts to the SAFSTOR
(safe storage followed by ultimate DECON) and to the ENTOMB (encase in
strong structure) decommissioning methods.

We request that the authors of the Draft Generic Environmental Impact
Statement review References (2) and (3) and correct Reference (1) by
removing significant inequities and differences in evaluation bases.

Requests for further information or specific questions on BWR decom
missioning may be referred to Mr. R. H. Buchholz, (408) 925-5722, Manager,
BWR Systems Licensing.
Very truly yours,

,//

.fJ){��

G. G. Sherwood, Manager
Nuclear Safety and Licensing Operation
GGS:lm/1378-79
Attachment
cc:

L. S. Gifford (Washington Liaison)
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ATTACHMENT 1

Ineouitable PWR/BWR Permissible Dose Bases Used
for Decommissioning Cost Studies
The following two paragraphs are quoted directly from NUREG/CR-0672,
Volume 1, at Pages 12-11 and 12-12:

"In the PWR study, it was assumed that all of the decommissioning workers
could receive radiation doses of up to 3 rem per quarter. No attempt
was made on a task-by-task basis to adjust the staff size or manpower
loadings if the average radiation dose to the hands-on workers did not
exceed 3 rem per quarter.

In this BWR study, however, it is assumed that the supervisors, utility
operators, and health physics technicians are long-time radiation workers
whose annual exposure is limited to 5 rem per year by the formula S(N-18)
given in 10 CFR 20. 101(b)(2). The craftsmen and the laborers are assumed
to have had little previous radiation exposure and can receive radiation
doses of up to 3 rem per quarter (within the constraint of the S(N-18)
formula). As a result, manpower requirements for this BWR study are
estimated not only on the basis of the number of workers needed to
physically accomplish the work, but also on the basis of providing
enough workers to assure compliance with the assumed radiation dose
limits outlined above. This analysis basis necessitates the employment
of a significantly larger work force for dismantlement of the BWR than
would have been the case under the straight 3-rem-per-quarter basis
assumed for-the PWR study. It is estimated that the staff labor costs
for dismantlement of the reference BWR would be reduced by about $7
million if all of the workers were permitted to receive a radiation dose
of up to 3 rem per quarter."
GGS:lm/1380

4/14/81

NOTE: Telecopied to 202-634-3319 4/22/81.
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April 22, 1981

Secretary of the Commission
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, o.c.
20555

Attention:

Docketing and Service Branch

Dear Sir:
On February 10, 1981 a Notice of Avaiability of the
Draft Generic Environmental Impact Statement on Decommission
ing of Nuclear Facilities, NUREG-0586 was published
(46 FR 11666) and comments were invited from interested
parties. On March 5, 1981, the comment period for NUREG-0586
was extended to April 22, 1981. Consolidated Edison Company
of New York submits herewith its comments on the draft EIS.
Con Edison is the licensee of Indian Point Unit No.2 located
at Buchanan, New York. Also located at the Buchanan site is
another reactor owned by the Power Authority of the State of
New York, which is known as Indian Point Unit No.3.
Comments:
1.

The Statement does not address decommissioning of a
multiple (two to four units) nuclear site. The
conclusions reached for a single unit, in our opinion,
would not necessarily be valid for a multiple unit site
like Indian Point. We understand that an NRC study on
decommissioning of multiple unit sites is underway.
We suggest the present draft EIS carefully note tilat:
a)

the conclusions on decommissioning alternatives
for a multiple unit site may differ from those
stated; and

b)

a study for multiple unit sites is underway and
that the report on its findings will be noticed
for comments.

In particular, we believe that any comprehensive approach
to multiple unit decommissioning must recognize that
portions of one retired unit may be used in support of
other operating units at the site, or as redundant safety
systems, and that there may accordingly be an appropriate
regulatory basis under certain circumstances for defer
ri.r1g dismantlement.
8-8()
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2.

The conversion of a nuclear plant to a new or modified
(nuclear or fossil) facility, after it has ended its
useful life is a viable alternative to decommissicning,
and should be acknowledged in the draft EIS. Dismantle
ment and removal of major components/structures of a
plant to accommodate new or modified facilities would
in our opinion be a form of decommissioning. The
statement, however, does not address this scenario.

3.

Con Edison supports the sinking fu..�d approach outlined
in Section 2.6.2 of ths draft report. We believe that
the cer�ainty of having funds available at the time
of decommissioning is important and should outweigh
any small differential in cost to ratepayers over the
depreciation method. Under the depreciation method a
significant amount of the decommissioning funds to be
spent must be funded from reduced federal income tax
payments at the time of such expenditures. The
certainty of such funds being available is clouded by
the possibility that a utility may be in a tax loss
and tax carry-forNard position at that time. There
fore, further tax deductions at the time of actual
decommissioning might only increase the tax
carry-forward and not provide the necessary funds for
decommissioning.
Con Edison strongly believes that one change to the
funding approach would significantly·improve the
economics from the point of view of revenues required
of electric utility customers. As an alternative to
establishing a sinking fund managed by a utility, the
responsibility for managing the funds could be placed
with a public agency. If a regulatory commission or
other governmental agency would set up a trust or fund
fer these monies which such agency would control and
administer, it is likely that the earnings of such a
trust -- unlike a privately administered one -- would
not be taxable. Under such circwnstances no income tax
liability would be imposed on the trust earnings, and
the full benefit of earnings on the trust would go to
wards funding the deconunissioning, thus reducing the
amount to be funded by the electric utility customer.
A publicly administered trust fund would in all proba
bility reduce the cost below the cost under a
depreciation type approach to decommissioning funding
and at the same time assure that the necessary funds
would be available when the decommissioning actually
takes place.
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With regard to the concept of coupling a funding approach
with decommissioning insurance which would protect a
company against the risk of a premature closing of a
nuclear generating facility by providing the costs of
decommissioning, it is our understanding that such insu
rance is not now available. If such insurance protection
becomes available at reasonable cost, Con Edison would
support the concept assuming, of course, that such
insurance is deemed a proper expense for ratemaking
purposes by our regulatory commission.

S.

We strongly disagree with the prepayment alternative
outlined in Section 2.6.2. Prepayment of decommission
ing cost would place an unnecessary financial burden on
the utility at a time when it can least afford it. The
utility industry is already experiencing serious
difficulties in raising capital without trying to raise
additional funds for retiring a facility 30-40 years
hence.

We appreciate this opportunity to submit comments on the pro
posed EIS.

.

Your_/& truly,
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'John o. O''!oole
Vice President
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Commonwealth Edison

One First National Plaza. Chicago. Illinois

Address Reply to. Post Office Box 767
Chicago, Illinois 60690

April 23, 1981

Secretary of the Commission
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555
Attention:

Docketing and Service Branch

Dear Sir:
We have discovered a typographical error in our
earlier comments of April 22 regarding the Draft Generic
Environmental Impact Statement on Decommissioning of
Nuclear Facilities, NUREG-0586, which affects the substance
of our comments. We are therefore submitting the enclosed
corrected version to be substituted for our earlier sub
mittal.
Your cooperation in this matter is greatly
appreciated.
Very truly yours,

Vice President
kb
Enc.
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Commonwealth Edison

One First National Plaza. Chicago. Illinois

Address Reply to: Post Office Box 767
Chicago. Illinois 60690

April 23, 1981
Secretary of the Commission
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555
Attention:

Docketing and Service Branch

Dear Sir:
Commonwealth Edison Company ("Commonwealth")
submits these comments on the Draft Generic Environmental
Impact Statement on Decommissioning of Nuclear Facilities,
NUREG-0586, and the associated Staff papers, noticed in the
Federal Register on February 10, 1981 46 Fed. Reg. 11666.
Commonwealth has licenses to operate seven nuclear units,
including the nation's oldest commercially built nuclear
reactor, Dresden 1, and holds construction permits for six
more units at La Salle County, Byron and Braidwood. Accordingly,
Commonwealth has a strong interest in the establishment of
practicable guidance for the decommissioning of nuclear
facilities.
Commonwealth Edison is in general agreement with
the comments of the Utility Decommissioning Group and the
Atomic Industrial Forum. We hope that the NRC will give
their comments serious consideration.
Commonwealth Edison views with special concern the
conclusion of the Draft Generic Environmental Impact State
ment that additional mechanisms are required to provide "a
high degree of assurance" that adequate funds are available
for decommissioning. In the first place, with the exception
of accident situations, Commonwealth does not agree that
shut-down nuclear facilities present any significant risk to
the public, and therefore there is no need for a "high
degree of assurance" that large amounts of capital be immediately
available for decommissioning. This is certainly implicit
in the acceptability of the SAFSTOR option, which contemplates
segregating the facility from the public while residual
radioactivity undergoes natural decay. The appropriate standard
is whether there exists a "reasonable degree of assurance"
that decommissioning funds will be available when needed,
taking into account the safety significance of decommissioning.
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Moreover, as the NRC Staff paper on "Financing
Strategies for Nuclear Power Plant Decommissioning," NUREG/CR1481, makes clear, there is a significant cost advantage to
the present internal reserve system over other funding
mechanisms considered, such as prepayment or segregated
sinking funds. We believe this cost advantage is important,
particularly in light of the serious difficulty many utilities
are currently experiencing in raising funds in the capital
markets. Because licensees' ability to raise capital to
meet NRC requirements is limited, first priority has to go
to those matters which provide the greatest improvement in
safety. Again, it seems obvious that the application of
funds to building and operating reactors in the safest
possible manner is more in the public interest, than, for
example, diverting such funds to segregated reserve accounts
which would secure only remote and marginal safety improvements.
Commonwealth Edison recognizes that the accident
at Three Mile Island points to the need for additional funds
for clean-up of similarly damaged facilities, although
clearly there may be companies for which the impact of a
premature decommissioning would be tolerable financially
without external financial support. The Draft Generic Environ
mental Impact Statement and the accompanying Federal Register
notice do not explicitly state whether the NRC intends to
propose rules governing financial assurance for decommis
sioning costs prior to completion of the further studies on
post-accident decommissioning referred to therein. In our
view, the financial and technical requirements of postaccident decommissioning should be treat�d separately from
those of normal decommissioning. However, if the NRC does
intend to publish rules addressing post-accident decommissioning
in the near future, we urge that it adopt the most flexible
possible approach to requiring additional financial assurance
mechanisms. Unnecessarily prescriptive NRC requirements
specifying insurance as the only practical measure for
meeting decommissioning obligations could raise serious
questions as to the availability of appropriate insurance
coverage. We therefore would encourage use of regulatory
guides or other non-binding guidance in this area, if the
NRC believes additional financial assurance for accident
related decommissioning is required.
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With respect to the technical issues presented by
the Draft Generic Environmental Impact Statement, Commonwealth
has no objection to the proposal that decommissioning plans
be developed for each operating plant, subject to two important
qualifications. The planning requirement should be phased in
such a way that it does not delay the issuance of new operating
licenses. Second, the planning should not be so detailed that
it fails to allow for significant advances in decommissioning
technology during the 30-year life of the facility. Commonwealth
believes it would be reasonable to update these general decom
missioning plans no more frequently than every five years.
Such updating should not be the occasion for public hearings.
Either the plan itself should not be part of the operating
license, or (assuming the Shollv decision is corrected) it
should be established by the commission, when the decommission
ing requirements are first adopted, that such updating does
not involve significant hazard considerations.
Commonwealth does not agree that post-decommissioning residual radioactivity levels in excess of 1 mrem/year
would require justification. A more appropriate threshold
for regulatory attention would be 5 mrem/year. And, of
course, the level of residual radioactivity deemed to be
acceptable would depend on the proposed use of the decommissioned
site. In referring to land dedicated for SAFSTOR and ENTOMB
operations, the Draft Generic Environmental Impact Statement
seems to imply that the entire site would be restricted
until all significant radioactive materials are removed. In
reality only a very small portion of the land area originally
covered by plant buildings would need to be restricted.
Finally, while Commonwealth recognizes that the
Draft Generic Environmental Impact Statement expressly
excludes recommissioning from consideration, we wish to
emphasize that in light of the inherent quality and safety
of nuclear facilities, the most reasonable alternative at
the end of a nuclear power plant's operating license could
well be allowing continued operation rather than decom
missioning the facility.
Commonwealth Edison appreciates the opportunity to
submit comments on this NRC document.
Respectfully submitted,
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Secretary of the Commission
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555
Attention:
Re:

Docketing and Service Branch

Decommissioning Criteria for Nuclear Facilities;
Draft Generic Environmental Impact Statement

On Tuesday, February 10, 1981 the Nuclear Regulatory Com
mission published in the Federal Register (FR 11666) a Notice
of Availability of the Draft Generic Environmental Impact
Statement on Decommissioning of Nuclear Facilities, NUREG-0586,
dated January, 1981. This Federal Register Notice invited
comments from interested persons and indicated that the
comments must be received on or before March 23, 1981. On
Thursday, March 5, 1981 the NRC published in the Federal
Register (FR 15278) a Notice of the Extension of the Comment
Period on the Draft Generic Environmental Impact Statement to
April 22, 1981.
The Atomic Industrial Forum Subcommittee on Decommissioning has
been active in providing input to the NRC Staff in the Develop
ment of new rules which may be promulgated for the decommissioning
of nuclear facilities. On November 28, 1979 members of the AIF
Subcommittee met with representatives of the Commission Staff
and others to discuss the Subcommittee's position on decommis
sioning. Various members of the Subcommittee have also commented
separately to the NRC Staff on the �UREG documents which have
been published as a result of the NRC's re-evaluation of policy
on the Decommissioning of Nuclear Facilities.
The AIF Subcommittee carefully reviewed the Draft Generic Environ
mental Impact Statement on Decommissioning of Nuclear Facilities
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and prepared the attached comments. It is our hope that
these comments will add a broader perspective to the final
eneric Impact Statement on decommissioning of nuclear facili
ties. The AIF Subcommittee is also aware of the work being
done by the Utility Decommissioning Group and because of this
awareness and knowledge generally endorses the comments of
that group.
The Atomic Industrial Forum and particularly the members of
the Decommissioning Subcommittee are available at any time to
meet with the Commission Staff to discuss the comments attached
to this letter and look forward to that opportunity.

Yours very truly,

�.-/.·��)
WJLK:pl

Chairman, AIF Committee on Environment

cc: G. D. Calkins
Decommissioning Program Manager
Division of Engineering Standards
Office of Standard Development
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555
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ATOMIC INDUSTRIAL FORUM
SUBCOMMITTEE ON DECOMMISSIONING
COMMENTS ON NUREG-0586
DRAFT GENERIC ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
ON DECOMMISSIONING OF NUCLEAR FACILITIES
On February 10, 1981 the Nuclear Regulatory Commission published
for comment NUREG-0586, Draft Generic Environmental Impact Statement
on Decommissioning of Nuclear Facilities (DGEIS). This DGEIS has
been prepared as a part of the re-evaluation of NRC policy on decom
missioning of nuclear facilities and will serve as a basis for
potential rulemaking in the area of decommissioning policy. The AIF
Decommissioning Subcommittee has reviewed the document in detail and
has general and specific comments Also, the Subcommittee's efforts
have been limited thus far to the decommissioning of nuclear power
plants.
GENERAL COMMENTS
The NRC staff appears to be placing undue emphasis on the need
to develop more specific regulatory guidance for decommissioning.
The reason for this is not clearly stated but evidence of this
emphasis is reflected throughout the entire draft statement. From a
technical viewpoint, the Subcommittee believes current rules and
regulations are adequate for the nuclear industry today The decom
missioning of nuclear facilities following premature closure also
appears to receive special attention in the DGEIS. The Subcommittee
believes the present rulemaking should focus on the question of rou
tine decommissioning and the subject of premature closure considered
in a separate effort. Premature closure for reasons other than
accidents should be included in such an action.
The Subcommittee is well aware that the costs associated with
decommissioning are highly site dependent and is in agreement that
generalized cost information determined by the NRC will be useful to
utilities in obtaining an adequate rate basis for the decommission
ing of facilities. Because of this the Subcommittee believes that
the DGEIS should more adequately address the "no action" option with
regard to decommissioning re-evaluations. The Subcommittee is of
the opinion that it would be in the best interest of the nuclear
industry to refrain from developing proscriptive rules and regula
tions when flexibility is the necessary ingredient from both
financial and technical standpoints for the future decommissioning
of power reactors.
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- 2Ongoing rulemakings or actions in the area of occupational
radiation protection standards, de minimis radiation levels,
transportation of nuclear waste, disposal of nuclear waste, and
power plant siting partially control and impact upon the
re-evaluation of decommissioning policies. These factors
should be addressed in the DGEIS.

The NRC Staff appears to be committed to the fact that
facilities must be ultimately dismantled in order to be decom
missioned. The Decommissioning Subcommittee believes that it
would be appropriate for the NRC to evaluate entombment and
determine the possibility of leaving power reactors in place as
a decommissioning mode. Permanent entombment may result in
lower costs, lower occupational radiation doses, and minimum
impact on the environment compared with other alternatives if
adopted. The Subcommittee recognizes that the in-place entomb
ment option would necessitate license changes and the licensing
of sites as ultimate disposal facilities. It is not apparent
from the DGEIS that such an alternative has been considered.

Another alternative to decommissioning which was not eval
uated in the DGEIS, was the option of re-licensing and reuse of
the facility. The Subcommittee·recognizes that ultimately any
power plant at any site must be decommissioned. However, the
Subcommittee is of the opinion that the continued use or reuse
of existing power reactors can be an environmentally and eco
nomically acceptable technical alternative to mothballing, en
tombment, or dismantling and should be considered.

Current regulations and indeed the DGEIS reflect a variety
of alternatives which could be used in the decommissioning of a
power reactor. It is unfortunate that the Staff has written
the DGEIS in such a way as to imply that the immediate dis
mantlement or dismantlement after 30 years of mothballing are
the recommended options. Alternate assumptions for decommis
sioning, economic impact on consumers, and ultimate residual
radioactivity levels will help to dictate the method of decom
missioning most appropriate for power reactors. The method
that is selected for one reactor will not necessarily be the
best method for all. Again flexibility is essential and the
Staff should not limit its conclusions to one or two specific
cases as the best methods for decommissioning.

It is the view of the Subcommittee that the costs presented
in the DGEIS need to be put into proper perspective so that
they can be used to assist utility commissions and utilities in
rate regulatory matters. The costs as presented indicate a
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degree of prec1s1on that does not exist in the cost estimates
and that do not exist with respect to other utility facilities.
A very specific disclaimer or qualification statement needs to
be added to the DGEIS to clarify these cost estimates. In ad
dition the DGEIS addresses multiple unit sites from the stand
point of a ten-unit nuclear energy center. However, multiple
unit plants of 2, 3, and 4 units are common in the United
States and will be more common in the foreseeable future. It
is the opinion of the Subcommittee that the DGEIS does not pre
sent or justify the costs, timing and scheduling of decommis
sioning of multiple unit sites consisting of 2, 3, and 4 unit
stations and such information would be of greater benefit at
this time than data on nuclear energy centers:
The Staff has indicated in the DGEIS that there may be
potential problems associated with delaying the dismantlement
of nuclear power reactors and yet these potential problems are
never addressed. It is the view of the Subcommittee that if
studies can support the existance of potential problems that
might delay dismantlement, these should be addressed in the
DGEIS. Otherwise, such unsupported statements should be
removed in the final report.

Protection of the public health and safety does not require
de minimus levels of residual radioactivity after the release
of property for unrestricted use. While a standard has not
been developed for release for unrestricted use, the Subcom
mittee believes that it is inappropriate for the Staff to con
sider the extreme possibility of having a multi-family housing
development constructed at a current power reactor site. Sites
for p9wer reactors were selected based on remoteness from popu
lation centers, seismology, geology, hydrology, and meteoro
logical conditions. These same conditions, primarily demo
graphy, provide the exact reasons why a housing development
would not likely be located on a plant site. Indeed many
utilities have indicated a desire to maintain nuclear plant
property for years to come. This property could be used as the
location for future plants, as the location for major switching
stations, or as the location for other utility activities. The
Subcommittee believes that a reasonable and appropriate level
of residual radioactivity consistent with the existing
Regulatory Guide 1.86 or some level based on the standard
deviation of all naturally occurring radioactivity is an
appropriate degree of public health and safety to which the NRC
should set its goals. The determination at the end of plant
life of residual radioactivity levels should be on a case by
case basis and be provided for through flexibility in both the
DGEIS and in new rules stemming from the re-evaluation.
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SPECIFIC COMMENTS
Specific comments on the DGEIS are in many ways redundant
with the general concerns but do focus the Staff's attention on
those areas where revisions should be made in the final Generic
Environmental Impact Statement.
Page iii, Paragraph 1

The first sentence of this paragraph indicates an over
riding concern of the NRC Staff on the ability of reactor
licensees to decommission commercial nuclear facilities
following premature closure. The Subcommittee believes that
decommissioning of a prematurely closed nuclear power facility
should be the topic of a separate rulemaking and should con
sider all the reasons for such premature shut-down, not just
the accident scenario.
Page v, Paragraph 4

The NRC Staff has indicated in Paragraph 4 its opinion that
decommissioning can be accomplished safely and at modest cost
shortly after cessation of facility operation. The words
"shortly after cessation of facility operation" indicate the
undue emphasis of the NRC Staff on the immediate dismantlement
decommissioning option. Further, the NRC Staff indicates that
a delay in decommissioning would require justification since
the amount of reduction in occupational radiation dose is of
marginal significance. This statement is not supported in the
remainder of the report.
Page v, Paragraph S

The NRC Staff has indicated that there is a similarity
between the financial assurance issues for accident and routine
decommissioning. The Subcommittee does not believe that such
is the case. Since it appears that an undecommissioned, re
tired plant poses fewer problems of the type described in the
report than an operating plant sustaining an accident, the
DGEIS conclusion of an urgent need for decommissioning appears
to be unfounded. Owners of power reactors will make economic
decisions which may dictate prompt decommissioning. The
development of financial assurance requirements which would
require the availability of money for the full cost of
decommissioning at any time during facility operation is
unreasonable.
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Seeking a high degree of "assurance" is inconsistent with
the Atomic Energy Act as interpreted by the courts and the
Commission itself. A standard of reasonable assurance is one
that can be met practically and economically by the utility
industry. A high degree of assurance that virtually guarantees
the availability of funds immediately upon the commissioning of
a unit could force the utility industry to abandon the nuclear
option altogether.
Page vi, Paragraph 2

An application to operate or construct a nuclear generating
facility should be limited to that information required to show
that the applicant possesses or has reasonable assurance of
obtaining the funds necessary to pay the costs of permanently
shutting down the facility and maintaining it in a safe condi
tion. Since the health and safety of the public necessarily
include economic impact on the public, the stated de-emphasis
of economics in the re-evaluation of decommissioning should be
reconsidered and a thorough review of alternatives for the
usefulness of the nuclear facility in the future included as a
part of the planning.
Page vi, Paragranh 3

The discussion of residual radioactivity levels fails to
address release criteria for recycled materials. In addition,
the residual radioactivity levels which are addressed are
ina�propriate. As previously indicated, the Subcommittee
believes that a residual radioactivity level consistent with
some portion of existing onsite natural background radiation
would be an appropriate level which could be justified for
release of the property Detailed comments on this subject were
provided to the NRC Staff by the Subcommittee on September 15,
1980. A copy of these comments is attached to this document.
Page 0-1, Paragraph 2

The NRC Staff indicates that the issue of decommissioning
is now receiving an increasing amount of attention because a
number of nuclear facilities are nearing the end of their
useful lives. This statement is misleading and should be
modified. While it is true that research and demonstration
reactors have been decommissioned and some older smaller
commercial nuclear facilities are currently out of operation
there is not a large number of nuclear facilities now nearing
the end of their useful lives. In this connection, the
Subcommittee believes that the detailed re-evaluation is
premature.
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Page 0-1, Paragraph 3
While we recognize that the Environmental Impact Statement
is to assist the NRC in developing new policies, we also
recognize that this DGEIS fails to consider the numerous
alternatives to the dismantlement of a power reactor. The
Subcommittee believes that NRC should include additional
alternatives with those addressed in the DGEIS. These alter
natives should include re-licensing and reuse of an existing
facility, re-certification of existing equipment and permanent
entombment.
Page 0-1, Paragraph 4
The DGEIS indicates that decommissioning as a result of
premature closure may involve technical and cost considerations
not yet completely evaluated. As previously indicated, the
Subcommittee believes that decommissioning due to a premature
closure should be the topic of a separate rulemaking.
Page 0-2, Paragraph 4

The Subcommittee does not believe it is necessary or cost
beneficial to return the power plant site to a condition
permitting unrestricted use at the cost of de minimus levels.
Rather, the goal of the re-evaluation should be the protection
of the health and safety of the public.
Page 0-2, Paragraph 5

The Subcommittee is in agreement with the NRC Staff that
the responsibility for decommissioning a commercial nuclear
facility �elongs to the licensee and that regulatory and policy
guidance is the responsibility of NRC. As such, the NRC can
provide a valuable service by evaluating and recommending a
variety of decommissioning alternatives which could then be
effectively used by licensees. It is inappropriate for the NRC
to develop rules and regulations which dictate the mode of
decommissioning and the method for assuring the availability of
funds required to decommission nuclear power facilities.
Page 0-4, Paragraph 3

The definition of decommissioning in Sections 0.2.3 and
0.2.4 are not consistent. In Paragraph 0.2.3 decommissioning is
defined as meaning "to safely remove the property from radio
active service and to dispose of radioactive materials".
Section 0.2.4 indicates through the use of ambiguous terms that
entombment is a potential decommissioning alternative. These
two definitions are inconsistent and require a thorough evalua
tion by the NRC Staff as to their appropriateness.
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As previously indicated, Section O.Z.4 on Decommissioning
Alternatives does not discuss viable alternatives such as re
licensing and reuse and permanent emtombment. The NRC Staff
should address these alternatives, and if they are not to be
included, indicate the rationale for their elimination. The
discussion presented in this section does not adequately pro
vide the basis for a rule on these alternatives.
The NRC has changed its nomenclature with regard to decom
missioning so that it is ambiguous. The Subcommittee recom
mends that the NRC Staff return to the previous nomenclature
which has been successfully used and understood by both the
Commission and the nuclear industry. Indeed it may be appro
priate for the NRC Staff at this time to adopt a terminology
which would adequately reflect the wide variety of decommis
sioning alternatives available for the different types of
licensees. An appropriate solution would be the adoption of
the existing decommissioning terminology for power reactors and
alternate terminology for other licenses.
Page 0-6, Paragraph 3

The DGEIS indicates that existing NRC and EPA regulations
dealing with the subject of decommissioning are not specific
enough. The Subcommittee questions the need for specificity
and to whom they would be directed. As previously indicated,
it is the Subcommittee's opinion that existing regulations are
adequate.

Page 0-6, Paragraph 5

The NRC Staff indicates that acceptable residual radio
activity levels are needed by NRC for use in the decommis
sioning program re-evaluation. Rather than adopt a 10 millrem
per year activity level, it would be more acceptable for the
NRC Staff to utilize a fraction of the background radioactivity
level. In addition, acceptable residual radioactivity levels
for health and safety reasons and/or for certain uses may be
entirely different from those required for unrestricted use.
The compatability of these items should be determined.
Page 0-7, Paragraph 1
The NRC Staff clearly indicates that the 10 millrem per
year limiting value for residual radioactivity in the DGEIS may
be impractical and unnecessary hecause of cost benefit con
siderations and problems in detectability, sampling, and/or
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exposure patterns. With this discussion in mind, it is
difficult to understand the need to promulgate new regulations
concerning residual radioactivity levels at this time.
Furthermore, the DGEIS indicates that decontamination costs for
a facility are essentially independent of the level to which it
must be decontaminated so long as that level is within the
range of 1-25 millrem per year to an exposed individual. The
Subcommittee does not believe that the Staff should attempt a
rulemaking on such an uncertain basis and urges the Staff to
reconsider its position.
Page 0-8, Paragraph 1

The Subcommittee believes it is inappropriate for the NRC
Staff to require a high degree of assurance, closely approxi
mating an absolute guarantee, that adequate funds would be
available for the premature closure and decommissioning of
power reactors. Such an objective has not been justified by
the NRC Staff.
Page 0-8, Paragraph 4

The Subcommittee disagrees with the NRC conclusion that
whatever NRC-approved funding mechanism is utilized will have a
minor impact on the public and the industry. While it may be
true that the cost of decommissioning is much smaller than the
cost of building or operating a plant, it is still a large
amount of money which must be considered in the overall
economic analysis and represent funds that could be used more
beneficially in other areas.
Page 0-8, Paragraph 6
The Subcommittee recognizes the constraints which the NRC
Staff are under in addressing the management of radioactive
waste and its interim storage. However, we do believe that the
Staff should devote some attention to the discussion of the
current availability of burial sites for low level radioactive
waste. Obviously, the Staff has considered that waste burial
facilities will be available. While members of the Decommis
sioning Subcommittee also make the assumption that burial
facilities will be available it is recommended that the Staff
address the current limitations on burial facilities in the
DGEIS.
Page 0-9, Paragraph 5

The Decommissioning Subcommittee recommends that the NRC
not describe the tertiary loop as such but instead consider the
term, "condenser cooling water system." It is important to
note that not all power reactors utilize cooling towers for
condenser cooling water waste heat disipation.
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The dollar estimates indicated in this paragraph are in
error when compared to previously published reports and should
be explained.
Page 0-11, Paragraph 2

This paragraph would lead one to conclude that permanent
entombment of a PWR is a practical alternative limited to the
containment building and that other structures must be dis
mantled or decontaminated. The Subcommittee recommends that
the NRC revise its nomenclature because of the ambiguities that
can result.
Page 0-13, Paragraph 1

The NRC Staff indicates future changes in technical
requirements after a long entombment period might result in
additional costly decommissioning activities. The Subcommittee
also believes that the regulatory uncertainties of today, with
the NRC Staff trying to develop specific guidelines and rules,
are causing major unrest in the utility industry. The
Subcommittee suggests that the decommissioning re-evaluation
develop more appropriate, flexible guidance rather than
unyielding specific rules.
Page 0-38, Paragraph 5

The desired objective of protecting public health and
safety must be consistent with other NRC rules and regul
ations. The desired objective should not be to restrict power
reactor licensees to unreasonable residual radioactivity levels
rather than to levels that would be consistent with the pro
tection of the public health and safety. These two objectives
should be inte�rated in the Final Generic Environmental Impact
Statement and 1n any forthcoming rule.
Page 0-39, Paragraph 8

The NRC Staff indicates that even at a modest cost DECON
would be considered the most preferrable alternative for power
reactor decommissioning. Again, the Subcommittee emphasizes
that a specific selection or even the indication of the
selection of a best alternative is inappropriate for the NRC.
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Page 0-40, Paragraph 1
The timing,need, and mode for decommissioning power
reactors should be considered on a case by case need rather
than promulgated by rule. Each site will be different and will
have to be handled accordingly to account for plant and site
differences.
Page 0-44

The Subcommittee has carefully reviewed the various NUREG
documents associated with the decommissioning re-evaluation.
We understand that Tables 0.0-1 and 0.0-Z are·taken from other
NUREGs prepared under contract for the NRC. The cost and dose
estimates contained in the tables in NUREG-0586 are different
than those contained in the supporting NUREGs previously
published (CR-0130 & CR-0672) without explanation.
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How•rd J. Larson
Viet President

September 15, 1980
Mr. G. D. Calkins
Decommissioning Program Manager
Office of Standards Development
U. S. Nuclear Regulatorv Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555
Re:

Decommissioning Reevaluation

Dear Mr. Calkirts:

As indicated in our letter of February 22, 1980 concerning
the subject reevaluation, the AIF Subcommittee on Decommis
sioning has continued its review of several pertinent NUREG
documents. This letter provides general comments on the
draft NUREG-0613, "Residual Radioactivity Limits for
Decommissioning."

As indicated in the draft NUREG, residual contamination may
be in or on structures, equipment, c�mponents, and soils.
An acceptable residual level for any form of contamination
will not be a simply set, predetermined value. Even if such
an acceptable value could be established, it is not known if
it would provide for a de minimus dose. At the same time,
the goal of returning a site to the public for unrestricted
use after the cessation of operations is not a simply set;
definable goal. In many cases the utility which operates a
power reactor may have plans for the reactor site which
would not require extremely low residual activity levels in
order to be acceptable. The NUREG also clearly points out
that whatever limits are finally established must be effec
tively monitored to demonstrate compliance. With these
general goals and ideas in mind, the subcommittee has attempted
to comment on the NUREG as it now exists.

The title of the draft NUREG is somewhat misleading. Limits
on the amount of reactor-originating radioactivity are not
given in the NUREG. An exposure standard must be established
before the residual radioactivity limits can be established,
and the S mrem/year suggested in the NUREG may not be practicable.

Mr. G. D. Calkins
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The draft NUREG specifically addresses power reactors. The
reason is stated on page 2 where it indicates that each type
of,facility may require separate consideration. Indeed, we
believe that each reactor site may require separate considera
tion so that a utility's planned use of the site can be incor
porated into the regulatory review.
The NUREG lacks an authoritative definition of a de minimus
dose but does not acknowledge that it may be premature to
establish residual activity limits for decommissioning. The
two'are inseparable and any attempt to improve on Regulatory
Guide 1.86 without defining de minimus is futile and possibly
counterproductive.

The dr�ft suggests that 5 mrem/year to an individual can be
considered as the exposure standard for unrestricted use. We
believe that this exposure standard is inappropriate since it
cannot be measured for enforcement purposes and does not dif
ferentiate among sites at various locations around the United
States. We recommend that consideration be given to the
approach for an exposure standard used by Adler and Weinberg*.
Their one standard deviation from natural background provides
a realistic base for an exposure standard and one that is
measurable. Another important paper in the area of contamina
tion limits for the release of material from decommissioning
activities for reuse is "Criteria for Admissible Residual
Activity" by Madame Anne Marie Chapuis presented at the November
1978 IAEA Symposium in Vienna. The paper develops a cost
benefit rationale for such limits that should be of value in
developing more realistic and appropriate dose bases for con
tamination limits.
The draft indicates that realistic pathway conditions must be
considered. If realistic pathways are indeed to be considered,
then site-to-site differences will occur and restrictive stan
dards are impractical. While we agree with the use of a realis
tic pathway, we suggest that a specification of direct radi
ation limits above background is the most realistic way to
establish residual radioactivity limits whic h can be monitored
and controlled.
*Adler, Howard I. and Weinberg, Alvin M., "An Approach to
Setting Radiation Standards", Health Physics, Vol. 34,
pp. 719-720, Pergamon Press Ltd., Great Britain, June 1978.
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The draft indicates that residual activity levels would be
established for a plant site at a fixed, given exposure limit.
It would be most difficult to establish whether or not a decom
mi�sioned site is meeting exposure limits unless detailed
background radioactivity levels were established prior �o
the start of construction of a given plant. We believe that
this is an important consideration that should be addressed
in revised drafts of the NVREG.

Regulatory Guide 1.86 is acknowledged in the draft. However,
no indication is given as to any particul·ar deficiencies in
the existing Regulatory Guide. Since the external radiation
pathway is indicated to be the primary pathway, we believe
that Regulatory Guide 1.8& is applicable and provides accept
able criteria for surface contamination levels at decommissioned
sites.

The draft NUREG indicates that Oak Ridge National Laboratory
is developing monitoring programs for decommissioned sites.
We hope that this program will take into account the practical
considerations associated with detection limits, exposure
pathways, and ultimate use of the utility's property. We
would appreciate the opportunity to comment on the program
being developed at Oak Ridge.

There are important criteria which need to be developed by
NRC that could have a significant impact on the decommissioning
of a nuclear facility in addition to limits for unrestricted
use of materials. Among the most critical is the subject .of
a radioactive waste classification system which is important
to all phases of the nuclear fuel cycle.
The draft NUREG raises many questions concerning the residual
radioactivity limits for the decommissioning of light water
reactors. We recognize that history is limited, and therefore
experience is limited, with decommissioning. We do believe,
however, that the Subcommittee will have detailed comments
which can be offered in support of the NRC's reevaluation,
and suggest that there be an opportunity for an exchange of
ideas in the near future.

HJL:hmh
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Secretary of the Commission
Nuclear Regulatory
Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

u.s.

Attention:

Docketing and Service Branch
Subject:

Draft GEIS
of Nuclear

Dear Mr. Secretary:
I.

BACKGROUND

On February 10, 1981, the NRC announced the availability
of the "Draft Generic Environmental Impact Statement on
Decommissioning of Nuclear Facilities" (NUREG-0586) ( 11 Draft
GEIS") and solicited written comments and suggestions on it
from interested members of the public (46 Fed. Reg. 11666).
On March 5, 1981, the NRC extended the deadline for the
comment period to April 22, 1981 (46 Fed. Reg. 15278).
On behalf of the Utility Decommissioning Group,
submit the following comments.

l/ we

All utility members of the

!/ The Group consists of the Edison Electric Institute and

the following 16 power reactor licensees: Arkansas Power
& Light Company, Carolina Power & Light Company, Dallas
Power & Light Company, Duke Power Company, Jersey Central
Power & Light Company, Metropolitan Edison Company,
Northeast Utilities Service Company, Pacific Gas & Electric
Company, Pennsylvania Electric Company, South Carolina
Electric & Gas Company, Southern California Edison Company,
Texas Electric Service Company, Texas Power & Light Company,
Texas Utilities Generating Company, Virginia Electric
& Power Company and Yankee Atomic Electric Company.
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Group are NRC licensees which are constructing and/or
operating nuclear power reactors.

Accordingly, the Group

is most interested in, and its comments are directed
toward, matters of power reactor decommissioning.
Issuance of the Draft GEIS is the first step in
the process mandated by Section l02(2)(C) of the National
Environmental Policy Act, 42

u.s.c.

§4332(2)(C), and

related NRC regulations, 10 C.F.R. Part 51, that proposed
agency decision-making (including significant amendments
to regulations) be accompanied by an analysis of the
environmental impacts of the proposal.

The second step

in the process is the solicitation of public comments on
the Draft GEIS (this step is pending), and the third step
is issuance of the Final GEIS.
As to the sections in the Draft GEIS relating to
the environmental impacts and technical aspects of power
reactor decommissioning, the Utility Decommissioning
Group adopts and incorporates by reference the comments
submitted to NRC by the Atomic Industrial Forum.

The AIF

comments highlight several significant aspects of the
Draft GEIS which are of equal concern to the Group.
II.

COMMENTS ON FINANCIAL ASSURANCE

Of direct focus in the instant comments is the
discussion in the Draft GEIS of the financial assurance
aspects of power reactor decommissioning.

However,

before addressing those aspects specifically, we first
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question the propriety and necessity of including any
discussion of financial assurance in the Draft GEIS.

The

issue of financial assurance without question arises from
Section 182 of the Atomic Energy Act, 42

u.s.c.

which is codified in regulation in 10 C.F.R.
and Part 50, Appendix C, and not from NEPA.

§2232,

§50.33(£)

These

are health and saf ety considerations, not environmental,
and as such are misplaced in the GEIS.

There is no law

or NRC regulation which requires or even justifies
including the financial assurance discussion in the GEIS.
The record in the decommissioning rulemaking already
contains NRC Staff analyses reflecting its preliminary
views on financial assurance aspects.

1/

It is inappropriate,

unnecessary and duplicative to repeat in t.�e GEIS the pre
liminary views on an issue (financial assurance) arising
under the Atomic Energy Act, views which already are in
the rulemaking record.

Accordingly, the section (§2.6)

and repeated discussions (§§0.2.6, 0.15.1.3, 15.1.3) on
financial assurance in the Draft GEIS should be deleted.
As to the substance of the financial assurance in the
Draft GEIS, we have several comments and suggestions which
raise three fundamental p oints, viz., NRC jurisdiction as a
matter of law, NRC regulation of power reactors as a matter
�/ "Assuring the Availability of Funds for Decommissioning
Nuclear Facilities," NUREG-0584, Rev. 2 (October 1980)i
"Financing Strategies for Nuclear Power Plant Decommis
sioning," NUREG/CR-1481 (July 1980).
B-104
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of policy, and the need for a comprehensive value-impact
appraisal by NRC in the context of the financial assurance
issue.

We address these points seriatum below.
A.

NRC Jurisdiction Regarding
Financial Assurance

We have commented to the NRC in the past on the
proper role of NRC in decommissioning financing. !/
incorporate those comments by reference here.

We

In summary,

the NRC lacks jurisdiction or authority over matters of
economic regulation and utility financing which would be
necessary to impose a particular decommissioning funding
arrangement on NRC power reactor licensees.

Such matters

are properly addressed by State ratemaking agencies or
FERC.
The jurisdiction of the States and FERC is specifically

u.s.c.

preserved in Section 271 of the Atomic Energy Act, 42
§2018, which provides that nothing in the Act affects
11

the authority or regulations of any Federal, State or

local agency with respect to generation, sale or transmission
of electric power produced through the use of nuclear
facilities." In addition, Section 272 of the Act, 42
§2019, subjects NRC licensees that either transmit

u.s.c.

or sell at wholesale in interstate commerce electric
�/

Letters to NRC from Utility Decommissioning Group dated
July 15, 1978 and November 6, 1979, commenting on Advance
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking and Draft NUREG-0584,
respectively.
·
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- s energy generated by nuclear power reactors to the regulatory
provisions of the Federal Power Act.
The NRC Staff does not dispute that it lacks jurisdiction
to prescribe funding arrangements for decormnissioning
cost recovery.

For example, in the Staff's draft report

on decommissioning financing, it noted that "NRC should
avoid imposing requirements so specific that they conflict
with State or federal rate-making authority or with
utility accounting practices, particularly when the
effects of those requirements are not clear." 4/ Likewise,
the Staff represented to the States at a workshop with
them in 1979 that the NRC "is not in the ratemaking
business and does not want to [beJ," and that the NRC
could not "preempt other authorities" in the realm of
economic regulation. �/
The NRC has jurisdiction and authority to require a
licensee to demonstrate that it possesses or has reasonable
assurance of obtaining the funds necessary to cover, inter
alia, the estimated costs of permanently shutting down the
facility and maintaining it in a safe conditions.

NRC regula

tions require an applicant for a power reactor operating
license to demonstrate that it is financially qualified to

!/ NUREG-0584, Rev. 2, at p. 57 (see Note 2, supra).
�/ "State Workshops for Review of the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission's Dec ommissioning Policy," NUREG/CP-0008
(December 1979), at p. 242.
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decommission the reactor under review (10 C.F.R. Part 50,
§S0.33(f) and Appendix c).

These regulations are

founded on Section 182 of the Atomic Energy Act, 42

u.s.c.

§2232, which provides for a determination by the

NRC that an applicant is financially qualified to perform
the activities contemplated by the license.
Thus, the NRC recognizes the need to tailor any decom
missioning regulations to avoid overstepping its statutory
authority.

It is presumably this recogn ition that led

the Staff to state that as to financial assurance

"the

NRC should allow a wide latitude of approaches to implement
some standard adequate level of assurance."!/ Yet a close
analysis of the discussion on financial assurance in the
Draft GEIS reveals that the Staff proposes to confine
sharply the realistic funding options which it will deem
acceptable.

At bottom, the only reasonable regulatory

approach for the Staff to propose to the Commission in this
area is that each outstanding operating license or application

for an operating license be reviewed on a case-by-case basis
to determine if reasonable assurance exists that decommissioning
funds will be available when needed.

This objective is

not accomplished by the proposal to proscribe some (the
most widely-used) funding options generically, wi thout any
consideration of specific facts for individual cases.
�/ NUREG-0584, Rev. 2, at p. 57.
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- 7 In the Draft GEIS, the Staff states that the following
funding mechanisms provide adequate assurance:
prepayment,

(2)

(1)

insurance, sureties, bonds, and letters

and lines of credit, or (3) sinking funds.

However, as

to sinking funds, the Staff states that this option
"would have to be supplemented by decommissioning insurance
or other mechanisms [such as sureties or bonds] which
would pay the difference" in the event of premature
closure between funds escrowed and funds needed to
decommission.

The Staff also states that negative

net salvage depreciation and reinvestment in plant would
be considered an adequate funding mechanism "only if it
were supplemented by substantial additional financing
mechanisms" (i.e., insurance or sureties).

2/

In so concluding, the Staff has effectively proscribed
all funding options other than prepayment, for it has
tied use of the other options to unavailable or unworkable
supplemental options.

For example, the Staff has recognized

correctly that "it is not yet clear that the [insurance]
option will actually be available."

§/ In 1979, the

Staff sought the views of Nuclear Mutual Limited ( "NML")
and the two nuclear liability insurance pools (American
Nuclear Insurers ("ANI") and Mutual Atomic Energy Liability
7/ Draft GEIS, at pp. 2-16 to 2-17.
8/ NUREG-0584, Rev. 2, at p. 49.
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Underwriters ("MAELU")) on the possible role of the
nuclear insurance industry in the decommissioning realm.
NML responded that "decommissioning insurance was probably
unnecessary and, in any case, violated the insurance
principal of spreading risk among similarly exposed
insureds."

ANI and MAELU indicated in informal discussions

with the Staff the preliminary view that the nuclear
insurance industry in theory might serve a role with
regard to premature decommissioning insurance.

ii

Most

recently, ANI advised the Staff that no study of the
feasibility of such an insurance program had been undertaken
or is planned by ANI. lOI
In order to fill this void, the Staff has commissioned
a six-month study into the feasibility of a self-insurance
pool among nuclear utilities to cover premature decommis
sioning. 111

Obviously, it would be prudent regulatory

policy at least to await completion of that study before
stating publicly in the GEIS or elsewhere (such as in
NUREG-0584, Rev. 2) that the new NRC approach to determining
financial qualifications for decommissioning will in effect
hinge on insurance.

ii

The most which could be said prudently

Id., at p. 48.

lOI Letter to R. s. Wood (NRC) from J. Marrone (ANI) dated
March 16, 1981.

gl NRC Request for Proposal No. RS-OSD-81-001: "Evaluation

of Utility Self-Insurance as an Option for Assuring Funds
for Decommissioning" (October 7, 1980).
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at this stage of development of the rulemaking record
is that the feasibility of insurance is being studied, and
that formulation of the Staff's position on the insurance
question must await completion of the study.
This failure of the Draft GEIS is due to the fact
that it recites and adopts the preliminary conceptual
thoughts of the Staff on financial assurance contained in
NUREG-0584, Rev. 2 without recognition and restatement of
the qualifications and caveats in NUREG-0584, Rev. 2,
noted above.

This shortcoming highlights the need for

the Staff to refrain from attempting to summarize in an
environmental document (the GEIS) the issue of decommissioning
funding, which the Staff has recognized "is a complex
problem with few definitive answers." 12/
Likewise, it is clear from the NRC Staff study on
sureties and bonding that these options cannot play any part
in the financial qualifications test.

In fact the Staff has

dismissed these options for power reactor decommissioning
funding "as unavailable and not adequately meeting the evalua
tion criteria." QI Finally, as to letters and lines of credit,
there has been no study by the Staff as to the feasibility or
availability of those approaches for decommissioning funding.
Letters and lines of credit most likely suffer from the same
12/
1 3/

NUREG-0584, Rev. 2, at p. 56.

!£•,

at p. 46.
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shortcomings as sureties and bonds (!..:.S..:.., revocability
impairs long-term assurance), and thus cannot be included
as meaningful funding options.
Thus, the only funding option which the Staff states
in the Draft GEIS will be acceptable alone (without supple
mentation) is prepayment.

Since the availability and

feasibility of insurance is uncertain, and sureties,
bonds and letters and lines of credit are unavailable or
unworkable, the Staff's requirements in the Draft GEIS as
a practical matter preclude the use of all options other
than prepayment.
This result is totally unsupported by any factual
basis or reasonable regulatory policy, and will almost
certainly lead to a conflict with ratemaking agencies.
The result also inevitably will be that electric power
costs to the public will be increased without any meaningful
enhancement of public health and safety.

In these circum

stances, the Staff should delete all discussion 0£ financial
assurance in the Draft GEIS, and leave treatment of that
issue for the more thoughtful and informed process of
which NUREG-0584, Rev. 2, and the forthcoming study on
insurance are parts.
B.
1.

NRC Regulatory Policy
Regarding Financial Assurance

Reasonable Assurance.

The NRC Staff persists with

the notion that the objective of this rulemaking should be to
require that licensees provide a "high degree of assurance"
�-111

- 11 that decommissioning funds will be available when needed. 14/
Few dispute the notion that some reasonable level of
financial assurance is appropriate.

The issue is how to

prescribe a level which is adequate to protect public
health and safety yet within reasonable bounds of cost
effectiveness.

NUREG-0584, Rev. 2, more accurately

states the proper objective as NRC approval of "a wide
latitude of approaches to implement some standard level
of assurance." 15/
The correct level of assurance which should be
required for decommissioning financing is presented in a
much broader context in present NRC regulations.

Prior to

issuing a license to operate a power reactor, the NRC must
find, inter alia, that "[t]here is reasonable assurance
(i) that the activities authorized by the operating
license can be conducted without endangering the health
" (10 CFR §50.57(a)(3)

and safety of the public.
(emphasis added)).

The Commission has long recognized the appropriateness
of the "reasonable assurance" standard in making health
and safety determinations, including those as to the
financial qualifications of applicants.
Act of 1954, as amended, 42

u.s.c.

14/

Draft GEIS, at p. 2-15.

15/

NUREG-0584, Rev. 2, at P• 57.

The Atomic Energy

§2011, et • .!,!S•,
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the standard to be consistent with requirements of the Act
and have affirmed the Commission's use of it.
The "reasonable assurance" standard was apparently first
utilized in the regulations promulgated soon after the enact
ment of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954.

The provisions of

10 CFR §§50.35 and S0.40(a) required applicants to provide
"reasonable assurance" that the facility could be constructed
and operated without undue risk to the health and safety of the
public (21 Fed. Reg. 358 (January 19, 1956).

The standard

remains in effect in those sections to this day.
The Supreme Court subsequently found that the required
finding of "reasonable assurance" that the health and safety
of the public will not be endangered "comports with the require
ments of [the Act] concerning the issuance of a license to
operate" and "is a valid exercise of the rule-making power
conferred upon [the Commission] by statute" with respect to the
issuance of a construction permit.

Power Reactor Development

Company v. International Union of Electrical, Radio and Machine
Workers, 367 U.S. 396, 407 (1961)1 accord, New England Coalition
on Nuclear Pollution v. NRC, 582 F.2d 87, 93 (1st Cir. 1978)1
North Anna Environmental Coalition v. �, 533 F.2d 655, 659
(D.C. Cir. 1976)7 Nader v. �, 513 F.2d 1045, 1052 (D.c. Cir.
1975).
The adoption of the "reasonable assurance" standard for
application to the financial qualifications requirement of the
B-113
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the promulgation of Appendix C to 10 CFR Part 50 (33 Fed.
Reg. 9704 (July 4, 1968)).

The Commission indicated there

that Section 182(a) of the Act, 42

u.s.c.

§2232(a),

contemplated that financial qualifications of applicants
were to be judged by the same standard (protection to the
public health and safety) as are technical qualifications.
It was in this context that the "reasonable assurance"
standard was adopted and applied to the review to determine
an applicant's financial qualifications to operate and
safely shut down the facility.
Since the "reasonable assurance" standard clearly reflects
the requirements of the Act as in�erpreted by the Commission
and the Courts, it should be followed as the applicable standard
in the evaluation of decommissioning funding alternatives.
The Staff's failure to utilize the standard in the Draft GEIS
(or NUREG-0584, Rev. 2) is inconsistent with these legal
precedents, and therefore unlawfully influences its conclusions.
Certainly there is no factual basis in the rulemaking record
or elsewhere to support a higher regulatory standard for
decommissioning financing than is now required by law for
actual operation of a power reactor.

Yet the Staff's proposal

on financial assurance in the Draft GEIS (and NUREG-0584, Rev. 2)
would create that higher standard for decommissioning financing.
Thus, the essential issue before the Staff is not to
identify which option provides the highest degree of assurance,
B-114
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but to determine the range of options which provide reasonable
assurance that decommissioning funds will be available when
needed.

The efforts by the Staff to rank relatively the levels

of assurance which each option provides in effect precludes
one or more alternatives which may indeed provide "reasonable
assurance" that decommissioning funds will be available when
needed.
The proper administrative procedure for determining whether
reasonable assurance for decommissioning financing exists is
the case-by-case evaluation, not a generic regulation.

Only

by evaluating each application or license on the basis of
the facts unique to that applicant or licensee can any mean
ingful and rational determination be made.

The Staff surely

must recognize that a financing approach which may be inade
quate for one NRC licensee could be more than adequate for
another.

In the interests of regulatory efficiency and cost

effectiveness, the NRC Staff must abandon its present course
(which clearly is headed toward a proscriptive generic pro
posal for decommissioning financing) in favor of one embodying
case-by-case reviews and general guidelines for determining
whether some reasonable level of financial assurance is demon
s trated.

Only such an approa ch will assure that NRC regula

tions account properly for the facts that various entities
(investor-owned utilities, rural electric cooperatives, public
utility districts, municipals, and even a Federal agency) are
licensees of the NRC, that the methods of cost recovery by
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between NRC licensees within a given class (i.:.!.:_, investor
owned utilities) which could justifv different treatment for
those licensees.
2.

Premature Decommissioning.

It is apparent that the

Staff's entire approach to decommissioning financing is per
vaded by the notion that premature decommissioning is an event
which must be assumed.

The Staff states in the Draft GEIS

that "[b]ecause of the possibility of premature closure of
the facility, financial assurance provided by the licensee
should also contain a mechanism enabling funds for the full
cost of decommissioning to be made available at any time
during facility operation". _!i/

Such a policy is geared to

the worst-case scenario where a financially-insolvent licensee
is faced with premature decommissioning without any or all of
the funds necessary to perform the task.

Obviously, this is

a situation which is highly undesirable and which must be
avoided if possible.
However, the solution is not to require all licensees to
structure decommissioning financing arrangements on the assump
tion that all may realistically face insolvency and premature
decommissioning.

That assumption is naive, simplistic, and

very expensive to consumers (see Part III.B.3, infra).

Yet

th e Staff is basing its approach on that assumption without
16/

Draft GEIS, at p. 2-15.
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premature decommissioning.

In effect, the Staff posits

that if premature decommissioning is even possible, then
decommissioning financing regulations must assure that
funds will be available at any time.
Of course, that approach cannot be reconciled with
the NRC's overall approach to power reactor licensing.

If

the NRC were to regulate in a manner designed to preclude
all possible events, then no power reactor would ever be
licensed to operate.

The Congress, the courts, and NRC

all have recognized, however, that regulation of nuclear
power involves the assessment and acceptance of reasonable
risks.

It is this recognition which lead to development

and judicial affirmance of the "reasonable assurance"
standard.

(See Part II.B.l, supra.)

In fact, an evaluation of the probabilities associated
with premature decommissioning funding would reflect that
the overall risk is very low.

First, the probability of

an event which occassions premature decommissioning (and
not simply repair and restart) is unarguably low.

Second,

the probability of such an event causing licensee insolvency
is also low, particularly since participation in the
Nuclear Electric Insurance limited insurance pool for
recovery of replacement power costs is so wide-spread
among NRC licensees, and since the demand for funds to
decommission would occur over time.
R-117
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- 17 these low probabilities yields an even lower overall
probability of premature decommissioning and insolvency.
The solution is

to permit each licensee to structure

a responsible decommissioning cost recovery approach,
consistent with the dictates of pertinent ratemaking
agencies.

The Staff should satisfy itself on a case-by-case

basis that appropriate provisions have been or are being
made to assure that funds will b e available.

In the case

of some licensees, this might require placement of funds
over time in a segregated account, or even prepayment.

In

the case of other licensees, a very large corporate net
worth might even be adequate without more.

Periodic

review by NRC and judicious use of NRC regulations 17/
would assure that prior determinations of financial
qualifications to decommission remain valid or that
appropriate action is taken to account for changed conditions.
An integral part of the case-by-case financial
qualifications review would be the realization that any
demand for funds to decommission (whether routinely or
prematurely) would occur over time and not at once.

The

Draft GEIS recognizes that DECON for a large PWR will take
approximately four years, and that SAFSTOR will take
approximately two years for preparation (an effort of much
lower cost than DECON) and thereafter up to 100 years of
17/

10 CFR §50.33(f)7 Appendix C, §§III and IV of 10 CFR
Part so� 10 CFR §50.54(f)7 a nd 10 CFR §2.206.
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Thus, the demand for

decommissioning funds would be spread over several
years, and a licensee would be afforded the opportunity
to finance the decommissioning activity {if funds were not
already available) in an orderly manner as part of its
overall financing program.
Nevertheless, some situations may exist or arise which
would justify the extraordinary option of prepayment, and
the Staff could make those determinations in the context of
each situation.

Case-by-case analysis would provide the Staff

with the opportunity to determine itself whether the
two "uncertainties" it perceives to exist on the financial
assurance issue are justified for a specific licensee.

These

"uncertainties" are the inability to predict the financia.l
solvency of a licensee in the future and "that, potentially, a
facility could be forced to shut down prematurely." 19/

Case

by-case assessments and, as noted above, periodic review by
NRC and judicious use of NRC regulations should dispel the first
"uncertainty" as to licensee solvency.

As to the second

"uncertainty", we submit {as discussed above) that the mere
possibility of an occurrence is an insufficient basis for
establishing and imposing on all licensees the restrictive and
costly regulatory scheme contemplated by the Staff.
18/

Draft GEIS, at pp. 2-5 to 2-7.

19 /

Id., at p. 2-15.
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c.

Need for Comprehensive
Value-Impact Analysis

It is a fundamental policy of the NRC that the regulation
of nuclear power will be accomplished in a cost-effective
manner, consistent with public health and safety.

The NRC has

directed "that value-impact analyses be conducted for any
proposed regulatory actions that might impose a significant
burden on the public (where the term public is defined in
its broadest sense)."

Value-impact analyses are required fo·r

"unique or generic licensing actions and other non-routine,
non-recurring regulatory actions requiring Commission
decision."

This policy dictates that "where there are alter

native means of realizing equivalent benefits in regulatory
matters, cost should be a prime consideration."

£QI

Principal elements of value and impact evaluations
include a statement of the objective of the proposed action and
discussion of the alternatives to the proposed action (including
preservation of the status S££)•

Another principal element

is the incremental benefits of the proposed action when com
pared with the alternatives, and the relative costs (including
side effects) for those incremental benefits. 21/

For example,

the Commission has directed that value-impact analyses
20/ "Guidelines for Conducting Value-Impact Analysis," at
pp. i, ii, iii, and 5 (January 1978) ("Guidelines").
See also "Value Impact Guidelines," SECY 77-388 (July
1977r-aild SECY 77-388A (November 1977).
21/

Guidelines, at pp. iv-v.
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value (greater benefit) to the status quo or base case but
are not quite as effective as the recommended staff
position in terms of, say, increasing the public safety."
The Commission observed that if compared with the most
effective action there exists an alternative which would
provide a large measure of the value for a reduced cost,
then the Staff should include the evaluation of that
alternative in the value-impact analysis. �/
Obviously, the NRC Staff must prepare a comprehensive
value-impact analysis on the decommissioning rulemaking in
general and the financial assurance aspect in particular.

The

Staff has recognized that its preliminary proposal on financial
assurance could result in a cost of approximately $3.5 billion
if licensees with currently operating reactors are required to
deposit decommissioning funds as a condition of continued
operation. 23/

The Staff has also recognized that even if

immediate prepayment is not required of any such licensee, a
national annual cost of approximately $140 million will result
if annual contributions from current customers are collected
to accumulate decommissioning funds over the operating life
of the plant. 24/

Such huge potential costs to the public

22/

Guidelines, at pp. 14-15.

�/

NUREG-0584, Rev. 2, at p. 36� Draft GEIS, at p. 2-17,

24/

Summary of Rulemaking, 44 Fed. Reg. 77894, 77895
(November 24, 1980).
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certainly should trigger the preparatio n of a comprehensive
value-impact analysis to accompany the Staff's proposal to
the Commission.
As to the financial burdens which the Staff's proposals
will have on NRC licensees and ultimately all consumers of
electricity, the Draft GEIS attempts to mitigate or dismiss
them offhand.

For example, in addressing the possible

need for NRC licensees to raise $3.S billion to finance
the Staff's approach, the Staff recognizes that the effort
"might result in an increase in the cost of capital to the

utilities • • . •

11

Yet the Staff simply suggests that it

"should not prove unrnanageable.

11

The Staff also foresees

less burden on the capital market if "many of the plants
choose the sinking fund method." �/ However, as
noted above (Part II.A, supra), since the sinking fund
option must be supplemented by insurance or sureties (both
of which are unavailable) before it will be acceptable to
the Staff, the sinking fund option is effectively precluded
from use.
In fact, a need to raise $3.S billion to fund decommis
sioning prepayment accounts would have a very significant
impact on the capital financing market.

In 1980, total

capital financing placements for the ele;tric utility
industry (nuclear and non-nuclear) were $3.92 billion in
�/ Draft GEIS, at p. 2-17.
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Thus, using 1980 as the base year, a $3.5 billion increase
in demand for capital would increase sales of equity by 58%.
Of course, secured debt (bonds) should not be relied
upon to fund the decommissioning prepayment account since
appropriate debt equity-ratios must be maintained and,
generally, there would be no assets against which debt
instruments could be issued.

Nevertheless, even assuming

arguendo that secured debt was feasible, a $3.5 billion
increase in demand for capital would increase total financ
ing placements (debt and equity) by over 27%. �/

An

increase of this magnitude would result in a material
increase in the cost of capital funds for utilities.
This cavalier manner of assuming that easy and
cost-effective solutions exist to solve the major problems
(i.e., cost and financing) raised by the Staff's proposal
is unsupportable and irresponsible.

And even more disturbing

is the total failure on the part of the St.a.ff to evaluate
the relative enhancement of public health and safety which
would be purchased through the raising of these funds and
their dedication to decommissioning, in contrast to a more
flexible approach which contemplates case-by-case analyses
of the decommissioning financing option which each
26/ Irving Trust Financing Calendar (January 2, 1981).
27/ Total capital placements through sale of bonds in
1980 were $6.74 billion. Id.
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licensee has adopted or proposes to adopt in conjunction with
pertinent ratemaking agencies.
The Staff's conclusions regarding the impact of its
proposal on individual consumers are also unsupported.

The

Staff concludes that "whichever funding mechanism is used
should not have a significant impact on cost to consumers."
The Staff then states, as if the conclusion has universal
application, that "Co]ne study has estimated that the differ
ence in cost between the various funding mechanisms would
result in less than a 1% difference in the total bill of a
representative utility customer."�/
Of course, we challenge the implication by the Staff that
a 1% increase in the bill of the "representative" electric
utility customer is insignificant, particularly in the absence
of a comprehensive study (the value-impact analysis) on what
each customer gains by the increase and what alternative
approaches would cost.

But in any event, the reliance by the

Staff on the referenced study 29/ is misplaced.

That study

relates only to the case study of a particular NRC licensee.
The conclusions in that study on costs to consumers as a
perce ntage of an average bill have no generic applicability to
all NRC licensees.
28/

Id.

29 /

11 Financing
Strategies for Nuclear Power Plant Decommis
sioning", NUREG/CR-1481 (July 1980).
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Such costs and percentages are obviously highly
sensitive to the fuel mix of each utility and the assumed
cost of decommissioning, and the study specifically notes
that fact. 30/

The costs and percentages are also highly

sensitive to assumptions for rate of return, costs of
capital and inflation.

Thus, even for NRC licensees that

have less installed nuclear capacity in rate base than the
utility in the case study, costs to consumers as a percentage
Again, this strongly

of an average bill may be higher.

suggests the need for the Staff to preserve flexibility in
the decommissioning regulations through case-by-case reviews.
The study referenced by the Staff does, however, confirm
that the prepayment option is approximately a factor of
three more expensive (in terms of revenue requirements) than
the internal reserve option. 31/

This conclusion is consistent

with other studies on the subject, 32/ and must be addressed
fully in the value-impact analysis.

Simply stated, the

issue is whether the incremental enhancement of public
health and safety which would be occasioned by the Staff's
proposal justifies the outlay of hundreds of millions of
dollars (or even several billion dollars) on a national
scale, or whether a more reasonable, orderly collection of
30/ Id., at p. IV-2.
l!_/ Id.
32/ NUREG-0584, Rev. 2, at p. 17, n. *.
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decommissioning funds over time (for most licensees)
would return a much more desirable ratio of benefit to
cost.

We believe that the value-impact analysis which

the Staff must perform will compel the latter approach as
an integral part of a case-by-case regulatory approach.
III.

CONCLUSION

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the
discussion in the Draft GEIS on financial assurance.

In

sum, we urge the Staff to delete any discussion of
financial assurance (a safety issue) in the Draft GEIS.
If the discussion is retained, the Staff should substantially
revise the Draft GEIS to account for the qualifications
and caveats in NUREG-0584, R�v. 2, upon which the Draft
GEIS relies, and to state that any conclusions on a Staff
position must await the outcome of the forthcoming insurance
study and preparation of a comprehensive value-impact
analysis.

We believe that the value-impact analysis will

compel the preservation of a case-by-case approach
(rather than generic rule) in which the Staff will
determine for each licensee on the basis of a specific
set of facts whether reasonable assurance of financial
qualifications to decommission has been demonstrated .

. Reynolds
tility Decommissioning
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DUKE

PO"\VER C01',IPA:NY

GE�ERAL OFFICES

P O BOX 33189

TELEPHONE: AREA 704
373-4011

422 SOUTH CHURCH STREET

April 27, 1981
Secretary of the Commission
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

Attention:
Re:

Docketing and Service Branch

Draft GEIS on Decommissioninq of Nuclear Facilities
( NUR EG-0 586)
Duke File: GS-N-5. 10

On February 10, 1981 the Nuclear Re<Julatory Commission published in the
Federal Register (FR 11666) a Notice of Availability of the Draft Generic
Environmental Impact Statement on Decommissioning of Nuclear Facilities,
NUREG-0586, dated January, 1981. The Federal Reaister Natice invited
comments from interested persons on the Draft GEIS.

Duke Power Company currently has in operation 4 nuclear reactors and has
under construction 5 additional units scheduled for operation between now
and the mid-1990's. In preparing for the develooment of these nuclear
reactors, Duke has considered the ultimate need to decommission these units
and on that basis submits comments to the Draft GEIS.
Duke Power Company is a participant in the Utility Decommissioning Group which
filed comments on the Draft GEIS on April 22, 1981. In addition, Duke has
been involved in the development of comments by the Decommissionin� Subcommittee
of the Atomic Industrial Forum. The AIF comments hiqhliqht several significant
aspects of the Draft GEIS which are of concern to Duke Power Company. The
Utility Decommissioning Group comments also reflect the views of Duke Power
Company. By this letter, Duke adopts and endorses the comments of both these
groups and urges the Commission to take the appropriate actions recommended by
the groups in the development of any rules or new criteria for the decommissionina
of power reactors.
As a specific comment, Duke believes that the NRC Staff should consider, in
great detail, the potential for the permanent entombment of power reactors
as a decommissioning mode. This potential alternative could provide the
utility industry with the most economical and environmentally acceotable
decommissioning mode. It should not be iqnored by the NRC.
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We look forward to the issuance of the Final GEIS on this decommissioning
re-evaluation and would expect to participate in any proposed rulemaking that
may take place. We believe that preservation of a case by case approach for
decommissioning is most practical and urge the Staff to preserve that option.
Very truly yours,

���

�- Dail, Vice President
Design Engineering Department
DBB/pam
cc:

Nicholas S. Reynolds
E. David Harward
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NUCLEAR FUEL
AND SERVICES
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, 175 CURTNER AVE., SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 95125

Mail Code 861

DIVISION

SPENT FUEL SERVICES OPERATI

Apri 1 27, 1981
Samua1 J. Chilk
Secretary of the Commission
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555
Attn:

Docketing and Service Branch

RE:

Draft Generic Environmental Impact Statement on
Decommissioning of Nuclear Facilities, NUREG-0586

Gentlemen:
Enclosed pleased find the comments of General Electric Company
Spent Fuel Services Operation regarding the above captioned matter.
Respectfully,

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

fl

()_

/:Jh,; [a,r.t�

D.M. Dawson, Manager
Licensing & Transportation
DMD:CCH:bn
Enclosure
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GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
NUCLEAR ENERGY GROUP
NUCLEAR FUEL AND SERVICES DIVISION
SPENT FUEL SERVICES OPERATION
COMMENTS ON THE DRAFT GENERIC
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT ON
DECOMMISSIONING OF NUCLEAR
FACILITIES, NUREG-0586
These comments are submitted by the General Electric Company Spent Fuel

Services Operation, on the Draft Generic Environmental Impact Statement on

Decommissioning of Nuclear Facilities, NUREG-0586,in response to the request

for comments published in the Federal Register on February 10, 1981.
A.

INTEREST

The General Electric Company Spent Fuel Services Operation is the licensee

of the Morris Operation spent fuel storage facility, co-dockets no. 70-1308
and 72-1.

A decommissioning plan has been filed for the Morris Operation as

the NRC.

As the sole applicant, to date, for licensing under 10 CFR Part 72,

part of the license renewal application that is

currently pending before

and because a decommissioning plan has previously been submitted, we have an

active interest in the application of decommissioning criteria to ir.dependent
spent fuel storage installations.

B.

GENERAL COMMENTS ON DRAFT STATEMENT

The proposed residual radioactivity levels for unrestricted use of a facility

attributed to "preliminary guidance" by EPA, seem to violate one of the precepts
8-13'1
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which they c1aim to encompass, i.e., that the residua1 radioactivity levels

be measurable with realistic dose assessment methodology. The key word is

"realistic." Although specific radionuclides can be detected statistically in
quantities corresponding to the proposed 10 mrem/yr, the 10 mrem/yr is the

proposed maximum residual level and therefore is not an acceptable value for

industry to use for control during decontamination efforts

(A control value

is often established at less than half the limiting value). Even though the

statistical detection capability exists, it is not a realistic means of measure
ment in terms of the results desired ... i.e., assuring the health and safety

of the public with unrestricted access to decommissioned properties.
case.

Oak Ridge National Laboratory's study results are not reassuring in this
What appears realistic to ORNL, and their excellent staff of senior

scientists, eng ineers, electronics and computation experts,may be rather non

realistic in a commercial context such as decontaminating large complex facilities

and equipment and determining residual radioactivity levels.

General Ele ctric suggests that the NRC thoroughly consider the consequences
of imposing un-realistic criteria in this area and then reassess the stated

criteria from the point-of-view of a commercial industry rather than that of a
national laboratory.
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April 30, 1981
Secret&?"J ot the Commission
lJS Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555
Attention

Docketing and Service Section

The following comments concerning NUEEG-0586, "Draft Generic Enviromenta.l
JJ:tpact Statement on Decommissioning of Nuclear Faci.lities", are presented for
your consideration. The comi:.ents pertain to Section 2.6 of the subject docu
ment and refer to tvo statements vhich are particularly vorrisome to Consumers
Power Company. The statements are:
"'rhe problem with the internal or unsegregated funding method is the
la.ck of assura.nce that funds will be available to pay tor decom:nissioning.
Because this method depends on financing internal to the licensee, the
unf'..lllded reserve is vu.lne�a.ble to any event or situation that undermines
tb.e financial solvency of a utility." (p 2-16)
"Under the ?raC's responsibility to protect public health and safety by
assuring that f'unds are available for a safe decommissioning, the in
ter:ial reserve would be considered an adequate funding :echa.nis: only
it it vere supplemented by substantial additional financing mechaniSJ:S
( such as insurance or some other surety arrangei:ienta) that overcome the
assurance deficiencies." (p 2-17}
The comments are:
�The first statement evidences a lack of confidence on the pa.rt of the authors
� that the utility regulators will ca."T;f out their cor.stitutional and statutcrf
responsibilities for setting utility- rates at a le•rel vhich ·.rill maintain
the financial health ot the utili�ies while supply-ing needed sertices at a
reasonable cost to users. While such concern may ce Justifiable in light of
the tinanc:ial performance of' the electric: utiiit7 industry during the last
decade, the contribution o! the unprecedented rise in energ-j costs since
1973 to this present sit-aation must not be OYerlooked. !n the c:c:ing years,
the financial health or the industry can be expected to !.:nprove as the !:!l!,
of increase in ecergy costs and other costs of �rcviding services &bates,
and as the regulators better recognize the i:nportanc:e of the timely- rate
increases. Consw:iers ?over Company believes that the importance or the
authors' lack of confidence in the fu�u.re per!or:ianc:e o! state and !e�era.l
regulators is not sufficient to warran� :iRC's using it as a basis for a
�olicy decision on the funding tor decc:c=issioning.
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Also, it should be recognized that external decommissioning tunds entr�sted
to a trustee would be no more immune to threatened inadequacy associated
with economic decline than would internal unsegregated decommissioning !'.lilds.
Municipal and other governmental debt obligations can be unstable, and the
risk of instability is increased if the political structure is used to
restrict external fund investment to the debt obligations ot the state or
:municipalities in vhich the utility operates; such politically-motivated
investment restrictions have, of course, already been imposed. Therefore,
Consumers Pover Company concludes that insurance or other surety arrange
ments are equally desirable for internal unsegregated decommissioning
provisions and for external funds.
2.

The second statement says that "substantial additional financing mechanisms
(such as insurance or some other surety arrangements)" would be necessary
to justify internal funding, yet the subject document on page 2'-16 discusses
the fact that the availability of such arrangements vill be questionable.
In addition, the development of industrJ and government sponsored insurance
funds bas not progressed beyond the preliminary discussion stage. From
these facts, one could conclude that the intent of this report is to estab
lish that internal funding is not a viable alternative. Hovever, Consumers
Power Company believes that this is an incorrect conclusion and requests that
future statements by N!!C and its contractors make it clear that the internal
funding option should not be abandoned until it is proven to be inferior to
some vialbe alternative.

3.

In general, it cannot be denied that the current financial provisions for
decommissioning operating plants are not ad.equate. For Consumers ?over
Company, the older of its tvo operating plants is expected to leave commer
cial service in nineteen years, yet the current retail electric rates set
by the Michigan Public Service Commission include no provision for paying
the cost of decommissioning. Unfortunately, the longer the delay before
the initiation or a decommissioning fund, the higher the ultimate cost to
the rate payers vill be. Consumers Pover Company fears that the discussion
of the necessity for insurance or surety arrangement might delay initiation
of the accumulation of decommissioning funds and urges the NEC to take pre
cautions vhich will ensure that such a situation does not arise. Collection
of the funds should begin promptly. If deemed necessary, the insurance or
suret7 arrangements can be added later.

Please consider these comments in future actions concerning the topics discussed
in himEG-0586.
-- ',
,,,,��--,,..,.......:...
_,, . ..
I
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/

D P Ho f:f'ma."l

Nuclear Licensing Administrator
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Public Service Electric and Gas Company 80 Park Plaza. T160 Newark. N.J. 07101 201/430-8217

April 29, 1981
Robert L. Mittl
General Manager - Licensing and Environment

Mr. Samuel J. Chilk
Secretary to the Commission
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. c. 20555
Dear Mr. Ch ilk:

COMMENTS ON NUREG-0586
DRAFT GENERIC ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
STATEMENT ON DECOMMISSIONING OF
NUCLEAR FACILITIES

We have reviewed the above draft and offer the following
comments addressed specifically to the funding of decommis
sioning costs.
While the draft is an environmental impact statement, it
also addresses the area of funding decommissioning costs.
The Nuclear REgulatory Commission (NRC) requires from the
nuclear facility licensee the availability of adequate funds
to decommission a facility. Because of the possibility of
premature closure, the NRC specifies funding mechanisms con
sidered reasonable for providing the necessary financial as
surance to properly decommission. Some of the funding mech
anisms mentioned were internal reserve, sinking fund and
prepaid fund.
In discussing financial assurance, the NRC states that the
method of funding does not have a significant impact on rev
enue requirement. They also state that "it is reasonable to
estimate that current decommissioning costs are less than
10% of present worth of commissioning cost." As studies
within the utility industry have shown, the sinking fund
method is more than twice as expensive as internal reserve,
and a prepaid fund more than three times as expensive. In
addition, decommissioning costs based on current dollars
have been estimated at well over 100% of construction
costs. Consequently, the method of funding selected would
seem to have a significant impact on revenue requirements.
The funding method selected must provide a balancing of the
interests of the customers (lowest reasonable rates), the
s tockholders (p reservation of a u tility's well-being), and
the public in insuring that provisions are adequate and the
funds are available for decommissioning. To achieve the
balancing of such interests, the internal reserve on

The Energy People
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Secretary of the Commission
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555
Attention:

Docketing and Service Branch
Re:

Draft Generic Environmental Impact Statemen
on Decommissioning of Nuclear Facilities

Dear Sir:
In accordance with the Notice of Availability of the
referenced document as published at 46 Federal Register 11666
(February 10, 1981), and amended at 46 Federal Register 15278
(March 5, 1981), Arizona Public Service Company submits the
following comments respecting the assurance of funding for
decommissioning.
1. Of the various funding alternatives discussed in
the Draft Generic Envir-onmentai Impact·statement (DEIS), only
o�e alternative -- prepayment -- satisfies the dual requirement
of being (1) presently available and (2) qcceptable to the NRC
without-suppleme�taeion by other mechanisms. As to the remain
ing alternatives, decommissioning insurance and surety bonds
of the size necessary are simply unavailable today. The DEIS
recognizes �s much at least with respect to surety bonds.
DEIS at 2-16. As to a line of credit, it seems to be unreal
istic to expect a creditor who has likely loaned funds to the
utility for construction of the nuclear power plant to be
willing to extend a line of credit to the utility to be used
for decommissioning in the event of a premature closing of the
facility. Finally, as to both segregated and unsegregated
sinking funds, the DEIS states that these funding mechanisms
would have to be supplemented by substantial additional financ
ing mechanisms to provide assurance of funding in the event of
a premature closing. Since there would be zero monies in such
funds at the outset of commercial operation of a facility, the
only way to provide financial assurance would seem to be the
prepayment mechanism. Thus, although the DEIS discusses
several funding alternatives, only the prepayment mechanism
would be available under the DEIS' approach to establishing
financial assurance. Yet, the prepayment mechanism is probably
t.J1e most unsatisfactory alternative to the nuclear industr�·
.:..:::k,.:;. ::· _:. �- :-: ::
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because of the need to raise the entire amount for decommission
ing at the outset of commercial operation. More thought needs
to be given to other alternatives and to the criteria for deter
mining whether a particular alternative is acceptable. (See
comments nos. 5 and 6.)
2. The DEIS fails to address adequately the relative
costs of the various funding mechanisms. It simply notes that
(1) the unsegregated sinking fund is considered to be less
expensive in terms of net present value and (2) one study has
estimated that the difference in cost between the various fund
ing mechanisms would result in less than a 1% difference in the
total bill of the utility customer.
3. As to the prepayment method, the DEIS fails to
address how the fund may be used during the operating life of
the facility. For example, may the fund be invested and, if so,
who is to decide how it may be invested and what guidelines
will apply to such an investment? The ratemaking impacts
associated with establishing a prepayment fund have also not
been considered. For example, should consumers or stockholders
pay for the fund? What are the respective impacts associated
with funding by these two sources? Although ratemaking impacts
are largely within the. .. iuri�di.ct;ion of state regulatory agencies,
the Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) sho uld be sensitive
to the manner in which funds will be raised and who will be pro
.:viding such funds.
4. Although the DEIS in several instances makes refer
ence to premature closing of a nuclear facility, nowhere does it
address the potential cleanup costs associated with a premature
closing resulting from an accident in combination with decommis
sioning costs. TMI-2 has shown that the cost of cleanup may far
exceed estimated decommissioning costs. In a situation involving
such a premature closing, the intent is unclear respecting whether
or not decommissioning funds may be used for cleanup where the
failure to conduct cleanup operations presents more serious health
and safety questions than the decommissioning. This matter should
be addressed in the FEIS.
5. The DEIS fails to examine whether the decision as
to which funding mechanism should be applied may vary from one
licensee to the next. For example, where a particular nuclear
power plant comprises a significant portion of a utility's gener
ating capacity, i.e., something close to or greater than the
utility's reserve margin, the loss of such plant will likely
require the utility to purchase power from neighboring faciliR-136
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ties to meet its generating requirements. Such purchases,
extended over a long period, could have the effect of jeopar
dizing the utility's financial condition if the state regula
tory commission refuses to permit the utility to pass on the
cost of purchased power. For such a utility, the_prepayment
mechanism may be the most appropriate way of providing finan
cial assurance for deconunissioning.
On the other hand, where a particular nuclear power
plant comprises a relatively small portion of a utility's gener
ating capacity, i.e., something less than the utility's reserve
margin, the loss of such plant would not necessarily require
the utility to purchase power. Instead, it could draw upon
its other generating sources to meet its generating require
ments. In such a situation, if the utility is permitted to
pass on increased fuel costs, the utility's finan�ial condition
would remain strong and creditors would be more likely to lend
the utility the funds necessary fer decommissioning. Therefore,
as to such a utility, t.�ere would not appear to be a need for
application of the prepayment mechanism. Instead, either a
segregated or unsegregated sinking fund mechanism would seem
to be sufficient.
In sum, the DEIS should recognize that the manner in
which the various funding mechanisms are applied should remain
flexible to t.�e abilities of individual licensees to cope with
the loss of a nuclear facility. In its present form, the DEIS
simply fails to deal adequately with this matter.
6. The DEIS notes that the unsegregated sinking fund
is generally favored by utilities because it is considered to
be less expensive than the other options. The DEIS goes on to
indicate that the chief problem with this method is that there
is a lack of assurance that funds will be available to pay for
decommissioning in the event of a premature closing.
As a
result, the suggestion is made that this method could only be
applied if it were supplemented by substantial additional financ
ing mechanisms such as prepayment, insurance, or a surety bond.
Although the concern about a premature closing is gene�ally
valid, the concern should not be extended so as to establish
financial assurance requirements on the assumption that each
and every nuclear power plant would be subjected to premature
closing. Based on the established operating history of nuclear
power plants, it is unlikely that more than a very small number
of nuclear power plants would be closed prematurely.
P.-137
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As to the few plants which may be closed prematurely
because of an accident, the costs of cleanup would likely far
exceed the costs of decommissioning. If the costs of cleanup
can be met, the costs of decommissioning probably can too. As
a practical matter, the magnitude of cleanup and decommissioning
costs (in addition to other costs of an accident) is so great
that such costs probably can be addressed only on an industry
wide insurance program basis. Under such circumstances, it is
improper to treat accident-caused decommissioning in the same
manner as normal end-of-life retirement.
Very trul� you�
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Mr. S. Chi 1 k
Docketing Secretary
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555
Dea r Mr . Chi 1 k :
The Nuclear Regulatory Cammission document NUREG-0586, Draft Generic Environmental
Impact Statement on Decommissioning of Nuclear Facilities II January 1981, has been
reviewed by the Department of Energy staff and their general and specific comments
are furnished in the two enclosures for your consideration in preparing the final
statement.
11

If you have any questions on this matter, please contact Dr. Cooperstein of my
staff on 301-353-3639.
Sincerely,

;13:J.i'�t\�(:i \���

Barton R. House
_)
Acting Assistant Secretary for
Environmental Protection,
Safety, and Emergency Preparedness

2 Enclosures
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GENERAL COMMENTS ON DRAFT GENERIC ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
ON DECOMMISSIONING OF NUCLEAR FACILITIES
1.

In view of the amount of time, effort and money expended in producing this
document, it is disturbing that the product exhibits a number of inconsis
tencies, is incomplete in some instances and inordinately addresses topics
that are extraneous to environmental issues, e.g., financial surety for
decontamination and decommissioning activities.

2.

Decommissioning, as defined, is too restrictive and appears to favor the
DECON option. It is not clear that unrestricted use of property following
decommissioning should be a requirement, particularly if other nuclear
facilities are operational on the site.

3.

The information base has voids in it as exemplified by uncompleted supportive
detailed technical reports on some of the steps in the nuclear fuel cycle.
Thereby, the required safety and cost evaluations can only be considered as
preliminary ;n nature. Further, the cost figures should be included in
the overview section of the document.

4.

Although the report is prepared as an information document for the public
and sunnnarizes the ongoing characterization and decontamination and deconunis
sioning requirements for Nuclear Regulatory Conunission-licensed fuel cycle
facilities, it should contain enough technical detail to provide salient
findings from decontamination and decormnissioning performances. This is
lacking in the text. Instead, very general terms are employed with little
support given for the assertions extracted from the referenced contractor
reports. Minimal historical records and actual performances are referred
to in the text.

5.

The estimated costs and environmental effects for the various deconunissioning
optio ns for the fuel cycle facilities and reactors discussed in the document
are more uncertain than is apparent in the results that are presented.
Estimates of uncertainty should be included.

6.

The decommissioning options considered are defined at least 15 times through
out the text and make up about 30 pages of the text needlessly.

7.

The point at which decommissioning starts should be specified for each
nuclear facility, e.g., decommissioning for a reactor would start after
all fuel had been rerroved from the c�re �nd storage facilities, etc.

8.

Sections 4 through 14 are needlessly repetitious of the earlier sections.
Combining the two major parts of the document would better serve the purpose
of the document.

9.

The experience in dismantling the Elk River reactor is discussed repeatedly
while experiences in decommissioning other nuclear facilities are barely
mentioned.

10. The criteria for the ENTOMB option should be based on radiation exposure
levels and not on half-lives of specific radionuclides or institutional
controls.
B-140
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11. Some sections of the document are so inexactly written as to make the entire
effort subject to question. For example, the ENTOM3 alternative is described
as applying only in cases where residual activity will decay to unrestricted
use levels in approximately 100 years or less. After indicating that this
is not viable for facilities contaminated with radionuclides having half-lives
in excess of 100 years, the authors continue by claiming viability for cases
where the entombing structure will last many half-lives of the "most objec
tionable long-lived isotope."
12. The rationale for a proposed 1 to 10 mrem/year residual limit and a require
ment for "in all cases a dose limit above 1 mrem/year would require justifi
cation" is difficult to comprehend in view of the lack of credible discussion
and the following points:
0

The last paragraph of page 0-7 states "Survey costs are expected to be
small in comparison to the overall decommissioning costs, and decontam
ination costs are essentially independent of the level to which it must
be decontaminated as long as that level is in the range of 1 to 25 mrem/
year to an exposed individual." This is contrary to the Department of
Energy's experiences.

0

The statement on page 8 of NUREG-0590, "Thoughts on Regulation Changes
for Decommissioning," authored by one of the document's preparers,
declares that a terminal radiation survey with reasonable confidence
and moderate cost could be achieved at the 5 mrem/year level. It
continues with the statement 11 It was found that the cost as a release
level of l mrem/year would be extremely high and not easily estimated."
These statements are inconsistent with the above rationale.

0

A selected residual radioactivity limit must be safe, consistent with
existing regulations and the ALARA principle, and verifiable through
detailed sarvey measurements.

0

0

13.

Due to the variety of facility types and radionuclides involved, it
does not seem feasible to set a single dose limit that would be valid
under all conditions for all facilities. It is necessary to assess the
radiological impact in terms of the radionuclides and pathways involved
and the costs and benefits which result.
Environmental Protection Agency radiation protection standards for
nuclear power operations (40 Code of Federal Regulations 190; 42
Federal Register 2858, January 13, 1977) requires 11 reasonabl e assurance
provisions that the annual dose equivalent does not exceed 25 mrems
to the whole body, 75 mrems to the thyroid, and 25 mrems to any other
organ of any member of the public as a result of exposures to planned
discharges of radioactive materials, radon and its daughters excepted,
to the general environment from uranium fuel cycle operations and to
radiation from these operations."

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission's responsibilities include licensing and
regulatory actions for commercial nuclear fuel cycle facilities. The
financial capability of a licensee to decontaminate and decommission his
facility in order to terminate his license should be a condition of the
license. Detailed discussions on fiscal responsibility and alternative
funding methods can hardly be classified as an environmental issue.
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14.

The "No Action" alternative is dismissed as not viable for all facilities
discussed since a final (terminal) radiological survey and report are
required, at the least. This too should be considered as a license condition
and seems inappropriate for protracted discussion in an environmental impact
statement. A discussion of the certification procedure to establish the
compliability of the facility, following decontamination and deconvnissioning
activities with established standards and criteria would be more meaningful
and appropriate in the document.

15. The use of a standard areal site size for all fuel cycle step facilities is
not valid based on the existing situations. It can readily result in mis
conceptions and misleading concl usions concerning land use for waste manage
ment activities and recoverable land areas for future appropriate uses.
16.

The overall impacts of wastes from decorrrnissioning activities on operating
nuclear waste disposal sites suffers from a paucity of discussion in the
document. Especially from the standpoint of the impact that variations in
the residual radioactivity criteria may have on projected waste volumes.

17.

In addition, the possibility of decommissioning a facility when no viable
option for waste disposal is available should be addressed, e.g .• for
decommissioning a facility involving TRU or special nuclear material wastes.
In view of this situation, item 14 above could also imply that the licensee
could be requir�d to maintain his license, unwillingly, beyond his desired
termination point because of an inability to adequately manage the projected
generated wastes.

In summary, (1) the analyses of the matter are not diligently pursued, (2) the
review is in very large part based on records only recently provided by Pacific
Northwest Laboratories, {3) contains excessive duplication of statements, and
(4) includes conflicting information thereby negating Council on Environmental
Quality regulations (40 Code of Federal Regulations 150-8 and Executive Order
12?91) which are intended to ensure well-reasoned regulatory actions.
The authors are encouraged to review the document and references for consistency.
There are too many cases which are self-contradicting or subject to misinterpretations
which may lead to questioni ng the validity of the document. The document also
includes many side issues (license conditions or requirements) which are beyond
the scope of the impact statement's requirements as listed on page 1-2, paragraph
1.1. 1. A shorter, internally consistent document should fulfill the National
Environmental Policy Act process.
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SPECIFIC COMME:NTS ON DRAFT GENERIC ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
ON DECOMMISSIONING OF NUCLEAR FACILITIES
1.

Page h, 1st paragraph, line 2:
objective."

2.

Page v. 1st paragraph. line 2:

3.
4.

"Desired objective" should read "required
11

Included 11 should read "addressed."

Page v, 2nd paragraph, last line: Delete last sentence.
Page v, 4th paragraph, 1ine 2: Add "decontamination and" after "requires• 11

5.

Pages v and vi, 1st and 5th paragraphs: Define what year's dollars are
involved in funding mecha nisms. The estimated cost of deco,11T1issionin g
could be based on (a) today's dollars; (b) dollars 30-40 years from now;
(c) specific inflation factors. Unless assumptions are well-defined,
estimates may be worthless.

6.

Page vi, 2n d paragraph:

7.

Page vi, 2nd paragraph, line 8:

"Planning" may at least be an "outline plan."
Cost/benefit analy sis is essential.

B.

Page vi, last paragraph: Inconsistent--see General Cormnent 112. Loosely
written for regulatory criteria. Potentially counterproductive. "ALARA"
includes taking into account economics of improvement in relation to
benefits to the public health and safety.

9.

Page vii, 4th paragraph, line 11:

10.

Page 0- 1, last paragraph, line 3: Why postulate an accident when there has
been one?

11.

Page 0-4, lines 14-16: RecolJJllend revising this definition--de1eting
references to unrestricted use of property and adding references to
protecting public health and safety.

12.

Page 0-4, last paragraph, lines 3 and 4:
a new license.

13.

Page 0-5, 1st paragraph, line l:
fa cility. 11

14.

Page 0-5, 2rid paragraph , last line: Provide basis for estimated time.

Costs discussed are strictly an unknown.

It is more appropriate to issue

Insert "licensed" before "radioactive

15. Page 0-6, last paragraph: See General Conment 112.
16. Page 0-7, line 18:
pathway."
17.

Change "ingestion pathway" to "ingestion and inhalation

Page 0-7, lines 28 and 29: This limiting case ("housing development •••
constructed on the site ••• ) fs too restrictive. Most nuclear power plants
and related facilities are located in remote, sparsely populated areas.
Farming would be a much more likely use of the land after decommissioning.
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18.

Page 0-7, last paragraph: Supporting evidence for decontamination costs
claimed is warranted here.

19.

Page 0-9, lines 7-9: This consideration is not realistic and could result
in misleading conclusions.

20.

Page 0-9, lines 34-37: The Elk River reactor was a BWR, not a PWR.
should not be discussed under PWR decommissioning experience.

21.

Page 0-11, lines 8 and 9: The locations at which these dose rates are
measured should be specified (e.g., 1 foot from internals).

22.

Page 0-13, line 1: Actual measurements should be used rather than calculations.

23.

Page 0-13. lines 4 and 5: These lines are not too understandable.

24.

Page 0-14, line 9: Costs should be updated.

It

25. Page 0-16, line 7: The 1160-acre reference site is questionable based on
actual reactor site values.
26.

Page 0-22, line 3 and ff:
completeness.

27.

Page 0-24, line 4:

28.

Page 0-25, lines 5 and 6 from bottom of page: The statement is questionable
based on Department of Energy remedial action experience.

29. Page 0-26, line 20:
30.

Cost for M:lX ENT0"'3 should be included for

Currently there are two licensed conversion plants.

Reference should be cited.

Page 0-27, line 10: The statement " •.. the CaF2 would then be disposed of
by the new owner" should be elaborated upon.

31. �age 0-28, line 19: The caustic nature of CaF2 is questioned.
32.

Page 0-29, line 19: Add "from compromised fuel elements" after "fission
products."

33.

Page 0-29, lines 22 and 23: The substantial differences in inventories should
be illustrated.

34.

Page 0-29, lines 25-28: Describes an atypical fuel element situation, i.e.,
metallic fuel elements rather than oxide fuel elements.

35. Page 0-29, next-to-last line: This line discusses low radiation fields.
bu� on page 0-30, lines 25-27 describe an inverse situation.
36.

Page 0-32, line 1 and following: This should be referenced. It cannot
readily be visualized that 40 power plants, 2 ISFSI's and facilities
suitable for disposal of 3.2 million rn3 of radioactive w?.ste (high- and low
level) could practically be located in a nuclear energy center.
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37.

Page 0-33, last line of page: Discuss the basis for the need of surveil
lance and maintenance during ENTOMB in perpetuity.

38.

Page 0-34, line 11: Provide reference and discuss the basis for this
statement.

39.

Page 0-34, lines 20 and 26: There appears to be an inconsistency in the
number of non-fuel-cycle nuclear facilities.

40.

Page 0-35, lines 7 and 8: Tin slag cannot be classified as an ore; "large
volumes" should be quantified.

41.

Page 0-36, last paragraph: Residues should comply with the Environmental
Protection Agency's 40 Code of Federal Regulations 192 requirements and the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission's regulations resulting from the generic
mil ling study.

42.

Page 0-38, lines 5 and 6:

43.

Page 0-38, line 15: This statement is inconsistent with the GEIS on
milling.

44.

Page 0-38, 1 ines 21 and 24:

Discuss the basis for the statement of concern.

"Desired" should read "required • 11

45. Page 0-39, lines 15 and 16: An upper limit for the life of an entombment
structure would depend upon the design of the structure. It would not
necessarily be 100 years (the period of expected institutional control).
46.

Page 0-39, line 19: Explain this statement.

47.

Page 0-40, lines 1-12: The choice of decommissioning alternatives should
be based on protecting public health and safety (i.e., meeting radiation
exposure limits) not on the half-lives of the "critical/abundant" radio
nuclides. In other words, the classification scheme (based on half-lives
of 5, 30 and greater than 30 years) is pointless.

48.

Page 0-45, Table 0.0-2: MOX to ENTOMB should also be estimated.

49.

Page 1-3, lines 16-19:

See Conrnent 111.

50.

Page 1-5, line 5:

51.

Page 1-5, last sentence: Should be deleted; this is addressed in the GEIS
on mil ling.

52.

Page 1-7: The table should note that these facilities were not licensed.

53.

Page 2-1, line 26: Insert "primarily" before "sedimentary deposits ••• "

54.

Page 2-4, lines 25-27:

55.

Page 2-7, line 31:

Insert "currently" before "licensed by NRC. 11

See Conrnent Ill.

Define "[temporary entombment]."

56. Page 2-7, lines 23-27: ENTOMB should be a viable alternative if the entomb
ment structure can last un til radiation exposures would be C:: 10 mrem/year
{not "if the entombing structure can be expected to last many half-lives
of the most objectionable long- lived isotope").
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57.

Page 2-10, lines 3 and 4: The ALARA definition is incomplete.

58. Page 2-10, 3rd paragraph and last numbered lines on page: Inconsistent.
59.

Page 2-11, line 23: The risk for a one rem dose should be about 2 x 1Q-4(BE1R III),
not 1 x 10-4.

60.

Page 2-11, lines 22-30: The noted risks should be stated as annual ri sks.

61. Page 2-12, 2nd paragraph: Should discuss c oncomitant resultant decreases
in potential health effects that would be achieved via these reductions in
exposure levels and costs.
62. Page 2-13, lines 14 and 15: Compare this statement with th e Environmental
Protection Agency's 40 Code of Federal Regulations 190.
63.

Page 2-14, line 7: Should specify if dose rate value includes background.

64.

Page 2-14, line 15: "Certification survey" should be described.

65. Page 2-18, 1st paragraph: Should suffice as discussion of financial
assurance in lieu of previous pages.
66.

Page 2-18, after line 3 (item 5):

Should discuss an item 6, Liquid effluents.

67.

Page 2-19, Table 2.6-1: Should be updated from 1977 values; units should be
uniform, either volumetric or mass.

68. Page 2-19, 1st paragraph, last line: Add "and potential solutions" after
"problems."
69.

Page 2-19, 2nd paragraph, last line:

70

Pa ge 3-1, 4th paragraph, lines 1 and 2: Fuel fab and conversion plant site
size assumptions are apparently invalid based on existing situations.

71. Page 4-2, lines 15 and 16:

Indicate commercial TRU waste locations.

See Comment #20.

72.

Page 4-3, lines 1-12: See Comment #20.

73.

Page 4-4, Tables 4.3-1 and 4 .3-2:

74.

Page 4-5, line 6:
recent studies.

Values shown should be updated.

Occupational radiation dose values do not reflect more

75. Page 4-9, lines l and 2: Should define "extended chemical decontamination
and basis for additional costs."

76.

Page 4-9, lines 24-26: Describe how an entombed structure could be breached
and discuss the likelihood of such an occurrence.

77.

Page 4-9, line 31: Describe the difference between restoring things to
their original condition and complying with established standards or guidelines.

78.

Page 4-10, 2nd paragraph from bottom of page, line 2: Discuss basis for the
statement "Total water use for decommiss ioni ng should not exceed 18 x 103m3. 11
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79.

Page 5-4, last paragraph, lines 5-7: In view of institutional control time
and half-life expectancies, discuss rationale for statement.

BO. Page 5-5, 3rd paragraph from bottom of page: Appears to be inconsi�tent.
81.

Page 5-6, Tables 5.3-1 and 5.3-2: Should be up dated to provide more
realistic experience data.

82.

Page 5-12, 2nd paragraph: Radionuclide half-lives alone are not of primary
concern. Their specific activities are a cogent aspect.

83.

Page 7-2, lines 5 and 6 from bottom of page: Discuss shipments from FRP
to burial grounds.

84.

Page 7-3, line 9: In view of Environmental Protection Agency guidance,
discuss license to dilute and discharge to a river.

85.

Page 7-5, 3rd paragraph, line 2:

86.

Page 10-1, 1st paragraph: Only two licensed conversion plants are in operation.

87.

Page 10-5, 3rd paragraph, lines 3 and 4: Cite reference for statemen t and
define "bulk quantities of uranium. 11

88.

Page 10-5, last paragraph, lines 2 and 3:
periodic surveillance frequency proposed.

89.

Page 10-6, line 15: Provide reference and basis for statement about removal
of buried material.

90.

Page 11-2, lines 5 and 6:
relatively inert.

91.

Page 11-7, line 9 from bottom of page:

92.

Page 12-1, 1st paragraph, line 5: "The Department of Energy" should read
"The Nuclear Regulatory Commission."

93.

Page 12-1, 2nd paragraph, lines 1-3: Descr ibe the details to be expected
in the report based on opening sentence.

94.

Page 12-1, 3rd paragraph, line 1: Identify the location(s) that irradiated
fuel will be s hipped to from an ISFSI.

Explain the expression "risk to safety. 11

Provide the basis for the stated

The statement is allusory; the substance is
CaF2 is a relatively inert compound .

95. Page 12-4, 2nd paragraph, line 1: Discuss the basis for the statement.
96.

Page 12-11, lines 1 and 2: Explain this statement in view of the presumed
duration of institutional controls.

97.

Page 13-4, lines 1 and 2: The need for unrestricted use at the time and
under the prevaling conditions discussed are not consistent.

98. Page 14-4, lines 1 and 2:
statement.

Provide a justification for the presumptive
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99.

Page 14-5, pa ragraphs 3 and 4: Should also address Public Law 95-604.

100.

Page 14-10, statement at bottom of page: Appears to be paradoxical in view
of the continuing paragraph.

101.

Page 15-4, lines 3-39, and Page 15-5, lines 1-3: The choice of decolT'ITlissioning
alternatives should be based on protecting public health and safety, not on
the half-lives of radionuclides.

102.

Page 15-10, Section 15.2 "Regulations": Should include Parts No. 20, 60,
61 and relevant Environmental Protection Agency regulations.

EDITORIAL COMMENTS
l.

2.

3.
4.
5.

Page iii • line 8: Misspelled "separate."
Page iv, 3rd paragraph, line 5:

Misspelled

11

hexa fluoride .

11

Page vi, 3rd paragraph, line 3: Capitalize "agreement states."

Page 0-1, line 31 : Add comma after EI S .
II

11

Page 0-3, line 1 : Capitalize "acts."

6.

Page 0-3, line 10:

7.

Page 0-24, last line:

8.

Page 0-32, line 14:

9.

Page 0-34, line 6:

10 Code of Federal Regulations Chapter I?
"Cammiss i oni ng" should read "decommissioning."

11

Aveage 11 should read "average."

"Very less than" should read "much less than.

11

10.

Page 0-37, line 18: Adjectives/adverbs such as exhaustive 11 should be
avoided.

11.

Page 0-38, 1 ine 20:

11

"Agreement state" should be capitalized.

12. Page 0-40, line 5 from bottom:
13.
14.

Page 0-42, line 6:
Page 1-1, line 24:

15. Page 1-3, line 28:

11

Rulemaking 11 should be "rulemakings.

Capitalize "acts."
Capitalize "agreement states."

Page 1-4. line 6:

17.

Page 1-5, line 30:

18.

Page 1-6, footnote (c):
Page 2-9, line l 0:

Aspct 11 should read "aspect."

"In chosen" should read "is chosen."

16.

19.

11

Capita1i ze federa 1. "
II

Capitalize "agreement states."

Capitalize "agreement states."
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Useage" should read

20.

Page 2-1 2 , line 3:

21.

Page 2-16, lines 16 and 21:

22 .

Page 2-17, line 22:

23.

Page 2- 18, lines 10 and 11:

Delete "include."

24.

Page 2-18, lines 27 and 29:

Delete "mine and."

25.

Page 4-8, Table 4.3-3:
discussed.

26.

P age 5-1, 2nd paragraph from bottom, 1 ine 5:
"secondary."

27.

Page 6-1, 1st paragraph, 1ine 2:

28.

Page 7-4,

29.

Page 7-5, 1ast pa ragraph, line 1 :

There is no Section 2.3.2.

30.

Page 7-8, l ast paragraph, line 3:
be . 11

After " ... a license ... 11 insert "must

31.

Page 7-13, Table 7.4-1:

32.

Page
it.

33.

Page 11-2, lines 10 and 11:

34.

Page 11-7, Table 11.3-4, footnote (c):

35.

Page 14-1, 2nd paragraph, line 2:

Capitalize "agreement states."

36.

Page 14-1, 3rd paragr aph, line 1:

Capitalize "agreement state. 11

37.

Page 15-1, line 1:

Capitalize "agreement state."

38.

Page 15-1, line 2:

"Desired" should read "required."

39.

Page 15-1, line 5:

Delete "desired."

40.

Page 15-1, line 14:

41.

Page 15-5, line 5 from bottom:

42.

Page G-2, UF6:

43.

Page G-2, Burial Grounds:

44.

Page G-8, Solid Radioactive Waste:

45.

2 nd

11

11

Mi 11 11 should read "mil."

Should be referenced; missing values should be
"Secndary" should read

"Conclusion" should read "conclusions."
Table reference is incorrect.

Should be referenced.
Title of Table should have superscript (a) after
"Plant" should be lower case.
•caF2 11 should read

11

CaF2. 11

Delete item (4).
"Mimimized" should read "minimized."

"Hexaflouride" should read "hexafluoride."
"Storage" shoul d read
11

11

di sposal • 11

Contained" should read "cont ain."

Page G-8, Termination Radiation Survey:
following. 11

11

u sage. 11

"Suretys" should read "sureties."

paragraph, last 1ine:

8-7, Table 8.3-3:

11

"Near the end" should read

June 5, 1981

Secretary of the Commission
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Connnission
Washington, D.C. 20555
Attention: Docket and Service Branch
Dear Secretary:
Enclosed, please find an original and four copies of comments
from the Health Industry Manufacturers Association (RIMA) con
cerning the NRC's Draft Generic Environmental Impact Statement
on the Decommissioning Criteria for Nuclear Facilities.
Very truly yours,

�,/��

Howard M. Holstein
Vice President and General Counsel

Acknowledged by card
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June 5, 1981

Secretary of the Commission
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555
Attention:
Subject:

Docketing and Service Branch
Docket No. 81-4626
Decommissioning Criteria for Nuclear Facilities; Notice of
Availability of Draft Generic Environmental Impact Statement

Dear Secretary:
The Health Industry Manufacturers Association (RIMA) herein submits
its comments on the Draft Generic Environmental Impact Statement
{GEIS) prepared by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission {NRC) in antic
ipation of proposed regulations governing the decommissioning of
nuclear facilities.
I.

GENERAL COMMENTS

RIMA is a national trade association that represents 256 manufacturers
of medical devices and diagnostic products, some of whom are licensed
radiopharmaceutical manufacturers. For the most part, nuclear mate
rial used by HIMA members has relatively short half lives and is used
to produce in vitro diagnostic products that are essential to health
care in the"tinited States.
The Association welcomes the opportunity to participate in the comment
process. A review of the GEIS demonstrates the NRC's concern with
environmental standards that must be met when nuclear facilities are
decommissioned. We share that concern. However, we believe that the
approach envisioned by the GEIS is overly burdensome as it relates to
non-fuel cycle, radiopharmaceutical, medical research and development,
and clinical laboratory facilities. Procedures and rules that may be
necessary or appropriate for facilities such as nuclear power plants,
are not appropriate for health care manufacturers.
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II.
A.

SPECIFIC COMMENTS

NRC's Decommissioning Activities are Premature.

As Section 2.5.1 of the GEIS recognizes. the Energy Reorganization Act
of 1974 gives the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) responsibility
for establishing radiation dose standards for protection of the public
health and safety. Thus, it is up to EPA to develop criteria for
residual radioactivity limits considered safe for decommissioning a
nuclear facility to permit unrestricted access. That criteria is not
scheduled to be established by EPA until 1984.
Until criteria exist, NRC is not in a position to determine what
changes, if any, are required in the Commission's present decommis
sioning standards. If NRC establishes revised decommissioning stan
dards now, it is quite possible that once EPA sets the residual
radioactive criteria for unrestricted access, the Commission will be
required to revise its regulations.
Accordingly, RIMA urges the NRC to follow the sequence of events out
lined below for revising its decommissioning standards.
First, let EPA establish the residual radioactivity criteria for
unlimited access to decommissioned nuclear facilities.
Second, the NRC should determine what changes, if any, are re
quired in its decommissioning standards in order to assure that
decommissioned nuclear facilities meet EPA's criteria for unlim
ited access.
Finally, NRC should issue a proposal to implement the required
changes.
This course of action is reasonable and proper, especially since no
need has been demonstrated for NRC to revise its decommissioning rules
before EPA establishes the underlying criteria. In view of the Reagan
AdDlinistration's concerns with the proliferation of unnecessary and
inflationary regulations, this sequence of events is particularly
appropriate.
B.

Regulations Anticipated by the GEIS are Overly Burdensome for
Radiopharmaceutical, Medical Research and Development, and
Clinical Laboratory Facilities.

The GEIS was prepared as part of the requirement for changing regula
tions on decommissioning both fuel cycle and non-fuel cycle comaercial
nuclear facilities.
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require each nuclear facility licensee to provide financial assurance
to the NRC that adequate funds are available for decommissioning its
facility. In addition, the nuclear facility licensee would be
required to submit a decommissioning plan with its initial license
application. This plan would thereafter be updated periodically.
While these requirements may be reasonable for decommissioning nuclear
fuel cycle facilities, the data demonstrate that the requirements are
overly burdensome, unreasonable, and too costly for non-fuel cycle
facilities engaged in the radiopharmaceutical, medical research and
development, and clinical laboratory industry.
Table 0.0-2 of the GEIS provides a summary of estimated costs for
decommissioning nuclear fuel cycle facilities. These costs range from
$2.3 million for decontaminating a UF5 Conversion Plant by the DECON
method to $167.0 million for decontaminating a fuel processing plant
by the SAFSTOR method for a 100 year period.
Table 14.3-1 of the GEIS estimates the cost of decontaminating a
radiopharmaceutical facility to be significantly lower. These costs
are estimated by NR.C to range from $3,540 for the simple decommission
ing of a laboratory area 20' x 20' with low-level contamination used
for amino acid syntheses to $14,178 for the difficult decommissioning
of a gamma lab with a hot cell. These costs are on the order of 100
to 55,000 times lower than the estimated cost for decommissioning a
fuel cycle facility.
Practical reasons for this very significant difference exist. Nuclear
fuel cycle facilities are large installations that handle considerable
quantities of radioisotopes with long half lives and they require
extensive decontamination efforts. The cost of decontaminating one of
these facilities may be far in excess of the value of the facility
once it is decontaminated. Under these circumstances, it may be rea
sonable and in the public interest to require the licensee to provide
financial assurance of the availability of adequate decommissioning
funds. Furthermore, since these facilities handle radioisotopes with
lon g half lives, it seems reasonable to require them to submit initial
and updated decommissioning plans.
Co nversely, radiopharmaceutical, medical research and development, and
clinical laboratory facilities are usually small installations that
use relatively low levels of radioisotopes, many of which have ex
tremely short half lives often measured in days, not years. The
efforts required to decontaminate one of these facilities are minimal.
Further, the cost of decontaminating, as evidenced in Table 14.3-l of
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decontamination is completed. Because of their underlying value,
these facilities would be economically salvaged by decontamination
without additional financial guarantees. Furthermore, due to the
short half life of many of the radioisotopes used by these facilities,
decommissioning could be concluded very quickly, generally through the
DECON method.
Since the expense involved in decommissioning a radiopharmaceutical,
research and development, or clinical laboratory facility is both
minimal and substantially less than the value of the facility being
cleaned, it is quite apparent licensees will want to decommission a
facility once the licensed operations cease. No public benefit would
be served, and no additional incentive would be provided, by requiring
these facilities to incur an unnecessary expense by providing assur
ances of the financial ability to decommission. Similarly, since
these facilities can be decommissioned very quickly, no public inter
est would be served by requiring them to file initial or updated de
commissioning plans. This too would result in an unjustified expense.
III.

CONCLUSION

When the NRC issues the proposal contemplated by this GEIS, we urge it
to exclude radiopharmaceutical, medical research and development, and
clinical laboratory facilities from being required to provide finan
cial assurances for decommissioning and from submitting decommission
ing plans. We think the r�gulatory approach presently contained in
NRC's June 1980 guidelines for decommissioning provide important
public benefit and should continue to be followed by NRC with respect
to the decommissioning of radiopharmaceutical, medical research and
development, and clinical laboratory facilities.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment. RIMA would be pleased to
provide you with additional information or to discuss these comments
with you at your convenience.
Very truly yours,

t!:r:fo.

President
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The Sierra Club Radioactive Waste Campaign supports the policy
and regulatory objectives of the DGEIS on decommissioning nuclear fac
ilities. These objectives are l)timeliness, terminating the license
in a timely manner, 2) financial assurance, assuring that funds are
available at any time during facility operation, 3) planning, regist
ering a plan with detailed cost and method� funding, with an emphasis
on health and safety rather than economics, and 4) residual radioact
ivity levels below 10 mr/year whole body dose. While we agree with
these general regulatory objectives, they are essentially empty without
accompanying proposed regulations. Further, because they are based on
idealized facilities rather than real operating experience, and because
i,nproper definitions are employed, realization of the objectives will
£all short of the mark,
The Sierra Club Radioactive Waste Campaign is an educational and
organizing component of the Sierra Club, an environmental organization
wdth over 200,000 members. The Radioactive Waste Campaign has had ex
perience in reviewing the decommissioning plans of the West Valley de
ftm.ct rep�ocessing plant, high level waste tanks and burial grounds,
numerous Manhattan Project sites i'D. NY, NJ and P-A, and several reactor
decommissionings. Our experience with these sites and the citizens
who live in the vicinity provides an understanding of the real problems
associated with decommissioning.

sierra club
radioactive waste
campaign
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3164 Main Street

Buffalo, New York 14214

(716) 832-9100

May 26, 1981

G. Donald Calkins
Decommissioning Program Manager
Division of Engineering Standards
Office of Standards Development
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555
Dear Mr. Calkins:

Enclosed are the comments of the Sierra Club Radioactive Waste
Campaign on UUREG-0586, DGEIS on Decommissioning Nuclear Facilities,
We hope that these conn:nents are useful for your purposes.
We would greatly appreciate it if you could send us two documents
published by the NRC:
GD Calkins, Draft Thoughts on Regulation Changes for Decormnission.
ing, NUREG�0590, Rev,2, August, 1980
Robert S. Wood, Assuring the Availability of Funds for Decommis
sioning Nuclear Facilities, Draft Report, NUREG-0584,
Rev.2, October, 1980,
If a final version of these reports is available, we would appreciate
receiving copies, We have copies of the other decom reports for spec
ific types of facilities. Thank you for your help,
Sincerely,

$&;A'
�Resnikoff, staff
scientist

sierra club
radioactive waste
campaign
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Sierra Club Radioactive Waste Campaign
page two
The Club supports the general regulatory objectives of timeliness. finan
cial assurance, planning and the residual radioactivity levels. We agree with
the purposes of deconrnissioning. to provide unrestricted use of a site or fac
ility at the earlist possible time (p.0-39). we agree with the objective of
funding mechanisms to 11 ensure that adequate funds are available to decommission 11
(p.u-40), and to assure that the "funds for the full costs of decomnissioning
(are) available at any time Ciuring facility operation". In ensuring that funds
will be available, the Staff is thereby assuring that the public health and saf
ety will be protected at any time.
Unfortunately there is no assurance that these regulatory objectives will
be met because no regulations have been proposed to accompany this DGEIS. This
is an important omission.
Deconmissioning funds must be available under all circumstances, accident,
premature closing (non-accident), and normal operations. Funds for decommiss
ioning are collected during operation of the facility and must accomodate diff
erent ranges of decomnissioning costs, and be collected during periods of oper
ation. in the case of a reactor, the facility may operate for three months, or
thirty years; the costs to decommission may be $40 million in todays dollars.
or $1 billion. Nonnal operations and decommissioning costs may be able to be
predicted. Inflation rates, interest rates, costs of decommissioning and waste
disposal, and cooldown period may be predicted. The funds would be collected
during the operation period of a reactor, say 30 years. We strongly support
the Staff's position that plans and detailed cost estimates be predicted at the
time the reactor goes into operation. This would allow Public Utility Commiss
ions to predict rate structures. Since funds set aside during the 30 year oper
ational period must be available 60 years after reactor start-up, these plans
must be well detafled.
The costs to deconmission a facility following an accident can be quite
large, equalling the initial construction costs perhaps. The period for coll
ect;on of these funds may be as short as three months. It is therefore imposs
ible for a single reactor to generate suff;cient funds at any time during oper
ation to pay for decommissioning due to an accident. This would double the cost
of nuclear power generation if sufficient capital were to be set aside. There
is therefore a need for a private insurance arrangement between all utilities
operating reactors. The Staff and the NRC Commissioners should recomnend leg
islation which requires.this private insurance in order for a reactor to obtain
an operating license. Operating licenses should be terminated without this in
surance. Accident insurance could be independent of a separate deconmissioning
fund for "normal" decommissioning. We agree with the Staff that an internal re
serve, or negative salvage value arrangement would not provide the assurance re
quired since the funds would not be liquid and available when needed. Instead,
we believe that liquid funds must be placed in a separate account which is under
the jurisdiction of the separate states where the reactors are located. Since
the states, i,ot the Federal Government, are ultimately disadvantaged by decom
r,iissioni ng mismanagement, the states ought to supervise the decommissioning ac
count.
It is important to note that premature closure of a facility may not be
due to an accident, �ut to faulty design. For example, Indian Point-1 had an
inadequate emergency core cooling system. The plant operated for only_ 12 years.
Insufficient funds for decommissioning were collected from the users of IP-i
electricity.
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We support the regulatory objective of prompt NRC tennination of a lic
ense. As far as funding availability, and corporate accountability is con
,erned, this is absolutely essential. The longer the decommissioning period,
the less likely it will be that corporations will be viable and that funds will
be adequate. Inflation and interest rates cannot be predicted. There is an
important trade-off between "safe" funds, �hich do not match the inflation rate
and less safe funds, such as money market accounts. The latter is more volatile
than government securities. There is a balance here and it is difficult to
judge the most advantageous. The longer into the future decorrmissioning is post
poned, che more likely it will be that the decomnissioning uncertainties will
increase, and the more likely that a corporation will not be available to do
the decommissioning. iJe therefore support the concept of performing the decom
missioning as soon as possible consistent with health and safety. For a reactor,
the Staff has indicated that this would not be greater than 30 years after clos
ure.
We support the Staff on residual radioactivity levels of at most 1 - 10
mrem/year whole body dose. Hlowever, .ve differ with Staff greatly on how this
dose should be ca 1 culated and what 11 who le body dose" means. The Staff appears
tO be moving away from the old concept of "unrestricted release" of a facility.
By 11 unrestructed rel ease" ,4e mean that doses are calculated as iff a person were
to reside 24 hours in the presence of the radioactivity. That type of calcula
tion was conservative and proper since the NRC Staff were obviously not going
to police every type of activity which might take place around a SAFSTOR faci
lity. Instead, the Staff now intends to use 11 realistic 11 pathway analyses to
calculate dose. Such an analysis might include a housing project located on
site next to the 1 1 �tored" reactor. But this would include the possibility
that children could burrow into the reactor, or does the Staff assume that the
utility will safeguard a useless hunk of metal with the same diligence as it
exercised during full operation? In other words, does the Staff assume all poss
ible and credible means of radiation exposure to the population, or will it sel
ect a subset? If a subset, the Staff must then devise procedures and regulations
to ensure that this subset will not be enlarged. Our experience indicates that
these facilities will be protected less and less with time. Information is lost
and diligence wanes. Successive generations of guards begin to lose their pur
pose; security becomes lax.
On the other hand, a local corrmunity 1 s interest in removing an unproductive
piece of land and returning it to the tax base increases over time. The benefits
of electricity production
and tax base long since past, the reactor mausoleum
becomes only a 11 cost 11 in the cost/benefit equation.
�Je differ with the Staff on the use of ICRP-26 to calculate 11 whole body dose
equivalents 11 • The risk to each separate organ must be calculated. While the
ICRP-26 method lends itself to easy calculation, it is not good science. It
5 hould not replace a detailed pathway model to each organ, and to persons of
varying susceptability.
Finally, �,e differ with the Staff on whether 11 the technology for decom
missioning is well in hand", and whether the costs are precisely known. Tech
nology has not been developed to remotely dismantle a nuclear reactor 30 years
after operation has ceased. We believe that such remote handling capability
could be developed with additional R & D, uut it is not 11well in hand 11 • Since
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it is unlikely that the utility nuclear reactor staff will be on-hand to decom
;oission a nuclear reactor, it is more likely that decorrrnissioning contractors
will do the work. There is a need for re-usable equipment that can be moved
from site to site. It would probably lower decommissioning costs and perhaps
the equipment can be built to decorrrnis sion a reactor with minimal occupational
exposures.

fhe Club also does not believe that it is possible to release a solid
radioactive waste burial ground for unrestricted use after 100 years, or
whether it is possible to relax surveillance after this period. This is cert
ainly not true for Maxe y Flats, West Valley or Sheffield. Attached to these
comments is our fact sheet titled, 11Insecure Landfills: The West Valley Exper
ence". Each of the above burial grounds has had considerable erosion, water
infiltration and radionucli de leakage problems. We believe that the water in
filtration into theburial ground at West Valley cannot be halted without a per
manent shield to bedrock, or without exhuming the contents of the burial ground
and plucing the radioactive material in above ground bunkers. Clearly insuffi
cient funds have been collected to maintain these sites in perpetuity. �e are
coming to the opinion that the original generators of this so-called low level
waste material must retain ownership and responsibility of this material in
perpetuity. The NRC analysis of the deconmissioning of low level waste burial
grounds lacks realism. It certainly doesn't deal with the above three 11 state
of-the-art 11 waste dumps. Similarly, the Staff analysis for a fuel reprocessfog
plant is based on idealistic facilities and not West Valley ttie only conmercial
reprocessing facility to have operated in the United States. "Hope springs et
ernal 11, and the future always seems brighter to the NRC.
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OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR
S!LLIAM P CLEMENTS, JR.
GOVERNOR

April 24, 1981

Decommissioning Program Manager
Division of Engineering Standards
Office cf Standards Development
Washington; D. C. 20555
Dear Sirs:
The Budget and Planning Office recently conducted a review of the Draft
Generic Environmental Impact Statement pertaining to decommissioning of
nuclear facilites, prepared by the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
The State Environmental Impact Statement Identifier Number assigned to
the project is 1-02-50-023.
Subsequent to the completion of the review, we have received additional
comments. Those comments are enclosed for your information and use.
It is hoped that these delayed comments will be useful to you in your
decision-making process on this project. If this office can be of
further assistance, please do not hesitate to call.

ep
Enclosures:

Comments by Texas Department of Health

SAM HOUSTON BUILDING

•

P. 0. BOX 13561
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AUSTIN, TEXAS 78711

RECEIVE.D
Robert Bernstein, M.0 .• F A.C P
Commissioner

Texas De�!':����� of
l

Austin Texas 71i756
(512) 458-7111

,APf: �-2 )9;81

Hea1��u-emoot'»iPH . F.AC.P.
Deputy Ccmmissioner

April 16, 19,31
Mr. Paul T. Wrotenbery, Director
Governor's Budget and Planning Office
P. O. Box 13561, Capitol Station
Austin, Texas 78711

ATTENTION:
SUBJECl':

General Government Section
Draft Generic Environmental
Impact Statement
Decommissioning of Nuclear Facilitier.
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
EIS No. l-02-50-023

Dear Mr. Wrotenbery:
The subject Draft Generic Environmental Impact Statement on decc•nnnissioning
of nuclear facilities, as prepared by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatoiy Commission
and dated January 1981, has been reviewed for its public and em•ironmental
health implications. As stated in its Abstract, thb "statement was
prepared as part of the requirement for considering �hanges in 1egulations
on decommissioning of commercial nuclear facilities (including that
occurring following premature closure)."
On page 2-14. in the first paragraph, a decont�mination level of Spr/hr
is used. It is felt that a more realistic/pra,:ticable requirem�nt would be
for 5 pr/hr above background. inasmuch as the �atural activity �r background
�ill exceed 5 pr/hr in many areas. It would b� unrealistic to attempt to
decontaminate an area to levels below that of �he natural background.
Al though not directly health-related, the foll,,wing cost-consideration
comments are offered:
• The cost of decontamination estimated in the document assumes
that the licensee is performing the decontamination. If
"another" is engaged to perform the task, the costs could be
significantly escalated--perhaps as much as 50 percent.
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• National limits for soil contamination should be developed
for each isotope before realistic decontamination cost estimates
can be made. Texas currently has a set of linits, but they are
unique to this State. A copy of 1exas methodology is attached
for your information.
On page 0-10 cost estimates for S/,FESTO� indicate a
$42.8 million in 1978 dollars for 30 year SAFESTOR,
$41.8 million 1978 dollars for a �00 year SAFESTOR.
would appear to be an error. If not, the method of
at these numbers needs to be betttir explained.

cost of
but. only
This
arriving

We appreciate the opportunity to review and co·nment on the subject Draft
Generic Environmental Impact Statement.
Sincerely,
���

G. R. Herzik, J ., P.
Deputy Commissioner for Environmental
and Consumer Health Protection
RLJ/dbs
ccs:

Division of Occupational Health
and Radiation Control, TDH
Division of Water Hygiene, TDtl
Division of Solid Waste Management� TDH
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April 30, 1981

an t1�•=·n S!r&rslilM:r

S. W Shields
Senior Vice President
Nuclear Division

Decommissioning Program Manager
Division of Engineering Standards
Office of Standards Development
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

JUL 101981

Dear Sir:
Per the Federal Register, February 10, 1981 (44 FR 11666) the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission staff solicited comments on the document NUREG-0586
"Draft Generic Environmental Impact Statement on Decommissioning of Nucl�ar
Facilities." Public Service Company of Indiana, Inc. (PSI) comments are
attached to this letter. They are for the most part specific to nuclear
generating stations, however we feel they can probably be generally applied
to each type of facility within the NUREG's scope.
As you will find when reading our comments, PSI does not agree with the
NUREG's recommendations that new decommissioning regulatory guidance is
needed. We.conclude this from the same technology data base th:at is
presented in the NUREG, plus a concern about possible NRC pre-emption of
other governmental agencies' authorities. Basically, the NUREG does not
adequately address the relative impact (costs/benefits) of new regulations
versus maintaining regulatory status quo. The document is therefore defi
cient as an Environmental Impact Statement and does not represent an
adequate base for the proposed regulations.
Another concern that we have deals with the costs to the consumer that would
result from the potential regulations discussed in the report. They would
for the most part be inflationary, and we believe these costs would not be
accompanied by any significant improvements from a public health and safety
standpoint.
If the recommended regulations are to be further considered, a cost/benefit/
impact type study incorporating these and similar concerns would be in order.
Sincerely ,.

81051·80Yl1
RSW/gb
Attachment
P. 0. Box 190, New Washington, Indiana 47162

S. W. Shields
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ATTACHMENT I
PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY OF INDIANA, INC.
COMMENTS ON NUREG-0586
GENERAL
1)

There are several conclusions within NUREG-0586 that Public Service
Company of Indiana, Inc. (PSI) is in concurrence with. In Attachment
II we bring some of these conclusions to your attention. However, we
also note that there are several statements, conclusions, and recom
mendations that PSI disagrees with. The remaining general conanents
deal with these.

2)

PSI notes that the NUREG's abstract (p. iii) states that "Mitigation
of potential health, safety, and environmental impacts requires more
specific and detailed regulatory guidance than is currently available."
Similar statements are dispersed throughout the NUREG. To be sure,
health, safety, and environmental impacts are a major concern in
decommissioning as well as in operating nuclear power plants, however,
PSI cannot find anywhere in the document where evidence is given to
support the notion that new regulations are needed. An argument for
additional regulations should justify the accompanying costs (time,
money, and limits on future flexibility) with respect to the impacts
of maintaining regulatory status quo. The draft Generic Environmental
Impact Statement (GEIS) does not do this.
The statements in Attachment II, plus the history of previous decom
missioning activities* support PSI's position on this matter.

3)

The draft GEIS recommends regulations to accommodate better initial
planning for decommissioning to consist of three elements: Selection
of the decommissioning alternative, facilitation and operational
considerations ("such as periodic decontamination of coolant crud
buildup," p. 15-5), and good record keeping.
With respect to choosing the decommissioning alternative (DECON,
SAFSTOR, or ENTOMB) prior to commissioning, PSI believes there are
too many varying factors at this time to appropriately do this for
a period of time approximately 40 years from the time of assessment.
The NUREG supports this by listing "technology advances, changing
regulatory requirements, economics, political climate," (p.15-5)
and the relative benefits/impacts of the three options as variables.
PSI also notes that the NUREG favors the DECON option, but addition
ally states that final plans should also "realistically assess the
availability of permanent waste burial grounds" (p. 15-6). Today's
lack of a high-level waste repository essentially eliminates the
DECON option, and this may be the case for 15 or more years.

*

The previous decommissioning history, per the NUREG: "Since 1960, five
licensed nuclear power reactors, four demonstration reactors and six
licensed test reactors have been decommissioned." p. 0-3.
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On the other hand, PSI believes that the NUREG adequately addresses
the three decommissioning alternatives' costs and impacts so that a
conclusion can be safely made that initial planning need not include
a selection of the particular alternative.
Regarding facilitation of decommissioning through early design and
operational considerations, PSI notes that the NUREG adds that some
aspects "of decommissioning facilitation (such as those that have
impact on reducing occupational dose during facility operation) can
reduce operational costs" (p. vi). It is PSI's position that addi
tional regulatory guidance in this area would not be appropriate.
"AI.ARA" regulations that are meant to regulate occupational exposure
already exist. Other activities that might be an outcome of this
topic, if genuinely cost-worthy, should be considered as prudent
management and do not need regulatory assistance.
Recordkeeping which would facilitate decommissioning by reducing
costs and/or radiation exposure should also be considered prudent
management, therefore additional regulatory guidance is not needed,
at least without an assessment of the inadequacies, if any, of
current recordkeeping methodologies.
Though we are not sure of the value of additional NRC-funded studies
on decommissioning technology (the near-term candidates will soon be
adding to the technology base), new information should continue to be
disseminated throughout the industry as it becomes available.
4)

New regulations to define required final decommissioning planning are
also proposed in the NUREG, to entail: Choice of the decommissioning
alternative, detailed schedules, administrative controls (such as
aspects of the QA program), specifications, and training. Again,
PSI concludes that existing regulations are more than adequate in
mandating that decommissioning candidates make such commitments.
The reasons for this are essentially the same as in comment Number 3
above, including prudent management (very few reactor operators will
voluntarily absorb the continuing costs in maintaining an NRC license
for a non-productive facility).

5)

The NUREG recommends regulations for the establishment of residual
radioactivity levels.
PSI does not offer technical comments at this time on suggested
dose rates as discussed in the NUREG. However, we do concur with
what we understand the philosophy of the discussion to be (ALARA).
Although residual radioactivity levels may well be worthy for
regulatory considerations in the future, PSI does not believe it
would be appropriate or necessary for NRC to do so at this time:
Of the three possible decommissioning options, residual radio
activity levels will only be useful when removing virtually all
radioactive materials from the plant site, including high-level
wastes. However, since no high-level waste repositories currently
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exist, ultimate decommissioning cannot occur. Regulated residual
radioactivity levels will not be useful until high-level waste
disposal sites exist. Regulations providing such will not be
productive at this time.
6)

The draft GEIS references types of mechanisms for financial
assurance of decommissioning.
PSI notes that the House of Representatives is considering the
topic (HRs 1814 and 2512), as has the Nuclear Safety oversight
Committee (Reference: Letter, NSOC to President Reagan, dated
February 12, 1981), DOE, GAO, various industry groups, and of
course NRC. In Indiana, the Indiana State Senate considered a
bill (#352, which did not pass), that would have provided finan
cial assurance via a means similar to the method described in
NUREG-0586 as "external sinking fund."
In the final analysis, PSI believes that the choice of financial
assurance will. become a subjective matter. The obvious considera
tion is how much assurance is desired, weighed against the costs
of that assurance and its perceived incremental public health and
safety impacts (with respect to some lesser assurance).
It is PSI's position that NRC regulations pertaining to financial
assurance, in addition to the existing financial assurance regu
lations, are not apprioriate for consideration at this time. The
reasons for this include:
o

Considerations involving rate structures are the domain
of State public utility commissions. This includes the
authority over how utilities may finance decommissioning
costs. The NRC should not attempt to invade this
authority.

o

The costs of additional assurance must be carefully weighed
against improved public health and safety. For the most
extreme case, probably prepayment, NUREG-0584, Revision 2,
"Assuring the Availability of Funds for Decommissioning
Nuclear Facilities," estimate a present value cost of
about $283M (1979 dollars), using certain assumptions.
This $283M present value cost of the prepayment option
contrasts to an actual decommissioning cost of less than
$SOM (today's dollars); the difference between the two
represents the cost of the additional assurance. Less
extrem e financial assurance methods will accordingly have
lower associated costs.

o

In assessing costs, it should be understood that the addi
tional cost of assurance does not represent an additional
product, i.e., it would represent a decline in the industry's
overall productivity without significant health and safety
-3-
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benefits and therefore an increase in inflation (rate
payers would presumably have to pay more for the same
amount of electricity without adequate accompanying
benefits.
Perhaps the point made in the preceeding item is the most
important. The actual cost of the decommissioning effort will
be unchanged, regardless of the degree of assurance or who pays
for it. At this time, with inflation running at record levels
and a new administration's commitment to reduce it, additional
regulations of the type contemplated do not provide enough benefit
to the public's health and safety to be warranted.
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ATTACHMENT II
CONCLUSIONS OF NUREG-0586 THAT PSI AGREES WITH
1)

"In any given year the quantity of (radioactive waste) generated by
decommissioning will be considerably less than that generated by
operating nuclear facilities." p. 0-8

2)

"A reactor can be decontaminated with reasonable occupational radiation
exposure and with virtually no public radiation exposure." p. 0-9

3)

While the Elk River reactor "was quite small compared to present-day
power reactors, its decommissioning served to demonstrate a reactor
can be decontaminated safely with little occupational or public risk."
p. 0-13

4)

"Decommissioning of nuclear facilities is not an imminent health and
safety problem." pp. 0-39 and 15-2

5)

"The major adverse environmental impact of decommissioning is the
commitment of small amounts of land for waste burial in exchange
for reuse of the facility for other nuclear or non-nuclear
purposes." p. 0-39

6)

"The primary objective of the NRC with respect to decommissioning is
to protect public health and safety." p. 0-40
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ATTACHMENT III
PSI SPECIFIC COMMENTS ON NUREG-0586
To avoid redundancy, this attachment does not discuss any connnents that do
not offer additional information over Attachment I.
1)

p. iv, "SCOPE OF THE EIS"
The draft GEIS ''does not address the considerations involved in
extending the life of a nuclear facility," and indicates this "is
outside of the scope of this EIS." However, the NUREG additionally
states on p. 0-4 (and again on p. 2-5) that "Conversion to a new
or modified use is also considered," and "if the intended new use
involved radioactive material and, thus was under NRC licensing
authority, an application for the new use would be reviewed as
amendments to the existing license under appropriate existing
regulations. If the intended new use does not involve radioactive
material, i.e., unrestricted public access, and does not come under
NRC licensing authority, then such application for a new use would
be reviewed as a request for decommissioning and termination of
license."
In the realistic case it is expected that extension of the facility
use, either for nuclear or non-nuclear means, will occur for many
cases. This is particularly true when considering that:
o Ultimate deconnnissioning cannot occur until connnercial
high level waste repositories exist.
o

Over 50% of this country's nuclear generation station
sites are 2, 3, or 4 unit sites. (It is generally agreed
that the presence of other operating reactors at a site
is one factor favoring the SAFSTOR option.)

PSI also notes that another version of SAFSTOR exists, where a non
nuclear use of the facility might be desirable. Presumably the high
level wastes would be removed (though not necessarily offsite) and
decontamination would have taken place. An obvious example might
be the use of the containment building as a "cold" high bay, or as
a maintenance shop area. Stabilization of potential contamination
may be needed, along with dosimetry, air sampling equipment, etc.,
along with an appropriate NRC license since radiation levels may
not be low enough for unrestricted use. Of course, this would not
be a "public access" facility.
DOE has several examples of this option at various research and
development laboratories. PSI believes that the final GEIS should
be edited to reflect this as a SAFSTOR option. If regulations are
B-169

promulgated dealing with decommissioning options this case
should be included as it is quite likely.
2)

p. v. "REGULATORY OBJECTIVE"
This section states, "Present regulatory requirements and guidance
are not specific enough in many critical areas to ensure that
potential problems are properly considered." As we indicate in
our general comments we disagree. No new NRC regulations dealing
with decommissioning are needed at this time.
The section also states that "it is clear that decommis�ioning can
be accomplished safely and at modest cost shortly after cessation
of facility operation and it is considered reasonable that decom
missioning should be completed at this time." If decommissioning
here does not refer to a particular decommissioning alternative,
the statement is true. However if ultimate decommissioning (i.e.,
removal of virtually all radioactive material from the site is
implied, then other factors as referenced elsewhere in the NUREG
may suggest the SAFSTOR or ENTOMB alternative). Again the high
level waste repository situation may completely remove some
options.
The section states, "Delay in the completion of decommissioning
would be primarily for reasons of health and safety considerations,
since it is recognized that with delay there may be reduction in
occupational dose and radioactive waste volume for some facility
types due to radioactive decay." Again, if ultimate decommission
ing is implied here, PSI points out that the differences in public
health and safety impacts from one decommissioning alternative to
another, as presented in the NUREG, are not that great. At some
point costs of decommissioning (including alternate uses of the
facility if it is not fully decommissioned) should be considered.
Again, the Federal government apparently subscribes to this
practice, as DOE facilities have been converted to other uses
without full decommission ing.

3)

p. vii, "PRELIMINARY CONCLUSIONS ON DECOMMISSIONING IMPACTS"
This section states that, "making the facility available for
unrestricted use•••••• also releases valuable industrial land that
can be reused with great benefit." This is an assumption that
may not be correct, depending upon regional considerations. PSI
additionally notes that utilities should continue to be able to
"reuse" the land without necessarily making it "available for
unrestricted use." Also there is no requirement that the land
be turned over to the public, at any time after cessation of
reactor operation.

-2-
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4)

p. vii, "INCORPORATION OF EIS CONCLUSIONS IN REGULATIONS"
The NUREG states, "It is recommended that specific implementation
of regulatory activities be performed by rulemaking to existing
regulations (i.e., 10 CFR Parts 30, 40, 50, 51, 70 and 72) rather
than a separate regulation solely caverning decommissioning." If
decommissioning regulatory activities do occur, PSI believes a
separate regulation would be more effective and better understood.

5)

p. 0-2, Section 0.1.1.1, "NEPA REQUIREMENTS"
This section states, "The National Environmental Policy Act
(42 U.S.C. 4321 et seq.) requires that all agencies of the Federal
Government include in every recommendation or report on proposals
for legislation and other major Federal actions significantly
affecting the quality of the human environment, a detailed
statement by the responsible official on various particulars
describing analysis of environmental impacts for the proposed
activity." This has not been adequately done. The discussion
of the environmental impacts of the recommended regulations should
include discussion of the impacts which would occur if the new
regulations are not provided.

6)

p. 0-7, Section 0.2.5.3, "IMPLEMENTATION OF OBJECTIVES"
The NUREG states that, "decontamination costs of a facility are
essentially independent of the level to which it must be decon
taminated as long as that level is in the range of 1 to 25 mrem/
year to an exposed individual." Although this may generally be
true if "decommissioning" is intended here, rather than "decon
tamination"* it is not necessarily the case. However if
"decontamination" is actually intended here, PSI disagrees. The
historical experience is that as one decontaminates to lower and
lower levels, the costs per increment go higher and higher.

7)

p. 0-10, Section 0.4.3.1, "DECON"
This section compares the cost and schedule of the DECON option
for a PWR to the cost and schedule for building same. The
comparison is inappropriate. A valid comparison is the costs/
schedules/public and worker health and safety for DECON versus
SAFSTOR versus ENTOMB.

*

In decommissioning, the larger portion of the costs will probably relate
to the removal and disposal of highly radioactive equipment, therefore
the activities intended to further reduce radiation levels may seem
small compared to the overall cost.
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8)

p. 2-8, Section 2.4.3, "SAFSTOR"
The second paragraph on this page states, with regard to SAFSTOR:
"It is not intended that the facilities will ever be reactivated."
As was discussed in comment 2) of this attachment, an additional
SAFSTOR option where the facilities may be given a somewhat
different use (though some equipment might retain the same
functions) should be included.

9)

p. 2-12, Section 2.5.3, "IMPLEMENTATION OF OBJECTIVES"
The NUREG states that, "for the PWR case•••••a residual radioactivity
level corresponding to 5 mrem/year or less would be justifiable on
the basis of survey costs." This is based on the estimated costs of
$250,000 and $225,000, respectively, for 5 mrem/year and 25 mrem/
year survey efforts. The decontamination cost differences in going
from 25 to 5 mrem/year dose rates should also be considered in
establishing acceptable residual radioactivity levels. This, in
part, is why PSI supports the ALARA concept in determining unrestricted
release levels.
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Decommissioning Program Manager
Division of Engineering Standards
Office of Standards Development
Washington, D.C. 20555
SUBJECT:

Decommission of Nuclear Facilities
NUREG-0586
(File: 1510.3, 2-1510.3)

Gentlemen:

Based on our review of the Draft Generic Environmental Statement on
Decommissioning of Nuclear Facilities, attached are our comments to
aid in establishing criteria and new standards for decommissioning.
Very truly yours,

I

•-

I

David C. Trimble
Manager, Licensing
DCT:GAC:lp

ib�

Attachments

MEMBEFl MIOOLE SOUTH UTILITIES SYSTEM

COMMENTS ON NUREG 0586
Page
The statement that "more specific and detailed regulatory

iii

guidance" is needed is more of an assumption than a sup
ported conclusion and thus colors the entire report.
The description of decommissioning as an activity that re

iv

sults in 11 unrestricted use of the facility and site" is
inaccurate since some forms of decommissioning do not.
There are few similarities between financial assurance

v

issues for accident and routine decommissioning.
Since it appears that an undecommissioned retired plant
poses fewer problems of the type described than an oper
ating one the urgency for decommissioning concluded here

appears to be totally unfounded. While an owners economic

decision may dictate prompt decommissioning, impacts of
delayed decommissioning on areas within the governments
responsibility appear to be insignificant.
V

&

Vi

Seeking a "high degree of assurance 11 is inconsistent with
the Atomic Energy Act as interpreted by the Courts and by
the Commission themselves. The adopted standard is one of
"reasonable assurance".

Since the annual costs of routine
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Page
decomnissioning of the inmediate dismantlement type are on
the same order of magnitude as other contingency costs cur
rently incurred by owners of nuclear power plants. e.g.
stonn damage, and since there are really no good reasons
not to slow the decommissioning down to further lower the
annual cost if necessary. internal reserves do provide rea
sonable·assurance.

Because it does. NRC has no authority

to encroach upon state and FERC jurisdiction over economic
matters by eliminating internal reserve funding.
vi

Any plans required for submittal as part of an application
to operate or construct a facility should be limited in
scope to that required to show that the applicant possesses
or has reasonable assurance of obtaining the funds necessary
to pay the costs of pennanently shutting the facility down
and maintaining it in a safe position.

This completely

satisfies the NRC's responsibilities under the Atomic Energy
Act until such time as the decommissioning begins. At that
time, compliance with the requirements for receipt of a
Type A specific license of broad scope for byproduct mater
ial is sufficient to satisfy the NRC's responsibilities
under the Atomic Energy Act. Accordingly, currently prom
ulgated regulations under lOCFR 50.33(f), lOCFR 50.82, and
lOCFR 33 are quite adequate.

In addition, since the health

and safety of the public necessarily includes economic im
pact on the public, the de-emphasis of economics is inconsis2
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Page
tent with the NRC's responsibilities under the Atomic Energy
Act.
vi

The residual radioactivity discussions fail to address release
criteria for recycled materials.

Work done in this area on a

cost-benefit basis indicates the acceptability of release levels
considerably higher than the 10 mrem/yr limit given here.
vii

To the extent that the above comments take exceptions to the
reconunendations in the overview, exception is taken to the
conclusion that those recommendations should be incorporated
into existing regulations.

It is submitted that no modifi

cation of existing regulations is necessary for the NRC to
adequately fulfill their responsibilities in this area under
tne Atomic Energy Act and that, therefore, such modifications
would constitute over-regulation.
0-1

There are few similarities between financial assurance issues
for accident and routine decommissioning.

0-2

The purpose of deco111T1issioning should be changed to eliminate
references to unrestricted us� and instead concentrate on
reasonable assurance of the public health and safety which
can be accomplished without being able to release the facility
for unrestricted use.

The stated purpose is an erroneous and

unsubstantiated conclusion regarding deco111T1issioning alterna- ·
tives that colors the entire report.
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Page
0-4

Regarding section 0.2.3 see previous comment on page 0-2.
The first sentence of section 0.2.4 is much more appropri
ate.
The stated intent to end nomenclature confusion is ad
mirable but unsuccessful.

The nomenclature of Regulatory

Guide 1.86 has been used with good consistency and little
confusion for several years and introduction of new nomen
clature into a technology with relatively stable nomencla
ture would seem counter-productive to the stated intent.
The exclusion of conversion from the discussion seems to
preclude conversion to a low level disposal site which
would eliminate transportation hazards and could result in
equally as adequate disposal as offsite disposal.

This

appears to be a glaring deficiency.
0-6

Regarding section 0.2.5 see previous comment on page 0-2.
The statement that existing regulations are not specific
enough is unsubstantiated.

Even section 2.5.1 claims no

deficiencies of specificity.
0-7

This discussion and that in section 2.5 seem to confirm
the adequacy of existing regulatory guidance in the area
of residual radioactivity levels.

0-8

See previous comments on pages v & vi.

In addition, there

has been no showing that a delay in performing a routine
B-177
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Page
decommissioning could result in a health and safety problem
(in fact it probably could not). The necessity of assurance
of timely availability of funds is therefore unsubstantiated.
The inappropriate objective of release for unrestricted ac
cess has previously been commented on.
Since State utility commissions and FERC have statutory man
dates to see that the regulated utility remains economically
healthy, the only addition needed to current regulations, if
any, is the need for a certification by the State Regulatory
Commission (and/or FERC) that the applicant for a license is a
regulated utility pursuant to State (and/or Federal) law.

Per

previous comments the existing regulations provide adequate
reasonable assurance that funds will actually be available when
needed. Since delays in routine decommissioning have not been
shown to be harmful the necessity for enforcement procedures

or direct addressing of premature plant retirement are unnec
essary.

Although decommissioning costs may be minor on a percentage
basis, the numbers are large on an absolute basis (and sub
ject to continuing inflation) and the difference in the cost
of various funding methods can be substantial.

The state

ment that the impact of a mandated funding mechanism will be
minor is either naive or purposely misleading.

In any event,

these costs are very large when compared to any health and
safety benefits of one funding mechanism over another except,
perhaps, for the case of a plant owner and operator who is.
not a regulated utility.
5
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Page
The comparison of decorrmissioning waste to operating wastes
generated in the industry in a given year makes an inapprop
riate assumption of only one plant decorrvnissioning at a time.
Several plants decommissioning simultaneously nationwide (a
very real possibility) could cause decorrmissioning waste
volumes to approach, or even exceed operating wastes volumes
in a given year.
0-9

The tertiary loop may not go to cooling towers.

It may be a

once-through system.
0-10

The PNL numbers cited here don't agree with the PNL report

l�UREG/CR-0130. A non-exhaustive list of examples is provided

below.
NUREG-0586
DECON cost
DECON occupational dose
,

'

NUREG/CR-0130

$ 33. 3 mil1 ion

$ 33. 7 mi11 ion

1083 man-rem

1223 man-rem

SAFSTOR cost (30 yr. delay)

42.8 mill ion

41. 4 mi 11 ion

SAFSTOR cost (100 yr. delay)

41. 8 mi 11 ion

40. 6 mi11 ion

317 man-rem

SAFSTOR occupational delay
(30 yr. delay)

ENTOMB dose transportation worker *20/25 man-rem

450 man-rem
16/21

Such discrepancies (and there are more) raise doubts about the
veracity of NUREG-0586.
*Table 4.3.2 says this is adjusted for radioactive delay.
Table 4.3.2 reference (e) says it is not.
6
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0-11

A major potential advantage of ETOMB is ignored.

If the wastes

from decol'l'ITlissioning have to be disposed of anyway. disposal

in containment may be even more protective of the public health
and safety than disposal in a conventional low-level waste
burial ground and also eliminates transportation doses and
hazards.

Permanent entombment could be found preferrable to

pennanent burial following transport. This appears to not have
been addressed.
0-12

The discussion in 0.4.5 neglects the issue in the conment on
page 0-11 and concentrates primarily on the unsubstantiated
significance of delays in release for unrestricted use.

There

really is no apparent reason to select a single acceptable or
even preferrable alternative among those presented.

Different

alternatives may be preferrable at different times and places
or under different circumstances.
0-33

Page 0-10 says 1083 man-rem.

This page says 1183 man-rem and

NUREG/CR-0130 says 1404 and 1223 man-rem. All of these numbers
are supposedly based on the same assumption and from the same
source.

Such discrepancies do not lend to placing ones con

fidence in NUREG-0586.
0-34

The health and safety advantage of maintaining a shallow land
burial for several hundred years over maintaining entombed
facilities for several hundred years is not apparent.

If the.

conclusions drawn here are based on the assumption of such an
advantage. the conclusions are unsubstantiated.
7
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Page
0-35

The 40 year reactor operating lifetime is normally based on
license lifetime and should, therefore, be counted from con
struction permit date, not beginning of operation. The
first reactor would, therefore, complete DECON by the end of
the 44th year and so on.

0-38

See conu·,1ents on pages v and 0-6.

0-39

Conclusion 2 regarding the health and safety significance of
pre-corrmissioning planning for decommissioning is unsubstanti
ated.
See comment on pages 0-2, 0-11 and 0-12.

0-40

Regarding 0.15.1.1.2 see comments on page 0-12.
Regarding 0.15.1.2 see comments on page vi.

0-40 & Regarding 0.15.1.3 see comments on pages v, v & vi, 0-2 and
0-41

0-8.

0-42

See corrrnents on page vi.

0-44 & See comments on page 0-10.
0-45

Why are these numbers different

from those in the PNL reports?
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GENERAL
I.

Several unsubstantiated biases obviously underlie and fonn a
foundation from which NUREG-0586 is built.

As a result the

report is colored to favor conclusions drawn from these biases.
The major biases are summarized below.
1.

Assumption that delayed decommissioning presents potential
health and safety problems.

This is mentioned several times

but no such potential problems are described.
2.

Assumption that existing regulations are inadequate.

Lack of

specificity is cited but no examples of such lack of specificity
are described nor are the advantages of increased specificity

enumerated or described.

They are assumed to be there.

Could

the assumption be based on the philosophy that more regulation
is better?
3.

Assumption that the costs of routine decorrmissioning in a given
time period are extraordinary in their level of financial impact.
Not only is the financial health of a utility protected by stat
utorial mandate but costs of similar magnitude are incurred fre
quently, often without warning by utilities.

To say that such

costs are trivial would be irresponsible but to say that they
could cause a utility to go under would be naive, especially
considering the fact that they are known about in advance and
can be delayed with no detriment except to cost.

9
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4.

Assumption that entombment is unacceptable.

This was a conclu

sion reached in the first PNL report on PWR 1 s.

One of the rea

sons that the addendum to that report was required was because

such a conclusion was inadequate.

The reason for disposing of

wastes, that must be disposed of somewhere, at another location
besides the reactor site is not obvious and any institutional
issues regarding long term continued surveillance and mainten
ance applies to any location chosen for disposal.

No health and

safety benefits of packaging wastes, transporting them to another
location and disposing of them instead of disposing of them in

place has been demonstrated.

In NUREG-0586, every opportunity to

note entombment's unacceptability and ignore its potential seems
to be taken. A good example is the first paragraph of section
4.4.

It a ppears from the tone of the report that an attempt to

defend the original position on entombment taken in NUREG/CR-0130
is being made.
5.

Assumption that it is desirable to select a preferred deconvnis
sioning method.

6.

Assumption that there is something useful that NRC can do with
deconvnissioning plans submitted 40 years (or more} before decom
missioning takes place.

This is especially ludicrous for plants

already licensed since the excuse that decommissioning may
be optimized by proper plant design doesn 1 t even exist for
those plants.

Speculation on technology and methods that will

exist in 40 years is inappropriate use of resources.
10
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7.

Assumption that deconmissioning following a major accident should
be provided for in the same manner as routine deconmissioning.
The costs are totally different, the urgency can be quite differ
ent (if clean up operations are included as part of decommission
ing) and as a result financial considerations are quite different.
They are also quite unpredictable and practically handled only on

an Ad Hoc basis.
8.

Assumption that timely decommissioning requires a higher degree of
assurance than reactor safety.
able assurance.

decommissioning.
9.

The Atomic Energy Act says reason

NUREG-0586 says high degree of assurance for timely

Assumption that a reasonable assurance of public health and safety
is the same as release for unrestricted use.
These assumptions are those on which the report appears to be
built and they pervade it.
tile report.

None of them are substantiated in

For most of them, there is not even an attempt made

at substantiation.
II.

The absence of material dealing with HTGR's is conspicuous.

Nu

clear energy centers have not even been built but they are ad
dressed.

There happens to be an HTGR in commerical operation in

this country now.

11
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Decommissioning Program Manager
Division of Engineering Standards
Office of Standards Development
Washington, D. C. 20555
Dear Sirs:
The Draft Generic Environmental Impact Statement pertaining to de
commissioning of nuclear facilities, prepared by the U. S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission has been reviewed by the Budget and Planning
Office and interested state agencies. Copies of the review comments
are enclosed for your information and use. The State Environmental
Impact Statement Identifier Number assigned to the project is 1-0250-023.
The Budget and Planning Office appreciates the opportunity to review
this project. If we can be of any further assistance during the en
vironmental review process, please do not hesitate to call.

Spi s, Manager
General Government Section
Budget and Planning Office
epg
Enclosures:

Comments by Texas Parks and Wildlife Department
Railroad Commission of Texas
Coastal and Marine Council
Texas Department of Water Resources
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SAM HOUSTON BUILDING
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P. 0. BOX 13561

•

AUSTIN, TEXAS 78711

TEXAS
PARKS AND WILDLIFE DEPARTMENT

e

COMMISSIONERS

.

PERRY R BASS
Chairman, Fort Worth
JAMES R. PAXTON
Vice-Chairman, Palestine

COMMISSIONERS

.

W B. OSBORN, JR.
Santa Elen,

'

WM. O. BRAECKLEIN
Dallas

CHARLES D TRAVIS
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

EDWIN L. COX, JR.
Athens

4200 Smith School Road
Austin, Texas 78744

RECEIVEO
AP.R 8 198'

BudgeUP1ann'ifig

Apri 1 7, 1981

Mr. Paul T. Wrotenbery, Director
Governor's Budget and Planning Office
Attention: General Government Section
P. 0. Box 13561, Capitol Station
Austin, Texas 78711

Re: Draft Generic Environmental Impact Statement:
Deco11111issioning of Nuclear Facilities
(EIS No. 1-02-50-023)
Dear Mr. Wrotenbery:

This agency has reviewed the above-referenced document and has no
corrments to offer.
I appreciate the opportunity to review this document.
y

l°l ,

�

Charles ��is
Executive Director
CDT:RWS:gv
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WM. M. WHELESS, 111
Houston
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OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR
WILLIAM P. CLEMENTS, JR.

March 16, 1981
TRAN SHI TTA L MEMORANDUM

GOVERNOR

TO:

Review Participants

DATE COMHENTS DUE TO
BUDGET AND PLANNING OFFICE:

Aeronautics Commission
X Air Control Board
Animal Health Commihsion
Bureau of Economic Geology
X Coastal and Marine Council
Department of Agriculture
X Department of Health
Department of Highways and Public
Transportation
2f Department of Water Resources
Texas Forest Service
X General Land Office
Historical Commission

4/20/81

industrial Commission
_! Parks and Wildlife Department
_Jublic Utilities Commission
V-Railroc1d Commission
Soil and Water Conservation Board
_ Texas Energy and Natural Resources
Advisory Council
Governor's Office of Regional
Development

-- . -------�

Draft EIS

0

Other

------------EIS Number

1-02-50-023

_ _a_f_t�G_en_ _e_r_i_c_E_n_v_1_·ro_ n_m_e_nt_ _al
Project Title -�-Dr
1� �n�t_:___��-�--��
_ _I_m�p�a_c_t__St_ _a_t_e_11e
Decommissioning of Nuclear Facilities
Originating Agency

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, Office of Management and
Budget Circular A-95, and the Texas Poli�/ for the Environment (1975), the Governor's
Budget and Planning Office is responsible for securing the comments and views of local
and State agencies during the environmental impact statement review process.
Enclosed for yoar review and comment is a copy of the above cited document. This
Office solicits your comments and asks ti1:1t they be returned on or before the.above
due date. You may find the questio1is, listed on the reverse side, useful in formulating
your comments.
For questions on this project, contact

Ward Goessling
at
-----------

Please address your agency's formal comments to:

SAM HOUSTON BUI LUING

•
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-----

(512) 475- 6021

Mr. Paul T. Wrotenbery, Director
Governor's Budget and Planning Office
Attention: General Government Section
P.O. Box 12428
Austin, Texas 78711

P O 80)1. 12428. CAPITOL STATION

•

AUSTIN, TEXAS 78711

Suggested Questions to be Considered by Reviewing Agencies:
1.

Does the proposed project impact upon and is it consistent with the plans, programs
and statutory responsibilit ies of your agency?

2.

What additional specific effects should be assessed?

3.

What additional alternatives should be considered?

4.

What better or more appropriate measures and standards should be used to evaluate
environmental effects?

5.

What additional control measures should be applied to reduce adverse environmental
effects or to avoid or minimize the irreversible or irretrievable commitment of
resources?

6.

How serious would the environmental damage from this project be, using the best
alternative and control measures?

7.

What specific issues require further discussion or resolution?

8.

Does your agency concur with the implementation of this project?

As a part of the environmental impact statement review process, the Budget and
Planning Office forwards to t he originating agency all substantive comments which
are formally submitted. If, after analyzing this document, you conclude that
substantive comments are unnecessary, you may wish to so indicate by checking the
box below anJ forwarding the form to this office. This type of response will indicate
receipt of this document by your agency and that no formal response will be prepared.

(iJ No Comment.
April 3, 1981

Railroad�,u.uo............�..._,.,_._�T�e�x�a�siZ..-�CP�i.·1..._.a�o�d�G�a�s.z.....P�iy�i�s�i�o�n�}1-.
Agency.
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OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR
· WILLIAM P. CLEMENTS, JR.

March 16, 1981
TRANSMITTAL MEMORANDUM

GOVERNOR

TO:

Review Participants

Draft EIS

Project Title

0

Budget/ Plannmg.

DATE COMNENTS DUE TO
BUDGET Afli1) PI.ANNING OFFICE:

Aeronautics Commission
X Air Control Board
imal Health Commitision
ureau of Economic Geology
astal and Marine Council
Department of Agriculture
� Department of Health
_ Department of Highways and Public
Transportation
! Department of Water Resources
Texas Forest Service
X General Land Office
- Historical Commission

�J

MAR 25 1981

Other

4/20/81

lndustrial Commission
J; Parks and Wildlife Department
Public Utiiities Commission
X Rr\ilroad Commission
f:oil and Water Conservation Board
_ Texas Energy and Natural Resources
Advisory Council
Governor's Office of Regional
Development

-------------EIS Number

1-02-50-023

Draft Generic Environmental Impact Statement:
Deconunissioning of Nuclear Facilities

�mrn_i�s_s�i�o�n___________________
� r� _R_eg� �u�l�at� �o�r�y
0riginating Agency -�U�·�S�.'--N_u_cl� �ea
.._C_o;..;;;.
Pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Art of 1969, Office of Management and
Budget Circular A-95, and the Texas Polic� for the Environment (1975), the Governor's
Budget and Planning Office is responsible for securing the comments and views of local
and State agencies during the environmental impact statement review process.
l·.nclosed for voar revj cw and comment is a ,opy of the above cited document. This
Office solicits your comments and asks that they be returned on or before the above
due dDte. You may find the questions, listed on the reve-rse side, useful in formulating
your comments.
For questions on this project, contact

Ward Goessling
at
------------

Please address your agency's formal comments to:

Mr. Paul T. Wrotenbery, Director
Governor's Budget and Planning Office
Attention: General Government Section
P.O. Box 12428
Austin, Texas 78711
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Suggested Questions to be Considered by Reviewing Agencies:
1.

Does the proposed project impact upon and is it consistent with the plans, programs
and statutory responsibilities of your agency?

2.

What additional specific effects should be assessed?

3.

What additional alternatives should be considered?

4.

What be tter or more appr�priate measures and standards should be used to evaluate
environmental effects?

5.

What additional control measures should be applied to reduce adverse environmental
effects or to avoid or minimize th e i rreversible or irretrievable commitment of
resources?

6.

How serious would the environmental damage from this project be, using the best
alternative and control measures?

7.

What specific issues requ ire further discussion or resolution?

8.

Does your agency concur with the implementation of this P.roject?

As a part of the environmental impact statement review process, the Budget and
Planning Office forwards to the originating agency all substantive comments which
are formally submitted. If, after analyzing th is document, you conclude that
substantive comments are unnecessary, you may wish to so indicate by checking the
box below anJ forwarding the form to this o ffice. This type of response will indicate
receipt of thi s document by your agency and that no formal response will be prepared.

g No Comment.

Charles Branton, Executive Director

Name and Title of Reviewing Official

Texas Coastal and Marine Council
Agency
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TEXAS DEPARTMENT ff WATER RESOURCES
1700 N C..on�rcss Avenue
Austi1, Texas
TEXAS WATER DEVELOPMENT BOARD
Louis A Beecher). Jr., Chairman
John H. Garrett, Vice Chairman
George W. McCleskey
Glen E. Roney
W. 0. Bankston
Lonnie A. "Bo" Pilgrim

TEXAS WATER COMMISSION
Felix McDonald, Chairman

Harvey Davis
EHcurivc Director

April 2, 1981
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Mr. Paul T. Wrotenbery, Director
Governor's Budget and Planning Office
P.O. Box 13561, Capitol Station
Austin, Texas 78711
Dear Mr. Wrotenbery:
Re:

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Office of Standards Development
(USNRC-OSD)--Draft Generic Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) on
Deco1T111issioning of Nuclear Facilities (NUREG-0586). January 1981.
(State of Texas File Reference: EIS-1-02-50-023.)

In response to your March 16 memorandum, the Texas Department of Water Resources
(TDWR) staff has reviewed the referenced draft report, prepared by USNRC-OSD,
pursuant to their statutory responsibility to develop new policies and regula
tions relative to the delicensing and decommissioning of commercial nuclear
facilities at the end of their planned useful life. The categories of nuclear
facilities considered in this report are: (1) pressurized water reactors; (2)
boiling water reactors; (3) fuel reprocessing plants; (4) small mixed-oxide
fuel fabrication plants; {5) uranium hexafluoride conversion plants; (6) uranium
fuel fabrication plants; (7) multiple-reactor power stations; and {8) non-fuel
cycle materials facilities {e.g., radiopharmaceutical or industrial radio
isotope supplies facilities; various radioisotope research laboratories; and,
rare-metal-ore processing plants where uranium and thorium are concentrated in
the tailings). Excluded from detailed generic decommissioning consideration in
this report, and to be covered by separate USNRC-OSD rulemaking actions are:
(1) uranium mill and mill tailings; (2) shallow land low-level waste burial;
and (3) deep geologic high-level waste burial.
From the standpoint of our statutory responsibilities and interests, relative
to statewide water resources planning, development, and management, pursuant to
the Texas Water Code, we offer the following staff review comments:
1. We concur in principle with USNRC-OSD 1 s basic policy that the
basic purpose to be achieved in decommissioning the said categories
of nuclear facilities (at the end of their planned useful lives or
when circumstances require the premature closure of the facilities
and termination of their operating licenses) is to withdraw the
facilities safely from radioactive service, and to renX>ve or isolate
the associated sources of radioactivity effectively from1he human
B-191
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Mr. Paul T. Wrotenbery, Director
Page 2
April 2, 1981
environment so that facilities and properties can be released for
unrestricted use. (Sections 0.1.4, 0.2.3, and 0.2.5.) However, we
suggest that mention be made in the report that a facility and
property released for unrestricted use, includes all cooling water
impoundments and related facilities, including dams, levees, channels,
and related installations, provided that these physical water-related
elements are positively cleared as being within the authorized Federal
and State residual radioactivity levels. In addition, such facility
termination will also involve the relinquishment of permitted ap
propriated water rights, and wastewater discharge orders and permits,
as stipulated therein.
2. We note the basic thrust and finding of the referenced report in
dicating that the decontamination (DECON) alternative of deco1T1Tiission
ing is preferred to either the in-place safe-storage (SAFSTOR) or the
in-place entombment {ENTOMB) alternatives. While we concur generally
with this basic thrust resulting from the formulation and analysis of
the decommissioning alternatives, we do have some reservations and
concerns regarding what we perceive as three basic stated or implied
assumptions adopted in the report on which the feasibility and pre
ferability of the DECON alternative appear to depend. These assumptions
are: (a) The removal of radioactive material from the terminated nuclear
facility to the host site will not result in converting or transforming
the host site to a facility that would endanger the regional biosphere
and resources. (b) The deep geologic disposal of high-level radioactive
components and wastes is technically, economically, and socially feasible
and acceptable. (Section 0.4.3.1, page 0-10.) (c) The technology for
the safe and economical decommissioning of nuclear facilities has al
ready been developed. (Section 15.0, pages 15-1 and 15-2.)

The first assumption appears to be a reasonable goal. However, we
find a troublesome incompleteness in the report regarding the second
and third assumptions. In addition, we have difficulty reconciling these
assumptions with our findings in the review of related reports relative
to the possible use of salt domes in Texas for high-level storage.
Specifically, we first note the following statement in section 2.7,
page 2-19, indicating that:
"There are no deep geologic disposal facilities for spent
fuel, high-level wastes, or highly activated components.
Commercial spent fuel is accumulating in reactor spent fuel
storage pools .... Pending implementation of the IRG (Inter
agency Review Group) report recommendations, and construction
of permanent high-level waste and TRU (transuranic) waste
disposal facilities, interim storage may have to be constructed.
Independent spent fuel storage installations would be one way
of storing spent fuel from reactors on an interim basis. These
facilities consist primarily of large water-filled pools similar
to reactor spent fuel storage pools.... Interim storage of
low-level waste may also be required in case of large volumes
of material .•• or in case permanent facilities are unavailB-192
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able ... " (Underlining added for emphasis; see also, section
0.2.7, page 0-8.)

The referenced report does not explain how, where, or by whom even
the interim storage for the high-level or the low-level wastes will
be provided. Based on our review of relevant reports over the past
few years, we find that the actual technology for the safe disposal
of high-level radioactive wastes has not yet been demonstrated, and
a satisfactory site has not yet been determined. The reports indi
cate that the United States program for high-level waste management
has significant gaps and inconsistencies. The areas of greatest
concern include: the adequacy of the scientific data base for
geologic disposal; programs for the disposal of spent fuel rods;
interagency coordination; the uncertainties in USNRC-OSD regulatory
requirements for disposal of both commercial and military high-level
wastes. In addition, no governmental or commercial entity has been
able to determine with any degree of certainty the costs of dis
posing commercial radioactive waste. We find a substantial variation
in scientific opinions regarding the availability of technology to
deal with radioactive waste and decotTUTiissioning nuclear facilities.
{e.y., Reference: House Report No. 95-1090--The Twenty-Third Report
by the Committee on Goverment O erations-Nuclear Power Cost. USPO,
Washington, pril 6, 1978, pages 17, 4.
Thus, it seems that the solution to the problem of permanent
storage of radioactive wastes is also the key to the decommission
ing problem, as it continues to be a major strategic objective
involved in virtually all other phases of the nuclear program.

3. We feel that in the generic analyses presented in section 2.6.2
(Implementation of Financial Assurance Requirements), pages 2-15
to 2-18; section 2.7 (Management of Radioactive Wastes and Interim
Storage, pages 2-18 and 2-19; and section 2.8 (Safeguards), page
2-10 greater emphasis should be yiven to the matter of potential
unforeseen expenses leading to cost overruns at low-level burial
sites due to unforeseen engineering needs and management control
requirements, including: (a) water leaking into and out of burial
trenches, involving the necessity of very expensive pumping,
containment, and treatment of such waters; and (b) security systems
necessitating the installation and maintenance of increasingly
sophisticated fencing, monitoring, surveillance, inspection, and
alarm systems.
4. We concur in principle with USNRC-OSD 1 s finding on decommission
ing regulations, as presented in seciton 15.2. Specifically,
we agree that it would be more logical and reasonable to amend
existing Federal regulations 10 CFR Parts 30, 40, 50, 51, 70,
and 72, rather than formulate new separate regulations on
decommissioning of facilities. Since decotTUTiissioning require
ments are an integral consideration in nuclear facility licensB-193
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and operation, we agree with USNRC-OSD's findings that it would be
in the interest of simplicity, efficiency, and reduction in the
regulatory burden to amend the pertinent parts of the cited
existing Federal regulations. We suggest that wherever feasible,
in each regulatory amendment, mention be made of the requirement
to safeguard water resources.
5. Finally, we concur in principle with USNRC-OSD's proposed policy,
presented in section 15.1.3. pages 15-6 to 15-8, on the need
for assurances that adequate funds are available to a nuclear
facility licensee to safely and effectively safeguard a facility
resulting in its release for unrestricted use. It appears logical,
as proposed by USNRC-OSD that a financial assurance plan should be
submitted to USNRC-OSD by an applicant prior to the licensing of
a new nuclear facility. We note that USNRC-OSD would undertake
a continuing review of the financial plan to ensure that the
"decommissioning fund available at the time of the facility
shutdown will not differ significantly from the actual costs of
decommissioning." (page 15-8, second paragraph.)
TDWR appreciated the opportunity of reviewing the referenced draft report.
advise if we can be of further assistance.
Sincerely yours,

�/.�

jvHarvey Davis
Executive Director
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
Dr aft Generic Environmental
Impact Statement on
Decommissioning of Nuclear
Facilities

________________

)
)
)
)
)

NUREG-0586
(January 1981)

Comments of the California Energy Commission
General Comment:
Overall, the document is an excellen t statement of the
problems with the present regulation of decommissioning
nuclear reactors and other nuclear fuel cycle facilities.
The recommendations presented by the NRG in the DEIS should
help greatly in relieving many present problem s.

We do,

however, have several comments on specific portions of the
document.
NRC Authority to Require Decommissioning:
The overvi ew begins by stating that "[a]t the end of a
commercial n uclear facility's useful life, termination of
its license by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is a
desired objective.

Such termination requires that the
It is unclear from this

f acility be decommissi oned."
document

( and from conversations with NRC staff involved

in decommissioning) what authority the NRC has to decide

when a facility's useful life has ended and, thus, that

1.
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decommissioning must commence.

Our concern is that while

the NRC appears to have authority to guide the course and
extent of decommissioning once a licensee has decided to
terminate t he license, it is not clear what authority the
NRC has to require a licensee to relinquish a license for a
fa cility whose life has ended and on which decommissioning
should commence.

We are concerned that some operators of

fuel cycle facilities, particularly reactors, might chose to
maintain their operator license status long after a facility
is no longer operating and to absorb the higher insurance
and other costs rather than request a licensing downgrade to
perhaps a "possession on ly" license and thus be required to
commence decommissioning.

Such a decision to maintain an

operator license status long after facility shutdown would
obvi ously thwart the NRC's decommissioning regul ations.
This document should therefore discuss NRC authority to
require the initiation of decommissioning and identify NRC
cr iteria under whic h dec ommissioning will b e required.
Additionally, with regard to fossil fuel plants, utilities
commonly refurbish the facilities and continue to run the
plants after their planned operating life has been exceeded.
While no nuclear r eactor has operated past its planned life,
nuclear plant operators may well want to refurbish a plant
and operate it past its assum ed life.

Therefore, this

document should discuss NRC criteria for when it would allow
such refurbishing a nd which c omponents (i.e., reactor
2.
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pressure vessel, steam generator s, etc.) must be replaced
and which might be decommi ssioned.
Premature Decommissioning:
Section 15.0, "NRC Policy Considerations," (p. 15-1) states
that "[d]ecommissioning also includes the possibility o f a
premature closure of a facility, where it becomes necessary
to decommission the facility prior to the end of its planned
life."

The NRC i s t o be commended for considering this

important possibility that prev ious discussions of decommissioning have largely ignored.

The DEIS (p. 15-1) does

acknowled ge that decommissioning occurring as a result
of premat ure c losure d ue to accidents may involve some
t ec h nical ,

sa fe ty,

a n d c ost con siderat ion s not yet

completely evaluated.

However, the DEIS further comments

(p. 15-1) that decommissioning alter natives and ti ming,
planning, financial considerations, and recommended residual
radioactivity level limits would be similar for accident and
routine decommi ssioning.

Such minimization of the factors

associated with premature decommissioning is unwarranted.
Events such as Three Mile Island and the high level waste
storage tanks at West Valley should demonstrate that the
activities, methods, p rocedures and timi ng i n cases of
premature decommissioning can be quite d ifferent from what
might be called normal decommissioning.

The scope of work

involved may be g reat ly expanded and the or der in which
certain activities need take place may be altered by special
circumstances involving im mediate hazards to public health.
3.
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The costs can be tremendously increased due not only to a
much greater amount of work required in some such premature
situations but als o from the greater immediacy that may
accompany t his work.

Such situations may even dictate the

mode of decommissioning.
The Battelle PNL study o n costs ref erred to in the DEIS
would have predicted a decommissioning cost for TMI-2 of
approximately $40 million.

The TMI owners themselves made

an estimate of $95 million to the Pennsylvania authorities
prior to the accident.

It is quite clear now that both of

these estimates are inaccurate for the actual situation at
TMI.

Thus, while NRC has yet to complete its special·

studies on decommissioning after premature closure, the
discussion in the present DEIS should be improved to more
correctly state the potential for large differences in costs
and procedures between normal and premature decommissioning.
We further hope that future NRC documents covering premature
decommissiong will acknowledge the greatly expanded problems
likely to accompany such situations.
Safe Storage for 100 Years:
While we basically concur with the NRC position on the
decommissioning requirements for reactor�, we take exception
with the recommendation to permit certain other fuel cycle
facilities, such as reprocessing plants, to be placed in the
SAFSTOR mode of t emporary sto rage for periods up to 1�0
years (p. 15-4).

4.
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When considering financial assurance for reactor operators,
the NRC recognized that such assuranc e would be hard to
guarantee f or times so far in the fut ur e.

By the same

token, placing into a SAFSTOR mode a reprocessing facility
which will contain very significant amounts of very long
lived nuclides and thus may require active surveillance for
100 years,

leads to unreasonably long temporary storage.

This is especially true for those facilities where, even
after this 100 year period, radiation levels would require
further di smantlement before licensure could be terminated
and where such facilities require active rather than passive
surveillance and maintenanc e.

Expec ting any public or

private entity to provide 100 years of such service appears
to be unreasonable.
SAFSTOR periods for these facilities and others which raise
similar concerns (fuel fabrication) should therefore be
re duced to be similar to those proposed for reactors.

Long

periods of SAFSTOR should be permitted where only passive
surveillance of facilities is required during SAFSTOR and n o
further work will be required to reduce radiation levels
below the acceptable levels after the SAFSTOR period ends.
Financial Assurance:
We endorse the NRC objective to assure "at the time of
terminat ion o f facility operations (including premature
closure of the facility), that adequate funds are available

to decommission the facility resulting in its release for
5.
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unrestricted use."
rec ognition

that

(p.
the

responsibility for
wh ich

15-6.)

nuclear

We also endorse the NRC' s
facility

licensee

bears the

completing decommissioning in a manner

prote cts p ublic health and safety,

and therefore

must provide "a high deg ree of assurance" that adequate
funds will

be availab le for

decommiss ioning (p.
However,

both r outine and premature

15-7),

while the NRC has recognized that a sinking fund

approach alone cannot assure adequate funds in the case of
premature closure
neither
from
for

15-7)

can the prepayment

premature
a

( p.

"normal"

i nvolves

an

closure

it should also recognize that
method if the

exceed

those

decommissioning.

accident

or

h i gher

originally

Where
than

facility contamination for any reason,

costs resulting
predicted

premature closure
normal

levels of

the costs to decom

mission such facilities may well exceed the costs originally
provided

for by either a prepaid fund or a sinking

The

should therefore

NRC

such as insurance,
closure.

fund.

r equi re a special provision,

to handle the extra costs of premature

We support the NRC' s efforts to assist in making

available such coverage for
requirement

should

be

a

top

premature closure.
priority

since

Su c h a

historically,

accidents and resulting p remature shutdowns have happened on
a regular basis (e.g., Fermi, Br owns Ferry, TMI).

6.
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Decommissioning Cost Estimate�:
The document repeatedly
latory

suggests that licensees and regu

bodies wishing to determine the estimated costs of

de commissioning a facility can rely upon the Battelle PNL
reports and their subsequent sensitivity analyses to derive
a cost estimate
ation.

for a particular facility under consider

We take strong issue with this position.

At least

until a much b etter data base of decommissioning experience
is compiled,

parties involved

in

the planning

for and

financing of the decommissioning of a nuclear facility,
par ticul arly a reactor,
and

should o b tain a detailed,

facility-specific estimate

engineering firm.

of

costs

from

a

site

qualified

Such estimates need not be expensive, and

are necessary since many site and facility-specific factors
ca n result in the costs of deco mmissioning a par ticular
facility varying greatly from such generic estimates as the
Battell e studies.
Fo r

ins tan c e s,

Mr.

Jon

Stouky

of the

NUS

Corporation

prepar ed detail ed cost e stima tes for t he San
reactor in California.

Onofre

1

He concluded that factors such as

the projected duration of decommissioning, local labor costs
and productivity,
labor,

the proportion of utility vs. non-utility

project extent and c omplexity,

and the level of

deco ntamination required can vary costs by as much as 250
percent for similar facilities.

("Factors Affecting Power

Reactor Decommissioning Co s t for Co mplete Re moval," ANS
meeting, San Diego, June 19,

1978).

7.
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The DEIS states that the sensitivity analysis performed by
Batte lle PNL as an addendum to the ir study of PWR costs
(NUREG/CR-0130) concluded that costs are not substantially
affected by variations in their assumptions ( p.

4-7) •

Howe ver, this sens� ti vi ty analysis did not examine the
previously mentioned range of variables considered by Mr.
Stouky.

It instead focused on reactor size and degree of

contamination.

If we apply the scalin g factor Battelle

derived for plant size to the San Onofre 1 reactor studied
by NUS, w e find that Battelle would predict the decommis
sioning cost to be $16 million, whereas NUS found it to be
$63 million.

Such differences require explanation.

NRC staff and contractors, in response to questions at the
September 1978 state decommissioning workshops, acknowledged
that labor costs are site-specific and that "[g]reat care
must be used in applying them elsewhere" (page 253, NUREG/
CP-0003).

They also admitted that cost estimates for

labor and waste disposal could vary by a factor of two.
Furthermore, Mr. Richard Smith, manager of the Battelle PNL
decommissioning studies, stated at the September 1979 state
workshop in Seattle:
Mr. Schwent:
"Wo uld yo u recommend in the case
where a utility had a specific plant that they are
going to consider deco mmissioning that they go out
and obtain an engine ering estimate or at least
obtain an estimate from a firm utilizing your
methodology for their particular plant so they can
start with a n umber that fits their plant and
situation?"

8•
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hr. Smitn: "Yes, I think so. I think you have to
examine the plant specifics in every case. There
are differences."
(Page 162, NUREG/CP-0008.)
Because of the nece ssity o f s tarting with the best cost
estimate possible if financial assurance is to be achieved,
we strongly urge the NRC to require licensees and regu
lators to obtain cost estimates specific to their facilities
and locations prior to receipt of an operating license.

The

NRC should also specify the criteria for preparation of the
cost estimates to ensure valid results.
Residual Radioactivity Limits:
While we concur with the need to establish definitive,
workable residual

radioactivity

limits for use in decom

missioning, we have some concern with the way in which the
propo sed

NRC limits would

fu n ction.

Ap parently,

only

selected nuclides determined to be the "principal" or "major
dose contributors" will be monitored in determining whether
a site or facility is below the limit and thus available for
unrestricted use (p. 2-12).

We are concerned that isotopes

with relatively short half-lives that may pose initially
higher exposure to the public may be selected as appropriate
isotopes to monitor,

while othe r nuc lides with longer

half-lives that may eventually and over a longer time span
pose a greater hazard to health are ignored.
Radiation doses can be cumulative over time as well as over
multiple members of society.

The NRC proposes to establish
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an ann ual exposure limi t to an individual of 5 mrem/year.
This standard does incorporate some consideration as to the
tota l number of such individuals exp osed annually.
suggest that

We

the NRC also set some limit as to total

radiatio n exposur e over time.

Such a limi t might be a

c umulative dose of 500 mrem per individual lifetime as
a result of any residual contamination at a site.

Such a

standard would give greater cognizance to cumulative dose
over time and to the possible cumulative doses from contam
inating nuclides of lower immediate hazard but longer life
th an the "major dose contributors"

now being considered.

Respectfully Submitted,

Date:

--MILIO E. VARA INI, III
Commissioner, C alifornia
Energy Commission
Presiding Member of the
Nuclear Fuel Cy cle
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Mr. G. Donald Calkins
Deco1T111issioning Program Manager
Divsion of Engineering Standards
Office of Standards Development
Washington, D.C. 20555
Dear Mr. Calkins:
RE: NUREG-0586
The State of New York has reviewed the Nuclear Regulatory Comm;ssion's
(NRC) "Draft Generic Environmental Impact Statement on Decommissioning of
Nuclear Facilities"''(NUREG-0586) issued in January 1981. We submit the
following co1T111ents for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's consideration.
This EIS relies very heavily on the supporting assessments which have
been or are being developed for NRC by Battelle Pacific North West Laboratory
(PNL), and frequently refers to PNL documents for in-depth analyses and
discussions of technology, safety, and costs. As a result, the statement
tends to be sunmary in nature, making a detailed technical review difficult.
However, we accept the conclusions and materials presented in the EIS although
we have not reviewed each supporting document in detail.
The function of the EIS would be more easily understood if the section
describing the purpose included a brief description of current regulations on
decommissioning, the reasons why the Commission is considering revising them,
and the approximate timetable for such revision. While this information may be
presented in detail in the references, the significance of the EIS is not clear
from the document itself. It should be remembered that the President's Council
on Environmental Quality regulations implementing NEPA states that an EIS must
be readily understandable to the general public.
Additional specific comments are attached.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this �ocument. We look forward
to reviewing in the future more specific acti'ons regarding decommissioning.

Attachment

anice Corr
Assistant Commissioner for
Energy & Regulatory Affairs
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COMMENTS OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
on the
Draft Generic Environmental Impact Statement
on Decommissioning Nuclear Facilities
(NUREG-0586)
1.

The Statement does not address decommissioning of research or test reactors;
Unlike high-level waste repositories, low-level waste burial grounds, and
uranium mills which were explicitly excluded, no specific reason for the
exclusion of research and test reactors is given. While much of the generic
discussion would seem to apply to research and test reactors, they appear to
be excluded from the definitions of "fuel-cycle" and 11 non-fuel cycle"
facilities. This matter should be clarified.

2.

Section 0.2 (page 0-7)
a.

The third paragraph on page 0-7 states in part:
"Consideration of these factors can be applied in order to
convert the radiation levels as measured by the terminal
radiation survey to a dose that a member of the public would
realistically be expected to be ex osed to from the decommissioned
nuclear faci1 ity. 11 (emphasis added

1

For technical clarity, the emphasized expressions should be replaced
with "radiation and/or residual radioactivity levels 11 and "receive",
respectively.
b.

The last paragraph on page 0-7 states:
"However, survey costs are expected to be small in comparison to the
overall decommissioning costs, and decontamination costs of a facility
are essentially independent of the level to which it must be decontaminated
as long as that level is in the range of 1 to 25 mrem/yr to an exposed
individual. ( 1) , ( 3) 11
A similar statement is made in the last paragraph of page 2-12. A
review of the references cited revealed no discussion of the sensitivity
of the cost of decommissioning to the dose level from residual activity.
Intuitively, the costs of decontaminating to 1 mrem/yr would appear to
exceed the costs of decontaminating to 25 mrem/yr due to the greater
sensitivity required in the final survey and the additional volume of
waste that would be generated. While the difference in cost may be a
small increment for major facilities (e.g., power plants), it could be
a substantial increase for smaller scale non-fuel cycle facilities.
Similarly, the survey costs may be small in comparison to the overall
deco111111issioning costs for major facilities, but for certain material
licensees, the survey costs may be the only costs. These matters should
be clarified.
B-206
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3.

Subsection 0.4.4 (page 0-12)
In the third paragraph on page 0-12, it is stated that certain highly
activated components of a reactor and its internals will be placed
in a deep geological disposal facility (i.e., high-level waste
repository). It should be recognized that such material does not meet
the currently accepted definition of high-level waste and that such
components have, to date, been disposed of in low-level burial grounds.
Such waste classification is one area where specific regulatory guidance
will be required.

4. Section 0.14 (page 0-34)
The first and second paragraphs of Section 0.14 quote figures of 20,000
and 16,000 respectively, for the number of non-fuel cycle facilities.
There is no apparent reason for the discrepancy.
5.

Subsection 2.5.3(page 2-14)
The first paragraph on page 2-14 refers to an exposure level of "5 µr/hr".
Although not explicitly stated, this level is presumed to be in addition
to the natural background levels since, in most cases, 5 µr/hr is �elow
natural background levels from cosmic and terrestrial sources. This
matter should be clarified.

6.

Subsection 2.6.2 (page 2-16)
In the analysis of funding alternatives in the EIS, the staff should
investigate an inter-utility emergency decormnissioning fund as a means
of providing financial assurance. This fund could be held, invested,
and managed by NRC with each utility contributing annually from $500
to $1,000 per MW of nuclear capacity. Guidelines should be written,
defining what types of emergencies would qualify for use of the fund,
including the requirement that the utility receiving funds must not be
at fault in whatever emergency occurred. Requests for funds could be
reviewed by a joint utility-NRC board.
Establishment of such an emergency financial assistance program would
allow utilities to use a sinking fund to prepare for decommissioning at
the projected end of the plants' useful lives, without having to be
financially prepared for an emergency decommissioning.

7.

Subsection 4.3.1 (page 4-3)
The third paragraph of Subsection 4.3.1 contains the expression 11 850,000
million". This appears to be an editorial error. The word "million"
should probably be deleted.

8. Table 4.3-2 (page 4-4)
It appears that the title of Table 4.3-2 should read "Summary of Radiation
Safety Analyses for ·oecormnissioning the Reference PWR (values are. in man-rem)."
B-207
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Sections 4.5,5.5, and 7.5 (pages 4-12, 5-10, and 7-14)
In the Comparison of Decommissioning Alternatives for the pressurized
water reactor and the boiling water reactor, the statement is made that
the "larger occupational radiation dose" resulting from DECON
"is considered of marginal significance to health and safety." On page
7-14, a similar statement is made regarding DECON of Fuel Reprocessing
Plants. The basis for this consideration should be presented in the EIS,
so that it can be understood by the general public.

10. Subsection 7.3.1 (page 7-4)
The last sentence of the second paragraph on page 7-4 refers to "Table
5.3-2." It appears that the correct reference is Table 7.3-2.

11. Subsection 14.1.2 (page 14-3)

Subsection 14.1.2, which discusses Radiochemical and Radiopharmaceutical
Manufacturers, fails to recognize the case where isotopes are produced in
on-site reactors such as the Union Carbide Corporation facility in Tuxedo,
New York.
12.

Subsection 14.3.2.1 (page 14-9)
In discussing the DECON option for sealed source and radiochemical man
ufacturers the statement is made "all the wastes have to be placed in
packages surrounded by activated charcoal in a steel drum." While such
a method may be appropriate for transportation of highly volatile or
gaseous waste, it would not be required for all wastes. In most cases,
only solid waste would be accepted at burial facilities.

13.

Glossary (pages G-1 to G-2)
It would be helpful if the chemical symbols used in the EIS were included
in the glossary.
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t�2t reached in the Sum�ary of Estimated Costs(iable
0.0-2, p. �-45),
�he !able yields a cost figure for
PWR ento�b�ent w�ile Section 0.2, h , h (n. 0-6) states
+;�ct er:to!"."b11er,.t is HO:' a viable alternative where the
structur2.l inte_!:ri �y of a f-:i_cili ty(FllR) c2nnot be ensured
for the �alf-life o:f radio2ctive isotopes preEent.
�he
table s�o�ld be a�ended tc reflect t�e reality of This
pP..rticul2r 2lterr:.ative with PIR's.
1

(2) A seco�d co��radiction exis�s es to time reauired
In Section 6.2.4.2
-:o use D-=::o:: altern2 + ive o·· s. P''IR.
").
J-'"' , ;J::,-...,1..,.
"'ra / .... 2 s"
LD .,o appro.t.i "l2 +.,e 1 y 4 years
:'br 2_ lsr.:J"e ?'l"?..."
:2.ut Sec .... ion 0. 1J. .3.1(n. 0-10) ,;:rives
'h
+
t-..,e i'nDressio�. -: �, DECO:� \li 1-.1 reat.:.ire
:ninimum of 4
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•
+ •
mh
.,_ d 1.s•
-. a"
v1on.
01� re?c +· or O!'era
cess�-::-1.o!'l
e !:> rs 2:--te:(::!'e-r,2.nC'' s ,,_ m.:ld "-Je resolved.
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(1) Gr?nted t��t ��e bul� o: ?able 4,3-1 is from the
10?� :rr:�EC:-/CR-0110, have t'.".e i'i'n't'li.:2tio;1s of the :'Ill
i�cident i� 1979, especi2lly in-reg�rd to that plant's
external secnri ty si::1ce -:·�e ?.ccide;1t, been considered
in t�is �able's Continuin� C�re section undGr SAFSTOR?
:'h,is gro""Jp thanks t11e ;.;ar,.af,er of the Dec orn:nissi oning
?ror-ra;-r; -:er this oppcrt:mi ty to offer additional insight
i�to t�is criticel area.
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�ear �-o c Gtaf f:
I a.-: plea sec that t!':.e �rr.r- "as aL!�=esse � t'be issue of .ieco:.1issionin;.
! !.ive nesr tl':.e s!:ut-dotsr. ruobol:.i: .. Ay '"ualear '?ower ?lar.t. This plant
&?pears to ;e the pr�':18 candicate for the country's first e.-cperiment
i:\ co��rcial reactor d�comcin�ioni."'lg, so! re�u you= report �ith srea: interest.
! a:n ple2sec t�at you are recor.::iencir.s t�at �ecoc::iissio�:.ns ;e :uilt into
new �eactors, a�c advance concern �e giver. to health and sa!et� and
econc::ics ";e z or� a utiJ:::,· :-� ... .,.:.;'!s � 1!cnnsc. But this
is the ::a:!.� •,ca.1: ?Oi."'lt o� t i,e ,..I!=. f'lvcral!, you A.re ac!d:essir.�
:.:ic!� �:ies t':la: 1 =.:.ve not • een , ic:er..e!?! l'.l!l!, not :nlly loo�t1.."lt
into ,.-'".at to ;o ,;it!': �-�'!'-.at �·"! • ave. "T"l-crc are very fev reactors
that are stjll =eir.i �uilt. Anc, �one on order. The :.IS glosses
over t�is £act. It m.G.�es nc concrete rroposals a�out ho� to deal
�--1:h plans for ceccm:issioning that are made just prior to, or after
facil�ty s::utdo\.m.
:'i:st, he�nz specific, I 'JOUld li'rc to a,ldre:i;s "returning t�I! site to
0
unrest:txc:ec acce!';s
j"!;is is supposet'ly '-asec on •·realistic'' asses:.1ents�
��e�• occupancy is less ahan fu:l tuie. �,ter int�e �!S t�ere is �ention
of �u�.ld!�g 1-.ouses on for:er nuclear si:es. ,'!1-.b is inconsistent.
People live in houses full ti::ie. �,-.ere ia; no mention of s!'icifics
on �o� �rope= s�ieldint coulc �e d�ne or i� it 1-as �een done. As far as
! can fi.�c out, no decor.::is�io�e� renctor has yet �een a�en to u�restricted
access. ':"°�e :=::r;; only ta'tes into consic'era.t!on tre r:u:na.n srecies.
C��ce M�st reactors, including Ru::i '- o)ct, are not "'uilt !n the �iddle
o: c:"(t:!.es, you :nust also consi,!ar ot '- er species (cockroaches don't count).
:!u:i1-ol:Z: is a. s... :t ::iarsh= ,i";cre ::iany i.-'tl·1 ani:-;.t� s ta1·e refu;e. i:hat 1o1ill
:�ese unst!el�ed ani:nals do?
'.

:: 'ls :ient!one=., wit!,ou: e:q,!ar.atic:., :�a: aeco?:Cissicn:.n; uiU �ave
a pc sit ive. environ:::entel ir.r-ac:. :;e1 L ! ac S-Jre ycu a.:-e t�ng about
lo:ig-te:: envi:-on:nenta.l effeC':s. ! �u�s:ion t�at too, hut s!·crt ter.u
effects a:e also impo�tant. ts1ecially for the people who live
near the facilities. There will be e::ploymen: effec:t,,land effects
and ecoad� -effects. ''A small amount of land" vill be committed for
vaste storage, but effects that the "soall amount of land" will have
on surrounding co::zmunities, is not mentioned.
B-210

lt is stated on page 0-4: that cost-benefit considerations are not expected
to have a major impact. That is contradict�d in the entire ar;ument
over planned costs and funding of decommissiongng--each rem will cost
x a.mount to clean up. And the 'CIS talks of a certain cut· off .point
implicit in >J.£P..).. where it is no longer cost effective to clean it up
any further. This argument bothers me the most. 'For one, it ap'!"e&rs that
the ratepayer or taxpayer will pay and we deserve to have a •clean"
environment, not one to lOntrem more than �lult was there before. So ! 'm an
idealist, but it vas expected when these things were built. that the land
would be returned to the way it onee was, no�� or lOmrem more radiation.
lam happy to see ccmcern over financial assurances. The options
are well laid out. llut, I m:issed any specific mediod in vhich
the- NRC plans to work with state PUCs on this issue. Will regulations
requiring financial assurance automatically mean each state must
imm&diately deal with it? This needs to be spelled out.
Under policy considerations the EIS addresses the technolog: ical
capability in decmmmissioning. "nlere is no mention of what we all
know to be the humazi error factor. Maybe one doesn't address it 1n
such a report. But: it does exist, has 'DU 12 has shown. There
should be some vay of dealing with it, since it is a real factor,
instead of ignoring it.

Thank you for your attention to these matters.
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